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KONrNKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN 1VETENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM, 

PROCEEDINGS OF TUE :MEE'I'ING 

of Saturday May 27tb, 1899. 

----.,Q(~c~. ---

(Trnnslatcd from: Verslag Van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundigo 
Afdeeling van Zaterdag 27 Mei 18\)9 Dl. VIII). 

CONTCNTS: "On thc system: watcl', phcnol, acetone." By DI'. F. A. H. SCIIREINEMAKERS (Com
municatcd by Prof. J. M. VAN B&MMELEN), p. 1. - "On the nitration of benzoic acid 
aIld its mcthylic and e~hylic salts." By Pref. A. F. HOLLEMAN rCommunicated by Prof. C. A. 
LOnDY DE BnUYN). p. 4. - "The system of Sirius according to thelatest obsel'vations." 
By MI'. H. J. ZWIEDS (Communicated by Prof. H. G. VAN Dil SANDE BAKHUYZ&N). 
p. 6. (With onc platc). - "McuBUlemcnts on thc magnetic rotation of the plane of 
polul'isation in oxygcn at diffelent jlressurcs." By Dl'. L. H. SIERTSRMA (Communicated 
by Prof. H. KAMERLINOll ONNES). p. 19. 

The following papero were read: 

Chemistry. - "On i/te system,' water, phenol, acetone." By Dr. 
F. A. H. SOHREINEMAKERS. (Communicated by Prof. J. M. 
VAN BEMMELEN.) 

Two cases may, in general, be distinguished in which plaitpoints 
appeal' or disappeal' on the ;-sul'face (by the ;-surface without furthel' 
qualification, is meant, both here and in what follows, that area 
of the ;·surface which relates. to the liquid state). 

1. The plaitpoint appears at the margin of the ;-surface. 

2. Tbe plaitpoint appears, on the ;-sm-face itself and not at its 
margin. 

Mr. SOHREINEMAKERS has already faund experimentally various 
examples of tbe til'st case; for example, in the equilibria between 
watm', sucüinanitrilo and' sodium chloride salt or etbylic-alcohol and 

1 
Proceedings 'Royal Acad. Amstel·dam. Vol. Il. 
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also in the systems formed from water, and phenol with common 
salt or aniline or ethylic-alcohol. 

The second case, viz. the appearance or di'3appeal'itllCe of a plait
point on thc area of the Ç·surface itself and not on its border, may 
arist' in different way'3. 

It occurs, for example, when a plait divides into two other plaits 
so that it also occurs with the conllodal line which represents the 
equilibrium uetween the two liquid phases. Accoruing to tht' resear
ches of Mr. SCHREINEMA.ICERS this case occurs, most probably, in 
the system: [water - alcohol- succinonitrile] at about 4°. 

Thele is howevcl', another case which Mr. SCIIREINRMAICERS has 
now discov(lred experimentally. Let us suppose that at a certain 
temperature T the ç surface is at every point convex from bel ow. 
On changing the temperature a plaitpoint may now appear on the 
Ç-surface, which, on a further change of temperature, may develop 
into a plait in such a way that connodal lines with two plait
points are produced. We then have the case that at this tempera-

Ph. ture the three compo
nents , taken in pairs, 
are completely miscible, 
but that ternary mixtures 
exist for which tbis is 
not the case. 

Mr. SCRREINEMAICERS 

has realised this in the 
system: [water (W)
phenol (Ph) - acetone 
(Ac)] for which the con
nodal linea for 30°, 50°, 

W'--------------~A 68°, 80°, 85° anel 87° are 
c. diagrammatically repre-Fig.I 

sellted in figure 1. Their 
exact positions ean be founél by means of the following tables. 

Composition of the solutions on t~e cOllnodal line at 30°. 

%W92 92.3 91 88.4 81 70.9 62.1 51.6 39.8 28.9 21.8 

%Ac 0 1.7 4 7.6 15 231 289 34.9 40.2 43.1 40.2 

DfoPh 8 6 5 4 4 6 9 13.5 20 28 38 

DfoW18417.2 17.9 19.1 21.1 22.6 25.2 27.1 28.7 30 31 

% Ac 34.1 25.8 81.1 12.9 9.9 7.4 4.6 2.3 1.3 0.5 0 
%Ph 47.5 57 G4 68 69 70 70.2 70.6 70 69.5 69 
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Composition of the solutions on the connodal line at 50°. 

OjoW 89 90.3 90 87.5 83.8 69.4 60 49.3 37.8 23.3 

%Ac 0 1.7 4 7.5 10.7 22.6 28 33.2 38.2 34.7 

OfoPh 11 8 6 5 5.5 8 12 17.5 24 42 

%W 20.9 22.7 24.6 26.4 20.1 32.2 34.4 36.3 38 

%Ac 21.1 15.3 11.4 8.6 5.4 2.8 1.6 0.7 0 

OfoPh 58 62 64 65 65.5 65 64 63 62 

Composition of the solutions on the connodal line at 68°. 

%W 66 50.1 45 39.6 34.6 31 28.6 26.9 26.4 

%Ac 0 0.0 2 3.4 6.4 10 13.4 18.1 26.6 

0/0 Ph 34 49 53 57 59 59 58 55 47 

D;oW 339 46 56.6 66.5 77.6 847 87.6 86.4 66 

%Ac 341 31 26.4 21.5 14.4 7.3 3.9 1.6 0 

OjoPh 32 23 17 12 8 8 8.5 12 34 

Composition of the solutions on the connodal line at 80°. 

%W 83.3 82.9 74.7 61.8 525 40.6 32.2 33.4 35.4 

%Ac 3.7 7.1 13.8 202 245 27.4 21.8 15.6 11.6 

%Ph 13 10 115 18 23 32 46 51 53 

%W 40.5 49.7 62.7 

%Ac 7.5 4.3 2.8 

%Ph 52 46 34.5 

Composition of the solutions on the connodal line at 85°. 

%W 80.1 71.7 58.4 49.1 37.2 302 44.3 58.9 

%Ac 9.9 13.3 HU 22.9 17.3 12.8 8.2 5.1 

%Ph 13 15 22.5 28 4:>.5 48 47.5 36 

Composition of the solutions on the connodal line at 87°. 

%W 78.3 70.1 56.5 44.3 41.5 46.4 64.5 

%Ac 6.7 12.9 18.5 20.7 135 8.6 5.5 

Ofo Ph 15 17 25 35 45 45 30 
1* 
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The preceding tables are obtained by interpolation. Varying 
quantities of phenol are aàdcd to mixtures of water and acetone 
containing 1.83, 4.24, 7.94, 15.6, 24.6, 31.8, 40.4, 50.2, 59.9 and 
64.9 percent of acetonC', and the temperature was determined at which 
the two liquid phases which form are converted into a single phase. 

Let us now examine the different connodal lines in figure 1. 
Below 680 thoy tcrminate in two points on the side W-Ph. of the 
triangle; these two points represent two binary solutions which are 
in equilibrium with each other. The positions of tbe conjugate points 
on the ('onnodal line itself is still unknown. At 68° the connodal 
line touches the side W. Ph. in a. point, at which the two liquid 
phases of the binary system W. Ph. become identical. As is shown 
in the figure at 80°, 85° and 87°, the connodal lines at higher tem
peratures lie wholly within the triangle and approach each other 
as the temperature ris es, disappearing finally at about 92° in the 
point F. The composition at the point F is approximately 59 % of 
water, ] 2 % of acetone and 29 010 of ph en ol. 

Above 92° the s-surface is convex at every point when regarded 
from below; as the temperature faIls a double plaitpoint therefore 
appears at the point F, when this temperature of 92° is reached. 
On further depression of the temperature the point F develops into 
a plait with two plaitpoints, of which one moves towards the side 
W. Ph. where it disappears at 68° in tho point at which the con
nodal line of 68° touches the side W. Ph.; at still lowel' tempera
tures therefore one point of foldillg alone remains. 

A further invcstigation will show whether it is possiblc in some 
measure te learn the course of the plaitpointcUl've. 

Mr. SCHREINEMAKERS has thus shown experimentally that cOllnodal 
lines with two, one or no plaitpoints may appeal' on the s·surface. 
The fiest example with two plaitpoints has been communicated in 
the preceding paper; in previous investigations connodal lines with 
one and with no plaitpoint were referred t~. 

Chemistry. - u On the nitration of benzoic acid and its methylic 
and ethylic salts." By Prof. A. F. HOLIJEMAN. (Oommulli. 
cated by Prof. O. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN.) 

Some time ago (Recueil 17.335) I described a process fol' the 
quantitative determination of the three isomerie mononitrobenzoic 
acids in mixtures of them. This pl'ocess has been simplified and 
improved so that the resuIts obtained by it now attain au accuracy 
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of ab out 1 %; by this means an answer to the following questîons 
is obtainable: 

1. 'fo what extent does the proportion in which the acids are 
formed in the nitration of benzoic acid depend on the temperature 
at which this takes placc? 

2. How do the methylic and ethylic salts of benzoic acid behave 
in this respect? 

These two 'questions being answered we find at once, (3). How 
this proportion is modified by the replacement _of the hydrogen of 
the carboxylgroup by methyl or ethyl. 

This appears from the following tabIe: 

Nitratiou at -30° I 0° +300 

-
'=0'0 "hl 1 : 

1404 18.5 I 22.3 

85.0 80.2 76.5 

0.6 , 1.3 1.2 

I: I 23.6 25.7 
Methylic 

74.4 69.8 
bellzoate. 

2.0 4.5 

_400 

'1: 
25.5 28.3 27.7 

Ethylic 
73.2 68.4 66.4 

bellzoate. 
1.3 3.3 5.9 

From this it is obvious that the characteristic of the process of 
nitration, the preponderant formation of the meta-acid, is retained 
throughout the interval of temperature of 60° and is unaffected by 
the substitutioll in the carboxyl group, but that the quantity of 
secondary products is considerably increased both by raising the 
temperature and by the substitution. 

Tbe details of this investigation will shortly be publisbed in the 
«Recueil" . 

Groningen, May, 1899. 
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Astronomy. - »The system of Sirius according tn the latest obsel'· 
vations". By Mr. H. J. ZWIERS. (Oommunicated by Prof. H. G. 
VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN). 

In N°. 3336 of the nAst,.. Nacht." I have deduced thc system 
of elements of the companioll of Sirius so as to have an example 
for thc application of roy new method of computing the orbits of 
double stars. I have found : 

Elements J. 

T= 1893.759 

ft = - 7°.04486 (Period = 51.101 yC'ar) 

e = 0.6131 

db = 37 3.6 (HlOO.O) 

Á = n - db = 223 36.6 

a = 7".77 

The observations which servéd as a basis for this orbit, extend 
from 1862 till thc spring of 1890, when thc companion was se en 
for the last time at Lick-Observatory by' BURNHA~r. For about six 
years it then disappeared in the rays of the principal star, till, 
towards the end of 1896, new measurements could be obtained again 
at Mount Hamilton. rrhe absolute positions of Sirius, as observed 
in the meridian of Leyden, were reduced to tbe centre of gravity of 
the system by aid of the elements just given, combined prelimina
rily with the distance of the prillcipal star to this centre, as found 
by Auw ERS. In pursuance of the same objE'ct I immediately aftel' 
the reappearance of the component took the computation once more 
in hand. For the computation of the final values I thought it 
advisable however to await a few further oppositions. As soon 
as Messrs. KEELER and AlTKEN of Lick-Observatory had kindly 
communicated to me by letter, in February and March of this year, 
the results of their measurements in the recent winter, I have deri
ved the final equations 1). rrhe error of roy ephemeris amounting 

1) An observntion received in the beginning of Mny from Prof, HUSSEY arrived too 
late to be inclndell in the compntntion. 
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in the winter of 1896-97 to over 4-0 and decreasing the following 
winter to somewhat over 2°, now proved to be reduced to 0° in the 
last opposition 1), A total of 16 serviceable measurements aftel' the 
pel'iastronpassage seemed sufficient to ventUI e on a correction of the 
elements of this interestillg system. 

The spare not allowing me to enumerate here all tbe separate 
measurements, I must refer to the Ast1·. Nac/w. 3084-85, for the 
observations up to 1890, whel'e Prof. AUWERS communicates them 
in extenso. Here and there only do tbe positions used by me differ 
a little from bis 011 account of assigning slightly different weights 
to the results of the separate nights. J ust as Prof. AUWERS I had 
formerly been obliged to derive a measurement of HALL in 1888 
from the compilation givcn by Prof. BURNIIA:r.r in Monthly Notices lviii 
6 without knowing its sourcc. In the 2nd part issued since then 
of the Observations of double Stal's, made at the U. S. NavalObsel'
vato1'y by ASAPH HALL, I find: 1888,248 p = 23°27; 8 = 5"777, 
with remarks as fa int, very faint, ext1'emely faint for the separate 
nights, Not being aLle however to make the angle of positioll agree 
in any way with the surrounding measurements I have now also 
excluded this measurement, Farthermore Mr. HALL gives a few 
yearly means differing slightIy from his previous statements in M. N., 
A. N" and A. J, I considered the last values the best and have 
lllodified the previous data accordingly. 

1'he communication of the separate meaSUl'ements aftel' the peri. 
astron-passage would demand too much spaee; I the1'efore restrirt 
mysf:lf to the following table of the mean numbers for each observer 2). 

'fhe observed angles of position have already all been reduced to 
the meridian of 1900.0 by applying the correction for precession, 

1) It may be mentioned here thut the orbit of Pl'Of. AUWI:RS leaves the following' 
deviations (Obs. - OomF.):+150 ,24;+Hlo.S7;+llo53. 'fhese are illdeed greater, 
but they ulso indicate that the ussumed time of l'eïolution is nem'er the tntth tlum mine, 

2) As a rule uIl the observations of one und the same observer during one oPPOSitiOll 
are contracted into a single menn, With the relntively great clumges in I' however, 
the motion of the nngle in this part of the orbit is far from regular mul the 2nd 
diü'erences (with an ephemeris from ~rear to year) amount to severnl degl'ees. I have 
therefore not dared to join inio means the obsel'vations 5 and 11, 7 alld 12, 13 und 
15, 14 and 16; in every case the diü'erellce in time umouuts to huIf 11 year nearly, 

(In jJassill!l tue 1"'00/8 tUI'Oligu tlte jJl'es~), In M, N. lviii (j is still communicated 
the following measurement of LnwIs at Greenll'ich with the 2S-inch: 189~,214, 6 = 
179°2, l' = 1"68 (1 uight), '1'his had been overlooked but would have received at 
nU events the weigbt 0, the de\'Îution in the augle of position amounting almost to 
10°, i, e. to more thun 0"5 in urc of the great circle (according to elements II: 

A 9 = + 9°93 j A l' = t- O"S3). 
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N°. 

1 

2 

3 

4, 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

( s ) 

Observation. Nnmber f1 1 f12 
Date. Obscrver. of n 

e I r 
nights. e I r e I r 

1896.920 Schaeberle 1) 1189020 3'173 4 3 t4°60 -0/135 _0°27 -0"06 

97.017 Aitken 2) 1187.03 3.84 8 : 5 4 t3.81 -0 27 -0.83 +0.03 

.206 Russey 3) 186.62 3.78 1 1 +fl.O~ -0.39 +184 -0.06 

.216 BrellDer 4) 189.07 3.68 2 ° t 8.63 -0.49 +4>.46 -0.16 

1897.802 See 6) 173.89 4.63 4_ 3 +1.19 tO. 29 -1.52 +0.67 

.818 Aitken 6) 174.78 4.03 4:3 3 t2.28 -0.32 -0.38 +0.07 

.828 Boothroyd 7) 173.66 4.95 2 2 t1.29 +0.60 -1.35 tO. 99 . 

.839 Schaeberle 8) 175.18 :l.95 3 2 t2.94 -0.40 +0.34 -0.02 

.940 Russey 9) 175.04 4.0] 3 : 2 2 +4.07 -0.37 +1.72 +0.02 

1898.151 Aitken 10) 170.82 4.22 2 2 +2.44 -0.22 +0.63 +0.]8 

.273 See 11) 168.93 4.79 3 2 +2.02 +0.31 +0.52 +0.73 

.276 Boothroyd 11) 170.74 4.86 3 2 +3.87 tO. 38 +2.37 +0.79 

1898.737 Aitken 10) 161. 68 4.22 3 2 tO.14 -0.40 -0.2] +0.04 

.785 Russey 10) 162.10 4.18 2 2 t1.10 -0.45 +0.86 -0.02 

1899.177 Aitkeu 10) 154.30 4.55 1 1 -2.44 -0.20 -1.76 +0.24 

.286 Russey 10) 154.63 4.40 3 2 -0.96 -0.38 -0.04 +0.06 

1) A. J. 39;1,; meau lu\ving regard to the '\Teights. - 2) A. N. :\465; lst, 7th aud 
Bth uighfs weight 2. - 3) A. J. 427. - 4) A. N. 3421; excluded fol' uJlre1iflb~ity of 
the method - 6) A. N. 3469; every uight weight 1. - 6) A. J. 424 and 429; menu 
having regard to tbe weights. - 7) A. N. 3469; thc t'\TO nights equal weight. -
8) A. J. 420. - 9) A. J. 427; every uight weight 1. - 10) Received iu MS.; menn 
having regard to the weights. - 11) M. N., lviii 7; all the nighls weight 1. 

rfhe manner in which the weights n have been deduceil shall be 
.stl1ted farther on; in bath columns /).1 are contained the difl'el'ences 
from my elements of A. N. 3336 in the sen se Obs. - Camp. 

My first work was to iuvestigate anew the personal errors of the 
observers. These attaining considerabIe amounts especially in tbe 
distances I resolved to found the c01'l'eci.ion of the Ol bit oxelusi.vely 
on the angles of position. With the exclusion of the evidently un
successful measurements the means ware taken of the differences 
Obs. - Comp. for every opposition, a diagram of these was made, thc 
points being connected by a cur,e in the best way possiblc. Ac
cording to the method of Prof. A UWERS I aiso assigncd weights of 
the form q = mn, where m depends on the telescope and n on tbe 
numbel' of nights. I assumed preliminarily: 
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hl, = 2 tor: Dearborn Obs. (fj, ROUGu), Mt. Hamiltoll (both 
refractors), Princeton (23-inch), Virginia Univ., and the 
26·inch of Washington. 

111 = ].5 for: Cambridge ( Mass. ), Cincinnati, Glasgow (Mo.), 
Malta, RUTHERFORD & W AICEL Y, PERROTIN, BIGOURDAN, 

O~, H.USSELL and the small refractor at Washington. 
1n = 1 for all the other observel's at refractors of at least 9-inch 

or reflectors of at least 20-inch apertur<~. 

Farthermore : 
n = 4 fol' more than 6 llights. 
n = 3 fOl" 4, 5 or 6 nights. 
n = 2 fol' 2 or 3 nights. 
n = 1 for 1 night. 
~q was multiplied for every yearly mean by the (computec1) 

distanee l' in order tt! reduce to ares of t4e great circle and so to 
obtain comparablc weights. Finally to every yearly mean Obs.-

C . h 'l'~q d d ff h amp. a W81g t 'P = 100 ,roun e 0 to tent s, was assigned. 

Observatiolls deviating more than 01/5 (in arc of the great eircle) 
were always excluded. 

By comparing Obs.-Comp. for every observer with thc corres
ponding ordinate of the curve, corrections were deduced whose mean 
furnished the following personal corl'ections (the weights, according 
to the number of nights, being taken into cJllsideration). 

, 

I I 
...:: , 

I AG I .Ei I I 68 I .Ei Observer. A8 'Si! Observer. 
~ 

Observer. l:>D 

~ 'S 
~ 

Bigourdan \t0077 3 Hall \ -0°33 2 ancl4 Stone 1+1079 3 

Bond -0.09 3 Holden t1.12 4 Struve -0.53 3 

Burllhnm -0.28 4. Hough + 0.24. 4 Wilson +1.10 3 

DUllér +0.16 2 Howe +0.07 3 Winloek +0.56 3 

Engelmann -0.45 2 Newcomb tO. 09 2 and4 Young -0.15 2and4 

Foel'ster tO.05 2 Peil'ce -0.94 3 

Fr:sby -0.96 4- Pritchett (O.W.) -0.7]\ 3 

The measurement of STRUVE at Rome gets the weight 2. BUBN

HA.'M.'S rneasurement in 188] .85 at the 12-illch at Mt. Hamilton is 
united to his measuremeuts at Dearborn Obs.; likewise the measure
ments of ENGELMANN at the 7 i-inch and the 8-illch at Leipzig 
and those of N gWCOMB at the sIDflll and the great refractor at 
Washington. ]j'or YOUNG and HALL the corrections obtained for the 
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ómall refractor were u~ited with half weight to those for the great 
one. Wherever iu the last column two weights are given, the fOl'mer 
refers to the smaller instrument. 

Observers whose personal corrections could llOt be deduced received 
as a rule a weight that was 1 smaller than otherwise would have 
been their dup. with a view to tbe nature of the instrument. A 
weight 3 was assigned to LEAYENWORTH, PERROTIN, P.ETERS and 
W A'fSON; 2 to CHACORNAC, Fuss, LASSELL, MARTH. 'H. S. PRITCHET'l', 

RUTHERFORD & WAKELY, SEARLE, UPTON and WINNEUKE; tbe 
others received a weight 1. -

Aftel' applying these corrections we could pass to tbe formation 
of thc definitive yearly means Obs.-Oomp. The assigned weights 
we re again of the farm gn, where n was assumed as before. 

The following table contains in the first column tbe mean date, 
in tbe second the preliminary means Obs.-Comp. which have served 
for the construction of the curve of the errors referred to before, in 
the third the definitive means corrected for personal error. The 
last column furnishes in the same way as before the value of 

1 
-- 7' :s (g n) , 
100 

Date. 

1862.2] 

1863.22 

1864.20 

]865.21 

] 866.21 

1867.20 

1868.19 

1869.19 

1870.17 

1871.22 

1872.18 

]873.22 

1874.18 

1875.22 

1876.14 

1877.19 

/).1 Si/).2 e 

+0°57 1+0049 

+0.13 +0.33 

-0.74 -0.93 

-0.21 --0.14 

-0.02 +0.10 

+0.23 -1-0.21 

-0.42 -0,54 

° 00 -0.2fl 

-0.05 -0.73 

-0.70 -] .12 

-0.08 -0.55 

-0.74 -0.92 

-0.49 -0.47 

-1.14 -0.89 

-0.48 -0.19 

-0.44- -0.22 

I 
p I 

2.1 

1.7 

2 8 

2.3 

2.3 

2.8 

3.6 

2.2 

3.7 

1.3 

iLO 

1.4 

4.2 

4.7 

4.0 

4.4 

Date. 
I /).1 G 

1 

6.2 0 
1 

P 

1978.12 -00021 +0°12 6.8 

]879.13 -0.16 0.00 6.8 

1880.16 +0.28 +0.38 8.8 

1881.17 tO.18 +0.04 9.0 

1882.21 ·-0.27 -0.07 10 .. 1 

1883.15 -0.14 -0.32 7.5 

1884.18 -0.46 -0.13 7.2 

1885.19 -0.21 -0 15 4.4 

1886.14 -0.32 -0.23 4.0 

1887.19 -1.12 -1.07 2.8 

1888.970 -0.16 0.6 

1890.275 -1.44 0.3 

1897 .OO~ +4.38 1.3 

1897.971 +2.43 3.2 

1898.844 +0 Ol 0.9 

! 
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For the last position the measurelllent of RUSSEY in April 1899 
could not be taken into account. Of all the measurements af ter 
1888.0 the means are taken without regard to personal correction, 
this not being independently deducible and the usc of the value 
deduced above for BURNHAJrr being prahibited on account af tbe 
entirely different appearance of the systern. 

That the Dumber of the normal'positions rnight not be unneces
sarily great I formed normal places by uniting tbe yearly means 
two by two according ta their weigbts for' t11e whole of the period 
1862-1880 when the changes in distance were still very slight 
and tho motian of the angle therefore pretty regular and morcover 
vel'y small. An exception was only made for the first tbree, of w hich 
only one position was formei!. In order to simplify still further tbe 
following camputatians, the value af log Vp was raunded off ta 
tenth::l; these modified va]ues are indicated by log Vp' to distinguish 
them from the pl'eceding. In this mannel' the following 21 normal 
deviations were obtained: 

-
NO. I Date 

I 
Ld Iz. VP' I No·1 Date I \ b. 6 I z. VP' , NO./ Date I b.6 Iz.Vp, 

1 1863.31 1-00154 0.4/ 8 l877.75 1-00014 0.5/15 11886.14 -00231 0.3 

2 1865.71 -0.020 0.3 9 1879 84 +0.217 0.6 i6 1887.19 -1.07 0.2 

3 1867.76 -0.212 0.4 10 1881. 17 +0.04 0.5 17 1888.970 -0.10 9.9 

4 1809.80 -0.555 0.4 11 1882.11 -0.07 0.5 18 1890.275 -1.44 9.7 

5 1871. 89 -0.722 0.3 12 1883 15 -0.32 0.4 19 1897.004 +4.38 0.1 

6 187&.94 -0.582 0.4 13 1884.1,8 -0.43 0.4 20 1897.971 +243 0.3 

7 11875.64 -0.568
1 

0.5 14 1885.19 -0.15 1 0.3 21 1898.844 +0.01 00 

As has already been statcd the observations aftel' the periastron
passage could not be treated in tbe same way as the previous ones, 
because for that part of the Ol'bit the data are far from sufficient 
for ,a satisfactory deduction of the personal corrections. This statement 
110wever does not imply that the correctioDs found bef01'e 1888 are 
not at all subject to doubt. Whoever's task iL was to investigate 
the critica} pl'oblem of these corrections will immediately admit, 
that in a part af the orbit where e. g. two of the obsel'\Ters have a 
predominating influence, there can be no question about a complete 
elimination of the personal errors, even apart from the fact that 
the aceidental erroi's ,are often many times greater tban the constant 
ones. Rence the determination of the latter may be very uncertain. 
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Moreover it is a fact that the personal error of ten vuries grcatly wÎth 
the angle of position itself, especially when the latter, as is the 
case with Sirius, gradually falls from 900 to 00

, 80 that the con
necting line passes from the horizontal to the vertical position. 
However I did not feel at liberty to pass over the entire question; 
the indications of systematic differenees we re of ten too clear for 
doing so. 

With regard to the last three normal positions I have s:ill to 
remark that to the 24-inch refractor of Lowell Observatory the saaIe 
weight 4 is assigned as to the 3~-inch of Mt. Hamilton. The, difl'e
rences b.. (J have been laid down in the following diagram and have 
been joined by right lines. 

That the remaining errors might vanish as nearly as possible the 
differential relations were deri ved between the differences in the 
angle of position (J and the several elements. Without difficulty 
we find: 

sin i (R)2 
b..O=b..db- .b..i+ - eosib..À+ 

eot w + tg W cos2 Z '1' 

+ (:. y sin E eos i (2 - e2 - e eos E) b.. rp + ( : y cos i cos rp b.. Mo + 

'+- (: y cos i cos <p (t - '1~) 6. lil • 

In this expression 
w indicates the distance from the node, measl1red in the_ plane of 

the orbit, 
E the excentric anomaly, 
?' the apparent, and B tbe true distance of the companion, 
rp the angle of excentricity. 
The epoch To, for which Mo stands, may be chosen arbitrarily; I 

have placed it somewhere in the middle of the period of observation 
namely at 1880.0. 

The equations of errors obtained were treated in the weIl known 
.manner according to the rules of the method of the least squares; 
to make the coefficients less unequal the following substitutiol1s were 
made (logal'ithmically): 

al = 0.6 b.. db i y = 0.0 b.. i i z = 0.7 b.. epi te = 1.8 b.. ft i 

'w = 0.5 6. Mo i n = 0.7 degl'ees. 
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For tbe sake of brevity I state only the normal equatioDs found 
(numeric111 coefficients) 

+7.54570.v - 5.39749y +2.20722 z +0.63518 u + 9.6769lv +<1-.1053810 = -0.39539 

-5.39749 IC +10.82040 y -2.44634 z +2.60262 u - 7.1205] ti -0.3113510 =+2.69237 

+2.20722 IC - ~.4463!1< Y +"3.76221 z -1.3586511 + 2.10846 IJ -0.2371610 =-2.15710 

+0.63518 IC + 2.60262y -1.35865 z +1.89029 u + 1.00294 ti +1960J2w =+1.73341 

+9.67691 IC - 7.12051y +2.10846 z +1.00294 u +12.66065 ti +5.5116510 =-0.26101 

+U0538 ot' - 0.31135.0/ -0.23716 z +1.06012u + 5.51165 ti +3.7340310 =+1.34712 

These equations furnisbed tbe following values (logarithmically): 

te = 0.820019 

y = 9.055875 

z = 0.330168n 

u = 0.6157G1n 

'11 = 0.790540n 

w= 0.628364 

from wbich were deduced: 

db = 45° 22'.7 ft = - 7°.37278 

System In. i = 45° 10'.2 Ma = 103°.6(;56 (T = 1894.06(6) 

e = 0.5832 À = 211° 17'.5 

1 thought it more advisable however to deduce the two elements 
!1 and T directly from ébe observations, rather tban .from tbe above 
values. Witb the corrected elements db, i, e and }., tbe mean ano
malies were deduced from tbe first and the last three angles of 
position; these wcre then united with suitable weights into 2 mean 
numbers, from which was easily deduced: 

!l = - 7".314775 T= 1894.0367 

With these elements the following errors were left in the normal 
positions: 

1 : -00 .131 7 : -0°.422 13 : +00 .003 19: -0°.207 

2 +0 .169 8 : +0.114 14 : +0 .451 20 : +0 .151 

3 : +0 025 9 : +0 .362 15 : +0.597 21 : -0 .220 

4 : -0 .319 10 : +0.224 16 : +0 .119 

5 : -0 .513 11 : +0 .16'1 17 : +2 .103 

6 : - 0.409 12 : -0.006 18 : +2 .550 
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These errors are also represented in the lower diagram anel con
nC'cted by interruptod lines. Especially thc last two' positions hefore 
tbc pcriastron are now badJy l'epresented, a fact not to bc wondered 
at

1 
considering the large amount of the corrections of thc elements. 

Although these positions have but thc weights 0.6 and 0.3 I have 
yet proceeded to a second approximation. For the new 2nd members 
of the nOl'mal equations I found : 

+0.32052 +0.66856 +0.51950 +0.20554 +0.30590 +0.37168. 

, . 
Aftel' a new solutioll of the llormal equations !l and T were again 

determined as above; thc system of elements obtained is: 

T= 1894.0900 

System H. fl= -7°.37069 

e = 0.5875 

i = 46° 1'9 

crb = 44 30.2 (1900.0) 

À=212 6.4 

The dcviations left by this system in the normal positions are as 
follows. They have been cOlluected by dotted lines in ,th,e diagram. 

1 : -0°.203 7 : -0°.433 13 : -0°.521 19 : -OQ.300 

2 : +0 .209 8 : +0.034 14 : -0.205 20 : +0 .158 

3 : +0 .082 9 : +0 .182 15 : -0 .218 21 : -0 .087 

4 : -0.250 10 : -0.032 16 : -0 .û25 

5 : -0 .455 11 -0 .161 17:+0.773 

6 : -0 .380 12 -0.420 18 : +0 .098 

The outstanding errors are uuim portant, but a certain regu
Iarity is l1nmistakable. The charaderistiè eurvature in tlle original 
curve of errors before the periastron, is found back aU bui l1nchanged 
in the diagram of systems lh and Ir. The causc may b~ sought in 
a perturbation by a third (invisible) member of the system ; the suppo
sition however that not entirely eliminated personal errors have been 
at work seems to me more plausi bie. A· third P9ssibility remains: 
the not perfect accuracy of the cocfficients of the equations of errors 
in the 2nd approximation might be tbe cause. Strictly speaking these 
ought to have been recalculated with thc elcments of system !ho 
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But this supposition is al ready, very 'improbahle a priori. Tc 
at certainty on tbis subject without an en'tirely ncw and prol 
putation, I made usc of tbe method of KLINKERF[1ES based 
angles of positiol1. Thc ratio of t11e planes of triangles in tb 
rent orbit to those in the true orbit beilIg al ways as cos i: 1 ' 

sin (v2-Vl) si/! (t's-tlo) 
sin (vS-Vl) sin (v2-VO) 

sin (02-01) sin (03-0(',) 
sin (OS-Ol) sin (02-00) 

ani! two other similar equations in which the indices 4 ani 
sueeessively to be suhstituted for tbe index G. For tbe epoel 
norm al positions 2, 6, 10, 14, 17 and 20 the deviations ( 
norm al positions we re united with those of the two neigh bouri 
according to the weights. We thus obtained: 

The sccond members of the equations may be denoted by a, ! 

a = + 0.481680 /3 = + 0.297904 r = + 0.1200 

I started successively from 4-hypotheoes: 10 system Ir; 20 6. Mo: 
3° 6. ft = + 0°.03; 40 6. e = + 0.01. 

From the three anomalies deduced from these I computed 

lst hypothesis. 2nd hypothesis. grd hypothesis. 4th hype 

a + 0.463089 + 0.465082 + 0.464792 + 0.47~ 

fi + 0.294009 + 0.290553 + 0.290125 + 0.30' 
I 

r + 0.119778 + 0.117508 + 0.116272 + 0.131 

from- whieh the following equations ensued : 

- 0.003007 6. Mo - 0.003297 6. .u + 0.006753 6. e =+0 

- 0.003456 6. Mo - 0.0038846. ft .+ 0.010131 6. e =+0 

- 0.002270 A Ma -.0.0035066. ft + 0.0153,166. e =+C 
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The solution of these equations furnished tbc followillg cIltir~ly 
improbable valucs: 

D. e = - 0.07627 

The questioll of course remained in how far these values might 
be brought within admissihle limit's by smaI! allowable modifica
tions in the assumed angles of position. Moreover, on account of 
.their being arithmetical means, the eorrections assumeu for the six 
epocbs were l:Ot exactly situated 011 the curve whieh conneets the 
deviations in the best way possiule. I have constructed therefore 
the curve of errors for the Elemcnts Il on a rclatively large scale 
and I have deduced by its aid, for the same cpoehs as above, t~e 
following angles of position: 

04 = 33".503 

From these I computed: 

c.e = + 0.484570 (1 = + 0.299769 r = + 0.120475. 

Tbe solution of the eqllations 1l0W led to: 

b.. e = - 0.0854 

lt seemed io. me tbat this pl'oved sufficiently how impossible it 
is, to eau se the disappearance of' tbe observed systematic course by 
a purely elliptic motioll and I tberefore stopped at System lI, taking 
this to be the best which can ue doduced for the present from the 
observations. 

Finally I havo determined the semi-axÎf, of the orbit for cach 
observer who had g'iven more thR.n tluce meaSlll'Cments of distance. 
As a rule measurcments lèaving a gl'eater crror than 0".5 wo re 
excluded. This fate befell, besides one u nsuccessflll obsr.rvation of 
SECOHI in 1863, only 5 other meaSUl'ements of 02. This is Dot 
to be wondered at, if we consïder the low position of Sirius at 
Pulkowa. The results olJtained are eompiled alphabetically in 
the following table where the column n glves the number of 
measuremellts from ",hieh a is dedueed. 
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___ ob_s_er_ve_r· __ ~I __ a-+l_n-+l __ o_b_se_rv_e_r·~I~a_~ 
17/1.805 5 Hu~sey Aitken 

Bigourdnn 

BUfnham 

7 .507 5 Newcomb 

7 .404 JO Peirce 

7'1.594 4 

7 .747 4 

7 .576 4 

Dunér 7 .417 5 Pritchett (C.W.)7 .668 5 

Holden 

Hough 

7 '.776 4 Stane 

7 .533 IS Struve 

7 .. 911/ 7 Wilson 

7 .358 8 Youug 

7 .423 5 

7 .812 14 

/

7 .314 4 

7 .579 7 

Fl'om all the measurements of the above observers I find in the 
mean 7//594 for the semi-major axis. The complete system of elements 
by the side of which I introduce for the sake of comparisoll the 
one found by Prof. AUWERS in 1892, runs ad follow~; 

System 11. 8ystem V*. 

ZWIERS AUWERS 

T 1894.0900 1893.615 

/-l -7°37069 -70 2877 

P -i8.8421 year 49.399 yaar 

e 0.5875 0.6292 

i 46° 1'9 420 25'6 

db 44 30.2 (1900.0) 37 30.7 1) (1850.0) 

7li-db 212 6.4 219 56.5 

a 7//594 7"568 

I have also investigated for systematic deviations the dislances 
found in the various years. To each observer of the above table the 
weight 1 was given (with the exception of the 6 measurements, men
tionned above), the remaining ones were given the weight tI evidont 
failures being excludeq. Aftel' the periastron-passage the observati?llS 
of SEB and BOOTHROYD we re omitted. As appears f~om the table 

1) Hednction to 1900.0 + 16'.9. 
2 

Procecdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 11. 
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on page 8 where in the columns 1:::. 2 the various values of Obs.
Oomp., as resulting from a comparison of thp ohservations with 
System II, bave been given alrea~y, tbese observations deviate in 
distance from 0"67 to 0"99 (iu the same direction) from the com
puted ones, whel'ess tbe otber distances, measured at Mt. Hamilton, 
fairly oscillate round tbem. Tbe following consideration proves a 
lJ1'iori that the latter must come nearp.r to tbe trutb. The area of 
the sector traversed yearly is already known with great approxi
mation from the first part of the orbit. So in each new orbit 
1 1 'I's arc (Eh-(Js) must have about the s!:,-me value as in the oid one. 
Now (Jl-(J2 is equal to 27°424 as appears from tbe normal posi
tions 19 and 21, and equal to 23°052 according to the oid orbit. 
Half tbe difference of the logarithms is 9.96229 = log. 0,9168, so 
that the old distances must be diminisbed on an average by 8.32%. 
This gives for 1897.0, 1898.0 and 189fl.0 respectively 3"8, 4"0 
and 4"3 (compare the ephemeris below), whilst tbe observations at 
Lowell Observatory gave mucb greater values. 

The following table gives tbe yearly means obtained fol' a with 
their weights. It is easy to understand that from 1887' an error 
in '1' must appeal' magnified in a. 

1862 8"33 (Ik) 1873 7"33 (4) 1884 7"50 (7!) 

1863 7.65 (2) 1874 7.63 (3~) 1885 7.42 (4) 

1864 7.81 (2) 1875 7.49 (5) 1886 7.47 (5) 

1865 7.49 (2~) 1876 7.75 (4i) 1887 7.62 (3) 

1866 7.69 (6t) 1877 7.64 (4) 1888 7.47 (2) 

1867 7.57 (3) 1878 7.66 (5) 18DO 7.74 (1) 

1868 7.58 (4~) 1879 7.61 (7 i) 1897 7.58 (5) 

1869 7.53 (4t) 1880 7.49 (8) 1808 7.72 (3) 

1870 7.ü9 (3) 1881 7.53 (10~) 1899 7.85 (2) 

1871 7.65 (4) 188~ 7.51 (8) 

1872 7.67 (5t) 1883 7.62 (6) 

In tbe uppel', figure of tbe diagram ,accompanying this paper these 
values are laid down for the middle of tbe year and hare been 
cunnected by righ t lines. One can see that the deviations are but 
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relatively very small (the weight of the value found for 1862 is in 
fact about zero) and that the values continually osciIlate round the 
horizontal line of 7"59. Sixteen times the latter is intersected by 
the connecting lines, fourteen times this is not the case. There is 
no indication of systematical errors of uny importance and I believe 
I am justified in declaring that system II satisfies all just claims. 

Fol' a compal'ison with future obsel'vations I have dedueed an 
ephemeris, an extract of whieh follows in the subjoined tabIe: 

1896.0 205°53 3"60 1900.5 140°64 4"77 1905.0 107°17 6"80 

3.71 1901.0 135.60 4.97 .5 10467 7.03 .5 196.61 

1897.0 [188.14 

5 180.08 

3. 80 . 5 130. 97 5 . 18 1906.0 102 .34 7. 26 

3.90 1902.0 ]26.71 5.40 .5 100.14 7.49 

1898.0 172.42 4.00 .5 122.78 5.63 1907.0 98.07 7.71 

.5 165.17 4.12 190.3.0 119.16 5.86 .5 06.12 7.03 

1899.0 158.36 4.26 .5 115.82 6.09 1908.0 94.27 8.14 

.5 152.00 4.41 1004.0 112.72 6.33 .5 92.52 8.35 

1900.0 146.10 4.58 .5 109.85 6.56 1909.0 90.85 8.56 

'l'he parallax of Sirius has been detE'l'mined very aceurately by the 
heliometer measurements of GILL and ELKIN at the Cape in the 
years 1881-83 aud 1888-89. Ifwe take with GILL 0"374 ± 0"006 
for the mean aceording to the weights (M. N., Jan. 1898, p. 81), 
we shall find for the sum of the masses of the two stars 3.51 times 
that of the sun, of whieh, according to AUWERS (I. c. page 231) 
Ilomewhat over % is due to Sirius itself. 

Physics. - "Meatmrements on the magnetic 1'olation of the plane 
of polarisation in oxygen at diffe1'ent p1'essw·es." By Dr. L. 
H. SIERTSEMA. (Communication N°. 49 from the Physical 
Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

Tbe results of my meaSUl'ements 011 the magnetic rotation of the 
plane of polarisation in some gases, made at a pressure of about 100 
atm., agreed fairly weIl with those made hy KUNDT and RÖNTGEN 1). 

I) Arell. Néerl. (2) 2, p. 378 (1899); Comm. Phys. Lob. Suppl. 1. 
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tf we want to compare them wHh those made hy H. BJWQUEREt, 
who has workerl at a pressure of 1 atm. we must make use of a 
supposition on the l'elation of the rotatory constants at 1000 and 
at 1 atm. The simplest supposition al ready made in the, treatise men
tiuned is, that the l'otation is proportional to the density of the g'as 1). 

But then differences will he found between BECQuEREL's results and 
mine, which in the case of oxygen amount to over 10 % and even 
more than that ~n the case of other gases. These differences might 
make us doubt the validity of our supposition 2), and this caused 
me to make some measurements on the rotatory constants in oxygen 
at different pressures, in order thus to put to the test the propor
tionality of l'otation and density. 

Till now the pressures were read on a metal-manometer, the 
corrections of which hnd been previously determined 3). In onJer to 
ohtain also a sufficient precision espe~ially for lowel' pressures, the 
pressure was measured with the hydrogen manometer, used hy 
VERSCHAFFELT in his investigations on the isotherm als ·of mixtures 
of 002 and B 2 4). I used this manometer in the same way as he 
did when he compared its indications with those of the standard 
open manometer 5). The copper connecting-tube mentioned there was 
now fixed to my apparatus. Mr. HAH.TMAN kindly took upon him to 
take the readings of the manometer. 

The D' AH.SONVAL galvanometer 6) has no,,~ been clamped in a stand 
suspended as in vented by JULlUS, to protect it against vibrations 7), 

so that the readings could be taken with grentet' accul'acy. For the 
rest, everything was used in the same way as before. 

The observations are made with commercial oxygen at four preR
sures, at each of which three or two sets of atljustments have been 
made, in the same order as before 8). The calculation 9) then yields 

liJ 
for each a number proporti?nal to d' w~ere Cc) _ is the l'otatory 

constant and d the density, borrowed from AMAGAT'S 10) observations. 
These numbers are: 

1) 1. c. p. 328. 
2) 1. c. p. 379. 
3) 1. c. p. 300. 
4) 'lhesis for the doctorttte, Leyden 1899, p. 15. Comm. Phys. Lab. NO.45nnd47. 
&) Thesis for the doctorate, p. 17. 
6) Arch. Néerl. p. 305. 
7) Wied. Ann. 56, p. 151 (1895). 
B) 1. c. p.320. 
9) 1. c. p. 325-330. 
10) Ann. de Oh. et de Ph. (5) 19 p. 375 (1880). 

I 
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Pressure in atm. 
6J d X COllSt. means. 

97.38 1565 

I 96.68 1560 H5û 

96.13 1553 \ 

73.04 1571 \ 

I 72.82 1548 1555 

72.50 1545 , 
49.33 1555 ! 49.15 1557 

15&5 

38.47 1546 

I 38.44 1545 1550 

38.12 1558 \ 
I 

All measurements are made at a wave-length of 0.608 1'-. 

The means can be esteemed equal, because the differences 
lie within the errors of observation 1), aDd we find our supposition 
confirmed for pressures ranging from 100 to 38 atm. If at 1 atm. 
variations of 10 Ofo wouId appear, we rould expect them to be per
ceptibIe at least at 38 atm. This not being the case, we sha11 have 
to look elsewhere -fol' the cause of the difference between BIWQUEREL'S 

results and mine. 
With N2 0 and with C O2 the differences 2) alluded to are much 

greater and it might be possible that with these gases, which 
diverge more from an ideal gas than oxygen, deviations from the 
proportionality in question wDuld be pereeptible. 

Therefore lintend to make the same measuremellts on the mag
netie rotation of one of these gases also. 

1) 1. c. p. 371 .. 
2) 1. c. p. 379. 

(Julle 20th, 1899.) 
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(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundigo 

Afdecling van Zaterdag 24 Juni 1809 Dl. VIII). 

CONTCNTS: "On the iufluence of watel' upon the rnpidity of the fOl'mation of etbCl' from me
thyliodide aud ctbyliodide aud from sodiummethylate and sodiumethylate." By PlOf. C. A. 
LOBRY DE BRUYN and Dr. A. STEGDR, p.23. - "On an instanee of conversion of mill.turc
crystals in a compound." By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBoo~r, Jl. 23. - "On the enantio
tropy of tin." By DI'. ERNST COREN and Dr. C. VAN EYK. (Communicated by Prof. 
H. W. BAKHUIS RoozrlBOOM), p. 23. - "Tbe continuation of a one valued function 
reJll'cscntcd by a double sedes." By Prof. J. C. I(LUYVER, p. 24. - "On stnndard gas
manometers" (With 2 platcs). By Prof. H. I(U1ERLINGEI ONNES). p. 29. - "Tbe dcter
mination of isothermaJs for mixtures of H Cl and Cl Hij'" (With one platc). By Mr. N 
QUINT GZN. (Commullicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DCR WAALS, p. 40. - "The elcmentaly 
Tbeory of the ZJ:E'MAN-cffect. Beply to an objection of POINeAR]]." By Prof. H. A 
LORENTZ, p. 52. - "On the fin ding baek of the cornet of Houn:s according to tho 
COlT!putlltions of Mr. H. J. ZWlERS." By Prof. H. G. VAN Dil SANDE BAII:RUYZIIN, p. 60. 

The following paper!:! were read: 

Chemistry. - "On tlw infiuence of water upon the mpidity of 
the fOl'mation of ether from methyliodide and etlz?Jliodide and 
from sodiummethylate al1d sodiumethylate". By Prof. C A 
LOBRY DE BRUYN and Dr. A. STEGER. 

(Will' be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "On an instanee of conversion of mixtu?'e C1'ystals 
uz a compound". By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "On, the enantiot1'Opy of Tin". By Dr. ERNST 
OOHEN and Dr. C. VAN EYK (Communicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 
3 

Proceedinga .Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II. 
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Mathematics. - "The continuation of' a one-valued funclion, rep1"e-
senfed hy a double series." By Prof. J. C. KLUYVEH. -

In his paper» Ueber dio Entwickelunq'8coefficienten der lemnisca
tischen Functionen" (Math. Ann., Bd. 51, p. iS1) MI'. HURWITZ 

called attention to the perfect allalogy between the Bernoullian 
numbers Bn and another cJass of rational numbers En occurl'ing as 
coefficients in the expansion of the particular elliptic function Pil, 
whose fllndamental parallelogram of periods is a squal'e. 

It is possible to carry still some~hat further this analogy. In 
fact, the numbers Bn are closely connccted with the values of the 
integral transcendental functioll (1 + e- ".i=) ?; (z). which correspond 
ta positive integer values of :, and wc will show that the numbers 
of HURWITZ admit of a similar interprctation. 

If we consider the doubly infinite series 

± 'In t = 0, 1, 2, ..•.. 
± m'\ 

the ratio 6//(jJ bcing a complex quantity the imaginar'y part of 
which we assume to be positive, it is known that this series con
verges absolutely as sa on as the integer n> 2. Changing the 
integer n into an arbitrary real number a> 2 the series is still 
convergent, a determinate value however cannot be attached to its 
sum, until the amplitude of each separate term is fixed in some 
way Ol' other. In order to detine this amplitude without ambiguity 
we draw across thl3 plane, containing the network with thc vertices 
mw + 'In'W', a straight line or harrier leading from the point 0 to 
00 and passing throug-h the points 61, 2(<1, 3(<1, • •• TiJen, having 
fixed, once for all the amplitude 0 of thc stroke (jJ, we agl'Oe to under
stand by the amplitufle of m(jJ + 'In'6)' the ang'le 0, augmented by 
the angle throllgh which the barrier is to be turned in a positive 
direction till it coincides with the stroke m(jJ + m,'(jJ'. According to 
this agreement to every real value of a> 2 bclongs a determinate 
vaIue of the sum of the series, moreover it is easily inferred that 
its convergence and its one-valuednesB are not impait'ed when the 
real exponent a is replaced by a complex quantity z = I/) + i y, pro
vided wc have IV> 2. 
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Hence we may put 

Z (z; liJ, liJ') = Z (z) = :s' (mct) + m'liJ')-= , 

and we have thcrcby arrived at a one-valued function Z (z), as yet 
merely existing in that part of the zo-plane where x > 2. 

It will be at once noticed, th at the agregate of values through 
which thc th us dcfined function Z (zo) can be made to pass, essen
tially depends upon the convention made concerning tbe amplitude 
of 1fIliJ + m'ct)'. It is only when z acquires positive integer values 
> 2, that this convention ,becomes wholly immaterial. 

Thc question now al'ises whether the function Z (s) can be con
tillued across the limit of the domain in which it is originally defined 
by means of thc double series. This question may be answered in 
the affirmative, illdced, it will be found that by converting the 
double series into a defillite integral the required cOlltinuation readily 
presents itself. 

Let 2liJ and 2 liJ' denote a pair of primitive periods of an elliptic 
function pu and let us put 

:n;2 1 
tfJ (n) = pit - 4-",-2' ---

LV • 2:n;u 

Then, we consider the integral 

sm -
2 liJ 

1 f l/J(u) 1= -- --du 
2 :n; i uz- 1 

L 

alld take it along a loop L beginning and cnding at u = 00, going pasi
tively round the point u = 0 and enclo~ing the points /iJ, 2 liJ, 3 (f), ••• 
its double linear part being drawn as closely as possible along the 
right line 0, liJ, 2 liJ ••• U nder the restrietion that the real part of 
z > 2 it follows from the application of CAUCHY'S theorem, that the 
integ'l'aI I is simply equal to the negative sum of the residues corres
ponding to the poles Ij of l/J (u). For these poles constitute the 
system of singular points that the subject of illtegratian passesses in 
the region outside the loop. 

Thus, as we have in general 

(3 = 2 mliJ + 2 m'(j)' , 

± m = 0, 1, 2, ..• 
± m' = 1, 2, ••• 

3* 
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we must eonelulle 

1=--:2 --du=--:2 = 1 j'lI'(u) 1 J du 
2 ni (l uz- 1 2 11: i (l uZ- 1 (u - (1)2 

1 1 
= (z-I):2-;:;- = - (z-I):2'(m(<J + m'(iJ')-z • 

{3 ()z· 2z • 

±m=O,1,2, ... 

:t: m' = 1, 2 ••.. 

The aboye double series still differs from that which served to 
define Z (z) beeause it does not include the terms ofthe simple series 

:2' (m/iJ )-z • 

± m = 1, 2, .•. 

Renee replaeing this series by the equivalent expression 
(1 + e-'lriz ) (iJ-Z ç (z) thel'e results 

We wiU now seek to express the integral 1 in a different way, 
The function lp (u) ean be expanded in a trigonometrie series. By 
a known formula we have 

'Yl 2 n 2 kq21t re uk 
lJl(u) = - ---:E cos --, 

/i) 1iJ2 lc 1_q2lc /i) 

and owing to the faet that alollg the path of integration the ratio 
u/liJ remains real, we are at liberty to substitute in the integral 1 
the eosine-series for the funetion lJl (u). 80 we are led to a series 
of integrals, each of whieh of the form 

1 f 1 reuk 
Jlc = -2--' --1 cos -- du • 

1&~. uZ- (i) 

L 

Always supposing the real part of z> 2, we find by the usual 
methods of integration 
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Ji - '1riz 'Tt z 1 (1trolc)Z-2 , 
lc = - e C08 - -,..---=-:-

2 T(z-l) 

whence it follows tbat 

I= 2e-'1r~ C08 - - :2 -- kz- 1 i~ 'Tt Z ( 'Tt )Z J q2lc 

2 ro r (z-I) lc 1_q2lc 

Comhining this equation with tbe one we got hefore, we finally have 

Z(Z; ro, ro') = (1 + e-'1riz) w-Z ?; (z) + 

2 (2 'Tt)Z . 'Tt z q2lc + -- -- e-'1rIZ C08 - 2 -- kz- 1 • 
r(z) ro 2 lc I_q2lc 

Now, in deducing this equation we postulated tbat the real part 
of z was greater thau 2, hut as the right hand side defines a one
valued function of ::, holomorph all over the z-plane, we may regard 
tbis equation as the proper dcfinition of Z (z), thus establishing tbe 
existence of an integral transcolldelltal function that is only partially 
represented hy the doubly infinite series. The reEembianep, lletween 
fhe functions Z(z) and (1 + r'll'iz) w-z ?; (z) is manifest. The former 
is evolved from the doubly in finite system mro + m'ro', the latter 
arose entirely in the same way from the simply infiuite system maJ. 

Tberefore we may conceive Z (z) as au pxtension of tbe function 
(I+r'll'iz) ro- Z st::), the relation between these functions finrling its 
analogue in the relation between tbe elliptic functions and the simply 
periodic ones. 

Seeking for the values of Z (z) corresponding to integer vulues of 
its argument, we find in the first place-that Z(z), therein behaving 
as (1 + e-'II'iz) ro-z ; (z), vanishcs whenever z is either a positive 
odd or a negative integer> 1. For:z = 0, we get 

Z (0) = 2?; (0) = - 1, 

for z = 1 thero l'esults 

Z (1) = Lim (l_e-'1ri.t) 61-1 ; (1 + ~) = 'Tt i . 
,.1=0 ClJ 

As for positive aud even integer valuos of z we have 

2 (2'Tt)1l1l q21c "-
Z(2n) = 2 ro-211 ' (2/1) + - ( ........ 1)11:2 - k2n-l r (2n) fJ) ~ l_q2k I 
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lino from this fol'mula fol' n = 1 

n 2 - 4 rJ 47J 
Z(2) = - + 4ifJ(0) +-= - , 

3w2 W W 

whel'eas for largel' values of n we can write in general 

22n 
Z (2n) = 2 w-2n ; (2n) + -- 1/1(2 n-2) (0) • r (211) 

Now considcring the expansion 
I 

1 J.n tt2n- 2 

pu=-+ ~-. ---
u2 n 2 n (2 n-2) ! 

, 
where the leading coefficiclIt Al is zero and the other A's stand for 
certain known polynomial~ in the invariants gz and gs, we deduce 
from it 

[ 
An - 1 2n-1 ] 

ifJ (u) = -: u2n
-

2 
2 n . (2n':""'2)! - 2 ; (2n) (2(.<J)2n 

and 
\ An 2 

l/J(211-2) (0) = - - -- r(2n); (2n) , 
2n (2w)2n . 

80 that we find 
22n An 

Z(2n)=-
(211) ! 

provided n be gl'eatel' than 1. 
In order to obtain an cxpression of thc numbcl's J!.,~I of Humvl'f.z 

we take 
00 

w = 1, (iJ' = i, a = 2 = 2,622057 .... , fi 
ds 

• V4 stl-4s 
, 1 

In this special case wc ha ye 

A211 t 1 = 0 , À2n = a 4n En , 

whel'e En is a raHOl1al nnd POEitivS numbor, oboying thc ]'olation 

(411)! r. • 
En = -- Z(4n; 1, z) , 

(2a)411 , 

this rolation obviollsly, being ,ths analoguA of tho well known 
formu]a fol' tho Bernoullian numbers 

(2n) I . ~ , 
B = -- (1 + e- 2n'trl) , (211) 

n (2n)211 !:>' 
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PhysÎcs. - Communication N°. 50 from tbe Pbysical Laboratory 
at Leiden by Dr. H. KAMERI.INGH ONNES: "Standard Gas
manometers. " (Precision-piezometers with varia bIe volume 
fol' gases.) 

§ 1. Purpose. Further progress in the knowledge of the laws 
from which we derive the equation of condition for the gaseous 
and the liquid state, depends for a great deal on accurate determina
tions with perfectly pure gases and their mixtures in proportions 
exactly known. In these deterrninations the principal thing is to 
measure the pressu.re and volume of a precisely known quantity of 
gas at constant temperatures. The standard open manometer 1) of 

\ 

reduced height formerly described offers us a means of attaining 
great accuracy in measuring the pressure. In the following pages 
I intend to describe piezometers in which_ (at temperatures above' 
the freezing-point of mercury) thc volume of a gas, a~ut off by 
mercury and compressed to different presaures, in proportion to the 
volume wbich it would occupY at 0° and 760 m.m. (tbe n01'mal 
volume) can \ aIso be read witb great accuracy. These app~ratus 
enable us to determine the isothermal lines for gaaes to within 

50~0' at Jcmreratures (above the limit mentioned) whicb can be 

kept sufficiently constant to allow measurements with the standard 
open manometer of reduced heigbt. 

If the piezometer-tubes are filled witb a standard gas, of. which 
the equation of condition for ordinary temperatures has been deter
mined by mea.ns of the open manometer, or if their indications have 
been compared immediately with the open manometer indepently 
from a determination of constants, they can also conversely be used 
to replare the open manometer wh en the measurements have to be 
made in -a shorter time than is required for reading the standard 
open manometer, of redllCed height at high pressures. 

This method has beon followed by me in au investigation taken up 
a long time ago on tbe isbthermal lines of hydrogen (now to be ex
tended of course to the since discovored argon and helium) together with 
those of different mixtures of gasesatlow temperatures (fortheobtaining 
and keeping constant of ~hicb tbo cryogenic labo ra tory was devised 2). 

1) Comm. from the Physicnl Lnborntory nt Leiden NO. 44. 
:) Comm. Phys. Lab. Leiden NO. 14; tlle menns for the nccurnte mensuring of 

tbe I01V temperatures are trented of iu Zitt. Vers}, 80 Mei !Lnel 27 Juni 1896. Comm. 
Phys. Lab. Leiden NO, 27. 
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lt would be very difficult to keep thc temperatures at which those 
isothermals are to be determined so constant that during the time 
required for a determination with the open standard manometer no 
variations can occur which wbuld influenco the pressure to be 
measured more tl1an the errors of adjustment. The best thing 
to be done seemed to measure the pressure in the piezometers_ of 
constant volume filled with gas fit a Iow temperature (a following 
communication will treat of its construction and use) by means of 
gas-gauges which have themselves been compared with the open 
manometer of reduced height, and tó construct these closed mano
meters so that they are not much inforior oither in sensibility or 
reliability to the standard open man0I!1eter. 

In order to render the indications of tlJe piezometers or mano
meters as reliable as possible the glass tubes in which the gas is 
compressed have been taken so wide as appea,red to be compatible 
with a sufficient power of resistance and would not render too diffi.
cult the handling. The chance that a porceptible quantity of the 
gas, albeit in extremely small bubbles, should adhere to the walls 
when the mercury rises, as weIl as the influence of a deviating 
behaviour of the gas-Iayers at the f=.Ul'fuce of the glaas, becomes less 
as tbe tube is wider. Moreover tbe more regular shape of tbe me
niscus renders tbe determination of the volume more accurate and 
diminisbes tbe influence of capillary disturbances on the measure
ment of the presRure. 

The manometer-tubes may be cleaned and refilled without in
validating the determination of constants once made. This is of great 
importance, also because it enables us to apply a differential methorl 
wh en C'omparing the isothermals of two gases or mixtures of gas?s. 
For if we dispose of two manometers of lhe kind to be described, 

l 

we can compress these gases simultaneously under the same pressure, 
and interchange them in the two sets i sa the errors which the 
apparatus might still show, are eliminated for the greater part. 

For the rest the closed manometers are so constructed that thc 
norm al volume can be very accul'ately detel'mined not only at the 
beginning of the measurements made under pressure, but at any time 
we should want to. In order to do so the manometer-tube filled 
with gas may be taken from the apparatus, placed in a space of 
constant temperature, - where the difference between the pressure of 
thc enclosed gas and the atmosphere can be measured, taking into 
account the capillary depression -, and may be replaced in the appa
ratus being still as clean as before while the quantity of enclosed 
gas does not undergo the least change during th is operation. Tbc 
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data for the néëessaty'ëorrections can also be determined wlth great 
accuracy. 

Lastly care has been taken that the mercury in the apparatus 
does not eome into con tart witl1 anything but careful1y cle!lTIed glass 
or iron and cork or solidified ,cement. Accordinglv the menidci in 
the manome1er-tubes remain perfect. All this entitl~s us to caU the 
apparatus described in the following pages when used as gasmano
meter, a standard manometer. 

§ 2. General arrangement. The apparatus now used in the Leiden 
Laboratory is designed for measurements with 4 piezometers ranging 
from 4 to 64 atmospheres. In the construction of the apparatus, I 
have successively been ably _assisted by Dr. LEBRET and especially 
by Mr. SCHALKWIJK, both assistants and Messl's. CURYERS and 
FLIl\l, instrumentmakers, to all of whom I render thanks. It 
contains, wh en used for measurements of pressure, and as repre
sented in Plate I, four closed manometers placed in a row, on 
each of which a definite range of pressure is read, viz. 4-8, 8-16, 
16-32, 32-64 atm.; each following manometer has a smal1 rango 
of pressure in common with the preceding, through which proper 
continuity and mutual testing are obtained. The piezometer-tubes 
are placed in compression-cylinders, each of which can be connected 
sepal'ately with tbe apparatus in w hich the pressure is ta be mea
sured, while all can be connected mutually. 

The whole apparatuf! is mounted usually in a definite placo. The 
preSf:ure is transferred from the apparatus, in which we want to 
measure it, to the manometer through a nal'row tube filled with 
compressed gas. This method offers many advantages in a research 
laboratory like that at Leiden. 

The ehoice of the stages of pressure agrees with the division into 
pieces for 4 atmospheres of the standaf/l, open manometer which 
ranges as far as 60 atm., and with wbich tbe closed manometer 
is used as an auxiliary apparatus in ordE'r to attain a pressure'higher 
than 60 atm., rin the way described in Comm. nO. 44. 

As tbe closed manometer for the next stage made after the same 
principle is not yet ready (it requires a compression tube with a 
tllicker wall and greater volume than those existing) we use for 
pressures above 64 atm. closed manometers of simplel' constructioll 1). 

The mutual testing of the various closed manometers will be 
described wben the observations made with the apparatus are com-

1) Comp. VERSCHAFFELT, Thesis fot tbe doctornte. Leiden 1899. 
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municated, together with tho measurements made in order to test the 
accuracy of thc standard open manometer of reduced height by divi
ding it into two parts, which are equilibrated with each other or 
simultaneously with one or two olosed manometers. 

§ 3. The piezometer- or manometertubes. These are made of Jona 
normal glass and recall in sa far as the general farm is coneer
ned the typo used by CAILLETET (camp. fig. 3 aDd 4). On to 
the upper end of tbe stem a widor reservoir has been blown of 
about the same volume as the divided stem in order that on each 
manometer the range of the pressures extends only so far that 
tbe highest pressure at which an adjustment in that tube can be 
made is twice tbe lowest. In this way we ensure the sensibility to 
be about the same at tho dift'erent parts of the graduated scale. 

'The diameters of the reading-tubes (comp. fig. 3 and 4) are fur 
the four manometer-tubes 8, 6, 4 and 3 mOl. respectively. The 
diameters of the uppel' reservoirs and tbe thickness of the reading 
tubes and of the upper reservoirs have been chosen so as to be in 
aocordance with these (oomp. fig. 6)'. 

À very accurate determination of the volume of the enclosed gas 
when compressed is rendered possible by fixiDg a very fine oapillary 
tube of known volume (diameter about 0.3 mm.) on tu the upper 
l'esrrvoir just as with A~IAoA'rs's piezometel' (e3 comp. fig. 6). 

Af ter sealing oft' we can, by measuring the length of that part 
of the capillary tu be tbat has remained unohanged aDd by estima
ting the volume of tho conical part formeel by tbe sealing oif, com
putc its whole volume from a definite mark. The error thus rem ai
ning may be entirely neglected. 

A wider capillary er (fig. 7) carrying a sma,ll co ck has formerly 
beeIl weId cd on to the capillary tube at the place where it wiJl be 
senleel oft'. By means of this cock we can connect the tube with 
the vacuum pump, suck up liqui<ls in the manometer-tube, supply 
dry air, etc. j moreover it is usefal in calibrating. 

The tube, dried and read y to be filled is sealed oif at the pI ace 
wh('re thn wider capillary tube has been welded on to tIle narrow 
one. If the tube has afterwnrds to be cleaned again, which can 
not but imperfectly be done without opening it and sucking Iiquid 
through, or if the tube has to be calibrated anew, thc fine point is 
filed oif and at that place a new tube resembling the one sealed 

, oft' is joined 011. In this way we lO!:1e in each operation only a few mmo 
of the capillary tube e and we can use the same manometer for 
numerous sets of measurements before it is necessary to weId on a 
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new capillary to the upper part of the reservoirs. lf this happens 
to be the case we can no longer calculate the new volume of the 
reservoir from the old one by meana of an in significant and perfectly 
sure correction, which is possible as long as we pres erve the same 
capillary tube. 

The graduated stem c is mada from a carefully selected perfectly 
straight and almost cylindrical tube. The graduation extends from 
o to 50 cm., eontinued on either side over some cm. in order to 
make sure that the diameter of the tube in the neighbourhood of 
o and 50 does not show- any partieular change. It did not seem 
desirabIe to make the graduaiion extend over more than 50 cm. as 
it is llecessary to keep the whole length at a constant temperature. 
The divisions are at distances of 1 mmo and the readings are taken 
by means of a kathetometer. _ 

It is of great importance that the whole tube should be perfeetly 
vertieal. Therefore care is taken that the stem and the cylinders of 
the manometer-tubes are weIl centred, and that the tube is truly 
eentred in the steel tube with flange 0 (fig. 3. PI. I) the whole 
apparatus being placed vertiea! hy means of thc plummet (compare 
al80 § 5). 

The reading tube is connected with the lower reservoir a hy 
means of a wider tube, b fig. 3. By means of this wioer part the 
manometer-tube is eemented 1) in the flange 0, which for this pur
pose must be made so that it can be pushed over the upper reservoir. 
The outer diameter and the thickness of the wider part are taken 
a litHe larger than those of the upper reservoir, and the bore of 
the flange belonging to it so much larger that between the glass 
and tbe flangc space remains for a thin Iayer of cement (about 
0.5 mm.). 

The lower cylinder a is thin, as in the manometers of the type 
used by CAILLETET and AMAGAT. At its lower end 110wever tbe 
manometer-tube terminates differently j it is providetl with a U-shaped 
tube placed under the Jower reservoir, of which the branch f con
nected with the reservoir is graduated. The purpose of tbis tu be is 
to enable us to dctermine accurately the normal volume or to test it 
(as has been mentioned in § 1) at any time we should wish. 
Bcfore we proceed to the filling with gas we, in the mannel' in-

1) In soma cnses, wl1en for insto.nce we sllOuld wnllt to bent tbe piezometer-tube. 
it Inny be (lesirnble not to cement the lliezometer but to enclose it in tl1e flnnge 
hy p[\ckil1~. But ns we have pl'inC'ipnlly in view its use ns gnsmnnometer we nced 
not dweIl on tl1is pnrticulnr. 
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dicated by ÛAILIJE'l'ET, introducc in the lower reservoir, held in 
a sloping position, a quantity of mercury sufficient to fill this 
U-tube. Af ter tbe manometer bas been filled with gas in the aaid 
position, we eau se the mercury to enter the U-tube by turning 
tbe manometer into the vertical position. Then by reading tbe posi
tion of tJle surface of the mercury in the divided and calibrated 
braneb I, af ter tbe manometer-tube is detached from the filling appa
mtus, we can determine the volume of tbe enclosed gas, while tbe 
difference in level with tbe other branch g indicates the excess ot 
pressure, above the pressure indicated by the barometer. And this 
determination can be made with great accuracy because we could 
allow the diameter of both the branches of the smaH manometer 
to be 8 mm., so tbat the correction for the capillary depression 
can be determined with sufficient accuracy from the farm of the 
menisci. 

1'he length of tbe U·tube warrants that the gas remains shut oft 
even when cbanges of temperllture and atmospberic pressure occur. 

The peculiar pOI:,ition of the U-tube with regard to the mano
mett'r-tube }caves room under the lower reservoir for the tube h, 
which acts a very important part in ûifferent operations, viz. tbe 
exbaustiTlg wi1h thc mcrcury-puml', tLe filling with pure gas nnd 
the shutting off of a definite quantity of gas. Tbis, tube 'I iR bent 
downwards s]antin~ly aDd backwards and carries at the end a 
gl'onnd tap whieh fits in a ground cap, welded on to the glass 
conàuit of the mercury-pump and tlw gas-gencrating apparatus 
(Comm, N°. 27 p. 15). 

Af ter the piezometer-tube is cleaned and dried, the cnpillary end 
at tbe top of its upper reservoir bas been sealed oif, and tbe wider 
part of its stem has been cemented in the Range, it can be suc
cessively exbausted ana fillcd with gas by means of this tube 
h. Then by revolving the piezometer-tube round the axis of the 
joint we can admit the mercury from the lower reservoir into the 
U-tube and sa sbut off tbe gas perfectly Bure, af ter which tbe tube 
may be separated from the gas-genel'ating apparatus. It needs na 
comment that the opetation described must be done with great care 
in order to prevent that the tube It breaks off, as the manometer 
is already burdened with the heavy Range. 

In order to facilitate uny repairs to be made in the U-tube, its 
branches are connected by a narrower tube that can easily bo 
straigbtened in the Rame and after the l'epair is finished can be 
bent again into the original farm without any damage to the 
calibrated tube. 
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§ -4. The comp"ession-cylinders and stopcocks. (PI. I, fig. 1, 
2, 3.) The manometer-tubes filled with gas and closed by the mer
cury in the U-tubes are introduced into the compression-cylinders 
A. previously filled to thc rim with mercury. In order to prevent 
the air from getting into the U-tube, care is taken that the mercury 
is fiowing out of the tube (by heating the manometer reservoir) 
at the moment that its opening is immersed below the mercury 
surface in the compression-cylinders. When the compression-cylinder 
is closed by the fiange in which the manometer is cemented, 
the mercury pushed up by that part of the fl.ange which fits 
in the compression-cylinder, drives the air out. The superfiuous 
mercury escapes until by firmly Bcrewing on the nut N we obtain 
a tight fit on the washer p. Then the reservoir of the manometer-tube 
is contained in a space wholly and exclusively fiUed with merrury. 

By means of this contrivance we can take the manometer-tube ' 
from the apparatus witbout its coming in contact with any liquid 
but mercury, and aVOld thc great number of difficulties which always 
arise when we transfer, as usualy is done, the pressure by another 
fluid on the mercury in the compression-cylindel'. 

It is desirabIe that we should have at hand a greater number of 
manometer-tubes with flan ges in order that we may successively 
p1ace several piezometers previously prepared into the compression
cylinders. The 4 eompression-cylinders of the apparatus on PI. I 
consist of well-drawn iron tubes, carrying taps welded on at both ends 1). 
They are mounted together on a stand V, in the notches of whieh 
they fit in with the parts of the two taps that are filed sexangularly ; 
they are shut up by a counter plate, in which likewise notches 
have been filed. These notches together with those in the stand 
hold the sexangular taps, as cIearly shown in fig. 1 PI. n. 

Thus it is easy to place into and to take out of the apparatus 
each of the compression-cylinders separately, while the tubes with 
the stand form a whole and are kept as it were in a large wrench, 
which can be held firmly Ba as not to meet with the difficulty, 
which else so of ten occurs, whenever we want to screw the nut of a 
compression-cylinder tightly by means of a wrench with a long lever. 

The whole stand is plu eed in a wooden recE'ptacIe for the mercury 
that might flow out. 

'rhe compression-cylinders can be opcned on both sides. In 

1) The boring of a bar is very expensive nnd it is dlfficult to get smaller pieces 
of tubing with wnlIs sufficiently thick to be l)rovided wlth screw-thrend and a se"{nn
gular tap. 
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cleaning the inner surface we therefol'e uo not meet with thc difficulty, 
whioh generally is occasionod by the bottom part. A.t their lower 
ends the oompression cylinders are closed by nnts L, similar to 
those at the upper ends; through these they are coupled to steel 
tubes 1}.l2' l31 l4 bent rectangularly, terminatiug' in tbe stopcocks 
kl. ""2' k3' k4 1) which serve to couple each m'-lnometer (sometimes two) 
to the pressure-conliuit or to disconneet them aecording _ as to 
whethor or IlO the pressure ta be measured is within the range of 
the manometer. 

These stopcocks are belaw -the upper rim of the compression cy lin
dcrs so as to allow us to fill without difficuIty tbe compression
cylinder and thc tube entircly with mercury; as they are provided 
with c,ork stuffing the mercury cannot become dirty by streaming 
along, in or out. 

The pressure is transferred on to the mercury in the compression
cylinders by means of mercury in thc tubes 81' The stopcocks of the 
different compression tubes are mounted on a board, screwed on to 

, I 

the stand V (sec PI. I fig. land 2) together with a system of 
supply-tubes. These supply-tubes fiUed entirely with mercury con
neet the compression-cylinders with: 

10. a mercury-reservoir Rh serving to supply mercury and to gua
rantee that, when the apparatus is not watched there still remains in case 
of change of temperature and atmospheric pressure a sufficient excess of 
presRure in the apparatus even if the stopcocks were open. T,his reservoir 
is always closed by the iron stopcock k5 when determinations of 
pressure are being made. 

2U, the prineipal tube 8S through which the pressure is trans
ferred on to the mercury in tlle tubes, and which may be closed 
by an iron stopcock ka 2). 

The tubes 81 are entirely filled with mercury by exhallsting them 
and then admitting mer'cury from Rl; the stopcocks, like the other 
ones are provided with eorl\: stuffing. 

Through the supply-tube 8S, immersed in tbe mercury down to the 
bottom of the reservoir R'}, we supply from the mercury in R2 as 
much as is rcquired to eompress the gas in the manometer tubes. 
The pressure to be measured is transferred on to the mercury in 
the reservoir by meana of compressed gas. In order to apply tbe 

I) The construction of steelwork of this kind is described in Comm. N°. 27 and 44. 

2) These stopcocks did not require the same great care as bestowed on the steel 
stopcocks of the single manometers (which must be perfectly relinble) as not all manQ
meter-tubes may be exposed to the highest pressure. 
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correction resulting from thc difference in level between the surface 
on which thc pressure to be measured is applied, /1, and the top of 
the meniscus of tbe mercury in ono of the manometer-tnbes 84, it 
is necessary to know the level of thc mercury in the reservoir 
Rz. This is indicated by tbe gauge~glass P, beside the reservoir Rz. 
It eonsists of a thick-walled tube, drawIl out on both ends and 
provided with steel caps and steel capillary tubes tI, t2, as deseribed 
in Comm. nO. 44, whieh form at the higher and lower ends the 
connection with the mercury-reservoir R2 (or what comes to the 
same with thc siphon tube 83)' The stopcock k7 serves to close the 
gauge-glass WhCll the reservoir has been exhaustcd and we want to 
let mercury flow into it thl'ough the tube 83. 

The eorrection just mentioncd for the vertical distance betwcen the 
level of the mercury in the rC'servoir (:iS indicated by the gaugc-glass) 
and the meniscus in the manometer where the reading is taken, which 
in the case of many manometrical measurements could b,ut very 
roughly be applied, is accurately determined here with a kathetometel' . 

.A divided scale on which we can imrnediatelr transfer the rea
dings is placed at the side of the gaugc-glass. With the aid of the 
kathetometer we eompare the level of the graduationo with the level 
of the graduations on the manometer-tubes to be read. This is done 
before and af ter they have been provided with the watet:iackets mIl 

m2' m3 and m4,. To proteet the obscrver the gauge-glass is provided 
at the back and on the sides, with iron plates and in front with a 
thick plate-glass. 

On a board near R 2 stopcocks and tubings are fastened which 
are represented io PI. I fig. 1 aod 2 require no separate descrip
tion. By means of these we can: 

1 0• close (by meaus of k9) the couduit 87 through which the 
pressure is transferred 1) by means of eompressed gas; 

20• read th~ pressure (kg bcing shut) transferred through this 
eonduit, on an auxilia.l·y manometer M, before the eomprC:'ssed gas 
is allowed to transfer the pressure into the measuring 'apparatus, 
iu order to get to know, whieh m~norneter is to be eonnected; 

30, make aud break arbitl'arily the eonnectiou with the auxiliary 
manometer, whenever tbis seerns desirabie, while making thc meaSll
rements of pressure ; 

1) As for instnnce a tube whieh forms a eonneetlon with an appal'lltus like tlmt ot 
Dr. SIERTSEMA'S Comm. NO. 49, or a tube, wllieh conneets the manometers with the 
piezometer for gases eompl'essed at low tempara.turesl mouuted iu another room. 
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40. exhaust the canduits (thraugh k9 and kn befare the con
necting of 87 and 8S) and to fin the reservoir R2 with mercury 
thraugh kG and k5); 

5°. Ta cannect the apparatus with the standard apen manometer 
(through kn). 

When the apparatus is used as 'a manometer the bottarns of tbe 
waterjackets on ta wbich the glass waterjackets are fastened with 
india-rubber, are screwed on to the Banges 0 at }.. (seefig. 3). The 
temperature is kept constant by means of circulating water 1) and 
of the stirring rods 1'1' 1'2' "3' 1'4, while Jhermometers< (not rep re
sented in the figul'e) enable to read the temperature at differents 
heights. The stil'ring rods are suspended from the stand 81, which 
is constructed so that it can easily be removed. 

§ 5. Borne 1'(J'marks on cleaning, cementing and filling. The 
cleaning of the tubes is of great importance. Ooly when this is 
done with the greatest care, it is possible that the meniBci remain 
perfect. As for the precautions to ensure this, I refer to Comm. 
N0. 27. Attention must be dr::twn however to the fact that, without 
particulal' precautions it would be impossible ta clean tbe tubes by 
boiling for instanee with nitric acid. In tbe Brst p]ace dIfferent 
parts of the walls are very thick; moreover they are very long and 
terminate on one end in a comparatively nal'row tube, on tbe other 
end in an extremely narrow capillary tube, whioh almost closes 
tbem. The difficuIty arising' from this, was removed by placing tbe 
tubes, as shown in PI. Ir fig. 2, in expressely made boiling-tubes 
of ordinary Bize in Wllich the c1eansiDg-liquid is poured a1so 
filling the manometer-tube (being not entirely shut on both sides), 
and is }leated uutil the Iiquid begins to boi! within the manometer
tube. 

Round the manometer-tube a platinum wire is sluug, which prevents 
contact between manometer-tube and boiling-tube, and serves ta take 
the manometer-tube out of the boiling-tube. 

In cementiug the manometer-tubes in the Banges, we must take 
care that the axes of the two coincide. Therefore it seemed desirabIe 
to make special moulds in which the tube and thc flauge are fastened. 
(Compare fig. 3 PI. II). 

1) I shaH not dwen on th1S circulntion. Whell the piezometers are used at tempera
tl1res much diftering from thnt of the room we must sl1rroulld them ",ith liquid
or vapour-jackets (or liquid-jackets enclosed in vapour-jnckets). 
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On to the part }.. of the fiange provided with a screw-thl'ead, we 
serew; a bra ss tube in whieh two openings e have been cut, and in 
wbieh tbe stem of tbc manometer-tube may be fastened by means 
of the wooden stopper lt cut in two. Over the wider lower·part 
of the flange, we slide the tube consisting of a narrow and a wide 
piace in which openings have been cut at b, d alld also at e, 
and whieh fits at ). round the former tube. By means of a tight ring 
at f the two tubes are kept in ti. coaxial position. In the wide end 
of tho second tube the lowel' cylinder of the manometer-tube may 
be fastened at (t by means of a wooden stopper likewise cut in two. 

The eementillg is done in thc foJlowing way: the manometer-tube 
is heated to a little above the melting-point of the cement, a thin 
layer of whieh is spread on tIJe tube. Tn the meantime the steel 
piece with thc bl'a8s tube scre\'\ ed on to it is heated also to about 
the "ame temperature. 'l'hen thc manometer· tube (in the reversûd 
]losition of fig. 3) is sEd into the steel piece, over this tbc s(>cond 
tube is slid and then the halves of the wooden stopper are put in 
their places. In this way the manometer-tube is truly ccntred alla 
the space bet ween manometer-tube and flange is entirely filled up 
with cement. Through thc openings we may pour in additional 
cement. Aftel' this is soJidified we turn the apparatus upside down 
(positioll of fig. 3) so that the glass-reservoir rests on the collar c 
of cement oozed out. 

The supelfiuous cement is wa~hecl away with benzine. 
For the filling with pure hydrogen I rofer to Comm. NU. 27; for 

the l'evolving of the manometer-tube round the axis of the tube h, 

in order to shut oft' the gas by meanS of mercury admitted before
hand into the reservoir, I refer to § 3 of this paper. 

§ 6. Oalibl'ation, detel'mination of tlze volume of tlze tube and 
measul'ements of t!te 1tol'mal volume of tlte enclosed gas. In order to 
calibrate the graduated tub€'& and to detel'mine Hw volumes of the 
reservoirs, we weId a wider tubu with a gIass stopcoek on to thc 
capillary tube where the manometeI-tube is to be seale/d ofl'. On the 
other side of the stopcock, this wider tube terminates in a fine point. 

Aftel' being cleaner} aud drietl t he manometer-tu be is entil'ely 
filled with mercury. The calibratioll anel guuging is done by weighing 
the mercury which we let flow out. I will not dwell on these ope
rations and tho correctiOllf'l they reqnire as they cun better be treated 
of when the obscl'vations made arc communicated, but here I wlll 
only m<>ntion tllat in these operations lll11ch time was saved and the 
dogl'ee of accurary was glClltly incl'easerJ Ly placing the tube in a 

4 
l'rocecdings ROylll Acad. Alllotel'ruull \tol. 11 
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double walled eopper box lined with thiek feIt, the in nel' and the outer 
wan being provided with plate·glass windows in order to enable us to 
take readings along the whole seale of the tube (comp. Pl. II fig. 4). 
1'he spaee betweeD the two walls was filled with water and the 
com,tancy of thc temperature was pIOmoted by stirring. 

The tube to be calibrated l'csts on a wooden ring aDd the lengthening
piece with stopcock, welded on to the upper-reservoir, paf:.sea through 
aD india rubber stoppel' cut in two. The point of the manometer
tube through which tIJe mercUl y flows is protected from variations 
of temperature hy a copper felt-lined cap fastened to the box by a 
bayonet·adjustment; this cap can easily be l'emoved (for a short 
time) whenevel' we wa,nt to let a quantity of mercury flow out from 
the tube. 

The readings for determining the normal volume are made whila 
the manometel· tube is placed in a double-walled box as described 
above, (comp. PI. n fig. 5) but in which thc windows we re only 
smaH, as wo wanted to raad only the position of the mel'cury in 
the U-tubes and of the thermometer. These readings and that 
of the standctrd barometer (the box communieating with the atmo
sphere by a small tube) yield a perfectly accurate determination of 
the normal volume, which is of the grealest impoltance for the 
investigation of the isothel'mal lines. 

Physics. - Prof. VAN DER WAALS presents on behalf of Mr. N. 
QUINT GZN. a paper on: »TlIe detel'mination of isothel'mals 
(01' mixtures of H Cl mul C2Hç :' 

Introduction. 

At the commencement of this investigation there we re but few 
observations made, which might be uscd for testing Prof. V.A.N DER 

WAALS'S theory on the behuviour of mixtures of two substances. 
At that time Mr. Kl!ENEN was the onIy one who had examined 
some mixtures and his observatiolls agreed with that theory. In 
order to add to the material on this subject (to which all:io Mr. VAN 

DER LEE, Mr. VERSCHAFFI:LT, Mr. HARTMAN have siDce contributed), 
I have examined mixtures of HOI and O2 Ho. 1'110 results of the 
determinations of the isothermals and a short dcscription of thc 
experiments foIlow; I hope soon to publish some furthcr details and 
a calculation of volume contraction etc. 
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Tlte substancBS. 

From tbe thoory folIows t11at somo mixtures, when being condensed 
at a CeI tain temperature wj]} show tho phenomenon, indieated as 
retrograde condensation second type. Mr. KUENEN ha,d not been 
able to ob serve this phenomcnon; therefore it was desirabIe to select 
substances, in which at least theoretically, the phenomenon of r. c. 
II was to be found. 

As Mr. KUENEN statE'S in Phys. Soc. (13) 10, 1895, this is the 
case with same mixtures, if the component that has the higher 
vapoul'-pressures, has aIso the higher critical temperature. We settled 
therefore on HOI and 0,2 HG, because each of these substances has 
also a critical pressure which may be easily attained. 

H Ol was obtained by adding drops of concentrated sulphurous 
acid to pure HOI, to which some Fe2 S04 had been added. When 
the gas obtained in this way, was dried, it was very pure, as appeared 
from the slight increase of pres&ure (at 12° about 0,2 atm.), when 
condensed and from the agreement of the critical data wUh those 
found by ANSDELL. 

In order to obtain ethane, acetate of sodium was subjected to 
electrolysis; tbe gas which was developed, was condensed at a Iow 
temperature (about -50°), the vapourphasis was removed, and from 
the liquid phasis a quantity of gas had been collected. Though this 
method is the same as had furnished good resuUs to Mr. KUENEN, 
I have not succeeded in making the gas as pure; this O2 Ha pre
sented in being condensed at 21°, an inerease of pressure of 1,4 
atm. As bowever the values for the critical data as found hy me 
(crit. temp. 31°,88; crit. pressure 48,94 atm.) did not differ much 
from those found hy Mr. KUENEN for hlS ethane (crit. temp. 31,95 
à 32,2; crit. press. 48,64 à 48,91) and as moreover it is difficult 
to obtain perfectly pure ethane, as clearly appears from the obser
vations of others (DEWAR, OLSZEWSKY and HAENLEN found resp. 
for crit. temp. 35°, 34° and 34°,5 and for crit. press. 45,2; 50,2 
and 50 atm.) I resolved to continue the observations with the ethane 
I bad obtained. 

The Method. 

']'he rompressibility of the two substances mentioned and aiso that 
of four mixtures (prepared in a mixing-apparatus made completely 
of glass), was compared with that of dry air, free from carbonic acid, 
at temperatmes wllich were the same for the two sub stances and for 

4* 
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the mixtUlcS. TlJe gas was eompressed in a calibruted t!lbe of 
CAILLETET, on whieh the mm. were marked, and thc thickwalled 
part of which was p1aced in a waterbath of about 35 L. After this 
water had reaoherl the desired tempcwture, the temperaturc was kept 
constant by means of an alternating cllrrent, which passed through 
two tubes filled with a solution of NH4,Cl, whieh were p1aced in 
the bath. Moreover in this bath wele founlt the coil, serving to 
move the electro-magnetic stirrer in the CA.ILLETET-tube, and a stirrer, 
kept in motion lIy the flow of water. -' 

Thc tcmperatures between 15° ano 35° WClC lead from a thermo
muler, ,,,hich was dividcd in 1/2Uo; the othcrs fiom thermometers 
with a divisioll of 1/10° ; now, and then the thermometers were te:::.ted 
by meallS of a norm,ü thermometel', which had been compared with 
an air thermometer at the Reichsan&taJt. 

Thc pressures were calculated by making' use of the table which 
Mr. AlIIAGA.'l' gives for the compl'essibility of air in Ann. de Ch. et 
de Phys. 6e série 1898. 

The Results. 

It appeared a1ready in the obseryation of the first mixture, that 
I, na more than Mr. KUENEN, should succec 1 in obscl'ving thc retro
grade condensation 211d type. For thc Clitical tempemtUie of the 
point of tungency and of the plaitpointcul've ware 80 near each 
other, that I could scarcely state a ddference between these tempe
ratures. Moreover, a160 in these mixture" the phenomenon of a 
maximum pressure and a minimum critical remperature appeared, 
which, made the region, where r. c. 1I was possible, still more limited. 
(See KUENEN, experiments on mixtures of N2 0 and C2 Ha etc. 
Zeitschr. für phys. Chem. XXIV, 4, 1897). 

lhls maximum preSSlll'e oct'urs when x = 0.44 ano this minimum 
critical temperature when x=O,62 (etha1l8 is considered as the solved 
substance, N2 0 as the solving slIbstance), as appcars from the gra
phieul representation, in which the course of the plaitpointcllrve, of 
the CUl'ves of the vapour pressure of thc simple substances and the 
border-curves of the mixtures are indteated. '1'hi8 diagram, drawIl 
up accol'ding to the initial and flnal points of condensation, occur
ring in the tables, is i'ounded on the following tables. 
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ROl O2 HG Mbdure 1. x= 0,1388 

t Pa t pa t pa pb 

14,55 38,03 13,2 32,21 13,7 40,42 42,33 

21,3 44,25 21,3 38,75 21,3 48,11 49,97 

30,23 53,82 25,4 42,19 25,4 52,74 54-,48 

41,45 68,47 30,23 46,92 30,23 58,36 59,93 

51,3 84,13 31,88 48,~4 41,45 74,37 75,26 

43,1 77,51 

Mixture Il . .'11=0,4035 Mixture 111. x=O,6167 Mixture lV. 11'=0,7141 

t pa pb t Pa pb t Pa Pb 

14,1 45,72 46,94 14 43,96 45,83 14,5 42,18 44,60 

21,2 53,36 54,25 21,3 51,64 53.18 21,3 49,08 51,10 

25,4 58,42 59,19 25,4 56,55 57,57 25,4 53,87 55,25 

30,23 64,80 65,11 27,25 59,15 27,33 56,49 56,92 

30,43 65,30 27,25 59,30 27,37 r,o,81 

30,53 65,42 
The results of the detet'minn.tions of the isoLhel'mltls are rep re

sented in the tables fIOm A. to F. The following remarks may be aàdeel : 
Thc values represent the observatiom" so that thc COll'l'ctions, 

which might be drawn from the graph:cal representation, have not 
been applied. 

Tho isothel'mal of 25°,4 fol' HOI and that of 52°,5 fot, mixtures II arc 
not given, as the farmer was most likely not reliablo, anrl n.'3 the 
latter could not be detcrminerl, berause the CAILLETgT-tube was broken. 

When thC' substancf' was dividod into heterogencoufl pllases, the 
,'apour-volnmes thcn prf's~nt werp also l'opeatedly measul'l'd ; they 
are, howevel', lpss (trCllt'ute than the total voJnmes on acrount ofthp 
uncertainty of the correction, which is to be mac1p for the meniscus. 
All volumes arc <,xprpssod in thC' throl'ctical normal volume (i. e, the 
volume at 0° and 1 atm. multipliec1' with (1 + (1) (l-b» as unity; 
IDoreover the volumes, at w hieh for the ti rst ti mc 1 iq uid is to be 
observrrl, arc unrlerlinml, and thosc at whirh thr vapom phasis dis
arren l'S, a rr clou hly 11 nrI<'l'li ned. 

'rhe pressures are expressed in atlllospheres, the error will seldom 
exceed lhooo, at least for the lower pressures. 
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A. Hydrochloric acid. Vo = 54,348 eMs. 

Temp. Tot. "Vol "Vapou!' "Vol Pressure. Temp. 'l'ot Vol Pressure. 0,0 0,0 0,0 

14°,55 1890 38,03 - 30°,23 2liO 39,08 

1738 1717 38,09 (coutin) 2112 39,81 

1615 1584 38,09 2077 40,29 

0902 0796 38,09 , 2041 40,74 

0420 0258 38,14 1990 41,36 , 
0190 38,21 1930 42,16 

0189 38,25 1820 43,84 -
1733 45,20 

21°,30 2157 37,18 
1628 46,85 

2149 37,25 
1505 48,94 

2122 37,58 
1402 50,75 

2105 37,81 
1230? 53,82 

2086 38,01 -
0219 53,95 

2065 38,23 
0207 54,10 

2043 38,46 -
2023 38,09 41 °,45 23i7 39,32 

1897 40,21, 2200 41,14 

1885 40,38 2069 4305 

1801, 41,45 1951 H,78 

1792 41,04 1810 46.64 

1780 41,81 fi12 1,8,88 

17/0 4:2.74 15~1 51,17 

1086 43,07 H31 54,01, 

1615 44. 1261 58,47 

44,16 1603 1148 61,20 

41,25 1566 1027 64,18 -
44,47 0194 0913 66,96 

-
0830 68,47 -30°,23 2318 37,44 
0239 68,63 

2269 37,96 -
2220 38,50 
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Temp. Tot Vol Pressure. Temp.j Toto,J°l. Pressure. 
0,0 

, 

1 
51° 3 I 0414 8i,13 52°,5 1986 47,05 

crit . .poiu1 - (colltiu) 1801 50,34 
52°,5 2106 31,22 

1638 53,72 
2546 39,08 

1450 58,28 
2358 41,45 

1260 63,42 
2168 H,14 

1075 68,88 

B. Etbane. Vo = 54,491 c~{3. 

= 
'I'emp. Tot Vol. VapoÖ,Ó V 01'1 Pressure Temp. Tot. Vol Ivapourvo\. Prcssul'e. 

0,0 0,0 0,0 

23°,2 1968 
I 

32,21 _ 25°,4 1822 37,02 -
1818 1781 32,29 1599 39,19 

1599 Hi21 32,36 1414 40,88 

\ 1321 1178 32,.18 1265 42,10 

1032 082-2 32,72 1255 42,19 -
0725 0443 33,05 0880 0696 42,56 

0~3f. 0072 33,53 0665 0362 42,89 

0387 33,71 0477 0067 43,29 

0368 33,89 0430 43,54 - -
21°,3 1876 35,26 30°,23 1783 38,86 

1i81> 36,01> 1599 40,86 

1692 3li,91 W4 4288 

1599 37.70 1228 .u,88 

1506 38,38 1042 46,39 

H88 38,59 01>19 46,90 

1479 38,66 0940 46,!J:J -
1469 < 3H,72 0930 4G,9.!. 

- 14G4 38,75 0498 47,76 
\ - -

0526 0173 39,76 

0404 40,13 

== I 
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13°,7 

\ 

I I 

( 46 ) 
- -
'l'emp. 'rot. Vol. I P 0,0 ressurc. l'elllp I Tot .. Vol. 

0,0 Pl'essurc. 

31°,38 0759 48,26 41°,45 1210 50,48 

31°,63 0759 48,79 (contill.) 1191 50,73 -
31 °,63 0563 49,06 1172 51,05 -
31°,83 0669 48,95 

31°,86 0697 48,93 
52°,5 17e6 45,45 

31°,88 0688 4.8,94 
1767 45,64 

crit j,0int. 1749 45,87 
3 °,73 0473 

I 
54,U 

1730 46,14 

41°,45 1785 1 42,13 1711 46,50 

1767 4:!,3t 1526 49,73 

1748 42,63 1507 50,02 

1730 42,83 1489 50,26 

1711 43,10 1470 50,68 

1526 45,74 1228 55,47 

1qo7 45,99 1210 55,81 

B89 46,23 1191 56,11 

1470 46,52 1173 56,65 

1228 50,12 

O. M i x tu reI. Vo = 54)989 eM3. 

x =:.: 0,1388. 

'l'ot. Vol V npOlll' Vol. Pl'CSSUl'e 'l'emp. 'l'ot Vol. ,IVnpourVol 
0,0 0,0 0,0 I 0.0 

2019 I 37,20 13°,7 1110 103i 

1957 37,86 (con tin ) 0868 0759 

1897 38,5{ 0617 0465 

18iO 39,22 0348 OOJ5 

1783 39,91 0217 

172.5 40,41 0213 - - \ 
170i 40,42 

15i8 11)29 40,60 
21°,3 2132 

1367 13::H 40,72 
2020 

j I f897 

Pl'c&sure. 

.W,96 

41,21 

41,51 

41,90 

42,13 

42,33 

37,84 

39,20 

40,74 
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Temp I Tot. Vol. 
0,0 

vnpOUrV01.1 p 0,0 leSSUl'e. Temp Tot Vol. Vapo~ó Vol I Pl'fSSUl'e. 0,0 

2to,3 1783 
1 - 42,27 30°,32 1032 58,36 

, -
(contin.) 1655 44,11 (colltin ) 0808 OH2 58,78 

tlH8 45,66 0479 0312 59.38 

1428 4i,48 025:.1 
( 

59,93 
= 

1382 48,11 
251>9 31,10 - .41°,45 

1061 48,48 
2406 38,79 

0760 0642 48,86 
212t 41)~0 

0150 0274 49,52 
20:31 43,88 

0227 49,97 - 1854 46,71 

25°,4 2270 37,19 1675 50,07 

2145 38,63 1511 53,36 

2020 40,27 13\6 57,81 

1893 41,94 1136 62,25 

- 1773 43,65 0953 67,09 

1655 45,43 0853 69,93 

1540 47,29 01H3 74,37 -
1419 49,34 0515 74,72 

1300 51,41 0425 74,95 

1212 - 52,74 0313 75,26 

0961 0907 53,10 

! ! 43° 1 ! 0.120 77,51 
0643 0515 53,57 pI. p. t. 
OW8 0216 53,96 52°,5 2735 

1 

37,15 

0236 lH,48 2690 37,62 

= 2ti31 39,48 

30°,23 2369 37,10 23-\.2 41,96 

2232 38,71 211.6 44,78 

2041î 40,98 1959 47,92 

1863 43,54 1769 51,63 
/ 

1707 45,99 1585 55,55 

1569 48,3 { H06 60, tt 

1404 5t,35 1 1:!34 65,06 

1257 5.1.,25 1049 71,03 

1255 5.f.,28 0878 77,0J, 
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Temp 

14°,1 

21°,2 

25°,4 

J 

( 48 ) 

D. M i x tu reIl. Vo = 55,887 eMs. 
x = 0,4035. 

Tot Vol. VapourVol. Pressurt:. Tcmp. Tot Vol. VapourVol 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

I I 
o:!~~ 

2116 36,29 25°,4 0511 
~ 

1918 38,51 (contin.) I' 2,332 I 
1745 40,63 

-;0,23 ! 
1573 42,81-

2H4 

1398 45,11 
2235 

1345 45,72-
2059 

-
0949 0847 45,86 

1867 

0609 0404- 46,10 
1698 

0282 46,94 
1528 

- 1341 

2241 36,55 1162 

2056 38,67 0865 

1867 41.03 0610 -
1(;97 43,41 0528 0378 

15~3 45,98 0465 0178 

1340 48,95 0417 
I -

1161 51.79 

1045 53,36 
30",H 0439 --- 30°,53 0171 

0839 06117 53,1î7 plattp. 

Ot89 0254 53,76 30°,58 0488 
0306 1î4,25 41°,45 2537 --
2294 36,83 

2355 

2098 39,16 
2173 

1914 41,60 
1976 

1754 43,87 
1799 

1583 46,59 
1641 

1401 49,73 
1461 

1208 53,18 
1292 

1039 56,18 
1105 

0877 58,42 
0872 - OSS:.! 

0732 06'7 6S,.f8 

Prcssure. 

58,72 

59,19 

I 36,52 

38,56 

40,83 

43,50 

46,21 

49,20 

52.80 

56,46 

62,20 

64,80 

64,99 

65,10 

65,11 

65,30 

65,42 

61î,45 

37,29 

39,46 

41,83 

4.t.,75 

47,70 

50,80 

54,60 

58,58 

63,49 

70,2' 

78,02 
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I 

( 49 ) 

E. M i x t ure lIl. Vo = 54,207 eMs. 

a; = 0,6167. 

'l'cmp. I Tot. Vol. I, Vapour Vul 
0,0 I 0,0 Pressure T mp I Tot. Vol. !VapourVol 

e. 0,0 I 0,0 

14.0 2015 36,53 25°,4 1778 
, 

1854 38,28 (contin.) 1550 

1651 40,61 1306 

1490 , 42,56 1122 

1355 - 43,96 0926 

1177 1121 4~,17 0799 -
0969 0850 44,43 0662 0517 

0520 0216 
0775 0588 14,70 

0416 
0531 0266 45,13 = 

0361 
0327 
= 

45,83 

0317 54,33 27°,25 2271 

0305 66,94 2152 

21 0,31 
1928 

2j60 36,69 
1734 

1974 38,81 
1554 

1786 41,18 
1336 

1612 43,53 
1119 I 

1422 46,18 
0893 

1213 48,73 
0772 

1015 51,64 - 0714 
0857 0768 51,92 

0684 
0662 0159 52,27 .... 

0666 
0484 0184 52,75 

0629 
0365 53,18 
= 0612 
0337 63,01 -

I 69,15 
0583 0525 

0326 
0562 0460 

25~,4 2245 I 36,72 0546 0296 

2. 34 ! 39,14 pl. p. 0'40 0296? 

Pl'cssurc. 

42,50 

45,83 

49,65 

52,66 

55,39 

56,55 

56,87 

57,17 

57,57 

64,38 

36,79 

38,f6 

40,96 

43,61 

46,40 

49,97 

53,65 

57,14 

58,35 

58,68 

58,88 

58,91 

59,10 

59,15 

59,19 

59,23 

59,28 

59,30 
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Temp. I Tot. Vol. 
0,0 Pressure. Temp. 'l'°t,oVOl.l.I:'ressure. 

27°,25 0498 59,34 41°,45 2i13 41,85 

(coutin) 0469 59,IH (colltin.) 1920 44,70 

0439 60,06 1740 47,67 

0406 61,56 1553 51,26 

0384 63,98 1372 54,99 -
0366 67,80 1192 59,26 

27°,30 0587 59,21 1185 59,40 

0564 59,25 1045 62,97 

0814 69,11 
30°,23 2337 36,73 

0579 76,07 
2188 38,42 

0469 81,32 
2174 38,60 

1984 40,96 52°,5 2665 31,20 

1795 43,63 2445 39,80 

1618 46,35 2195 43,18 

1432 49,60 2006 46.07 

1256 52,70 1830 49,13 

1057 56,11 1817 49,42 

0796 60,57 1624 53,38 

0493 63,64 1391 58,9t9 

0365 74,91 1192 64,42 
I I 

1017 70,19 
41°,45 2518 36.89 

0854 76.19 
2285 39,63 I 
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F. M i x t ure IV. Vu = 54,305 c1.\13. 

x = 0,714:1. 

Tomi). I Tot. Vol jV<lPOUl VOI./l'lC<surc I Temp I Tot Vol. IV<lPourVOI./1 l'rcssUlc 
I 0,0 0,0 ,. I 0,0 1 0,0 

14°,5 1895 37,13 25°,4 H26 f6,5~ 

tiJ;) 3~,81 (culltlll.) 1:l37 i9,35 

159ti 40,31 1052 51,8i 

H51 4I,!I~ 0853 53,87 -
JH8 il,96 0709 ObH 5-1,26 

H22 .a,18 0586 03to 51,72 -
1153 1072 i2,6.i- om 55,25 -
0882 07to 43,15 I I 27°,33 0530 56,92 
0611 031,7 i3,77 = 
0(j06 033:1 13,78 

27°,3~ olm b6,f9 -
0%7 

I 
41.,60 

27°,31> 08/1 55,69 

-- 27°,37 0576 02ilP 56,8i 
pi p. 

2'°,3 206/i 37,t5 27°,39 0(1)1 06,62 

1905 38,85 0615 56,68 

1709 41,26 0621 06,75 

1539 43,43 0590 56,87 

1357 45,81 27°,40 0617 56,83 

1079 i9,08 
I I 

-
0838 070iS i9,62 

30°,23 2266 37,03 

, 
058::l 0300 50,H 

2U95 38,90 

OUl5 51,10 
1û13 41,20 

- 17Jf 43,96 

25",1- 2H2 37,24- Hil2 46,56 

19H 39,17 1361 49,51 

JiH 41,69 

1589 .H,20 
1 
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1.'emp. I Tot "Vol. Pressure rl'c~n~ Tot. Vol. l>ressure. 
I 0,0 0,0 

30°,23 1182 52,51 .{f0,45 1179 58,tO 

(contru ) 0993 55,61 (contiu.) 0993 61,47 

0797 1>8,24 0800 67,27 

0360 60,i8 0371 73,93 

0399 68,04 
52°,5 2613 37,10 

41°,45 2445 37,29 2428 39,1>9 

2285 39,12 2168 43,03 

2100 I 4.1,48 1921 46,90 

1910 44,18 1662 51,70 

I 1727 47,04 1187 63,13 

1545 50,42 0936 7t,t2 

1362 54,08 
1 

0758 77,77 

Physics. - "1'lze elemental'y tlteal'!f of the ZEEMAN-effect. Reply 
ta an abjection of POINCARÉ." By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ. 

§ 1. In a recent article in L'Éelairage Électrique 1) POINCARÉ 
comes to the conclusion that the well known theory of ZIm~fAN's 
phenomenon, according to which every luminous particle contains 
either a single movable ion, or a certain number of such ions whose 
vibrations are mutually independent, can account for the doublet 
which is seen along the lines of force, but is unable to explain 
the triplet which one observetl jn a direction perpendi<,ular to these 
lines. This resu1t is obtained by tl'eating, not the emission but the 
absorption in the magnetic field, and it is curious that the same 
mode of reasoning has led VOIGT 2) to formulae implying the existence 
of the triplet. I believe this discrepancy to be due to POINcARÉ'a 
erroneously omitting the term 

1) }'OINOARÉ, La théorie cIe LORllNTZ et Ie phéllomène cIe ZEE~IAN, Éclairnge Élec
trique, T. 19, p. 5, 1899. 

2) VOlGT, Ueber den Zusammellhnng zwischen dem ZnEl1fAN'Schen ulld dem l!'A-
RADAy'schen Phanomen, Gottinger N,whrichten, 1898, Heft 4, p. 1. 
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in his equation (6) on page 8, 
In order to explain tbis, I sllaH in the first plare compare the 

different formulae that may be applied to the propagation of light 
in an absorbing gaseous body, placed in a mngnetic field. 

§ 2. Thc equations of VOlGT contain the following quantities: 

10. The components ~t, v, zo of a vector (the vector of NEUMANN) 

which comes into play in all media, the aether itself included, 
which arc traversed by light-waves. 

2°. The components g, 1/, ç of a serond vector (the vector of 
FRESNEL), which is rclnted to the former in tbc way expressed by 
the cquations 

ç= OV _ Olt 
OX oy , . . (1) 

30 , A certain number of vectors Pl , P2 , Ps, ., .. , serving to 
determine the state of the ponderable molecules, and each of them 
corresponding to one of the principal modes of vibl'ation of a mole
cule. l'he components of tbe vector Ph are denoted by U", VIL, 
Wil , and the index h is likewise affixed to the constant coefficients 
be]oDging to these different vectors. 

4°, A vector (S, H, Z), w bieh is defined as fo Jlows : 

Here, the cocffidents 8 are CODstants, aDd v is thc veloeity of 
ligbt in the aethel' 1). 

Between the vectors (S, 11, Z) and (u, v, tv) thore exists a 
relation, expressed by 

a2u an az 02v az as -=---, ot2 oz oy -=---, at2 o.r az 

Finally thel'e are a certain numbel' of equations - thrce fol' tJuch 

1) In order to I1void confusion, I 5ha11 de}lltl't a Hitte from the notntion of V OJGT 

nud from that whieh I royaelf hnve used Oll former occasions. 
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vector Ph - which are to be considerod as the eql1atioDs of motion 
for the ponderabIc ma tter. They arc of the form 

in which d, f and lJ are constants. The tcrms with the first coeffi
cieut depend on the elastic forces actillg in thc pondorable partielos, 
the torms with f serve to introdl1ce u rcsistance and consequently 
au absorption of light, wh ilo the terms with g are duo to tho fvrces 
produced by tho magnetic field. 

The field is supposccl to OC homogoneous; the components of the 
maglletic force in tlle field al 0 A, B, C. 

In the simplest case thorc is only one vcctor P. The signs of sum
mation (in (2») aud the indices lt arc thell to be omitieél, and there 
will be uo more thun throe cquations (4). 

§ 3. On the basis of the electIomagnctic theory of light I have 
establishod the cq uatiolls of motioll in thc following' way 2). 

Let there be N equal molecules per unit of volume, each of them 
contailling a movable ion of charge e and effective mass Y.. Let x, y, z 
be the displacements, in the directions of the axes, of one of the 
ions; then ex, e y, ez will be tbe cornponents of the electl'ic mowent 
of a molecule, alld, if a horizontal bar over the letters is employed 
to indicata mean values taken for a largo nUlllber of particles, the 
components of the electric moment per unit volume will be 

Mx = Ne x. , l\Iy = Ney, M~ =Nez, 

If the ions are in a state of vibration, they will excite in the 
aether a cortain perioàic dielectric displacement and a similar mag
netic force; bet;ides these, there m?-y exist, independently of the lons, 
a disturbance of the equiliuriurn in the aether, in whieh there is a 
dielectric displacement, say (fo, go, ho)· 

Now, in order to obtain the equations of motion for one of tlIo 
ions, I conceived a sphere B, whose radius, though very small in 
comparison with the wave-Icngth, is very much larger than the 

I) The sign /Ietc." will alwuys he used to indicate two equutions similllr to the 
one that is ,vritten down und relllting to the Ilxes of y und z. 

2) LOREN'l'7., Lu théol'ie électroll1ugnétique de MAX'~1.],L et son !lppliention aUl: corps 
mouvunts, Leiden, 131nLL 1892. Also in Arcb. uéerl. T. 25. 
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molecular distances, aad the centl'e of whieh is occlipied hy the mole
cule to bo considered. I denoted by 

the componellts of thc electric force at the centre of the sphere, 11l 

80 far 0.3 it is due to the molecules within the surface, by 

- fx, - fy, - fz 

thc components of the elastie force by which the ion is driven back 
to its position of equilibrium, and by 

three auxiliary functions, satisfying the equatioJls 

• • . . . (5) 

In these the veloeity of light in the aethel' is again l'epreslmte!l 
by v. Finally, I founa for tJle first of tho tlll'cO eqllations of motion 1) 

2 [a~ roi'x a2 
roi'!! a2 m.:: 1 a2 roi'X] A 0 '. (l') + V e -a 2 +-a a +~-2 --;:;-;;- + ",n v-elo + el . 1.1 

,I; .v y o.c UZ v ot"' 

The term 

whieh corresponds to the damping of the vibrations by l'adiation, 
was shown to be so small that it may be negleeted. 

H, in (6), we l'eplace some of tho tel'ms by theil' mean valuûs, 
we shall find af ter division by e and af ter replacing $' hy M.-r, mul
tiplied by a constant, 

I) 1. C" § 128. 
5 

Procecdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Ir. 
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. (7) 

wh ere q is a. constant coefficient. 
If tbe ion experiences a resistancc, proportional to the velociLy, 

we must introduce a. term 

dx 
-c

elt 

on the right-band side of (6), and in thc case of a magnetic field 
witb the magnetic force (A, B, 0), there will Le a term 

(
dy dz ) 

e C--B- . 
dt dt 

Rence, tbe equations (7) will change into 

~ l\Ix + r. 13
2 ~:r +_c_ a Mx __ 1_( ca i\l1'f _ B a 1\1:=) = 

q N (32 a t~ N (32 a t Ne a t a t 

etc. 

§ 4. The ubove formulae may be put in a form better known 
in the theory of electro-magnetism and ar1mitting of direct compa
rison wi~h tbe equations of VOIGT. We shaJl arrive at it, if wc 
observe that there wil! be 'tt magnctic force .1), which may be dccom
posed into two pal'ts, tbe one ,PI being pror1uced by the yibrations 
of tbc ions, and the othcr -P2 belongiug to the bume state of motion 
as ((0' go, ho). 

Tbe components of the first of these parts are found to be l) 

anel those of -P2 satisfy the equations 

1) 1. C., § 124. 
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a ,P2z = 4. 1'6 v2 ( a !Io _ a 110 ), a -P21' = 4 1'6 v 2 ( a ho _ a ti) ) 1 
ot az ay at 0,(1 a: 

. (10) 

Now, if we put 

Cf 0 U •• IX U WI,! U "JI" U •• 1", 2.f 11) 
[

':12 W ':12 om ':12 cm 1 ':12 W ] 
x = v~ ~+~+~---;;- ~ +4nv JO, etc. { 

u ot u.v u'!J u.!' UZ V" u t" 

we sha11 find 

a (f" 0 Cf" 02 la ~)?" 0 %"/J . (0 110 a Tto) o Z' - O!J = 0 t2 O!J - ~ + 4. n V' a~ - O!J ,etc., 

01', by (9) and (10), 

The- form of these equatiolls shows that Cf is plCcisely thc 
uelectIic force." 

In vil-tue of (11) the equations (8) bccome 

A.s we see, they express the relation between the clectric force 
and the electric moment. 

Finally, from (9) we may deduce the formuIa 

or, if (11) ho taken into account, 

Combining this with 

5'" 
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and attonding to (5), we see that 

a .I)z _ a {I.~ = 4 n a Mx _~ a (f", • 

a y a zat + y2 a t 
Now, lot a new vector 1) be defined by the equation 

. . . . . . (2') 

then: 

a J)z _. a {IJl = 4 n a 1).1 , a -V.1: _ a .(:>Z = 4 n a 'J:J?/ , 
09 az ot oz OX ot 

a -VJI 0 {Ix a [)z 
---=4n- . .. (1') all' ay at 

Sinco <t is the oleotric force, <t/4 n y2 will be the dieloctrio dis
placement in the aether; [) will therefore he the total dielectric dis
placement and 1) the displacement-curient. Thus the equations (I') 
are seen to contain the weIl known 'relation between the magneLic 
force ann the electric current.· \ 

In (1'), (2'), (3') and (4') we have got the complete system of 
equations of motion. We might have obtainerl them al~o by starting 
from the relation between <t and M, whieh I have assumed in my 
"Versuch einer Theorie der electrisch en uud optischen Erscheinungen 
in bewegten Körpern"; it would only have been neeessary, to add 
the terrns which arise from a resistance nnd from the action of a 
magnetic field. Tbe above method is less simpIc, but it goes farther 
in eXplaining the mechanism of the phenomena. 

S 5. Now, it 'is easily seen that the equations of the electro
magnetic theory are identical wi th those of VOlGT, if in these latter 
only one vector P is assumcd. 

Indeecl, if, in the formulae of VOlGT, we mplace 

au av ow 
11, ?;, U, V, w, .z, R,Z _ t: 

at' ot ' at ' ~. 
by 

-V.1Z f),I1 s';>z 1)x '1),11 ltl,:; 
--'1 --, 

4ny2 ' 2' -, "2-' 4ny2 4.,,; Vil V vil V 

~lx Dry Mz <t.r <t!1 --,--,--, 
8 8 ê 

-- --, 
411: v2 ~ 4 'JZ y2 
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the eq uations (2) and (3) change into (2') alld (3'), and the formulae 
(1), if first differentiated with regard ta t, take the form (1'). 

As tn the equations of motion (4), these become 

1 32l\fx d f aM.r .9 (aM:- aM.v ) 8~x 
-----Mz----- B--C- +-o=O,etc.(12) 

E a t 2 E- E 0 tEa t a t y~ 

4nv4 

or, if we put fol' 1) tbc value (2'), and multiply by 
E 

+ 4 n y1'fo Ma' 4 n v4 g (ca MJI a M::) _ n.-= • (13) 
o -':\-- -a-- B-,:\- -I<:.x, etc .. 

E~ 0 t /;2 tot 

This agrees with (4') 1). At the same time we are led to the fol
lowing rclations oûtween the eoefficiûnts 

(

V2 d ) 1 4 n v4' y. 
4nv ---1 =-, --=-, 

é q é Ne2 

c 4ny1'g 

J!lle2 ' /;2 
. . . • . (14) 

§ 6. If we suppose a molecule to eontain a cedain Dumher of 
ions, eaeh of whieh ean be displaced from its position of equilibrium, 
the total electl'ie moment M may be split up into tJle parts MI , M2' ... , 
corresponding to the displaeements of the separate ions. In this case, 
thc equations (1'), (2') aud (3') will still hold, but instead of (4') we 
shaH have as many times three equations, as there are ions in thc 
molecule. Fol' the sake of bl'evity, 1 shall put X' = W' = 3' = 0 2). 

H, now, we wish to write down the equation (6) for the hth ion, 

we have to replace x by XIt, but the ter~ ! n v2 e Mx will still eon-
3 

tain the total moment Mx • Instead of (4') we 8ha11 therefore geL 

1) VOIG'r's fOl'Jllulne in Wied. Anll" BIL G7, p. 345 ul'e likewise of the same forJU. 
2) 1. c. § 105. 
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I 

I· . (4") 

The equations (I), (2) and (3) of VOIOT, taken this time in their 
general farm, may ngain be written in the farm of (1'), (2') and (3'); 
far this purpose it will suffice to replace as berare 

by 

and 

by 

au _ 
at' g, ..:<, etc. 

{1x 1)x 

, 4 11: v2 ' v2 ' 

ct$ 
--, etc. 
4 ~ v2 

Mhx MhJl Mhz --,--,--. 
éh \ éh Eh 

From (4) we shall get equations, similado (12). They will hOWOVCl' 

contain the indices 11, and if wo usc the value 

wr obtain an cquation which is on1y slightly different from (13). 
Thc first term in it wm be 

instead of 

in (13), and in thc fol1owing tCl'ms M fiS well us the cocfficionts 
must bc writter. with thc index lt. 

Fin:tlly, hy assuming similar relations bctwcen thc coefficients fiS 

in § 5 above, this ncw cl)\lation will becomc llcarly, but not qqite 
jclfmtical with (4"), the diffeJ'once consisting in this, that it will not contain 
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4 2 --nv Mz , 
3 

For our purpose this is of no consequence. We shaH confine 
ourselves to the case of molecules with a single movable ion or a 
single vector P, and even if we were to consider a more general 
cnse, our conclusions would not be materially altered. 

§ 7. POINCARÉ investigates the propagation of pIane waves in 
the direction of the axis of z. He introduces no resistance, but he 
assumes the existence of severa] ions in each molecule. 

In his paper (X, Y, Z) denotes the total "dielectric polarization," 
(XIt I Yh, Zit) one of its parts, Cf, 9, 71) the dielectric displaeement. 
Ris equations, if written partly in the above notations, are 

'}. 32 
X,! + X'I = f + ~ X + (3 Y't C _ a Zh B ) , etc. 

h a t2 Lh 3 lih a t 3 t (15) 

with the constants Alt , Lh and lih ,and 1) 

32 f 1 32 f 1 32 X 
3 ;:;2 - v2 a t2 =;2 a t· ' 

• . . . • (16) 

lt+Z=O. 

Now, if .1) and Q; do not contain Q' anel '!h we shall have lIy our 
equations (1') anel (3') 

and 
3 Q;x 3 .I),v 

- -=-,0=.1)-. a zat • 

1) Ey a typogrn1Jhlcitl I'rror, the fOl'lnuln of P01NCARI: wlllch corrl'sponds to the 
fhst two of the c<tuations (16) hns on the 1eft·hand side the sign +. 
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Hence 

[:}z = 0 • 

I 
) 

-

• (17) 

Let t.he components of the dielcctl'ic displacement in the aether 
he J, lh lt, Then 

[ = 4 nv2 g .r . , 

anel if, instead of (Mx , My, M:), wc write (X, Y, Z) for the electl'ic 
moment per unit of volume, 

1)x=f+ X , 1)z = Tt + Z • 

Putting this in (17), wc arc led to the cquations (16), whieh I 
have just taken from PorNCARÉ. 

Again, if there he no resistan('e, our rquations (4') may now be 
rrplaccd 1>y 

1 (aYlt aZft) -- C--B- =4onv2f, etc. 
N eh at 0 t 

Dividing this by 4- n v2 , aud putting 

Y.h = 1.,; 
4 'Ir v2 N eTt2 

rft 1 

4 n v2 N ell" -
L't 

1 
4 n v2 N elt 

= Elt 

we find the above formulae (15). POJNCARÉ'S cquations are thus 
fauna ta be identical with mine. 
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§ 8. In the application of the equations to th~ phenomena in 
questiollJ I shall follow VOIGT'S tl'eatment of the case of a single 
vector P. 

In tbe first place VOIGT examines the propagation of light along 
the lines of forco, which are sUPllosod parallel to tho axis of x. 

He denotes 
by R the strength of the field, 
hy 19- the time of vibration, divided by 27[, 
by (iJ the velocity of propagation, alld by 7. thc coefficient of 

absorption, in Ihis sense, that over u distancc egual to thc wa\'c
lengtll the amplitude is diminishcd in ratio of 1 to e-2~x. 

FUl'thp.l' he puts: 

-
Thc values of (,) and 7. for circularly poJal'ized light are gi ven 

by VOlG T'S formu lac (24) anel (25), in which thc upper signs are 
to be mken if the polarizat.ion is right·handed, Hnel the lowcl' signs 
if it is left-handrd. To simplify th080 formu]ur, I shall put 

we ha Vf\ thrn 

2 liJ2 7. v2 q2 fj.' {) 3 

(1 + 7.2)2 • S2 + fj.'2 fj.2 • 

Now, we may suppose th at even thE' maximum v~tluc of 7. is a 
very small fl'lwtion. Tho Jeft band mcmhrl's of thc equations llIay 
thel'flfol'o oc wri Hen 

henee, uy division, 

• • • • • (19) 

1) 2 'Ir .9-0 is the perilHl of the fl'ee vibrntions of which Ule ions Ilre cn.pnbll', As 
to the time ,s.', it dC'pcnds on the mngn itude of tile resistnllce. 
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OUl' }lOXt question is, fol' wh at valuû of () this will be a maximum. 
At all events this value will lie in the neighbourhood of 8o, and 
if the absorption bands are narrow, it will be permitted to replace 
{} hy ,9 0 in thc ))umerator of (19). Consequently, tbe denominator, 
fol' which we may write 

( s _ ~ (i {)2 )
2 + {)'2 {)~ _ : q4 {)4. • • • (20) 

must become a minimum. I sha1l neglect the_ variation of thc t\Vo 
last terms, alld replaco in them {} by {) O' Then, tho minimum will 
bo rcached if 

s = ~ q2 ()2 . (21) 

and tho maXimum of ahsorption will be determined by 

q'1, {f' {f 3 
2 Î! - 0 

-max. - {f'2 {f 2 I 4.u 4 • 
o -. q U o 

In order that this may be very small, I shaH suppose that q2 is 

greatly inferior to {J' • In this case, the last term in the denomi
{fo 

natol' may bo neglected, so that 

2 - 2 {jo 
Î!mnx. -? (f' • 

At tbo same time we soe that thc last term in (20) may be neglectcrl 
in comparison with the precoding one; consequently our result will 
be truc, providcd that we may negleet thc variation of the second 
term in (20), while the fi.rst term passes through its minimum. This 
condition will al ways be fulfilleil, if the absorption bands are sllffi
ciently nal'row. 

'l'he equaiÎon (21) may bf' l'eplaced by 

We Rhall snpposo {)' 11111('h Rmallc)' thlln {fo. Thcn, fl'om what 
has been. saÏd,. q2 will be mllch sma.ller than 1, anel in thc absence 
of lL Jl1ngnctic field, i. c. fOI' R = 0, tho maximum of absOI'ption 
will 1ie jn thc immediate neighbourhoorl of /'}o. H, mOl'eover, kR /9(J 
be very large in compal'Ïson with ~1j'),/902, we Rhall havo appl'oxi. 
mately 
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{j2 ± kR {} - 190
2 = 0, 

or 
() = {}o =F 1 k R, 

since kR must be smnll with regard to {}o. 

Now, in order tbat a distinct doublet may be seen, the distance 
of thc components must be large as coml'ared witb the ureadtb of 
tbe absorption bands. ' 

Replacing (19) by 

we see at once tbat for a value of {}, sueb that 

S - 1 rz'l {}2 = ± P {}' {to 

tbe value of r. will be 

i max 

1 +p2' 

We may tberefore consider tbe bo,.de1's of tbe absorption band to be 
determined hy tbe last equation, if in it we take for .u a moderate 
number, say 5. Hence, tbe necessary conclition for a distinct 
doublet is se en to be Je R > flI9'. If it is fulfillcr1, our above sup
pm;ition as to tbc value of kR lfo will likcwise hold good. Inclcec1, 
we Rball ha.ve 

whcreas Cl,9 0
2 is much smaller than {}' {jo' 

§ 9. We now come to the pl'opagation of light in a. dil'ection 
perpcmc1icular to the lines of force. Let thc vcctOl'S P he also per
pClldieular io thrsc lines, i. c. in the la.nguage of thc electt'omagnetic 
t11eory of light, let thc elcrtl'ic vihrations take place at a right angle 
to thc direction of the field. Then, arrordillg to VOIGT, the veloeity 
of propagation m, and thc absorption r. will be deterrnilled by his 
formulne (50) an(l (51), or if we neglect r.2, hy 

[
!i 12 19 2 SI t q2 {)2 S2 ] 

w2 = v2 1 - - • . . (22) 
81

2 + ,')'2 {}2 Sf}.2 + (j''), {j2 

and 
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Here I havc put 

anel 

It is easily seen that, wlth the assumptions_ we have made eoncer
ning the magnitude of the different terms, the equations (22) and 
(23) imply the existence of two absorption-bands, corresponding to 

These hands are pl'ccise]y thc outer eomponents of the triplet, 
one is led to by the e]emental'Y theol'y of the ZEElIfAN -effect.' 

'fhe breadth of eaeh of tbpse 1ines wi1l be equal to that of the 
origina1 absorption-band; in virtue of our assumptions it will be 
mueh smaller tlHm tbe distance of the two lines. 

Now it is clear th at sueh a thing would he impossible, if the 
moc1ification of the propagation of light we re so small as POINCARÉ 

finds, name1y of thc order of R2, if R is the strength of tbc field. 
If, by thc action of the magnetic field, tbe maximum of absorption 
ill shifted to a p1aee, where thc absorption was originally inscnsible, 
we have to do with a finite change at this point of the spectrum. 

§ 10. In order ta examine this more c10se1y, we must return 
to the equations of motion themselves, from which the formulae 
(22) and (23) haye been deduced. Let the magnetic force be 
parallel to the axis of = (A = B = 0, G = R) and let the prapaga
tion of light take plaee along the axis of :c. Then the complex 
expressions, whi0h satisfy the equations of motion and whose real 
parts are the values of U, V, W, ~, 1j, f;, etc., will contain the 
comlllon fartor 

~:r 1 ( :e) - -+i- t-- . 
e ,'}w {} ()) 

There wHl arise no confusion, if we use tbe letters D, V, etc. 
themselves to represent these complex expressions. 

Let the vector P be perpendicular to tbc axis of z. Then 

JV = 0, and Z = o. 
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By tbe equations (3) we HIld: 

by (1): 

and by (2): 

IIence 

and 

ti = 0, V = 0, 
{) 

~o = - - (% + i) II, 
{jJ 

1 
g = 0, '1 = - --;; (r. + i)2 11, S = 0, 

(1)-

Z=8 U, 
v2 

IJ. = - Q (r. + i)'1, 11 + 8 V. 
{t)'" 

Consequcntly, the two fil'st of the cquations (4) bccome 

( 
1 if . R 

--+(l+"":-) U-~V=O 
~2 8 8 

:ll1l1 

or, if we intl'oduce the quantities t'Jo, {f', etc., 

(,;)2+i{f':}'_{)02)U-iJcR&V=ü ... (24) 

(aZ + i {) ()' - Ol) v + ikll,;1 U _ (% + i)2 y~a2v~V=o (25) 
u;'), + v2 (7. + i)2 . 

These equatioJls COl'l'Bspond to tbe two last of POINCARÉ'S formulae 
(6), and if we were to follow hi:; mode of reasol1'Ïng, we snould say 
that, in vil'tue of (24), U mU'dt ue a smalt' qualltity of the order R 
BO that the second term in (25) beeoll1os of tbe order of .R2 • We 
8hou Id then omit tbis last tel'm; all inliucnce of the magnetic field 
would therpby disappeal' from (25). 

Thel'e - is however an crror in th is l'casoning, uecausc, as I shall 
now show, the coefficient of U in (~~4) may become of tJle same 
order as that of V. 
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Wo baW already tltat Hw plare of the ausol'ption-lines is deter
mined by the conditions 

and 82 = 0, 
1. e. by 

We have fUl'tlwl' asslimed that Ic R {} is mueh largel' thEln {} {}' 
Hencc, in the equ,ttion (24), tho coefficicnt of U is approximately 
± Ic R {}, bO tlmt 

U= ± i V • •• • • • • • (26) 

On tbe othol' hand, we may ncglect in (25) the labt term, at 
least if () haf:> a va1ue fol' '" hieh tho nbbOl'ption Ü, ~t maximum. 
For, IJeglecting r. 2

, we find fol' tlldt teBu 

The equations (22) aud (23) show th at, in the rniddle of one of 
the abf:>orption-b;mds, li)2_y2 is much smaller than 2 v2 z. We may 
thcrefol'e neg loet the fin,t term in the denominator. Omitting like
wise in the numerator the sreond term, whiel! by our assumption, 
lies far ueneath 1, we Bnd for (27) 

g2 {}02 y2 V = _ i q2 {)02 V 

2 v2 i Z 2 z 

But, aeeording to (23), the maximal absorption is given hy 

q2 {} 
9.",,-J O • .. ,.-~ 7' 

(27) may thereforö be finally replaeed uy 

- 2 i {j' {jo V, 

a quantity that may be omitted in (25) as weU as i {) {}' V in thc 
first term of that equation. In this way (25) reduees to 

\ 

V==r=iU, 

which agl'ees with (26). 
Translated into the terms of thc electromagnetic theory of light, 

our result beeomes 
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Mz = ± i My. 

l'he meaning of tbis is that tho ions move in circle'3 perpendicular 
to the linea of force, the ,chrection of this Dlotion being oppositc in 
the two cases, represented by the two outer Enes of the absorption
triplet. 

The assumptions we have found necesstlry in the foregoillg con
sideratious, viz. that tbe inequalities 

exibt in a high dcglee, imply that J.. R is mlleh lmgel' than q21?o' 

]f thib is to bo the c,lse, it fullowl, from (l S) that ~ R v2 mUbt 
è~ 

fal' burpdbs () 0; in the lang uage of the electl'omagneti~ theory of 
light this mea.nb - al, may be been fIom (14) - that 

4 n v2 N e 
• , • , , , , . (28) 

must largely oxceed the time /)0' 

Ot eOUl'be this condition ean al waYt; be fulfilled if 0111y the nllm
bel' of molecules N ean be made sm all enough. 'l'his WHb to bo ex
pected because at very sm all uenbities the molecules must become 
independent of one another, alld this is precisely what is assumed 
in tbe elementary theory. 

lt would be diifieult to state accuTatcly at what density the expres
sion (28) becomes f,() large that clistinet triplets may be seen. The 
preceding considera,tiouo show howeve!' that (he trIplets must appeal' 
III all cnses where the obser vations along the lllles of force gi va a 
good doublet. 

Astronomy. - "Uil flw fiJt(liltrJ u(U:/~ ot the (Jol/tet of lloLMES 

(t/;COI clilty ta t/w co/Uputatio/Z8 of ML', 11. J. Zwums." By 
})1'of. Il. G. VAN DE SANDI: BAlCUUYZEN. 

In the Tl ansdctions of the H.oynl Acadcmy of Scicnces 1 st Section 
Vol:UI nppeal'cu a paper uy MI', 11. J. ZWIERS on the orbit of 
the cornet of HOLMES, observed from Nov. 8tl1 1892 till M,uch 
13th 1893, From these observations Mr. ZwmRs haf:, deuuced with 
gl'ca,t caJ'e thc most pl'obable Ol bit, which proved to be all ellipse, 
in which tho cornct at its greatrst dlstance fl'lHn tbe SUll approaches 
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J upitel"s orbit vel'y closely and at its shot'test distallce to thc sun 
l'emaius still outside the OI'bit of Mars; the pel'iod of revolution 
amounts to about 6 years and 11 months. In 1898 aud 1899 thc 
comet would probably again come so near to the eartb, that it can 
be observed. 

In the ahove-named paper Mr. ZWlERS has computed the pertur~ 
bations which the comet wouJd undergo till the end of 1898 and 
later on in a paper in tbe "A.stronomische Nachl'ichten" Vo1. 149, 
page 9, he has continued those computations till Sept 9th 1899. 
In an ephemel'Îs added to it he has given - thc positions which, 
according to bis computations, the cornet would occupy ou the 
celestial sphere. 

By the aid of this ephemeris tbe cornet has been found back ltS 

a faiut nebuIa by PERRINE at the Lick-obseI'vatory on J une lOth. 

lts position devjated for the computed place 225,2 in rigbt ascension 
and 4' 17" ln declination. Furthermore jt appeal'ed that the cornet 
was exactly in the orbit which it hacl to describe uccording to the 
computations of Mr. ZWIERS, anel that a pelfcct correspondence was 
obtained between the observed an<1 the computed position by adiling 
0.379 days to the period of l'evolution. Mr. ZWIERS having taken the 
mE'an error of the pel'iod of revolutjon to be ± 1 day, the accnracy 
of the computatioDs proves to be still greaier than he had surmised. 

Probably of the eiernents computed by Mr. ZWIERS only the pe
riod of revolution will have to be corrected a little; this cannot be 
stated however with certainty until more observations wilI have been 
made. For the present Mr. ZWIEI~S has computed a corrected ephe
meris supposing only thè period of revolution to be incl'eased by 
0.4 day. A.n ephemeris corresponding entil'ely with this one has 
been given in n° 464 of the Astronomical Journal. 

(August 9tlt , 1899.) 
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KONrNKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN 1VETENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PltüUEEDINGS OF TIIE MEErrING 

of Saturday September aoth, 1899. 

-~~-... ·O'lC?o-.----

(Translatcd frolll: Ve1'51ag V.lll dll gllwolle verg'lderillg der Wis- llil Natuurkundige 
AfdccliJlg van Zaterdag 30 September 1899 Dl. VIII). 

CONrDNTS: "On thc influcncc of wlttel' on thc velocity of the fOlmo.tion of ether". By PlOf. 
C. A. LOBRY DD BRUYN and Dr. A. STIlGDR, p. 71. - "An exo.mple of the convelsion 
ot' mixed crysto.ls into u compound". By Plof. Il. Vvo BAImuxs ROOZDBOO~I, p. ï4. -
"On the EnuntiotlOPY of Tin". By Dr. ERNST ConDN o.nd Dr. C. VAN EYK (Com~uni
cutcd by Prof. H. W. BAlmuxs ROOZl\BOo~r), p. 77. - "On the Enuntiotl'OPY of Tin 
eH)". By Dl'. l~ItNST COllEN o.nd Dr. C. VAN EYle (Communico.ted by Prof. Il. W. 
BAKHIJIS RooznuooM), p. 81. - "Thll mixture crystals of Hg J, with lIg Br2'" By 
l'lOf:-II, W. B.mJlUlS ROOZEBOOM, p. 81. - "On 0. new kind of Tlunsition Elcments 
(sixth kind)". By Dl'. ERNST COllEN (Communico.ted by PlOf. H. W. BAKlIUIS ROOZE
BOOM), p. 81. - "On Isodio.ldune". By PlOf. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN und Mr. H. C. BYL, 
p. 81. - "Thc ICSUltS of 0. compul'll.tive investigo.tioll concerning the palo.tine-,orbito.l
und tempoml lcgions of the Monotremc·skuU". By Dr. J. F. VAN BEMMELKN eCommu
uicuteü by Prof. A. A. W. HliBR&CIIT), p.81. - "On the FOl'mation of thc Resulto.nt", 
By lIIr. IC BES (CommuniclLtcd by PlOf. J. CAltDIN lAL), p. 85. - "lnvestigations 
with thc Micromanometer". By Dr. A. S~Ilrs (Communico.ted by Prof. V. A. JULlUS), 
p. 88. - "The detclmillntlOn of the reflactivity as n mcthod for the investigo.tion of 
the composition of co,cl>.isting phases in mixt11l'es of acetone o.nd ether". By Mr. 
E. H. J. CUNAEUS (Communicntcd by Pmf. J. D. VAN DDR WAALS) with onc pinte, 
p. 101. - "On the Thcory of LIl'l'~lANN'S Co.pillury ElcctlOmetcl". By Prof. W. BINT
nonN (Communicnted by Plof. T. ZAAYER), p. 108. - "On the fOlmation of Indigo 
fIOm thc Wond (Iso.tis tinctorio.)". By Prof. M. W. BCIJERINCK, p. 120. - "Methads 
IlUd A llpntntl1S us ad in the Clyogenic LabOlatory (I)". By Prof. H. KA~lERLIMIl 
ONNr:S (with 4 plt\tes), p. 129. - "Thc diclecttie constants of liquid nitrous ol>.idc 
and oxygcn". By Dr. FRITZ IIASENOEIIItL (Communico.tcd by Prof. H. KAMCRLING!1 
ONNES), p. 140. - "On SpUS/IlS in thc l~:~lth'B mngnctic forcc". By Dr. 'IV. VAN BIm
MELEN (Communico.tcd by PlOf. H. KUIERLINGIl ONNES), p. 141. - Erl'lltnm, 141. 

The following paper8 were read: 

Chemistry. - "On ike inflttence of water on tlw vclocit!f of tlw 
fOl'mation of ethel'." By Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BIWYN and 
Dr. A. STEGER. 

(Reau in the meeting of June 24tb 1899). 

In a prcvious communieation 1) we drew attention to the influcllce 
of water on the velocity with which oxyethyl or oxymethyl is sub· 

I) Proceedillg~ 1898 p, 166. 
6 

Proccediugs !toyal Acad, A.msterdam. Vol. Ir. 
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stitutec1 for thc nitrogl'oup in orthodinitrobenzene by sodium .aieóhoL 
ate. It appeared that the existence of constant coefficients of velocity 
was not at all, or very little aft'ected by the presence of water in 
the methyl- or ethylaleohol, a fact which was explained by the 
circumstance that. by far th"e greater part of the sodium is presen.t as 
alcoholate in mixtures of water and alcohol eontaining even 50. % 
of water. The influence of the water present was however feIt in 
the alteration of the numerical ~alues of the eonstants due to the 
change of the medium; with ethylalcohol the cbange consisted of 
a diminution of the eonstants as the quantity of water present in
creased, with methylalcohol e~[letly the contl'ary took place. 

The influence of water on the reaction under diseussion eould 
not be followed further tban a 50 % mixture of water and alcohol, 
owing to the ever deereasing solubility of the dinitrobenzene. We 
pointed out therefore the desirability of finding areaction, which 
would allow veloeity determinations to be made, for both aleohols, 
trom the absolute alcohol to pure water; the two different curves 
tOl' the two alcohols must necessarily meet in the point correspond
ing to pure water, that is to the reaction with Na OR. 

We ba ve discoverec1 sueh a l'eaction in the process of the forma
tion of ethers from alkyliodides and alcoholates, in the special case 
in which methyliodide is employed; the solubility of this ioc1itle 
in water being sufficient to permit of a determination of the velocity. 
With ethyliodide it was found that, owing to Hs smaller 801ubility, 
it was impossible to go further than 30%· ethylalcohol (70% water) 
and ~O % methylalcohol (Ol' 60 % water). 

'rhe reactions studied are thus: 

1. NaOCzH5 + C Hsl, Il .. NaOCHs + C Rsl 

Hl. NaOCzfI5 + ezRal, IV. NaOOHa + CzH5l; 

to whieh the change, CHal +NaOH=CHsONa+NaI, must be 
adl"led. 

The .composition of the mixtures of water and alcohol was changed 
by equal steps of 10 Ofo between absolute alcohol anti water. 

It was at onee evident that the reaetion-coefficients obtained in 
each experiment might bo regarded as constauts ; with methylalcohol, 
the numbers are· very sûtisfactory, less so with ethylalcohol, but 
still more thán sufficiently 80 ta show the change of velocity with 
the quantity of water present. For reaction I the numbers diminish 
f rom 0.189 fol' absolute alcohol to 0.0040 for water i for reaction 
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lIl, from O,OHl8 to 0,U05 j for the reactiolls in methylalcohol 
(ll and tV) an increase at first occurs with increasing content of 
water, for II there is a maximum at 70 CI/o ,(0.032 to 0.0tl,35) af ter 
which tbe numbers diminish to 0.004, for reaction IV the Încl'ease 
continues as far as the decomposition in 40 % alcohol (0.00525 to 
0.0098) which was the extreme limit to which it was possible to 
go. 1'he subjoined figurC' shows the change of the constants with 
the content of water. 

Ae 

1\ 

\1 Ae. 
i'..nr 

\ " ' ç.n;J 

" \ ~ ~" ~ ~ M 

"" 1\ C~J 1'" ~ 
\ ~ ee. 8~ 6'(} 417 2'(} HO 

2 

, - ~ , 

/n """ ~ M 

~ 
Atc. 80 ,60 40 20 

It is thus evident that, as in the case of the reaction betwecn 
o-dinitrobenzene and sodium alcoholate, the addition of water to 
cthylalcohol diminishes the velocity of the l'caction,- whilst with 
methylalcohol an increase fil'st occurs which (reaction II) is fûllowed 
hy a deerease. 

Attention may be drawn to some other conclusions. First, it 
appears that whilst for both iodides in methylalcohol there is a 
maximum fol' the mixture containing about 70 % of alcohol, the 
constants diminish regularly with methyliodide lI, whilst with 
ethyliodide (IV) tbey remain pl'actically constant bet ween 40.0/0 and 
70 %. It is further seem that in the alcohol in which the electro~ 
ly.tic dissociation is tbe greater (methylalcohol) the veJocity of 

6'" 
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reaction is tho smaller, notwithstanding tho fact that according to 
the researches of MENSCHUTKIN and CARRARA, methyla.lcohol itself 
accelerates similar l'eactions to a greatel' extent than ethylalcohol. 
It appears to us therefol'e that it follows from this case, as in the 
case of the reaction of o-dinitrobenzene and alcoholate, that reactions 
taking place in solvents other than water depend on circumstan~es 
which are as yet unknown, in addition to the degree of dissociation 
into ions. 

From our earl ier research we had conr.luded that the sodium 
dissolved jn a 50 % mixture of alcohol and water is present mainly 
as alcoholate. The same conclusion may be drawn from an experi
ment in which a solution of 5 grams of Na in 1/2 litre of a 50 q/o 
mixture of alcohol aud water was warmed to 25° fol' 8 days with 
32 grams Cl mol.) of ethyliodide. By means of several fl'uctional 
distillcttions about 11.5 grams of ethylether were obtaiued, the 
theoretical quantity being 15.5 grams. Considering the unavoidable 
losses it may therefore be snid that by far the greater part of the 
iodide was converted into ether. 

It is still necessal'y to examine reactions such as those here 
studied, in mixtures of alcohol ani! water containillg a large pro· 
portion of water, since in these there cannot be much alcoholate. 

The details of this research 'will shortly be published in the 
"Recueil des travaux chimiques." 

Chemistry. - Mr. 
llAn example 
compound" . 

Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS HOOZBBOOl\I speaks on: 
of tlte conven;toJt of 'mixed c1'ystals inlo a 

, 

(Head jn the meeting of June 2.,j,th 189!).) 

In tlle meeting of the 25 th February 1897, page 376, 1 gave an 
explanation of the solidification of mixtures of optical isomers, when 
the solidification results in the formation (1) of a conglomerate (2) 
of mixed crystals, (3) of a racemie compound. 

In a more complete paper, Zeitschr. phys. Ohemie 28, 512, 1 
bave further developed the theory of tbe phcnomena which must 
occur when these three types pass into each other when the solid 
mass is further cooled. 

As one of the most interesting cases, Mr. ADRIANI, bas at my 
request, studied an example of the conversion of mixed crystals into 
a compound below a certain temperature. 

The ,example was camphoroxime. Mr. ADRIANI prepared the 
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d-oxÎme; we owe the l-oximc to the kindness of Prof. 13ECKMA'NN 

of Leipzig. 
1. Tbe melting points of thc pme oximes and of mixtures of 

them were first delermined. Both melt at 118°.8; thc inactive 
mixture, con'taining 50% d- and 50% l-oxime melts at exactly 
the same temperature as aiso a number of mixtures containing 
exccss of d- or l-oxlme. No difference could be discovered within 
the limits of attiLinable accurucy. Thc accuracy here is not more 
than 0 °.1, because it is very <1ifficlllt to determine the mc1tjng~ 

point exactly, owing to the small difference in the rcfractivc indices 
of thc solid and liquid. V cry satisfactory result'ö were obtaincd finally 
by using Yery thin walled tubes in which a thin cylindrical ring 
of the so1id maas was pla~ed just above thc lower end. The s(}1id 
mass is, in all proportions, microscopically homogclleous and regular. 
FORSTER and POPE'S view (Jo urn , Chom. -Soc. 71.1049) that we aro 
here concerned with mixed crystals is confirmed by the discovcry 
of one melting-point line alone. 

At the same time the existence of mixed crystals of optical iso
mers, tbe probability of 'whieh wus pointed out by KrpPING and 
POPE, is confirmed. 
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In the figure, the hOl'Ïzontal 
line .A Il repl'esents the melting 
point line. The view that the 
melting points of all j,he mixture!:! 
would be the same is thus con
firmed iu this case. I have 
aJready pointed out th at this 
is pos~!ible in IlO other series 
of mixed crystals thll.n tho8e 
containing optica! isomers. 

A conEl.equellce of thc hori
zontal melting-point line is that 
each mixture solidifies fo a 
homogeneous maas. The melting 

850 point line therefore rcprcsents 
the compositions bath of the 
liquid alld of the solid phase. 

2. Accordjng to POPE the 
two jsomers, as well as mixed crystals containing them, undergo a 
change from rog;ular to monosymmetl'ic cl'ystals shortly af ter thcy 
havo solirlificd. 
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The temperatures at which this change took place ,,'ere howéver 
unknown. They wore therefore àetermineà. 

Ohallge from 1·pg1tlm' ~o monosymmet1'ic C1'?/st(1ls. 

70% " 

50% " 

" " 
n " 

These values are shown by tbe lino ODE, which is completely 
symmetrical and has a minimum of temperature at the transition point 
of the inacti ve mixture. Si nee here again only one curve is obtained 
for all the transition temperatures we must conclude that the regular 
mixed crystals change into monosymmetrie mixed crystals. 

When the change takes place with falling temperatnre it may 
be much delayed; in the other direction ho wever it Js very sharp. 
With the microscope it may be observed clearly, with the thermo
meter with great difficulty, and very distinctly hy means of thc 
dilatometer. With the non-racemic mixeà-crystals it is possible that 
tbe transition takes place throug-h some interval of temperature. In 
nuy case this is very sma1l. ' 

3. A further change takes place in the monosymmetric mixE'd 
crystals when they are cooled still more. POPE has observed this, 
only in tbe inactive mixture!), and ascribcd it to tbe formation of 
a racemie compound (which may be obtainec1 from a solution of the 
inactiye mixture at the ordinal'y ternperature). In that case tI1(l con
vel'sion of the mixed crystals into tbe compound should thcorctically 
occur in other mixtures also hut at lowcr tompOl'ntllrcs. 

'fhis bas been sbown to ,be tho case. 

COIwel'sion of mixed cl'!Jstals info (( C01JljJ{J1(IUZ. 

50% (lor 1030 

» » 

70°/ ° » » » 

These pointR are in(licaterl hy tho lino FGJl which has a mnXl
mum at 50 Ofo. 
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The change oceurs Jess renclily tho grenter tbe excess of d or l 
which is present anu proceeds very slo·wly. At 75 oIo it co\1111 not 
be observed even at tbe ordinary temperature. 

Thc monosymmetric crystals change to n granular maRs; whon 
excess of d or l is present this is of coun~e on]y partial. 

Tbe transition temperature in this case could llot be detected 
by means of the thermometer or of tbe dilatometer but on1y by 
means of tbc mioroscope and then on1y when the temperature was 
rising. With 50 °10 the change is complete at the maximum tempe~ 
rature i with the o1her mixtures tbe change is gradual i the line 
FG J[ represents the temperatnres at wbich tbe racemic compound 
in a givell mixture has just disappeared. All points between tbe 
two branches represent conglomerates of the compound with mixed 
crystals. 

Thc course of tbe conversion of mixed-crystals into a compound, 
deduced hy me on theoretical grounds, is therefore complete1y ('on
Hz'med by tllis Bl'st example. 

Chemistry. - "On tlw Enanfiotropy of Tin". By Dr. ERNST 
COREN and Dr. C. VAN EYK (ColI\municated hy Prof. H, W. 
BAK1\UIS ROOZEBOOM). 

(Itend in t.he meeting of .Tune 211h 1899). 

1. That pure tin faIls into ft grey powdcr when exposed to great 
cold is ft phûnomeI,on with which the tin tradûl's of Russia. espc
cinll-y havo been long farniliar. Tho phenomenon is, in that country, 
so common that a special namo has oeen gi7cn to the tin powder 
which may be translnterl as tin nlzich may be scatterul. 

The phenomcnon has been "ery frequently referrE'rt to jn scien
tific literature ; the first descriptioll of it is duo to ERDl\IANN 1) in 
1851. Ile is followed hy FRI'rSCHE 2), LEWALD 3), RAl\JMELSlmUG 1), 

OUDEMANS 5), W AI.Z 6), PETRI 7), SCmm'l'EL S), RAlIflIrELSllEHG flj, 

1) Journ. f. }lrnct. Cl1emie 52, 428 (1851). 
2) B. R 2, UZ en 540 (1869), l\fém. de l' Acndémie (Ie Pétel'sbourg, VII 8él'Ïc N° li (I S 70). 
a) DingIers polyteclm. Jonrnal 19G, 369. (18iO). 
~) B. Jt 3, 724 (1870). Zeitscllrift fLir Chemie 1870. 733. 
") Processen-Verbnnl der Kon. Ak(1d, v. Wetellsclll1ppen te Amst., vergnd. 28 Ort. 187L 
0) WAGNER'S JahresbtJricllt 1873, 207 'lit: Deutsche Indllstrieteituug 18Î2, 4118. 
7) WU.DEMANNS Ann. (2) 2, 304. (1877). 
S) .Tollrn. flir pfllct. Ohemie 19, 322 (l879). 
U) Berl. Aknd. Ber. 1880, 225. 
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:MARKOWNIKOFP 1), E~mLJANOW\:2), EDV. H.mrJT 3), HOEVF.:LER 4,), STÓCJC

MEIER 5) and SClU UlII 0). 
The phenomenon has been observed on itl'ticles made of tin such 

as organ pipes, buttons of uniforms} coffee pots, merlals, rings ctc. 
and not only on blocks of pure Banca tin. 

Whilst tin in the ol'dinary, weIl known condition, is silver-whit<" 
it becomes grey under cerbin circumstances and loses its coherenee. 

2. The different authors by DO means agree as to the cause of 
tbe ehange. 

Some ascribe the change to great cold, others to the combined 
influenee of cold and vibration, whilst a third group of observers spe~~k 
somewhat vaguely of an influence which the greater or smaller rate 
of cooling of the tin aftel' it had been melted might exert on the 
occurrence of the phenomenon. 

3. FRITZSCHE pl'oved qualitatively that fI considerable expnnsion 
accompanies the transformation of tbe silver-white into the grey 
condition. SCHER'l'EL and RA)lMELSBERG found later that the specific 
gravity of the grey modification at 19° ia ah out 5,8 whilst thc 
silver-white form af the same temperature has the sperific gravity 7,3. 

4. The facts enumerated remained up to the present isolated; 
many points in the different memoirs cou!d not be brought into 
hal'mony with ~aeh other. 

A more accurate, quantitive treatment of the suhjC'ct, l..>nsed on 
the newer physico· chemical conceptions, may perhaf s tlu'ow some 
light upon it; at the request of Prof. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOO1lr wc have 
undertaken this and gi ve in what fol1o\\'s a vCl'Y brief account of 
some of the results thus far obtained. 

5. The material used was obtained fi'om Prof. EDV. I-TJELT of 
Helsingfol's, who was kind enough to send us 25 g'rams of grcy tin. 

This tin was part of a pieee of Bancn-tin which had fallen into 
powder in the warehouse of a IIelsingfors firm. 

_\ 

1) Journ. russ. phys. chem. Gesellsc11'lft 188 J, 358 j Dulletin de la Soci6t6 chi1l1ique 
<le Paris (2) Si, 347 (1882). 

2) Congress russischer Nnlllrfol'scher nnd Ael'Zte Petersbul'g 1890. 

3) Chernik'er Zeitllllg' 16, 1197 (1892) j 1I0fvcrsigt of Fil1ska V ctcl1sk, Soc, för-
hal\(llin". 32. 

4) Chern. Zeitung ] 8 92. 1339. 

&) Verh. d. Ges. Deut. Nl1tUl'f. l!. Aerzte. Niimbel'g 1893. 

8) Die Arten cler homel'ÎE'. Hnbilitntiol1sscJn'jft, MlIl'burg 1897. 
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Ir the tube cont.aining the grey tin is immersed in warm water 
the tin immediately takes on the colon1' of ardinary tin. 1'ho recon· 
version into gray tin occurs wh en the tube is cooled. At - 83°, 
in a paste of soEd carbon ie anhydride and alcohol the change from 
white to grey tin took place in about 24 houl's. Prolanged caoling 
to ft temperature not Jawel' than _20° was fruitless. On thc other 
hand the ch1tnge of grey into white tin was on1y obsen'ed at tell1-
peratnres ahove + 30°. From this point, howcver, the velo city of 
the change incl'cased very rapidly with rising temperature. It appeared 
therefol'c to be àifficult ta find a transition point. It is, however, 
lmown that transition phenomclJa are acceleratcd ",hen the materjaJs 
undergoing the change arc present in a. fincly dividcd state, and 
also that sol vents aeceJcrate the ehange 1). 

After a number of preliminary experiments we fOimd tlw,t a so
lution of ammonium stannje chloride affol'ded an excellent means 
of causing the clJange to take place readily in either d!rectian. 

For example, thc change white tin -3> grey tin, whieh without 
thc ammonium stannie chloride solution l'eqnired 24 hours at -83°, 
taak placG in 6 \hours when a few drops of a 10% solution of thc 
salt in water were added to the tin. Wh(lJl the change has been 
carl'iod out in both directions several times with the same quantity 
of tin, it takes place more and morc readily. In general, it may bo 
said that thc phenomena are here quite anitlogous to ihose OUSCI vC'd 
with saHs C'ontaining water of cl'ystallisation when thoy are heatcel 
ahove their transition points and again eoolor1. 

6. Iu order to dctcrrninc thc transition point of thc clwngo 

grcy tin ~ whitc tin 

wC' URN1 tho diJn.tomctl'ic- and tJw cloctric mcthods. 

a. DeteJ'1ninrdioJ18 10it!1 aw dilatometar. 

~rhe cliJatol11oter oontniner1 ahout 2 cc. and was fi110J with white 
tin j n 10% nqucous solutioll of ammonium stanuic chlo1'idc server] fiS 

measuring liquid. Tho position of the liquid in thc verf llIl1'J'ow 
cnpillal'y was rond on a pol'eclnin millimeter BcnJe. 

The following bblo contn.ins thc obs'Jl'vations. 

1) SCC' fol' l'xtllIlplt': L. Til. l~mcl\lm, De (l'l11prrntnnl' ,1l'1' llllotropische vel'ilJldelÎllg 
'Vllll de zwavel. Dissel tatie. Amsterdam, 1883 
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TABLE I. 

'1'empel'utulP. Time j n hom s. l{jse of the level in the ltise PPl' llour. 
capHlary in mmo in mmo 

5° 0 , 23 104 4,5 

0° 20 48 2,4 

+ 5° ° , 17 2 0,1 

10° ° , 13 0,9 0,0 

15° ° ) 11 0,0 0,0 

17° ° , 23 0,0 0,0 

20°,0 24! 2,0 0,1 

From these observations follows that the transition point lies 
between + 10° alld + 20°, More exact results would be obtained 
hy proIonged observations at constant temperature. 

b. Elect1'ic deterrnina t ion. 

A transition element was sei up as follows: 

white tin - 10% ammonium stannic chloric1e solution - grey tin, 

and Hs E. M. F. at different tempemtures determined hy POGGEN

DORFF'S method. A WEsToN-eeH was used as standard and a small 
accumulator as the wOl'king cello 

Our tl'ansition ceH stood in a thermos lat. Thc change of polo 
occul'red at 20°. 

7, rrhe two mcthods thus load to the result that thc chan(!'c 

grey tin ~ white tin 

has a transition point (at 1 atmosphere) at 20° C. 
Sincc all tin articles in evel'y day use, consist of the white mo .. 

dification, tbe above research leads to the stl'iking result, that mM' 

?VIwie tin-worlrl exist8, except on a few IlOt days, in tlte metasfabile 
conditiolZ. 

Amstm'dam, Ckem. LabomtOJ'!1 of t!te Ulliversify, 
June 1899. 
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Chemistry. - 11 On the Enantiotropy of Tin CU)." 13y Dr. EHNST 
COHEN and Dr. C. VAN EYIL (Communicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUI!3 RoozEBoml). 

(Wm be publishecl in the Procecdings of thc next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "The mixture crystals of Hg J2 witlt Hg Br2'" By 
Prof. H. W. BAKnuIs ROOZEDOOM. 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "On a nelO kind of Transition Elements (sixth 
kind)." Ey Dr. ERNST COllEN. (Communirated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEDOOM). 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "On Isodwldane." By Prof. C. A. LOBllY DE BnUYN 

and Mr. H. C. BIJL. -

(Will be pnblishcd in iho ProrcedingR of tho !1rxt meeting). 
"- , 

Zoology. - MI'. HUBRECHT prosents on bohaU of Dr. J. F. VAN 

BE1I1IImLEN: "1'lte 1'esnlts of ({ compm'aü/!e Î121Jestigation con-
I 

cel'ning (he palatiue-, ol'bitf/l- mul temp01'al re,qion.c:; of tlle 
.J.ltlonotreme-slcull" • 

r. Palate. 

In both Ornithorhynchus and Echic1na the palate has been Sl'con
darily prolongecl backwards, in consequenco of their mode of life, 
ann thorefore independently of eaeh other, and in two difl'erent wnys. 

The palatine bones of O. are as broad behind as in front, thc 
pterygoïc1s being situated entirely along their lateral borders, quito un
connected with the bones forming the waIl of the cerebral oavity. 

In thc E. skull on the contrary, the palatines are prolongoc1 
backwaràs into slender points, which causes the pterygoïds to fin!! 
a place at thc roof of thc mouth mueh nearor to the middle line, 
between tho oblique postcro-exterior border of the palatines and the 
petrosa, thereby allowing them to enter into the formaiion of the 
cerehral slw1l-wall. 

'1.'he horizontal mouth-plates of the Eohidna-palatincs are provided 
at their iateral border with two verticnl wings: a largor onc in fron t, 
forming the basal part of thc wan of the orbital cavity, and a 
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smaller one behind, stretching upwards in the temporal groove -and 
separating the foramen ovale from a large bipartite opening at the 
border of the orhita, whieh represents thc lmitcd foramina rotunda: optica 
and splwno-orbitalia. In O. tne fil'st mentiolled of these apel'tUl'lS is 
sepamted from thc two followÏJlg uy ft sbort bone-column. 

At the ventral sidc of' this tempora} palatine-wing in E. we notice 
thc front end of a tiny caMJ, which may possibly represent the 
homologue of the well-doveloped ca,nalis ptorygoideus seu vic1ianus 
of 0., tbis latter running longitudillally nlong thc margin of the 
palatine-plate, between fol'. oVflle and fol'. rotundum. Thc difference 
is explail}cd b.v the occurrcnce of a large artery in 0., bl'anching 
off from the carotis internu, crossing' tile tympanic cavity cxternaUy 
to the stapes, and entering' the vidian cH,nal to rcach the orbital 
cavity. T}JÏs arter)', called art. staper1ia by TANDLER, is absent in 
E., whero tbe orbits are proviàed witll blood by thc carotis extrrna, 
hut perhaps the small artery occu pying thc abovo-rncntiollcà tiny 
cmHü is thc lu"t rcmnant of the art. stapedia. 

11. Spltenoïd. 

Tho corpus sphcnoïdei in E. appears iong aud s1enc1er, owing to 
the wallt of eonnectiou with ali ·sphcnoïdea (illft(l mngnnc). It S)lOWS a 
concave vcntml sido, caused hy its curving down at both sidcs in 
sliglllly elevated but vory elongated pterygoïdpro('c::ses, At its hinder 
margin it is pierced hy the foramina carotÎca, anrl lateraJly to these 
it is provided with bnckwal'd pl'olongations of thc processus ptery
goïdalcs, viz. tl1C spinae angularcs. These latter are much more develllped 
in 0., whel'c thoy exfcnd oror the rentrlll surfac(] of the petrosn.. 
In this animaJ they forlll a narrow pnrtition dividing tIle foramina 
ovalia from thc choRMe, whcreas -in E thef:e two are separntcd 
fl'Offi mwh other by tbe whole diameter of tllC ptel'ygoïds, which a1so 
hi<lt' tho spinac angulares under their projccting median edge. The 
sclla tUl'cica of O. is much more elongatcd in a sagittal direclion 
thnn that of E. TJ]js contrasts with the extraordinary development 
in the latter animal of tlle hllnina cribrosa. ethmoïdei, whicll totally 
auchyloses with t110 sphenoYd. In O. no trace ofsuch a cribrous plate 
ean be detected. 

The space of tJle ali~sph(lnoïds is occupicd in E. by thin bony 
plates, separated by suture from all the 8Ul'fOUnding bon es : thc 
busi·sphOllOïd as well as the others, These platcs ossify at ft vcry 
late period, sa Jate indeed that evrll in the almost ndult skull 0. 

)llI'gc fontnl1ella is found in tJlis spar, lcnving t1lC for. ovale not 
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encircled Ly bono at itl:l latel'al border. In the partly-ol:lsitiou skull 
of a young E. l"emoved from the pouch, this font:-tuclla even extended 
to thc foramina rotuntla, optica and sphcno-orbitalia, whioh alloonfhtated 
into one large vacllity in the lateral skuU-wall. The same fdct occurred 
in the skull of an Ornithorhynchus-foetus: the bony plate that was 
gOillg to close up this open space, was g'rowing out from under thc 
squamosal as adermal bone. In this charader it resem bIed thc post
fi'ontale, whieh is destined to anchylose with the orLito-sphenoïd. 

In consequencc of th is latter occurrenoe the orbital wings of the 
spîwnoïà reach au enormous size in Monotremes. The prescnce of 
I!0l;trrontals in these animuis, l'esembting those of Sauropsids, ah'cady 
mentioned by SEEL!';Y, is proved beyond all doubt oy thc investigation 
of the skulls of new-born indi viduals. rrhe orbital wings of tho sphc
noïel anchylose with thc median corpus, in E. as weIl as i!J 0., thus 
contrll.sting with the alisphenoïdplatcs in thc farmer ani mal. 

Ul. Petl'u:mm. 

Thc petruus bono of O. lil sopal'atcd fl'om thc sUl'l'uundillg uunes 
Ly tlmle large perfol'ations of thc skull-wall; 1 bt. all anteriol' ono, 
the fommen ovalc, dlviding it from the ali~phcllOïd, 2el. a posterior 
one, the fol'. pro nervo vago et glossopharyngeo, sep~rating it from 
thc exoccipital (occ. later.); Sel. a median one, thl'ongh which no 
stl'uctures enter or lecwe tho cerebral cavity ano. which scparatcs 
the petrosum from the basi-occipital. 

In E. thesc holes are appal'ently wanting, but in l'cality they 
arl; all present, only they are lying much farthcr apart, and moro
over the anterial' and median Ol1es are separated fl'om tho petl'osum 
by thc large pterygoïd. The posterior opening is di vided into two 
orific08, an anterÎor one which serves as an outlet to thc nerves and 
is situated within the borders of the petrosum, anel a pm:terior one, 
which is nothing but a fontaueHa, closing up iu the full-grown 
ani mal and surrounded by the exoccipita1. In O. the large size of 
the corresponding single opening is also dua to incomplete ossifica
tion in the neighbourhood of thc nerve-foramen. 

This scattered positioI1 of the three apel'tnres uround the petrosum 
in EchidDf\. bl'Ïngs this bone into an all-round contact with othcr 
banes viz. thc alisphenoïd, pterygoïd, basiQccipitttl, exoccipital and 
squarnosal. 

At the lateral wall of thc skull tllO petl'Ous vone of E. appeal's 
to ba continueel in a dor8al llirectiou as ~t lurge p~tch of bone, but in 
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reality it Ü, sepul'uted ft'om this patch lougitudinally by lL :luture that 
runs through the latol'al part of the tympanie eavity. By its form 
and position this patch rosembles the mastoïdal part of tbe temporal 
of othl:'r MammaIs, but as for its sir.c and independenee, it may 
be compal'ed to the opisthotieurn and epiotieum, taken eonjointly, of 
Sa.uropsida. 

This mastordal part of the skull-wall is a ehondrostosis, whieh 
faet is in itself suffieient to forbid its oomparison with a squamosa1, 
a comparison oJie might otherwise be muoh inolineà to make, oonsi
dering that the dermal bone wl,ioh is situated on its outer surfaoe might 
easily be mistaken for the jugal, with whieh it shows many points 
of resemblanee, and whieh, hut for tl1is hypothesis, must he oon
sidered as absent in the Monotrcme-skull. 

IV. ..lrGtts zIJfjornatiGus. 

The malar arch of Monoh'emes is made up of two bony pl'ocesses, 
running side by side for the greater part of their length. The 
anterior belongs to the maxil1ary, the posterior to the above-men
tioned dermal bone, that I take to be the squamosal. Ajugal bone 
is totally absent in E. In O. on the contrary a little prominenee 
oeeurs on the dorsal side of the areh, marking the limit between 
orbital and temporal fossae. In some skulls this pl'ominenee was 
found separated by a suture from the underlying zygomatic pl'oeess 
of the maxillary. Most p1'ohahly we may look upon it as tbe laRt 
remnant of a disappearing jugal. The foetalO. skull did not show 
any traee of it. 

V. Canatis tempo1'alis. 

Between the sguamosal and the wall of thc primordial-cranium 
(mastoïdal bone), a canaI is Ieft open from hefore backwards in 
both E. and O. 

In no other Mammalian I:!kull a trace of sueh a canal was found. 
In E. it is longer hut na1'1'owe1', in 0, sborter but wider. lts lumen 
is filled up with fibres of the temporal muscIe. 

Moreover in E. an artery penetrates into tbe skull-wall by the 
posterior opening of this el1na1, but immediately leaves it to con
tinue its way through the diploe of mastoïdal, parietal and frontal 
as far as tho ethmoïdal regiou. HYRTI. calls it art. occipitalis. 
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Mathematics. - Olt: "Tlte FOl'matioJt of tlte Resultallt". By 
Mr. K. BES. (Communicated by Prof. J. CARDIN.A.AL.) 

Thc mel,hod of elimination by means of the BEZOUT function as 
ShOWll hy me in my treatise "Théorie Générale de l'Élimination" 
(Verhand. der Kon. Akademie van Wetenseh. te Amsterdam Ic Sectie, 
Dl. VI, N°. 7) offers a means to form tbe resultant that is to be 
obtained, if between n - 1 homogeneous equations of arbitrary degrces 
with 12 váriables 12 - 2 of tbose vMiablf's are eliminated. 

lintend shortly to treat this subject in <,xtenso; but looking 
forward to the time necessary fOf this work I thought it my duty 
at present to acquaint your assembly with the obtained result. For 
this the special case is taken of two homogeneous cquations of thc 
degrecs land m with thrce variables, viz.: 

(P (.I, y, .c) == al al + all a l- 1 JJ + a3 J,l-1 z + ((4 ,'V1- 2!J2 + U5 :l,l-2!J:; + I 
+ al> ;ul-2.::;2 + Q7 .tl-a /;3 + ...... ' + (((1+1)(1+2) zl = 0, 

- 2 

1/1(.1, y, .c) == Ijl J,11t + 02 Jm-l y + 0..,,1,111-1:; + b-!.!m-2y~ + U5,/111-2y: +\(1). 
+ ba ,t I11- 2 .;;2 + u7 ./1II-a JJ3 + ..... + b(lIl+l) (711+2) zlll = 0 

2 

It is known that in this case thc rc::.u1tant is of thc dcgrce llll. 
If we form an bomogeneous functioll P of the degree lm as follows: 

F= <P lP + P l/l. . . . . • . • (2), 

whcre cp u,l1d '/J.' are l'cspectivcly homogcneous functiolJs of the 
degrees l m - l aud l m - rit witb pl'ovisionally undctermincd coeffi. 
cients 8 tbe equation 

P = o. . . . . . . . . . (3) 

will repl'esent thc l'csultant, if wc ean dctcrmine tho coefficiellts s 
in Bueh a mannel' that all the terms cOlltailling one of the threc 
val'iablcs disappear from tho equation. 

Thc fUllction .l!' ean be deyeloped iu two ways, as was ShOWll 

in the above-namcd treatisc ou thc theory of climillation: 
1 st. according to thc successi ve al'gllment8 of au homogencous 

function; 
2d• according to tho undetel'lJ1ined coefficiel1t8 811 821 8S, etc. 
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Thus it gives'l'ise to the fOl'mation of an "asscmulallt" cónsisting of 

. (Zm + l)(lm + 2)· -
v =-= . rolVs and VI = al + a2 columns, 

. 2 ' 

where 

. (lm-l+1)(lm-l+2) , (lm-m+l)(lm-m+2) 
" - _._. and a2 = . 
'-'1- - 2 2 

The columns of this "assembluntn are in general not independent 
of each other but connected by 

(lm -l- m + 1) (lm -l- m + 2) 
v2=-----· 

.2 

independent linear relations. 
We now see that betwoen tho nUmbe1'8 v, 1.'1' alld V2 tbe relation 

v - t'l + V2 = l m . . • .. . (4) 

existsf us 18 easily shown by substituting the values. 
We determine the VI undetermined coefficiollts 8 in the following 

way: In the function F we make equaI to zero the coefficients. of 
. .. .. h ' 'bI Thi d lm(lm+l) all the terms contammg t e same varIa e. s pro uces 2 

linear homogeneous equations between the coefficients8 'which are 
moreover, as' was said above, connected by t'2 Iinear re:ations of 
dependence. 

80 the difference between thc number of unuèrterminerl cocffieients 
and that of the mutually independent liJlOar homogeneol1s equations 
existing between them is: 

lm(lm+l) lm(lm+l) 
Vl - Vz - - = V - l m - ----- = 

2 . 2 

= (lm + 1) (lm + 2) _lm(lm -t~ == 1,. 
22· . 

which prove8 that the VI undctermined coefficients 8 can be deter
mined quite ullequivocally out of the indicated homogeneous linear 
equations. 

By substitution of the obtained values in the equation F = 0 the' 
demanded resultant is arrived at. The given method is rather simple 
to apply. 
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As all' example we take thc systcm of two homogelleolls eqlla.
tions of, the second degree with thl'ee variables : 

a} $2 + a2 :r Y + as x z + a4 y2 + aó y Z + Ga .e2 = 0, I 
(5). 

_, b} a;2 + ö; re y + bs ilJ'Z + b4 y2 + br)!! z + ba ,è = 0, 

The function F is represented by 

li' = (81 a:2 + 82:C y + 8S :IJ Z + 84 y2 + 85,Y Z + Sa z2) 
(al x2 + a2 x Y +. a3;v z + a,"!l + as!Jz + a6 z2) 

+ (87.112 + 8S a: Y + Sn x Z + 8}O '})2 + 8n Y Z + 812 Z2) 

(bI :v2 + b2 :JJ 'IJ + b8 x Z + b4 '})2 + U5 lP + Ua zS), 

l!'rom this follows the "assemblantll 

• (U) , 

7 
Procccdings Roynl Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, II; 
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to which 

I-~ bi!, bs b'1 05 ba -al -ajl -aa -a4. -a5 -aa •. (7). 
I 

LeJOllgl:i at:! l:iupplomcntal'y "assemblant". 
T1' wc omit OHO of the columns fl'om thc "nl:isemblallt" (6) the 

(lctcnninllllb in thc l'cmaining colun1l1s -(sot' Clmptol' I of the llbove
nttmcu paper) al'C uivisible by tho supplomontal'y uctcl'minant of the 
assem b lan t. 

From this ~assemblant" the coefficients of the l'csultant follow 
Ïll1111ediately. 

'l'hul:i \ve finc1 fol' thc l'esultant botwoon '!J and z: 

rOl' the l'osultant uctWCCll .11 and ;:.;: 

PS,6,1O,luJ 1. + PI,61O,15 .A: + PI,3,IO,\5 .r2z2 + pI,3,6,15 ~·z3 + 
+ pI,S,6,IO z4 = 0 . • (9) , 

for the resultant between J; and y: 

}J2,4,7,11 at} + PI,4,7,Il a'sy + PI,2,7,11 .J.'2'!J2 + Pl,2,4,1l J'y3 + PI,2,4,7 y4=0 • (10), 

WhClC thc coeffieicllts ropresent uetBl'min811ts cOlltained in "apsem
hlant" (6) aft('r one of tho roluIllllS having boen omiUed and where 
thc indiccs inJicrtl.e whieh rOWl:i must be left out of the "assemblant" 
ta obtain the JctCl'1I(illant l'CpJ'cselltou by the symbol. All tho eoef
ficients of thc cguatiol1s (S), (9) lt1lU (10) are 1l0W still divisible by 
the same liJWlll' factor, l1flInely l>y hij if wo leave the sixth column 
out of the "assomblaut", in general by the supplemcntal'y determinant 
of the "a!:i3emulant" (7). 

Chemistry. - Prof. V. A. JULlUS prpscnts on behalf of 
Dr. A. SlIII1'S of Amsterdam a paper on 1llnvestigatiom: witlt 
tlw M ict'onutltometel'." 

Aftel' I had pllUlishcd in lSU6 the first results outained with the 
micl'omanometer 1), I continued my investigations to inquire whether 
th€' course obscrvotl fal' Na Ol, KOR and cane-sugar would aJso 
nppear in othcl' compound!:!. 

') 1)b~ell:ttjoll 11 UntelSllllhllllg~1l IHit uem Mlkl'OJlHlllollleter" 181)6. Yerslll!,\ KouÎnkl. 
A]..au. Y. WutClIbllh. te Amsterdalll, Wis- CIl NatUUl'k, Afd. p,lg. 2\l2, 1897. ,\rchivcs 
Neel'l. ::'él'ie lI, 'rullIe 1, p. ~\l, 18.37. 
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Before, however, examining other compounds, I wished to make 
hOllle fUl'thcl' experimellts with Na Cl, IC 0 Hand sugUl' solutiuDI$, 
bccause I had made a slight improvement in the a})paratus; I hud 
namcly brought the 1egs of the manometer nearer together, so that 
tlwy were only 2 m.m. distant, which diminished tho error in the 
obseryation. Before communicating the resnlts of those observations, 
I shall first shortl)' state my former results, to facilitate a compa
l'ison. The mcaning of pw, PS,PIII N alld n is as follows. 

PlO = tcn~ion of the gas of pure water expresscd at 00 in m.m. lIg. 

p" = " "" " " solution " "":l " " 
pm = mol. decrcase of the tension of the gas" """ " " 
N and n indicate the number of mol. of water aud solved substance 

found in the solution: 

CfJUCCUf rutlOll iu gl' 

mol. ]lcr LUOI] gr H:O. 
JJ", ::-Jis 

JU m.m Hg. 

o 028 ~2 o 0034.b 

0.0!3S'J6 0.00477 

o OS81!3 o 012203 

0.1768U 0.02-[77 

0.il55S7 o 0')02G 

0.8854 0.12616 

1.&228 0.2ü757 

I 

Couccutl atiou iu gr I p'"-jl, 
mol. pcr 1000 gr. 11,0. iu m.m Hg. 

I 
0.03035 I 0.00109 

O.055M 0.00763 

0.09902 o 01382 

0.1(\626 0.02321 

0.334.64 0,0478ü 

0.513·12 0.0750!!' 

0.750B 0.11170 

1.035ü 0.15867 

2.(id22 0.47601 

Na Cl. 

Jln' 
in 111 1lI. ,ug. 

0.121 

0.131 

o l;;\J 

(J.HO 

0.141 

(I lo.l,3 

O.H7 
I 

KOH 

Jhn 
lil III 1lI. Hg 

0.135 

o l:W 

0.138 

0.140 

0.14'3 

0.1<16 

O.HO 

0.153 

0.180 

_ 1Iv,-P' N ,------
JJ,o 11 

1.5 

Ui 

1.67 

1.69 

1.70 

1.718 

1.765 

._ JlW-Jls N ,- - - -
]I'" 1~ 

1.6 

1.65 

1.66 

1.68 

1.72 

1.76 

1.700 

1.842 

2.1ü6 

7* 
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I 
I 

Couccutratiou iu ~r i 
mol per] 000 gr. H"O., 

0.02138 I 
0,04630 

0.08488 

0.17287 

0.28310 

0.77912 

1.8821 

( 90 ) 

CANE SUGAR. 

PIO-P. I pH< 
in m.m. Hg. 

I 
in Hl lil. Hg. 

0.00178 0.083 

0.00388 0.084. 

0.00705 0.083 

0.014'10 ~ 0.083 

0.02366 0.084 

0.06185 0.OS3 

o 17453 0.093 

i= 1!.1~l!!. ~ 
P'" ti 

1.0 

l.0 

1.0 

1.00 

1.00 

1.001 

1.U5 

Fot' NaCl and KOH~solutions I found that the molecular depression 
of the vapour ten sion , anu 80 i, became greater, when tbe concen
tration increased. For cane sugar solutioDS tbe molecular depression 
of the vapour ten8io~ and so i, was found constant between the 
concentration 0,02138 and 0.77912 gr. mol. per 1000 gr. H~O. 
Only for the last concentration 1.8821 gr. mol. per 1000 gr. H~O 
a higher value was faund for the lIlol. depreRsion of the vapour ten
sion and for i than for the other concontration. 

The results of the observations with thc improved manometer 
follow. As the determmation of the course was my pl'incipal object, 
I chose some solutions with a great diffel'ence of coneentration. 

Na Cl 

Couccutmtion iu gr. \ pw-ps [Jm. ._ Pt" -118 N 
mol por 1000 gr.ll"O.! in m.m. lig. in m m. flg. 

t- - __ ._ 
p/IJ 1I 

0.0330'28 0.00435 O.UZ 1.6 

0.34.057 0.047ll3 0.141 1.6CJ 

1.7533 0.25724- 0.147 1.764 

2. H}:l7 O.3MOG 0.153 1.8:J9 

4..6362 0.7834.5 0.16\} 2.032 
KOlI 

COllceutratioll iu gr. pw-ps po. i= plO-PI. tv 
mol. per 1000 gr. 1:1 20. iu IJl m. Hg. in lIl.m. Hg. PlO 11 

0.03476 0.00</'70 0.1:35 1.6 

0.4237<1 0.06454 0.152 1.83 

1.1912 0.lll505 0.l<l4 1.96ll 

2.5\195 0.48440 0.186 2.241 
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OANE SUGAR. 

COllcelltratiou in gr. pw -ps [lm ._ J!w-J!s N 
mol. per 1000 gr. Hp. iu m.m. Eg. in In m. Hg. 

z _____ 

J!w 11 

0.02G02 0.00219 0.084 1.0 

0.17225 0.01479 0.086 1.03 

0.45413 0.03972 0.087 1.05 

1.0811 0.09074 0.090 1.08 

These few determinations were sufficient to prove that for Na Ol, 
K 0 Hand eane sugar the molecular depression of the vapour tension , 
and so i, increases with the concentration. 

Thc second series of K 0 H solutions is more reliable thall tbe first, 
because great care bas been taken to keep the second series of solu
tions free from carbonic acid. Probably this i& the reason, that the 
vallles for i in tbe second table of solutions of Ka H are a little 
higher than in the first. 

Tbe second table of solutions of eane sugat· is also more accurate 
than the former, because the temperature of the waterbath in which 
the manometer is placec1, was about 100 lower in tbe second series 
than in the first. At a lower temperatUl'e the accul'acy is greater, 
because the manometer then reaches its position of equilibrium soonel' 
than at a higher temperature. 

It is evident tbat it is nol. much use ia calculate the value for i 

for concentrations above 1 gr. mol. pE'r 1000 gr. water. Neverthcless 
this calculation has been maile here ta facilitate a comparison with 
my former observations. 

Af ter this repetition of my farmer observations, experi ments worG 
made with sollltions of the following substances : 

H2 S04, 011S04.5H~0 and KN03 

The results are given in the following tables. 

CoucclItmtioll iu gr. 
1\101. per 1000 gr. H20 

0.02090 

0.04968 

0.24960 

0.50418 

1.11431 

2.1795 

1I2 S 0 4 

P'·-PS 
in m.m. Hg. 

0.00336 

0.00819 

0.04204 

0.08713 

0.21057 

0.442413 

O.IB1 

0.165 

O.lGS 

0.173 

0.181 

0.20:1 

1.9 

2.0 

2.03 

2.08 

2.215 

2.4H 
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OUS04 

Couccutratiou in gr. I pw-p. ilt. ._ p.o-ps N 
mol pcr 1000 gr H~O I in lil III lig. in In m. Hg. ~--- -

i'lO 1t 

0.02348 0.00086 0.037 0.0 

0.On860 0.00525 0.053 0.7 

0.2'IGI0 o Olü85 0.005 0.78 

0.4n378 0.03\170 O.OGO 0.80 

0.!J!lG12 o 067!lO 0.OG8 o 820 

1. 21li2 O.O!lOöO 0.070 o 955 

By concentrntion the number of gr. mol. Cu S 04 per 1000 gr. 
H20 is represented. 

KNOs 

COllcentration in gl'. PlO-PS pn. _ PIO-P' N 
mol. per 1000 gr.l:I 2O. inmm.Hg. iu m.m. Hg. 

2 ___ ·_ 

'PlO n 

0.02051 0.00287 0.140 1.7 

o 25342 0.03241 0.130 1.54 

0.51074- 0.05569 0.109 1.31 
I 

1 04G5 0.08671 0.083 0.996 

It appears from what pl'ccedes that of the examined compounds 
K N 0 3 is thc onI,v cxception. with l'(;>gard to its course. 

If the concentration of IJs SO,] and Cu 80<\ increases, the ffiolecular 
depression of ths vapour tension, and àlso i, uecornes greater, Whel'eaB 
fol' K N 03 ths revcrse takes ploee. 

It is l'emarlmblc, that the values for i of Cu 804 always l'elllalD 
below unity, jf wo nssume that there ftro in the so]ution On 8 04-
moleeul('s, whcreas ths val nes for i ealculated from the conductivity 
have been al ways found to bo larger Ulftn unity_ 1) 

The most intcresting l'csult, ho we VCl', is that of K N 0 31 fol' it 
shows th at the course of Na Cl etc. is probab1y not genera1. 

When I was ocrupied wiLh these observatious, Mr. Dm'r~RICI 2) 

I) PrCKr.lmm, Bel']. Brr. 25 Jl!!;. U15, lSfl2. 
~) Wiet!. Ann. (\2, IJg. (il(\, 18!l7. 
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published Ho tL'eatise "U ebel' die Dampfdruc'ke ver(liin nter wässerigel' 
Lösungen bei 0° C." 

He describes there in what way he has sllcceer1ed in making his 
aneroiLl more sensible, so that he could also ex amine diluted solu
tions with it. The rrsult8 obtained for solutions which I have [1180 
examined, follow. To facilitate comparison same of my results are 
n,jso meutioned. 

0.0732 

0.154 

0.291 

0.454 

, 0 I)(W 

DIETERICI 

pm 
m IU m. Eg. 

0.121 

O.l:H 

0.146 

o 144 

0.147 

DIl:TERICI 

Na Cl 

5MB.'S 

pm 
III 1II.m. Ilg 

() 0281-2 o 121 

o 0!351G () 134. 

o (SSI!) o 139 

o 176S0 () 140 

() .:35587 0.141 

o 8854 o 143 

1.8228 o 147 

SMIT::-

-------,------ -------- - -----ï---------
Conccmtration in gr. Jl .. 

mol por 1000 gL·. H20 in 111.111. Hg. 

0.05d2 0.14.1-

o OS71 0.127 

0.1088 0.145 

0.1771 o H3 

0.221. 0.1;'(\ 

(l.263 0.IS9 

o :150 o lIJP 

0.4:11l 0.167 

0.892 0.177 

C:oncelltra1ion 111 gr. i 1!Jn 
mol. por 10UO gr. Ll~O'1 in IU.III. IIg. 

o 0:090 

o .04.9CiS 

o 21\l1l0 

0.50US 

] 4.11:n 

2.]795 

O.llll 

0.Hi5 

0.1 fiS 

0.17:1 

().] 84. 

0.203 
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OANE 8UGAR. 

D IE TE R ICI, S ~rITS 

Conceutl'ation in g1'. I 
mol. pel' 1000 gr. 11 20./ 

pm 
iu m.m. Hg. 

Coucentrat.ioll iu gr. 
mol. per 1000 gr. H2O. 

0.116 0.067 0.02602 

0.255 0.078 0.17225 

0.506 0.080 0.454.13 

0.991 0.OS5 1.0Bn 

Jhn 
in m.m. Hg. 

0.084. 

0.086 

0.087 

0.090 

It appears from these tables that Mr. DIETERICl'S results for Na Ol 
aud cane sugar agree very wen wlth mine. 

The same might be said of H2 S 0 4 , but that Mr. DmTLmwI founll 
a 10wer vaIue for Pl1t for ihe concentration 0,0871 than for tbc con
centration 0,0542. He makes the following remark about this: 

"Die Lösungen der Schwefelsäure zeigen eine deutliche Abnahmc 
der. molecuJaren Dampfspannungsvermindel'ung mit der Yerdünnung 
in dem CoucentratÏoDsintervail 1 bis 0.1 gr. mol.; untel'halb diesel' 
Verdünnung scheint wieder eine Zunahme einzutreten; iud essen lässt 
sie siah aus den Dampfspanllungsbeobachtungen alleiu nicht sieher 
constatiren und jeh würde die Zahlen überhaupt nicht mitgetheilt 
haben, wenn nicht die Gefrierpunktsbeohachtungen van I LOOMIS 1) 
und PONSOT 2) auch eine Zunahme der molecularen Gefrierpunkts
vel'mindel'ungen bei grösserer Verrtünnung als 0.1 gr. mol. ergeben." . 

By repetition of his experiments, which will be discussed presently, 
Mr. DIETERICI found no decided increase of pm for concentratiol1s 
be10w 0.1 gr. mo1., but oscillating values, so that we may say, that 
also for H2 804 qualitative agreement exists, as the oscillations just 
montioned are due to the infll1ence of errors of observation. 

MI" A.UEClO 3) has tested Mr. DlETERICI'S observatiolls by compa~ 
ring the latter's rOlmlts quantitativeJy with those obtained hy thc 
c1otcrmination of thc lowering of thc melting point. 

In doing this Mr. AllEGG came to thc conclusion, that there must 
bo a fault in Mr. DIETl<lRICI'S method of obsel'vation, which induced 

I) Lom,us, Wiell. Ann. 51, pag. 500-5~H, 1891.; 57, png. 465-529, 1896; l}O, 
pog. 523-547, 1897. 

2) PONso'r, Rechorches sur les congéIntions, G.\U'rIIllm ct VIl,T,\RS, P.Il·i~, 189B. 
3) R. Anr.oa, Wieel. Ann. (j~, pog. öfJO-,i05, 1898. 
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Mr. DIETERICl 1) to repeat his experiments once more, now making 
use of an aneroid which could give a deviation not to one side 
only as before, but to both sides. As changes of temperatul'e exer~ 
eise a great influence on the zero position of the aneroid, it was 
placed in a waterbath. Aftel' having determined the constant of this 
aneroid, he repeated his observation and obtained tl1e following 
results. 

To facilitate comparison I shall again add some of my l'esults. 

DIETJ'RICI. 

Concentrat.ion in gr. \ 
mol. per lOOf', gl·. H~O'I 

firn 
in 11\ 111. Hg 

0.0(l!)0 O. ]52 

0.0!l7G o 15G 

0.150n 0.150 

O.2IiG 0.148 

0.2!l!)(l o .lfi05 

0.4900 0.1!i15 

0.!l788 0.1515 

DI1·:TERICr. 

COllcllllt.mt.ioll in ~l'. )I", 
11101. I'm' JOOOgl·.lI/). in 111.111. lIg. 

o.OGia O.IGS 

0.110G 0.lS0 

0.1472 0.1(\7 

0.2:l23 O.lGS 

0.4.483 0.171 

0.!l505 0.177 

NaOI 

SMITS. 

COl1cent.rat.ioll in grl 
11\01. p~r 1000 g'1 •. 112O., 

0.02812 I 
0.0354G 

0.08S1:! 

o .17û80 

0.:35587 

0.88510 

1.8228 

roncc111rat.ion in gl'. \ 
11101. pCI' 100l! gr. 11 20./ 

0.020!l0 

O.O'1!HIS 

0.24!lGO 

0.50118 

1.11431 

I) DIETERWJ, A nno del' Puys. ull(l Chemie, 27, 4, 18\18. 

prn 
in m.lI1. ITg. 

0.121 

0.1:34 

0.1:3!l 

0.140 

O.Hl 

().14:~ 

0.H7 

l 1m 
in m.m. lig. 

0.1(\1 

0.105 

O.IGg 

0.173 

O. ]8,~ 
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OANE SUGAR. 

---
DIl:TlèRIOI. SlIllTS. 

-
COllccntrntioll in gr 

mol. pOl' 1000 gr BsO 
pm 

in m.nl' lig. 
Concentmtiou in l.r. 

mol. per 1000 gr. 20. 

0.1506 0.084 0.02602 

0.2653 0.084 0.17225 

0.4993 0.087 0.4541!3 

1.0122 0.0905 1.0811 

-

pm 
in m.m. Hg. 

0.086 

0.086 

0.087 

0.090 

It is remarkable that the agreement of Mr. DIETERICI'S results 
with mine for Na Cl-solutions, which was closest before, is now least 
perfect, while the agreement for eane sugar may be said to be absolute. 

If we leave the oscilIation for the two smallest concentrations 
out of account, tbe agTeement of the H2 804 solution is also very 
close. It is vcry difficuJt to fiud an explanation for this fact, as an 
error in thc constants of our apparatus cannot cause this difference. 

Mr. DIE'I'ERrcr puts tIle solutions and the water in small platinum 
tubes, 3 cm. 11igh a.nd with a diametel" of 1,2 e.m., which are 
connected with the tlpparatus in such a way (cemented), as to 
exclude shaking, whel'eas I put thc solutions and the water in glass 
bulbs connected with the apparatus by means of mercury valves, 
in order to be able to shake them thoroughly. I consider this of 
the highest importauce, both when freeing -the solution alld the 
wtlter from air and during the I experiment. 

I cODsider shaking as necessary fol' preventing differences of 
tempcrature, Mr. DIETERIOI, on the other hand, fears to bring them 
about by shaking. If, however, I rearl tbe manometer ten minutes 
aftel' having shaken the bulbs carefullYI I get always the same 
results by repetition of the experiment, 

Moreover in Mr. DIETERlCI'S experiments the platinum tubes which 
lead to the battle and are eemented to glass tubes, 'are not quite 
immersed in the icebath, which may cause slight differences of 
temperaturc, specially because these amaH platinum tubes have ti. 

sm all thermal capaci ty. 
Mr, DIETERICl, who himself, makes the preceding remark, thinka 

it possilJle that a difference of temperature of 0,0025° may oceur, 
in spitc of this careful protectioll of the icebath against absorption 
of heat. As a difference of tcmperature of 0)0025° ag rees with 3 
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differerwc of tensioh of 0.001 mm. Hg., Mr. b!ETBUWI takes as 
limit of his accurar.y 0,001 mm. Hg. rrherefore he stn.tes clear]y, 
that he draws only qualitative conc]usions. lam, ho wever, convin
ced, that tbe difference in temperature in rny bulbs, whieh have 
1L volume of 100 ecm., is less than 0,0025 0

, which 31so appears 
from the fact that when I read the manometer, when comparing 
water with water, the manomoter inclicated accurate]y ta 0,1 mmo 
the same difference of position, as when there was communieation 
between the two sides of the manometer, and the bulbs were closed. 

As a deviation of the manometer of O,lmill. agrees with + 0,0002rl 
mmo lIg, tbe difference of temperature of tbe two bulbs must be 
cxceedingly smal1. 

Some time ago prof. J1-.BN at ;Bcrliu wrotc to me to ask, whetber 
I was Bure, that my solution had been perfectly frce from air and 
if I would rep cat some of my experiments onee more, aftel' having 
firs1i redllCed the solutions in vacuum to half of its original volume 
by means of evaporation. 

First I tried to comply with Prof. JATlN'S wish in the following way. 
1'he bulbs with water alld solution wore suec0ssively shut offfrom 

the apparatus by turning a tap aml tbc ~ir was exhausted by meallS 
of a vclo('ity pump, while they were heatcd softly. During this the 
tube, eonllecting the bulb with the apparatus, was moistcned with 
condcnsed vapour of water. rrhrcugh the riso of the tcmperature 
the grease with which tho tap (by means of whieh the communi
cation of tho bnlb with tho apparatus was broken oft' or restored), 
was greaseu, spread over the inside wall of the tube, aud this is 
the rcaSOll wh.r I cou1l1 Hot make uso of this way of hoiling. It 
8eoms nauwl.\', 1hat tIle vapour tellsion of a byor of water on the 
g'l'casecl part of the tube is sa sm all, that tht' water was not distilled 
into t.he bulb, though the bulb was cooleo. to 00 and the temperattll'e 
of the room was ± ~WO. I was therefOl;c obliged to appIy anotller 
method1 by which ri8e of temperature waB excludeu. The most 
practical method appeared to l)e the following. 

When at the oJ"dinary temperature most of the air was exhausted 
from tho bulbs with water alld solution by means of the velocity
pump, all the remaining air was expelled by bringing about 't1le 
communication of the bulbs with tho apparatu8, af ter first having 
closed the bulbs fol' drying. The communication hetween tho bulbs 
anrI the apparatus was intt'J'l'upted after some momcnts, anel whon 
th", vapour of water harl heen abfiOl'Uerl l,y tho dl'ying bullis1 the 
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aIr of the apparatus was oxhausted by means of an automatical 
mercury airpomp. This was l'epeated till the bulbs were free from air. 

In order to comply with Prof. JAHN'S wisb, I brought about a 
communication between thc bulbs with water and solution and one 
of the drying bulbs (filled with H2 804), Whon the air is greatly 
rarefied, Hl! 80.1 absorbs the vapour of water quickly and the water 
and the solution, having the temperature of the room + 20° (the 
bulbs heing continually shaken), evaporated quickly, in consequence 
of which thc temperature of ihe _water and the solution feIl consi
derably. To prevent congelation the bulb was now and then warmed 
with the hand. The temperature of the bulb with Hz 804 rose con
siderably during tbis absorption of water, and it was also frequently 
shaken. When the water and thc solution had been reduced to the 
half (lf their former quantity by evaporation, the buIbs were SllUt 
oif from the apparatus. Every solution was first tl'eated in this 
way, aftel' which the bulbs wele placed in ice, and the experiment 
began. 

The concentration of the solutions was determined by weighing 
+ 50 gr. solution in a fIask with a long neck, and then the water 
was evaporated accol'ding to thc method applied by Mr. ANDREAI!lI) 

While the fIask was being heated in a waterbath, a weak eUl'rent 
of air was drawn over tbe solution. Aftel' all the water had been 
evaporated, the fIask was placed in an airbath of 170°, while all 
the time a stream of air was drawn over it. In this way it is a1so 
possible to expe1 the water from Na Cl-solutions without any loss 
of weight of salt. 

I may further add that I had alteresl the apparatus somewhat 
for these experiments. Instead of two bulbs, I used three; one fiUed 
with water and the two others with solution. One of these bulbs 
with soluiion remained untouched dnring the whole series and served 
as ft test. These three bulbs were placed in a copper trough, whieh 
was surrounded by a larger wooden one in such a way that there 
rernained a space of 6 cm. all round. This space was filled up with 
sm aH pieces of iee, while the copper trough was filled with a paste 
of fine ice and water. Two pieces of paste board, which could move 
across eaeh other and were provided with slits, served as a lid. In 
this way I was quite sure of a constant temperature and yet I 
conld shake the bulbs thoJ'oughly. 

In oràer to make it possible to read the manometer more accul'ately, 

') .Tourll. f. pIOh.t. Uhell1. 22, p. 45G, 188'~. 
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a glass scale divided into m.m. was adjusted behind the leg!> of the 
manometer. The error of reading amounted to less than 0,1 mUI, so 

1 
to less than -- m.m. Hg. 

4000 
The results or' the research with Na Cl solutions follow. 

NaOI 

"",","u,t,,, m "'. [ pa-ps T p". l _J}",-P' N 
mol per 1000 gr I1~O lU m.m . .Hg. 111 In III lig 1- ---

pw 11 

0.05185 0.00075 o .}JO 1 0 

o 1073:3 0.01476 0.H8 l.G5 

0.25770 0.03050 o 141 1 70 

1 0307 0.14620 0.112 1 7liO 

1.607$ o 23082 () 144 1.726 

.From this table follows that the changed method of experimenting 
bas had 110 infiuence on the course of the molecular dopression of the 
vc1pollr tension. 'l'he differenres of the absolute values are due to 
tbe Ul'-e of a new manometer, Hw sensibility of which was to be 
determined anew. 

As to the results obtained by another method, we have to mention, 
that I,ooMIs and PONSOT have found that in genera] the molecular 
lowering of thc freezing' point of greater concentration to the con
centratioll of 0,1 gr. mol. decreases in case of rarefaction as weU 
for electrolytes as for non·electrolytes, wbereas below these concen
trations bath investigators observed an increase of the molecular 
lowering of the freezing' point, when the rarefaction increased. Mr. 
L001ll18 expresses his astonishment, that other investigators have not 
discovered this minimum, aEl th is is so evident for binary chlorides, 
that it may be easily shown with an ordinary thermometer divided 
into 1110

0 and with a beaker. 
Mr. R. ABEGG, who points out some inaccuracies in his c\'iticism 

on the researches of Mr. LOOMIS, doubts of tho results of Mr. LOOMIS 

and a]so of those of PONSOT. 

Mr. ABEGG finds for K Cl between the concentrations 0 009 gor. 
mol. and 0.4007 gr. mol. per 1000 gor. water a mol. lowering of the 
freezing point, increasing with the rarefaction. He has not obscrvod 
a minimum. 
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Nor has Mr. RAOULl' 1) found l't minimum, but he found nenrly 
com,tant vltlues down to 0,1 g'!'. mol. 1'01' the Illolecular 10werillg' of 
tlw fl'oozing point. They uid not diffOl' mOl'e than 0,1 pCt. 

In my opinion, howover, tho CJuestion rernains, whethel' at this 
moment the highest degree of accuracy has already beon l'oached i!l 
the method of the lowel'ing' of the freozing point. 

Tt ib quite possiLde that the air which is solvcd in the water alHl 
thc sol utions, causes the results, obtained fol' the clotcrmination of 
the loworing of the fl'eezing point, to be faulty. 

If e.g'. tbc quantity of air in a solutioll depends upon tlw qunntity 
of salt solved in it, the el'rol' made is not constant, nnd it can oven 
render the course of the mo1. laweriTJg' of the frcezing point, quite fauUy. 

:nfl'. IüouUl' lIas tried ta reuucc the error causod py solution of 
air in water and solution to a minimum by saturating at the tem
peratul'e af the room the water and tho solution with air. Mr. RAOUUf 

states further that diluted solutions absorb the samo quantity of air 
as pure water. Prof. .fAuN, ho\vevcl', communicatcd to me in a 
letter that tbe coefIicient of absOl'ption of air for diluted solutions 
c1epcnrJs on the concentratioll anel increases by diluting. 

It itl thel'efore of tho greate::.t i mportmlCo tor tlle determillation of 
the freezing' point to examine accurately the influcnce of the conceu
tration on thc c:oofficient of absorption for air. As long as this 
influcnce is not sufficiently known, Mr. lhoUlll"S dcterminations, 
howevel' accurately made, al'o in my opinioll not quite rcliable. 

In eOlluection with what pl'ecedes, it seems to me, th at MI', ADEGG 2), 
who, led by the differences botween the l'esults obtained hy means 
of the lowcring of the fl'eezing ~oint anel the deOl'ease of vapour 
tensiol1, came to the C'onclllsion that there rn llst be a fault in the method 
of the determination of the deoroaso of thc vapour tension of 
Mr. DlI~'l'Emcr, has attachod too nmch importance to his deter
minations. 

In tbe first place' the influence of cOllccntrcltion Oll tho absol'ption 
of air has not yet been fully asccrtainec1, as r saiu before, and 
secondly, even though this influence were perfectly known, a quan
titative comparison between the results of the determination of the 
decrease of vapour ten sion anel the 10wering of the freezing point 
is not yet raised above dOllbt, when the solutions and the water 
are not in ext1ctly the same circumstances in both methods. There 
would, however, be IlO objection to a comparitlon, when the lowering 

1) Zeitschl'. f. Pltys. Chemie: 27. pg, (j17, 1898. 
') Wied, AUll, 64, pug, 487, 1898. 
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of the freezing point was àctermined of solutions quite free from air. 
I regret that Mr. DJETI!:RICI, who was acqllainled with my inves

tigations, has not mentioned, that in 1896 I published l'esults which 
agreed pprfectly with those he found with his aneroid and which 
he published in 1897. 

I intended to Îllvestigate other substances than Na Cl in ihe way 
Prof. J tUIN l'ecommended, but my manometer got défect while I 
was engaged with experimcnts on K Cl, 'sa th at I had to put aft' 
this iuvestigation. 

At the end of this treatise I feel ohligeu to cxpress my thanks 
to Prof. H. C. ·DlBDI'fS for the great kindness with which he plaeed 
at my disposal the apparatus required for my researéhes. 

Physics. - Prof. VAN DER WAALS pt'escnis on behalf of Mr. , 
E. H. J. CUN.LEUS a paper on: "The deterrninati01~ of tlw 
?'efl'adivity as a metltod foJ' fhe investigatioJl of file wmposi

tion of co-existing pltases in mixhwes of acelone (m~ ether". 

1 ntl'od uction. 

Thc aim of this investigation was to examine tbc relation betwcen 
the compositions of thc co-existing vapour- nnd gas pbasis and to 
find out the reJation between the composition of the vapour anr] 
the pressure. 

When I began rny expm'irnents only the in vestigation of LINE

HARGER 1) had been published; since then those of LEHFELDT2) and 
HAR'nrAN 8) hav~ also appeared. 

Thc great difficulty of the investigation of this relation lies in 
the determination of the cornposition of tbe vapour; I have triecl to 
do so without first cOlldeosing the vapour, and without chemical 
analysis, by menns of the deterrnination of the refraotivity. I was 
induced t~, usa this method by the experiments of RAMSAY and 
TRAygRS on the refractivity of gases aDd some gaseous mixtures 1). 

1) Jom'n, of the AmericuIl Cllem. Soc. Vol. XVII N0. 8; Aug, 1895. Chem, News, 
Vol. 72, N0, 1871, v.v. Oct. 1895. 

~) Phil. Mag. (5) Vol. 40, 46. 
a) DÎssel'tntion for 0 uoctor's degree, Leyden 1899, 

i) Proc. Roy. Soc, Vol. LXII, p,225, 1897, 
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The jfethod. 

In their investigation RUISAY and TRAVERS found that tbe 
refractivity of a mixture of gases may be found, not accurately 
indeed, but yet with a high degree of approximation, from the 
molecular proportion of mixing and tbe refractivity of the compo
nentl3. In order to determine whethel' this deviation occurs always, 
or must be attributed to accidental circumstauces, but at the same 
time in order to try and find the cause, I have first examined a 
series of mixtures of gases; viz. carbonio acid and bydrogen in 
different prop0l'tions. These gases were chosen, because their refrac
tivity differs considerably and because they may be prepared suffi
ciently pme in a simp1e way. 

The carbonic acid was prepared accordÎ1lg to tbe method described 
by Mr. KUENEN I), by dripping' a solution of Na HOOs in Hz 804, 
and by drying the gas by meana of Hz 804 and Pz 05, 

Hydrogen was obtained by electro]ysis of diluted H Cl witb an 
apparatus similar to tbat used by Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES for 
filling the hydrogen.thermometer. Z) 

The determination _of the refractivity was made according to the 
method of Lord RA YLEIGH 3), which was a]so followed by RAMSAY 
and TRAVERS. A nearly parallel pencil of ligbt is split into two 
parts, which pass through tubes of equal length closed by plate 
glass and which are made to converge by an achromatic lens. The 
interference phenomenon obtained in tbis way was observed with 
an eye-piece, consisting of two cylindric lenses. These tubes (A and 
B fig. 1) are respectively connected with the open manometer E 
and F and with the reservoirs C and G; the latter are partIy filled 
with mercury and the pressure in them may be changed by moving 
the bulbs D and I up and down. 

The right half of tllis apparatus is filled with dry air freed from 
002, The left side was filled with the gases and gaseous mixtures which 
were to be examined. To this end G was connected with another 
reservoir H with a bulb K filled with mercury, by means of the 
three-way coek e, and it was also conneeted with the tube N, whieh 
may be eonneeted hy means of the taps fJ and lt with two gas
reservoirs Land 11; hy means of i with the air pump; and by means 
of I with the apparatus for the preparing of gas. G and H serve 
for preparing the mixtures. 

1) Phil. Mag. (5) Vol. 44, p. 179. 
2) Versl. Kon. Akad. 30 Mei 1896. 
3) Proc. Roy. lnst. Vol. XV Jan. 1896. 
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ff the substances used folIo wed the laws of BOYLE and GAY

LUSSAC, the refractivity would be dil'ectly found from the pro
portion of the changes in pressure, which the gas and the air must 
undergo, when the interference phenOmen(lD is tWlce brought ioto 
that position which it occupies when the two parts of the penciJ 
of light pass through equa1 ways; 80 for instance when the two 
tubes are filJed with air of one atm. So if pand p' are the press
ures for air; PI and P'l those for the gas whose refractivity B is 

P I 

is to be determined, we get: B = - P, . 
PI-PI 

The gases, however, do not follow these laws, and therefore the 
refractivity is not to be found from the proportion of the change 
of the real pressure (p, p', PI and p\), but from that of the pressures 
which would prevail, whèn the gases fol1owed the laws of BOYLE 

and GAy-LuSSAC and had the same volumes and temperatures 
(P.P', Pl' P'l). 80 that we may put: 

P_ ')(l+a)(l-b)T a 
-P- V(V-b)273 +V!J 

from which follows with same approximation: 

(
273)2 ( T) l-(p+p') - a-b-
T 273 

1-- (PI+ P'l) (~)2 (al-bI~) 
T 273 

m = B j 1 + C;3y [(PI +P'l) (al-bI 2~3) - (p+p') (a-b 2~'3)] ~ . 

This correction was also appJied in calculating the composition 
of the mixtures. 

In order to find the values a and b for the mixtures 002 and 
H2' I made use of the formula, cleduced by Prof. V.AN mat W.AALS 

from the experiments of Dr. VERSCHAFFELT 1). 

!J = 0.999546 + 0.001618 (1 - te) + 0.00497 (1 - te)2 

T 
this gives for 180 C. (T= 291) at OMe the value of a:&-b:&-. 

273 

I) Proc. Roy. AClld. April 189!1. 

8 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol H. 
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In this way I obt~ined from my experiments theresuIts' given 
In Table I (hydrogen considered as the sol ved substanee). 

T .A. B L E' ,I.' 

:c B 

I G I@J(1-X)+@2:c1 :c' 

O. 1.53285 1. 5398 

0.2082 1.3057 1. 3095, 1. 31 83 0.2165 

0.3000 1) 1.2052 1.2080 1. 2206 0:3113 

0.4192 1.0826 1.0843 1.0938 0.4:2Sl 

0:.5077 0.9884, ' 0.9891 0.9997 . 0:517'6 

0.6,1,98 0,8399 0.8400 0.8485 0.6577 

0.7085 0.7799 0.7796 0.7850 0.7145 

1. 0.4765, 0.4759 

There is evidently a difference between tbe observed values (co
lumn 3) and tbc calculated ones (column 4), the difference amounts 
at· the utmost to about 1 pCt.; when from tbe obserycd refracti
vity tbe, composition (x', colulIln 5) 'is caIc)llated, tbe difference 
amounts at, the utmustto a unity in the 2nd decimal. 80 I con si
dered ,tbe method as suitable fQr the purpose. 

I hope soon to pubJish some further details about the difference 
foimd and the probable cause. 

I~~estigatión of the vapour-mixtures. 

For tbe inv-estigation ,~f the vapour-mixtures an apparatus may 
be .used of nearlv the same construCtion as has been described above. 

~ . . 

The apparatus was modified' only in so far tbat a branch-tube Q (fig. 2) 
with bulb P was addeel to tube B, (fig. 1). 'l'he bulb was pl'ovided 
with a neck R with a stopper S weU ground in and closed by mercl1ry. 
Two platinnm wires, Tand T', passed through tbe stopper'; they were 
one m.m. in diameter and' connectedinside the bulb hy a bent 
kruppin-wire U with an electric resistance of ± t Ohm., The liquid 
or the mixture of liquid~ which was to be Qxamined, was fosed in 
a tbin-walled g'lass tube, wbicb was suspended in Ui tben tbe air 

, , , 

1) The nccurar.y which 'migbt be expectecl of the 2nd mixture is smaller than tbat 
of the others on account of n deviation in the experiments; , 
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was exbausted from the wb(lle apparatus, and by passing an electric 
eurrent through the wires T U T', the tube was beated till it burst. 
While tbe bulb P was eonstantly kept at 0°, tbe refractivity of 
tbe gas could be determined, by ehanging tbe pressure of tbe 
gas in tbe otber side of tbe apparatus, till the interferencc phenome
non reached again the normal position and by reading this pres
sure and that of the gas. On account of the great refractivity of 
thc gases, air could not be used as the gas, serving for eomparing 
them; I have therefore used earbonic acid. 

'1'he investigation was made with ethyl ether and acetone; both 
from MERCK in Darmstadt. 

'1'hese Bubstances were ehosen because at 0° they have a vapour 
tension of less than {Jne atm., and yet it is large enough to be 
m'=lasured pretty aceurately; moreover tbe refractivity of the gaBes 
had to differ as much as possible. 

rrhe compositions of the liquids was obtained by weighing, while 
the weights of the quantities of eaeh of the two substances in the 
vapour we re afterwards subtracterl from the origillal quantities. 

Tbe results are given in Table Ir (see aIso fig. 3) ether being 
considered as the solved substance. 

TABLE Il. 

Refractivity. x. Xl rin mmo 

3.7788 O. O. I 09.6 

4.4956 0.156 0.446 110.5 

4 7709 0.364 0.617 142.4 

<1 8552 0.510 0.670 )59. 

4..9497 0.617 o 728 166.8 

5. ]636 0.835 0.8Gl 181.2 

5.3869 1, I 1. 185.6 

They give rise to the following observations. There is na maxi
mum or minimum pressure ; so the mixturE! belongs to what HART

MAN ealls the first t.ype. There is greater difference in.the composition 
of the liquid and the gas when a little ether is IIlixed with aeetone, 
than when a little acetone is mixed with ether. 

The curve representing the pressure as function of the composition 
of the vapour (p = f (.rd) in fig. 3), shows a point of inflection 

8* 
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at 11' = 0.65; whieh has never yet oceurred in former experiments. 
l bave not sueceeded in finding a simple rneaning of tbis; tbe con
dition for the oceurrence of sueb a point of inflection leads to an 
intrieate relation, m wbieh also tbe unknown reIation between II'd 
and II'v occurs. 

l'hat the point of infleetion really exists and that it is not due 
to an inaccurate method follows, in my opinion from the following 
eonsiderations : 

lst the deviation from the observed curve, required to g'et a curve 
without a point of inflection is mueh greater than tbe investigation 
of the method would give us eause to expect. 

2nd When we ealeulate the eornposition of tbe gas by means of 
tbe approximated formula 

1 - . dp 
P dJJv - II'v(l-lI'v) 

gi ven by Prof. Y.A.N DER W.A..A.LS in bis "Théorie moléeulaire" 1) 
we find thc points indieated by 0 in fig. 3, whieh points agree 
very well with tbe observed curve, at least at tbe ends; tbat tbe 
deviation is greater in tbe middle was to be expected, aecording 
to the approxirnations used in the dednetion. 

A eurve drawn tbrough these points, sbows also a point of inflection. 
If we draw a tangent at a point of the curve p = f(lI'v), we 

arrive by means of the former formula at the values wbieb are 
given as calculated in Table lIl. 

TAB L E lII. 
-

áp Zd-a. Zd 
x. P rko lobserved. lobserved. cslc. cslc. 

o 05 85 5 301 0.167 I o 165 0.217 0.215 

Ol 99.5 264 0.227 0.253 0.327 0.353 

02 120 6 179 0.237 0.305 o 437 0.505 

0.:3 134 4 137 0.215 0.280 0.515 0.580 

o 4, 147.1 ]]5 5 o 180 0.232 o 580 0.632 

0.5 158.0 94 0.150 0.170 0.650 0.670 

0.6 166.7 74.5 0./07 o 15 o 707 0.75 

0.7 173 7 63 0.077 0.08 0.777 0.78 

0.8 1792 50.5 I o 045 0.042 0.845 0.842 

o 9 I 183.4 3] 
1 

o '016 0,,02 0916 
1 

0.92 

') Arch. Neer!. 24. p, 44. 
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ad Same observations made at ± 15° make it very probnble, that 
the p = f «()Jd) curve wiJl show a point of infiection also at that 
temperaturc, and even at about the same trd as that at 0°. 
lf it was not our intention to make tbe existence of a point of 

inHection probable, it would be bette!' for tèsting the results at thc 
theory, to use instead of the farmer formula, the formu]a 

1 dp trd - {l'v . -= 
P d3Jd tra (1 - ()Ja) 

as this formu]a may be expected to hold good with much greater 
approximation, also for the values of .ra wbich are not near 0 or 1. 

It appears, however, from Table IV and the points @ of fig. 4 
which are derived from it, that the agreement js not much closer 

'f A B L E IV. ' 

Zd-Z. I 
calc lobaal vcd. I 

o 1 76 73 0.086 

O. 2 84 84 0.160 

0.3 93.5 102 5 0.230 

0.4 105 128 5 0.294 

0.5 129.5 168.5 0 32~ 

0.6 139 204 0.352 

0.7 163 171 0.220 

0.8 176 103 0.09:1. 

0.9 183 50.5 0.025 

[ [ 
0.082 

O. J55 

0.224 

0.2i3 

0.295 

0.270 

0.155 

0.075 

0.020 

:r, 

ealc. I obsel ved. 

o 014 

0.040 

o 070 

o 106 

o 175 

0.248 

0.480 

0.706 

0.875 

I 
o 018 

0.045 

0.076 

0127 

0.205 

0.330 

0.545 

0.725 

0.880 

This is the first time tbat the farm uIa, derived from the theory 
of tbe mixtures, bas been used for tbe attempt of deducing one of 
the two curves p = j (lrl) and p = f (:ra) from the oLber, w hen both 
have been determined experimentally. Only when 3J and I-a: are 
small, the result ls satisfactol'Y. Further investigation will have to 
prove, wbether the gl'eat differences for 3J near % are to be attri
buted to the obsel'vations or to the formula. 

1 
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Physics. - ti On the Theory of LIPPMANN'S Oapillat'y Etectl'ometer". 
By Prof. W. EINTHOVEN (Communicated by Prof. T. ZAAIJER.) 

In a paper on the capillary electrometer and on the action currents 
of the muscle HERMANN 1) has put forward tbe statement, that the 
results obtained by BURCH 2) aDd myself 3) in the investigation of 
the motioll of the mercury in the capillary electrometer are imme_ 
dinte consequences of his theorJ, alld that since BURCH and I should 
have obtaincd ernpirically our resuHs, they ought to be regarded as 
a "schöne Bestätig.ung:'~ of _his tbcory. An. answer of BURCH4) here
upon has already appeared. 

In answering HER~fANN I will try by means of some new expe~ 
riments to advance somewhat our knowledge of the laws govermng 
the motion of the mercury in the capillary electrometer. 

On a former occasion I have given the equation: 

dy 
dT = C (y*-y) • • • • • • • (1) 

where C is a constant, y the distance the meniscus has moved from 
its zero position at the time rand y* tbe distance i.he meniscus 
would have moved if the P. D. of the poles of the capillaryelectro
meter at the time T had been constantly applied. 

In order to obtain for all capillary electrometel's comparable values 
of tbe constant, we shall in th is paper always measure the time T 
in seconds 5), whereas y and y* will be given in arbitrary but equa! 
units. The value of 0 is apparently unaffected by a change of the 
unit in which y and y* are measured. The constant C is, as I re
marked on a farmer occal:!ion, determined by the properties of the 
instrument, especially by the mechanica} friction in the capillary 
and the ohmic resistance w in the circuit; the precise relation 
between C and w I did not mention till now, but it will be given 
in the following. 

HERMANN thmks th at the mentioned relation is very simpIe, and 
assumes that C varies as the inverse of w. The equatioll his theory 

') PFLÜGER'S Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 1896, Bd. 63, S. 440. 
2) Philosoph. Transact. of tbe Roya} Soc. London, 1892, Vol. 183, p. 81. 
ol) Pl'LUGER'S Arcb. f. d. ges. Physiol. 1894, Bd. 56, S. 528 nnd 1895, Bd. 60, S. 91. 
4) Proceedings of the Royal Soc. London, 1896, Vol. 60, p. 329. 
Ii) In formerly gi ven cnlculations of the constant, tbc time wns given in twentieth 

to fiftieth parts of a Becond dependent on the velocity of the photographic pInte, on 
which tbe normal curves were recorded, being 20 to 50 mmo per second. 
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, '[!p f 1.'] ,lt...3 f 1. arrlves at, dluers rom lormu a (1), in havmg - mstean () C, I~ 
W 

being all instrumental constant. 
According to HERMANN formula (1) must be: 1) 

dg lt -=- (y*-y) 
dT w 

This formula represents the fa cts in so far as the increment of 
1 

the resistallce varies directly as the incl'ement of C in accordance 

with what I have said in a former paper and as will be discussed 
further on. This is occasioned by the fact, th at the mechanical 
friction in ths capillary has a similar iu:flnence on the motion of 
the mercury as the ohmic resistance in the circuit. HERMANN 

wrongly concludes that the constant must be proportional to ~ , 
w 

whereas from the experiments is to be inferred only, that it is pro-

portional to 1 • Differently stated HERMANN wrongly assumes a+ bw , 
tbat a = O. 

The error of his formula is to be ascribed to a misconception of 
the actiou of the capillary electrometer. 

He neglects entirely the infiuence of tbe mechanical friction in 
the capillal'y on tbe motion of the meniscus, wbereas this mecha
nical friction is with most capillary electrometers of the foremost 
importance. This may be infel'red from the following, 

Using capillary G 103 and suddenly applying a P. D. remaining 
constant, a normal curve was described, DO additional resistance 
being inserted iD; the circuit. This curve was measured and tbe con
stant, which we will calI C" 2), cletel'mined according to formula (1). 
Then a normal curve was taken with tbe same instrument, aresistanee 
of 0,1 Megohm now being inserted in the circuit, and tbe value of 
the constant, now indicated hy Cl, was determined agaiû. 

l) HER1IANN'S formuln in his own symbols is: 

k E being here identicnl with 9* of formuln (I), 
2) The manner in whieh the const:mt (] is calOlllnted from the ndrlllal Curve ,,'tig 

given formerly, vid. PFLÜGER'S Arch.l. c. 

\ 
Ij 
I 

" I 
I 

I 
I 

lil 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
t 

11 
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1 
was equal to . 

Cl' 
. 0.0815 

» 0.107 

Àrcoràing to HERMANN'S theory it must be possible to calculate 
from thesfl data the internal resistance of the cupillary electrometer. 

Let the Înternal ohmic ref.istance of the capillary electrometer be 
denoted by tUi, the resistance intentionally inserted in the circuit 
U'u, then 

W = Wi + wu, 

h h 
C"=-, and Cl =----

Wi wi + Wu 

hence we must have 

Wi (HERMANN) = 
Cr< (2-_2..) 

Cl C" 

Substituting the values of C", Cl and Wu we obtain 

Wi = 0,320 Megohm. 

Now Wi may be calculated a180 from the dimensions of the oa
pillary, in which case a knowlrdge of the dimensions of the sul
phuric acid thread is principally neceEsary. Calculating the resistance 
from the dimensions, Wi was found 0,029 megohm i henoe more then 
11 times smaller than the amount required by HERMANN'S theory. 

Here follows a table with the correspondent calculations for four 
capillary electrometers. 

T.A.BLE 1. 

Number to, as calculated Ulj as calcuJated 
of thc according to (rom the dimel1llions 

capillary. HERM.A.NN's theory. of the capillury 

G. 103 0,320 Megollm 0,029 Megohm 

13. 101 ],54,5 11 0,124 11 

13. 102 1,411 , 0,101 N 

13. 103 0,665 f( 0,026 f( 
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We see that HERM.A.NN'S theory gives far too high values of Wil 

with the above mentioned four capillary elpctrometers 11 to 25 
times greater than is to be calculated from the dimensions of thc 
apparatus 1). 

The value adopted for the length of the sulphuric acid thread in 
the calculations was one never exceeded in recording the curves, 
hence the figures in the last column of our table are maximum 
values. It seems difficult to misinterpret tbe results described above 
and they are certainly sufficient to refute HERMANN'S theory. 

That really the mechanical friction neglected by HERM.A.NN is of 
primary importance with most capillary electrometers, will be clear 
from lot series of experiments of entirely different charaeter, in which 
the mechanical friction in the capillary was measured in a direct 
mannel' . 

.A capillary tube, aftel' having been used for the recording of 
nOl'mal curves, is placed above a small glass vessel filled with mer
cury in such a manner that the end of the capillary is below the 
surface of the mercury. 

For a short time the air above the mercury in the tube is highly 
compressed so that it flows in the vessel, the free air being admitted 
however immediatelyagain. The mercury continues flowing if there has 
been but once a direct mercury connection between the interior of the 
tube and the vessel. The total quantity of the flow in a given time 
varies according to POISEUILLE'S law directly as the pressure, in 
our case the difference of level between the mercury in the tube 
and the mercury in tbe vesse1. ' 

The flow is continued dUl'ing some hours and the vessel is weighed 
before and af ter the experiment. From the difference of weight, q 
grams, the duration of the flow, T seconds, the mean difference of 
level, D centimetres, can be calculated how many grams of mercury 
Gare pressed through the capillary tube under a pressure of 1 cm. 
in one second, 

G=_fJ_. 
TD 

Let the radius of the capiIlary tube at its point be - l' cm., 
then the mean velocity in a section near the end is 

I) In this communicntion a short account of our reSl1lts must suffice, more pnrti~ 
culllrs concerning the mentioned nnd yet to be glven measurements and cnlcul';t0ns 
will be published elsewhere. ' 
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G 
VO=-2-

'I' '/1:8 

centimetres per second under 1 cm. of mercury pressure ; In this 
formuJa s is the density, whereas Vo is dependent only on the 
mechanical friction. 

Let us suppose that in a capillary electrometer the ohmic resis
tanct' in the circuit is reduct'd to zero, then in our formula (1) the 
constant C is detel'mined only by the mechanical friction in tbe 
capillary 1). We will eall the constant, when this is assumed, k. 
For a given value of y* - y = 16 the formula can then be put 2) 
in the form 

d16 - = 1c16 dT • 

If urepresents tbe displacement of tbc mercury meniscus for 
1 cm. change of mercury pressure, then 

du 
dT= Vo , 

hence also 
Vo = ku. • (2). 

The constant k is, as appears from formula (2), determined only 
by the magnitude of the displacement of the meniscus with a given 
change of preslmre and tbe mechanical friction in the capillary; k 
can be calculated from u and 11 3). 

Moreover Ic can he calculated in an entirely different manner 
viz: from pt. the constants of tbe narmnl curvE's, 1 ecorded without 
and with resistance purposely inserted in the circuit, 2nd• the 
internal resistance of the capil1ary electrometer. For k is tbe con-

I) Vld. on tbis point a farmer paper l.c. 
We remind the reader that V nnd V* denote tbe displllcements from the zerO 

posltion of the menISCus. In formuIa (1) we indicated as tbe cause of tbese dlsplace
ments the change of P. D. between tbe poIes of thc capIllary electrometer, the 
pressure in the capIllnry remammg constant. Tbe formuln remams unchanged if witb 
a constant P. D. the displacements af the meniscus are cllused by a change afpressure 
jn the capillary. 

S) In culculatmg Ic the difterence between t1le friction af tbc sulphuric acid and af 
the mercury in tbe inferiar part of the capillllry has been ne~lecte(l. It was supposeJ 
that tbe frictIOn lU the cnpl11llry electrometer equallcd thnt lil the <,apillnry wben 
totttlly RUed with mercury. The error hereby introdl1Ced is but ama1l and amounts 
only ta a smnll percentage of the finnl result, see the mare detniled publicntion. 
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stant of a l10rtnal curve that would have been recorded by a capil
laT y electrometer if tbe internal resistance could have been annulled. 

l'he double calculation of k bas been made fol' two electrometers, 
and the rE>sults are united in Table Il. 

TAB L E H. 

1 1 
k;::::'-;::::'l --a w, 

Numher 

of 
capillary

cIectrometel 

C" -po 0,1 

calculated flo111 the 1l0l 111 al 

CUl ves nud mternal 

reslstance of capillary 

electrometcr. 

calculated from frICtIOn 
III capllJary aud magnitude 

of displacement of 

mcnlscus hy change of 

piessure 

B.102 

B.I03 

4,59 

2,92 

4,!l5 

2,78 

The agreement between the values of k in the two columns, 
obtained in so different a mannel' and which have required inne
pendent series of measurements is certaillly quite sufficient. 

According to HEHMANN'S theory we must have C = ~ , hence 
tO 

k= 00. 

Let us now consider more closely fOl'rnula (1) 

dy 
-- = C(y* - y) 
dT 

and let us see in what mannel' the rec;istance in the circuit inflllen('es 
thE> value of C. Alteady on a former occasion 1) the normal curves 
of capillary G 103 were examined, recorded with several resistances, 
purposely inserted in the circuit. 

An increase of the resistance with 0,01 megohm 
. 1 

gave an lDcrease of (j . 0,0025 

1 
An increase of 0,1 megohm increased C 

1 
Au increase of 1 megohm incl'eased C 

1) 1. c. Bd. 60. 

0,0255 

0,2545 
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We see, that the increase of the value of ~ varies directly as the 

increase of the resistancf3. Hence it follows immediately that, 

ti and b being constants, determined by the properties of the instru
ment independent upon the internEtl ohmic resistance. 

UI represents the resistance in the circuit in megohms. 
Hence our formula (1) 

now becomes 

dy 
- = C(!J*-Y) 
dT 

dfJ 1 
dT = a + VUl (!J*-Y)· • • • • • • (3) 

. 1 1 . 1 
For UI = 0, IS -. hence the constant k IS equal to-. 

a + bw a' a 
1 

The constant b is the increase of C' when the resistance in the 

circuit is increased with 1 megohm. 
In the subjoined table the values of a and bare given for four 

capillary electrometers. 

TABLE IIL 

Number of 
a b 

the capillary. 

G. 103 0,0741 0,225 

B. 101 0,1599 0,1124 

B ]02 0,2181 0,166 

B. lOS 0,34:29 0,5365 

-
We may obtain a better insight into the action of the capillary 

electrometer in considering in which manner and to what amount 
the different forms of energy are transformed with a given displa
cement of thc meniscus. Fol' this purpose the following representa.
ti on may prove of use in this connection. 
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Suppose that the drawn-out tube of the capil1ary el ectrom eter , 
sec fig. 1, is connected with two vertical tubes, a anu b, filled with 
mercury aDd widened at the upper end. By meaDS of the stop-cocks 
Cl, and jj the communication of a and b with the capillary tube 
can be stopped. 

Fig. J. 

The poles of the capillary electrometer are connected by the con
ductor G. W is a resistance box, CZ a ceIl and P a POHL'S mer
cury key insulating at the beginning the ceIl from the capillary 
electrometer, sa tbat at E there is no P. D. 

We tbiuk at the beginning stop-coek a opened, !1 closed: 1 st po
sition of stop-cocks. Let tbe meniscus ha\'e' its equilibrium position 
at the height mI Suddenly the position of the stop-cocks is inter
changed; 2d position of the stop·cocks. Tha meniscus will move, at 
first fast, then slower and will at last attáin thB equilibrium position 
1112- If DOW the stop-cocks are pJAced again in their first positioll

1 
toen the meniscus wiU return also to its initial level mlo 
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The work done in dü:;placing the meniscus up and down is easily cal
culated. For the only flnal changl3 in tbe apparatus, is the passage of 
mercury from b to a. The quantity of mel'cury passed ean be calculated 
from the section of the capillary tube d, the distance mI - 'In!!, and 
the specific gravity of the mereury s. This quantity is ~l.{=d8(ml-m2), 

M being given in grams 
d in square centimetres 

and mI and m2 in centimetres. Let the difference of level bet ween 
a and b be neentimetres, then the work done is .A = nM gram
centimetres. 

The potential energy of the displaced mercury is transformed into 
heat, partially by means of electric currents, partial1y by mechanical 
friction. 

Tt merits s.ttention that the amount A is not ehanged by changes 
Ül the resistance of the circuit G. An increase of tue resisfance 
causes retardation in the movement of the meniscus; the energy of 
mechanical friction is diminished, whereas that of electric currents 
is increased with the same amount. 

If the stop-cocks have only changed the first for the second 
position and the meniscus has moved from mI to m~, the energy of 
the heat produced is = 1/2 A; for the motion of the mercury in 
the capiJlary - viz. the cause of the mechanical friction and of 
the electric currents -- is, while the meniRcus returns from m2 to 
mI in all phases perfectly equal - but of coutrary direction - to 
the motion of the original displacement from mI to m2' 

Renee in fit'st changing the position of the Htop-coeks a 
quantity of energy must not have been transformed into heat, 
but must have accumulated as elastic tension in the meniscus. 
It is o~ly in retllrning from m~ to mI, that the meniscus delivers 
its energy . 

.An analogous reasoning can be used if the meniscus is displaced 
by the sudden application of a constant P. D. between tbe poles of 
the capi!lary electrometer, tbe pressure in the capillary remaining 
unchanged. 

If the P. D. E is applied hy closing tbe key, see fig. 1, tben there 
will be a temporary current in the circuit G. The work done by 
the current will be Q = E I idT Joules, if E, i and. T are, as 
usually, exprei:ised in Volts, .Ampères and saconds. 

1/2 Q is transformed into heat, whereas 1/2 Q is accumulated in 
the meniscus as in a condensor in the form of an electric charge. 
If with circumstances as for the rest unchanged the applied P. D. -
by opening of the kay - is removed, the meniscus returns to 
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its original position and delivers its energy, which once more is 
partially transformed into eledric currents: The amount of X idT 
in returning must be equal to :2 idT in the original displaceUlent. 
This was easily controlled experimentally. 

The experiments which we have made with a sensitive high
resistance THoMsoN-galvanometer, used as balIistic galvanometer, and 
kindly lent by Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES, perfectly confirmed the 
s~atements given above. 

The theoretical conclusions, that the value of the integral current 
increases directly as the P. D. used and that it remains unchanged 
with variation of the resistance of the circuit we couid not rigo~ 
ron81y prove by experiment because the time of oscillation of the 
galvanometerneedle was too smaIl. The duration of a displacement 
of the meniscus was with same of the capillary electrometers a con
siderable part of thé oscillation time of the galvanometer 1). 

Yet the results of the galvanometer experiments are flu from 
unsatisfactory as Dlay be proved from the data concernillg capillary 
B 102 in the subjoined tables IV and V. 

TAB L E IV. 

DiJference of 
potelltial. 

40 millivolt. 

100 " 

Menu deficctiou 
with suddeuly 

applied P. D. 

lO,5 mmo 

28,;; , 

.Meun deficction 
with sudde!lly 

remo\'ed 1'. D. 

10,6 mmo 

28,5 11 

Mean dellection 

culaul"ted per 
1 millivolt. 81, 

0.264. mmo 

0,\184 , 

TAB L E Y. 

Resistances inttodllced ill the 
circuit. 

6000 Ohm 

0.4 Megohm 

1 

Mean deflectioll of the gnlv!lno~ 

meter with applied constant 1). D. 

35,5 

:34 

31,5 

mmo 

11 

1) It proved unpracticnble to. arrange the galvanometerforlnrge period. The dnmping 
800n becRllle excessive. 
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The columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table IV give the mean values, 
obtained from experiments with the rnercul'y as positive pole and 
the sulphuric acid as negative pole and rcciprocally. Usually thc 
deflections, calculatcd for 1 millivolt at first slightly increased with 
increasing P. D. tben reached a maximum and further decreased. 

On account of tbe above mentioned relatively toa short oscillation 
time of the galvanometer, the maximum vaIue of el probabIy will 
be the most accurate for calculating tbe work done, we therefore 
will make use only of the maximum. 

The values in column 2 of Table Vare obtained only with 
mercury as tbe positive pole, sulphurié acid as negative pole. They 
repl'esent tbe means of obsorvatioDs with suddenly applied and 
suddenly annulled P. D. I I 

For three capillary electrometers 1 have calculated the work 
necessary for tbe motion up and down of the meniscus, the difference 
of potential being E = 1 millivolt. 

The calculation always was made in two different manners, in 
the first place from mechanical principles using the difference of 
presEure, necessary for tbe displacement and the dimensions of tbe 
capillary; in the second place from electrical principles using tbe 
deflections of the galvanometer, see Table VI. 

TABLE VI. 

W ork dOlle as oaloulated from dimen- W ork done oalcu-

Number sions of tbe capillary-electrometer and latcd from galvano. 

of the the manometer readings meter readings 

capillary. 

I 
in 

iu gram-centimo in Joules. Joules. 

-9 -13 -13 
B. lOl 1,282 X 10 1,258 X 10 1,405 X 10 

B. 102 2,209 11 , 2,162 Jf , 2,1:17 , 11 

B. 103 8,05 11 11 7,9 H , 6,16 11 , 

Tbe agreement between tbe vallles of columns 3 and 4 of the 
given Table VI, though not very beautiful may yet be called 
satisfactoI'Y considering tbe different measurements necessary in 
calcu]ating the resuJt. 

Ooncluding, we will see what part of the work done is spent 
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in surmounting the mechanical friction, what part for the production 
of electric currents. 

Let the total quantity of heat developed in a complete up and 
down motion of the meniscus hy the Budden applieation and annulling 
of a given P. D. ba A, the heat produced by mechanical friction 
Ar, by electric currents Az, then 

A = Al +.Az • • • • • • • • (4) 

Let the initial velocity of the meniscus af ter the application of 
the given P. D. bp. 'Vo, then is 

Formula (3) reading 

becomes for y = 0 

UYo 
'110=-· 

tlT 

dy _ 1 
dT- a+bw (y*-y), 

dyo 1 
va = --- = ----- . y* • 

dT a + bw 

Al varies directly as 'Va hence with a given value y*, also as 
1 

----. Therefore we write 
a+bw 

• . (5) 

b heing a constant. 
Fo! w = 0 the heat produced by mechanical friction becomes 

aqual to tbe total work. The last remains the same for every value 
of w, henee we may put 

1 
A = ç . -. . . . . . . . . (6) 

a 

From tbe formulae (5) and (6) follows 

.Al a 

A= a+bw 
• (7) 

9 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. H. 
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and from (6) and (7) 

A2 btv 

A== a+bw 
• • (8) 

In the subjoined table are given for a fow capillary electrometers, 
examined without purposely inserted resistance the values of Al 
and As in percentages of A. 

TABLE VII. 

Nmn"" 01"'1'00 x A, 
capillary. .ti. 

100 x.J~ 
.d 

G. 103 91 9 

B. 101 92 8 

B. 102 93 7 

B 103 96 4 

In the course of these experiments \'aluable assistance has been 
given by Mr. H. W. BLÖTE and Mr. H. K. DE HAAS. 

Botamcs. - Prof. BEIJERINCK speaks: "On the FOl'mafion of Indigo 
from the Woad (lsatis tindoria)" 1). 

Same years ago I wished to become acquainted with the so-called 
"indigo-fermentation ", about which nearer particulars had been 
communicated by Mr. ALVAREZ. He examined lndigofm'a and says:2). 

"If a decoction of the plant is prepared and sterilised atfer 
passing it into test-tubes or PASTEuR's·flasks, the reddish colour of 

I) It WilS first Jlly intention to treat /IOn the function of enzymes IInd bacteria 
in the formation of indigo." I 118ve declined this plan fol' the moment. and give now 
only purt of my experiments, becnuse I see that a150 Mr. HAZEWINKEL, of the Experi. 
menlstation for Inuie;o at Klaten. Java, bas obtnined importànt re~l1lts about thnt 
very subject, wbich results, for pnrticulnf reasom, have however been imparted till now 
to a few experts only. Yet I canoot nvoid mentioning some fncts, found hy me, tre 
priority of whic)! perhnps pertailIs to Mr. HAZEWINKEL, without my being nble to 
acknowledge his daim. One indiscretion. however, I urn obliged te commit: Mr. HAZE

WINKEL has, alrendy befere me, establislIed the fact, that hy tl\e nctiou of the indigo
enzyme and of acids on indicnn, indosyl is produced. 

2} Oomptes rendus T. 105, pag. 287, 1887. 
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tbe liquid remains many months unchanged without the appearance 
of indigo. But if some microbes of the surface-membrane of an 
ordinary indigo-fermentation are added, as also the special activa 
bactery of it in an isolated condition, aftel' some hours an abundant 
indigo-formation is observed." 

I then tried to make from woad (lsatis tinctoria), in which, 
according to the literature, indican, i. e the same indigo-producing 
suhstance as in the other indigo-plants should he present, a decoc
tion with which I might repeat the experiment of AL VAREZ. But 
I could, neither hy hoiling, nor hy extraction at low tempel'ature, 
obtain from this plant a sap which remained unchanged at the air. 
Constantly, af ter a short time, indigo will separate out of it, without 
there being ally question of the influcncè of hacteria or enzymes, 
so that the word "indigo-fermentation" would here be quite mis
placed. Neither do purposely added hacteria or enzymes favour the 
indigo-formation from woad-decoction. 

Later, however, I was enabled to convince royself that the state
ment of AL v AREZ is correct, as wen with regard to the decoction 
of Indigo(era lpptostachya as to that of Polygonum tinctorium 1), 
for which lat ter plant the same fact as described by ALVAREZ, has 
also been established by MOLISCH 2). 

So it was evident that thc indigo-plants must belong to two phy
siologically different group3, and I suhjected the concerned chromogenes 
to a further examination with the following results. 

1. The Chromogene of the Indigo-plants is lndoxyl or Indican. 
I 

The chl'omogene of woad is not as is usually accepted indican, 
but the VCl'y instabie indoxyl Cs H'TNO. Indigofel'a leptosfachya and 
Polygonum tinctorium, on the contrary, contain the constant glucoside 
inuican, the constituents of which are, in accordance with the 
supposition of MAIWHLEWSKI and RA.DOLIFFE 3), indoxyl and sugar, 

1) Much material of tltis Iluligofel'a, as weU fun grown plants as seeds, I owe to 
the kindness of Mr. VAN LOOKEREN CAMPAGNE of Wageningen. This interesting plant, 
a native of Natal, bas been cultivated, very rich in indican, in tbe open ground in 
thc Laboratory-garden at Delft; at Wageningen saveral s}Jecimens had grown this 
summer to more than 1.5 M. height. 

PolY!lomtm tinatol'iltnZ comes from China and is, as the wond, in the seed-commerce 
of V lI.MORIN in Paris. 

2) Sit~.ber. d. Akud. <1. Wiss. rlU Wien. Mnth. Nuturw. Klasse 13<1107 pg. 758,1898. 
d) J01lrI1. Soc. for chem. lndustry '1'. 87 pug. 430, 1898; Chem. Centralblatt Bel 

65 pug 204, 1898. With thankfulness I lemember the uid lent me by my 
chemical collengues HOOGEWERF~' and BEllREt\S in the determil1ation of il1doxyl. 

9* 
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which has first been brought to certainty hy Mr. HAZEWINKEL, and, 
without my knowing of his experiments, hy myst'lf. Woad, as an 
"indoxyl·plant" containing no indigo~glucoside, wants also an enzyme 
to decompose it. The two mentioned "indican-plants", on the other 
hand, do contain suel! an enzyme, which had already in 1893 been 
rendered probable by Mr. YAN LOOKEREN CAMPAGNE with regard 
to Indigofera 1). I have prepared this enzyme, albeit in a verS' 
impure state, in rather great quantity and 1 hope afterwards to 
describe the experiments made with it. 

The important difference between "indoxyl-" and "indican-plants" 
becomes particularly clear when comparing the different extraetion 
methods. Thereof what. follows. 

If "indican-plants" are extraeted with water helow the tempe
rature at whieh the indigo-enzyme beeomes inactive, for insfance 
below 40° C. or 50° C. (ncold extraction"), and under careful exclu
sion of air, an indoxyl-solution is obtained. If, however, the same 
"indiean-planis" are extrarted by boiling ("decoction"), the indigo~ 
enzyme will be destroyed, and independently of removal or access of 
air, an indican·solution resuJts, which can be kept perfectly l1Dchanged 
when microbes are excluded, but either by the separately prepared 
indigo. enzyme, or by certain bacteria or yeasts, or aIso by boiling with 
acids, it can be converted jnta tbe constituents indoxyl and sugar, 
I have prepared from it the crude indican in a dry state, by evapor~ 
ating to dryness the decoctions of both lndigofera lept()stachya and 
Polygonum tinctol'ium. The brown matter, thus produced, l'esembles 
sE'aIing-wax, is very brittle and can quite weB be powdered. 

Woad on the contmry, as an "indoxyl-plant", both by "cold 
extl'action" and by "decoction" always gives the same produce 
i. c. an indoxyl-Rolution. Here, in bQth cases, tbe greatest care 
must be taken to exclude thc air in order to prevent that the 
indoxyl, which js so ea~i1y oxidised, js converted already in the 
leaf itself, for then the iudigo-blue is lost. Besides, access of air in 
a dying wood-Ieaf gives still in another way cause to 10ss of indoxyl 
under formation of unknown eolourless and brown substances . 

.A sufficient rellloval of air during the preparation of thc extracts 
is easily eft'ected in the following way 2). A weU closing, wide~ 

mouthed stoppered bottIe is quite fiUed up with woad-leaves, bot 

9 Verslng om'lent onderzoeking,en over indigo, pag. 12, Sumarang 1893. 
2) The technical prepmntioll of indigo froDl woad is described in GlOBERT. Traité 

sur Je Pastel, Paris 1813, and in J)E PUYMAURIN, Instruction sur l'lllt d'extraire 
l'Indigo du Pastel, Paris 181S. 
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water is poured in, the ]eaves are pressed together until all aÎr is 
, replaced, and the stopper is put on 80 as not to leave tbe srr.allest 

air-bubble. By th'e exclusion of tbe air, together with the high tem
perature, the leaves Boon die and already af ter a few hours a clear, 
light yellow liquid can be decanted, which is rich in indoxyl. If 
some alkali is added and air blown through, thc indigo-blue precipi
tates, the colour of which appears only pure aftel' acidification. In 
a sufficient time of extraction there can be thus obtained from woad 
a liquid of which tbe proportion of indoxyl, according to REINW ARDT 1) 

who in 1812 applierl the decoction-method on a rather large scale, 
answers to 0.3 pCt. "pure indigo" for the fresh leaves, which, as 
he remarks, might rise to the double amount in the South. If we 
consider that the indoxyl is especially concelltrated in the youngest 
organs still in a state of cell-partition, that it diminif.lhes considerably 
in full grown parts, and is almost or wholly absent in aId leaves, 
we must conclude that the youDgest organs may contaiu more than 
0.3 pUt indigo. As the 'VI"oad-leaves contain abaut 85 pCt water 
this would corlespond to a little less than 2 pCt iudoxyl in the 
dry matter 2}. 

The indoxyl-containing sap, whether prepared by "cold extraction" 
from the indican-plants or by decoction from tbe indoxyl-containing 
waad, bas the following characteristics. It is a light yellow, in cold 
greenish fluorescent fluid; at warming the fluorcscence dim'nishes and 
cornes back at cooling. The reaetion is feebly but distinctly acid, 
of course not by the neutrally reacting iudoxyl but by organic acids. 
At the air a capper-red film of indigo-blue is formed at the surface 
of the liquid. 

2 (CS H7 NO) + 02 = C16 RIO N2 0 2 + 2 H2 0, 

but this oxidation follows so slowly in the feebly acid solutions, 
that evaporating to drylless at the air is possible WIthout too much 
108s of indoxyl. The indoxyl itself is soluble in water, ether, alco
hol and chloroform, in the two last under slow decomposition when 
the air finds acceSB. 

/ 

1) In 0 report of 6 December 1812 to the President of the Agricultural Coruittee 
for the Department of the Zuiderzee, present as a manuscript in the librnry of the 
Acndamy of Sciences, Amsterdam. 

2) But nccording to GEOROEVICS, Der Indigo, pag, 2 and 18, ~ien 1892, the rote 
of indigo for waad wonld only amount to 0.03 pCt. In my labarotory Mr. VAN HASSELT 

faund in three special cases 0.05 pCt., 0.07 pOt. and O.OIJ pOt. indigo-blue in 
relation to the weight of the living Jeaves, which latter nmonnt corresponds to c.a 
0.6 pCt indoxyl with rel{ard to the dry weight. 
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As soon as the liquid becomes alkaline, ho Wever feebly, the 
indoxyl oxidises at the air with much greater quickness to indigo-blue. 

Tbe statement of BRÉAUDAT 1), that in the sap of Isatis there 
would be present an oxidase, by which ihis oxidation is effected, 
is not proved; in none of the three indigo-plants I have been able 
to filld an oxidase pl'oducing indigo-blue from indoxyl. For, by 
preparing from the woad-Ieaves "crude enzyme" by finely rubbing 
them under, and extracting them with strong alcohol, wbereby, aftel' 
pressing alld drying, a completely colourless powder is obte.ined in which 
all the <lnzymes must be present, it is found that the oxidising 
effect of this "crude enzyme" on an indoxyl-solution is very slight, 
ceases soon, and does not change by boiling, from which must Le 
concluded that the oxidation cannot be attributed to oxidase, but 
is of a purely physical nature 2). 

The leaves of the indiean-plants gi ve quite the same result. 
Though there originates during ths slowly dying of woad-Ieaves 

at the air, a substance which gives rise to a total destruction of 
the indoxyl, yet about the nature of it I call1lot express a sup
position. lf it might prove to belong to the group of the 
oxidases, it is surely iu na other relation to tbe formation of 
indigo from indoxyl, than that it is very pernicious to it. _For 
the indican-plants the same haf! been observed. In Indi.qofera this 
destructive influence is so strong that the "alcohol-experiment", of 
which later, wholly fails with this plant. 

Hydrogen-superoxyd, too, causes the indoxyl gradually to vanish 
from the solutions, without any coloured products originating. 

Strong acids, just as alkalis, ttbough in far less degree, fa.vour 
the formation of mdigo from indoxyl, but then part of this sub
stance constantly changes into a bl'ownish·black matter. 

In feobly alkaline and in moderately acid solutions, indoxyl, war
med with Jsatine gives, in absence of air, a precipitate of indIgo-red, 
which is isomerie witb indigo-blue 

This precipitato separates quickly out of alkaline solutions as fine 
red, from acid ones as coarser dark crystal-needles and can easily 
be filtered. It is soluble in alcohol and so can be separated froJD. 

1) Comptes rendus 1'. 127, pag. 769, 1898 en T. 128, pag. 1478, 1898. 

2) In u smaH porceluin "essel the menisc of the Huid furthers the oxidntion of 
indoxyl to indigo.blue Just in the same way 115 IIcrude-enzyme", strewed US a powder 
on the surface of tlle Hfluld. 
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the indigo· blue. On warming au indican solution wlth isatine and 
dilute hydrochloric acid, all the indoxyl which is set free precipi
tates as indigo-red, and I presumc tlIat a good quantitative indican 
determination may be based upon this reaction. 

All the here mentioned characteristics of the indoxyl.containing 
plant-saps are a180 announced in the literature of the chemical1y 
prepared intloxyl, except the conduct towards isaLine and hydrochloric 
acid which has perhaps not been examined. 

N atural indigo prepared from woad, con tains a smal! quantity of indigo
redj but whether this originates from tbe same indoxyl as the blue, or 
from an isomerie indoxyl, I cannot decide. Indigo-red I could also 
lind in the indigo made from indican, whether chemically by boiling 
with acids, or by bacteria, or by enzyrnes. Consequently, if two 
indoxyls should exist, there should a)so exist two indicans. 

2. Demonstration of Indigo in t/le Indigo-plants themselves. 

For the demonstration of indigo in the p]ants themsehes, 
Mr. MOLISCH described in 1893 his »alcohol-experiment" to which 
he afterward8 repeatedly recurred 1). In this experiment the parts of 
the plants to be examined are exposed, in a confined atmosphel'e, 
to alcohol- or chloroform-vapour, for instance by putting them into 
a glass-box, in which a sm all vessel with these substances is placed. 
Thus slowly dying all the indigo-plants becom~ more or less 
blue, which is perceptible aftel' the chJorophyll has been removetl 
by extractioD with alcohol. 1 found, however, that never all the 
present indoxylol' indican changes into indigo. The "alcohol-experi
ment" succeeds the best with Potygonum tinctol'z'um, w here I at least 
most of the indoxyl changes illto indigo. For woad the l'esult is 
greatly dependent on the length of time which the experiment 
requires, even on the season, but invariably only a part, though it 
may be a grea~ part, of the indoxyl passes into indigo. With Indigo
fera only a little indigo precipitates in the youngest leaflets and 
buds, while the older leaves become quite colourless by the alcohol
ex.traction though they are extremely rich in indican, sa that, for 
this plant, the »alcohol-expel'iment" is without any value 2}. 

I) Sitz.blJr. der k . .Aknd. d. Wiss. zu Wien Bd. 102, Abt. I, pa.g. 269, 1893; Bd. 
107, pag. 758, 1898, and Berichte d. deutschen Botan. Gesellsch. Bd. 17, pag. 230, 1899 

J} Quite wrongly Mr. MOLISCH declmes: IlDie prncisesten Resultnte erhalt man 
bei Indigofera mit der IIAlkoholprobe," nnd us wrong is Ins ltSSU1Unce I/Dulchwegs 
war zu hemerken, duas dIe in Europa gezogenen Pfianzen (von Indigofcm) nuftallend 
viel weniger Indigo lieferen wie dIe tropischen" (Berichte d. deutsch. Bot. Ges. Bd. 
17, png. 2:H, 1899). 
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For woad, as an indoxyl-plant, tbe alcobol-experÎment can be 
impl'oved by cbanging it into an "amoniac-experiment", by wbich 
tbe percentage of indigo is mucli beightened. If near the woad
leaves in tbe glass-box a vessel with ammoniac instead of alcohol 
is placed, deatb follows almost instantly. The leaves then first 
becorne of an intense yellow and afterwards, by tbe indoxyl-oxidation, 
of a deep blue colour. By subsequent extraction with alcohol- tbe 
leaves become dceply blue as compared to the lightly coloured 
"alcohol~leaves". The "ammoniac-experiment" proves that all growing 
parts of tbe waad, even the rootsL the rootbuds 1), the cotyledons 
and tbe hypocotyl, contain indoxyl. 

The explanation of the "alcohol-experiment" is, of course different 
for the different indigo-plants. This explanation must at the same 

- timo elucidate the following faet: Suddenly killed Ieaves, for instanee 
leaves, which have been kept in vapour of 100° C., do not colour 
at the air, neither of woad, nor of Polygo1/um, nor of Indigofera, 
wby tben do they become blue when slowly dying off? 

Tbe answer for Polygonum and Indigoff:ra lies partIy at hand. 
By the tempemture of tbe boiling-point, the indigo-enzyme bas 
been killed, so 1he indican can no more be decomposed. If slowly 
dying, on the contrary, the indigo-enzyme can become active 
and indoxyl is formed 2}. But the explanation of the secOlld pal't 
of the process, that is the transformation of indoxyl into indigo, 
- at the same time the on]y point which for woad, as an 
indoxyl-p!ant, requires our attention, - is 1ess clear. I think that 
the course is as follows. In slowly dying Jeaves the indoxyl changes 
into indigo-blue, because, in this form of death of the ceHs, some 
alkali originates. In suddenly killed 1eaves, on the other hand, 
alka1i-forrnation does not OCCUf: they do not -gl'OW blue, and the 
indoxyl disappears in another way. 

If .in the leaves of indigo-plants the prescnce of an oxidase, 
acting on indoxyl, could be demonstrated, this would certainly explain 
quite weIl the action of higher and Jower temperatures. But, as I 
said, I could not convince myself of its existence, so tbat I am 
neccssarily led to the alkali-hypothesis. 

The cause of the great lack of indigo-blue which, as above ob ser
ved, diminishes the value of the " alcohol-experiment" , lies in the 

') The production of lenfbuds on the roots of the wond .seems nowhere else men· 
tioned. Other biennlll Oruciferae produce ulso rootbuds, for ;exemple .Bra88ica olel'aclJa, 
S~!lmbrium aUiaria ond Lunaria 6ie1luis. 

2) Also n slow denth of thc leoves by drying Ol' by frost renders the protoploslU 
permeable nnd tlle indigo-enzyme active. 
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fact, that during the slowly dying of the leaves at the air, a consÎ
derabJe quantity of indoxyl is lost in an unknown way. And in 
this circUD1$tance I see one of the reasons why, in woad-leaves, thera 
is produced so much more indigo by tb!;' "amrooniac-experiment" than 
by the "alcohol-experiment", berause in the formel' the leaves die 
aJmost in stantly, -whilst the latter l'equires much more time. 

With Indigofeta, as said above, tbe "alcohol-experiment" pro<lu
ces hardly any indigo. 1 have therefore tried to substitute for it a 
better one, which is effected in the folIowing way, and by whicb, 
also excellent l'esults are to be obtained with Polygonum. 

At the direct aotion of ammoniac, indican-plants form no indigo 
at all, for thereby not on1y the protopJasm is killed, but tbe 
indigo-enzyme, too, is so quickly destroyed that it cannot decompose 
the indic3n. But we can, before exposing to the alkaline vapour, 
decompose tbe indican and free the indoxyl, by making the plants 
die by complete exclusion of air, but which in tbis case should 
oecur ,in sucl! a way, that the indoxyl remains within the plant 
hself. Indican-plants turn then into "dead indoxyl·plants" and can 
in this conilition, quite like the living woad, be subjected to the 
"ammoniac-experimellt" with a very good result. 

The simplest way by far to reach the double aim of killing the 
plants hy exclusion of ait· and leaving the indoxyl in the cells, is 
hy entircly plunging them into mercUl'y, whereby asphixion follows 
with surprising quickness, the protoplasm becoming' permeable and 
the indigo-enzyme and the indican mixing together. At a proper 
temperature 1) the indican is then decomposed af ter à few hours and 
the freed indoxyl remains in the leaf, albeit not exclusively in the 
ceUs in whieh original1y the indican was localised. The leaf is then 
taken out of the mercury, ammoniac~vapour is allo wed to act upon 
it, and at last the chlorophyll js flxtracted by boiling with alcohol 
and some hydrochloric acid. Even old 1Ildigofera-Ieaves, which by 
tue "alcohol-experiment" become quite colourless, take a brilliant 
blue colour by this "mcl'cury-ammonia~ experiment." 

Before I llad worked out the mercul'y-method, I examined the 
results of killing the leaves by tbe asphixion in hydrogen, carbonic 
acid and the vacuum, in each case folIo wed, in the same manner 
as jn the mercury;method, by subsequent exposition to ammoniac
vapour and extraction of the chlorophyll with alcohol. 

When the hydrogen was mixed with air a singular phenomenon 

I) The infiuence of temperature on the Rotion of tlle indigo·enzyme is interesting', 
I hope on another ol.'casion to· return to it. 
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was observed: the indoxyl disappeared so completely fram the leaves, 
that, aftel' the said treatment, they became quite colourless, whilst 
pure hydrogen produced intensely blue leavrs. 

In the carbollic-acid atmasphere there appeared, with the indigo, 
a small quantity of brown pigment, probably because the carbonic 
acid was not wholly free from air. 1.'he action of pure carbonic 
acid I have not yet examined. 

The vacuum in a barometer-tube, above mercury, gives the same 
resuIt as the submersion in mercury itself, but this method is, of 
course, more complicated. 

3. On the »coloul'ed strip" in partly killed leaves. 

The following phenomenon is in near relation to the preceding. In 
many Jeaves, when pártly dying off, a coloured matter will appear,juston 
the border between the living and the dead tissue; with woad and with 
Polygonum tinctorium, the chromogene of this coloured strip is indigo 1). 
The experiment succeeds best if tbe leaf is partly killed by keeping 
it far a moment in tbe vapour of boiling water. The killed part remalns 
green, althaugh it may be a littIe more brownish than the living one. 

As for woad I think tbe phenomenon should be eXplained as 
follows. 

On the border between the dead and the living tissue, a strip of 
eeUs must occur which are in a condition of slowly dying. A.ecord
ing to the pre cc ding description, alkali will be formed in these eeUs 
and the indoxyl quiekly oxidises to indigo-blue, nothing of it 
finding time fol' disappearing in another way. If the partIy killed 
woad-Ieaf, immediately aftel' death sets in, is exposed to ammoniac
vapaur, it becomes, as might be expected, over its whole extent 
deeply blue. Tf it is, before the action of the ammoniac, 1eft for 
some time to the influence of the air, then some indoxy1 gets lost 
from the killed part which co10urs with ammoniac, a litt1e less 
strongly than wbat remained living. 

Far Polygonum tinctorium the exp1anation is somewhat different, 
because the indoxyl must first be originated by the action of the 
indigo-enzyme. But this enzyme is destroyed by the hot vapour 
in the quickly dying part, whilst on the border between the living 
and the dead part there must be a Dumber of eells in whieh the 

1) With wOGel this expelÎment succeeds best with lea ves fIOm t11e rosettes of tlle 
first year in June; with PotYUonul1t always equally weil. In muny other plants tlle 
/lcoloured strip" doe~ not contuin indigo but a black or a brown pigment. 
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protoplasm is killed or hurt, but in which the enzyme l'emaÎns actÎvê. 
During tbe dying the protoplasm becomes permeabIe, indican and 
enzyme are mixed up, and indoxyl.formation is the result. But in 
the same cells there oeeurs, in eonsequenee of the slowly sueeeeding 
death, an alkaline l'eaetiolJ, by which the indoxyl soon oxidises to 
indigo~blue, wbich therefore precipitates in these eells alone, and 
not in the quickly killed nor in the living eeUs. Put into ammoniae
vRpour the living, as weU as the dead part of the Polygonum-Ieaf 
remain uneoloured, in opposHion to the woad-Ieaf, this, aftel' the 
pl'eeeding, requires no further elucidation. 

Of course, these phenomena would find a somewhat simpier explan
ation if they eould be brought back to the action of an oxidase, 
present fl'om the beginning. But an oxidase, produeing indigo from 
Ïlldoxyl is, as said, not to be found. 

Ta eonclude I wish to observe, that some other phenomena, which 
are attributed to the eff'ert of a "wound-irritation", for instanee, the 
forma tion of stal'eh and of red pigment, as' a1so the development of 
warmth in hurt parts of plants, possibly repose a1so on alkali
formation in or near the damaged celIs. 

Physics. - Communication N0. 51 from the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden by Prof. H. KAMERLINOH ONNES: {,( Met/wds and 
apparatus used in the cryogenic laboratory" . I. 

1. La8t year the completion of the safety-arrangements, thought 
desirabie for tile cryogenic laboratory by the Privy Couneil, in acear
dance with the Repvrt of tile committee appainted by the .A.cademy, 
enabled us again to take up tho work. I intand now to publish, 
whenever the completion Ol' thc llrogress of researches allow, somethil1g 
about tbe methods and apparatus used in working at low tempe
ratures and with liquefied gases. 

In this way the short survey (Comm. N°. 14) of the arrangement 
of the cascade formed by tho methylehloride-, ethylene- and oxygen
cycles will be continued or e1aborated. 

2. C1'yostat (boiling-glass and boiling·case) {Ol' meaSU1'ements 
wiM liquefied gases (especially with liquid oxygen). 

In the above mentioned communieation a method was described 
(§ 8) for using liquid gases in 1l1easurements. .A. sketch, shown on 
plate 1 of Communicarion N(). 27 L), may serve in some way to 

I 
I) Verslag der Vergnd. Kon. Akad. 96/97. pg. 37. Comm. Leyden. N°. 21. 
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iIlustrate that §. For that purpose however the drawing, to be found 
in the description of the rryogenic laboratory by Prof. MATHI.A.S 1) 
is better adapted. Whereas tbe apparatus described by him was made 
for measurements in a permanent bath of oxygen with a capacity 
of from 1/4 to 1/2 Litre, in the experiments of Dr. HASENOEHRL, 
treated of in Communication N°. 52, a cryostat (boiling-glass with 
boiling-casE') was used, designed on the same principle, but which 
eontained a bath with a eapacity of from % to 3/4 Litre 2). 

This also offers the advantage of being more quickly aDd easily 
mounted, and being- more certainly ~ir-tight, thus being better able 
to keep the enclosed gas pure and dry. It was built by Mr. J. J. 
CURVERS, head mechanic of the cryogenic laboratory, to whom I 
owe my best thanks for the care and ingenuity displayed in these 
works. Plate 1 gives aD elaborate drawing (IJs nat. size) of the 
apparatus together with the electrie condenser for measurements with 
liquefied gases S), which was fastened in it in the experiments of 
Dr. HASENOERHL. Hence this plate may serve at the same time to 
illustrate the description of his research. 

The gas liguefied under pressure e.g. liquefied oxygen at -140°0. 
from the ethylene boiling-flask, (Comm. N°. 14 § 5) is introduced 
by means of tbe tube a, whic.h· is wound in numerous turns b 
round the piece of wood carrying the cock. When the apparatus 
has been working for a short time, part of thc gas streaming out 
in dropt. and clouds passes along these turns and so even further 
eools the liquefied gas before it escapes. The cock-pin v having been 
opened by means of the handle ha, the gas passes ,through a filter 
j fiUed with glasswool enclased by gauze, and fIows out through 
the tube c against the cylindrical glass C, which fits exactly round 
the turns of the spiral b. If we apply the eye to the observing 
tuhe KJ 4), and the light obtained by means of the illuminating 
tube V1 is sufficient, as long as liquid fIows out from the tube c 
we see the jet spread out in a fttn over the glass C, the jet-catcher 5). 
Part of the cooled liquid escapes along the spi ral b, as remarked 

I} MATHIAS, Ie laborntoire cryogène de Leiden, Revue générule des Sciences, 1896, 
p. 387 fig. 3. 

2) By pI!wing other beukers in the boiling-glass the appnrutus may be used for 
bnths of aIlIlost twice that volume. 

3) For this compnre the section PI. I of Comm. N°. 52. 
4) The construction of fTl is exnctly like thnt of Kl; in the drnwing the front-view 

of Kl or fTI is given near Vl' 

6) The disuppearllnce of this fnn-shnped farm illdicates thnt na more liquid is 
supplied by a and thut we must therefore ahut the cock. 
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above, but by far the greater part flows down along the inner wall 
of this cylindrical glass; it is conducted fluther by an exceeàingly 
thin brass continuation Dl and flows out over the lip D2 into the 
beaker BI destined for receiving the liquid. Applying the eye to 
the aval observing·tube ](2 and securing a sufficient illumination 
by means of the opposite aval muminating-tube V2 we may see 
the }iquid descending in a little jet Of in drops and gathering in 
tbe beaker. 

Thc cylinddcal glass C, suspended by means of thin capper strips 1), 
as weIl as tbe continuation Dl which is kept in its place by means 
of little pieces of cork y, are almost unaccessible for heat by eon~ 
duction, especially when the cold vapours of the liquid which 
ascend from the receiving vessel BI have exerted for some time their 
refl'igerating action on tbe surroundings 2). Again the beaker BI is 
screened from extern al heat by a double gas-lar er between the 
beakers BI' B 2 and Bs round which the ~scaping vapours are eon
ducted in a manner to be desClribed presently. By means of a glass 
ring, Rl and a border of ebonite R2 the beaker is fastened to the 
inner of two thin copper pieces El and E2l constituting together a 
double cover. In this cover ,are p1aeed, as in the model described in 
Dec. '94, two tubes P l and G1, one of whieh reeeives tho jetcatcher 
C, whilst the other one serves to admit the measuring-apparatus, 
to be immersed in the hath of Jiquefied gas. In the case depicted this 
latter is the covering of Dr. HASENOEHRL'S condenser, tue glass tube g 
of which is fastened by means of a tube of caoutchouc g2 and brass 
tightening bands !Is in the tube F1 which is on the' right hand of the 
boiling-glass. By this means tbe boiling-glass is closed on this side. 

The vapours evolved from the liquid escape through tbe tube 61 

on tbe left hand, which is covered by a second, wider tube G2• 

This latter tube, whieh by means of a caoutchouc tube 65 and a 
brass band is fastened to tho wooden eock-box 82, prevents thc gas 
fr om escaping and conducts it towards the outer piece E2 of the double 
cover. Tbe glass tube S) is fastened to this by means of a eork ring 
E+, and tbe two pieces of the double cover are united by the caout
chouc ring E3. The ollter cover fits by means of R4 on to a beaker 
B4) a little wider than the receiving beaker Bl together with its 
surrounding glasl:!es. Besides these beakers, which moreover are sus-

1) To tl1e g'lass GI; (tbe strips nre omitted in the druwing). 
~) Silvering the glnss where it does not need to oe truuspnrent was not yet lIecessary 

I1nd WilS therefol'e omitted for tbe sake of "implicity. 
3) Ga serves to screen G= from exterual. heat, 
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pended to tbe cover by rneans of fiddle·strings strained round them, 
BI,. also rests, by means of a ring Ll on a very thin supportlllg-board 
L;" which is itself suspended by means of fiddle-strings La and L7' The 
gas escapes from the boiling-glass through the holes in the supporting 
ring LI and the supporting board L2 into the boiling-case and 
leaves the apparatus thlOugh the exit tube Tl whirh leads through 
the cover of the bOlling-case alld tbe caoutchouc cap stretched over 
it. In this way the cold vapours are forced to foJlow thf route 
jndirat€'d by the arrOWb and so to prevent thc passage of heat to 
thc bath. 

The whole boiling-glass with thc supportingboard L2 is suspellderl to 
tbe cover of the boiling-ease as appears from the description given above. 

This cover has the shape of a cap with three holf>s in the upper 
sheet of thin copper, strengthcned by ribs 1). Through one of these 
holes leads the above mentioned exit tube Tl' Tbe two remaining holes 
serve to admit parts of tbe boilillg-glass. Th€' lflft hand one beneath 
Ql is for tbe wood en cock-box, consisting of two pieces screwed on 
to eacb otber Jllld to which tlle 1eft hand part of the boiling-glass 
is suspended; ",hile the rigbt hand hole beneath P is for the tube 
admitting the measuring-apparatus. The latter is also connected to 
tbc cover by means of a wooden ring, consisting of two pieces [1 

and I2' whicb are screwed on to the cover from bath sides. The 
closure of the holes in the cover is obtained by means of a caout
chouc cap, hd.ving on its upper surface three tubes, which fit on 
tbe tubes emerging from the case and are pressed on to these by 
maans of brass bands (0. f. Ql' Q9,). 

Fl'om the more àetailed description of tbe mode of connecting it 
will appear, that the cork-box aud the experimenting tube together with 
the covel' are permanently united into d. frame, to which the rest of the 
boiling-glasR is suspended. In orde I' to buiId up the apparatus, we 
filst conneCL to tbJR frame the douole cover El E2 of the receiving 
beaker by means of the above descl'ibed glass-tubes FI and 6 1, Then 
we should genel'ally adjust in its place the apparatus to be immersed 
in thc liquefied gas. 80 in Dr. HASENOEHRL'S case the glass-tube {j, 
carrying the coyer m of tbe ('ondenser, was mtroduced into tbe 
experimellting tube anà fastened by means of the caoutchouc-tube 
g9, and the brnss band [/3 9,). The thin ,,'ira 'P, whJCh is to put the 

I) See section through upper sluface of cup next to it. 
2) fJ is pushed lhrough tne cover from benedth, tlw side-ttlue U2 is thell connecled to 

9 as follows: the brass l'·piece ftl> lt2 (camp. PI. 1, Camm. N0. 52) is shd from above 
over fJ, and fastened by means of the caoutchouc-tubes tOl and 102 and brnss bands so 
that U2 comes opposite to u hole made in p. 
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brass cover of tbe condenser to earth was connected to the tube a, 
and th en the beakers BI B'}, Bs B4 were mounted in their pI aces 
and together with tbe supporting-board L'}, suspended to the cover 
by me~md of La. 

Into the cock-box Ss we place the cock-piece of wood SI ; this fits in 
it fint by means of the caoutchouc-packing El, which serves only 
to prevent the gat1 from taldng tbe way upwards and also by means 
of tbe caoutchouc-packing 1113 , which is compressed hy the screws 
84 till an air-tight fit haR been obtained. In the cock-piece the 
supp1y-tubc a and the glass cock-tube p 1) are also introduced. The 
design of the cock is for the rest exactly like that of '94 (see 
also MATHIA.S l.c.). A.t the lower end of tbe glass tube p a hexagonal 
bmss cap has been cemented, in wbich is a nut, turning together 
with the glass tube pand screwed on to the brass cock-piece 717 

which contains tbe washer. When the washer has been screwed on 
sufficiently, the hexagonal portions of nut and cock-piece are fixed 
together by means of a hollow hexagonal piece. Then the tubes a 
and pare fixed hermetically into M with elastic cement. The pi-q 
v is moved by a wooden stem h5, ending at the upper end a1so in 
a pin, which goes through the packing ltg. Sideways a tube j is 
placed, serving to test the cock for leakage of the packing 717 and 
to lead away the gas possibly escaping at high pressure through that 
packing, as otherwise the~glass tube p' tnight burst. It is very con
venient that the cock-piece with the cock can be taken out of the appa
ratus, jf the packing, the filter or one of the tubes has gone wrong. 

By pressing the packing N l by means of tbe serews N 5 between 
the flanges of tbe cover Ns and of tbe boiling-ease No we obtain an 
air-tight fit of the coyer on the case. 1'he canieal ring L 4, supported by 
felt, guides tbe ring L3 when the boiling-glass is lowered into the casc, 
Ilnttl throllgh the fitting of the ring L3 into another similar ring fastened 
into the bottom of the case a centric and elastie mounting is obtained. 

The case itself consist8 of two thin copper cylinders strengthened 
hy rings, the lower and somewhat narrower of which cylinders, U2 

has been soldered excentrically into the bottom Us of the upper and 
somewhat widCI', UI' A sufficient rigidity in the C'onnection of both 
cylinders has been secured for by inner strengthening-bars U4• 

'1'he case carries at the upper part two circular and at the lower 
part two oval opposite flan ges Al and À'}" on to whieh tbc observing 
and llluminatmg-tubes are clamped air tight by menns of flanges 

1) Construcled exnctly like the cock, depi.cted PI. I Oomll).. N°. 5~, where the 
draIVing is more dlstinct. 
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al a2 and caoutchouc packing. The line joining tbe upper couple 
has been turned about tbe axis of tbe casf' with respect to the line 
joining the lower coupIe, in order to obtain a sufficient iIlumination 
of the issuing jet 1). 

The 100se bottom Wl , wbich may be pusbed outward by inner 
preseure, rests on exbaustion witb the border W4 ou the border of 
tbe case, and is sufficiently strengthened by ribs to be abJe then to 
resist the outer pressure. By means of the caoutchouc cap W5, 

which is stretchod over the bottom and fhstened air-tight to the 
borders once for all with the utmost care, a fitting is obtained, 
whilst nevertheless in case of accident the whole bottom would act 
as a safety-valve. 

Tbe whoIe apparatus can be exhausted through tbe cock Xl' This 
is connected together with tbe vRCtlUm-manometer Xs to the case at 
tbe Hange Xs (dotted in the section, and depicted beside the case 
separately in section), to which the g]ass tube X5 bas been fastened 
in tbe same manner (by weRns of X4) as tbe observing tubes. In 
tbis tube P2 05 is introuuced for drying thc apparatus. 

The whole inner wan of the case is coated with a layer of felt and 
tho bottom with several Jayers while the inner surface of this layer 
has been rendered l'eflecting by lining it with nickel·paper. The thin 
layer of nickel however has been removed over a length of a few 
centimeters at all pI aces where heat might be supplied to it by 
conduction. Where the inside of tre case or of the oLserving and 
illuminating·tubes has not been coated with feIt, or a layer of felt 
would llQt be rigid enough, insulation has been secured by intro
ducing wood or caoutchouc, as appears sufficiently from the drawing ~). 

Tbe dust-box Y1 provided witb an extl'emely light valve Y2. 
opening outward, and made of cotton wool enclosed between gauze 
with R border of wash-leather, allows the gas to escape without 
appreciable fall of pressure and prevents the gas, which might flow 

1) Further explanation of symbols: ~l' '1'2 loose-fitting, thin plate-glnsses, separating 
the bnck observingtube.chamber from the case, while nevertheless the pressure of 
the gas in the case and tbe observing tuba remains aqual; tri' tr2 wooden 118cking 
tubes, in order to supply as mtle hent ns possible to tbe gns in the observing tnba
chamberj h, P2 thi.ck observing glasses, fitting air-tigbt in P,g, nnd further fastened 
by menns of bands 111' II~; Ol> 9, caoutchouc-tubes, fitting rounel tbe brass-ring of 
fOrelTlOst observing tube-c1l11mber; CdI' Cd2 ohserving-glnsses cemeuted in border, with 
Pllcking fitting on 7"IJ 7"2; {u {s tubes serving for sucking dry, beate,l oir through 
foremost chambers (commonly clcsed). In the various ehambers stand drying.disllei 
with P2 °6- Th\' tuhe at "I sbould ha.ve been drnwn broken oft', 

2) The case has room to- pIaee still nnotber a.thermnnous layer between the wall 
and benker 1J4• 
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back from the conduit Ys, from introducing dust into the apparatus. 
For thp tube Z3 through which in the experiments of Dr. HASENOEHRL 

the gas escaped which evaporated from the electric measuring-con
denser , a simpier dust-box Z1 (fillf'd only with cotton wool between 
gauze) was suffiC'Ïent, as this has not to transmit so much gas at 
once. It has already been pointed out above, that the arrangement 
of this cryostat offers a great advantage as concerns easy mounting 
and dismounting. 'rhis is especially due to the use of flanges with 
packing for all the air tight joints that have to be made and tem
porflrily broken in working with the apparatus. 

The copper wall with flanges soldered to it will of course occasion 
no leakage, and can be tested previously by means of a temporary bottom 
soldered into it and temporary closing plates on the Ranges. When 
we are quite certain everything is tight, the caoutchouc cap, which 
is to close the bottom, is spread over with l'ubber-solution, and by 
means of bands Wa once for all united with ths case. In the same 
maIllleI' the cap Ns is fitted onto the rover and the parts going throuç;h 
the holes. When all this has been done careful1y; the joints are tested 
by immersing the case with bottom and COVH, closed with temporary 
plates on the flanges, in a tub filled with water, and protecting the 
caoutchouc caps from without against inflation; then admitting air 
into the case under a little exC'ess of pressure (0,2 atm.), and seeing 
whether any air bubbles escape. These fittings which demand much care 
are permanent, so that if they are fouml in this mannel' to be 
secure, they will not generally require any more attention. In the 
same way we mayalso carpfully cement once for all the thick plate 
glasses (11, (12 and the Banges of the observing and iUuminating-tubes 
in the caoutchouc-tubes ,UI I l 2, and test th0 joints hy means of tem -
porary flanges before fastening them to the apparatus. 

In commencil1g to use the cryostat we need only screw the case 
on to the cover N'), and tbe observing·tubes onto the side-flanges, 
and secure an exact fit of the packing between the flanges, a thing 
whieh can always easily be attained. This is the case also if we 
wish to lift the boiling-glass with the cover for a moment out -of 
the case, or if we must renew the P'), 05 in the drying-dishe.s in 
the observing- and illuminating-tube'3. 

The cryostat rests with Na on a wooden ring supported by three 
1egs and is packed up in wool. 

It was desrribed above how in the experiments of Dr. HABENOEHRL 

the measuring-npparatus was mounted in the boiling-giass. We may 
add here only that, as eXplained by him in Comm. No. 52, thr 
beaker El was filled with liquid oxygen from the ethylene·boiling-

10 
Proceedings ROylll Acad Amsterdam Vol 11. 
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flask (Comm. N°. 14 § 5), the liquid was sucked over partly jnto 
the condens er through the tube r by means of the cock h, and the 
beaker Bi was then filled up with liquid oxygen and romained sa 1). 
All these operations were watcbed through the observing-glasses and 
proceeded without offering tbe least difliculty. 

3. The a1'1'angement of a Brotherhood air compressor fOl" the 
compression of .qasBs, to be kept free f1'om admixture with air. 

In Communication N°. 14 this was dismissed in a few words. Plata 
II g'ives a view of tbe compressor wi_th its separator and the newly 
devised accessories (lJ9 nat. size). As for the pump itself, in Plate 
In (1;3 nat. size) figs. 1 and 2 what has been newly added is indicated 
with thicker lines. By means of figs. 1 and 2 together, completed 
by fig. 3, the construction and working of the compressor may be 
understood 2). As explanation we may remark, that the cock BJ 
supplies tbe steam, which drives the miniature steam-engines B21 Bs 
placed at both sides of the body of the pump. When working at 
fun speed the shaft Bs, which moves the plunger of the compressor 
up and down makes up to 500 revolutions per minute. Usually the 
air to be compressed is dra.wn directly from the atmosphere, through 
the suction~va1ve d, d - which is in the shape of a flat ring en
closed between two eoncentric eircles - in whioh process it becomes 
mixed with water and a lubricant. To suck a gas which must be 
kept free from air this valve is eovered with a head, consisting of 
a brass ring 0l' a thiek observing-glilss 04 and a caoutchouc-tube 02 

which is firmly fl,nd hermetically bed to both by llleans of bands es and 
e5 and cement 3). The lubricant mixed with water, which in the case 
of the compression of N20 (and 8.1so of O2) was glycerine with 2/3 

of water, drops from the tube 11 4) and the gas is supplied through 
the tube f/l (PI. III). It a1so sometimes happens as will appeal' 
later on, that liquid is let off through this supplying tube. In order 
to prevent in sueh case tbe observing glass, through which we wish 
to watch the regular working of the valves, from becoming dull the 
screen !!2 has been introduced. Received through the sucking-"\"alve 

1) Througl1 Z'1l the measuring-eondenser is exhausted, by maana of Z. nnd Is wa 
may judge of the difierenee of pressure required to suek over the ]jquid from 
BI into n'. 

2) E. g. by following the letters a~ ale eireulation of eooling wIlter may be traeed. 
3) Tbe metn]-cage fig. 4 serves to prevent the projection of the gll1ss in tho possible 

ense of accident. 
4) In compressillg air we might nse spermaceti oil with wIlter , but in the case 0 f 

oxygen anel. nÏtroqs-Qltide explosiona might then be drended. 
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in tbe room a the gas is compressed in three steps, flrst in the 
room a itself, whence it escapes th~()ugh 'Valves, then in the annull1r 
space b, aod lastly in the narrower anel also annular space c, whieh 
it enters !tlso tl11'ough valves, and whence it goes over the cooling 
spira1 k, through a feeding valve and passing a safety valve to the 
separator S. When the coek kl of this is sbut, the gas may 
escape along a little screw 1) as well as through the safety-valve. 
Thc safety-valve comes into use only when the former is screwed 
tight and with the Leiden arrang'ement the gas, mixed with liquid, 
escaping from it is conducted back to the suckil1g-tube 11 2, When 
the gas has reachecl a sufficient pressure by opening kl it is admitted 
iIJto tbe separator, where the liquid gathers below and from which 
the gas may be conducted through the cook kr;.. Thencc it reaches first 
the wide dryiIlg-tube Dl and then the narrower one D'/.. In both it passes 
through P~05, shut up between glass-wool and asbestos by means 
of gauze and little sieves 2)_ Through co ck Ks aud tube Sn the com
pressed and dry gas may be led to the apparatus where we wish to 
bring it; generally a tube like Dz, filled only with glass-wool, is 
added in order to anest the P 205 possibly carried over as dust. 

The lubricating liquid ftows in at the sucking chamber through 
the tube /1 fr om the reservoir 14. Care should be taken that this 
rost'rvoir remains filled, (the best way is to keep the level constant) 
and to watch by means of the glass tube /2' partly enclosed in brass, 
the regulation of the little jet by the cock Is. (Compare for the 
cODstruction Pi. IU fig. 5). 

The liquid from the separator is forced through the cock Ko' 
and the tube Ss into the rt'servoir V, whence the gas dissolved in 
or escaping alter the liquid returns along A (PI. IV) to the sucking 
tube 91 3). This arrangement besides that at the safety 'Valve described 
above is intended to prevent the loss of pure gas, which usually is 
costly. The glass tubes cemented in brass-pieces ll' l2 with taps 
(see P1. In fig. 5). allow us ta see whether chiefly liquid or gas 
is forced out. A gauge-glass indicates the level of the liquid and a 

1) This little screw is not to be seen in the section represented, it ls useful whel1 
st~rting the compressor, especially as it nllows liquid to escape from the cooling
spIro.I. 

2) :)j'ig. 6 gives a section of these freq\1ently \lsed drying tubes, mentioned in N°. 14, 
:tnd to be found in til!" dtawing of MA.'rIUA.S and in other of these communications. 
!he construction is eheap nnd fIt for pressures up to 80 ntmospheres. The bruss nllts 
h~ve been screwed IInd soldered onto a. gaspipe tested up to 200 aLm. and provided 
lVlth a serew thrend. The drawing should reqllÎre no further expll\nation. 

3) Thel cock /lp is nlways opened while working with the appnratlls but is useful 
to test lila tiglltuess of the ttpparnius. 
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safety-valve v beneath the liquid regu1ates the out-flow without 
permitting air to be sucked in. 

Into this reservoir may escape a1so through ihe tubes S'J and S(\l 

the cock K7 and the tube SlO the contents of the joining-tub~ Sh 
and tbe mixture of gas and 1iquid contained in the pump itse1f. 
The contents of each of the reservoirs S, Dh /)2, which enc10se 
gas under pressure, may likewise escape into the reservoir V, "or 
directly into the sucking-tube on opening the cocks Ka, K5 intro
duced for that purpose. Moreover the various parts of the arran
gement may be connected through the_ cocks ](4 and ](6 to an air
pump, to the open air or to a gas reservoir. 

4_ P01u'ing out little quantities of liquid nitrous-oxide. Nitrous
oxide is a very important means for operating with 10w tomperatures. 
rrhe boiling point lies lower than that of carbon dioxide_ It has further 
an ad vantage over carbon dioxide in remaining liquid at the boiling
point. Rence it may be usod for transparent (liquid) baths,' wbich 
for most experiments will be preferred to a snow-1ike substance. In 
physica1 and chemical laboratories however the free 1iquid is re1atively 
seldom used for this purpose. One of the causes of this may havo 
been that, on trying to pour out the liquid direct1y from the com
mercial cylindors, the cock was frozen. Or that, by neg1ecting to 
sufficiently close the glass-vessel (a vacuum-glass for instance) in 
which the liquid was poured out, part of the NzO, the melting 
point of which lies very near the boiling point was allowed to 
congeal by evaporation in the air 1) and so to form asolid mass in 
front of the orifice. However tbe principal reason wil! probably have 
been, that in all cases the <]uantity poured out was very small in 
proportion to the quantity employcd, and hence the price of the free 
liquid thus obtained was far in excess of the moderate price hy weight 
of the Nz 0 in the cylinder. 

The Nz 0 may however be c:Joled easily and witb little cost by 
means of carbon dioxide so much, that almost all the nitrous-oxide 
fiowing out is received as liquid if the glass into which it is poured 
has been also closed sufficiently. For many experiments then tbe 
advantages enumerated above will outweigh the smaller cost and 
danger of the solid carbon dioxide. In such cooling experiments the 
gaseous Nz 0 is conducted through a dl'ying tube with P2Û5 (as in 
plate IIl fig. 1)) which is conuected with the reservoir of liquid gas, 
to a thick copper condensing spil'al (7,5 mm. outer 4 mm. inner 
diameter) consisting of 24 turns, 12 with diameter 8 and 12 with 

IJ See NATTERIJU, Pogg. Ann. 62 p. 134. (18<H). 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 4. 

Fig. B. 

Fig. 6 . 
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diameter 11 cm. contained in a felt-coated copper vessel (height 14) 
width 12, 5 cm.), which is packed with solid carbon dioxide. The 
condensing spiral is providcd on both sides with a regulating-cock (for 
the model see SIERTSEMA, Comm. Suppl. No. 1, PI. IU, fig. 9) and 
To the latter of these a narrow dischal'ging tube is fastened. 

5. Boiling nitrous-oxide in large quantities. Gycle of nitl'ous
oxide. If we wish to cool apparatus with largel' volumes or capaei
ties for heat in a bath of nitrous oxide, jt will be necessary to 
receive the gas evolved by the liquid and to compress it by means 
of a compressor with or without cooling. As at Leiden a methyl
chloride-cycle is at hand, the proper way was not to compress tbe 
nitrous-oxide at tbe ordinary temperature, but in the metbylchloride 
refrigerator (Comm. N°. 14 § 3, see also PI. T, MAT IlIAS 1. c.). As 
compressor a Bl'otherhood-pump could be used, arranged as described 
above S 3. 

If we condense the N20 at a very low temperature, the vapours 
escaping from the refrigerator are very rare and the vacuum-pump, which 
sucks them up, can only move a small quantity of methyl chloride. 
If we condense the N2 0 at a higher temperature, more methyl
ehloride will certainly evaporate and more nitrous-oxide will be 
condensed, but the latter will evaporate to ft much greater degree 
on flowing out than more cooled N20. Usually wc operated at the 
temperature - 45° C of the methylchloride-refrigerator and the 
safety-valve of the Brotherhood (see § 3) was adjusted for 25 atm. 
The separator in order to work weIl, should have a ruther large 
capacity in which therefore a largo stoek of N20 would be stored 
up at high pressuJ'e. 'fhis alone would make it desirabie not to 
pJ'oceed to too high pressures, and moreover at the dischal'ti'e of 
the gas, which deviates strongly from BOYLI!)'S law, from the 
separator water might be frozen and so cause accidents. 

Plate IV 1) represents a scheme (tbe parts nearly 1/35 nat. size) of 
tbe arrangement of the apparatus in Dr. HASENOEHRL'S experiments 
with liquid nitrous-oxide (Comm. N°. 52) as an example of operations 
with the nitrous-oxide cycle. B is the Brotherbood-pump, with acces
Bories, of which tbe principle may be understood from plates Ir and III 
together with § 3. The compresfled gas is condiIcted through the regu
lating-cock (les Plate II) along D (Plate IV) to the methylchloride
refrigerator, where it is cooled first by the cold methylchloride vapours 

I) For simplioity R. cuse was here selected for which the refrigerator had been 
formerly descl'ibed; but u refrigerator, wholly independent of the triple-cnscade 
lnight be used, 
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in the spi ral E of the regenerator (Comm. N°. 14 § 3), whence it 
flows through the condensing tube and a cock to the- cryostat 
which is indicated only diagrammatically, but may be understood 
from Plate I together with § 2 i the evaporated gas escapes through 
the dust-box YI to the sucking-side of the pump, which communi
cates with the gas-sacks GI and G2, inLo which also the gas from 
the condensor escapes through Za. The cocks indicated in these 
conduits are required to cut oft' and to test the separate apparatus. 

Besides the possibility of closing these we should be able to simt olf 
the gas-sacks GI and Gt}, and to stop the Brotherhood. rrherefore a 
safety-tube has been connected to the tube conducting the gas. The 
observer, who regulates the infiux of liquefied gas by means of the 
obserYing glasses of the cryostat, keeps in view at the same time 
the vacuum-manometer. The entire cycle could be operated in the 

I 

experiments of Dr. HASENOEHRL, where on]y a beaker containing 
3/4, Litre had to be kept fuIl, with about 2 kg. of N2 0, which 
was admitted into the apparatus through the cock /"-6 (Plate JII) from 
a reservoir of compressed nitrous-oxide. 

With the first experiments Iittle care was bc&towed up on the 
exhaustmg etc., and therefore a mixture of N20 and air circulated. 
A remal'kable phenomenon thcn occurred. While the obsel'ver looked 
through the observing glass at the jet, the jetcatchel' was suddcn1y 
obscured by solid substance, and thick flakes of snow and accumu
lated snow heaps rushed down into the beaker Bl (PI. I), where 
they took some time to melt. 

This singular phenomenon, for a moment suggesting the doubt 
as to whether something had gone wrong with the P205 or the 
circulation of water, could be simply explained as follows. From a 
mixture of N20 and air a liquid phase is separated, which contains 
chiefly N20, the gas available in the cycle becomes then very 
imp ure N20. In the methylchloride refrigerator this on a sufficient 
increase of the pressure is condensed into a solution containing 
much air, wbich on being poured out sets free the 'air in a gaseous 
phase in which the partial pressUl'e of the nitrous-oxide is less than 
that of solid nitrous-oxide, so that the liquid phase, consisting 
almost solely of pure l1itrous-oxide, congeals. 

Physics. - "The die/eeltic constants of liquid nittous oxide and 
oxygen." By Dr. FRITZ HASENOEHRL. (Communicated by 
Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting). 
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Magnetism. - "On Spasms itt the Eatth's magnetic force." By Dr. 
W. VAN BEMMELEN. (Communicated by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH 

ONNES). 

(Win be published in the Proceedillgs of the next meeting). 

(Octobl'C 25th, 1899.) 

E R R A. T U M. 

Pa.ge 41 !ine 13 for Fes 804 

" 42 " 31 " N20 
" 44 " 24 " 44,16 .. 1603 

25 " 44,25 .. ~ 

26 " 44,47 .. 0194 
I 

read FeS04 

" HOl 
" 1603 ... 44,16 

" ~ ... 44,25 

" ~ ... 4:4147 -
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE :MEErrING 

of Saturday October 28th, 1899. 

---_Ocla~· ----

r 

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zaterdag 28 October 1899 Dl. VIII). 

CONTENTS: "On Isodialdane". By Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN and Mr. H. C. BYL, p. 143.
"Mixed Clystals of Mercul'y lodide and Bromide." By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM, 
p. 146. - "On the Enantiotropy of Tin (U)". By Dr. ERNST COHEN and Dl'. C. VAN 
}<]YK (Communicated by PlOf. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), p. 149. - "On a new 
kind of Transition Elements (sixth kind)". By Dr. ERNST COHEN (Communicated by 
PlOf. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). p. 153. - "On mixed ClystaIs of Sodium nitlilte 
witl! Potllssium nitlate and ofSodium nitlilte wlth Silver nitlllte". ByPlOf. H. W. BAKHUIS 
ROOZEBOOM, p. 158. - "Thc NatUIe of inactive Carvoxime". By PlOf. H. W. BAKHUIS 
ROOZEBOOM. p. 160. - "On Isomorphous Compounds of Gold and MClCUl'Y". By Prof. 
TH. H. BFIIRENS. p. 163. - "A Remark 011 the Molecular Potential J!'unction of Prof. 
VAN DER WAALS". By Dr. G. BAKKER (Communicated by Prof. J.D. VAN DER WAALS), 
p. 163. - "Tidal ConBtants in theLampong- and Sabangbay". ByDr. J. P. VAN DRR STOK. 
p. 178. - "On the Relation of the mean Sea-Ievel and the Height ofHalf-Tlde." ByMr. 
H. E. DE BRUlJN, (with 2 pilltes) p. J89.-"New Theoremson theRoot oftheFunctions 

CV (x)". By PlOf. L. GEGIINBAUER (Communicated by PlOf. JAN DE VRIES). p. 196. -
n 

"Spasms in the Tell'estrial Magnetic Force at Batavia". By Dr. W. VAN BEMMELEN 
(Communicated by Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES), p. 202. - "The dielectlic Coefficients 
of liquid Nitrous Oxide and Oxygcn". By Dr. FRITZ HAZENOEHRL (Communicated by 
Pmt: H. KAMERLINGll ONNES) (with one plate), p. 211. - "The HALL-Effect and the 
increase of Milgnetic resistallce in Bismllth in very low Temperatures." By Dr. E. VAN 
EVEUDINGEN JR. (CQmmunicated by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES), p. 228. 

The following papert) were read: 

Chemistry. - "On Isodialdane." By Prof. C. À. LOBRY DE BRUYN 
- and Mr. H. C. BIJL. 

(Rend in the meeting of September 30th 1899). 

In his interesting and prolonged researches on aldole, WURTZ has 
described two condensation products of this substance, formed by 
the separation of a_ molecule of water from two molecules of aldole. 
alle of these, diaIdane, which is formed along with aldole from 

11 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Ir. 
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aldehyde, was more fully studied. The reemlts ofthis study led WURTZ 

to propose a formula for àialdane according to which it still contains 
alle aldehyde group, exhibits the properties of an alcohol twice and 
contains two carbon atoms united by a double bond. From two mo
lecules of aldole 

ORs OHOH OHzOOH 
dialdane 

ORs OHOH CH~ CH: CH CHOH CHz COH 

is therefore form('(1 by the separation of water from the methylgroup 
of the one molecule and the aldehyde group of the other. 

'1 he second condcnsation product, which WURTZ called isodial
dane, was onJy obtaincrJ by llim in vel'y small quantities, and was 
not further examined. He obtained it, along with other substances, 
by heating aldole to 1250

; it meHerI at 112°. 
In an attempt which onp of us made long ago 1) to combine aldole 

with hydrocyanic acid, pure hydrocyanic acid was mixed with aIdale 
and the mixture left to itself for same months. It was found th at 
the hydl'ocyanic acid had not cambilled with the aldole, or only ta 
a very small cxtpnt; it had, however, acteu as a dehydrating agent 
so that two molecules of aldole had formed one molecule of isodialdane. 

As a result of this ovsel'vation isodialdane was readily obtaillable 
and a proper study of it was taken in hand. '1'he result of the investi
gation possesses a more general interest bf'cause it leads to the con
c1usion, that isodialdllne is ta be regarded as a substance in same 
measma analogous to oldinary oane sugar, in the sense that the 
rclation between isodialdane and the two aldole molecules, from which 
it is formed, is the same as that between cane sugar and glucose 
and fructose (laevulose). 

It is known th at cane sugar does not possess reducing powers 
and therefore does not cOlltain an aldehyde group, but that under 
the influence of dilute acids, it very readily takes up a molecule of 
water, being converted into th€' two above mentioned reducing hexoses; 
thc aldehyde group of glucose and the carbonyl group of fructose 
are therefore absent in the saccbarose molecule . .At the same time 
two of the ten bydroxyl groups of the two hexoses disappear, for 
saccharose only gives an octo-acetate. Let us now turn to the resulta 
of the study of isodialdane. It has na reducing' power, but with 
dilute acids it at once obtains this; it is th us very readily inverted. 

1) Bull. Soc. Oh. (1884) 42. lbl 
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Isodialdane contaills na ullsaturated bond, hl'omine is not taken up 
and alkaline permanganate is not decolorised. The two hydroxyl 
groups of the twn aidale molecules have disappeared; the solutions 
in benzene and xylene giving no hydrogen wh en boiled with sodium 
and aeetie anhydride and sodium aeetate having no llction on iso~ 

dialdane even on boiling; aeetic anhydride with a trace of sulphuric 
acid or of zinc chloride gave rise to resinous produets from which 
an acetate could not be separated. Tbe application of SCHOTTEN
BAmrA.NN'S reaction with benzoylehloride aIso gives a negative 
result. Phenylhydrazinc is quite without action even aftel' boiling 
thc alcoholic solution, so that a carbonyl groap is not present in iso~ 
diaIdane. Sodium amalgam does not effect reduction or acts vel'y 
~lowly, since aftel' four days reaction, partIy at the tempel'ature of 
the boiling wa tel' bath, al most thc ",hole of the isodialdane was 
recovered unchanged. 

We considcr that the structuml formula, which satisfactorily re
presents the results outained, must Le that in which each of the 
three oxygen atoms still present in isodialdane are supposed to be 
connected to two carbon atoms. 

This leads to tbe hypothesis that two aldole molecules 

CHg 

I 
CHOH 
I 
CH 
I 

He o 

108e one molecule of water, yielding 

This system is apparently very sta bIe, ex cept uncler the action of 
dUute acids. 

11* 
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We consider that there is some j ustification for the assum ption 
of tbe existence of tbe group of carbon and oxygen atoms, found in 
isodialdane, in the saccharose molecule, the constitution of which is 
as yet ullknown. ' 

Making this assumption and using the stereochemical formulae 
of glucose and fructose the following formu]a is obtained. The left 
half represents the fructose molecule, the right the glucose molecule. 

OH20H 
t 
/0",-

0", 0 / OH 

I I 
ROeR HOOR 

I I 
RO-O-OH 

I I 
HOOR HOOR 

I ( 
OH20H HOOR 

I 
OH20H 

The investigation of isodialdane, which crystallises in two modi
fications and is inactive, is to be continued. 

Chemistry. - Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZF.lBOO~ presents 
Dr. W. REINDERS I Dissertation on "Mixed 01'ystals of 
Mercw'ic lodide and Bromide" respccting which be makes 
the following communication. 

(Rend in the meeting of September 30th 189!:!). 

This research is a second contribution to our knowledge of thc 
phenomena which may be observed nuring the solidification of fused 
mixtures of two substances to mixed crystals and the transformation 
of the mixed crystals into anather modification. 

,Of the many types, which, according to the theoretical develop
ment of tbe subject given hy thc speaker, (See Report of the meeting 
of the Academy of Sept. 24th 1898, p. 134) are possible, one of 
the simpJest is here realised. 

l'he meJtingpoint line is a continllOus curve, showing that 
only one set of mixed crystals is deposited, the cO,mposition of 
wltich changeR gradually with that of the fuscd ma-ss. 

The meltillgpoint line, which extends from 236°.5, the melting 
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point ot !tg Br!h to 255°.4, the meltingpoint ot ItgI2, possésses 
a minimum at 216°.1 and 59 pCt. (molecular) of Hg Brz. In this 
minimumpoint the mixed crystals have the same compositioll as the 
fused mass. 

To the right of this point the crystals contain more Hglz, to the 
1eft of it more Hg Brz than the fused mass. The differences are, 

however, not large; the !ine 

.I 

236,5 . .L1 

~ / 216° 220 

:-! 

200 

-

, 

, 

/ 

, ) 
El 

L 
'fI 

D 

j 

J 
/ 
j 

I1 

F 

of the crystals (lower curve 
255,4 ACB) lies close beside the 
2!!,0 meltingpoint line (upper 

curve AGB). 
Below 216° therefore, 

I 

mixed cr~'stals of any com-
200 position are capable of exis

ten ce. rl'hey belong to the 
rhombic system. At 1270 

pure HgIz is transformed 
160 into red, tetragonal crystals, 

(point D). 
This transition point is 

depressed by ädmixture of 
129° 
120 HgBrz. Further, it develops 

into a transition interval, 
100 bounded by a line DE for 

80 

60 

the yellow crydtals, which 
runs from 1270 and 0 pCt. 
Hg Brz to 0° and 33 pCt. 
Hg Brz, and by a line DF 
for the red crystals which 

40 runs from 127° to 0° and 
8.6 percent. Hg Brz. (in 

20 molecules). 
The significance of these 

two lines is as follows. Be
low :t temperature given by 
the line DE, mixed crystals 

1 of a certain concentration Hg 2 

must separate red mixed 
crystals belonging' to ,the line DJ? The compositions of the two 
change as the temperature falls, until, at a sufficiently low tempe
rature, homogeneous red crystals remain. 

Since the two lines lie somewhat far apart, even when a small 
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quantity of' Hg Br2 is present, the interva.l of temperature thrO\.lgh 
which the transformation takes place is "{tory considerable. The 
change, fu rth er, is subject to great retardation. Fol' this l'eason th!' 
dctermination of thc transition interval was not possible either by 
the dilatometrio or by the thermometrie method. 

By observing th!.' change of oolour it was possible to determine 
thE' composItion at which the red crystaIs were completely couverted 
into the yellow crystals at a given tempernture. The oiroumstance 
that yellow mixed crystals containing up to 20 pOt. in molecules 
of Hg Br2 may be ronverted into_ the red modification by gl'inding 
at the ol'dinary temperature was here used. 

The beginning of the change of the red into yellow crystals 
could not however be observed in this way. In order to do this the 
crystals which are deposited from mixed solutions at constant tempera~ 
ture were studied. 

By allowing mixed crystals to deposit from a sufficient number 
of solutions, a solution is finally found from which both red and 
yellow mixed cf'Jstals are deposited and which therefore represents 
the two points of DE and DFwhich lie on the same temporature line. 

Theoretically, the nature of the solvent should have DO influence 
on the result. This conclusion was confirmed by the results of 
expel'iments with aloohol and acetone as solvents. In spite of the 

I 

fact tbat the solubilities of. the two mercury salts and their ratio 
were very different, the same values were found for the coexisting 
yelJow and red crysta]s. 

Even by this methad, ho wever, it was jmpossible to determine 
points on DE and DF below 0". The direction of the two lines 
indicates that if Hg Br2 possesses a tran&itiou point, it is probably 
at a very low temperature. Experiments in this direction gave no 
indication of a transition down to _83°, 

It is to be remembered that even at ordinary temperatures, and 
much more 80 at higher temperatures, solid Hg Br2 and HgI2 diffuse 
iuto each other, so th at the transition temperature of a finely ground 
mixture agrees closely with that' which would be found for mixed 
crystals containing the same proportion of Kg Br2' 

Finally it was possible to show, by menns of the known heat 
of transformation of mercurio iodide, that for moderate admixtures 
of Hg Br2 tbe course of the lines DE and DF agreed with a formula 
which ROTHMUND has recently given for the case th at the concen
trations of the two coexisting phasfs are known. This is the first 
case in which it has been possible to verify the laws of dilute 
Bolutions in tbe case of tlte l'eJationship bet ween two solid solutious. 
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Chemistry. - "On the Enantiotropy of Tin (l1).H 13y br. EI.{Nst 
COHEN and Dr. O. YAN EyIC. (Oommunicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUI~ ROOZEBOOM). 

(Read in the meeting of September 30th 1899.) 

1. Continuing our researches 011 grey (stabIe) and white (meta
stabIe) tin 1) we thst attacked the question of the veloeityofchange 
of the white into the grey modification . 

.According to our first communication the velocity is zero at 
+ 20° C, the tl'ansition pOlDt. 

In the course of our experiments we had received the impression 
that the change whitc tin ~ grey tin, took place more slowly at 
- 83° than at somewhat higher temperatures. 

Such a phenomenon recalls the solidlfication of super-cooled fnsed 
subótances where the rate of crystallisation increases as the tempe
rature falls below the melting point until a maximum is reached 
aftel' which it decreases again 2). 

2. A dilatometer, of 2 cc. capaeity, wa8 filled with grey tin 
which had already repeatedly undergone transformation in both 
direlJtions. By warming tbe dilatometer for a few moments to 50° 
a part of the contents was converied into white tin. The dilatometer 
was then filled with \t solution of pink-salt in alcohol, in order to 
avoid complications whieh rnight arise from crystallisation of the 
salt at very low ternperatures. 

The dilatorneter was then plaeed successirely in different baths 
at constant temperatures. 

Since the conversion (lf white tin into grey tin is accompanierl 
by a considerable increase of volume tbe ri se (per minute) of the 
liquid in the capillary of the dilatometer is a measure of the velo
city of transformatioll. It is necessary, of course, to take care that 
the quantity of white tin undergoing changE' rflmains constant during 
the whole course of tbe experiments. For this reason the capillary 
tube of the dilafometer was made very nalTow; the cOllversion of 
a very sma.ll quantity of white tin tben gives a su:ffi.cient rise. One 
mm. of the capillary = 0,00028 cc. l'aking the specific gravity of 
white as 7.3, anel that of gley tin as 5.8 the transformation of 
8 mgrm. of white tin into the grey modification gives a ri se of 
1 mmo In tb is way the following results werc obtained. 

1) These l'roceedings, June 24 1899. 
2) Compnre GJ!lRNEZ, Journal de Pbysique (2) 4. (lSSó) p. 349. 
TA~l:MANN, Zeitschr. fur phys. Chemie 23, 326 (1888). 
COHEN, These Proceedings, Febl'unry 25 1899. 
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Tëtnpel:llture _830 (Paste of BoUd carbonic anhydride aud. alcohol). 

Time Reight of tbe leve] of the liquid bk 
In mlllutes In thc dllatometer (iu mm.) bi 

0 100.2 

1 102.5 
2.3 

2 105 0 
2.5 

3 107.5 
2.5 

Meau rise 
2.5 

~ 110.0 
2.5 per minute 5 112.5 
2.5 6 115.0 2.5 mmo 

8 120.2 
2.6 

9 123.0 
2.8 

10 125.7 
2.7 

Temperature -48°. 
o - 44.:0 

1 24.9.0 
5.0 

4.5 
2 253.5 Meau rise \ 

4.5 
3 258.0 

5.0 per minute 4 263.0 
4.0 5 267.0 4.5 mmo 

6 271.0 
4.0 

8 279.0 
4.0 

'l'empernture -150 (Cryohydrate of NR. Cl ) 
0 232 

3 233.2 
0.40 

0.45 Meau rise 7 235.0 
0.44 

12 237.2 per minute 
0.43 

15 238.5 
0.50 0.4 m.m. 24 243.0 

30 245.0 
0.33 

Temperature _5° (Cryohydrate of MgSO~). 
0 82 Menu rise 

1200 167 
0.07 per minute 

0.07 mmo 

'l'emperature 00. 

0 186 Mean rise 
0.03 per minute 1230 234 0.04 m m. 
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The curve in the figure is obtained by trleans of these data, the 
ve]oeities of 1ransfoImation being taken as ordinates and the tem
peratures as abseissae. 

I 

// A\ 
L \ 

V 1\ / 
V \ ./ 

T 

\ 
1\ 
'\ 

\ 
1\ , 
~ 

_800 -700 _600 _50.0 -400 _300 -200 -100 00 +100 +200 

This eurve shows precisely the same course as that above mentioned. 
There is a maximum at abont - 480

; thlS agl'ees weU with the 
faet that we bad reeeived the impression that the change took place 
more slowly ,at - 830 than at a somewhat higher temperature. 

If it is desired to convert eommon white tin into the grey modi
fieation a temperature should thel'efore be selected for the eonversion, 
lying not far from - 480

• 

3. 80 far our experiments had been made with grey tin received 
from Prof. HJELT of Helsingfors. This was Banea tin whieh had 
fallen to powder in a tin store in Helsingfols. The question arose 
whether the transformation was eompletely mastel'ed, whether it 
would be possible to convert any piece of white tin completely in
to the grey modifieation. 

Our researches in this direetion have been erowned with success. 
We would here express our thanks to Mr. W. Hovy of Amsterdam, 
who permitied us to make use of one of the sa called "evaporatars" 
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in his brewery; this is a reservoir through which a Cllrrent of brine 
passes without interruption the temperature of which during uur 
experiments varied between - 7° C. and - 4° C. 

'rhe result of the experiment::; is briefly as follows: (The tin 
employed was part of a block of Banca tin belonging to tbe 
collection of the Jaboratory). 

o. Quite dry, whitc tin, in the form of a block, was converted 
into grey tin ai thc tcmpemtul'e mentioned. The process takos 
place slowly and begins at the edges. 

b. Quite dry white tin, in the form of a bloek, in contact with 
tl'J.res of powdered grey tin, undergoes change more rapidly. The 
change begins at the places where the white tin is in contact with 
the grey tin. 

c. White tin in the form of a block immersE'd in a so]ution of 
pink salt undergoes more rapid change than the combination b. 

d. White block tin, immersed in a óolution of pink salt and 
also in contact with traces of grey tin, is transformed more rapidly 
than c. 

f. When the wh~te tin is exposed to thc low temperature in the 
furm of filings tbe process takes place much more rapid1y than 
when the tin is in col1E'rent lumps. The veloeitieR of change under 
the rircumstances mentioned under a, b, c and a retain the same 
order as before. 

4. Grey tin, thel'efore, behaves under all circumstances as if it 
was infectious. If the change is once started it goes on at higher 
temperatures (up to 20° C.). ft is thus necessa1'Y in these investi
gations to e:rercise caution and to talce care that traces of grey tin 
are not impot'ted into tin stores, where thei1' presence might, as it 
were, give tise to a tin plague. Grey tin and the finely divided 
white tin formed from it above 20° C. can hardly be fused together 
ta a coherent mass, a part becoming useless owing to thf' violent 
oxiàation which it undergoeó in the finely divided state. 

5. We have already converted large quantities of white tin into 
th€' grey modificatlOll. In urder to attain this result quickly, 500 
grams of tin filings wale dlvided between several bottIes and some 
grums of grey tin, whi('h we possesser.l at the time, ware added to 
the contents of ea('h bottIe. The solution of pink salt wa'! a1so used 
in the transformat~on. At - 5° C. a hundred gl'ams of grey tin 
were outained in this way in eight days. 

6. The destruction of tbe white tin due to the formation of the 
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grey modification is enormous. One of our tin blocks is entirely 
fissured anel eaten away on the lower side whilst on the upper 
surface a number of grey protuberances are vi~ible which gradually 
become greater finalJy developing into large cracks. 

vte shall shortly report on some physical constants of grey tin 
anel on its crystalline form. 

We shall be pleasecl to senl! a sample of gJ ey tin to any ono 
interested in the matter. 

Amste1'clam, Chemical LaboratoJ:Y of the Univel'sity, 
September 1899. -

Chemistry. - "On a new kind of Transition Elements (sir,th 
kind)." By Dr. ERNST COREN. (Communicatcd by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). 

tRend in tbe ne:ll.t meetlng of September 30th 1899.) 

1. The name, óixth kind of transition element, win be applied 
to elements built up jn accordance with the formula: 

Rlectrode of a metal M Solution of a salt of Electrode of the metal 
in the modification Ct 

{stabIe modification). 

1't 1't' 

the metal M. .!l[in themodification.8 
(mctltstable modl

fication). 

Since, up to the present, no metal 
was known which, at suitable tempe
ratul'es, occurs in two modifications, 
it was impossible to realise an element 
of this kind. As Dr. VAN EYK and [ 
have shown 1), the metal tin has a 
transition point at 20° C. Below this 
temperature the socalled grey tin is 
the stabIe form, above it the white. 

Sll1ce the whlte modification may 
be considerably supercooled we may 
put togetheJ', below 20° C, an ele
ment '(see Fig'.) of thc farm 

1) Heplllt ot the sessioll of June 24th, 1 S91l, p. 31j, ana ot tin, ~"ssiol1, p. HIJ. 
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Solution of a tin 
salt. I 

Electrode of white 
tin. 

In the figure, a and bare glass tubes, 7 cm. long and 1~ cm. 
wide united by the wide middle-piece c. 

The grey modification of the tin is placed in a, tbe white in b. 
In contact with the powder in each tube is a platinum wire, "1 and 
1'2, which is fused into a glass tube and bent into a ring at its 
lower end. .An electrode made in this way has many advantages 
in practice 1) • 

.An aqueous solution of a tin salt is poured into a, band c, anI! 
a and bare closed with corks, kl and k2, which allow the wires 71 

and "2 to pass. \ The whole element thus formed may be suspended 
in a thermostat by means of the glass rod 9 which is fused to it. 

2. The theory of this element is easily given and offers, as will 
appear, many points of interest. 

If an electrode of grey tin is placed in a dilute solution of a tin 
salt, in which the tin ions have an osmotic pressure PI, the poten
tial difference between the electrode and the solution at the tem
perature T is 

ET Pg 
El=-log.-

nEo PI 

where n is the valency of tbe tin, 1'0 the number of coulombs attached 
to 1 gramion, Pg the electrolytic solution tension of tbe grey tin 
at the temperature Tand R the gas constant. 

If an electrode of white tin is now placed in the same solution 
we obtain 

RT Pw 
E2= -log.- • 

nEo PI 

The E. M. F. of tbe transition element so obtained is then repre
sented by the equation 

'" RT Pg 0.0001983 Pq 
E = EI-E2 = -log. - Volt = loglO nw Volts. . (I) 

n EO Pw 1l .r, 

0,0001983 '1' 
Since is a constant at a glven tempm'ature we see 

1l 

1) See ItxcUARDS nu(l LEWIS, Zeitschr. ful' llhys. Chemie, Bd. 28, S. 1 (1899). 
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from this that the E M. F. of the element is simply a function of 
tbc electrolytic solution tensions of the two modifications of tin. 

The employment of tbe element described as a transition element 
depends on the fact that at the transition temperature the two modi
fications become identicaJ, the grey modification bejng transformed 
into the white. In equation (lI, Pq and Pw are tben equal and E = O. 

In order to ,discover the transition point of the change 

grey tin ~ white tin 

it is therefore only necessary to find the temperature at wbich 
E= O. The appIication of tbis mE'thod is to be found in the com
munication which Dr. VAN EYK and I made some time ago on the 
Enantiotropy of tin 1). 

We can now go a step further and investigate tbe electrolytio solu
tion tensions. We require the equations 

ET Pg ET Pw 
El =--log. - alld E2=--log.-- . 

n 80 Pl n Eo PI 

By placing an electrode of grey or of white tin in a dilute solution 
of a tin salt and combining it with a normal (Hg--HgCl-1hoN . KCI) 
electrorle, El and E2 may be separately determineer. If the dissooiation 
of the tin solution is known, all the quantities required to calculate 
Pg and Pw are then known. 

From the equatious we obtain 

nEl nEl 
TI _ 100.0001983T 

.4q -Pl' and p. 10
U00019837' 

w=PI' 

4. In the first place an element was prepared with a sample of 

tin from Prof. HJELT of Helsingfors and the Iatio Pw deter
Pg 

gray 

mincd at different temperatures. 
I 

Recently we have succeeded in converting ordinal'y Banca tin 
into the grey modification in any deslred C]uantity 2). rfhe measure
ments here described arc to be l'epeated with this material whieh 
is particularly pure and tbe results together with tbe details of 
manipulation will be descnbed in a later communicatioll. 

1) See note 1 on pag. 149 
2) See pag. 152. 
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Tempera~Ul'e. 

1,067 

1,043 
1,017 

1,000 

The ratio is calculated by means of the eqllation 

5. Below the transition tem perature the modification which is 
metastable (the white) should have a greater solution tellsion than 
the grey (P'lV> Pg). From this it follows that grey tin must be 
precipitated from tin solutions below 20° C. when white tin is 
brought in contact with them, just as copper is plecipitated from 
a copper solution into which a zinc rod, for example, is dipped. 

The metal with the greater solution ten sion goes into solution 
whiist that with the smaller is preeipitated. 

6. In our researches on the Enantiotropy of tin 1) it was faund 
that tbe convel'sioll of white tin into the gray modific1\tion is highly 
favoured by tbe presence of traces of grey tin. 

What has jllst been said ahout the solution tension of the two 
modifications explains thc fact that the presenee of a solution of a 
tin salt is also very favorahle to the conversion of white tin into 
grey tin. 

Below 200 C. grey tin is always preeipitated from the solutioD 
of a tin salt by white tin; this process takes place, by analogy 
with what we know of other metals, very fast. In contrast to wbat 
sa aften happells with salt solutions, supersaturation does not oceur. 

If traces of grey tin are ouce present, they have a further acce
lcrating action on the process. (According to experiment.) 

7. We may now deduce anothér relationship which must exist 
between the ilisplacement of the transition point of the reaetion 

grey tin ~ white tin 

with the cxternal pressure exerted on the system and the tempera
tu re eoefficients of our transitioD element. 

For the grey tiu electrode we ~ave 

1) See note on pag. 149. 
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i l dEl • 
El = - + T --. . . . . • . . (1) 

'11 EO dT 

Here El is the difference of potential, at the absolute temperatUl'e 
T, between the grey tin and the tin solution in which it i:s im
roersed, i 1 is the heat of ionisation of thc grey tin, n the valency, 
and Eo = 96540 Coulombs. 

For the white modification we have: 

. + dE 
E2 = ~-.: + T_2 

• • • • • • • (2) 
nêo dT 

in which ?' represellts the heat of transition. 
From (1) and (2) we obtain, since El = E2 at the transition 

te Ol pera ture, 

of 

?' = 'TI 8
0 

T (dE1 _ dE2). • • • • • • • (3) 
dT dT 

Now we know that 

dD '1'1 
T-= ---- ..... 

dT Vw-Vg 
. . (4) 

wh ere T is the absolute transition temperature, D the external 
pressure, '1'1 the quantity of heat which is evolved when 1 kg. of 
white tin is converted into the grey modification, that is the heat 
of transition fol' 1 kg., and Vw and Vg are the volumes of 1 kg. 
of each rnodification in cllbic metres. Since '1' in equation (3) relates 
to one gram atomic weight and 1'1 in (4) to 1 kilogram, we have 

1000 ?' hA' h . . h f 1 1 e . 
'1'1 = --T-' w ere IS t e atomlC welg tot Ie meta lormlllg' 

the electrode. 
From (3) and (4) 

(
dEl dE2) 

dD=1000 '11"0 dy-dï- ...... (5) 
d'l A Vw- Vg 

The quantity to the right of the sign of equality is now expressed 
in Volt-Coulombs, or ergs X 107, If we wish to ascertain the change 
of the transition point produced by a ('hange of pressure of 1 atmo
sphere, we may write (5) as follows: 
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(
dEl dE2) 

dD nto TT- dT 

dT = 101.4 A (Vw- vy 
or: 

dT 101.4 A (Vw- Vg) A (Vw- Vg) -- = = 0,00105 • 
dD n E (dEl _ dE2) 11 (dEl _ dE2) 

o dT dT dT dl' 

The advantage of this equation, which so far as I am aware 
is deduced here for the fil'st time, is, from the practical point of 
view, that it is possible to determine the displacement of the trans
ition temperatnre hy external pressure by means of ,electrical meao 
surements, jf the specific gravities of the two modifications forming 
the electrodes have been determined. 

For the electrical determinations of the temperature coefficients 
of the two electrodes of tbe tlansition element in the neighbourhood of 
the transition point quite bmaU quantities of the electrode material (1 or 
2 gl'ams) suffice, whilst fol' calorimetrie determinations, which in tbe 
nature of things ar(:' less accurate, considerable quantitie'3 are required. 

The result of the measurements will be eommunicated as soon as 
tbc spE'cific gravity of tbe grey tiu has been determine~ in a com
plctcly satisfactory way. 

Amsterdam, Clzem. Lab. of the Univel'sity, September 1899. 

Chemistry. - Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM in presenting 
tbe disael'tation of Dr. D. J. HISSINK: "On '/'n1'xed Gl'ystals 
of Sodium nitrate witk Potassium nitl'ate and of Sodium nitrate 
witlz 8ilve~' nit~'ate", mak(:'s the following communication with 
respect to it. 

This research is a third contribution to our knowledge of the 
phenomena observed in thE' solidification of fused mixtures of two 
substances which form mixed crystals and in tbe transformation of 
tbe mixed crystals into another modification. 

With respect to the systcm KNOs + Na NOs the fact is mentioneu 
that mixed crystals arc fornled on solidification ; the limits within which 
tbese can exist are, however, sa narrow that it did not appear to be 
worth while to investigate the exact connection between the phenomena. 

Tbe solidification of thc system NaNOs + Ag NOs belongs to a 
type of which no example was known. The meltingpoint line rises 
continually from the meltingpoint of Ag NOs (208,06) to that of 
NaNOs (308°). It consists, ho wever, of two branches, AC and CB, 

\ 
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whirh join eaoh other at an angle at 217,02. Although all the mixed 
crystals are 1 hom bohedral, the series of mixtures is dÎsrontinuous; 
at 211°2 there is a surlden transition from mixed crystals with 
38 Ofo (in molecules) Na NOs (E) to those with 26 % (D). The fused 
mass which is in equilibrium with both containE! 19.5 % (in mole
cules) of NaNOs (0). 

On cooling the following tl'ansformation takes place at 217°, 
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This temperature possesses all 
the characteristics of a transition 
tem peratu re. 

The points on the lines EB 
and .4D represeut the composîtions 
of the mixed crystals which are 
deposited from a liquid having 
the composition represented by 
points on the lines OB aud AC 
corresponding to the same tem
perature. 

Below AD a series of homo
geneous mixed crystals containing 
fl'om 0 to 26 0/0 Na NOs eXÎsts, 
and below EB a similar seriE's 
from 38-100 % Na NOs. 

1'he mixed ct'ystals cOlltaining 
26 and 38% which coexist at 217°, 
gradually change in composition 
as the tempnrature falls, in sueh 
a way that the limits between 
which no mixture exists become 
more widely sepa,rated, so that 
at 138° they are 4.2 and about 
50 Ofo 1\ a NOs (El and ./). The 
reg ion within which homogeneous 
mixed crystals exist, becomes 
smaller and smaller. 

Below 1600 a change OCCUl'S in 
the series which is rich in silver, 
in cOllsequence of which the 
rhombohedral crystals are con
vqrted illto rhom bic crystals. 
With pure sil vel' nitrate this takes 

Proceedings ROyld Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. H. 
12 
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place ai 160°, the addition of sodium nitrate depresses this tem
perature. 

The limiting mixed crystal of the series which is rich in silver 
undergoes tbe change at 138°. 

Below 138° only l'hombic cl'ystals, containing much silver, and 
rhombohedral cr)'stal~, containlng much sodium, are capabte of 
existence. -

No transformation has been observed in tbe latter down to -.50°. 
The limits of composition of the two kinds of crystals become 

more and more restricted as tbe temperaturc falls bplow 138°, so 
that at 15° they are 0-1,6 % (in molecules) Na N03 and 64.4-
100 % Na NOs. 

The compositions of the coexisting limiting crystals were determined 
by allowing them to deposit beside each other from suitable solutions. 

'1'he transformation of the rhombohedral into rhombic cryslals on 
tbc lines FH and EG was detel'mined by means of an air dilatometer. 

Chemistry. - By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM: "The Nature 
of inactive Carvoxime." 

In continuation of tbe investigations of Mr. ADRIANI on the 
phenomena of fusion and solidification of mixtures of optical anti
podes, carvoxime bas been examined. Samples of the d- and l-oximes 
were prepared for us through the kindness of Prof. GOLDSCH!.lIDT 

of Heidelberg. 
Up to the present time the inactive carvoxime has been regarded 

as a racemic compound. This view rpsted on thc faets that the 
melting point is higher than that of the active substances and that 
the density is greater (1.126 against 1.108). 

The investigation of the melting and solidifying points gave the 
following results. 

Composition of the Commence- End of 
ment of 

fnsed mass. solidificntion. solidification. 

-
100% à of l 72° 72° 

99 " " 72°4 -
98 " '/ 73°0 -
95 " " 75°4 73° 
90 " " 79°0 75° 
80 IJ IJ 84°6 80° 
75 " " 86°4 820 

70 1/ " 88°2 85° 
60 " " 90°4\ -
50 " /I 91°4 91°.4 
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The results of these dctel'minations are reproduced in the accom
pnnying figUle. Thc line ACB reprf'sents the beginning-, ADB tbe 
end of the soJidification. To begin with, it is to be remarked that, 
setting out from thC' end points, the first li ne at once rises on addition 
of tbe active compound of opposite sign. 

There is thercfore only one meltingpoint line and, eonsequently, 
thc solid mass must eonsist of mixed erystals, and the inactiye 
substance (50 pCt. d of l) is not a racemie compound but a pseudo
raeemic mixed erysta]. 

It were however eonceivable that from A or BasmalI fall occurs, 
",hich escapes observation, because the rise begins at a yery 

small concentration of the second 
oxime. If this were the rase tbe 
inactive oxime would really be a 

95° racemie rompound. The matter 
C can, howeyer, be readily decided. 

90° If it is a racemic compound thc 
solidification of all mixtures, from 

85° 0 to 50 pCt. dor l, must terminate 
at the temperature of the eutectie 

80° point, wbich exists where the 
short falling lines from A and B 

75° meet the line of the racemic 
(lompound. 

7(J° \---1---1--+--!-----1 In our case therefore the solidi-
_-S~__=:ll<-__''''''-_'''''80''__--' fication of all mixtures between 

L 20 ]) o and 50 pCt. would llave tel'-
minated just below 72°. 

The flnal solidifying points, which Wf're susceptible ohery accurate 
observation, He however on the line ADB and change continuously 
with the concentration. 

For same concentrations thc elld point was detel'mined hy obser
ving the course of the cooling as a function of the time in a bath 
at constant temperaturc. By this means the time, and therefore a1so 
the tempel'ature, at wbieh the soJidification is complete may be 
observed with great accuracy. 

The curve ADB confirms the view that mixed crystals are formed 
on solic1ification at all concentrations. 

Thirdly it is 5upported by the analysis of crystaIs which were 
c1eposited from a fused mixture containing 20 pCt. of l-oxime. If 
the line ACB were tbe melting point line of a racemic compound, 
this compoun(l ,,,ould be dt>posited frorn the fused mass; if mixed 

12'" 
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crystals are formed they must }lave the composition given by the 
point on the line DB, which lies on the horizontal IIlle c1rawn 
through thc point on CB which- corresponds to 20 pCt. of l-oxime_ 

The solid mass, weighing 0.69 gram, which was deposited from 
7 grams of liquid, containillg' 21.7 pCt. of l-oxime, was found to 
coniain 32 pOt. The composition of the solid was determ~ned by 
poJarisation and corrected for the adhering mother liquor. The 
quantity of the latter was determined hy adding some CH Bra and 
determining the bromine in the liquid and in the drained crystals. The 
result agret's very weU with the position of tbe line DB determined 
from tbe final solidification points. 

Not onJy do wc obtain thus a continuous series of mixed cl'ystals 
on solidification, but we have here the first example of such a series 
with a maximum meltiup:point, which naturally lies at 50 pCt. 
In agreement with the theory the composition of the fused mass 
and of the mixed crystals is tbe same at this point and the interval 
of solidification therefore vallishes. 

The opinion, which I expressed, that even in the case of mixed 
crystals of optical isomers the equality of melting points, looked fol' 
by KIPPING and POPE, does not necessarily exist, is confirmed by 
this example. 

It is worthy of attention that the rule, that racemie compounds 
with a higher density tban their actÎve components a]so bave a 
higher meltingpoint, appears to be applicabJe also to mixed crystals; 
always providing th at the difference in density obsel'ved at tbe 
ordinary temperatUI'e still exists near the melting points. Probably 
this wiJl remain, at least qualitatively, unchanged. 

The possibility still exists that carvoxime forms mixed crystals 
on solidification, which change at lower temperatures wholly or 
partially iuto a racemic compound. 

Betwecn 100 and 900 ho wever no indication of sneh a change 
could be found by means of the dilatometer with an inactive mixtme. 

Tbat at lower temperatures the inactive oxime, obtained from 
solutions for example, is a mixed crystal and not a compound is 
eupported by the great cl'ystallographic simllarity between the in
active and active crystals which BEYER has observed (Zeits. Krystall. 
18, 296, 18VO). 

The density rule of RETGERS would, therefore, not hold good for , 
this kind of mixed crystals. 
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Chemistry. - «On Isomorphous Oompounds of Gold and M ercul'y." 
By Prof. TH. H. BEHRENS. 

In bis Manual of Microcbemical Analysis tbe autber bas pointed 
to analogies between thiocyanates of gold and mercury. 

Renewed investigation of tbis subject bas shown, that the iso
morphism of tbese double thiocyanates canllot be fully established 
by means of compound crystals. Halogen compounds bave then been 
tried, and from these complete series of compound crystals have 
been obtained. They were prepared by adding to mixed solutions 
of tbe cblorides and bromides of gold and mercury cblorides or 
bromides of tballium, caesium and rubidium. Thallous compounds 
act pl'omptly; tbe compound crystals are interspel'sed witb :flaltes of 
tricbloride or tl'ibromide of thallium. The action of caesium and 
rubidium compounds is slower and Ie ss energetic. It can be bastened 
and furthered by adding ab out one telltb~part of alcohol. This takes 
up one tbird of tbc hal ogen , tbat was combined witb goM (sbown 
by a change of colou! in tbe solution of bromides) while gold dichlo· 
ride or - dibromide is fixed in the compound crystals along witb 
dicbloride or dibromide of mercury. If 110 alcohol is added the 
balogen, split oft' from the gold trihaloid must form trihaloid of 
caesium or rubidium, wbich is also readily attacked Ly hyàrolysis. 

Finally it rnay be mentiolled, that the compound crystals of 
bromides will be found usefnl in testing for gold. With caesium 
the solubility is smalI, and tbe yeliow colour of the crystals is seen 
witbout difficulty with a proportion of oue part of gold to fifty parts 
of mercury. 

Physics. - Prof. J. D. VAN DER W A.ALS presents on behalf of 
Dr. G. BAKKElt of Schiedam a paper on: «A remm'k 
on fhe Moleculm' Pofential Func~ion of Prof. V A.N DER WAALS." 

In his "Tbermodynamiscbe Theorie der Capillariteit in de onder
stelling van continue dichtbeidsveranclering" Prof, VAN DER WAALS 
:!inds for the potentialof two material points at a distance 'I' the 
expression 

in which C, f and }. represent the constants. 
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Some time later 1) Prof. VAN DER W .. HLS pointed out a rem ark
ablo property of that function. He fuund tbat if a cóeffioient 
depending on the radius, is left out of account, in consequence of 
tbis functioD tbe potentialof a homogeneous sphel'e for an exterior 
point is determined by the distance between tbe point and tbe 
centre of the sphere in the same way as if tbe whole maas were 
concentrated in the centre. 

On account of the great importance, practical as weIl as theore
tical, of such a fUDction for a theory of gases and liquius, which 
assumes spherical molecules (bi which the potential ellergy might 
de determineb in a simple way by the configuration of the centres 
of the molecules), I examined the question WIl ether th ere are more 
potential functions, which possess this properfy. As a solution I 
found the general function: 

A e-qr B eqr 
cp(r)=--+--+C . ..... (1) 

r r 

in which A and Bare arbitral'y positive and negative constants. 
Far a spberical shell the coefficient depends on the radius in the 
following manner: 

eqR-e-qR 
F(R) = . 

2qR 

If however, we restriet ourselves to attractive' forces, which 
decrease according to the distance, the most general function is that 
of VAN DER WAALS, viz: 

fe-qr 
cp (r) = C - • 

r 

If for this potential function a spherical (homogeneous) mass 
assumes this property, it wiJl also be the case for a spherical she11 
and vice versa. 

Let R be the radius 
of a sphel:ical shell 
which is tbougbt 
infinitely thin, P the 
point on which tbe 

~~-----+r-----------~~ 
P sben acts, dR tbe 

Fig. 1. 

thickness and M the 
centre of tbe she11. 

IJet us irnagine a 
cone wi th an infini
tely small aperture 

1) See I/Zeitschrift fUr physiknlische Chemie", xnr, 4, Seite 720, 1894. 
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dro, of which .. 11 is the vertex, then this cone wilI cut trom thé 
she11 a volume R2 dR dw, If {! is thc density, the mass of the element 
in A is:, R2 dR dw Q, If (p ('1') represents the form of the potential 
fUDction, tbe potential enel'gy of a unity of mass in P in con se
quence of the element in A is: R2 dR d(jJ (! cp (p), prepresenting the 
distance between A and P, 

If we turn the figure round MP as axis, the element in A describes 

an annular space, so that jdw = 21/;sin8d8; 8 representing LAJ1.P. 

In eonsequence of the annular space the potential energy in .P is: 

2 1/; R2 dR sin 8 dÓ (! cp (p) = - 2 1/; R2 dR d C08 8 (! cp (p) • 

Now p'J = R2 + '1'2 - 2 R'1' cos 0, in which '1' = MP, so 

2 P dp = - 2 R.r d C08 8 • 

The expression for the potential energy becomes therefore: 

21/; R9 d R 
Q R r p dp tp (p) 

or because 4 n R2 dR Cl l'epresents the mass of the she1l: 

1 M 
"2 Er p cp (p) dp • 

The integration over the whole of the shell gives: 

r+R 
1 M( 
2" Er] p cp (p) dp . 

r-R 

If F (R) represents the before mentioncd coefficient and F (R) a 
fUllction of R which is also to be determined, we may write: 

If we leave an absolute constant out of account, this equation 
furnishes the potential function, belonging to a force acting in the 
reg uired manner. 

Let us put: 
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1'+R 

!PP(P)dp=2RrF(R)p(r)+2RrF(R) • •. (a) 
r-R 

If we differentiate this identity twice with respect to rand also 

twice with respect to R, and put J r p (r) dr = lP (r), we get: 

lP" (r + R) - tfJ" (r - R) = 4 R F (R) p' (r) -+- 2 R,- F(B) pil (r) 

and 

lP" (r + R) - 1{1" (r - R) = 4 r p (r) F' (R) + 2 Er p (r) F" (R) + 

+ 4 r P (R) + 2 Rr F' (R) • 

Tbe Ieft sidc members of these equations ~re the same, so also 

2 RF (R) p' (r) + Rr F (R) pr, (r) = 2 r p (r) F' (R) + 

+ Rr p (r) F" (R) + 2 r Fr CR) + Rr P" (R) 
or 

_2_rJ;_' (-'r)----.;..+_r _,p'_' ('-.1') = 2 F' CR) + RF" (R) + _1_ 2 F' (R) + RF" (R) • 
'f (p (r) R F (R) P (r) RF (R) 

Rand r not beil1g dependent on each other, we get separately 
2F'(R) + RFI/(R) . . . 

1.... RF(R) =C1,mwhIChC1IsanabsoIuteconstant 

2 P'(R) + RF"(R) 
2 • ' C~ also absolutely constant 

)(, F CR) 

and 3 . . . . 2 Cf} (r) + r p" (r) = C; + ~ . 
l' P (r) P (r) 

The solution of equation 3 will furnish the general form for the 
required potential function. 

If we write 'f = $ and p (r) = y, the last equation becomes 

Ol' 
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This equation has, accoràing to Cl being positive or uegative, 
the sol utions : 

C2 -xJ/c xVc 
X,!! + - X = Ae J + Be J 

Cl 

or 

:ry + ~: X = Al sin (.v V'-CI + «) 

in which A, B, Al and a are arbitrary constants. 
1'he potential function becomes therefore; 

or 
Al sin (ri/-C] + a) C2 

cp Cr) = r - Cl • • • • • (6) 

Ir we put Cl = q2 in the first case and Cl = - q2 in thc second 
case, the potential functions become: 

• . • . • . (Sa) 

or 
Al sin (qr + a) C2 cp ('1') = - - . . . . . . (6a) 

r q2 

If we restrict ourselves to functions which relate to forces as 
they occl1r in nature, the second potential function must be 
e:h.cludcd, and according to an above mentioned remark, the most 
general expression becomes: 

Ae -ql' + Be qr C2 
tp ('1') = - ~. . . . . . . (5b) 

r q 

The factor .F (R) is detel'mined by equation 1. 1'hIS equation be~ 
cornes identical with equation 4, if we put C2=0. The general so~ 
lution becomes therefore: 

Me qR + Ne-gIl 
F (R) = R . • . • • . (7) 
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.A.ccording to equation (2) the followmg equation holds good for 
function F (R) : 

2F'(R)+RF"(R)= q~( Me
qR 

+Ne-
qR

) 

We Bnd easily: 

in which E and D represent constants. 
If in equation a we substitute the expressions we have found, 

for cp ('1'), F (R) and F(R), we find the relations which must exist 
between the constants. We shall easily find: 

M=~ 
2q 

1 
N=--

2q 
Therefore 

Ae -qr + Be q. 02 
cp ('I') = 'I' - 9.2 . . . . . . (9) 

and 
qR -qR 

F (R) = e -; ;R ....•.•• (10) 

The potential for a spherical she11 in pQint P (see fig. 1), becomes 
therefore I) : 

qR - qR ...4 -qr + B qr e -e e e 
M F (R) cp ('I') = M X -_.:....---

2 qR 'I' 

If Q is the density, then 4 n R2 d R Q = M. I!'or the whole sphere 
we get therefore for the potential in an outside point: 

2 A.e -qr + Be qr \ 1 (D 1) qR + 1 (R + 1) - qR I 
= n Q qr /"-q ,J.o--q e q -q e I 

1) We put the constant of the potential function = O. 
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r 
e À 

Starting fram the function ep (1') = - f-
9' 

(Thermadynami -

sche Theorie der Kapillar. Zeitschrift für phys. Chem. XIII, 4, 
18H4 P 721) Prof. VAN DER WAALS finds: 

The coefficient is the same as in the more general form of the 
potential function. If we take the more general expression 

r r 
Ae'-À + Be À • 

cp (1') = far B = 0 and A = - f, we get the funchan 
l' 

of Y AN DER W A.ALS. 
The theary of capillarity requires farces, w hieh decrease with the 

distance and are attractive. The latter condition furnishes: 

_ ep' (1') negative or cp' (1') positive. 

We have: 

So: 

for all positive values of r. 
If we take l' = À, we get: 

2A 
-<BeXO 
e 

from which follows that A. must be negative. Put .A = -!, in 
which f represents a positive value, ihe last inequality but one 

becames: 

~ fe - i-( 1 + :) < Be f (: - 1 ) 
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Öl' 

For always increasing values of r, the left hand membel' tends 
to zero and the coefficient of B becomes infinite. Therefore (sym
bolically) : 

or 

80 13 cannot be negative. 
The former condition furnishes: 

(A is replaced by - I). 

d cl (1') 
-a-r- <0 

If l' is always more increasèd, the left hand member becomes 
infinite, whereas the right hand member decreases infinitely. 

Therefore symbolically 

B X + 00 <IX + O. 

So B cannot be positive. 
As therefore- B can be neither negative nor positive, B must be O. 
The fnnction of VAN DER WAALS is the most general function 

which fu1fi1s the conditions of the tbeory of capillarity and possesses 
the above mentioned property. \ 

In answer to a letter on thc subject discussed here, Prof. 
'VAN DER WAALS and Prof. KORTEWEG were 80 kind to draw my 
attention to the wOl'k of Dr. C. NEUMANN: nAllgemeine U nter
suchungen über das NEWTON 'sche Princip der Fernwirkungen mit 
besonderer Rücksicht auf die elektrischen Wirkungen" Leipzig 
B. G. TEUBNER, 1896. 
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Tbc prinC'ipal problem, discussed by the author is as follows: 
Wbat must be tbe form of the potential function of electric agens, 
spread over different conductors, in order to make an electrostatic 
equilibrium possible. (The possibility of sllch an equilibrium is con
sidered as an axiom). 

Dr. NEUMANN finds as the most genera I potential function: 

Áe- ar Be-(lr Ce- rr 
(p (r) = --+ + + . . . 

r r r 

a, (1, r ... A, Band Care unknown positive and negative 
quantities. 

Aftel' this the conditions are inquired into, which these quantities 
must fulfil, in order to make an equilibrium possible. The result 
may be expressed in tbis thesis: 

.,Es sei gegeben il'gentl eiD System von Conductoren und Isola
toren. Jeder Isolator sei ruit einer festen electrischen Vertheilung in 
seinem Innern, und zugleich mit einer testen electrischen Belegung 
an seiner Oberfl.äche versehen. Andererseits sei jeder Conductor 
entweder zur Erde abg'eleitet, oder abel' isolirt und mit einer gege
benen Elektricitätsmenge geladen. 

Alsdann wird füI' dieses System, unter Zugrundelegung der Potan-
tialfunction : 

\ 

Ae- ar Be-(lr Ce-rr 
q;(r)= +--+ + 

l' l' l' 

\ , 
stets ein elektrischer Gleichgewichtszustand existiren, faUs nul' die 
Con~tanten a, (j, r ... alle positiv, und die Constanten A, B, C ... 
nlle von einerlei Vorzeichell sind. 

Zu diesen Bedingungen wird offen bar für den besondern Fall, 
dass die Reihe ins U nendIiche fOl'tschreitet, noch die hinzuzufügen 
sein, dass die Reihe convergirt, sowie aucb die, dass Integral' 

J~ (1') E d-ç 

18 = cubic density and d-ç = element of volume I 

einen bestimmten Sinn habe. 
In that particular case thai we restrict ourselves to the first 

Ae- .. r 
term, and so assume as potential the farm cp (1') = ---- the 

r 
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Ïunction is simply the potential function of v A:N DER WAALS 

( A = - f and a = ~). 
For this case Dr., NEUMANN points out the property which 

Prof. VAN DER W AAI,S has aIso fonnd for his potelltial function. 
(Zeitschrift füI' phys. Chemie XIII, 4, 1894, p. 721). He states 
his thesis as follows: 

Die Einwil'kung einer homogenen materiellen Kugeltläche auf 
äussere Pnnkte \\ ird J bei Zugrulldelegung des Ge&etzes: 

Ae-"r 
(p(r)= --

l' 

genau dieselbe sein, als rührte sie her von eiuem einzigen im Centl urn 
der Fläche befindlichen materieIlen Punkt. 

I U nd zwal' hat die Ma~se M dieses der gegebenen Fläche äquiva
lenten materiellen Punktes den Werth: 

e"R- e -.eR ( Ca R)2 Ca R)1< 
M=.M =M 1---+-r::-+ 2aR n3 n~ 

wo .M die Gesammtmasse der gegebenen Fläche, und R den Radius 
derselben bezeichnet. Es ist mithin: 

und zwar wird der FalI M = M nul' dann eintreten, wenn die Con
Ae-"r 

stante a des Gesetzes cp (1') = verschwindet, jenes Gesetz also 
l' 

in das NEWToN'sche Gesetz sieh verwandelt. 
Moreover the remark is made, that if as potential tbe 

genera] function 

A e- "r B e-I'r G e-'Yf 

(p(r)=--+ +--+ 
l' l' l' 

is taken, also in this case a homogeneous spherical 8he11 acts on 
an exterior poin t, as if the mass: 

\ ettR _ e-a1l e(311 - e-I'll ~ 

M=.M/ 2aR + 2/'lR + .... ~ 

were concentrated in the centre. 

') 'lf (n) = 1. 2. 3 •.. n = Function of GAUSS. 
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1 must, however, point out that tbis thesis is not of the same 
nature as that proved hy Prof. V A.N DER WAALS for the funetion 

4rrt" 
cp ('1') = -~ -. In this case namely we must be able to find the 

'1' 
potential in the point in que~tion by a simple multiplication of the 
potential function ,vith a eoëffi.eient, depending on the radius of the 
8he11. This is not the case with the general funetion. 

Every term of the function cp (1') must be multiplied with the 
corresponding coefficient, to get the total potentiaI. 80 it l'emains a 
superposition of different potentials. 

The problem wbich I have treated: what must be the form of 
the potential funetion, by whieh a spherical shen acts on exterior 
points, as if (lp.aving a coefficient out of account), the mass was con
centrated in the centre, was not discussed. 

The second problem wbich I have tried to solve, is this. Is there 
a potcntial function whieh possesses the propel'ty just mentioned, 
while it is constant fOf a point illside the 8he11. 

For the potentialof a sparical shell at an exterior point we 
have found: 

r+R 

1 MJ' - - pq;(p)dp 
2 R'r 

rp = potential function. 
r-R 

For an interior point we should have got: 

R+r 
1 Mf - -- p (p (p) dp . 
2 R'r 

R-r 

If we put Jr cp ('1') d'r = l/J ('1'), we get 

v= 2~r jl/'(R+1')-lf'(R-r)~. 

The general form for the potential function, fulfilling the first 
condition was: 

A e-qr B egr 
rp(r)=--+--+C. 

'I' '1' 

.(1, IJ, 0 and q are arbitrary eonstants. The mass-coefflcient depends 
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on1y on q. Now the question is: is it possible to choose those con
stonts in sueh a way that the potentialof a spherical sht>ll with a 
radius R becolllcs constant for points inside the shell? 

So 

M \ A B 1 V= -- __ e-q(R+l)+- i'q(R+I) + -G(R+ '1')2+ 
2 Rrl q q 2 , 

A BIl +-e-Q(R-l) __ e-q(R-r)_-C(R-r)2\ . 
q IJ 2 

rrhe expression must now depend on '1'. It is easy to see that we 
]lave only to take A = J eqR and B = - j e-qR , to get Cf = con
stant) : 

MI j f j j I 
V = -- - -e - qr - - eqr + - eq! + - e-qr + 2 C Rr \ = :Al. C 

21~r I q q q q 
\ 

in which we have also fulfilled the second condition. 
The poten tial function becomes therefore: 

e-qr eQr 
tp ('I') =feqR- -fe-qR- + C. 

r '1' 

Considered supel'ficially we now get in contradiction with the 
theorcm of LAPLACE, whi0h states that the ]aw of NEWTON is tbc 
only law which fulfils the condition, that the spherical sheH exer
cises no force on a point inside it. In reality this theoram includes 
more. Thc function of forces must namely keep this pl'operty without 
change of thc constant, wllatever the radius of a spherical sheB may 
beo However in the case discussed by us the radius of the shell is 
given alld in the potential we have therefore introduced constants 
depending Oll the radius of the she11. 

A.s solution of equation (4) we found two in tt>grals. If we had 
substituted function (6a) in equation a and if, in the same way 
as before, we had sought the condihons which the dIfferent coef
ficients must fulfil, \\ e should have found that C = 0 and further 

F (R) = sinqR 
qR 
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The potcllti,tl of a bpheIical bhell in point P UC'COllleb thmcful'c: 

sin q R Al sin Cqr + a) 1 
M-- ). 

qR '/' 

. A 1 sin (qr + a) . . 
Though the functlOn IS of no lmportance for the 

'/' 

theory of tbe moleeular forces, it has nevertheless another remarkable 
physical signification. 

By twice differentiating with respect to x, we shall easily find: 

d2cp d '1,rp 
In the same way we find for -,,- and -2- corresponding expres-

dy~ dz 

SlOns. By adding these equations, we get: 

2 Al q'1, sin (q'/' + a) 2 
'iJ cp = - = - q cp. • • • (11) 

'/' 

As is weB lmown this differential equation is of great importance 
in the theory of the conduction or heat. The function found is an 
extension of the calorie potentialof MATHIEU. 

.A e-qr + B eqr 
If we had deduced for the first found function cp (1') = -----

l' 

the second differential coefficient according to :c, we should have 
found: 

If we calculate in the same way the corresponding expressions for 
d2cp d2cp 
-- and -, we find bv putting the three quantities tOl1:ether: 
dg2 dz2 • ~ 

I) In putting q = 0 we refind the potential which we should have fouud according 
to the law of attlaction of NEWTON. 

13 
l'roccedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II 
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• • . (12) 

In the particular ctlse that A = - ~ and B =~, the relation 
2q 2q 

between the two equations (11) and (12) is evident. The function 
A e-qr + B eqr eqr - rqr 

cp ('1') = becomes: . If we substitute q V-I 
'1' 2 ql' 

for q, the lat ter expression becomes: 
~ 

eQ1V-1 - e-qrV-l 

2q'1' V-I 
sin q'1' 

=--. 
q'1' 

This function is a special case of the more general 

A 1 sin(q'1' t a) 1 
cp ('1') = . Al = - and a = 0 • 

'1' q 

Dy substituting in equation (12) q V -1 for q, we get equation 
(11), If q = 0 the two equations yield the weU known equation: 

"iJ2 = 0 • 
The functions 

A e-qr + B "qr Al sin (q'1' + a) 
cp ('1') = and cp ('1') = --=-_.:..:.-~-.: 

'1' '1' 

are solutions of two different partial differential equations of thc 
2nd order, uut we have seen that they are also common solutions 
of the same probler:l. 

We might also have deduced the partial differential equation (12) 
in the following way: 

A e-ar A ( q2 '1'2 qO 9,3 ) 
-=- l-Q'1'+---+ .. = 

'1' '1' n2 n3 

and 

l' 

B ( q2 7,J q3 '1'3 
=- 1+'11'--+-, + 

'1' n2 n3' .)= 

• 
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80: 

Ar'lr + Be'lr A + B (A + B)q2'1' (B-A)q3 1'2 
--'1'--- 'I' =q(B-A)+ 1f2 + n-3 + .. 

If we apply to the two members of this equation the operation 
7 2, we find 

2~Ae-qr+Beqr _ 2 ~A+B+(B_A) +(A+B}q2r+l_ 
'iJ t 'I' - q t 'I' q 7Z" 2 \ -

Ae-'lr + Begr =q2 ____ _ 
l' 

In the same way equation (11) may ahm be deduced. 
On the other hand, if $2 + y2 + z2 = 1,2, it is possible to show 

that the solutions of the differential -equations "iJ2 g; = ± q2 P, give 
exactly those functions that possess the property found by Prof. VAN 

DER WAALS for the potential function - f e-'lr . We have, viz: 

dp dep dr 
ck =d; dJ] 

and because 1'2 = $2 + y2 + z2 : 

dr 'I' 

-=-
ik l' 

therefore 

7' 

d2~ 1 x2 

d.I.:;' --;-7 

. dZp d2p. 
If we deduce the expressIOns for 2 and - III the same way, 

dy dz2 

we find by addition: 

The differential equations "iJ2 p = ± 92 p ma)' therefore be written 
in the following way: 

d},p 2 dgJ _+ __ = ±q2p 
dr2 l' d'r 

(IS) 

13* 
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We get these equations, wben for Cl we substitute + q2 and 
- g2 respectively in equation (4) and wh en we put C2 = 0, and 
tbis provps tbat the solutions of (13) fuIfil the condition in question. 

In a further paper I hope to prove the two following theorems: 
I. If in a region of space f! and vare functions of 3', ,IJ and z, 

and v satisfies the three following conditions : 
lst v and its dBferential C'oeffirients with respect to .1', y and z are 

everywbere continuous ; 
211d with the exeeption of some points or surfaees in tbis space 

d2v d2v d2v 

d 2' + -2 + d ~ = q2 V - 4 n (A + B) (! ; 
:r dy :::~ 

dv dIJ dv 
3ld tbe prod nots a'v, yv, zv, :x2 -, '!t 2 ~ en :;;2 - are now here 

de d.r dz 
infinite; 

then v is tbe potential with respect to the point :v, y and 
z of an agens, the density of which is (I, while thé potential 
functiall is expressed by: 

.A e-qr + B egr 
Cf> (?) = -----

'I' 

H. If the same conditions as in I hold for (! and v witll this 
modification that - q2 is substituted for q2 and A sin ct for A + Bi 

then v is thc potential with respect to point .c, ',Ij and z of an 
agens, the density of wbich is fj, wbilc the potential function is 
expJ essed by 

A sin (<f'l' + ct) 
Cf> ('I') = . ,. 

Hydrography, - Tidal Constants in tlle Larnpong- alld Sabaw~ 
bay, Sumatra. By Dr. J. P. VAN DER STOK. 

1. Telok Betang. 
ct. From April 23,1897 to April 22,1898 tidal observations have 

been made in the Lampong.bay on the road of Telo/i Betang, sit
uated in 50 27' Lat. S. aud 1050 16' Long. E. at the 6 hours of 8 
alld 10 a. m., noon 2, 4 and 6 p. m. 

As in the eastern pal·ts of Sunda-strait thc normal (i. e. oceanic) 
tides of the lndian Oee:m must show a mo\'e or less gradual trans-
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ition to the peculiar tidal régime of the Java-sea, the cotidal Hnes 
run here very near to each other, by which reason two places, 
situated at no great distance may show very different tidal constants. 
For sueh stations a simple interpolation with respect to intensity 
or time of oecurrence is not allo wed , and the determination of thc 
characterising constants is of great importance because it is thc 
only way of obtaining exact data concerning the manner in which 
tidal waves progress and mutually interfere. 

The observations have been made at the request of Major 
J. J. A. MULI,ER of the rropographical Service, who wanted au 
exact determination of the general water-level in the bay in behalf 
of the Topographical Survey of Sou th-Sumatra. 

b. The COllstants of the partial tides M21 0 and N have been 
compllted in the ordinary way by arrangement of tbe records according 
to the different periods; the constants of the other tides SII S21 Kl, 
K21 Sa, Ssa and tbe vaille of tbe general mean W have been cal
culated by pleans of tbe monthly means. The problem, therefore, 
consisted in computing 15 quantities from 73 equations in tbe 
simplest anrl most advantageous manDer; it would have been a 
tedious work to apply directly to this problem the method of tbe 
1. sq. and the reaults would not have been more accurate than 
by using tbe following abbreviated metbod. 

c. The constants of the tides SI and 'S2, as also the general mean 
value W, are deduced from the 6 eqllatioDs given by the hourly 
meana taken over the whole year. 

These equatioDs are for the given homs: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(::i) 
(6) 

8 a.m. = W + SI cos (300° -Cl) + S2 COB (240° -C2) 

10" = W + SI COB (3300-C1) + S2 COB (300 0 -C2) 

noon = W + SI COB Cl + S2 COB C2 

2 p.m. '= W + SI cos (30a 
- Cl) + S2 cot (600 

- C2) 
4 " = W + SI C08 (60 0 

- Cl) + S2 cos (1200-C~) 
6 " = W + SI C08 (90 0 

- Cl) + S2 cos (1800 -C2) 

Mean: W + 0.644 Sl cos (15°-CI ). 

By combination of (1) with (4), (2) with (5) and (3) with (6) 
82 is eliminated, the result is: 

(1) + (4) = 220.2 ~.M. = 2Sl llin (750 
- Cl) sin 45° + 2W 

(2) + (5) = 219.1 IJ = 2S1 sin (105°-C1) sin 450 + 2 W 
(3) + (6) = 218.7 " = 2S1 sin (135°-C1) sin 45° + 2 W 
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These. three equations are satisfied by the vaIues: 

W = 111.17 cM., 81 = 2.70 cM., Cl = 207°8' 

Substituting these values in equations (1), we find, on putting: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4), 
(5) 
(6) 

-
and from these 

0.5 X + 0.866 Y = 12.731 cM. 
-0.5 X + 0.866 Y = 10.801 " 

X ~ = 1.634 " 
0.5 X + 0.866 Y = 12.731 " 
0.5 X + 0.866 Y = 10.802 " 

X = 1.636 " 

(1) + (2) + (4) + (5) = 3.464 Y = 47.065; Y = 13.:>87 e.M. 

Substituting this value of Y in (1) (2), (4) anrI (5) we find: 

X = 1.930 càl. 
and in (3) and (6) 

x = 1.634 cM. 

The difference is smalI, but it points to a systematic error, e. g. 
in the assumption that the diurnal variation may be represented by 
only two periodic terms instead of by three or more, owing to the 
somewhat aperiodic description of the inf!uence of land- and seabreezes. 

As a flnal value we take: 

1.930 X 4 + 1.634 X 2 
X= 6 = 1.832cM. 

82 = 13.71 cM. 

d. With a view of calculating the constants of the tides Kl and 
P the following sums and differences of the monthIy means are used. 

a b c 
,(8)+(10) (12)+(2) (4)+(6) a-b a-c 

April 210.1 212.6 215.6 - 2.5 - 5.5 
May 155.8 218.2 237.5 -62.4 -81.7 
Juna 184.5 247.9 269.4 -63.4 -84.9 
July 198.8 263.6 283.9 -64.8 -85.1 
August 220.2 290.9 294.8 -70.7 -74.6 
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a b c 

(8)+(10) (12+(2) (4)+(6) a-b a-c 

September 218.4 278.5 252.3 -60.1 -33.9 

October 203.4 234.7 196.û -31.3 6.8 

November 206.4 212.0 170.4 - 5.6 36.0 

December 197.9 182.6 161.6 15.3 36.3 

.Tanuary 210.1 199.2 201.8 10.9 8.3 

February 189.2 207.5 217.0 -18.3 -27.8 

March 179.9 217.8 231.8 -37.9 -51.9 

.April 188.8 245.3 231.2 -56.5 -42.4 
(-42.1) (-32.6) 

The differenees (a.-b) and (a-c) are independent of W, the general 
mean, of the annual and semi-annual variations and of disturbing 
influenees as far as they may be considered to be the same at the 
different hours of the day or i. o. w. last for some days. 

The influenee of SI and Sz is the same tor every month, 80 that 
the pe1'iodic variation, which js evident in the differoncel::l, is eansed 

exclusively by the tides 1(1, Pand Kz· 
The figures in brackets -42.1 and -32.6 are obtained by 

eom bining the two vaIues for the month of April in sueh a way th at 
to each vaIue is given a weight equal to the number of days of 

observation resp. 8 and 22. 
The series is considered therefore to commence with May lst, a 

fact which must be taken into consideration in applying tbe astro
Domical argument. Representing the single-periodic variation of the 

diffel'ences (a-h) and (a-c) by the expression : 

a _ b = A cos 30° x + B sin 30
0 

x I 
a _ c = Al cos 30° Ir + El sin 300 x ~ • • • • (2) 

we find by the method of the 1. sq.: 

B = - 28.68 .A = - 26.58 
Al = - 51.88 BI = - 25.62 

The influence of tbe tides 1(11 P en Kz in the monthly mean 

vaIues may be represonted by the expressions: 
(1) Kl Rz cos (300 x +315° - Ck) + PR'), cos (30

0 

x + 75
0 

+ Cp) 
(2) Kl Rp' cos (300 Ir +345° - Ok) + PR'), ros (30

0 

al + 45° + Cp) 
(3) Kl Rz cos (30° a: + 15° - Ck) + PRz cos (30

0 

:r + 15
0 + Cp) 

(4) Kl Rp, cos (300 3J + 450 - Ck) + PBz cos (30
0 

J' - 1&0 + Cp) (3) 
(5) 1(1 Rz cos (300 al + 'i5° - Ck) + PR'), C08 (30

0 

x - 45° + Cp) 
(6) 1(1 Rz cos (300 :I: +105° - Ok) + PR2 cos (30

0

:1: - 75° + Op) 
Mean. 0.644 Kl Rz cos (30° x + 300 -Ck) + 0.644 P Rz cos (30

0

a: + Cp) 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

\ 
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K2 Ra ,cos (60° a' - 90° - Gele) 
](2 Ra cos (60° llJ - 30° - C2le) 
](2 Rs cos (60° x + 30° - C2le) 
](2 R3 cos (60° llJ + VOo - C2le) 
](2 Rs cos (60° x+150° - C27c) 
1(2 R3 cos (GO° x+210° - C27c) 

. . . 

From thc fOJ'mulae (3) we deduce: 

in which 

a - b = p { Kl co.~ Cle - P cos (Cp + 30°) I sin 30° t 
- P {Kl sin Cle + P sin (Cp + 30°)1 cos 30° t , 

a - c = fj { Kl cos (30° - Cle) - P cos Cp I sin 30° t 
+ q ! IC] sin (30° - Cle) - P sin Cp I cos 30° t 

p = 4 X 0.966 X 0.5 X R2 

q = 4 X 0.966 X 0.866 X R2 

-

. (4) 

and R2 denotes the coëfficient of drcrease, due to the fact that 
average vallJcs are used for a period of one month. 

By equatÎng' the corresponding coëfficients of these equations and 
fOJ'mulae (2) and putting: 

We find: 

Y = Kl .qin Cle 
Y'=Psin Cp 

x = Kl cos Cle 
X'=P cos Cp 

A/p= - Y-X'sin300- Y'cos 30° 
Elp = X - X' cos 30° + Y'sin 30° 
Al/q= X sin 30° - Y cos 30° - Y' 
B1/q = X cos 30° + y;- sin 30° - X' 

whiC'h are satisfied by the values: 

Y= 12.23 cM. 
Y'= - 0.48 » 

Kl = 16.54 cM. 
Ck =102° 19' ~ 

X= -11.14 cM. 
X' = 4.21» 

p = 4.24 cM. 
Cp == 353° 30' » 

In order to obtain a serviceable combination for the calculation 
of the constan ts of the tide ](2, the val ues 

are formeel. 
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In these va1lles again the annual variations and the apcriodic 
disturbances are eliminated. 

(a + b - 2 c) 
May -101.0 cM. 
Jllne -106.4 » 

July -10:>.4 » 

August - 78.5 » 
September 7.7 » 

October 44.9 l> 

November 77.6 l> 

December 57.3 l) 

January 5.7 l> 

Februo.ry - 37.3 » 

March - 65.9 l) 

April - 22.8 » 

Tbe doubIe~periodic variation of these values, as computed by the 
method 1. sq., may be representcd by 'lhe expression : ' 

27.575 cos 600 x - 14.015 sin 600
:!, ••••• (t» 

From (4) we find: 

(1) + (2) = a = 2 ](2 Ra cos 30° C08 (60° x - 60° - C27c) 
\ 

(3) + (4) = b = 2 K 2 Ra C08 30° C08 (60 0 x + 60° - C2k) 

(5) + (6) = c = 2 Kl Rs cos 30° C08 (60° .'!1 + 1800 
- G27,;) 

a + b - 2 <' = 6 ](2 Rs C08 300 
C08 (600 .x - C2k) • • • (6) 

This equation shows th at, by tliis method, the constants of K2 

can be determined from aperiodie formula in which the amplitude 
is about 5 times larger than the value which has to be citiculated. 

By equating the coefficients of (5) and (6) we find: 

K 2 C08 C2k = 5.558 ](2 sin C2k = - 2.825 
K 2 = 6.24 cm. C2k = 333°3' 

1 

e. The average monthly vaIues of the water-level are found by 
correeting the mean vaIues as obtained by direct computation for 
the influence of the tides SI, Kl and p. From formulae (1) and (4) 
it appears that (for the actual hours of observation) the correction 
due to the influence of S2 and K 2 is nil; that for thc single period~ 
ieltl tides is given by the average values of formu]a (1) and (3) 
and is to be applied with inversed slgns. 
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Oorrection for P Oorrect. values 
cm. - cm. 

May 101.9 1,70 2,27 -2.72 103.2 
June 117.0 1.70 3.24 -2.50 113.0 
July 124.4 1.70 - 7.88 -1.62 116.6 
August 134.4 1.70 -10.41 -0.31 125.4 
September 124.9 1.70 -10.15 'l.09 H7.5 
October 105.8 1,70 - 7.17 2.20 102.5 
November 98.1 1.79 2.27 2.72 100.3 
December 90.3 1.70 3.24 2.50 97.7 
January ] 01.8 1. 70 7.88 1.62 113.0 
February 102.3 1.70 10.41 0.31 114.7 
March 104.9 1.70 10.15 -1.09 115.7 
.April 109.7 1.70 7.17 -2.20 116.4 
:Mean 109.6 1.70 111.33 

The corrected monthly mea~s exhibit a principal maximum (low 
water) in August and a principal minimum (llÏgh water) in Decem
ber; owing to the abnormal low value in May the position of 
the secondary ex.tremes is doubtful. 

The constants for Sa and Ssa, computed from these data, therefore 
do not give more than a rather rough approximation of the actual 
state of affairs. 

The following expression is found: 

W = 111.33 + 5.54 cos (30° t - 28°55') + 9.48 cos (60° t - 190°50') 

in which the origin of time coincides with May 16th• 

As might bave been expected the accordance between the observed 
and calculated monthly departures' from ,the annual mean leaves 
much to be desired: 

Observed. Oalculated. 
cm. cm. 

May - 8.1 - 4.03 
Juna 1.7 - 0.37 
July 5.3 7.71 
August 14.1 11.56 
September 6.2 5.81 
October - 8,8 - 5.83 
November -11.0 -13.73 
December -13.6 -11.45 
January 1.7 - 1.78 
Februal'Y 3.4 6.20 
March 4.4 6.02 
April 5.1 - 0.11 
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A systematical investigation, of the normal and abnormal motions 
of the mean water-level, jf extendèd over a large area and over 
some years, might prove of great importance with respect to two 
interesting pl'oblems. 

In the Brst place it would appeal' from such an inquil'Y that it 
will be always impossible to predict with great accuracy the absolette 
water-level at a given place evèn when the periodic terms of the 
tidal components are fuJly known; therefore it can be of no use to 
carry on the calculations in behalf ot tiibil pl'ediction to an astro
nomical degree of accul'itcy; in the second ~place an inquiry into the 
aperiodic departUl'es fróm the average normal values might lead to 
a better knowlèdge of the important ana varying myteorological 
infiuenccs which prevail on the ocean, than by means of the in
complete and Rcattered observations taken on board ship. 

It is not improb~ble that the variations of the water-level e.g. in 
the Gulf of Bengal and the Arabiau -Sea, which must be dependent 
on the avis a tergo" in the Indian Ocean in and south of the area 
of the trade-winds, might give a clue to the prediction of the periods 
of drought to which the climate of India is subject. 

f. In recapitulating the results obtained, it must be kept in 
mind that the zero-point of the tide-gauge is on the upper end, so 
that low figures denote high water. If positive numbel's are to 
correspond with high, negative numbers with low water, the argu
ment of the formulae must be augmented or decreased by 1800 and 
the corrected monthly va,lues subtracted from, an arbitrary number. 

After reductioll to the conventiónal origin of time, application of 
the augmenting factor I/R to the amplitudes ofthe annual variations, 
reduction to average values of the constants in so far as they are 
depenàent on the moon's declination and, finally, inversion of the 
sigu, the following tidal constante are found for Telok- Betong : 

Telok Betong. Java's 4th Point 
B ~ H ~ 

SI 2.7 e.m. 27 0 

S~ 13.7 2620 12.8 e.m. 2800 

M2 32.1 2220 24.2 2100 

Kl IS.!> 2690 6.8 2260 

0 7.8 265? 3.4 2160 

F 4.2 231n 1.7 17l0 ? 
N 5.6 1920 4.1 .1900 

K 2 5.3 2460 2.5 2990 

Sa 5.6 2630 1.4 2200 

Ssa 9.5 1200 5.G 1490 

W 111.3 53.9 
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Besides the constants for Telok-Betong these qt;Iantitif>s are givell 
,also 'for the tidal station' Jàva's 4tl! Point, situated too'in Sunda

, stmit; they have been computed from a five-yëar series of obsel'vations. 
À comparison between the data for the two places exhibit SOrne 

important differences, whilst a look at the chart would show that 
their situation with respect to the tidal wave,progressing, from the 
Oaean in the strait" is ab()ut the same. 

~or the differences of time, Telok-Beto1Zg minus Java's4th Point, 
wc find:,' 

82 _180 - 0.6 hours. 
J12 + 120 0.4 l) 

Kl +<.1:30 2.9 » 
\ 0 .+49° 3.5 ;) 

Thesingle diurnal tides in the Lampong-bay therefore lag behind 
those near Java's 4th Point iu quite another way tlÎán the moon's 
semi-diurnal tide Mf}, arid this again in anbthel' way thanthe semi-
diurnal sol ar tide 82, which is in advance. " 
, Àn estimation, of the tides for the one place based on those of 
the other by àssuming a constant difference of time - ~s is usually 
done along a coast -' is therefore quite 'inadmissable., here, as 
the differences of time are by no means constant, but variabIe 
according tothe moon's phase and declination. , ' 

Ir' we lóok; at the' hindrance' which Snmatra'smostsoutherly neck 
of land offers to th~ free propagation of thè ,mono-diurnal tide-wave 
from the Java-sui into the Lampong-bay, we should expect astrongel' 
inHuence of the' Kl wave near Java's 4th Point than on the road 
of 'Telok-Betong, but; on'the contrary, thè, ti de neat the lattel"place ' 
may, be regarded as twice as"m~nodiurnal" as. the tide inthe 
strait,as in shown' by 'the proportion : ' 

KI+O, ' 
Ampl. = 0,51 near Telok Betong, 

JI12 + S2 " , 
, = 0.28 n€ar Java's 4th . point, 

This prevailing influence of the Java-sea on the tides inthe bay 
does not, however, give an' explanation of the peculiar fact, tÎtatthe 82 

tide in ,the bay causes high water eatliel' than in the strait properI 
whereas the' 6ther tide~ occur latm·. ' 

If we assume that 'the S2 wave finds its way into the bay in the 
same way as the· other w~ves, it ought to have rather, a retarding 
effect, bccause near Duize/1d-eilanden the kappanumber of 82 is 11°. 

, 

./! 
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It is, therefore, asyetimpossibl0 to offer an expJanation of this 
pcculiar behaviour of the S2 Wie and wecan only state that spring 
and· neap near Telok Betong occur 1,64, and at Java's 4th Point 
2,87 days aftel' New and Full :Moon and Fil'st and Last Quarter. 

1t .must be remarked however, tbat tbe constants /:32 near Java's 
4th Poi'1lt are not quite exact owing to the faet that they had to be 
calculated from observations taken thl'ice daily, whilst (as appears 
from formulae' (1))~ fol' thecomplete determination of W, SI and Ss 
at least live independent '- i. e. not 6 or 12 hour distant) data. 
are required. 

In calculating tho S2 constants, therefore, it is' assumed éther 
that Sl is small with respect to ,Ss, or that tbe kappa-nu mb er of \ 
SI (land.;' and seabreeze) is about 65° or. 245°; in which case, for 

. tbe hOU1'S of 9 a. m.,2 and 6' p. m., thc influence of SI disappears 
altogether. . . . '. . 

.In fact the. seabreeze at most places causes high water about 4 .' 
or 5 p. m. and, with the exception of only a few plaees, e, g. Semarang, 
the amplitude of SI is insignilicanf everywhere in the Archipeldgo. 

The . neglect .' of 81 t.hercfore, cannot in most cases' have. any 
appreciable in:B.nence: on tbe' determination· of the S2-constants and 
it is' p~incipial1y forthis reason. that, for the greater pàrt of the 
tidalstations,' the !:l:bove mentioned houfs. of observation have been 
selected. 

In this speci~l case,. moreover, it·is highly improbable tb~t the. 
kappanumbers .of S2 for Java's 4tl, Point would undergo a decrease 
if it were possible to correct for1;h6. 'neglect of SI, because, if we 
'assume, for SI the samekappanumber as near Telok Belong, viz. 
27°, . the kappanumber of Ss becomes 285° instead of .280° so that 
the difference wou!d increase rather thandecre.r..se. 

The tides of long duration Sa and Ssa may be considered to. run 
pretty weil parellèl ifallowance is made for the fact that thè 
constàntshave . been cnlcuJated from observation~ made during 
different -periods. 

11. _ Sabang-bay.. 
In this b~y of ,the isle of Wek or Waa't situated northofSumatl'a's 

most northerlypoint. in 5°54' N. Lat. and 95°20' E.· Long-. , 'tidal 
öbservatioris . have been made àince J une 1 st 1897 at the hours of 
7 a.m., 11 a.m. and 4 p.m .. 
. The results 'ca19ulated ·from the' -first year-series may be given 

here. and, for. th.e· sake of compal'ison, also thc· constants for the· 
foad of Olek-lelt. 
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As the hours of obscrvation are not thc same as those at which 
the observations have been made at Telok-Befong, new formulae 
had to be applied ; the method however being essentially the same, 
the results of the computation only may be given here. 

Sabang. Oleh-leh. 

B ~ B ~ 

S2 24.1 cM. 310° 13.3 cM. 329° 

M2 46.6 266° 23.0 285° 

Kl 9.1 291° 6.3 318° 

0 3.5 2740 2.3 323° 

P 2.1 100 ? ? 

N 8.3 265° 3.0 2860 

E2 4.9 312° 4.2 333° 

Sa 9.2 1650 8.8 65°~ 

Ssa 8.5 114° 6.8 145° 

W 202.8 ll8.5 

The tidal constants for Oleh-leh ha,e been computed from three 
series of observations made during three years from 1895 to 1898; 
it appears that the tide P is so small that it cannot be calculated 
with any degree of accuraey from the given data, which is proved 
by tbe faet th at the three determinations for the different series 
widely differ. 

No more importauce caD be attached to the constants of P in 
Sabang .. bay, beeause its argument cannot possibly be 10°, but must 
be somewhat smaller than 291°, the argument of Kl, 

For the rest the conformity of the arguments of 82 and Kg, Mg and 
N, and the differences between those of 82 and M2' Kl and 0 are to 
be considered as so many proves of the reliability of the results. 

The inftuence of the wind cannot be determined, as for neither 
station a calculation of 81 can be eft'ectuat.ed from the available 
data; it cannot be of great importance because otherwise the dift'er
ence between the arguments of 82 and .Jf2, which is 44° = 1.80 
days, i. e. quite normal, would be sensibly aft'ected. 

As, for all practical purposes, both tides may be considered as 
almost exclusively semi~diurnal, it is possible to assume a constant 
difference of time; this dift'erence Olek-lelt minus Sabang is: 
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S2 19" = 0.6 hours, 
M2 19°= 0.7 ~ 

N 21°=0.7» 
K 2 21°=0,7 ~ 

sa that thc difference amounts to 42 minutes of time, wbilst tbe 
amplitude may be assumed to be twice as large at Sa bang - at 
least in the back parts of the bay - as on the road of Olel~-leh. 

Tbe mono- and semi-annual variations are for both places some
what different; from the three series of observations at Olek-lelt it 
appears bowever tbat in these regions thc monthly mean values of 
tbe sea-Ievel widely differ for different years, so that a better agree
ment might be expected onIy if the observations extend over a long 
series or at least over simultaneous periods. 

It is of some importance to remark that, wbel'eas tbe semidiurnal 
tides at Sabang are nearly twice as strong as near Olph-leh, tbe 
mono-diurnal ti des seem to be amplified in a far less degree. 

This point, concerning the way in which bath ti des propagate 
and are enlarged or diminished, is of great importance for the 
unnerstanding of the mecbanism of tides and requires a thorough 
investigation. 

With a view of elucidating this point tide-gauges ought to be 
established at the entrance and in tbe back parts of bays and 
estuaries: for these experiments however stations should be chosen 
where the mono-diurnal tides are better rnarked than ai. Sabang 
so that an accurate determination of the characteristic constants is 
possible. 

An analysis of tides at different parts of a river in wbich a tidal 
wave of mixed description propagates would also afford useful data 
for this purpose. 

HYdrography. - "On Me relatioll between the mean sea-level and 
tke height ot half-tide." By H. E. DE BRUYN. 

The mean sea-Ievel is the mpan of the height of thc water ob
served at short intervals i. e. every hOUT. 

Observations have proved, that tbe mean of 3-houdy observations 
does not pl'actically deviate from this; in this way the mean sea
level in tbe years 1884-1888 has been determined by the Royal 
Geodetical Commi~sioll (Annual report of the Commission 1889). 

Generally it is admitted that there is a constant difference, between 
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tbe mean sea-Ievel and balf-tide (tbe mean of hig'b and low water), 
during several years or months. 

This bas been done by tbe 11bove-mentioned Commission, in their 
II ealeulation of tbe mean sea-Ievel for several years for Den Helder. 
I Dr. H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN also in bis eommunieation 
11 "On the val'iation of latitude," to the meeting of tbe Royal Aca-
11 I
1 

derny (24 th of Febr. 1896), assumed tbat tbe mean value of th at 
II difference dllring- a month WilS a constant quantity at Den Helder. 
ij In bath cases tbis was perfectly justified, as tbis value for the 

annl1al means is very nearly constant at Den Helder, and in tbe last 
case differenees tbat may exist, -are eliminated by the method of 
determÏIlation. However, the supposition that the difference is con
stant is not true for tbe annual means at all \ stations, and is 
eertainly not so, fol' the monthly lI)eans at some stations. 

lintend to trace those causes, which produce a difference in this 
value, and to find its range for one tide-gauge. 1 took Delfzyl for 
the observation-station, as at Delfzyl the difference between half-tide 
and the mean of tbe sea-Ievel, is greater and more variable than at 
any otber station in our country. From another point of view, 
Delfzyl would not ue so advantageous, as there a comparison with 
tide-gauges in the neighbourbood is not possible. 

Before proceeding furtl1er, a few words, to point out the impor
tance of the law of tbe variation of that diffe,l'ence, are necessary. 
The knowJedge of the mean sea-Ievel is not on]y important for the 
annua] means, but also for the monthly means, as we can deduee 
from' them the annual variation, and also because an exact knowledge 
of tlle monthly means, assists in thc deteetion of the una'Voidable 
changes of the zero's in tbe automatic tide-gauges, and the detor
mination of their values. As the high and ]ow water marks are 
always determined in tlle first place, their mean is naturally known; 
tberefore it saves much troub1e, if it is possible to oeduce from that 
mean value, the true mean sea-level, as the hourly observations can 
be then neglected. Besides, in the avent of interruptions, which 
happen frequently in using the automatic tide-gauges, it is much 
easier to guess, the positions of high and low water, than the hourly 
heights, as high and low water are independent of the exact time. 
Moreovel' meteorological eircumstanees have, by the retardation or the 
acceleration of the tide, a greater influence on tbe hou1'1y heights 
than on higb and low water. 

The mean sea-level can tberefore be deduced more exactly from 
the height of half-tide, the difference of both being known, than 
from the hourly observations wben some of these must be guessed. 
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Further let the differenee between tbe mean spa-level and the 
height of balf-tirle be A, the mean sea-leveI Z, high water V, low 
water E. Half-ticJe is t (V +- E) and the range of tbe tide (V - E). 

The causes, which have an infiuence on the vaIue of A, are four 
in number: 

1 st • the range of the tide (V - E); 

2nd• the mean sea-Ievel (Z); 

31d • the time of the year; 
4th • the presence of ice. 

In the last mentioned case, I arn not alluding to the fact of the ice 
preventing tbe working of the tide-gauge, for I consider this to be an 
interruption, but to the fact, that the presence of ice at a certain 
distance from the tide-gauges, deforms the tide-curve. This defor
mation is, in my opinion, one of the most illteresting researches on 
tides. 

I propose to solve the following question. What corrections are 
wan ted for Delfzyl in tIle value A, ded u ceel' from a certain n \lm ber 
of years, in order to find that quantity for separate months? 

The data, which 1 had at my disposal were the values of Vand 
E for 18 years (J uly 1881-J uly 1899) the values of Z for 7 years 
(1884-18üO) viz. the height at 2, 5, 8 and 11 o'clock, and in 
adrlition thc height at 2 and 8 o'clock for 8 years (1891-1898). 

The mean range of the tide at Delfzyl is, according to these 
data 2750 m.m., the mean sea-level Z is according tû the calcula
tions of the above-mcntioned commission 128 m.m., reckoned from 
the zero of tbe tide·gauge iluring tbc years 1884-1890. Tbe mean 
valIJe A during these 7 years is 193 m.m., so we find that the 
mean of half-tide is 128-193 m.m. == - 65 m m. Tide·curves 
of Rpr:ng and neap-tides accompany this paper. 

It is difficult to determine, how much each of the four causes, 
influences A. at Delfzyl, as they of ten rnodify A in the same direction. 
So, during the year, the correction for each of the three first·named 
causes, is generally a sinusoïde of about the same amplitude and 
the same phase. 

It is therefore necessary, to adopt a certain definite value for one 
of these causes. I assume that the correction, due to the first cause, 
is pl'oportional to the difference of the mean range of the tide and 
the observed value of that range V-E and that their proportion 
is equal to the ratio of tbe mean values A and V-E, or ceteris 
pari bus, A is always proportional to V -E. In subi:ltance this will be 

14 
Proceedings RoyaJ Aead. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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he case. I adopted as this propol'tion lh5' the correction is the!'cfore 
Ihs (V -E-2750) mmo 

As concerns the second correction we see that when tbe sea-lovel 
is hi~ber, A is smallel' tban the mean value, and vice-versa. 

We do not know exactly the law governing these small changes, 
because various unf'oreseeu circumstallces e. g. stOl'ms infiuence them. 
The only thing that CiHl be done, in my opinion, is to take for this 
correction a quantity proportional to the deviation of the mean sea-level. 
As it was my intention ta deduce thc value of Z [rom that of half-tide, 
which is known, I adopted for -the value of that correction a quantity 
proportional to the deviation from tbe mean height at haJf-tide 
(- 65 mm.). 

Af ter compal'ing the Rame months of different years,-l found 
that this correction amounts to about %0 or 2/30 of the value of 
that deviation i. e. %0 or l/SO of (V + E + 130). I have adopted 
1/25 (V + E + 130). 

That the height of Z has an infiuence on the farm of the tide
curve, is probably due to the mud-banks in the Dollard. The surface 
that must be covered, constantly changes with the level of the sea, 
and so for equal tide-ranges, the quantity of water fiowing in and 
out of the Eems at Delfzyl, is much greater for high sea-levels 
than for low. 

Both corrections being applierl another annual correction is still 
wanted. For tbis correction I adopted an annual sinusoide, the 
amplitude and the phase of wbich can be easily determined. The 
amplitude is in round numbers 10 mmo and the greatest positive 
value occurs about the 1 st of J uIy. From the observations in tbe 
seven-yearly period, there is no evidence of tbe existence of a half
yearly sinusoide. Considering also tbe heights at 2 and 8 o'clock 
for tIJe period 1891-1898, thel'e appears to be a semi-annual sinus
oïde, but tue amplitude is very smalI, and it is questionable whether 
the sinusoide derived from th08e observations is not different from 
the meau sinusoide. lt is better to entirely neg!ect this correction. 

Af ter app1ying theliB COL'I'cctioIlS, the values of the sea-level for 
some months, still show great ncgati ve di vergencies. It is obvious 
that these are exactly the months in whieh we have a very l~w 
temperatUl'e, and in which th ere must have been iee. But as the 
mean telllperature of a month is not an ex,lCt proof of the pre5enr e 
of iee, I adopted as ,a datum the thicklless of the ice accoruing to 
tbe observations at Den Helder (see the Proc. Kon, lust. van Inge~ 
nieurs) as quotecl in the following table. 

-
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Thickness of the 1 c e In mmo 

1884 1885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 

Janual'Y 22 387 201 298 310 204 43 

February 53 34. 323 266 360 156 171 

March 6 24 211 110 223 124 93 

November 46 74 6 43 145 27 267 

December 95 58 96 121 51 l!:l9 811 

I took for tbe months in question the four ones in which the ice 
h3s tbe greatest thickness, and two other, months in which the 
thickness too was grea.t, following immediately on two of the for
mer, as -we may suppose the ice still existed during' that time. The 
selected months are underlined in the table, 

I found tha.t in these months A is too smalI. Tt is difficult to find 
a cause for tbis, as, excepted at Delfzyl llnd Statenzyl, th ere are no 
tide-gauges in the Eems and ihe Dollard, and the gauge at Statenzyl 
does not wOl'k when the tide is low. Probably it is due to the 
iee on tbc mud-banks of the Dollal'd. Generally tbe effect of 
the ice is to raise high':watel'mark at the mouth of the river, but 
this is not the case at Delfzyl, On the contrary, the range of ths 
tide is less in the months with iee. Probably both V and E are 
incl'eased, but E more than V, and therefore the range is smaller 
aud half-tide eonsidera~ly higher, the mean sea-Ievel is less inereased 
than ha]f·tide and hen ce the difference A is smaller. 

The heigbts at 2 anel 8 o'clock in the montbs January 1891 and 
February 1895, whell there was much iee, give also eorresponding 
results. 

In the following tabla are giveü the values A, the eorrections and 
the remaining differences1 for thc 5 months in which A is a maxi· 
mum, tbe 5 months in which A is a minimum, the months with 
iee ana two othel' months in whieh the error or the remaining diffe:. 
rouce is greater thall 15 mmo 

14* 
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Month 

April 1884. 

May 1886. 

April 1888. 

April 1889. 

May 1889 

October 1884. 

Decem ber 1884. 

February 1889. 

J anuary j 890. 

OLtober 1890 

Janunry 1885. 

E'ehruary 1886. 

March 1886. 

FebrualY 1888. 

March 1888. 

December 1890. 

February 1890. 

December 1888. 

Value 

.d. 

220 

229 

2255 

I 148 

158 

158 

160 

149 

178 

188& 

186 

164 

183 

167 

( 194 ) 

Correction for 

Tide-
Z. 

range. 

Maximum values of A. 

9 

9 

10 

95 

10 

10 

lOG 

Minimum valne of A. 

-5 

-5 

-}5 

Months with ice 

-1 

4 

05 

-]5 

-1 

-7 

-23 

-15 

-205 

-155 

-25 

12 

15' 

10 

21 
\ 

Time of 

the year. 

7 

7 

_25 

_95 

-7 

_2& 

-9' 

-7 

-7 

M"onths with differences greater than 15 mmo 

189 \ 0
6 j 23

6 
-7 

1996 _25 _56 _95 

Remaining 

Dilference . 

2 

5 

_}45 

-6 

-4 

-3 

--15 

-16G 

-19 

-Hl 

-36 

_166 

_306 

-21 

24 

From this it appears t.hat thf3 corrections and the errors are 
positiye in the I1JOn1hs with maximum values of A, neglltÎYe in those 
with minimum vaIues. We filld cODcerning- Febl'uary 1890 that there 
/lIso has been lCe during a pOl'tion of this month, that the mean 
height was lowcst of all months and that as low water oecurred on 
the 28th a few minutes before midnight, it had to be considered as 
occurrillg in Mareh. Thc great negative àiffere~ce can pl'obably bo 
eXplained by these circumstances. 
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Tzaeatyve at Delfzijl (Sprz'ng-tz'rie). I. 
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'rhc remaining differences for all months are given in the following 
tabie, in which half mmo have been neglected; the months with 
iee are underlined. 

Month 1188411885 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 

I 
January 

I 
11 -17 11 5 -2 -13 -3 -

February I 9 12i~ -7 -36 -4 -21 -March 6 -13 -19 2 -16 -3 -1 
-

4' 
- -

April -0 0 -8 2 U -7 
I I 

May I -3 I 1 3 -3 2 5 0 
I ! 

June I 
-1: -11 -1 -0 --1 -8 -3 , 

I 

41 July -4 -3 1 7 3 -6 
August 5 ! 3 -5 -1 4 11 6 

1 

3 1 September 0 -4 12 -2 -12 -1 
October -14 5 0, -2 2 6 -15 , 

November I -6 I -2 7 14 -9 3 3 
December -61, 3 12 14 24 0 -30 -
The mean error of the sea-level fol' all "montbs, those with ice 

exeepted, is 6,0 mm. 1 computed this mean error also on the sup
position that thc second correction is 1/20 or 1/30 of V + E + 130. 
'fhe mean error was found to be respectively 6,3 and 1},1 mmo 
When the vaIue of Z is deduced f!'Om the heights at 2 and. 8 o'clock 
and a mean correction 1/4 (height at 5 + height at 11 - height at 
8 - height at 2) is applied, the mean error of Z has heen found to 
be 8,8 mm. It seems thercfore that the decluction of Z from th~ 
height at half-ti de gives more exact values, tllan the deduction from 
the heights at 2 and 8 o'clock. 

Renee the value A for Delfzyl, after applying the above-mentioned 
corrections, the sun's longitude being cp and the correction for the 
presence of iee Y, is: 

A = Z _1/2(V +E) = 193 + l/lö (V-E - 2750) 

- 1/25 (V + E + 130) + al COB (rp-r) + Y, 

r being a cOl1st~nt angle. 

Ol': A, = 5 + 2/75 V - %5 e + al C08 (cp-r) + Y. 
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Partly neglecting the variatioml of the fllonthly tide-ranges in 
different years, which are at a maximum 120 mmo and give 
only a maximum error of 3 mmo in the value of A, we can put 
2/75 X 2750 + a2 cos (cp-r2) instead of 2/75 V - %5 E mmo 

The formula then becomes: 

A = 78 - 0,08 E + a3 cos (cp - rs) + Y. 

The errors calcul8,ted from this formula do not differ much from 
the above-mentioned, for now the mean error is 6,4 mmo and the 
formula is therefol'e as exact, while the computation is much ml)re 
easily carried out. 

In conclusion I will add the following remarks. 
First I should mention that I found some errors in the tables 

containing tbe observed height of the sea-level at Delfzyl during tbe 
months in which the greatest differences occurred and in those of 
two other tide-gauges during five months. For instanee at Delfzyl I 
found a mOllth in which one height had been read from the half 
hour-mark instead of the hour-mark, and also one reading with a 
wrong sign. Aftel' making the correction the great divergence was 
very much reduced. Although this is no proof, we may suppose that 
the greatest differences very neal'ly give the limit of precision. 

Furtber I notice that the second correction mentioned above doE's 
not ag'l'ee with the principle on which the method of harmonie 
analysis is founded, so that this method cannot give exact results 
in the reductioll of the observations at Delfzyl. Still, I do not affirm 
that any other is bettel'. 

This want of agreemeut IA demonstratecl by the term 0,08 E in the 
preceding formula. For the same month in two different years 
(February 1889 and 1890) the difference of the two values of E is 
583 mm., so that 0,08 E = 47 mm., and although this difference 
would not be of much importance for a single observation, it is far 
too great for an error of the monthly mean. 

Mathematics. - Prof. JAN DE VRIES reads for Prof. L. GEGEN

BAUE'R at Vienna a paper entitled: "New theo1'ems on the 
v 

roots of the functions G (x)". 
n 

Up to this moment we know of the roots of the coefficients 

d (.c) of the development of (1 - 2 a + a2)-V accordil1g to ascending 
I1 

powers of a only this, that they are all real and unequal, are situated 
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between + 1 and - 1 and - apart from the root 0 appearing in 
the case of an uneven n - have in pairs the same absolute value ; 

v v v 
finally that the roots of C (x) and 0 (a") as weU as those of 0 (a") n n-1 n 

v+ 1 
C (a") mutually separate each other. 
n-l 

In the following lines some new theorems on the roots of thpse 
functions will be found in a higllly simple manner, one of which 
including as a special case a weU known theorem of the theory of 
spherical functions. 

y 

1. From the addition·theorelll of the functions 0 (a:) arrived 
n 

at by me 

C
y 

[:rxl +V(1-:r2)V(1-X12)COSIJI]::;:: [](211-2) [2
n
ll (n+v-l)J

2 

n 11 (11-1) 

p=n ~ 

1: 
2 1/ + 2 n - 1 v, p v, P 2 

( 1) " 0 (.r) 0 (a:l) C (COS IJl) , 
- 11(n-(!)]](n+211+(J-1) n n p 

(1 :>:11, :rl :> - 1) 

wh ere the square roots are taken positively. and 

Ov,p(.v)=I!(n-Q)ll(1'+e-1)(J;2_1)i d+p(x) , 
n 2n-pfl(n+1I- I) n-p 

we find the relation 
.. J'a: [Xa'l + V(1-,/:2) V(1-a'12) c08<p]sin2V

-
1 <pd<p = 

o = 22v- l [ll (v - 1)T~ n (n) d (.r) d (.vI) • 
IJ (n + 2 v-I) n 11 

11 

By putting Xl equal to a positive root Zn of the function On (.r) 

the equation is transformed into 
1r 

rOIl [a' Zn + J/(1-:c2) J/(1-zn2) cos IJl] 8in'}," -1 IJl dep = 0 , .J \ n 
o 

v 
sbowing that the function 0 (x) vanishes at least for one value 

1\ 

of Hs argument lying hetween :r Zn + V(1-.v2
) V(I-zn'},) and 

x zn-V(1-x2) J/(1-zn2), as otherwise the function to be integrated 
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woul(1 not chang'e its sign in the entire region of in tegration, and 
hence the integral could not be equal to O. This vaIue certainly 
differs frOffi Zn when 

which can onIy be the case, if 

and this leads, in case a; might also be positive, to the supposition 

1 
zn> --. 

V2 

The entire intel val under discussion being a positive one when 
.Il is taken gl'eater than V(1-zn2) , we find the theorem: 

v 
If Zn be a positive root of the function C (x) surpassing 1: V2 

11 

and a a positive ?'oot lying between IV(l-Z'n)1 and 2 zn2-1, then 
thet'e must be in the inten:al ct' Zn - V (1- a2) V (1-Zn2) to 
ct' Zn + V Cl - a2) V (1 - Zn2) at least one other positive root of tkis 
function (smaller than Zn). 

A corollary of this theorem is the f'ollowing: 
v 

The smallest positive root of tlte function 0 (x) is smaller than 1 : v 2. 
11 

v 
2. In my paper "Some theorems on the funrtions C (a;)" ("Einige 

11 

• 
Sätze über die Functionen C (ol:)") contained in the 47th vol. of 

n 

"Denkschriften der mathematisch-lIaturwissenschaftlichen Classa der 
Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien" I have g'iven the four 
following equations: 

\I 
C (COt.r) 

11 

(
2 V-I) (-1)11 11 2 $ 

----------x fccos cp - cos.?)V-l 
2v- 1 Vn IJ (v-I) sin2V- 1"2 0 

2V( IJ!) IJ! C sin - cos - dIJ! 
211 2 2 

(v> 0) I 
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~ n C 11;1) " 
C (cos.1') = j(COs ol'-cOs cp)V-l 

11 .r 
2~-lV'lt"n(1I-])COS9V-12 IC 

211( IJl) IJ! G2n COS 2" sin "2 dep 

x 11 (-1)11 11 C 11;3) 
G (cos.r)=---------- ,[<cos q.-cos .ly-l 

o 
n ol' 

21/-1 Vu 11 (11-2) sin211-1 "2 

211-1 ( IJ!) 
G + sin - sin IJ! dlJl 

2n 1 2 

211-1 ( IJl) G C08 - sin cp dIp 
211+1 2 

which are a generalization of tbe integrals: 

:t: 

2 f cos (11 + t) q. dep 
Pn cos J' = - , 

( ) n V2(cOSep-C08:1') 
o 

'Ir 

n 2 f sin (n + i) q; dep 
.Ln (cos 3') = - , 

n V2 (cos x - cos cp) 
:r 

(v> 0), 

(11 > iJ, 

given by MEHLER in hi::, communication "Notice on integralforms 
of Dirichlet for the spherical functions Pn (cos &) and au analogous 
integralform for the cy1indrical functions 1(3.')", "(Notiz über die 
Dirichlet'schen Integralausdl'ücke für die Kugelfunctionen Pn (cos 1.9) 
und eine analoge Integralform füI' die Cylinderfunctionen I(3.'))". 

1/ 

By putting x equal to the root of the function G (cos 31) lying be-
n 

n 
tween 0 and ~ we tmnsform them into the following relations: 
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?l1t 

f 2\1 ( CP) cp (cas cp - cos l!n)V-l C sin- cos - d.p = 0 
2n 2 2 

~ -
r(COS Yn - cos q;)V-l èV(cos .!:.)sin.!.. dq' = 0 .J I 211 2 2 

'!llt 

1/" 

f -2v-l ( CP) 
(C08 cp - cos y.1)V-l C 1 sin - sin cp dep = 0 

2n+ 2 
o 

~ ,r (cos YII - cos <p)v-l C:~:; (cos :) sil! cp dIJ> = 0 , 

lIll 

which relations show that the functions O~ (sin ;) and 0; (cos ;) 

vanish at least for one value of cp within tbe resperti va interval 
of integratioD, This glves rise to the following theorems: 

\I 

Tlze smallest among tlze roots of 0 (cos x) lying between 0 and 
n 

~- is large,. titan fhe smallest of the 'I'oots of C:: (cos :) ful

filling the same conditjons and the greatest among the above narned 
• roots of 0 (cos x) is smaller than the greatest among the 1'oots of 
n 

c:: (cos ;) belo1tging to this 1'egion, 

v 
The smallest among the 1'OOt8 of 0 (cos x) lying between 0 and 

n 

:!.- is larget' than the smallest of the roots of dY

-

1 
(sin::') ful· 

2 211-1-1 2 
filling the same conditions, and the greatest amortg the above named 

1'oofs of d (cos x) is smaller titan the gl'eatest among the roots of 
n 

0
2
'-1 (cos':') belorlging to this 1'egion: 

2n+1 2 

By putting in the first proposition '/I equal to i and by mal'king 
that 
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1 

(/2"(I'OS W) = Pn (COS.l') I 

n 

C
l sin (2 n + 1) 7-

(cos 7.) = . . I 

271 s~n X 
1 COS (2 n + 1) X 

C (bin X) = (- 1)n -----
2/1 COS X 

and that sin a incl'eases, cos a however diminishes with a, we arl'ive 
at the theorem: 

The positive roots of the nth sphel'ical function P n (x) Zie helween 
nl~ n-

cos 2 n + 1 and cos 2 n + 1 whel'e nl is the g1'eatest even numbm' 

contained in n. 
This theorem is a corol1ary of the one deduced by BRUNS in his 

treatise "On the theol'y of the spherical functions" (ZUl' Theorie der 
Kugelfunctionen) published in the 90th vol. of Ore11e's Journal 
and l'ecently proved by M.ARKOFF 1) and STIELTJES 2): 

The "oots of the spherical f~tnctions lie one by one in the intervals 
2i~ (2i-l)n-

cos •••• cos ----
2n+l 2n+l 

From the preceding theorems we can easily deduce the following: 

The diffe1'ence between the greatest positive foot of the function 
v o (.I') and unity is less than two times the square of the smallest 
n 

2_ 
pOliitive root of 0 (x). 

2n 

The difference between the g1'eatest positive root of the funciion 

-o (x) and unity is less than two Umes the square of the smallest 
n 

2_-1 
positive foot of 0 (x) . 

271+1 

The difference between the greatest positive 1'oot of the nt11 spherical 
n1 n-

function and unity is tess than 2 C082 --
2n+l 

I 

1) "On the roots of cE'rtnin equntions", ("Sur les rncines de certaines équntions") 
Mathem. Annalen, 27th Vol. 

2) "On the roots of the equntion Xn = 0," (//Sur les racines de l'équation 
Xn = 0") Acta Mathemnticn, IX Vol. nOn the polynomia of Legendre", (IISur les 
polynomes de Legendre"), Annnles de lu .l!'ncnlté des Sciences de Toulouse. Vol. IV. 
MAUKOF~' and STIELTJES deduce in the cited tI entise nlso the narrower limits 

Ï?r (2 i -1):>r 
C08 _ •••• cos -'-----n+ 1 2n 
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Two times the square of the smallest positive 1'oot -of dv(:t') 
2n 

v 

is smaller than the smallest positive 1'OOt of C (x) incl'eased by 1. 
n 

2v-1 
Two times the square of the smallest positive root -of 0 C.v) 

" 2n+1 
v 

is smalte?', than the sma llest positive root of G (x) increased by 1. 
n _ • 

The two latter. theorems furnish us with a less narrow limitatioJl 

for the smallest positi VP. root-of the function d (a') than the theo-
n 

rem at the conclusion of § 1. 

Terrestrial magnetisill. - Dr. W. VAN BEMMEL EN. "" Spas/ns" 
in tlze tel'restrial magnelic force at Batavia." ,(Communicated 
by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

(Read September BOth 1899). 

Since the great development of Seismology, the instruments; which 
record photographically the quantities determining the earth's mag
netism have a180 rendered good service as Seismogmphs in the 
researches on the propagation of earth-waves in the sarface of the earth. 

During half a year I had the opportunity of tracing the seismie 
disturbances in the Magnetograms at Batavia, al1d this under very 
favourable circumstances; for, not only was the fear of locetl distur
bance very smalI, the temperature constant and the damping large, 
but since June pt 1898 à new Milne.8eismograph had been working 
and furnishing accurate information about seismic disturbances. When 
an earthquake is near, these appear in tre curves of the Magneto
grams as discontinuities, viz. the needle suddenly ~tarts vibrating and 
continues doing so for some minutes; when at a gl'eatel' distance, on 
the contrary, only a more or less considerable regular broudening of 
the curves appears. Comparison with the Milne-Seismog-rams quickly 
taugbt me that the seismic disturbances at Batavia seldom are large 
enough to appear in the Magnetog'l'a!TIs, but also conversely, that 
no trace of a large number of analogous disturbunces in the Mag
netograllls could be detected in the SeismogTams. 

Hence there is dange1' of considerable con fusion : if for instance an 
earth-waye has passed at Batavia at 11.10 which has not appeared in 
the Magnetograms, then very likely a non-scisrnic disturoance, oceur
ring at 11.5 for instance, will be mistaken for an earth-wave and an 
error of minutes will be made. Moreover it is necessary to inquire 
whether a new phenomenon does not ming-le with those j ust mentioned. 
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I have gi ven the name «Spasms" to these little motions. These 
appear as broadenings of the curves of 'the Bifilar-Magnetometer, 
which may be caused by vibrations of the ,magnetic force witb an 
amplitude of from 3 to 15 g. (g = 0.00001 C.,G. S.) during about 
1 to 8 rninutes. On the scale of the bifilar-magnetogram 1 ,m.m. 
represents 4 minutes and 5 g. 

On trying to find an answer to the question, whether there is 
really evidence of a new kind of small distUt'bances, I employed 
two mèthods, that of statistics and that of direct observation. 
Af ter the example of ESCHENHAGEN I constructed a Microvario
metel' for the Horizontal Intensity, in which a light magnet is 
held perpendicular to the magnetic meridian by the torsion of a 
German-silver wire. The period of a complete vibration was 9 seconds, 
the dumping ratio 2-7, the value of the tenths of divisions, which 
could be estimated very easily, 0,06 g. 

With this instrument I ob3erved contilluously during one or 
two hours for many nights, and often took readings every fifth 
serond, but unfC'rtunately I have not yet 'been lucky enough to 
observe an undoubted Spasm. It oecurred Oll only one occasion 
and was even then not a striking one. 

Notwithstanding this adversity I have been able to leal'n much 
from these observations. 

For instance I happened to be behind the telescope when a series 
of faint earth-waves, distinctly registered by the Seismograph, passed 
Batavia, anà though wholly ullconscious of this, I nevertheless 
noted three times horizonta! and vertical motions of the magnetic 
needIe. Their period was 2,5 seconds, half that of the free vibration 
ot the magnet. , 

This observation during the occurrence of a Spasm in tbe Mag
netogram indicated that reaUy a kind of miniature disturbance had 
passed, and not a prolonged motion, caused by an earthquake. On 
one occasion I noted, while everything else was quiet, astrong 
impulse three times in one minute, which caused deviations of 20 to 
40 g. Tbe Magnetogl'ams did not show the least signs of these, as 
the dam ping of the magm·t is too rapid and the paper is not sensi
tive enough to light. Although my direct obscrvations have not 
until now met with mm'h success, 'they nevertheless make the 
existence of very small magnetic disturbances appeal' probable in 
this case. Here at Batavia only the curves of the Horizontal Intensity 
show the Spasms, never those of the Declination which rarely 
exhibi t pel'turbati9ns at our tropical station. 

In compiling tbe statistics we met ~vith three difficultiea: 
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1 st. The number of SpasIDs detected depends upon the breadth 
and distinctness of the curves, which are very variabie during the 
registering-period 1883-'99. \ 

2nd• During a very unsettied state of the Magllet it was aften 
impossibie to distinguish between the various kinds of disturbances. 

31d • The possibility exists, that many earthquake'l have not been 
noticed, though I had made extracts formerly from the statistics of 
earthquakes published in the ~Natuurkundig Ttidschrift voor Neder
Iandsch Indië". 

Only the difficulty mentioned under 1 is unevitable, and indeed 
Hs baneful influence has been keenly felt. 

I searched the Magnetograms of the continuous series froID March 
27 1883 till March 27 1899; for the undulations on]y the years 
with narrower curves. 

A N N U ALN U M B ERS. 

Year 1 No of PerlOd No of 
I Spasms Spasms 

, 

Sun-spot maximUIn (27 III-31 XII) 1883 (37) 27 IIIl88&-27 III 1884 55 

» 84 43 » 84- » S5 50 

» 85 64 » 85- » 86 58 

» 86 74 » 86- » 87 81 

» 87 6J » 87- » 88 54 

» 88 4& » 88- » 89 36 

(1889.6) » 89 31 » 89- » 90 51 
Sun-spot minimum 

46 » !JO 57 » 90- » \11 

» 91 45 » 91- » 92 44 

» 02 57 » 92- » 93 53 

» 93 83 » 93- » 94. 88 

(1894.0) l) 94 75 » 94- » 95 74 
Sun spot maximum 

11 95 103 » 95- » 96 122 

» 96 114 » 96- » 97 106 

» 97 105 » 97- » 98 96 

» 98 89 

I 
» 98- » 99 99 

--
» 99 (30) 1113 

'1'otal 1130 

If we take into account, that especially 10 the years 1888-91 
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the curves are very broad and during the years 92-97 al most 
illvariable in breadth, then a concordance with the number of sun· 
spots appears rather dubious. 

ANNUAL VARlATION. 

It soon -appeared that an annual fluctuation existed in the fre
quency of the disturbances. Rence I have calculated for a closer inquiry 
the twelve day and not the monthly means. (Five 13 days periods 
were made, distributed equally throughout the year.) 

Pel'lOd. 

1 I -12 1 

13» -24, » 

25)' - 5 Ir 

6 Ir -17» 

18» - 1 1II 

2 III -11 » 

15 » -26 » 

27 » - 7 lV 

8 IV -19 » 

20 » - 1 V 

2 V -13» 

14 » --26» 

27 » - 7 VI 

8 VI -19» 

:&0» - 1 VII 

I, No. of 
Spasms b. 

29 - 8 

36 - 1 

39 2 

57 20 

73 S6 

M 27 

51 14 

48 11 

41 4 

35 - 2 

29 - 8 

30 - 7 

16 -21 

26 -ll 

20 -17 

Perlod 

2 VII -13 VII 

14 » -25 » 

26 » - 7 VIII 

8 VII1-19 ) 

20 » -31 )) 

1 IX --12 IX 

13» -24) 

25» - 6 X 

7 X -UI» 

20» -31» 

1 XI -12 Xl 

13 D -24 11 

25 » - 6 XII 

7 XII -18 ~ 

H)>> -31» 

No of 
Spasms b. 

21 -16 

25 -12 

19 -18 

27 -10 

32 - 5 

38 - 1 

35 - 2 

49 12 

63 26 

47 10 

30 - 7 

4.1 

41 

4 

4 

23 -14 

28 - 9 

Mean 37 

Rence the annual variation of the Spasms is very clear, and with 
two maxima. In ordet' to determine even more accurately the dates 
of the maxima etc., I have calculated the dctily numbers for the adjacent 
monihs and compared them hy meana of the formula a + 2 b + c. 
A principal maximum certainly appears from these on Febrllary 22, 
a second smaller maximum on October 17; a minimum on Decem
bE'r 22 (close to Der. 20, the mean of Oct. 17 and Febr. 22) and 
a second \'ery uncertain minimum. Here the comparison of the dany 
numbers for the period May 23-August 7 by means of the formula 

a+2b+4c+6d+ 4e+2f+g 
20 

, 
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1eft the choice between June 22 and July 12; and as Juno 21 
is midway between Febr. 22 and Oct. 17, we have good reason 
for choosing J Ulle 22. 

The harmonie analysis of tbe numbers for tbe 12 days periods 
yie1ds: 

D=37.1+10.2 C03 (nX12°-24°15')+S.3 cos (nX24°-67°53') 

but this formula does not account for the steep1y rising maxima, 
which demand the terms with 3 (P and 4 cp and so reduce the eosine
forrnu1a to a mere resuIt of calru1atlon. I think it therefore more 
suitahle to defl'r the dedllction of formulae until an explanatory and 
acceptable hypothesis has been found. 

DIURNAL VARIA1'ION. 

Hour. No. of 
b. Hour. No. of 

b. Spasms Spasms 

0-1 AM ()l 45 0-1 PM 48 2 

1- 2 72 26 1- 2 45 -1 

2- 3 59 13 2- 3 46 0 

3- 4 35 -ll 3- 4 48 2 

4-- 5 19 -27 4- 5 39 -7 

5- 6 II -35 5- 6 47 1 

6- 7 8 -38 6-7 25 -21 

7- 8 7 -39 7- 8 43 -3 

8- 9 23 -23 8- 9 66 20 

9-10 27 -19 9-10 58 12 

10-11 46 0 10-11 103 57 

11-12 37 -9 11-12 110 64 

Hence mean 46 
Principal mallimum (11 0) 11 -12 PM. 

/I lllinilll um (7) 7 - 8 AM. 
Secundary maximum (43) ::!- ~ PM 

/I minimum (25) 6-7 P)f. 

The harmonic analysis of the houl']Y numbers yields: 

S = 46.5 + 24.6 cos (n. 15° - 324°52') + 7.8 cos (n. HO° - 312°3a') 

+ 13.6 cos (n. 45° - 8°48') + 21.3 C08 (n. 60° - 331°9') 

Again tbe term with 4 cp is very large. One receives tbe im
pression that in the daytime the beight of the sun exp,rts IJ, 
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certain infiuence for, the minima appeal' about sunrisc and sunset 
aud the maxima, as frequently happens, about midday. 

The mean diurnal variation calculatod from four maximum anu 
from four minimum months does not show any sensible difference, 

DIURNAL VARIA.TION FOR MAXIMUM AND 

M[NIMUM PERIOUS. 

The Nos. fOf 

H. Febr -}Iareh Sept.-Oet. May-June July-Dee. minimum periods 
multiplied by 2. 

0-1 AM 44 17 34 

1- 2 37 18 36 

2- 3 35 10 20 

3- 4. 12 13 26 

4.- 5 8 5 10 

5- 6 6 2 4. 

ü- 7 3 mil!. 4. min. S 

7- 8 3 2 4, 

s- !l II 4. 8 

!l-10 10 7 14 

]!J-ll 18 11 22 

11-12 14 

::~ 
20 

0-1 FM 

~~ 
24 

max. 
1- ;2 21 11 22 

roux 
2- 3 12 12 24 

3- 4. 21 6 12 

4.- 5 ]7 !l J8 

5- (j 20 12 24 

G- 7 12 min. g 16 

7- 8 22 () 12 

S- !l 34, IS 36 

9-10 31 9 18 

10-11 42 21 max. 42 

11--12 46 21 42 

503 248 496 

15 
}'roaccdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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I further inve!:itig-ated whcther aoy connection existed between the 
frequency of the Spasms and thc tropieal and the synodical revo
lution of the moan, respectively 29,5306 and 27,3216 days; anrl 
moreover with the sun's rotation, for the periods: 25,787; 25,800; 
25,815; 25,857; 25,929 and 26,071 days. 

In none of these cases however was a mal'ked periodicity found, 
at all events nothing pointing to a direct jnfiuenee of these revolutions. 
Such an infiuence would have been useful for the explanation 
of the phenomena I we are now cansidering. 

It is not possible now to give an explanation; for that purpose 
we require, that 

1 st. Thc Microval'iometer should furnish new mdterial for research; 
2nd• The phenomenon is also investigated at other magnetic 

observatories ; 
3ld , A theory of tbe variation of the earth's magnetic force, of 

the Aurora borealis and of the electric currents in the earth and 
the high atmosphere has been established. 

I will only point out some analogies, which may perhaps con
tribllte afterwards to an explanation. 

The deviations, calculatC'd according to VA.N DER STOK'S method 
of reduction, can serve as an indication of the amount of distur
banee of the Horizontal Intensity at Batavia, especially for the 
shifting of the lines '1'he table 1) for the period 1892-93 shows 
for these deviations 

1 st. A semi-anIlUal perioc1, with its maxima in March and Sep
tember, its minima in June and January. 

2nd• A diurnal period, with its maximum at 3 P. M. and its 
minimum at 1 A. M. 

31d • A concordance with the Jlumbel' of sun-spots. 
Rence there is agreement between the annual variation of these de via

tiuns with th at of the Spabms, but not between the diurnal variations. 
The photograms giving the Potentialof atmosphel'ic electririty 

show nothing in particular during Spasms, the diurnal variation of 
the Potelltial is even l'everse and is not semi-diurnaI. The annual 
variation again only contains one maximum and one minimum. Co
iucirlences in the variations of the meteorological elements are not 
to be detected. Important coincidenee~ are fouud with the periodical 
fluctuations of the Aurora borealis here, in thc nightly maximum 
and the semi-annnal periodicity characteristic of this. 

The observed numbers have shown, that the epochs of the maxi-

1) Observntions, Bntnvlll, Vol. XVI. 
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mum llnd the minimum are altered together with the geogl'apJlical 
position, and that the daily val'iation has na secundary maximum 
at noon. We should not forget however, how large thc influonce 
of moon- and daylight is, and how difficult it is to choose an 
adequate scaJe for the Intensity. At lower latitudes the maximum 
is reachod a littJe before midnight, the minimum about six o'clock 
in the morning. 

The annual variation of the Aurora australis according to BOLLER 1) 
is given by: 

Jan. Febr. 
63 104 

:ilIawh ApLil M,\y June July Aug. 
ll!) 77 '14 25 SI> 52 

Sept. Ocr. Nov. Dec. 
58 67 63 65 

which shows considerable analogy with th at of the Spasms; but 
unlike the SpasmE> the Aurorae are more llUmerous durinJ a disturhed 
magnetic state. 

It seems however that aconnection exists with a series of wholly 
different motions in the CUl'ves of the Horizontal Intensity, in which 
fol' a time varying from a few minutes to several hours the Magnet 
regularly executes little oscillatiolls with an almost constant period 
of about 1-4 minutes, Rnd all amplitude of from 1 to 7 g. 

I had made these motions a]ready the subject of a careful inquiry, 
when a rem ark in the second paper 2) of Prof. ESCHENRAGEN made 
it appear probable to me, that Dr. ARENDT had made al ready a 
similar investigation for the curves at Potsdam. 

Prof. ESCHENHAGEN writes (p. 679): "So far as has been observed 
until now, these vibrations appear principally in the daytime; at 
!light tbey are very rare. But frequently at uight larger oE>cillations 
UCCUI', which are observed eveu macl'oscopically in the usuall'ecords 
alld which usually occupy wholo minutes, though the phenomcnoll 
itsclf seldam lasts for an hom, but usually only for a short time. 
Alrett!lY at the beginning of the registering in 1890, attention was 
paid to this, as tbe greatel' distinctness and largel' time-scale ft~ 
Potsdam allo wed the phenomenon to be observed there better and 
more easily than at othez' observatories. Since then Dr. ARENDT 
has studied this kind of waves, and he is ine1ined to the opinion, 
that they are connected with the phenomena of atmospheric electric1ty." 

This paper of Dr. A"RENDT'S "Beziehungen der Elektrischen Er
scbeinungen unserer Atmosphäre ZUID El'dmagnetismus (das Wetter 

lj W, BOLJ,ER. Das Sudlicllt. Beitrage zur Geophysik. Bd. In. Heft 4. S. 554.1808. 
2) Sit-.\Uugs Ber. d. PI Ak.lc1emie d. Wiss. Ml Bellin 1897. June 24. 

15* 
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1896, Heft 11 und 12)", is, I regret to say, not at my disposal 
here, thel'efore I will only touch slightly on this matter now. 

I have given the name Pulsations to these wave motions in the 
curves, contrasting them thus with the Sl'asms, because of their 
resemblance to similar motions in the Seismograrns, which were first 
tletected by V. REBEUR-PASCHWITZ and afterwards by MILJSE and 
EULERT, and to which this name was given by VON REBEUR. 

I have compiled statistica of the occurranee of these PulsatioDs in the 
years with narrow registering curves, whieh led to the following result: 

1 J1Ul.-12 July 1885 278 series 
1892 267 » 

93 169 » 
94 97 » 
95 241 » 
96 230 » 
97 249 » 
98 197 » 

Annual vurlat.ion for the l'eriod 1892-98. 
Jall. 127 J uly !l9 
]j'ebr. lIG A.ug, 115 
Maroh 142 Sept. 101 
April 134 Get. 96 
May 144 Nov. 132 
JUDe 157 Dec. 87 

820Series 630 Series 
Monthly mean 121. 

DIURNAL VARIA1'ION. 

TIour. Ka. of series Hour. No. of series 
of pulslltions. of pulsatIOns. 

0-1 AM 223 0-1 PM 42 

1- 2 » HO 1- 2 » 45 

2- 3 » 121 - 2- 3 » 42 

3- 4 » 83 3- 4 » 37 

4- 5 » 53 4- 5 JJ 33 

5- 6 » 24 5- 6 » 31 

0-7 » 15 6- 7 » 45 

7- B » Û 7- B » 70 

s- 9 » 11 8- 9 )J 1U 

9-10 » 26 9-10 )J 127 

10-11 » 36 10-11 » 162 

11-12 » 46 11-12 » 199 
Meau 72 
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The frequeney of the Pulsations was tested in vain like that of 
the SpasIDs for a concordance with the tropical or synodical revo
lution of the Moon. 

In the yearly vaIues of the frequency of these PulsatioDs no 
parallelism with thc numbers for the sun-spots can be found, and 
in the monthly values a not very distinct yearly undulation appears, 
which however is quite different from thnt of the Spasms. But, 
curiously enough, the daily vaJÏations in the frequency agree, without 
being however quite equal, as appearA from the followiug table of 
the epochs of the maxima etc. 

Spasms 

Principal maximum 

» minimum 

11-12 P.1L 

7- 8 A.M. 

Pulsations 

0-1 A.M 

7-S A.M. 

Secundary maximum ± 2 P M. ± I P.M. 

» minimum 6- 7 PlM. 5-6 P.M. 

The Electrograms at Batavia show nothing remal'kablc during 
the occurrenee of PulRations, w hieh means that no simultaneous 
changes in the Potential can be observed. As regards the slope of 
Electric Potential in the lowel' strata of the atmospllere, I think 
this wiU not have any influence on the magnet. 

In concluding this preliminary communication I will point out, 
that a magnetic calm favoul's the developmellt of the Pulsations, 
which is connected directIy with the quiet of night, as shown by 
the magnetograms at Batavia. This nightly calm is cleady indicated 
by the diurnal variation of the above rnentioned "deviations", and 
the epoch of the minimum (1 A.M.) practically coincides with the 
maximum epocb of the Pulsatiolls. But also the minimum epocb of 
the deviations (3 P.M.) coincidcs with the epoch of tbe secondary 
maximum, and tbis makes the connection less clear. 

Physics. - Dr. FRITZ HASENOEHRL. "The dielectl'ic-coefficients 
of liquid nit1'OuS oxide ancl oxygen.l! (Communication N0. 52, 
from the Physical Laborutory at Leyden by Prof. H. KAl'IlER

LINOH ONNES). 

(Read September 30th 1899). 

Measurements of tbe dielectric-coefficients of liquid gases bave 
~een made up to thc present only by LINDE 1) and by D}~w AR and 

1) LINDE, Wied. Ann. 56 p. 546. 
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FLEl\l1NG 1). The measurements of LINDE are èoncerned wÎth those 
gases which become liquid under high pressure at relatively high 
tempèratures and are not in direct lelationship with the following 
work. On the rontrary DEWAR and FLElIIING have sought the 
dielectric·roefficient of liquid ox'ygen under tbe same condition as T, 
namely at the temperature of the normaI boiling point under atmos
pherlc pressure. 

Tbe gases were liquefied in the cryogenic laboratory of the University 
of Leyden, the arrangement of wbieh is described in anotber place 2). 

1 sbc1Il hence confine myself tö mentioning bere the special arran
gements used in the determination of the dielectric-coefficients. During 
the experiments the cryogenic apparatus was under the personal 
care of Prof. KAMERLINGlI ONNES, through whom alone my research 
was brought to a satisfdctory conclusion. I wish to express here, 
for this and much othl'r valuable assistance, my warmest and 
most sincere thanks. 

cJlliullt~j7!ff 

FJg 1 

1. Tlte Method. 

'l'he method I used was a modification of 
GORDON'S, the principle of which' is clearly 
and diagramatically shown in Fig. 1. The in
ner surfaces of two condensors Cl and O2 

are connected to tbe quadrant pairs of a 
THOMbON electrometer, and the outer sur
faces to one pole of an induction coil the 
other pole which is earthed together with the 
needie of the electrometer. Then, if the 
capacities Cl and C2 are equal, the needle 
will not be deiiected on starting the coil. 
If Cl is an adjustable condenser, then the 
capacity of C2 with different media can be 
obtained and hence immediately the dielectric 
coefficients of these media. But this assumes 

that the eleetrometer is constructed symmetricaIIy and that the capacity 
of the leads and also of the non-induetive parts of the condenser 
(i. e. other than the plat es) are the same on the two sides. The 
sim ultan eaus elimination of these two sonrces of error offers consi
derabIe difficulties. 

If we eaU rl and r2 the capacities of the quadrant pairs together 

1) DEWAR and FLEMING, }'roc. R. S. Lond. 
~) KAMERLTNGH ON NES, Comm. Phys. Lnb. Leiden NO. 14. MATHIAS, Le Laboratoire 

cryogène de Leyde, Rev. Gên. d. SClences, 1896 p. 38 J. And E'specially KAMERLINGIl 

OllllES Methads anti apparntus nse(l In tne cryogenic Inbo18tory 1. loc. cito No. 51. 
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w!th their leads; PI and P2 the eharacteristic constants of their 
action on the needle (the diflerential quotienttl of the mutual 
induction coefficients by the rotations); Cl and C2 the capacities of 
tIl(> two condensers to be compared; Cl and 1.'2 the capacities of the 
non-inductive parts of the condensors connected to the electrometer ; 
then the equation for the equilibrium of the needIe is 1) 

( Cl )2 PI = ( Cg )2 Pi1.' • • • • (1) 
Cl'+ rl til + ril 

If ho wever this equation is fulfilled tbe equality of Cl and C2 does 
not immediately follow. We can first make Pi = P2 by some known 
method. In this case equation (1) takes the forlll 

( Cl )2 = ( CC}, )2. . . . . . (1') 
Cl + 11 1.'2 + r2 

We can now reverse Cl and C2 thus changing their infiuence and, 
keeping P constant, alter r through a capllcity sueh that the equi
librium of the needle is not further altered by this reversal. Rence 
besides (I') we have 

( . C2 )2 = ( Cl )2 ..... (2) 
c2 + rl cl + ril 

And from (1') and (2) it follows that we mnst have YI = r2 and 
Cl = cil if we wi~h to arrive at 

Cl =C2 • 

H would however be difficult to make these quantities pand r 
equal with the necessary accmaey. Furthcl' they alter with every 
chRnge in the nullpoint of the electrometer needIe, and hence these 
equalizations would have to be of ten repeated and would be certainly 
very tedious and lengthy. On account of these difficulties I have 
modified the method as follows. 

Cp, remains permanently unaltered, Cl is an adjustable condenser, 
and is so arranged that the needie will not move when the coil is 
started. The condenser, of which tbc capacity is required, is now put 
in parallel with Cl' To bring the needIe back to zero, the capacity 
Cl must be decreased by a measurable amount which is equal to 
the required capacity. In this way the symmetry of the electrometer 
etc. requires no attention. The sole condition is that the wires, which 
put thc unknowll capacity in parallel with Cl, have not themselves 

I) See MAXWELL Electricity~nnd Magnetism. Vol. 1. p. 219. 
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a measurable capacity. Naturally this is not easily ahained, but the 
respective corrections may be determined fairly simply ás explained 
llclow. 

2. Description of tlte .~eparafe appamtus. 
The electrometer was a THOMSON'S in its original form. When 

this is set up in tbe neighbourllOod of thc working pumps of 
the cryogenic laboratory it must be little sensitivf' to vibration. 
For this purpose I obtained the damping by air (aftel' TÖPLER), 
instead of hy sulphuric acid, and replaced thè bifilar suspension of 
two cocoon fibres by a platinûm wire about 70 cm. long and 30 P
in diameter which eau carry a much greater weight. 

A fter these changel:l had been made tbe vibrations were less than 
0.1 mmo on a scale at 3.5 m. distance, ev('ll when thé pumps of 
the cryogenic laboratory were working at a distance of 10 m., while 
with the original arrangement it was quite impossible to make obser
vations under the same conditions. 

The indudion coi1 was worked by an alternating currellt making 
200 vibrations per second, the spark distanre at tbe ends of the 
secondary heing about 0.05 mm. I ). 

For the condenser an appl1ratus was used which was constructed 
according io NERNST 2) viz. two metal plates between which a glass 
plate can be displaced. Tbeoretically the alteration in the capacity 
is proportional to the position of the glass plate. In practice bowever 
the condenser must first be calibrated. This can be done with the 
help of a specially cOllstructed condens er sueh as N ERNST'S Trough 
condenser 3). 'rhe one used and shown in Fig. 2 only difrers from this 

Fig. 2 

sidered; as large 
somewhat limited 
connected to the 

in that the ebonite cover has been replaced by 
a metal one; and the metal tube, to which the 
other plate is fastened, by a stift' wire D of 2 mmo 
diam. The latter is insu1ated from the metal cover 
by a small thickness of ebonite. In a condens er 
constructed thus the non-inductive capacity is 
exceedingly small. 

In the construction of the experimental con· 
denser there are two points to be primarily con· 
a capacity as possible must be introduced into a 
space, and the non-inductive capacity which is 
electrometer must be as small as possible. These 

1) Preliminnry experiments showed thnt the passage of sparks of severnl mille
meters long did not expJode liquid nitrous oxide though this is endothermic. 

2) NERNST, Zeitschrift fur pllysik. Chemie xrv. 4. 
3) NEllNs'r, lor. cito 
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conditions wel'e fulfilled in the mannel' clearly shown in Plate I, which 
represents three different sectiolls of the condenser together with 
the beaker of the cl'yostat, made to receive the liquefied gas, in 
which it is placed. 

Tbe two outer plates Pl and P2 are connected by tho nut 8 to one 
another and by the pin t wilh the earth. The three screws 8 are 
placcd in suitable gIass tubes on which the five plate condenser is 
itself mounted. The plates thpmselves have a radius of 3 cm. and 
are separated from one another by small glass rods 1 mmo long. 
To reduce the errors so introduced to a minimum these glass rods 
must be made as smaIl as possible, and it appeared to be best to 
cut them from a 1 mmo glass tube with a wall of 1/" mmo and 
then to grind them exactly equal. The above mentioned error cannot 
finally be more than 0.1 OIo since it enters equally into 1.he 
llumerator and denominator of the expression for the dielcctric 
coefficient. The lat, 31d and 5th platf's are connected with a pole of 
thc induêtion coil, the 2nd and 4th with the electrometer. The 
necessary wires for this, dl and d2, are fastened to the lat and 2nd 

plates respectively; they are drawn through smaH openings in the 
superimposed plates, and continue above through the glass tube g. 

By means of a pin t the whole condenser is fastened to the cover 
of a hollow cylinder of brass In in which the liquid to be investigated 
is placed. '.1'he hollow cylinder is earthed together with the two 
outer plates 2). 

The method of filling the condenser with liquid gases must now 
be discussed, but some points should be first considered. The condenser 
and hollow cylinder must be protected as much as possible from 
external heat to prevent thc formatioll of bubbles of vapour, whence 
they are immersed in the beaker BI under the liquid gas. The liquid 
gas must be employed in sufficient quantity to cool the condenser 
and to keep it cold, it must be kept from the doteriorating action 
of atmospheric air, and finally care must be taken that the vapours 
drawll oft' are not lost. All these conditions can be best obtained 
hy the aid of a cryostat i. e. a boiling glass with its cases, such as is 
used in tbe cryogenic laboratory for meaSUl'ements with 1iquid gases. 
The description of the latter ean be found in another place 3). 

Tne following must also be considered. The principle of the method 

1) 'l'he seotion is taken partly through the tube !1 and partIy th.rouglt the tube N. 
2) By tlte wke qJ. See Plate I, Oomm. NO. Ii 1. 
3) KAMEJtLINGH ON.l>ES, Comrn. N0. 51 § 3. 
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is to compare the capacity of the same condenser in air and in á 

given medium when all dimensions are kept strictly constant. When 
the capacity of the air condcnser is obtained at the room tempera
ture, and that of the liquid condensel' at the temperature of boiling 
gases the geometrical proportions are probably altered by thermic 
expansion and deformation, and in considemtion of the large diffe
rence of temperature it is possiblc that an appreciable error may 
thus enter. 

Fot' these reasons tbe condenser was arranged in the hollow cylinder 
so that this enclosed spa~e could be evacuated and cooled in liquid 
gas. Then, in the manner described helow, tbis evacuated bpace con
taining the condenser could be filled with liquid gas from the beaker. 

It must be noticed that, however thin the leads may be they always 
will l'epl'esent a measurable capacity and hence that the smallest dis
placement of the apparatus will produce considerable errol's. Espeeially 
ta avoid this it is desirabIe to mount the apparatus as in ONNl<~S' 
m~thad for the use of liquid gases in measurements. According ta 
this method, the apparatus to be dipped in and fillcd with liquid 
gas is mounted in the closed boiling case, in which the liquid can 
be immediately poured out, so that the operations of exhausting 
cooling and filling wi th the liquid gas allow the position of the 
condenser and the leads to remain unaltered. 

The manner in which the above mentioned hollow brass cylinder 
is mounted with the experimental condenser in the boiling glass is 
given in Comm. N°. 51 § 2 1). The further arrangement of the 
covering of the condenser is shown in Plate I. The inside of the 
cylinder communicates with tbe exterior in two ways. One is the fine 
copper tube 'I' which communicates with the part of the beaker un
occupied by the cylinder. This can be opened or closed at pleasure 
from without by mea.ns of a cock in which the pin h is moved by 
the rod "2 and handle TIg. The other outlet is the glass tube g, 
through which the expanding vapours can be drawn towards u to 
be collected in the caoutchouc bags 2). 

1) Plute 1 is a detailed drawing of tlle cryostat containing Ule condense\'. Plate 1V is 
a dingramatic represelltation of the nitrous oxide circulatioll fine[ the cryostat, for the 
oxygen circulation see MATHIAS 1. c. 

!) Further explnnntions: a2 are smnll screws to fnsten pncking al' 1J wooden bloek 
to support glass tubes ZI whicb tbc wires dl nnd d2 pnss through, c wooden bloek 
in mo parts to support outftow tube without conducting of heat, f soldered in screW 
USE'd in boring the canal for tbe liquid gns, lel pncking under the level, kd brnss 
mount for screwing Oll the same, lc~ leatber cushion, e caoutchouc tube to aonneet 
the glnss tube U with the brnss covering of the condenser alld protected by fishgluc 
ngainst the Hquid gns. I1J brass bamels to make all tight with the help of the screws 
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Measuremcnts af0 obtained with tbe above as follows. First the 
coele 7t is shut and thE' liquid gas allowpd to stream into the 
boiling glass. Wben a sufficient quantity has collected there, and 
we may consider that tbe whole of the condenser has assumcd 
the tE'rnperature of the gas, the inside of the hollow cylinder is 
evacuated tbrough the glass tube pand the capacity of tbe conden
ser determined. Tbe cock 11 is thcn opened so that the liquid gas 
streams into the inside of the cylinder in consequence of the pres
sure. When this operation is finished the cock h is again shut and 
the capacity of the condenser redetermined, this time- with the 
liquefied gas as a medium 1). 

In order to he certain that the cylinder was full of liquid gas the 
gauge N was found to be necessary, in which the level of the meniscus 
indicates outside the level of the liquid in the cylindCl' or the glass 
tube g adjacent to it. The glass tube l which conneets 9 to N 
allows an equalization of pressure 2). 

It was ullfortullately impossible for the electrometer and above 
mentioned auxiliary apparatus to stand in the room where the 
refrigE'rating machinery is installed, partly from want of space and 
partly because of thc iucvitable vibration caused by the working of 
and attendance on thc pumps. Hence I had siurply the choice be
tween, placing the boiling flask containing' the condenser in the 
neighbourillg room where the electrometer already stood; or keeping 
the boiling flask in the cryogenic laboratory and connecting the 
condenser to the electrometer by adequately long leads. In the former 
case the liquefied gas would have to r be convcyed to the boiling flask 
through about 5 m. of tubing into which it would be very difficult 
to prevent the entrance of heat, anel a succesbful tel'mination of the 
research would be doubtful. rrhis consideration caused me to primarily 
favour the latter arrangement, although the sensibility of the method 
is undoubtedly diminished owing to the non-neglectable capacity 
l'epresented by the long leads. Finally I considered that the advantages 
of the latter arrangement outweighed its disadvantages. 

It appeared to be necessary to eli,minate the illfl uence of the long 

indlcated; j, p, q, 111, 112, 10h !OJ see Comm. N°. 51 § 2; ta ti copper lllountings to 
fusten steel pins Vi' v~. ThE' lnternl openin~ of the glnss tube 9 can be clenrly seen 
In front of the side tube U2 of the brnss T tube. 

1) In the first of the three sections given the hE'aker alld condenser are empty, in 
the second the benker is ful! nnd in the third both are fuH of liquid gas. 

2) The gauge lms been tumed in the second section in order to show l. As remarkE'd 
above the gauge has not been dtawn in Plate r. Comm. N°. 51 § 2, it is observed 
through K~ (PI. I, lor. cit.). 
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leads, for which auxiliary capacities were requircd. These WCId 

made on the same principle as the experimental condens er ; metal 
plates which are connected by glass tubes and separated by smaH 
gIass rings. The so formed condenser is then insulated by a layer af 
paraffin and placed in a card-board box coated with tin foil. The 
foil is put to earth so tbat the capltcity is quite invariable and ind<>
pendent of the prosence of neighbanring badies. 

Such an auxiliary condenser is also useful when experimentmg 
on a substance with a large dielectric-coefficient, for then the glass 
plate of NERNST'S adjustable éondenser ma.y not .be sufficie~ly long 
to give the required change of capacity. In such lL case the auxJl
iary capaeity should be put in parallel with the adjustablc condenser. 

3. Arrangement of the apparalus 

In order to avoid the errors al'i'ling from thc change of capacity 
of the leads, the whole appal'atus must be immovably and perma
nently fixed. For the &ame reason the condens ers should be very 
calefully switched on and off. This requires the use of a switch 
hoard to which the taunt wires are fixed and the capacity of which 
is as smnll as possible. Indeed for this purpose I employed smnll 
ebonite plates provided with mercury cups which could he connected 
by small metal bars. A. diaglamatic reprebentation of the arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 3 . 

... 
ó 

~\g. s. 
From the two quadl'ant pairs of the electrometer two wil'cS pro

ceed to the mel'cury cups a and b, and then to the small key S, 
by which a metallic connectioll between the quadrants can be made 
and the zero reproduced. From the six other mercury cups c, cl, e, f, g, h, 
leads go to the inner plates of six condens ers NI' N21 A, B, C, D, of 
which NI, N", are adjustable NERNs'r condensers and A,B, C D are 
auxiliary condensers as described above. The outer plates of these 
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last four condensel's can be connected as required to the earth or 
to the pole P of the Rumkorff coil to which the outer plates 
of /\'1 and N2 are always connected. Wh en the key V is shut the 
condensprs are earthed together. From H a wire proceeds into 
the neighbouring room, and can be connected by the key T to the 
experimental condens er E; the outer plate of whieh is always con
nected to the eoil. 

Although only onp adjustable condenser is required by the theory 
of the method, the second N2 is used partly for convenienee, partly 
for the calibration of the former 1) as described below. 

4. Oalibration of the adjustable condensers. 

The adjustable condenser was, as mentioned above, an instrument 
constructed aftel' NERNST'S design. The alteration in the capacity 
would be proportional to the movement of thp glass plate if the 
apparatus were theoretically exart. ThiR is naturally not the case, 
so the condenser must Brst be calibrated. The method employed is 
also due to NERNs'r. The calibration condenser is put in parallel 
with the adjustable condenser as described above, and the displacement 
determined whieh is required to re-establish equilibrium. 

When this is done the ealibration condenser is again cut off, and 
equilibrium re·obtailled with the help of the other adjustable con
denser. The former condenser is again put in parallel with the ealibra
tion instrument, the necessary displacement measured and the process 
repeated until the glass plate is exhausted. In this way one finds 
the different positions of the glass plate which correspond to equal 
differences of capacity. The application of this method of calibration 
depends upou the supposition that the capacity of the non-inductive 
parts of the calibration condens er is negligible, as wen as that of 
thp wire which puts it in parallel with the adjustable condenser. 
The first condition is almost absolutely fulfilled by the condenser 
described above (see fig. 2). The use of the wire can moreover 
be avoided as snown by NERNST 2). The' condenser is insulated by 
an ebonite plate and is so arranged that the 2 mmo wire D, whieh 
projects above the cover of the condenser, stands at the same 
height as the wires of the adjustable condenser (Fig. 3). The eali
bration condenser can now be Bwitehed on and oft' by shifting it 
for about 2 mmo in a horizo;ntal direction, so that the wire D is 
brought into contact with the lead. The respeetive positions of the 

1) See NERNST 1. C. 

2) 1, c. 
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leads, condenser plates etc. will be so liWe altered by this, that 
an error from this change is scarcf'ly to be feared. 

The whole of the ronnecting wire is hence reduced to the abo\Te 
mentioned wire D which has already a small capacity. The error 
is still further reduced, as D is inductively aft'ected by the metal 
co vet' of the calibrating condenser and hence may be considered as 
part of the inner plate of this. 

The r~su1ts of a calibration performed in the manner describf'Cl 
above are given in the second column of Table 1. 

Cnpn-

CIty 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

!J 

10 

11 

12 

IJ 

14 

15 

16 

17 

]8 

19 

TABLE I. 

Posltion 

of the 

glass plnte f 

8.40 I 
15 05 

21.45 

27.65 

33.60 

39.70 

45.90 

52 25 

58.83 

65.53 

72 31 

78 72 

84,.88 

90.47 

95 72 

100.68 

105.22 

109 39 

113 52 

117,14 

6.65 

6.40 

6.20 

5 95 

6.10 

6.20 

6.35 

6.58 

6 70 

6.78 

6 41 

6.16 

5.59 

5.25 

4.96 

4.54 

4.]7 

4.13 

3.62 

These number8 are the means of four series of obser\Tations in 
which the maximum difference was 02 mm, They form the basis of 
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tbe following measurpments. As only the differences of capacity are 
rpquired we put the capacity in the position 8.40 as 0, in the 
pasition 15.05 as 1 etc., i. e. we take that of the calibrating con
denser a'l unity. The corresponding numbers are given in tbe first 
column af the above tabIe, from which intermediate values can be 
obtained by graphic interpolation. 

As a control of the accuracy of the calibration values given in 
Table I the following work WdS undertaken. Measurements were 
made with another condenser in the same manner as before 
with tbe caJibration condenser, but the connecting wire was about 
12 cm. long and had hence a relatively large capacity. Let c be 
the capacity of this condenser, d that of the wire and r that of tbe 
electrometer together with its leads, which were unaltered thróughout 
the experiment. Further let xo• Xl' .r2 •••• be tbe capacities of tbe 
adjustable condenser which correspond to the different positions of 
tbe glass plate obtained in the calibration. Rence, when the condition 
that the needle is in equilibrium is fulfilled, we have 

etc. (3) 

from which we have immediately 

r + d Xil. - Xl 
. .. etc. r Xl - 310 3J2 - Xl 

bence the conseeutive displacements of thc glass plate are propartional 
ta one another. rfhe numbers given in Table II were obtained in 
this manner and each is the mean of three values as satisfactory 

rr A B L E Il. 

PO~ltlon CapaClty Capaclty 
of the Vijf D. 

glaBs plate. obselved calculated. 

52 25 7.000 - -
1.439 

61 80 8.4'39 8.440 o 001 
1 4.75 

71 80 9914 9 933 o 019 

81 77 11.487 
_1.573 

11.485 0.002 
1.612 

91.02 13 099 13.099 0.000 
1 684 

99.fil 14 783· 14.775 o 007 
1 743 

107 46 16.526 16 516 0.010 
1.809 

114.81 18.330 18 325 ~J.005 
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as in the former observations. The second column contains the 
capacities corresponding to the respective positions and obtained by 

. the above graphic interpolation. 
Column (3) contains the differences of the capacities in column 

(2) which should be proportional to one another. From thc various 
consecutive quotients the geometric mean is obtained and the 
numbers caleulated which are actually proportional to one another 
and which also ngree as much as possible with the numbers in eolumn 
(3). From these "calculated differences" column (4) is obtained by 
addition. The differences ad'aiÎl between columns (4) and (2) are 
found in column (5) whieh we may safely caU errors of observation. 
Thc grcatest is 0.019 of thc càpacity of thc calibrating condenser 
and is equivalent to a displacement of 0.13 mmo of the glass plate 
in the adjustable condenser. We can take this as the highest limit 
of attainable accuracy, being that with which a single capacity is 
itself determined. 

Tables 111 and IV were obtained in the same mannel'. The former 
relates to the part of the glass plate which was not used in Table lI, 
while the latter repl'esents 1he results of an experiment in which 
the former method was carried out with a considerably greater 
capacity. 

In will be seen that these tables show "observation errors" of 
the same magnitude as Table lI, and the remarks made above 
concerning the accuracy of the determinations hold also with these 
values. On the magnitude of the errors we may notice the following. 
The accuraey of a single adjustment was at a ,maximum 0.1 mmo 
as shown by a nu mb er of observations, in w hich the readings 

TABLE IIl. 

PositIOu ,Capaoity Capacity 
of the Diff Ó 

glass plate. observed. calculated. 

52.25 7.000 - -
1 4.45 

43.15 5.555 5.545 0.010 
1.395 

34 55 4.160 4.164 0.004 
1.310 

26.70 2.850 2.854 0.004 
1.255 

18.90 1 595 1.611 0.016 
1.170 

11.25 0.425 0.431 0.006 
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T.A.BLE IV. 

PositiOJl Capacity c.p"it~ of the DiW. 
calcnlated. /::,. glass plate. ob serv ed. 

I 
27.15 2.920 I 

4.080 
52.25 7.000 6.988 0.012 

4.220 
80.10 11. 220 11.233 0.013 

4.445 
103.70 15.661 15.663 0.002 

with one adjustable condenser were repeated ceteris paribus. 
Each of the numbers given in the above four tables is deduced from 
three readings, two with the condenser NI aDd one with NC),. The 
values which are given in the 'second column of Tables lI, III 
and IV have a larger inaccuracy, since the errors of direct reading 
are added to the eventually similar errors of the calibration curve. 
But all the valnes are the mean of four series of three observations, 
so the required error is reduced to 0.12 mmo Tbis is in accordance 
with the maximum error se en in the Tables II to IV which is 
0.13 mm., while most are much smaller. 

These considerations arc not howevcr very precise, for the calcula
tion of a capacity from the cnlibration curve implies the use of 
more than one observation, and the values "Oapacity calculated" are 
dcrived from all the observations. Hence the calculated error must 
be greater than 0.12 mm., and therefore the maximum error of 
O.OHI in the capacity - or of 0.13 mmo in the position of the glass 
plate - is entirely explicable from the reading errors. This result 
leaves no doubt as to the accuracy of the principle of the expe~ 
rimeDts. 

5. Measurements. 

The final determinations were made in the following manner. 
The adjustable condens er NI was set at 21.45 and the key T (Fig. 
3) opened, equilibrium was then attained by connecting up the 
auxiliary capacity alld adjusting NC),. The key T was then closed 
and NI readjusted until equilibrium was again established. If now 
we calI :ro and 3'1 the capacities of NI in the first and second positions 
respectively, r tbe capacity of the electrometer and its leads including 
the wire from H to the key T, d that of the wire from T to tho 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
16 
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experimental condens er, c that of the experimental condens er with 
vacuum as a medium. Then we have as above in equation (3) 

or 
d 

Zo - Wl = C = Wo - • • • • • • • (4) 
r 

Whcn the experimental condénser is now filled with a dielectric 
Huid its capacity will be altered to c' and a considerabie movement 
of the glass plate will certainly be required to compensate it. 

If we caU the capacity of the condenser in this third position a's, 

then we have in analogy with the foregoing 

, d 
a'o - Wil, = C - Wo - • • • • • • • (5) 

r 

The difl'erences a'o - a'l; tra - a's can be immediately read ofl'. In 
the same way we may express tbe difl'erence c' - c as a measurable 
quantity from (4) and (5). From this we can determine the value 
of c'/e if we know tbe value of c, wbicb can be obtained by mea
surements in wbich tbe value of r is purposely varied. But we find 
tbat tbe differences of the readings occurring in tbe observations are 
so small tbat tbe value of c cannot be determined to a greater 
accuracy than 10 %, and is hence useless. A determination of 
tbe value of a'o dir is required, and ibis can be made once for all 
by cutting ofl' the lead close to the condenser and fixing it in almost 
exactly the same position as before by means of wax, but insulated 
from tbe condenser. On') can now ronvince oneself that the error 
produced in fixing the wil'e does not reach 0.2 mm., by loosening 
and refixing it, moreover the elTor occurs equally in tbe numerator 
and denominator of the expression for the dielectric-coefficient. In 
tbe same way the capacity of the wire can be determined, by pro
ceeding with tbe lead in exactly tbe same way as with the whole 
conden8er, and thus arriving at tbe equation 

W'o - Wo = wo!:... • • • • • • • • (6) 
r 

and hence 
a'o :c'o -r r+ d 
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In which .v'o is thc capacity of tho adjustable condenser af ter the 
last alteration. 

From (4), (5) and (6) one obtains immediately for the dielectric 
coefficient 

In the following acr,ount of thc reslllts of my measurements let 
Yl oe the position of the glass plate of the adjustable condenser g,fter 
switching on the experimental condenser with a vacuum as medium 
and at the temperature of the liquid gas; Y2 be the position when 
the medium is the liquid gas. The capacities corresponding to these 
Jlositions are, as bofore, indicated by 11'1 and "2' Refore the determ
inations the glass plato always stood at 21.45 (AO 11'0 = 2.000). 

1. Nitl'ous oxide. 

19 June: 
Yl = . . . . . .. (This roading wa., omitted) 
Y2 = 106.2; 106.5; 106.2. 

20 June: 

Yl = 58.85; 58.85; 58.90. 
Y2 = 107.90; 108.10; 107.95. 

These determinations are not however roaUy trustworthy, as it 
appeared that tbe nitrous oxide becamc quite impure. 

The following results are final. 

9 July: 
Yl = 56.30, 56.40; 56.35 
Y2 = 106.00; 105 90j 106.00i 106.20 

The corresponding capacitios arc: 

(.ro = 2.000). 
11'1 = 7.640. 
11'2 = 16.191. 

Me~ms 56.32 
106.03 (± 0.17). 
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Mcans 57.72 !11 = 57.70; 57.70; 57.75 
!f2 = 86.15; 86.10; 86.05; 8585; 83.95 86.02 (± 0.17) 

The corresponding caparities arc. 

(oXo = 2.000) 
a"l = 7.843 
Iril, = 12.200 

This gives the above defined difference. 

a"Ol_lro = 3.731. 

As the glass plate can on1y be moved fl'om 21.45 to 8.40, all 

auxiliary condenser must be employed; it is ho wever scarcoly worth 
while to communicate the rcsulting data in extenso. 

Fl'om the above results and formu]a (7) we ohtain tIle following 
values fol' thc dielectric-coefficients: 

K 
14.191 + 3.731 

"TO = = 1.912 
~Y2 5.640 + 3.731 

_ 10.200 + 3.731 _ 145r. 
](02 - 5.843 + 3.731 - . " 

. . . . . . .. (8) 

To these values we can make a correction ; we must consider 
that not only the experimentàl condenser but also the leads werc 
immersed to a definite height in the liquid gas, while the entirc 
length of the leads was 88 cm. The value 

d 
:r'O -:ro = a"o- = 3.731 r 

onIy applies rigidly when thc whole lead is in air. When tho 
capaoity of the condensers filled with liquid gas is requirod thc 
quantities d and (J'o' - :ro) must be multip]ied by 

(
83 5) 
88 + IC 88 

where J( is tbe dielectric-coefficicnt of thc medium. Por this cor· 
rection the appl'oximate vaIues given hy (8) are quito sufficient, and 
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tbe inftuence of the surJ'ounding tubes is negIigible in view of tbe 
accuracy obtained. 

We arrive Bnally at the following values 
for nitrous oxide: 

14.197 + 3.731 (~+ 1.912 ~) 
KN,lO = 5.640 + 3.731 = 1.933 

for oxygen: 

(
83 - 5 ) 

10.200 + 3.731 88 + 1.455 88 

Ko2= 5.843 + 3.731 = 1.465 • 

As one se es tbc values of '!J2 are a little more variabIe than those 
~ which refer to our condensers when filled with air (sec § 4). This may 

be due to variations of temperature or smaH impurities. When we 
take tbis into account and assume for the other numbers the accu
racy arrived at above, we find tbat the maximum error (ir we assume 
that the errors are additive) in the dielectric-coefficient ofnitrous oxide 
is 0.5 % and in that of oxygen 0.7 % while the error probably can 
he smaller. 

The value 1.491 given by DEw.A.R and FLEMING for the D-C. of 
oxygen at the norm al boiling point, differs from my value by 1.8 0/0' 
au agreement which may be considered as satisfactory, if we take 
into ~'.Ccount the deviations in the various values arrived at by 
different workers, even wh ere thc experimental substance can be 
more easily produced than liquid gaaes. 

6. Application of the CL.A.USIUS-MoSOTTI formula to the 1·eSlûts. 

An obvious application of the above resuHs is employing them ta 
test the Cr • .A.usIUs-MosOTTI formula. 

This is usually expressed 

K+2 
--- • d = Const.=D 
K-I 

where K is the dielectric·coefficient, d the density. 
This equation enables us to calculate the D.-C. of a suhstance in 

the liquid state when we know the D.-C. in the gaseous state and 
the densities of both a.ggregates. 

This is unfortunately not possible for nitl'ous oxide as the density 
at the normal boiling point is not accurately known. However as 
it is very intel'estillg to see how my valtlc agrees with the observations 
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of' tINDE 1), we· wil! take 1.15 for thé deni:)ity óÎ nÎtrous oxide· 
af ter NATTERER 2). Rence weobtain 4.85 as the value 'of D for 
liquid nitrous oxide at its boiling point, ,while LINDE found 5.42· 
for the· same at 00 O. For gaseous nitrous oxide we:obtain iJ = 5.~03 
assuming (1 = 1.969·X 103, K =--= l.001158 af ter KLEMENCIO •. 

. With oxygen also ~nIy an approximate test of the formula is 
possible as ·the rcquired data are inaecurate.·More especially the value 
of the D.-C. of gai;!eous oxygen is ~nknown, and there .~xist8 only 
a weIl grounded supposition by DEwAR and FLEMING 3) . that it will, 
not differ sensibly from that· óf air, whieh was found by bûth 
BOLTZMANN. and KLEMENClC to be 1.00059 at 00 C. and 760 mmo 

The dE'~sity of gaseous oxygell is. l.4292 X 10-8 at 0°: C. anfl 
760 nim. 4), that of .liquid oxygen is 1.124 after OLSZEWSKI5), 
1.1375 aftar DEWAR 6) and 1.134 af ter LADENBUll.G and KnÛGEL 7) • 
. If we then assume 1.00059 for the D. C; of gaseous oxygen, and, 

1.1375· for the density of tllC liquid we arrive at 1.556 as the D.-C. 
for the latter, whieh value agrees as far as the order of magnitude 
with the vaIues· found· hy DEWAR and FLEMING. Conversely assuming 
the D.-C: of the liquid oxygen we obtain· the value of 1.00051 for 
the gas ihsteadof 1.00059. , 

From "the ullcertainty. of t~e data employed a better agreement. 
: eanlIot· be expected. The experiments· are at least not contrary to 

the 'CLAUSIUS-MoSOT'rI formula, while the further eonsideration of 
,its applieation to oxygen lTIust be deferred for tbe present. 

Physics. - "The HALL-effect und the inàease of Magnetic Re
. sistance in Bismutk at very low Temperatures".·, By pro 

. E. 'VAN EVERDINGEN Jr. (Communieated by Prof. H. KA-
MERLINGH ONNES). ' 

tWill be' published in the Proceedings o{the nextmèeting.) 

1) 1. c. . 
I) Pogg. Ann. 62 p. 134. 
3)1. c. , 

. 4) LANDOLT and BÖRN8TEIN, p. 116. 
, 5) Ztschr. f. phys: Chem. xvr, 383. 

G) Proc. Royal Instit; 96. 
7) Ztschr. f. Compr. Gase 99 p. 77. 

(November 22, 1899.) 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN 1VETENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEErrING 

of Saturday November 26th, 1899. 

----..,·0')0-· ----

(Trnnslated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis· en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zaterdag 25 November 1899 Dl. YIII).' ~ 

CONTRNTS: "The HALL·effect and the increase of rcsistancc of bismuth in thc magnetic field 
at vcry low temperatUl'es", I. By Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN JR. (Communicated by Prof. 
H. AA~[ERLINGH ONNES), p. 229. - "Thc l'esol'plion of fat and soap in tbe large and 
the small intestine". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER, p. 234. - "An application of thc 
involutions of a higher order". By Prof. J. CARDINAAL, p. 234. - "On some spccil\l 
cases of MONGK'S differentinl equation". By Prof. W. AAPTEYN, p. 241. - "Two 
clI.rth-quakes, registeled in Europe and at Batavia". By Dr. J. P. VAN DER STOK, 

.A. e-gr + B tfl, 
p. 244 (Wlth one plate). - "Thc potentinl function '" (r) = and 

r 
.A. sin (qr + ft) 

'" (1') and the potential function of VAN DER WAALS". By Dr. G. BAKKER 
I r 

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. Y.iN DER WAALS), p. 247. - "On the systematic 
COITcctions of the plOper motions of the Stms, contnined in AuwEns'·BRADLEY· 
Cntnlogue, and the cooH'linntes of tllc Apex of tlle solar motion in Space". By ~. L. 
VEENSTRA (Cornmllnicnted by Prof. J. C. AAPT&YN). p. 262. - "On d-sOlbinose and 
l,sOlbinose (I/i.tagatosc) and their configurations". By Pl'of. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN 
and \V. ALBERDA VAN EltENSTEIl', P 268 - "On the action of sodium mono· and 
·disulphides on ul'olllntic nitl'o-compounds", (PI'eliminlll'Y communication) By J. J. 
BLANltSMA (Communicatccl by PlOf. C. A. LOBUY DE BRVYN), )1. 271. - "The ll11eged 
identity of led and yellow merCUl'e oxidc". (1). By Dl'. ERNST COHEN (Cornmunicllted 
by PlOt: H. W. BAKHt;IS HOOZEBOO!I), p. 273. - "The l~nantiotropy of Tin". (lH). 
By Dr. EnNs1' eOneN (Comrnunicatcd by PlOf. H. W. BAltHUlS ROOZEBOOM), p. 281. 
(With one plate). 

The following papero were read: 

Physics. - Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN Jr. "The HALL-effect and 
the incl'ease' of "esisfance of bismuth in the magnetic field at 
very low ternperatures". I. (Communication N°. 53 from the 
Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

(Rend October 28, 1899). 

1. In, thc Proceedings April 21 '97, p. 500 and June 26 '97, p. 74 
mraSU1'ements on the auove subjects we re just mentioned. These are 

17 
}lroceediugs Royal Acad. Amstcl'dnm, Vol. Il. 
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described at greater length elsewhere (Thesis for the doctor;:tte, 
Chapt. VII). .At that period however these measurements cóuld not 
b~ very. aèeurate, in consequence of the work in the cryogenic' 
laboratory being legally prohibited. on account of its alleged dimgers, 
80 that we 'eould not adequately use liquid gasesfor reaching low 

, . temperatures. Henèe I resorted to a mixture of solid carbon-dioxide 
and alcohol; but then the temperature remairied constant only for 
a short time, and the value given is not quite accürate. 

The· difficulty mentioned. being removed, I have taken this work .. 
up again, alld arn now able to communicate same figures,' obtained 
by means of a bath of boiling nitrous oxide, i. e. at a temperature 
of about - 900 C. 

2. The liquid-bath. Two forms of vessel for the liquid, gas 
have been' used. . 

The first eonsisted only of a very narrow vacuum-glass, outer 
diameter 33 m.m., inner diameter 21 m.m., heigh~ about 35 e.m . 

. This was filled to two thirds of its height with liqllid nitrous oxide 
by means of the spiral packed in solid carbon-~ioxide, described in 
Comin.No. 51,. §. 4 1). It was then mounted between the poles of 
an electromagnet The experimental. apparatus <:orild be placed in the 
vacuum-glass hefore filling this, so that after.filling only tbe neeessary 
leads hadto be connected; usually however it. was lowered into the 
vacuum-glass aftel' this had Q~en placed' between 'the poles, and 
was .then quite ready for' the. experiment . 

.A single filling, in whicih about 0.4 kgm. of nitrous oxide in all 
was ~ taken from the cylinder, was suffieient to cover the apparatus 
for more thantwo hours .. A draw-back of the use of vacuum~glasses 
is however . the larg~ space' bet ween the poles" w:hich is. required 
even with t.his narrow glass, and prohibits the use of comparatively 
intënse fields .. 

In order to meet this difficulty a second farm without a vacuum 
wall 2) was constructed,drawn in fig. 1. The vessel for the Iiquid 
in the strict ~ense of the word consists of a cylindrical wooden 
receptacle a,' in the bottOlU of which a vessel made of compressed 
paper with aval section and wood~n bottom is glued. Externally 

. , 
Ij Verslag der Verg. Kon. Akad, v. Wet. Amsterdam, 30 September '99, p. ]35. 

Comm. Phys. Lab. Leiden N0. 51. ' 

2) In the same wayin the ethylene boiJing flask (ColUm~ NO. 14, Versl. Dee.'94) . 
the eondensed gM is only sufficiently protected against lleat by air-spaees anu \V'ool 
wrnpping .. 
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these vessels are covered with shellac, internally with fish-glue. 
Round the paper wall about 8h m.m. thick acotton thread has been 
wound forming a layer also 3/4 m.~. thick;, while the inner minor 
axis is 12 m.m., the maximum thickness is thus restricted to 15 m.m. 

Fig, 1, 

By means of the conical caoutchouc 
ring . c the vessel a is connected to 
the glass- tube d, which becomes 
l1arrower at the top. Onto this the 

. bl'aBS T -tll be e fits, which is connected 
to it hy meana ofa caoutchouc tube. 
Through the caoutchouc stopper g lead 
four glass tubes hl' .. h,.,.,containing 
fhe leads for the experimental apparatus .. 
For pouring out" the condensed gas a 
steel capillary tube k, covered by a 
rubber tube leads through the si de-tube 
of e and is serewed on to the above 
mentioned condensing ,spiral. 

lf it is desired to. collect the evapo
rated gas, all connections may easily' 
be made air-tight j for this prirpase the 
glass tubes are drawll out at the top 
and the leadsmay be eemented there. 
Conduits leading to a pump or gas
sack . ean be tben cqnnected. to the, 
side tube of e. 

Tbe T-piece e fits also on the above 
described vacuum-glass and may serve 
to close it, as will be necessary in 
further researches. U ntill now there 
was no objection to'leaving both baths 
open and allowing the gas to escape . 

. In the observation of thé HALL

effect in au electr01 ytic plate of bismuth, 
to be menUoned directly, tbe vessel a 
was about half filled aftel' a sma.ll 

quantityof liquid had cvaporated. It. toak more t~an an hour, 
before the level of liquid was lowered to the openillg of b. In these 
operatiolls about 0.7 kgm. of nih'ous oxide was used. rrhe space 
between the vessels· Ct and b, thc polepieees and the coils of' the 
magnot was filled throughout witb wou!. .. 

17* 
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3. The HALL-effect in elect1'olytic bismuth. The plate js obtained 
n the way described in Oomm. N0. 42 1). 

The method of observation is the same as in all the previous 
experiments, and was described in Oomm. N0. 26 2). The plate car
rier l is made of ebonite. 

The leads for the HALL-CUrl'ent 711712 are only 0.1 mmo thick, in 
order that they may conduct as little heat as possibJe, the larger 
resistance being immaterial. The wires ml m2 supplying the primal'y 
current of a bout 0.5 amp. were chosen somewhat thicker, 0.25 mm., 
in order to decrease the heat produced in the 1iquid without in
creasing toa much the heat conducted to it. 

The following results were obtained for the coefficient of HALL 
Rand the product RM (M = Magnetic force). 

-
MAG NET leF 0 ReE. 

Temp. 

I i' I I r 
]500 2600 3900 5000 5800 8100 

R IRMI R IEMI R I RM I R 1 RM' R I RM I R j RM 

11,2111,5 
1 I + 15° 10,9 28,2 10,0 39,0 9,4 47,0 9,1 52,7 - --

_ 90° 21,1 127,4 - - 17,7 69,0 - - 15,8 91,4. 14,6 118,0 
I 

(RM was expressed in the unit 1000 O. G. S.) 
Henec in all fields the HALL-effect has been increased, especially 

in the weakest field. The latter pal'tieular was a1so observed before. S) 
with othel' bismuth for tcmpel'atures ranging from 20° C. to 100° C. 

The coefficient of HALL at - 90° O. in a field of 1300 O. G. S. 
units is 21,1 and exceeds by far the highest value formerly obtaineu. 
The question delt witb. in several earlier communications,' as to 
whether Ol' na a maximum HALL-effect exists at low temperatures, 
is not definitely answered by these measurements at only two tem
peratures, but dIe rapid increase points to the contrary. A more 
decisive answer wil! be obtained I hope hefare long by repeating 
the experiment in a bath of liquid oxygen. 

The figures I'ommunicated fol' tbe temperature - 90° O. are nor 
yet quite fin al , as the contact·resistance at the secondary electrodes 

1) Versl. 25 Juni '9S, p. 98. Comm. NO. 4,.2, p. 7. 
~) Versl. 30 Mei '96, p. 47. Comm. N0. 26, p. 3. 
J) VersL 30 Mei '96, p. 5. Comm. NO. 26, p. 20. 
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Încreased considerably dnring the experimynts. Though the resistancé 
in the circuit of the HALL-current was measured several times dUl'ing 
the experiments, some of tbe interpolated values may stiJl contain 
a small percentage error. In future Iintend to avoid this by altering 
the construction of the plate carrier. 

4. Magnetic incl'ease of resistance anà cfystallogmphic àifection. 
The experiments made before on this subject with one of the 

bars (N0. 1) cut out of a crystalline piece from MERCK 1) have now 
been repeated at - 900 C. The method of observation was the same 
as described in Comrn. N0. 48. 2) The use of the above described 
vacuum-glass offered especial advantage in this case, for the bar 
could be rotated, together with the whole frame in which it was 
placed, about its greatest ~xis, which was vertical. In tbis 
manner the lines of magnetic force could be made to coincide with 
different crystallographic ui.rections, without altering anything in the 
adjustment of the electrodes etc. Tbis easy turning had only one 
disadvantage, that it somctimes occasioned movements during tbe 
experiments. For accurate measurements therefore it will be necessary 
to fix to the frame a rigid stem provided with an index. 

The foliowing results are therefore only mentioned because they 
evidently prove that the differences in increase of resistance formerly 
observed in different positions of the bar were only caused by the 
change of the angle between the lines of force and the crystallo
graphic directions. 

In tbe following table column I contains the positions in which 
the direction of maximum resistance 8) coincided with the lines of 
force, II the positions in which this direction was perpondicular 
to the Hnes of force. 

PerCfmtage increase of l'esistance. 

Temp. MAGNETIO FORCE 

2650 3800 

2~0 I 
I TI I I II 

\ 

1,3 32 I 2,2 I 5,8 1 _ 

I 
_ 90°, 2,8 ':1 I 4,3 113,7 

1) Vers!. 21 April '97, p. 498. Comm. N°. 37, p. l3. 
2) Versl. 25 Maart '99, p. 486. Comm. N°. 48, p. 6. 
a) Vl'rsl. 21 April '97, p. 498. ComID. NO. 37. p. 13. 
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'~ l! or the sake of compfil'ison we may note, that formerly at thé 

temperature 15° O. and in a field of 7700 O. G. S. units the increase 
Was found to be: 

in the position I 6,5 11 14,9 

Physiology. - "Tlte 1'esoJ'ption of fat and soap in the large ana 
the smalt intestine". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER. 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting). 

Mathematics. - "On an application of the hwolutions of higher 
order". By Prof. J. OARDINAAL. 

1. One of the best known problems of the theory of the pencil 
of conics is the determination of the number of particular conics in 
such a pencil, where one rectangular hyperbola, two parabolae and 
three pairs of straight lines are obtained. The corresponding problem 
of geometry in space, namely the detel'mination of the number 
of particular quadrJC Burfaces in a pencil of those quadrics (pencH 
of 8 2), offers more difficulties. 

It is true, it IS easy to prove that there are three paraboloïds in 
a pencil of 8 2 ; but more difficult is it to trace the number of other 
particular groups of surfaces. The surfaces of revolution cannot be 
reckoned amongst these, having to satisfy two conditions. Howevel', 
the orthogonal (rectangular) hyperboloids can be, as it will be 
proved that these are bound hy one condition only. 

M y purpose in this communication is to in vestigate first how 
many rectangular hyperboloids appear in a genera} pencil of 8 2 and 
consecutively to prove that the construction may be brought back 
to a problem of synthetic geometry in the plane, a problem where 
the theory of involutions of higher order must be applied. 

2. According to definition an hyperboloid iR rectangular when 
thc cyclic plaues are normal to two generatrices. With OLEBSCH 1) 
we ho wever thiok it preferabIe to choose a definition, in which we 
make use of the section of the hyperboloid with the plane at inB
nity. rro investigate the l'ectangularity we set to work as follows: 

1) CLEB3CH.LIN:PEMANN: Vorleaungen uber Geometrie, ("Lesaons on Geometry"), 
Vol. lIJ Part Ij p. 195, where we also find the literature of this subJect mentioned. 
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first we determine the seetion (HZ) of the hyperboloid with the plane 
at infinity, then we construct the chords of intersection of HZ with 
the imagmary eirde (eZ) in that p]ane. If the poIe of one of those 
chorda of intersection in reference to C2 falls in H2, the hyperboloid 
is rectangular. 

3. By this methocl the problem of space is traosformed into a 
pl'oblem of the pJane; in the further treatment, however, we come 
across the difficulty of an imaginary conie e2• For a better insight 
into the problem, we substitute for the present an arbitral'y plane 
for the plane at infinity, a real conic for the irnaginary circle and 
then the problem is formulated as follows: 

Given a cooie K2 and a pencil of conics with the also real base 
poiot'l 1, 2, 3, 4; to detel'mine a conic L2 of the peneil, for which 
the pole of a chord of intersection with K2 lies on P. 

4. If L2 is found, we can still make the following rem ark about 
the solution: Let L2 intersect the co]]ic ](2 in the points LlI L2 f 

Lg, L4,; let Lu be the pole of Ll Lz in reference ta K'), and let 
L2 be brought through Lu, then accordillg to a known theorem 
L2 will aIso pass through the pole L84, of the opposite chord 
L3 L4 1). So the points 1, 2, 3, 4, L12 , LS4 lie on the same conic. 
Af ter this rem ark we can pass to the cODstruction of the locus of 
the poles, supposing that L2 describes the whole pe-ncil. 

5. Let A2 be a conie of the pencil (1234): it jntel'sects ](2 in 
the four points Al' .A z, 11s , A4,' These four points will give rise 
to six common chords A 1 A21 AlAs,AlA4,11i&11a,AzA4,AsA4 
which correspond to six poles A 12 ••• A34' If A2 is rep]aeed sue· 
cessively by all the conics of the pencil, every Dew conic gives rise 
to four new points of intersectioD: 011 ](2 these !Iuadruples form 
an involution of the fourth order. It is dear, tbat if A 1 is ehosen 
arbitrarily and cOllie A2 is constructed, 1121 Aal A4 on 1(2 are alao 
determined, and that reciprocally when one of thé last points, take 
A21 is chosen, Al' 43 and A4 are aiao determineà. The six lines jaining 
the quadruples of points by two envelop a eurve C3 of the third class 2). 

1) STEINER-SCI{RÓTER: Theorie cIer Kegelscllnitte, ("Theory of Conies"), lI, 3rd 
edition, p. ö26, problelll 90. 

2) R. STURM, Die GebIlde ersten und zweiten Grades der LiniengeometriE', ("The 
ngures of the first and the second order in the geometry of the straight Hne)", I, 
p.29. 

MILINOWSKI, Zur TheolÎe der kubisehen und biquudrutisehen Involutionen, ("Theol'Y 
of eubie :md biquadmtic involutions") Zeitschrift f. Mnth. und Physik, 19, p. 212 etc. 
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We can detern1ine the order of this curve Cs in the following way: 
Construct one of the common tangents tI of K2 and I Cs i let Tl be 
the point of contact of tI witIl K2, then Tl is a double point of 
the involutioll. Through Tl still two tangents can be drawn to Cs; 
they interseet K2 iu the branchpoints of the involution j these 
branchpoints are common points of K2 and Cs. We can conclude 
from the number 6 of the coromon tangents that tbere are 12 of 
these branch points ; therefore Cs intersects the conic K2 in 12 points. 
Rence C3 is of the sixth order and may be called ('6. 

6. The locus of the poles of the tangents of C6 in reference to 
K2 is the reciprocal polar curve C3 of C6 ; it is of the third order 
aner of the sixth class. We imagine Ol1ce more a point Al2 on Cs 
as the pole of chord Al .1.12 of K2; Al and A 2 determille two points 
of the corresponding con ie A2 of the pencil which intersects K2 
moreover in AB and A<j,; A2 also intersects (J3 in the six points 
A '12, ...1'18' •• ...1 '84, Moreover five other poles will appear on C3 
besides A12' the pol es of the chords AJAs. AIAM A2AS' A2A4' AsA4' 
By assuming one point on Cs, two groups, each of 6, are de ter
mined on C3, the group A ~lDd the group A'. If one of the points 
A is taken arbitrarily no point of group A will coincide with a 
point of group A'. 

7. The following conclusions may be arrived at from the preceding: 
a. If we assume successively the points A12• B 12• 012 ", on C3, 

as many groups of 6 points are formed; each of the points of the 
group can determine the whole group unequivocally, so the points 
A, B,O • .. form an involution of the sixth order on C3. 

b. The points of intersection A', B'. C' ..• of the conics with 
Cs also form an involution of the sixth order. 

e. Each point of gl'OUp A' corresponds to any point of group Ai 
reciprocal1y each point of group A corresponds to any point of 
group A'; so both involutions are projective. 

d. The points of coincidence of both involutions determine the 
conies which give the solution of the problem (3). 

8. The projective involutions on the same beare)' are both of 
the sixth order, so they have 12 points of coincidence 1). These 
points may be indicated more closely in the following manner: 

J) E. Kör'rER! Grundzûge einer rein geometrischen Theorie der algebrnischen ebenen 
Curven, (nEIernents of n purely geometricnl theory of the nIgebraic pInne curves".) 
p. 88 etc. 
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cll intersects K 2 in 6 points; these 6 points are at the samê 
time tbe points of contact on 1(2 of the eommou tangents of K2 

and CG. From this we can conclude that for these points tue end
points of the chords of intersection coincide; sa iu these points 
conies of pencil (l 2 3 4) will touch K2. If we imagine one of these 
points Tl to be givell, a conie of the peneil passes through this 
point, and as it touches K2, the corresponding pole falls in Tl; 
fl'om tbis we conclude that: 

The 6 points of intersection Tl ... 16 of C3 and K2 are 6 of 
the points of coincidence of bath involutions; so we have still to 
account for 6 other points of coincidence. Let us eaU one of these 
points A12, then the conic thl'ough A 12 wi1l meet K2 in Al' A2' A3' A4 

and will pass through A34' the pole of A3 A4' Rence these six 
points can be divided into three pairs of points (A12 A S4) (B12 B 34) 

{Cl~ CS4)' 

By the way we remark that the obtained result is in accordance 
with the fart, that six conics of a pencil touch au arbitrary conie. 

9. The found three pairs of points deterrnine the three conies 
which will sQlve the problem. We ho wever add a tecond deduction, 
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which is connected, as will be pl'oved, with the theOly of double 
points of cm'ves of higher order, 

Let A2 again be a conic of the pencil (1 2 3 4) i we imagille 
two of the points of intersection of AZ with KZ to be constructed, 
take Al and A2' and moreover the pole AI2 of Al All in reference 
to K2 (see diagram). 

The tangen ts A I A 12 and A 2 A 12 in tersect the cOllic A J for the 
second time in the points PI and P'},; in tbe same way we can a]so 
determine the iangents in the points As and 41 4 with their second 
points of intersection Ps and P4' If A'}, describes the whole pencil, 
PI! P2, Ps, P4 generate a locus; at tbe same time tbe poles 
Au ... A34 generate the locus C3 found formerly. The conies 
forming the solution of thc problem proposed sub (3) must now be 
brought through the points of intel'section of the curve Cs with 
the locus of the points PI' P2, Ps, P4 • 

10. To deterrnine the order of the locus lastly named, let us 
take a straight line land determine how many points it has in 
common with it. We take a point AI on l, draw from that point 
two tangents to K2 and constrnct the conic (1 234) through 
each of the points of contact; as we can construct two conics, four 
points of intersection A '1' A ''}" A 's, A'4 on l wil! be found. 80 to 
one point Al belong 4 points A' iln the just found corl'espondence, 

Reversely if we construct tbe conic passing through A'l' then it 
ctlso passes tbrough one of tbe other points A' say A'2 ; it determines 
4 points of intersection with K2; the tangents to K2 through those 
points determine still three points A21 As, A4 besides Al' Oonse
quently 4 pointE. A' cOrl'espond to one point A and 4 points A to 
one point A'. 

SO there exists a projective correspondence (4,4) bet ween these 
points A and A' wbich possesses 8 points of coincidence. 80 the 
required locus llltersects l in 8 points, hen ce it is a curve of the 
8th order. 

11. However, this curve breaks up into two parts. It is clear 
that KC), itself belongs to the locus of the points of illtersection of 
the tangents to K2 with the variabIe conic A2. The remaining curve 
will be of the 6th order; we have now to investigate its pal'ticular 
points. These are the foJlowing: 

a. The points 1, 2, 3, 4 are double points of KO. To prove this 
we consider point 1, from which we draw the tangents tI and tz to 
K2. TherE' is a conie of the penril (12 B 4) passing throllgh the 
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point of contact tI and a second through the point or contact t~; if 
the varia bIe conie describes the peneil, then the iocus will pass two 
times through thc point 1; so 1 is a double point alld so are 2, 
3 and 4. 

b. The points of interseetion of KO and C3 are double points. 
cr. is the locus of the poles Au •.. AS4 i in these po]es two 
tangents concur; so the locus also passes two times tbrough these 
poles. It is evident that we are dealing with points of intersection 
of CS and Ka, not lying at the same time on K2, so theóe are the 
six pointó (AI2' AM)' (BI2' BS4) , (C)2' C34) formerly fouud. 

12 It is now evident, that the curvE' Ka has ten double points; 
80 it is unicursal. Of these points six lie on C3. the remaining 4 
are 1, 2, 3, 4. The six double points representing 12 pomts of 
intersection of KG with cs, thel'e are still 6 points; theRe are 
evidently the points where CS also intersects K2, so that now all 
the points of interseetion of CS alld KO are found. 

Moreover it is clear that the curve KG touC'hes the eurve KlJ. in 
the six common points, so that it lias no more points in common 
with it. 

Au additional remark is, that the 10 double points have a partic
ular position iu reference to each other. They are situated so, that 
the pomts A lie in pairs with the 4 points 1, 2, 3, 4 on a conie. 
This C'orresponds with thc geometrical truth that the ton double 
points of a curve of the 6th order oannot have an arbitrary position 
iu reference to eaeh other. 

13. The algebraic reckoning comes to a similar result. Lpt the 
Jlyperboloid be: 

This is rectangular, if 

111 1 1 1 
-;;r + (,2 ='{;2 or 

If we start from a general equation of aquadratie surface 
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th 'k 111 . tfh' en as 18 'nown ~' F' 7 are glven as roo s 0 teequatIon 

o , 

or 
1..3 + 3 A 1..2 + 3 BI.. + C = 0 , 

so that the condition, which must be satisfied by the 3 roots 
I..}, 1..2 , Às, is 

Now we have À} + )'2 + )'3 = -- 3 A, 1..1 1..2 + À} 1..3 -t- )'2}.3 = 3 B, 
1..1 1..2 À3 = - C, from which results after some deduction as arelation 
Jbetween thc coefficients 

27 A3 - 36 AB + 8 C = 0 . 

Expressed in the coefficiellts of the general equatioll th is bccomes 

so we see, that this is a re]ation where the coefficients appear In 

tbe third order. 
If thera is a penciI of quadratic surfaces of the second order, we 

substitute all + k bn for au; for k we obtain a cubic equation, which 
proves that there are three rectangular hyperboloids in the pencil, 
aresuit corresponding with that of the geometrical considerations. 

Up till now the treatment of the problem has borne a general 
character. For a complete insight tbe imaginary circle at infinity 
must be exchanged for the arbitrary conic K2; there are moreover 
many particular cases. This would however lead to too extensive 
discussions ; sa this communication must be concluded here. I 
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Mathematics. - (( On some special cases of MONGE'S diffet"ential 
equation". By Prof. W. KAPTEYN. 

If as in general p, q, 1", s, t represent the first and second differ
ential coefficients of a function :: of two independent variables {C 

and y, the differential equation appearing in the title is 

Hr + 2Ks + Lt + M = 0, 

where H, K, L, Mare functions of {c, y, z, pand q. For the solu
tion of this differential equation MONGE has given a method based 
on the determination of two intermediate integrals of the farm 

u =J(v) , 

where u and vare dependent on :1', y, z, pand g and J represents 
an arbitrary function. This methad is however deficient, the existence 
of intermf'diate integrals depending on certain relations between thc 
functions H, K, Land M, thus far unknown. 

For the purpose of making tbis method more practical, f have 
tried to trace these unknown relatians. However, these relations are 
very intricate i for this reason I have confined myself for the present 
to the simple cases where MONGE'S equatiol1 consists of two terms 
only. For these cases I have succeeded in finding the necessal'yand 
Bufficient conditions which the only remaining function must satisfy, 
jf we suppose that the equation has two intermediate integrals. 
From these conditions I have then deduced the most general forms 
for tbe only ] emaining fnnction and determined tbe two intl:'rmediate 
integraIs belonging to it. 

The result of this investigation is the following, as for as 
concerns the most general forms of the function and the two 
corresponding integrals, J, CP, lIJ representing e,oerywhere arbitrary 
fllnctions of the arguments indicated when necessary between 
brackets. 

J. l' - Às = O. 

In this case the form is 

À= 
lIJ (p) 

IJ - cP (y. p) 

and the iutOl mediate intograls are 
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~r~ f-f~ ~ I 

ge + e lIJdp =f(y) 

z - (p -lIJ) - Jrp dij = fep) 

H. l' - ')..'2t = O. 

For convenience sake we bave represented the unknown function 
hy tbe square of a function ')..; we then_find for the most general 
form of ').. 

.A (AEN - z2) + 2..1XZp - A(X'2 - 1/,,/3'2)p2 
').. - --------------:--=::::::--c---=--=-::-

- Z2 - AE(X2 - 1/4i3~) - AYZq + ..1'2 Nq2 ' 

where 

x = Aa' + C, Z = Az + B, Y = 2y -"2r + (3, _ 

N = (y-r) (y - r + (3) 

and A, B, C, E, (3 and r denote arbitral'y constants. 
To be able to express the intermediate integrals in a simple 

manner, we write 

av ,av 
.4(V) == oq - A ai' 

av oV oV 
B(V)= o.t' -À 3y +(p-Àq) az' 

av oV 
A1(V) = fi + ')..oP' 

av oV av 
B1(V) = ~ + À ~ + (p + Ag) -a-' 

0.'0 oy Z 

Then thc two intermediate integrals are 
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(al al)Z 
when by AZ(i..) we understand ag - A 'op and likewise by A12(A) 

(aA + À a;.)Z 
aq 'op 

IlI. r - i.. = o. 

In this case it is only necessary that À is independent of q. The 
two intermodiate integrals are faund by determining the three 
independent integrals ~t, v and w of the system af simultaneous 
differential equations 

and by uniting these to 
l' = f(v) I 

u=f(w). 
IY. 8 - At = o. 

Here Î. must be equal to p qJ (IJ) + tfJ ($, q) and the two inter
mediate integrals are 

-Jepdq f-]fJdq 
pe - e tfJdq = f(x) I 

(1 - qrp)y + zrp + Jl/Jd:C =f(q). 

v. 8-/..= o. 

Let U represl3nt an arbitrary functian of 11', y and z, then l must 
be equal to 

if 

au au au 
---pq--p-- + D I '0:1: ay az 

D = ruf;u( au. au + az 
U) dz _ e-U W(:cy) I J t: '0,11, ay o:rdy 

where W denates an arbitrary functian of .c and !J. This re sult was 
already given hy GOURSAT, "Equations aux dérivées partielles du 
l:lecond ol'dl'e", III p. 8S. -
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The two intermediate integrals become 

• 

qeU - Jeu. ~; d~ +J W(xy)d,ç =j(y, 

peU - JeU~~ dz +1 W(a'y)dy =/(31) • 

VI. t - A= O. 

In this case the only condition is that A is independent of p' 

The intermediate integl'als are found by uniting the three integrals 
u, v, w of 

to 

d31 dy dz dq --= -=--- = o 1 q À(31.y,z,q) 

IJ, =/(v). 
u=/(w). 

Remark. Tt s('ems that thc form sub I may still be chosen 
more generally. 

Physical Geography. - "Two eal'th-quake.~, registered in Europe 
and at Batavia". By Dr. J. P. VAN DER SrOK. 

A. 1. In tbe night of 29 to 30 September 1899, a heavy earth
quake cnused '3erious damage at the south coast of the isle of 
Ceram and in the Mollucco's. 

The first official report, sent by the Resident of Amboina to tbe 
Governor-General immediately af ter the disaster, runs as follows: 

»In the night of 29 to 30 September at lh 45 m a. m. a heavy 
earth-quake, folIo wed by a series of sea-waves, caused considcrabla 
damage at the south coast of Ceram and, in a less degrec, also at 
the isles of Ambon, Ballda and the Ulias-il:lles. Several vi1lages 
at Ceram's south coast bave been devastated; in the Elpaputih.Bay 
all except two. The prison at Amahei has been completely destroyed, 
the fortifications partüilly, whel'eas the presbytery and the churches 
remained unhurt, as also the garrison and the civil officers at 
Amahei and Kairatoe. 

As the Governm~nt-steamer Arend proved incapable of doing all 
the work, the steamers Gouverneur·Generaal 's Jacob and Japara 
of the Royal Pakketvaart-Company were chartercd in order to convey 
victuals and medical assistance and for the transport of the wounded, 
whilst also thc Resident of Ternate was requested to give ~sistance. 
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Provisions and material for building are to be hild at Ambon in 
su:fficient quantities and have been provided jmmediately; but in 
other respects there is still much sufferance. 

(rhe steamer 's Jacob brought ov('r to Amboina 27 wounded, whilst 
tbe Japara, by which boat the Resiàent and first medical officer 
went to the place of the disaster, conveyed 49 wounded from 
!mahei and Saparu8. 

From Banda, wh ere the pier before fort Nassau has been destroyed, 
satisfactory information has been received. 

According to preliminary reports the number of natives, killed 
by the disaster, amounts to 4000 and that of the wounded to 500. 

The natives who survived have fIed to the inland country and 
do not venture to come baek to their hamlets : there is much agita
tion everywhere, where the effect of the earth- and seawaves has 
been feIt. The petroleum-establishment at Bulobay has not suffered 
any damage." 

2. The seismograms, received from Dr. FIGEE, show tbat this 
earth.quake has been registered very neatly at tbe Royal Observ
atol'y at Batavia. 

As far as I know this is the first case that an earth-quake, origill
ating in the Molucco's has beeu observed at Batavia by means 
of Milne's seismograpb. The motion commences abruptly at Oh. 14m,6 
Bfltavia time, which eorresponds to l h 4.3m,B loeal time, the diffe
rence in longitude between Almthei and Batavia being lh 28m,7. 

3. On tbe 29th of Seplember an earth-quake has been also reg· 
istered in tbe now Imperial Central-station for seismology at Strass
burg by tbe Rebeur·Eblert pendulums and also at Dr. SCHÛTT'S' 
seismie Institute at Hamburg. 

Professor GERLA.ND at Strassburg has kindly forwarded tbe fol
lowing dates, redueed to Greenwicb time. 

Strassburg. Batavia. 
m m 

Beginning (about) 17h 23,5 17h 7,6 

m m 
Maximum \ 17h 58,8 l7h 29,6 

m m 
End (about) 18h 49,4 l8h 23,0 

In . m , m 
uratlOn l h 25,9 l h 15,4 

18 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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As the seismograms bear an entil'ely different character as the 
waves proceed Îrom the centrum of disturbance, an exact comparison 
of tbe epochs of commencement, maximum effect. and end offer, 
up to the present time, considerable difficulties. 

Moreover in most cases the epochs of beginning and termination 
cannot be sharply inflicated, as tbe seismogràms generally exhibit 
a gradual increase and decrease of motion. A.n exact meaSlll'ement 
of the veloeities of propagation will be possible only wheu a reliable 
method has been found of analysing thc compound movement in Hs 
elementary constituents. 

With the hypothesis, that the viorations have travelIed along 
paths appr{)ximating the chords through the earth, we find that 
the velocity of propagation bas been ab out 10, KM. per second; 
the distanre between Strassburg and .A.ma}Jei being 10402 K.M . 

.A.s tbe distance between Batavia and .A.mahei is 656 KM., the 
exact local time of the eal'th-quàke can be fixed at 1 h 42~;2. 

B. Concerning the other earth-quake, observed also at Batavia 
as wen as at Strassburg, the following data are- provided by the 
seismograms: 

September 10 

1899. 

Greenwich time 

StrQssburg. 

prelim-1 2oh 5S
m
9 b . . , egmnIDg. 

inary m 

tremors 21h 8,2 maximum. 

m 
21h 54,3 beginning. 

m 
21h 58,9 maximum 

m 
24h 28,9 end 

I 

Batam·a. 

m 
22h 7,0 

m 
22h 54,5 

m 
23h 1915 

m m 
, Duration 2h 34,6 1b 12,5 

From these records we may conolude that thc. centre of the disturbance 
is situated at a greater distance from Bata via than from Strassburg ; 
fil'stly because pl'eliminary tremors have been registered at the lattel' 
place about 21h; secondly hecause the epoch of maximum disturb~ 
ance at Batavia is about one hour later than at Strassburg, and 
thirdly because the duratioll is considerable less at the farmer thiln 
at the latter ·station. 

The last argument is, however, questional:5le, owing to the diffi
culty of fixing' the characterizing epoehs. In »Nature" it is noted 
down, (presumably by Prof. MILNE from the isle of Wight) that 
seismie distul'bances occurred on the 31'd, lOtb and 17tb of September. 

No indications of the exact time of occurrence are given, vut it is 
stated that the centre of disturbl.lnce is in Alaska. 
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Physics. _. Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS offers on behalf of 
Dr. G. BAKKER of Schiedam a paper on: "The potential 

Ae-qr + Beq" A sin (gT + ce) 
function g; (7') = and g; (1') = and the 

l' l' 

po~ential function of VAN DER WA ALS". 

In a previous paper I have poillted out that these potential func
tion8 lend to a spherical homogeneous 8hell or to a massive sphere, 
the density of which is a function ftf the distance from the 
centre, the property to attract an external point as if tbe mass were 
concentrated in the centre, if we leave a factor, depending on the 
radius, out of account. The differential equations7 which are satisfied 
by these functions, are resp.: 

d2g; 2 dg; - + __ = q2g; • • • • • • • (1) 
d,:ç2 l' dr 

and 
d2g; 2 dg; 9, _ + _ - = - q g; • • • • • • (2) 
dr9, l' dr 

Tf we substitute (1)2 + y2 + z2 for 1'2, these equations mayalso 
be written: 

(la) 
and 

(2a) 

The resemblance of these differential equations with the weU
known equation \/2g; = 0 for the potentialof NEWTON, made it 
p1'obable that these potential fuuctions wOllld have more in com
mono The analogy was even closer than rexpected. I found e. g. 
that the adion between two systems of agens, spread over arbitrary 
spaces and aurfaces, may be substituted by a system of tensions in 
the medium in a similar way as MAXWELL did for electric agens. 

In the firat place we state the following theorems: 
1. Ir l/l represents the potential in a point lil, y, z of an agens 

which fills several spaces continuously, aud is spread over several 
Ae-qr +Begr 

sUl'faces, the potential function heing g; (1') = , we nnd 
l' 

for the potential, with the exception of some points and surfaces 
the differential equation : 

\J2rp = q2!p - 4 n ( . ..4 + B) Q • • (3) 

in which (! represents the density in that point. 
18* 
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IJ. If IfJl rèpresents thc potential in a point a-, y, z of an agens 
which fins several spaces cQntinuously and is spread ovér several 

l! . , '1 f " Asin(qi'+a) . 
SUl'laCeS, the potentla unctIon bemg Cfl (1') = .' ',wé get 

, r 

. for the potential the differential equation: 

\]2I/Jl.= - q21/11 - 41& Q A sin a .,. (4) 

some points and surfaces being excepted; erepresents the, density 
iri that point, 

It is easy to find equatiori: 

Let us put: 

Ae.-qr + Begr . A + B 
---=u '. • (5) 

By ,applying the operation 'iJ2 to the two mombers of the last 

t' b . 'k' 't h 2 A + B O' . fi 1 equa IOn ut one, ta mg I1l 0 account t at \] -' -- = ,we nc: 
. r 

nAe-qr+Beqr nn,\A+B (B A (A+B)q2 r ~ 
'iJ'" '=\]"'u=q'" + -) q + ' + = 

r I '1'. . r . . 

Ae-qr + Beqr = q2 ' or 
r 

\]2 cp= \]2 U = q2 cp ",. 0 .(6) 

The proof ofthe first theo:..~~ is, bas_ed on this consider~tiono The 
potential lÎJ jn a, point .x, !i, z of an agens with acubic density Q 

. and a surfàce density (1, becomes if the potential function is cp (1'): 

if r represents tbe distance from point a-,!I, z to tbe elements' of 
space or' of surface for wbich the density is represented by Cl or (Jo 

We have: 

A+B 
cp (r) = + n (e,!uation 5) 

r 
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The . poteDt~al inay be written: 

or 

If we apply to both olembers the opel'ation .\J'i., we gat: 

!St 

!Llld ~ecause 'i]'}, u = q'}, cp (see equation 6): 

2nd 'i]22'FudT+ 'V2~Jl)Ud8=~ F'i]2UdT+2jl)'i]2UdS . 
. " 

Rence: , 

\l21Jl = (llJl.- 4 n CA +~) Q , " ' , (7) 

To prove the second theorem, we point out that: 

A sin(q1' + a) =.A. cos ct sin q1' + A sin a cos Q1' 

Ir we substitute. a new constant' Al. fol' A cos ct and B for 
A ainct we m~y write the potential function (PI (7') as follows: 

We find easily: 

Al sin q1' + B COB q'l' 
lPI ('1') = ------
. r 

Al sin qr + B eDit q'l' . B· _ A Bq2r. 
. ,-'--- 1Q-'---

l' '1' n2 

B' . 
lf we put Vil ('1') - - = tl aDd .. apply the ope;'ation V 2

, we get : 
'1' 
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. (B ' . 
=~q'J -;+u)=_q2rpl 

and on tbis tbe proof of thc second theorcm is bascd. 
N ow we have for the potential in a point: 

'I' . ~ IQ lpi (1') dT + ~fa CPl (1') ds 

B. 
Now. Pi (1') = -. + v. So aho: 

r . 

lil = ~.j'B~ dz: +:E f B: ds + I f<JV d~ + ~ fv d~. : 

(S) 

If we apply to' ~oth members the operation \]2 we find in 11 

similar way &s we did when proving tbe preceding theorem: 

\]20/ = - 4 n BQ+ ~J(J \]2 v dI: + i JO'\]2vds • • (9) 

Now we gat in con~equence óf (7): 

1(' 'iJ'), v d~ = - q2 I F epi db 

and in the same way: 

. ~ JO' 'iJ2 vds '- - qlJ, ~ j~ rpI d8 -

or 

~ ~ 'iJ2?) d. + ~ fO'\]2Vds= _q2( ~ FCPid7:+~(jCPldS )=-q'2'1f 

Equation (8) becomes: 

\]1), 'I' = .,.- 4·,r B(! - q2, ql 

or because B = A 8in a : . 

. . .. ' • (lO) 

.Let us now pro~e tbc reversed theorem of Theorem I 1). 

I) With that modificlltion tbat B is' put o. 
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111. Ir I/J and Q. are functions of $,y alld 02, lfI satîsfying the 
three foUowing conditions : 

lat 1/'- and its flrst derivatives with respect to x, y and z are 
continuous everywhere. 

2nd some. isolated points,' lines and su~faces excepted, !{J fulfils 
in an acyclic region, the equation: 

'iJ2 I/J = 9.2 I/J - 4: 'TC .A Q. 

. . dlJl dl/' dlf . . 
grd the products tl'lJl, '!lIP, zIJl, x2_, y2_ and 022 - become nowhere 

. . ~ ~ . 
infinite; . -then the potentialof an agens, the density of' which i.s ~, 
is for that regiou 1/', the póte~tial function bein.g: 

. Ae-qr 
cp (1-}~--

'/' 

In order to . prove. thjs. theorem, we .take intoaccount that the 
. , ' Ae-qr 

potentialof an agens,' .for which the p.otential. functión is -'/'- , 

fulfils the. differential equation: 

. . (11) 

which is a speciftl case of !'!quati9n (3). lf we ean prove that on 
the given conditions only one solution of (11) is possible, the theórem 
is . proved. We shaH do so by pro ving that if there are two. solu
tions, the differenceof these functions will 'be zero everywhere. 

If ",. and . v . are two filolutions of equation (11) and if we put 
1Jl- ti == u, the new, function. u will satisfy the equation: 

As lIJ and.'11 and their first derivatives with respect to :c, '!I and z 
are supposedto be continuous everywhere, this is .alsothe case 
with the function u and we may maKe use for this quantity' of the 
well-~nown th~orem of GREEN. This furnishes the equation: 

Ic '), ) f' (dU. " du ~ du . ') 'V u u dr; = u - cos a + - cos I:' + ~ C08 r ds-
doe dll dz . 

I \ (dIL)2 (du)2 '(du)2) - - + - + - . dT: .' ! d:r dy . df;.\ ~ .' (12) 
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1f We subtract f(llt 2 dr from the two members of this equatjonj 

we get: 

Y" f (dU du dU) (\]2 U - q2 u)u dl: = l~ - cos a + - CQS fI +- cosr ds-
d.I- dg dz 

fl (du)2 (d'U)2 (d~6)2 l 
- i d:t 4- dg + dz + q2 u

2 ~ dl" 

DIRICHLET 1) in' his proof of a corresponding theorem concerning 
1 

the potential function -, has surrounded the spaces that present a 
'1' 

singularity by closely surrounding surfaces, and he construed a 
cube, the centre of which coincides with the origin of the coordinate 
system, while it cam passes all the spaces that present a singularity. 
By doing sa we may make use of the above equation for the space 
contained between the sides of the cube and the surfaces construed 
round the places which offer a singulal'ity. The first term of the 
right-hand member consists of the sum of a number of surf ace 
integrals, which are reduced to zero for the surfaces of the cube, 
when the edges of the cube increase infinitely, while the surface 
integraJs taken over the surfaces which enclose the places offering 
a singularity, fürnish two values of opposite sign, so that the result 
for every sUJface is zero. Then \l'J, u = 92 ~t. The volume integral of 
the 1eft-hand member is therefore also zero. 

Sa: 

f t (du)2 (dit)2 (du)2 I • I J; + du + dz + 92 
u

2 ~ dr = 0 

from which follows: 

u = 0 or l/l = 'IJ q. d. e. 

In these considerations the more general function: 

Ae-qr + BelJr 
cp(r)=----

r 

must be excluded as potential function. 

1) VorleSUll!~ell Îlber die im umgekehrtell Verhliltniss des Qundrnts der Entfel'nung 
wirkendell Krafte von P. G. LEiEUNE-DllUCH1ET, blz. 32. 
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In this case the following equation would hold for lloints which 
are at an infinite distance from the agens: 

Ae-,qr + Be'/r 
l/1=M----

'I' 

M representing the whole mass. 
According to the third conditioD 'I' l/J will nowhere become infinite. 
Now '1' tp = M (Ae-qr + Beqr) and eql' become infinite, if 'I' = 00. 

Oaly for 13 = 0 this objection has no weight. We 8ha11 therefore 
confine 0llr8el ves to the function of "VAN Dl!:R WAALS and a genera] 
reversion of iheorem I cannot be proved in tbis way. Sueh a theorem, 

however1 would not be of much import/mee here, as for B ~ 0 the 

potential function has properties, which are never faund when 
examining moleeular forces. 

Potential energy in the unity of volume, 

Let us seek the potentinl energy of an ag'ens spread continuously 
over several spaees for the potential function of VAN DER WAALS, 

which we wri te: 

e-qr 
p('I')=-J-

'I' 

If lP is the potential and Q the density, we get for this quantity; 

w = ~J", () d'r • • • • • • • (13) 

We consider this as being taken over the infinite apaoe. Now we 
get according to equation (11) 

and so 
,,2 'I' = qS lp + 4. 1(; f Cl 

,,2 ifJ - (l ifJ 
(I = 41&f 

By substitutioD in (13): 

W::::: -l-flp \J"'l/J d'Ç - ..1-f1JJ2 dr . • . (14) 
Sn!. 8'lrf 

I 
t 

! 
~ I 

'~ 
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Now we have: 

By pal,tial integration: 

dl/1 I -
Because I/J and - become 1) zero at infinite distance from the 

d~ , 

agens, the surf ace integral becomes zero and so: 

By substituting in equation (14) this expression. for flJl d
2

1/1 dr 
d~2 

and the corresponding expressioDB for the other surface integrals of 
(15), we find: 

1 f (dl/J)2 9
2 f W = - -- ~ - d7: - --. 1/12 dl: 

8 1& J dx 8 1& J 

~ ~ (dl/J)2= (~)2 (d'P)2 (dl/l)2 I 
l dx d.c + dy + dz \ • 

The energy in tbe unity of volume becomes therefore: 

1 ~ (dlfJ
) 

2 
1 _ __ ~ _ + q2 ",2 j • 

8n f dx 

Let us put: 

then we mayalso write: 

RB + q2 lfJ2 2) 
- 81&j ••••••• (16) 

I) Ir the members of tbe last equation are added to those of the corresponding 
equntion for the other nxes, we may consider the surfnce integrals togetller us being 
one surface integral over naphert'. lf r = 00, this integrul becomes O. 

=) Ij ", hns the dimension of n force, for 'I is the reverae of a length. 
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1 
ör substltuting -f for q: 

• • • • • • (16a) 

If f = 1 and q:-= 0, we find once more the well-known expression : 

R2 
-8;" . 

This expression is negative, becanse the constant of the potential 
function is equated to zero. So it represents without the - sign 
the work required to separate different parts of the agens at an 
infinite distance from one another, when the forces are attractive. 

Tension in the medium. 

MAXWELL has proved that the force which two electric systems 
exercise on each other, may be considered as a simple system of 
tensions in the medium. rrhe !:Iame applies to the general potential 

Ae-qr + Beqr 
function cp Cr) = and so also to the potential function 

r 
of Y AN DER WAALS. 

Imagine an agens spread over different spaces, for which the 
potential function cp Cr) holds good, and enclose a certain region by 
a closed surface. CaU this region system I and all other space 
system 11. The resultant of the X-components of the forces exercised 
by system II on system I is: 

so 

According to equation (3): 

q I/J - '12 l/J 
(!=4n(A+B) 

1) Here the same remark holds good as I have made repeatedly in sueh like ealeu
lations. See e. g. Journal de Physique 1899, p. 646. Generally this expression for 
XI is proved in a lengthy, \Vny. 
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Now Wê get (see MA.XWELL 1873, blz. 129, IJ: 

~i~ dl/l == (bp (d
2
1/l + ~iJI + dlJfo)= 

1/1 d:e dtlJ dtlJ2 dg'/, dz2 

Let us put: 

(d~)2 (d~)2 (d~)2 _ 
- - - - -- - q2 ~9 = 8 17: (A + B) p:cx dtlJ dJ dz 

(d~)2 (dl/J) 2 (d l/J) 
2 

dJ} - dz - dm - q2 lfil = 8 17: (A + B) pyy 

( dlll) 
2 

(d1/1) 
2 

- (dlJl) 
2 

-- - -- - - - q2 1/12 = 8 "1; (A + B) pzz dz dw dy 

dlJl dl/} - - = 4 17: (A + B) Pyz = 4 17: (A + B) pzy dy dz 

dlf d~ 
- ~ = 417: (A + B)Pz:r = 417: CA + B)p.xz dz dtlJ 

d1/1 dl/l ..:- - = 417: (A + B)pxy = 417: CA + B) p:xu dllJ dy 

then we get: 

and so: 

Xl = (J dpxx + dpy:x + dpzx \ dT 
dtlJ dy dz) 

or as a surface integral on the surf ace, which encloses ~ystem I: 

Xl = f(t pxx + m Pyx + n Pzx) ds 

and in the -same way: 

l'i == JCl p:xy + m P?l?l + n pzy) a., 

Zl = JCl PXZ + m Pyz + n pzz) ds 
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In exactly the same way as MAXWELL we may conclude from 
this thai" when a part of the wl101e system is enclosed by a poten
tial s Ul'fa ce, we may consider the action of the other part on the 
enclosed part of the system as a tension (or presBure), normal to 
that potential sUl'face, so in the direction of tbe lines of force, and 
a pressur~ (or tension) raund the lines of force normal to them. 
The value of the ten sion is here: 

or if B = 0 and A = - f : 

The quantity q is the reciprocal value of }., in the potential runc
tion of VAN DER WAALS. Rence: 

__ ~ (R~- 1/12) 
8 1l f J.,2 .' 

tp2 
If R~ > }.,~, the expres sion becomes negative and the tension 

becomes a pressure. The value of this expression becomes: 

If we take the surface elemeI)t for which the tension or pressure 
is to be determined, normal to the lines of force and represent by 
l, In and n the diraction cosines of the normal measured outwards, 
then the a:-component of the force, acting on the element (considered 
as a part of a closed surface) is: 

l pxx + m P!lZ + n p:cz • 

Now: 

l (dl/')2 (dl/') 2 (dl/J) 2 I dl/' dl/' dl/' dl/' == l - - - - - - q2 l/J'J \ + 2 m - - + 2 n - -I dx dy d? da: dy ,dal d~ 

and we gat the relation: 

dl/1 dtp dtp l--+m-+n-=O. 
dx dy dz 
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By combil1iug these two equations, we fiud easily: 

8 'l1: (A + B) tl p;rz + m Pyz + 12 P:t~} ~ 

As we have taken the force as a veeLor in the dil'ection of tbe 
norma] measured outwards, toe above equation indicates tbe force 
whieh acts on tbe element from the inside towards tbe outside, 
The expression between tbc braces in tbe right-band member is 
always positi-ve, and we gat therefore a negativa tension or a pos
itive pressure : 

For the potential function of VAN DER WAALS B = 0, ..A = - f 
1 

and q = T ' sa we find here a (positive) tension : 

For an electric systeDl tbe system of farces may be described as 
ft system of tensions in tbc direction of the lines of fOl'ce and a 
system of pl'CSSU1'es norm al to the lines of force, here however we 
see that we must assume both iensións and pressures in the direction 
of the linea of force. Normal to the lines of fOl'ce tbere are onIy 
teusions, whereas for electric agens the reverse is found. For electric 
agens the numeric value of the teDsioD is aqua1 to that of the 
pressure ; ill our case the tensiQn is not equal to the pressul'e, except 
where lP and R are zero. For tbe potential energy per unit of 
volume we found: 

from which follows that; 

tIl/) absolute value of tlle potential energy pet' unit of t'olurne is 
equal to the tension normal to the lines of force. 
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Tke Surface-tension and the Moleculal' Pressure. 

Let us imagine a liquid in equilibrium with its saturated vapour. 
In the transition Iayer we may assume the lines of force to be 
normal to the surface separating the tw<} phases. Let us imagine 
this surface to be horjzontal, therefore tue lines of force in the 
capillary layer as being -vertical. If the above considerations are 
correct, and 'ir we assume that the substance fiUs the space contin
uously witl} a mean density, we shall find for the surf ace tension 
exactly the same value as is deduced from the calculations of "VAN 

DER WAALS in his "Theorie der capillariteit". Let us first calculate 
the molecular pressure ; i. e. the force, with which a column of the 
surface layer with the unity of transverse section is attracted down
warde in the direction of the liquid by the surrounding substance. 

Per unit of surface we found a pressure, indicated hy the formula : 

The force we are speaking of, which we shall caU K, is nothing 
but the diiference between the absolute values of the pressure IJ on 
the upper and the lower surfaces of the column of tbe surface Jayer. 
IJet us ea1l the potential in the vapour 1/12 and in the liquid 1/11, 
and let us bear in mind that both in the vapour and in the liquid 
R may be put equal to zero, then we find: 

1) 'rhe pressures in considerlltion lire here uegative and therefore properly speak.ing, 
tensions. For the test the idens tension and pressure ure somewhat nrbitrary. There 
is DO objection to ndtling au everywhere equul umount to the pressure nnd the ten
sion throl1gh tbe whole mIlss. The new system of presiiures und tensious will give a 
repl'esentntion of the system of forces liS well as the original. This nppenrs immedin. 
tely from the form of tbe spuce.integrnl, which represeuts the force betweeu two parta 
of the system : 

XI =f(dpn + dp~y + dPz<)dT' 
& ày rlz 

The coefticient of dT consists of the sum of three diflerelltial coefficients. The~'efore 
constant amouuts mny be udded to P~t, PII!J aud P~=. 

Ir the llydrostatic })reSllUre tbrough the whole muss is equal to the external pressure 

Uil 1 011 Y the pressure of the tnr !tets on tlle system, tite presstlte --- Jt~-= d 'f l ' 1 ( 1/.2) 
• I 8'1rf ;.,g 
15 equal to the pressure with reverfl,ed sigu, lenving a constant out of account • 

• 
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As fUl'ther 

Or 

a,nd 1/.'2 = - 2 a (,)2 

we mayalso, write : 

lf we neglect' (/2 with respect to Ql,' we get the well-known 
expresssion of LAPLACE': 

LAPLACE, however, proved this relation only in the supposition 
that tbe, density in tbe liquid (al~o in the, surface layer) is constant 
~~~~ , - - ' 

For the' tension nm'mal to' tbe lines of force. so, in our case in 
the direction parallel to thc separating surface, ~e foimà': 

This expression holds for'a uuitof surface. For an elementary
rectangle of transverse section of the capillary, layer, (i. e. normal 
tq the potential surf aces) , twO sides of which' are parallel to the 
potential surfaces aud have the length of a unit, whereas the other 
two sides' have the direction of the tangents of ,the surface and 
a differential length dh" we get: ' 

1 "( 'PS) 
8n!, R2+-v; dIt. 

The total fension in thc capillary layer will be equal to the sum 
of these dift'erential-expresaions, ' i.' e. : 

• (23) 

I) This quantity S is not the quantity 1I of LAl'LACE • 

• 
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The ligIits 1 en 2 relate to liquid and vapoUl', 
In the theory of Y AN DER WAALS is: 

for 
" ' a(! 

-R=-2a
dIt 

2 C2 d3(! 2 C4 d5(! - -- -- - -~'-- ---~-

2 dh3 n 4 dh5 

By substitution of the squares of these expressions in (23), making 
use of the expressions : 

C)2 , <'6 

,2 n4 n6 
}..2 = __ = _ = __ = . .,. . 

a C2 

2 

we find easily: 

, 'J2 ." [2 ( df! )2 J' 2'( d2(! ')2 
S = a (!! dIt - a }..2 , ' dit alt + a À!I! dh2 dlt 

1 ' 1 1 ' 

As the ten sion normal to the }ine!) of force per unit of surface 
was equal to the potcntial energy per unit of volume with reversed 
sign, we have a]so found this cnergy. 

We can a]so easily d'erive the value of the energy' directly fro~n 
the equation for the energy, with whieh the energy of the unit of 
mass i!'l a point of, the sUl'faee la.yer exeeeds that in a point within 
the liquid. Prof. YAN DER WAALS finds for this': 

For the whole separatlng ,layer we gèt per unit ofsurfacc a potclltial 
energy: 

J (J aA = mass of the' sepal;ating layer per unit of surface = m. 

19 
I'roceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. n. 
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We get further: 

.2 2 .2 

f d2(} J' dij [(cl!!)2 (l2d1t= (ld- = - - dh 1) 
d ft dIt 1 dit 

1 1 

1'he poteutial euergy per unit of surface -becomes: 

f2 C2 f2 (dl!)2 C4 J2 (ll2l!)2 
W = - a (: 2 dlG + a (I] 'In + - - tilt - - -, dit + 

, n2 dit Jl4 dh~ 
1 1 I 

As zero position we have taken that of tbe liquid, If we take 
infinite ral'efaction as zero position, we get aCh m = 0 and so: 

s = - W 

Astronomy. - S. L. V EENS'l'R.A.: «On the Systematic C01'?'ecti01lS 

of the proper motions of the stars, eOlltailled in, AuwERs'· 
BRADLEY-Oatalo(jue, and tlte cool'dinates of the Apex uf the solar 
motion in Spac(/'. (Comffiunicated by Prot J. O. KAP1'EYN.) 

Thc matet'ials for these investigations have been taken from an 
yet unpublished catûlogue, prepared by Prof KAP1'EYN, This cata
logue contains fol' all the Bradley-stars, ohserved in both coordinates 
(with the exception of the Pleiades, tbe Hyades and the fainter 
components of physical double· stars) the position, the total proper 
motion li, its componellt8 v and 'C, in the direction from the apex 
and perpendicular to that direction and the quantities }.. and ;: 2), 
respectively the dÎl,tance from star to apex, and the angle betweell 
the great circle on whiûh this di8tance is measured and the decli
nation·circle. 

The guantities v, T, }.. and X bave been calculated with different 

'h d" 1 . rlp d2p t t'l 1 ' 1) 'I e lJlerentJa -quotIents dit' dk~ e c, are zero ou SI( e tIe separatmg lllyer. 

2) In tlole lwinted cutulogue the quuntities X llUve not been included, 

\ 1 

'((1'-----_______ _ 
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sets of valucs for the coordinates of the apex. and the precession. 
Tbe set used by me is as follows: 

A = + 2760 D= + 34°; 

precession=prec. of Auw.-Bradley X (1-2140) 

Besides to the proper motions in Declination of AUWEH.S, the 
following preliminary corrections had been applied : 

Declination. CorrectioIi. 

Southern Deel. - 0".008 

Deel. 0° tot + 20° 8 

» +20 :. +40 8 -

~ +40 ) +60 55 (mean) 

~ +60 ~ +90 I 

According to the arrangement of the catalogue, I have calculated 
tbe systematic corrections of the P. M. in declination for these five 
beIts, separately for the stars of a) Spectral 'l'ype land unknown 
spectrum, b) Spectral Type Il. 

They have been dE'rived from the condition that I7: must be 
zero for each half belt, viz. for the halves, in wich sin Je is only 
pcsitive or onty negative. 

or 

The expression of this condition is : 

I 7: + b f-lJ I sin Je = 0 

b,uJ=---
I 8in Je 

where t:. pJ I taken constant in each half belt, is the correction, to 
be applied to the P. M. in declination. 

In order to get reliable resl,lts, tbe stars with smaU sin. Je, which 
evidently have small weight, ware omitted. The calculations have 
further been performed separately for: 

lat,ll sin X > ± 0.80; 2nd• 8in )( > ± 0·60 . 

19* 
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Besides, the stars with a total yearly proper motion > 0".3 have 
been 1eft out toa. 

Combining the values of t:. ft. for both parts of eacl! beH, according 
to their weights, the l'esllit is: 

A. 8in X > + 0.80 corr. /),1'. 

SOU tlJeru DecllIla HOll 
0" . 0093 (226 st ) 

Decl. 00 tot. + 200 
16 (215 ») 

» +200 » +400 
34 (258 » ) 

» +400 » +600 
2 (t60 ») 

» +600 
l) .+900 + 17 ( 95 » ) 

numb. of stars 954 
--I 

B. + 0.80> sin X > + 0.110 

South. Deel. 

DeeL 00 tot + 200 

» +200 » +400 

» +400 » +600 

» +600 » +900 

COrr. /), I"~ 

- 0".0024 (278 st.) 

90 (218 D) 

52 (131 ») 

5 ( 62 ») 

4.2 ( 32 ») + 
llUlllb. of stars 721 

~ 

preI. corr. 

- 0".0080 

80 

80 

55 

10 

- 0".0080 

80 

80 

55 

10 

totul cort. 6~J 

- (,".0173 

96 

114 

57 

+ 7 

total 

- 0".0104 

+ 

170 

132 

60 

32 

l'lIe combilliltion of the valucs sub A and B, with weights pro. 
pOl'tional to n sin

2 
;( (n = number of stars), is gi ven in the following 

table: 

C. sin X > + O.GO /), ~. Pl·el. corr. Totnl Á 1". prob. err. 
Scuth. Deel. - 0".0062 (504) I - 0".0080 - 0".0142 0".00/5 

4.5 (4.33) i - Î Deel. 00 tot +200 
80 I 125 23 I I » +200 » +400 

38 (389) I 80 

I H8 16 
» +400 » +600 

I (222) I 55 56 13 I » +600 » +900 
+ 2IJ (127) 1 10 + lIJ 20 

numb. of stars 1675 

What part is due to each Speetr. Type in mil kiDS' up these 
final values, is shown in the next tabIe: 
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1=--- --sin~+ SInX- tot tot. tot. tot. "-

Type 1. I Type H. Type I. Type H 8il! x+ .sil!X- Type J. Type H. 

~outhern DeeL -0".0020 (146st.)I_O" .0071 (121 st.)'-O" .0114 (144 st.) -0".0034 ( 93st) -0" .0043 (267 sd-o" .0083 (237 ad-011.0067 (290 st.)1-01I.0055 (214 st.) 

D"d. 00 tot+ 200 + 10 (137) + 22 ( 97) 144 (117) 74 ( 82) + 14(234) 115 (199) 61 (254) 22 (179) 
,....... 
tO 

»+200 
J) +400 29 (134) 86 ( 89) 67 ( 87) + 31 ( 79) 54 (223) 20 (166) 44 (221) 31 (16S) 

c:> - Ct 

p +400 
D +600 - 29 ( 80) + 32 ( 60) 30 ( 47) + 42 ( 35) 

'-'" 
3 (140) + 1 ( 82) 29 (127) + 36 ( 95) 

]) +600 
J) +900 

+ 43 ( 60) 7 ( 38) 67 ( ]3) + ]38 ( 16) + 24 ( 98) + 46 ( 29) + 23 ( 73) -\- 36 ( 54) -- -- ---
numb of stars 557 405 408 305 962 713 965 710 
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~'lJe values, found for D.pJ have been used in computillg the 
corl'ections, to be applied to the P. M. in right ascension. 

This correction, bpa, supposed to be = 0, when D. p. was calcu
lated, 18 derived from thc formula 

I 

I 7: + D. ft. I sin ;c 
IJ. fI" = ------- - , 

Z cos X 

HrRt for eaeh speetr. Type, and each belt separately and taking 
IJ.!trl conl:3tant trom Oh to 3\ from 3h to_ 611, a. s. Q. Afterwards the 
(lIffercnt vfllues for the same H.. A., but different types and declina
ti ons, werc combined, with weights proportional to the numbers 
of stars. 

']'110 Hnal values are 

I Oh-3h \311-61.1 Ch_\)11 I \)h_] 211 bh-l5h 15h_18hI18h_21hI21h_Oh 

/). pa = 1+OS00051+0S000l1+08ooosj+Oboo04j+080004 -0800111-0800011-050001 

Putting the weight proportional to ncos 0 instoad of proportional 
to 11, we get 

I 

+0~OOO!l,{j!+osoooo.81+CS0003 21+0~OOO(j.31-0S0001 31-080009.71-060006.0(-08.0000.7 

mean probl. err. 06.00042. 
As appears from tIle prob. errors, they are hardly to be consid

ered real. 
With these corrections to the proper motions, the coordinates of 

the apex have been calculated. The formulae used fol' the purpose, 
the derivation of which is easily seen, are 

sin lJ - cos À sin D sin (a - ..1) COB lJ ) 
--- • ----' --- a; - • Cl :IJ + g = 0 • • (I 

sm2 }.. Stu'" ).. 

w here a' = b. • t = COlT. to be fI pplied to the R. A.. O~ the apex. 

!J=D.D:::= 17 11 n 

:E (7: + 61'-. sin X) 
tg g = - ------~ 

:E (v + D.IIJ ('08 X) 

DeeL 11 n n 

,1\ 

;t._I_--- " 
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when À fl~ only was applied and 

F.;l _ ~ (. + b fl ~ sin JC - b fl" cos 8 COl! i() tg IJ __ - , 

~ (v + b fl~ cos JC + b !I" cos 8 sin i() 

on applying both corrections. 
Dividing each belt in eight parts, of 3h in R. A., and including 

all the stars (2503 in number) of which the proper motion does not 
exceed 0".30, six sets of equations of condition of the form (I), of 
40 equatiolls each, were obtained. From each set was derived a 
va)ue for b.. A and b.. D. 

The weight of e proves to be proportional to the respective 
number of stars. The e's, having negative denominator, evidently 
should be taken in the 2nel or 3rel quadrant. 

The cool'dinates of the apex, found in this way, are: 

A D 
Type J. corr. b.. fl~ 268°.3 ± 2°,4 + 36°.7 ± 1°.5 

b.. flit and b.. ,u~ 272.1 ± 2 .3 37 .6 ± 1.4 
Type Il. b.. fl~ 273.5 ± 4 .3 33 .9 ± 2.8 

b.. 11" and b.. fl~ 270.6 ± 4.0 34.3 ± 2.5 
Types land 11 A fl~ 269.5 ± 1.7 34.3 :f:: 1.2 

together b..fl"andb..fl~ 274.2 ± 1.7 35.1 :f:: 1.2 

Besides, values of A. and D have been derivecl in perfectly the 
same manner from 151 stars with annual P. M. > 0".3, aftel' 
applying l::,. fl~ to these P. M's. 

For each of these 151 stars an equation of cond. (I) was COll

structed. The result is: 

A = 262°.4 ± 3°.4; D = + 42°.2 ± 2°.7 • 

These results confirm what Mr. P.A.NNEKOEK wrote in 1895 
(Bullet. Astr. XII p. 196): "Si l'on a égard à ces corrections des 
apex calculés, on peut en tirer la conclusion qu'ils ne montrent pas 
d'indication évidente d'lIn mouvement relatif entre les étoiles à spec~ 
tres de types différents." 

NEwcoMB goes a little farther yet (Astron. Journal XVII, p. 390) : 
"The centres of gravity of two great classes of stars scattered through 
the celestial sphere will be at rest relatively. - I believe this hy
pothesis safe still whcn the classes differ by spectral type, as the 
positions of the apex in both cases are fairly weU the same." 

The calculations, of which the results only are given bere, will 
shortly be published in extenso. 

Groning~n, November 1899. 
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Chemistry. - "d-Sorbinose and t-sorbinose (l/I-tagatose) and tllei1' 
confir;ul'ations." Ry Prof. O. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN and Mr. 
W. ALBERDA YAN EKRNSTIUN, communÎcated hy Prof. LOBRY 

DE BRUYN. 

Tbe configuration of d-sorbinose, a substaure which has been knowll 
for a long time, has noc up to the present been made out with 
certainty. It is only lmown that this sugar js a ketose, that it 
yields d-sorbite on reduction and thn,t it can be formed again fl'om 
thifl Jatter alcohol by o::\idation. ~ 

d-Sorbinose which wal; formerly diffieult ta pl'epare in a tolel'ably 
l,ll'ge quentity, is now more easily ohtained by the method 'of 
BltRTRAND 1). According to tbs interesting method of this chemjsi, 
sOl'hite can he -oxidised to sorbinose by means of Bacterium xylinum 
(alla B. ilceti). By this methoil we 118. ve obtained yields of 25 to 30 
prrcent 2); we are indcbted to tbe courtesy of Mr. BEYERINCIC cf 
Delft for th.<3 pure cultures of Bact. xyliuum. 

The flnal expel'iments with d-sorbinose were bl'ouglzt tv a conclusion 
in ths beginning of 1898 j tbey proved that, on reduotion wHh 
sodium amatgam, d-iditc is formed as wen as d-sorbite. The former 
alcohol was recognised, in the form of its tribenzal-compounà, as ihe 
optically opposite form of tribenzall-idite prepared from l-idonic acid. 3) 

This result was obtainerl many months before tbe pllblication, 
at a meeting of the Société chimiquo, by G. BERTRAND from the faet 
th,lt on reducing d-sorbinose a. serond hexite is pl'oduced, in addition 
ta sorbits, which accordil1g to BERTRAND must be d-idite.1<) The 
publication of our work was, ho wever, postpaned because in the 
course of an inV'ostigation of lp-tagatose (a new ketose which is 
formed along with tagatose by the aetion of allcalis on galaotose 5) 
it was becoming more and more probabIe that this sugar was to 
be rcgarded as I-SOI'binose. More than a year ago, the two ketoses 
were submitted ta a comparative crystallographic examination j 
Mr. 'VAN L1ER was good enougb to make this examination in the 
laboratory of Prof. SOHROEDER VAN DER KOLK at Delft. The result 

1) Bull. Soc. chim. lJ, U96, 627. 
~) 200 gr. sorbite go.I"8 5G to 60 grlJ.tu.a of pure sorlliu<lse • 
• 1) RecueIl 18, J 50. 
4) Report of the meeting ot Mnrch 11. 1898; Bull,19. 259. In the publicu,tion reIn

tilJg to this communicntion (Bull. 19, 347) no details are given about the reduction 
of d SOl binose to idite or nbout Hs conliguration j BElt'l'RANl> has al80 not returned 
to the subject. 

G) Recuell 16, 267. 
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was that the two substnuces bchave crystallogrnphically and optical1y 
in exactly the same wny. 

At that time we still hesitated, however, to assume that V'-tagatose 
was l-sorbinose; on reduction somf\ l-dulcite was always obtained 
along with l·sorbite and l·idl.te. The specific rotatory power of 
I/I-tagatose to the right remained, even af ter repeated crystallisations 
from water, methyl- and ethylalcohols, about 4° less thun that of 
d·flOrbinose to the left; the erystals were never quite clear but 
always slightly turbid. 

After many attempts to convert lfJ-tagatosc into a crystalline 
compound from whieh thc pure ketose eould be regenerated

1 
we 

attained our object by the employment of aniline. It was then 
founn that d-tagatose crystaJIises together with lfJ-tagatose in a 
very persistent way, but farms au anilide much more readily than 
its isomer so that the latter is deposited in weIl formed, clear crystuls 
from an alcoholic solution coutaining amline. The lfJ-tagatose purified 
in this way was then proved with certainty:to be the optical oppositc 
of d-sorbinose anel it is therefore henceforth to be regarded as 
l-&orbinosc. A short summary of the comparative experiments whieh 
plnce this ,'iew beyond doubt follows. 

The meiting points are the same (ab out 154°); from a mixture 
of cqual quantities of thc two ketoses a wen crystalllsed raf'emic 
compound is oOtained with approximately the same melting point 
and a somewhat higher specific gravity. 

Tlle specific gmvities and the solubilities in water and methyl* and 
ethylalcohols are tbe same. 

For d-sorbinose, a[U) = - 42°.7, for l-sorbinose a[O) = + 42°.3 
(4 percent solutions at 17°). Both solutions show thfl same l:llight 
bil'otation. 

lt has already been remarked that thc two ketoses are crystallo* 
graphically identical; hemihedral faces will be again sougM for. 

The osazones have thc same melting point (150 to 151°), the 
Sllme solubHity and equal and opposite rotutory powers. 

l~Sorbinosazone is, as a comparison shows, identical with 
l-gulosazone. 1) 

On reduction with sodium amalgam, d·sorbite and d-idito are 
fOl'med from d-sorhinose, l-sorbite and l·idite from l.sorbinose; these 

1) Tlle stntement ill VON LIPPMANN'S "Chemie der Zuckeraden", p. 534, that sorbin
OSl\Zone is not identicnl with gnlosozone is, nccording to n communicnLion from tlle 
nuthor, n mistnke. 
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hexites were recognised in the from of the benzal- 1) and formal
derivatives. 

Both d- and l-sorbite have been prepared from the benzalcompounds 
and obtained in tbe crystalline form. 

Orystalline methyl-l-sorbinoside was prepared by E. FISCI1ER'S 

method from l-SOl binose; its specifie l'otation is equal and opposite 
to that of the known methyl-d-sorbinoside (88°.5).2) 

The results obtained, including the production of idite along with 
sorbite by reductIOn and the identity of l-sorbinosazone with l-gulo
sazone enable us to give tbe two sorbinoses the following config
uratjons: 

OH20H 
! 
00 
I 

OH20H 
I 
CO 
I 

d· sorbinose : 
HOOR 

I 
HOOR 

and l-sorbinose: 
HOOR 

I 
HOOR 

! 
HOCR 

I 
OH20H 

! 
ROOR 

I 
ORsOR 

The formation of l.sorbinose from a-galactose under tbe influence 
of alkalis is an example of a direct transition from the auJcite series 
of the hexoses to tbe mannite series. This can be best represented by 
assuming the intermediate fo;mation of d-taga.tose; the OB and H 
attacbed to tbe third carbon atom must then change places in the 
transformation 

OOH OH2OH CH20H 
I I I 
COH CO 00 
I 1 I 

HOC HOC OOH 
1 

--+- j 
.-.:,. 

1 
HOC noc lIDO 

( \ I 
COR con OOR 
I I ! 

OH2OH OH2OH OHsOH 
a.galactose d-tagatose Z-sorhinose 

') llecueü 18, 150. A tribenzalsol bite was obtnined as weIl ns the mono- an(l dl
henznlsorbües. 

2) E. FlSClfElt, Ber. 28, 1159. 
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We allall try to determine whether pure tagatose readllJ yields 
l.8orbinose under the inftuence of alkalis. 

We have a180 again taken up the investigation of the probable 
formation of a new ketose (called, for the present, lp-fructose 1) by 
the reciprocal transformation of glucose, fructose and mannose under 
the influence of alkalis 

The following triplets of hexoses (two aldoses and a ketose) ale 
now known whieh give the same osazone: 

d- and l-glucose, - fructose aud - mannose 

cl- and l-gulose, - sorbinose and - idose 

d-galactosE' 1 - tagatose and - talosc. 2) 

A complete account of this investigation will be published in 
the "Recneil". 

Chemistry. - "On the actioll of sodiummono- and -disulphides 
on arornatic nitro-cornpounds." By Mr. ,T, J. Br..A.NKSMA. 

(Preliminary communicatiou). Oommunicated hy Prof. O. A. 

LOBRY DE BRUYN. 

It has been shown for orthodinitrobe11zeue by LA.tJBENHEIMER 8) aud 
for paradinitrobenzene by LOBRY DE BRUYN 4) that thc nitrogroup 
ean be readily replaced by otber groups. ThG investigation of the 
behaviour of the alkalisulphides, a.lthongh promised 5), }lI1.S not been 
taken up until the present. Some positive result may be expected 
from ihis study since NIETZKl and BOTl101l' G) have proved that 
the corresponding dinitrodiphenylsulpbides are formed from 0- and 
p-chlornitrobenzene and ilodiummonosulphlde. 

It has now been found that orthodinitrobenzenf' reacts not onlv 
with sodium monosu1phide but also with the disulphide in a simil;r 

1) RecueH, 16, 278. 
2) 'fhe d-tagatoae has yielded d talite nlong, with dulcite. 
3) Ber. 9, 1828; 11, H55. 
4) Recueil 13, 121. 

G) RecueJ.l18, 105-106. 

6} Bel. 27, 3261, 20, 2774. 
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way. In the fhst case o-dinitrodiphenylsulrllide NOSCllH4SCaR4N02' 
in the second o-dinitrodiphenyldisulphide NOsOoH4,SSCoH",N02, is 
formed, sodium nitrite being- simultaneously produced. 

1'he monosulphide is readily oxidised, first to a sulphoside and 
then to a suJphone; the molecule of the disulphide on the other 
hand is broken up and converted into two molecules of o-nitroben~ 
zenesulphonic acid, of which some derivatives were pl'epared. By 
menns of Rodium disulphide it is therefo?e possible to substitute the 
sulphonic group for a nitl'og-fOUp in the ofthoposition. From p-di
nitrobenzene, neiihcr tbc dimtrodiphenylsul phide nOf the corresponding 
diau lphide could be obtailled; U1 ihis respect, therefore, it differs 
from its isomer. Both with Na2S and with Na2,S9, reduction to 
p-dinitroazoxybenzene first occur,,; this substance has already been 
obtained by the action of potash on p-dinitrobenzene. 5) Small quantities 
of p-nitrothiophenol NOgOoH4SH a.re also formed. Parach1ornitroben
zene, the behaviour of which with Na2S has already been studied 
by NlbTZKI and BOTHOF, ren cts a1so with Na2,Sz forming- paradini
trodiphenyJdisulphide N02C(lH.1SS0aH4N02' The crystals of this 
compound, which has already been prepared by LEUCKART 0) by 
another method, have the interestiug- peculiarity of flying to pieces 
when warrned to 134-°, subsequently melting at 170c

• Inversely, 
the solid mass formed below 1700 chang-es at the same temperature 
into another cryl?talline rnodification in a clearly visible manner. 
We are here obviously dealing- with a transition point characterised 
by a great difference in the specific volumes of the two modifications ; 
this is to be more cal'efully investigated. _ 

Like the isomerie ortIlO-compound, p-dinitrodiphenyldisulphide is 
readily oxidised to nitrobenzene sulphonic acid. By this means, 
therefore, halogen united to the benzene nucleus has been replaced 
by the sulphonic group. 

'1'he results of sorne preliminary experiments make it probabie 
that by direct substitution subf>tances containing- not only two, 
but also more sulphur atoms, connecting two benzene ring-s, may 
be prepared. 

The in vestigation is being con tinued. 

i) ltecueil 13, 122. 

6) J. PUl.kt. Ohem. (2) 41, l!19, see alsa WILLGDRODl', Ber. 18, 331 ; KEHRMANN 

!Iud RAUDR, Ber. 29, 2361. 
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Chemistry. - u Tlle alleged identity of 1'ed and yellow ml'l'cul'io 
oxide", Part 1. By Dr. "ERNST COllEN. (Comrounicated by 
Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEROOM.) 

1. Same years ago, (1895), in a review 1) of V AR.ETS' thermo
chemical determinations 2.) eoncerning red and yellow roereude oxide, 
OSTW.ALD said that in his opillion it was doubtful wh ether the two 
modifieations were isomerie. He added the remark : ti probably they 
only differ in the size of their pal'ticles, that is mechanieally". 

Shol'tly aftel' thin review, OSTWALD published the results of some 
measurements 3), made at his request by THOR MARK with the 
object of seeing whether we alO here confronted bya case of identity 
or isomerism. 

OSTW ALD C'oncluded that ti the two k;llds of mercurie oxide are 
no more different than crystallised and pownered potas&ium biehro
mate, which exhitit a similar difl'erence of colour; they are not 
isomerie but identieal". 

l'his conclusion rests on the follo'."ing experiment: a galvanic 
ceB, arranged as follows: 

Me I Red oxide I Yellow oxide I 
rcury I in potash solution I in potash solutiou I Mercury 

showed, ac<!ording' to M.um:'s measuremellts1 a difference of po
telJtial of less than 0,001 volt, si nee, as OSTW.ALD suid "no deflee
tion eould be observed with the electl'ometer usad which was capable 
of mea"uring 1 to 2 mIllivolts". 

Besides this electroffif'tric determination of solubihty, determinations 
of the solubility of the two oxides in solutions of potassium bromide, 
potassium iodide aud sodiumthisosulphate \\ ere madE'. Af ter satura
ti on , the solutions, which had become alkaline 4), were titraterl with 
hydrochlorie acid. Equal volumes of thE' solo.tions required the 
fol1owing quantities of acid: 

Potassillm bromide Potassium iodlde Sodiumthtosl11Ilhate 
solution saturated with SOlu.tlOn satul'ated wlth solutlOn satulated Wltlt 

Red oxide Yellow o\lde Red oXlde Yellow oxide Red oxide Yeltow oxide 
6,16 Oom HOI. 6,20 ccm HOI 49,82 cem.lIOl. 49,64 oom. 'HOL 51,84 cern HOL 51,98 cern HOI. 

51,75 " 51,80 " 
51,81 " ö1,82 " 

I) Zeitschrift fur physikalische Chemie 17. 183 (t895). 
2) C. R. 120. 622 (lB9:i)., Ann. de cllÎm. et de phys. (7) 8, 79 (1896). 
a) Zeitschrift fur l'hys. Chemie 18, 159 (1895). 
i) :BER'JCU, Zeitschlift fur phys. Chemie 8, 383 (1891). 
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uIt is proved by these experiments that the f1'ee energy of tbe 
two forms of the oxide is the same; since thc same thing has been 
proved for the total energy by the expel'iments of VARET, the above 
conclusie D, that the two forms are identical, follows of necessity." 

2. In my researches on the differenee in the free ellergy of the 
two isomerie forms of tin, the grey and the white 1), of which I 
shall publish the details shortly, I had found that the difference 
bet ween the forms is very smalI. Even at a considerable distance 
from the transition tomperature (200 for example) th-e difference is 
ouIy of the order of a few millivolts. 

If now, in a case sueh as that of tin where the isomerism is 
so elearly marked, on1y sueh small differences in the free energy 
of the modifieatione are to be found, it is natural to assume that 
the ocale with whioh OSTW.ALD measured in the case of the red 
and yellow ruercurie oxides (1 to 2 Millivolts) was mueh too -large 
to permit of the delinite eonclusion that th~re is no difference in 
the free energy of the two modifications. 

I decided therefore to determine the difference of free energy 
between J'ed and yellow rnercuric oxides, choosing a scale a thousand 
times smaller than OSTW.ALD'S (lhooo millivolt). 

3. In 1892 an investigation by GLAZI<iBROOK and SKINNER ap
peared 2) in which a numbel' of obsel'vations is described whieh 
indireetly baye an important bearing on the question with whicb 
we are here occupied. 

GLAZEBROOK and SKINNER investigated the E. M. F. of the 
GOUY norlllal ee11 3), which io cOllstituted as follows: 

Rg I RgO I 10 % solution of Zinc sulphate I Zn, 

tlnd found a great difference between tbe E. M. F. of elements con
strueted with yellow and with red Ipereurio oxide. 

For tbe E. M. F. of the GOUY ceU containing red mercurie oxide 
they fouod '1,384 Volt, for that of the element with yellow oxide 
1,391 volt at 12° C. 

1) See ERNST COJlEN, A new kind of t .... ,msition element (sixth kind), Proceed, Roy. 
Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 1899 p. 153. 

2) Phi!. Trans. of the Royal Society 183. 367 (1892) 

3) JOl1rnnl de Physique Tome YII (1888), p. 532. 
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From this it might be deduced that the djfference of free energy 
between red and yellow mereuric oxides was of the order of 7 milli
'Volts, whilst OSTW ALD gives it as sma1ler than 1 millivolt. 

Here a180 a eareful and exaet investigation appears desirabie. 

4. In the first place it is r~tber surprising that neitber OSTWALD 

nor GLAZEBROOK and SKINNER say anything about the purity of the 
matel'ia]s, wbieh is nevertheless of the greatest importance owing 
to the great sensitheness of tbe electrometric method. In derermi
nations made by this method, traces of impurity may have an 
enormous effect on the E. M. F. measured. 

Further, the preparation of absolutely pure'mercuric oxide, whether 
red or ya11ow, is to be counted among ihe more difficult tasks of 
preparative chemistry, as may be seen from what follows. 

Four specimens (from different makers) of red mercuric oxide 
(hydrargyrum oxydatum rubrum praeoipitatum pro ana1Y8i) and yallow 
oxide (bydrargyrum oxyàatum via humida paratum pro analysi) 
could not be used on account of the many impurities which they 
contained. 

In the red and yellow oxides from MERCK of Darmstadt, I could 
not discover any traces of impurity by analytical means; these 
prepal'ations were thcrefore uaed as the starting point of the in
vestigation. 

The water which served for maldng' ihe solutions employed, was 
very pure and posses8ed a oonductivity of 1 X 10-6 • It was 
distiUed from a heavily tinned copper vessel a traoe of phosphoric 
acid being added ; the middle fraotion was used, carbonic acid being 
removed by means of an air current in tQe weU known way. 

The solution of potash uaed was made from potasaium and tbis 
water, the carbon ic anhydride of the air being exc1uded. 

The mercury was l af ter a preliminary ,purification, twice distilled 
in vacua. All glass vessels, flasks etc. with whicb the aubstances 
came in contact were steamed out. 

I 

5. A. eeU was now put together of the form shown in the figure; 
/la and bb are glass tubes 7i cm. long and 2 cm. wide, connected 
below with capillaiies, which arc bent round and carried upwal'ds 
to 2 cm. above, the caoutcho~c stoppers k k. In this way it is 
possible to aubmerge the whole apparatus in water without the 
platinum whes PI and P2, which must be heated to redness before 
aaoh experiment, coming in contact with it. These wires terminate 
in the ruel'cury whieh is plaeed on the bottom of aa and bb. Upon 
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this a layer of 1 cm. of yellow HgO is placed in aa and of red 
HgO in bb. The layer of oxido is made thick in order to prevent 

a 

KOR sul. --it+-~ 

b 

movement of the 
2 surface of tbe mer. 

cury electrodes. 
Áccording to 

the measuremenls of 
HELMROLTZ, irreg
ular vibration of 
the surf ace of the 
electrodes may give 
rise to differences 
of potential between 
them, which must, 
of course, be a voided. 
The two limbs and 

+-Ht--A.UD sol. the conn~cting piece 
+-.... _!lIlU yell, cc with tbe tap k 

were fillcd witha so
lution of potassium 
hydroxide (about 15 

Fig. 1. percent), the tap re-
maining closed meanwhile. In this way the two oxides remain 
each in its own compartment whilst the cell is being prepared. 
Af ter filling them, the two limbs are immediately closed by india
rubber stoppers kk and kk. A small ANsOHiJTZ thermometer, (graduated 
in 1;5°) passes through each, the air being allowed to escape by 
means of capillary tubes land l. rrhese tubes are closed at on ce 
af ter filling in order to prevent entrance of water into the element 
when it is placed in the thermostat. 

The use of the thermometers is necessary, because small differences 
of temperature between the liquids or tbe mercury in the two limbs 
of tbe element might give rise to thermocurrents whieb would 
interfere with the measurement of the very smaIl differences ot 
potential which are being dealt with. 

6. The arrangement and course of the measurements may be 
somewhat ful1y described, s10ce the value of the results is very 
cl08e1y connected with them. The elements, also the standard eeHs, 
were kept in the dark during the whole course of the research. Thc 
inHuence of light on red and yellow mercurie oxide is not yet suffi.
dently studied to permit one to deeide whether tbis agency would 
have any effect on the E. M. F. which is to be mea8ured. 
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Af ter the elel1'\ent has been set up in the way described, it is 
immersed in a therrnostat, the temperature of which is maintained 
at 25° by means of a toluene regulator. By means of this 
regulator and a st ir ring arrangement (a amaH ships propeller kept 
in movement da-y and night by a HEINRICI'S hoi air motor) it 
was posBible to keep the temperature at 25° during the whole 
period of the obsenrations (aLout 6 weeks); the greatest variations, 
measured by meana of a thermometer designed for thermochemical 
work, did not exceed 0°,004 O. The variations which occurred 
within 15 minutes could not, of course, appeal' in the element itaelf. 
It was, further, only of importance that the two limbs of the 
element should undergo the same changes of temperature. 

The standard ceUs, which were used in the measurements hy 
means of POOGENDORFF'S compensation method, were placed in the 
same thermoBtat. 

The standard ceHs were: 

1. A. WEsToN-cell 
2. A. OLARK-cell A 
3. A OLARK·cell B 

made in A.pril 
" in January 
" in January 

1899. 
1899. 
1899. 

A. smaH accumulator 1) was used as the working cello 
Since all the m~asurements were l'educed to the Westoncell, it 

appeared important to con trol it from time to time. This was dODe 
hy means of the two OLARK-cells; as will be seen the E. M. F. of 
the WEsToN-ceU remained absolutely constant during the whole 
poriod of the measurement1:l. (See Tab-le I). 

1 October 
10 October 
20 October 
27 October 
10 November 
20 November 2) 

TABLE I. 

B M.F. CLA.RK A. 25° 
ltatio ------

B. M. F WESTON 25° 
1.3946 
1.3946 
1.3946 
1.3946 
1.3946 
1.3946 

E.M.F CLARKB25Q 

R,ltio =--:::-=-:::::::--__ 
E.M..F. WESTON 25° 

1.3945 
1.3945 
1.3945 
1.3945 
1.3945 
1.3945 

1) These accumulators, lmving tbe very smaH dimensions 55 X 42 X 150 m.m. 
cnpacity 5,5 ampère hours, (weight when filled 880 gr.) are obtainable from the 
.Bethn accumulator factory Andreas Stro 32, Berlin (0) at a co st of 3 Marks. They 
are to be strollgly recommenued for roeusurements of this kind. My friend Dr. Bll.EDIG 

of Leipzig drew my attentioll to these celIs. 
2) The great rehability of the standards lS furtllel' evident from tbe fnet thnt in 

ullothel test made on June 17, 18'a9 the same l<ttios Ul911f) allCl1.3!H5 we re obtainecl. 

20 
l'roceedings Royal .Acad. Amsterdam. Vol H. 
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If, in accordance with the comp!etely hal'mouious determinatioDs 
of KAHLE 1) and CALLENDAR and BARNES 2) we take the E. M. F. 
of the CLARK-cell at 25°,0 as 1,4202 volts, then the E. M. F. of 
the WEsToN-cell at 25°,0 is, according to these determinations, 1,0184 
volts. The cOInparisons made by J A.EGER and W A.CHSMUTR 3) also 
give the E. M. F. of the WEsToN-cell at 25°,0 = 1.0184 volt. 

Our standard was thus very trustworthy during the whole research. 
An extremely sensitive THOMSON mirror galvanometer was used 

as zero instrument. The thermometers employed were compared with 
a thermometer standardised by the Physikalisch-Technische Reichs
anstalt. 

The thermometer which indicated the temperature of the ther
mostat was graduated in llro 0. 

, 
7. A series of measnrements was first made with the red and 

yellow oxides from MERCK, which were used without further treatment, 
af ter it had been found that no impurities could be discovered in 
them by analytical means. 

I first detel'mined the potential difference red HgO - red RgO 
by setting up an element arranged thus: 

Hg - red HgO - potash Iye - potash 1ye - red HgO - Hg. 
The potential diffel'enee was less than 0,000001 volt 4). 
In the same way the potential difference of yel10w HgO - yellow 

RgD wase measured. This aJso was less than 0,000001 volt. 

8. The detel'mination of the poten tial diffel'ence red BgO -. 
yellow HgO th en followed. Au interesting phenomenon, which might 
have been foreseen, was here encountered. 

It is known that tho two oxides behave diffel'entJy towards a 
numbar of reageuts , the velocity with which they reaet being 
different. The yellow oxide, for example, dissohes in acids more 
rapidly than the red. 

If now, as might be anticipated, the equilibria of the two oxides 
with the solution in the eeU are attained with different velocitiee:;, 
it is to be expeeted that the E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide ceH, 
regarded as a function of the time, will increase to a certain maxi· 

1) See Thàtigkeitsbericht der Physiknlisch Technischen Reicbsanstalt 1896/97. Zeit
schrift flir lnstrumentenkunde 17. 144 (189i); WIEDElIfANN'S Annalen 64, 94(1898). 
Zeitschrüt fur Instrumelltellkunde 1898. 161. \ 

J) Proc. of the Royal Society 62, 132 (1897). 
') WIED. Annalen 59. 575 (l896) en Zeitschrift fûr fnstl'lIlllentenkunde 1898. 161. 
4) 'rite smullest C1uulltity meASlIrable. 
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mum, af ter ",hieh it will fall until a constant valuc is reaehed, 
whieh would indicate the attainment of equilibrium. 

It was to be expecte<l that the ottainment of the final condition 
would be slow, considering that tbc eontents of the eeH were not 
stirred and that the saturation of the liquid with HgO was brought 
about by diffusion. 

The correctness of these 'Views was proved numerically by all 
the experiments. In tbe fol1owing table the time in houl's, from the 
first filling of the ce11, is given under t, the E. M. F. of the element 
(at 25°,û) at the time mentioned is given under E in millivolts. 

T.A..BLE H. 

t. (hours) E. (Millivolts) t (hours) E (Millivolts) 

0 0,585 61 1.037 
8/4 0,759 73 0,876 

11/2 0,843 97 0,756 
5114 1,066 121 0,721 

24 1,237 147 0,703 

29%, 1,237 171 0,686 

49 1.169 194 0,685 
241 0,685 

Representing thc E. M. F. graphically at! a function of the time, 
the curve in fig. 2 is obtained. A maximum is attained in 24 hours, 

t 
~ NI 

v \l-
~ 

.§ 

~ 
.~ 

IJ ~ -..li: .S 
~ 
~ 
r.:\ 0 5i2H 29 49 61 73 97 121 141 111 194 UI 

Time in nours -+ 
Fig. 2. 

tbe condition of equilibrium being reaohed only af ter the lapse of 
171 hours; this was observed for a further 70 hOUl'B. 

Accot'ding to this experiment tke difference of potential between 
~'ed and yeUow mercu1'ic oxides at 25°,0 is equal to 0,685 millivolt.fJ. 

2. Although, as above Il!entioned, impUl'ities could not ho discov
el'ed by analytical methods in the specimens of red and yel/ow 
mercurie oxide used yet> considering the great delicacy of the electric 

20* 
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measurements, it appeared to me to be of importance to obtain, 
further confirmation of this result. 

The red an~ yeHow oxides from MERCK were shaken with water, 
of conductivity 1 X 10-°, for some days in sealed tubes in order 
to remove all tracefl of soluble matters which might possibly still 
-be present. Tbe specimens, af ter fiJtration, ware then driet! for a 
week in vaClto over sulphuric acid. I 

A few grams of eneh matel'ial were placed in steamed glass tubee, 
a few cc. of potash ,lye added and the tubes, which had long necks 
in order to a void warming the -liquids in sealing them, sealed up 
before the blowpipc. They were then shaken in thc thermostat at 
25°,0 for 14 days and nights in order to saturate the lye with HgO 
and bring about equilibrium. The eeU was then put toge'ther and 
placed in the tbermostat at 25°.0. 

In the following table the results obtained aro give~ in the same 
wa y as in table Ir. 

t (honrs) 

o 
24 

70 

96 

120 

168 

TABLE lIl. 
E (Millivolts). 

0,686 

0,685 

0,685 

0,685 
0.,685 
0,685· 

The potential difference found here is therefore the same as in 
the first series of experiments, whieh proves- that the materials wel'e 
quite pure before they were shaken 'With water and that in the 
first experiment equilibrium was obtained (by diffusion). 

10. Between the fJ'ee energies of red and yellow mercuric oxides, 
therefore, a sensible difference exist, viz. 0,685 millivolt at 25°.0, 
a difference at least 700 times greater than the difference which I 
was able to detect with the apparatus used between red and red or 
yellow and yellow oxide. 

OSTWALD'S statement, that the eapillary electrometer employed, 
which was capable of detecting potential differences of 1 to 2 milli
volts, showed na defl.ection, agrees completely with my result that 
thc difference of potential in question is only 0.685 millivolt. 
(OST,WALD does not state at what temperature MARK'S measurements 
wure made.) 
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A seeond proof of the isomerism of thetwo oxides may begiven 
'by means of measurements of the temperature' eoefficientof the 
mereurie oxide cel1. I shall shortly make a eommunication on this 
ipoint. ' 

, Bumnzary of the 1'esults of the investigation. 

1. Tbere is a dIfference in the ·free energy qf red and yellow 
mercuric oxides (0.685 millivolts at 25°). Contrary to' OST-, 
WALD'S opinlon, therefore, the substances are isomerie and 
not identical. 

2.The measurements of GLAZEBROOK and SKINNER, according 
to which a diff.erence of 7 millivolts at 12° existsbetween 
the E. M. F.'s of ·GOUY' standard cells made with the two 
oxides, are incorrect. l'he difference at 12° C~ is less than ' 
0.6' millivolt. ,-

Amsterdam, University Ohemical Laboratory. 
November, 1899. 

, 'Chemistry. - "The Enant-iotropy of Tin" (rIl). By Dr. ERNST 

OOREN. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM.) 
. ..' , . . 

. 1. In continuation of the investigation of the two modifications 
,of tin' a large bloëk of Banca tIn, weighing about 1/2 kilo, was 
inoculated wit.h greytin, and subsequently submitted to a tempera.
ture of - 5° O. for 3' weeks in contact with a solution of pink 

, 'salt in orderto observe tbè phenomenon on a.larger scale. 
The accompanying figure; from a photograph, shows that the whole 

surface 'is covered with grey warts, between which the original silver
white colour, of the metal is to be se~n only'in a few places. 

Once. ths change has begnn the waste goes forward at the ordiniuy 
temperature. . , 

2. It appears frómthe following'·communicationj whjch I owe 
to Dr. VAN mJR PLAATS of Utrecht, that. the phenomenon of the 
spontaneous change of white tin into the grey modification has oc
~urred in this country aIso. In 1883 it was found that the' water 
ln tbe water mains of Utrecht contained lead. Since that time tiJl 
lined lead tubes have. been employed. At the beginning of 1884, 
Messrs. HAMBU:RGER of Utrecht, who madethe tubes, stated that a 
llumber" of blocks of Banca tin in their store had become grey and 
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brittie. On análysis Dr. v. D. PLAATS found that the grey metal 
contained 99,9 pOt. of tin and tberefore was to be regarded as pure 
tin. When remelted with borax and potassium cyanide a good re
gulus of ordinary tin was formed. The Messrs. HAMBURGER accord· 
ingJy l'emelted tbe blocks of tin in this way, including, unfortu
nately, a quantity which Dr. v. D. PLAA'l'S had wished to investigate 
fmtber. 

Of interest is further that when Dr. v. D. PLAATS mentioned the 
phenomenon to Mr. CORNELIS DE GRooT, ex-chief of the ~ining 
depal'tment in the Dutch Indies,- and one of the pioneers of the 
Biliton Company, he said that he was acquainted with the pbeno
menon and added: u And it is easy to get rid of: we put su eh tin 
in the sun, the spots disappear in the lightH

• 

That the he at-rays, and not the Eght, are the cause of thê dis
appearance of the spots is at onee evident from the facts now and 
previol1s1y communicated. 

3. In the last paper 1) (n) it was shown that the velocity of 
the reaction 

white tin ~ grey tin 

increases as the temperature rises from - 83° C., reaches a maximum 
at - 48° and finally becomes zero ot + 20° O. 

As may be seen from the curve in that paper, the velocity 
between + 10° and + 20° is extremely small. ~ln order to study 
the change in this interval of temperature it would be necessary to 
make observations lasting many years. 

On tho other hand, if a piece of tin eau be obtained wbich bas 
been exposed to temperatures within that interval for a very long 
time, it is pOBsible that it will have changed from the white into 
the grey modification. 

4. Tbrough tbe kindness of Dr. W. REINDERS, at present resi· 
dent in LondoD, and of Dr. GOWLAND of London, a piere of an 
antique tin vesseI, which had been dug up in England in the 
neighbourhood of Appleshaw in Hampshire, came into my possession. 

Regarding the objects found in the excavation of an old Roman 

1) Proceedings Roy. Acad. Amsterdam. 1899. Vol. H. p. 149. 
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'Villa at that place, ENGLEHEART 1) sa;ys in a memoir dated Nov. 
25, 1897: , 

About the set of metal vesselfl from Appleshaw now exhibited, I 
will say little, sjnce they are submitted for the opil1ion of experts. 
It was my curious good fortune to hit upon them at once in a 

\ 

first experimental trench dug on the site al ready mentioned, one mile 
south of my house. They appeared to be designedly hidden in a 
pit sunk through a cement flOOT, 3 feet below the surface of thc 
field. The smaller "esseis were carefully covered by the largel' dishes. 
One suggestion I may make with l'cgard to their date. Lying at 
tbe fiool' below ",bi eh they were bUl'ied was a fragment of wall 
plaster bea1'Ïn~ a peculiar pattern of red flower buds on a wbite 
ground, abaolutely identical with plaster found in the Olanvi1le Villa. 
N ow thc inscribed stone found in the latter pl'oves that the house 
was inhabited in the year 284 a. D., while the cóins cease with 
Dccentius, 351 a. D. 

Therefol'û, on the not unreasonable Sllppositions (1) that the plas
ter as faund represents the wall-decoration of the houses at the 
time of their destruction or abandonment, (2) that the idelltity of 
design shows a correspondence of dates, (3) that the vessels were 
concealed when the house was abandonerl, we may assign the "es
sels to a period not by many years removed from 350 a. D. 

Dr. GOWLAND 2) adds the following notes regarding the vessel 
N°. 27, at present preserved in the British Museum at Londen. 

"27. Portiol1 of Iow vase, probably of oval section; fcot rim. 
Height 21/g inches, diameter uncertain, about 8 inches. 

Composition: 

Tin Lead Iron Copper Oxygell, carbonic~ acid and 1088 

94.35pCt 5.06 trMe trace 0.59. 

Tbe extraordinary molecuJar change which the metal of this ves
sel has undergone is of mor~ interest to the physicist and metallur
gist than to the antiquary; a' briefnote respecting it, however, eannot 
be omitted here. '1'he metal is not much oxydised, yet it is 80 ex-

, 
1) On same Buildings of the Romano-Britisn Periad, discovered at Olanville, 

near Andaver and on a Deposit of Pewter Vessels of the same Period, found at An
pleshnw, Hauts, communicnted ta the Society af Antiquaries by the Rev. G. H. 
Englelteart, M. A., with appendixes by Oharles H. Rend Esq. Seeretary and WiUiam 
Gowlnnd, Esq. F. S. A. F. C. S., Associnte R. S. M. 

2) Loc. cito pag. 12 nul! 14. 
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ceedingly brittie that it can be easily broken with the fingers. Thc 
effect of time upon it has resulted in a complete alteration of its 
molecular structure, the mass of the a110y being convcrted into an 
agglomeration of crystals, alld to this its brittleness is due. On 
melting aDd casting a smaIl fragment I found that the cristalline 
structure disappeared anel the metal regained its original toughness." 

These observations agree so completely with the results so far 
obtaineel that it was decidedly worth while to investigate whether 
the pIate described had been eon~erted into the grey modification. 

5. A dilatometer was filled with 4.8 grams of the material 
derived from the antique vessel. Petroleum was used as measuring 
liquid in the capillary. The dilatometer was placed in a bath, the 
temperature of which rose slowly. The change which occurred was 
shown by a considerable fall of tJle level of the petroleum in the 
capillary. The fall amounted to 537 mmo 

The white tin had ther("fore been converted into the grey modi
ncation. 

The following calculation sho,\ys that the change had taken place 
practically completely. Assuming the specific gravity of white tin to 
be 7.3 and that of grey tin 5.8 the volume of the 4.8 grams, 
containing according to GOWLAND 's analysis 94.35 percent of tin, 
should decrease, in consequellce of the change from grey tin to 
white tin, by 

4.8 X 0.943 4.8 X 0.943 6 ----- - = 0.1 cc. 
5.8 7.8 

The volume of ] mmo of the dilatometer ('apillary tube was 
0.00028 cc.; a fall of 537 X 0.00028 cc = 0.15 cc. 

lf the white tin had bE'en wholly convertE'd into the grey modi
fication, therefore, the change of volume in the dilatometer experi
ment would have been 0.16 cc., that fOlmd being 0.15 cc. 

We may therefore conclude from tbis experiment that the white 
tin in the ancient vessel was practically completely converted into 
the grey modification. 

I have to thank Dr. 'VAN DER PLAATS of Utrecht for further 
information respecting the mean temperature of the place where 
the vessel was discovered . 

.A.ccording to BARTHOLOMEW, Physical Atlas, Edinburgh, 1899, 
the mean temperature there is 10° C. The yeady variation of tem
perature at the surface is ± 12°.2. Under gr,:und it is of course 
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less. Nosecular variation is known. From these data it appears 
that the tempeI'ature to which the nssel was exposed for 22 centu
ries cannot, for any prolonged period, have been highe:- than 20° C. 

6. In the last communication on 'the cllantiotropy of tin, thc 
velocity of the change 

white tin -'30 grey tin 

was detcl'mined at different temperatures. It was found that thc 
change 

grey tin ~ white tin 

(above + 20° C.) in absence of a solution of pink salt toak place 
very slowly, so that it appeared possible to study the velocity a1so 
above the transition point. 

In all systems investigated up to thc present, which have a 
transition temperature, the change takes place so rapidly aboye this 
temperature that determinations of the velo city are impoflsible. 

I filIed a dilatometer with about 30 grams of grey tin and added 
water to serve as thc measuring liquid. In this way the pure phe
nomenon may be studied. 

Thc dilatometer was placed in a thermostat the temperature of 
which could be maintained constant within 0.03° by mcans of au 
electric regulator. The position of the liquid was read from time to 
time on the porcelain millimeter scale plaeed behind the capillary; 
the corresponding times were measured by a chronometer ta 1/5 sec. 

In order to be able to regard the mass undergoing the change 
as the same at all tempel'atures, a very smaU quantity of tin was 
allow('d to change at each ternperature. 

Temperature Time (in minutes) Fall of the level of the FaU per hour. 
liquid in mm. 

30°,0 60 7,2 7,2 
30°,0 60 7,25 7,25 
31°,Q 40 13,0 19,50 
32°,0 51 30,0 35,0 
33°,0 6 10,75 107,5 I 
33°,0 6 10,5 105, ~ 106,2 

34°,0 6 17 170 1 180 34°,0 6 19 190 ~ 
35°,0 3 25 500 
35°,0 5I /'}, 44 500 
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.At ,10°,0 tbe velocity was so 
great that I COlild no longer 
mea.sure it. 

In Fig. 2 the measurements 
are represellted. The abscissae are 
temperatures, the ordinates ve· 
locities. -

I have also taken up the study 
of antimony which appears to 
undergo similar changes (explosive 
antimony, GORE). Other metals 
too, such as aluminium, invite 
investigation. 

Amsterdam, Univer~ty Chemical Laboratory. 
November, 1899. 

'-

(December 20, 1899.) 
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KONINKLIJKE AKA.DEMIE VAN W·ETENSCHA.PPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEE'rING 

of Saturday December 30, 1899. 

---_ .. ::>,~o;..· ----

('rranslatcd from: Verslng vall do gewone vergadering" der Wis- en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling vnll Znterdng 30 December 181l1l Dl. VIII). 

I 

CONTCNTS: "The lesorption of Fat and Soap in the lalge and t11e small Jntestine". By Dl'. 
U. J. llA~muRc,.ER, p. 2S;. - "Som\! Observatians cancerning an AsymmetlÏcal Change 
of the Speetrn) Lines of llon, rudilLting in IL M!lgn~tie Field". By Dr. P. ZEEMAN, 
p. 29S. - "HOREL'" furmulae for divergent series". By Prof ..• T. 'J. KLUYVER, p. 302. -
"Thc Entropy of lladiation". Ey J. D. VAN DIm WAAJ.s JR. (Communieated hy Pl'of. 
J. D. V,IN DER WAALS), p. 308. - "On same special cases of MONGE'S Differcntial 
E(luation" (Supplement). Ey 1'lOf. W. KAl'TEYN, p. 326. - "A ncw grallhic System of 
Craniology". By Dr. P. T::. EYKMAN (Communicated by Prof. C. WINKLER) (with 4 
pbtps), p. 32;. - "Pomlls in ;'omo". Ey Miss T. TAM~U;:S (Communicated by Prol~ 
.T. W. MOLL), p. 331. - "On tl](! Theory of the Transition Cen of the third kind" 
(ll'irbt part). By Dl'. ERNST COllEN (Communicated by Prof.H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), 
p. 334. - "On tho Nitration of Dimethylaniline dissolved in Concentrated Sulphuric 
Acid". By Dr. P. VAN ROMBURGH lCommllnicl1.ted by Prof. A. P. N. FIlANCj{l~lONT). 
p. 342. - "On the 1formation of Indigo flOm Indigofora's and from Marsdenia tinc
toria". By Dr. P. VAN nO~IBUnGlI (CommuniCtLted by Prof. A. P. N. l!'IlANCllIMONT), 
p. 344. - "'fhe HALT.-effect :tnd thc increase of rCbistance of BismlltJl iu thc Magnctic 
:Ficld at very low Temperaturcs" I (continucd). 13y Dr. E. VAN EVIIRDlNGEN JR. 
(Comml1nicatetl by Prof. H. KAMERLlNGlI ONNllS), p. 348 (with onc plate). 

1 he following papers were read: 

Physio1ogy. - "Tlze 1'esoJ'ption of fat anel l:ioap in the large and 
the small ·intesUne". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER. 

(Itead November 25, 189!).) 

Introduction. 

While investigating the distribution of fat in the bloodcorpuscles 
and plasma nnder the influence of respiratory gas exchanges, I tried 
some experiments which may be said to prove that the large in
testine probably possesses the power of resorbing fatty matter hy 

21 
Proceedings Royal Acud. A~sterdllm. Vol. Ir. 
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moans of its blood vesseIs 1). I have thought it necessary l:ilill further 
to pursue these preliminary experimcnts, as thoy touch on a question 
which, both from a theoretical anel a practical point of view, soems 
to be of the greatE'st impol'tance. From a theoretical point of view, 
hccause some light may, at the same time, be thrown 011 our present., 
in many respects, very inadequate knowledge of thc resorption of 
fat in the more complicated small intflstine; from a practical point 
of view, becausc the problcIll of rectal nutrition with fat has not 
yet beon satisfactorily solved. 

In this domain, indeed, th ere has -hitherto beon but littlo invosti
gation. In 1874- OZERNY and LATECHENBERGER 2) tried two experi
ments on a man to whom an anus praeternaturalis had been applied. 
They brought into the fistula a know'n quantity of some fat emuJsion, 
then by rinsing out the contents af ter some time and ascertaining 
how much fat they contained, they detel'mined how much emulsion 
llad been absorbed. , 

In 1891 MUNK aud ROSENSTEIN 3) administered some rectal 
injections of oil emuIsion to a girl who had chyle fistula on hel' 
leg, and by quantitative determination of tho fat in the issuing 
chyle ascel'tained how much fat had been absorbcd. They found, as 
OZERNY aod LATSCHENBERGER had also done, that the resorption 
was insignificant. , 

DEUCHER 4) and PLANTENGA 5) injected into persons with a normal 
intestine a clysma consisting of the yolk of an egg and mllk; here 
too fat appeared to be resorbed, but the resorption was insignificant. 

Though these experimants of MUNK and ROSENSTEIN have un
questionably shown that from EI. clysma fat may be resorbed, it has 
not yet been proved that this resorption takes place in the large 
intestine. What proof has there been afforded that" in the above 
meotionod experiments, a part of tbe clysma has not passed the 
valvula Bauhini? 

And as for the experiments of CZERNY and LATSCIIENBERGER, 

!) Yerhnnd. cl. KOllinkl. Akad. v. Wetensen. Dl. III N0 10. 1894. p. 31. 

2) CZEltNY und LATSClfENDERGJm, Physiologische Untersuchungell über die Verdauuug 
und Resorption im Dickdarm. VmcIIow's Archiv B. 59. 1874. S. 179. 

3) MUNK llnd ROSENSTUN, Zur Lellre von der Resorl)tion im Darm, nuch U ntersu
cllUngen an einer Chylusfistel beim Menschen. VmoHow's Archiv B. 129. 1891. 
S. 230 en 284. 

'1) DEUOIIER, Ueber die Resorptioll des Feites allS Klystiel'ell. Deutsches Archiv f. 
KUn. Medizin. B. 58. 1896. S. 260. 

Ii) PLANTENGA, Der Werth der Niihrklystiere. Diss. Fl'eihurg i/B. 1898. 
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they were only two in number, and, from more than one point of 
view, they are qucstionable. 

If we consider that, aiS yet, na ~ypothe8is even has been formed 
as to the way in which thc fat is resorbed in the large intestine, 
an investigation of this subject wil1 not be deemed -superfluaus. 

In thc first place we wish to know with certainty whether the 
large intestine is indeed able to resorb fa.t. 

I. Does_ the la1'ge infesiine p08sess the pOWe1' of resQ1'bing (at? 

A loop is taken out of the large intestine of a dog in a state of 
narcosis, is cleancd out inside, and by means of strings tied round it 
is divided into three equal parts a, band c. An emulsioD of lipanine 
(olive oil with 6.4% of oleic acid) in a solution Na!! COs of 1/2% 
is then introduc!}d into the middle part b; nothing is introduced 
into the exterior parts a and c. The intestine is then replaced, the 
centra1 cavity closed, and fom hams later the intestine is removed 
and by administering more chloroform the animal is killed. 

The mueosa of tho central part b, which contains na more fluid 
is prepared and cut into small pieces. As a means of control the 
mucosae of the two outer pieces are aIso cut into smaU pieces, 
placed in two smaH receptacles, and as much emnIsÎon added as 
was injected iuto b at the beginniug of the experiment. The fat in 
the three receptacles is then with the utmost precaution ~etermined. 

EXPERIMENT I. 

Length of the pieces of intestine a, 1; Rnd c 9 cM. Into b 12.5 cc of a 
5 pOts. lipanine emulsion in Na: CDa .of 1/S% is injected. Four hourIl later 
the intestine is elimilluted. lsolation of tbe mucosae, cutt~ng into pieces. Ta 
the mass a and () 12.5 cc of tbe emulsion is added. Af ter it hus been dried 
the extract of ether yields the follówing results: 

Ether residu of illtestine Cl (mucosa + emulsion) = 0.685 Gr. 
" 1/" " C ( 1/ ,,) = 0.659 Gr. 

Menn .•. = 0.649 Gr. 

, Etller residu of intestine IJ (mucosn. + not resorbed fat = 0.499 Gr. 

'rhis proves that O.649-0.,~99 =0.1.50 Gr. of fnt has been absorbed out 
of the intestine b during these four hours. 

Ánother experiment on > another ani mal resulted in a resorption 
of 0.:182 gor. of fat in four hours. 

These two experiments and many others of which we shallspeak 
21* 
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later (cf. page 293), have decisively proved tnat the "large intestiné 
does really possess the power of res01'bing fat. 

It was remarkable that the piece b, on being opened, proved to 
be nearly empty, and tkat big drops of fat clung to the mUCOU8 

lIlembt'ane. This gave riso to the suggestion that the Na!! COs sol u
- ti on had probably been rapidly resorbed and the emulsion thus 

destroyeil ; the fat had got, into a condition in which it could not 
be absorbed at all, or but very slightly. 

This agrees with the views of MUNK and ROSENSTEIN, viz., that 
of an emu]sion of 15 gr~ lipanine-Ïn" 8- Na Ol solution of 0.4 pCt'1 

in 7!- 9 hours, 0.55 gr. of fat issues from the chyle fistu}a, but 
that the quantity amounted to 1.1, that is to say about double 
as much, when emulgent Huid Na!! COs was uscd. Now it is known 
that with a Na!! COs solution fat remains 8IJspended much Jonger 
than with a Na Cl solution, It appeared then that on using N9200s 
the lipanine remained 10nger in an emu}gent state in the intostine 
than on the application of Na Cl. 

Having obtained this result, which was confirmed by further 
t'xperiments, we thought it of importance to employ, instead of the 
Na!! COs solution, a Huid in whioh the emulsion would l'emain still 
longer existing in the intestine. Tt had therefore7 to be a Huid 
of great emulgent power and moreover not rapidly absorbed in the 
wall of the intestine. For years clysmata of the yolks of eggs, of 
cl'cam, and of milk have been used for thesc purposes. As these are 
compound mixtures these forms of emulsion see,med to me less fit; 
it is especially the albuminous investment of the fatglobules by whieh 
new factors are introduced into the problem of the resorption of fat. 
Besides DEUCHER and PLA.NTENGA. had already shown that the 
quantity of fat which a man resorbs from 8ueh emuIsions amounts 
but to about 10 gr. per 24 houl's. 

It now occurred to me to try a :/luid whioh also in the small 
intestine exercises ,an important influence on thé physiological omul
gent, viz. a solution of soap. 

Af ter a preliminary experiment had shown that in a solotion of sapo 
medicatus, the lipanine forms an emulsion which l'cmaÎns long in 
the intcstine7 and from whioh in the long run much fat is resorbed, 
we wished to determine tbe inHuence of soap on the large intestine. 
Sueh a researoh in its!3lf seemed to us not destitute of importance, 
as under norroal oircumstances no inconsiderable quantities of soap 
OO(\U1' in the contents of the large intestine and we are unacquainted 
with its funetions in this part of the tractus intestiualis. 
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11. Resorption of soap in the lar.ge infestind. 

In order to ascertain whether soap is resorbed in the large intestine 
we pursued three methods. 

1 st. Into a loop of the large intestine tied in two places we 
introduced a solution of soap. The loop having been replaced in the 
ventral cavity, it is left to itself for a few honrs. From the quantity 
of soap still present we infer bow much has beeu resorbed 1). 

2nd• From a dog in a state of narcosis a loop of the large intestine 
is ligaturcd at one end, and at the other furnished with a tube wllich 
is eonnected with a iunnel that ma)' be adjusted at different heights. 
A solution of sapo medicàtus i8 introduceà into the funnel aud the 
intestine filled. ' 

From time to time it -is now necessary by replenishing, to raise 
to its original heigbt tllC level of the Huid descending in COnSl'qllence 
of resorption. 

At the eno. of the experiment the contents of the funnel, con
Ilecting tube and intestine are rinsed out, and the quantity of I:!oap 
eontaineét in this and in the mueosa is determined. If we deduct 
this quantity from thc whole of the soap solution Dsed, what 11as 
been resorbed remains. 

3rd• Thc la.rge intestino is cut. through close to tbe coecum. The 
fl'ee euds are attached to the ventral wall 2). Af ter a cure has been 
effected we dispose of a separate piece of t.he large intestine. lnio 
this largo quantities of a solution of soap are now introduced tbrough 
the rectum. By aSCCl'tailling how much soap, aftel' a limited time, 
still r~mains in this portion of the intestine, we ean determine how 
rnuch bas Leen resorbeo. 

All the tltl'ee method.s agl'ee in slwwi1'lg unanimously t}u.d the lm'ge 
intestine possesses ,in a latge meaSUfe tlle power of ,'esorbing soap. 

lIL Wk at happens to the soap resorbed?, 

The researches öf J. MUNK 8) and of J. MUNK nnd .A.. ROSEN

STEIN 4) have shown that tbc fatty acids taken into the body are 

l) We oannot enter into }Jol'thmln.rs h~re; they \ViII be fOUlHI in n poper which will 
01111eor in tlle Arclliv f. Anat. u. Physiol. Physiol. Abtb. 

~) Dl'. FOLMEn, surgeon, wns 50 kind ns to nttncll this intestine fistula for me, 
~) J. Mmm, Zur Kenntniss der 13edelltung des Fettes uud seiner Component~n fiir 

den Stoflivechsel. Vmonow's Al·cl,. 3. 80. 1880 S. 10. 
4)1.<: •. -
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öonverted, .into fat, and as such appear for a. gre~t part in the 
cbylevessels. The last is opportune; for as MUNK nrstobsel;ved, the 
presence of relfl.th'eJy smal1 quantities of soap in the blood circuit 
is dangimms to life; an intravenous injecHon of 0.12 gr. of soap 
per kilogr. of tbe weigbts of the rabbit alreaily catlsed death. 

These expcrirnents made it highly prohable tbat already- in the 
mucosa of thesmall :intestine thë fattr acids combine 1) with 'gly. 
cerine into fat. A.nd the prelimillary e?Cperiments of EWA]"D 2) ,with 
finely mineed mllcosa of the small jntestine have confirmed this 
hypothesis. 

Now as there is no ground fvr assuming thai the soap wbich is 
absorbed in tbe large intestine passes witllOutinjury into the blood 
it seemed to me not. toD hazaràous' to conjecture. tliat the oleic 
acid in thc large intestine is also converted' iato fat . 
. To test this hypothesisby observation; we made experiments in 

threc directions. ._: 
lstWe examilled l whether the mucosR, of a Joop of 'intestioe 

which lIas been some time m!ed with a. soJution of soap shows an 
increase of fat. (A.s is known, some fat can' always be extracted ' 
from, the normal mucosa). - , 

2nd ,We examined wnetber the formation of fat statedunder lst 

does indeed continue af ter the inteEtine bas been taken, out of thc 
body and is kft ta itsaIf at the temperature of the' body. 

31'd We inquired whether tbe fresh 'and stiJl 'warm mucosa of 
the intestine, after having been mineed :fine nnd then. saturated with 
ft solution of' soap in whieh was a little glycerjne, was still able 
to convert soap into fat.' 

This proved to be, really the case. The conversion, however, could' 
DO longer be observed"hen .thc· mucosa had preriously becn hcated 
tó 80°. Hence this suggests fermentation. 

Thm'e dan be 110 doubt, then, that soap ,'esol'h'ed 'in the lurge , 
inlestine i,<.', pal'tially at least, cOllverted into fat- iw llw mucosu. 

IV., Resorption of fat (1'om lipa'u'Ïlle-soap emu ls ion . . 
, . 

. I t having' thus been eshlblisncd what happens to thc soap resorbed in 
t1le large intestine, we went back to our point of departurc [tiJd 

,inquired whether, arcording to our t!leory, luid down at page' 290, 

, 'j Tlle origin of the glycerine is still ullcertnin. 
2) C . .I\. RWALn. UlJcr Fe.t.thild\\I1g dUl'ch aie iihCl'l<,heude D(\rmschleillllwut. Al'chiv. 

f. Anat. und Physiol. Al.lnl. 1888. lSupplem. S. 302. . 
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more tat IS res9rbed' from emulsions with 'solutions of soapthert 
from emulsions with Nag C03. 

In order t~. ànswer this question, a loop was produced from 
the large inte.stine. and by means óf a string tied round. it, 
divided into three parts, of equal length. Into the central part b a 
lipanine~N~~C 03-emuh~ion was introduced, into a lipanine·soap~ 
emulsion.· The two emulsiollS contain 20, cc lipanine to 80 ce 
emulgent fhlid (soapsolutioll ' 5 Ofo and. Na2 COs-solutiOli % %). 
The pieee of jntestine c serves as a' control and does not contain 
anything. ' . ' 

Five hours afterwo.rds the in~estlne is. eliminated. On opening b 
there is no trace of emulsion to be obsel'ved i this sectión is empty, 
but a lnass of fat, is found lying against the mucosa. In a there is 
still a finé emulsion present; of a fatty mass or of drops of fat 
against. the mucosa thel'e is no trace. . . 

The contents and mucosa of the two sections are taken in hand' 
fol' the quantative examination of the fat still present. 

Thc mucosa' is· aIso remover} from the controlling sectionc and 
its fatcontents de~ermined; but herare proceeding tó the last, we add, 
'jn order as mueh as possible to avoid mistakes thc same quantity of 
lipanine-soap.eIDulsion as wasinjected' into.a in this case, thus, 
20 cc. . 

The first experiment showcd' that from the lipanine-soap-emulsion 
O.ó&8 Or. of 'fat had been resorhed,' whcreas, in the sa.me time, 
on1y 0.:1&8 Gr. of fat had been resorbed from thc lipanine·Na2 COs-
emulsion. 

Further, experimcnts yielded the same results. ' 

Though it bad hereby becoIrie cerbiD that more fat 'is resorbed 
fl'om lipanine-soap-emulsions than from Hpanine-Na2 COs-emulsions 
andthe power of thc, large intestine to resorb fat has hitnerto been 
rated· too low, yet, in order to form an idea of the resorbing power 
of the largeintestine, it, seemèd desirable to compare it with tbat 
I)f the.small intestine. . " 
. In makingthis camparison, thc necessity' of ,reducing thc extent 

of the resorption to eq~a.l surfaces of mucous membrane, preseuts " 
no little aifficulty. If, however,in pl'eparing the mucosa we make 
a eircular incision which pelletrates to the mucosa, and. then strip 
off serosa with· muscle from thc mucous membrane, it is very .easy 
to n~certain the' Burface of the' mucQsileof the .two pieces of intestine 
lo be .compared. ' 

The ea;perime1lfs have 1I0W slwUJn thal, {or fat, file 1'eso1'ptiv6 
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power of the large intestine is, under the given rircums{a12ces, not 
ittferiol' to that of the small intestine. 

I say: "the resorptivepawer," by which I do not mean, of 
course, that in normal life the large intestine resorbs as much, per 
unit, of the surfacè of the mucous membrane, as tbo small intestine. 
Nor is tbat the case. FOT the fat is supplied to the small intestine 
in a pulpy, sometimes almost liquid mass; whereas the large intestine 
must absorb the fat from a more soIid condition, which is, of 
course, done with less facility. Moreover, ou reaching tbe lal'go 
intestine, tbe contents bave already rejected tbc greater part of 
the fat, and consequently wbat, in normal life, the large intestine 
llbsorbs in fat wilJ amount to less thall what the small intestine 
resorbs. 

What our experiments teach us is this: that whcn the lipanine
soap-emulsion is supplicd to the unit of the sllrfaee of thc mueous 
membrane, an aimost equal quantity of fat is resorhed. 

Besides in detached pieces of the intestine, we have now also 
studied the resorption of fat in a fistula of the large intestine. In 
somewhat over a day we saw fl'Om a lipanine-soap-emulsion about 
10 ~\'ám of fat arrive at resorption in 12 I1Ou1's. 

If we consider that this quantity is about the same that PLANTENOA 

in tbe course of twenty-four hours eould bring in maxima to 
rcsorption in a human heing whose large intestine possesses a much 
large1' surfaee of mucous membrane than that of tbe dog, it tllûll 
becomes highly probable that a1so in man, if we also employ 
lipanine~soap-emulsions we shall be able to bring about a mueh more 
considerable resorption of fat than we have hitherto obtained with 
other emulsions. 

The emulsioJ! with soap solution yields another practical ad van
tngc, viz. that resorbed soap conb ibutes as such to tbe al'sorptioll 
of fat, fol', as we have seen, LIle soap is converted into felt. 

From a practical point of view 1t would be of importance system
atical1y to examino what wiU be the most favorable proportion of 
lipanine and soap-soilltion, and a180 what concentration must be 
given to the soap~soilltion/ in order to make tbe resol'ption as great 
aij possible. We shall have furtbel' to disrovel' how much the extent 
of the resorption depcnds on the volume of injl'cted emulsion ann, 
therefOle a]so 011 the respectire timcs of injection. 

We have, 110wever, not pUl'sued tlw subject fUl't1Ier in this direction. 
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We have occupied ourselves with another problem, viz. whai path 
does the fat take iu the mucosa. 

V. What way does tlle fat take in the mucosa? 

We mayapriori assume that the partieles of fat af ter leaving 
the epitheHal layer of the Lieberkühns glands and entering the 
lymphducts, will, fOl' a part at least, be carried oif with tlle 
curfent of lymph. Thc remaining fat would then have to foHow 
the path of the blood capil1aries situated in the lymphdncts, and 
secing that in the mucosa of the large intestine the system of 
lymphatic ve&sels is relativcly on1y sIightly deveJoped, it would 
not even be impl'obable that the blood capillaries form the princilJal 
channel of conveyance. 

Meanwhile the question migbt be mised: has a transition from fnt 
into blood eapillal'ies ever been observed in otber places? A.nd tbis 
then suggests in the fh'st pI ace, thl:' smal} intestine. 11hat a great 
palt of thl3 fat there fo11ows the way of the lymphatic vessels, few 
"iJl que.stion; but whether the blood eapillaries are also responsible 
fol' a part of the transport has not hitherto be~n decided. 

According to CLAUDE BERNARD the serum of the v. pOI·ta in 
mammalia during digestion looks as white as milko On thc other 
h,md, comparative investigation of the blood of the v. porta and of 
the a. C'arotis, undertaken by I30RNSTEIN 1) at the instanee of 
HEIDENHAIN showed that tbe fot eontents of the portal-blood are 
loss than thosc of the a. carotis. 

The experiments of ZA WILSKI 2) al30 seem to argue against a 
direct absorption of fat by tbe blood capiUaries. Eigbteen hours 
and a half af ter partaking of a rielt mcal, while tbe resorption of 
fat was still in active operation, tbe contents of the ductus th Ol It

cÎcus where drawn outside sa that tbe blood na langer rcceiverl uny 
chyle. 'l'he fat contents of the blood amounted only to 0 05 %; to 
na more, tben, than in a stato of hungel'. 

Over against thc l'esults obtained by ZA WILSKI and HORNSTmN 

'We mURt set tllose of VON WALTHER 3) and of FRANK 4). VON 
, 

') HEIDENIIAIN, lleitrage zur Histologie l net Physiologie del Dûnullnrmsehleimh mt. 

Prz.UGEU'S Arc1lÏv Suppl. lSSS. S. 95. 
2) Zo\.WILSKT, Die Abfllhrwege des Fettes. Arleiten mts der pllysiologischell Allstnlt 

Zit 1eipzig. Jahrg. XL 1876. 
J) VON W.U'HlIm, ZUl' 1eh1'e von der Fettresorptioll, Du BOls-llr.nroND's Archlv. 

]890. p. 828. 
') FUA.NI<, Die llesorption der Fettsltlu en 1101 Nnluungsfrtte, mit U mgehullg des 

13lllsttilluges. lbid. 1892, p. 497. 
Df'rselbe, ZUl' Lehre der Fetbc~ol'ptioll. lblll. lS9.J.. p. 21.17. 
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WALTliER showed that only a rer,}' sm all porti on 01 the whole 
quantity from 40 to 50 gr. of the l'esorbed fat is transported 
through the ductus thoracicus. And FRANK observed that, after 
ligaturing the ductus thoracius, the resorption of faity acids in the 
small intestine was considerable. n These ohservations", HAMMARSTEN 

says l'ightly jn bis textbook on physiological Chemistry, -hardly 
seem, bowever, under norma.} eireumsiances, capable of being trans
ferred to tbe rt"sorption of neutl'a! fats in man". MUNK and ROSEN

S1.'EIN in their investigations on a girl who bad a lymphûstula in 
the leg, could find again in thc chy1e scarcely more than 600

} 0 of 
the fat adm;uistered per 08. ~ 

J t will be seen thar there is still little 11greement with rf.'spect to 
the dilect transition of fat jnto thc blood cnplllaries. lt appears to 
me that I ha.ve succeeded in showÎng ;with cortainty that in the 
."Imall mtestine of the dog tlte blood capillaries ltat'e a considemble 
share in the resorption of lat. 

The experiment was as follows. 
In a large dog in a state of profound narcosÎs a loop of the smnll 

intestine was produced by menns of an incislon in the linea alba. 
In consequence of 8. rich meal (bread with a great defll of lard) 
"hieh thc dog had received tbe night before tbc chyle "Bssels 
wete splendidly injected. At distances of 17 cM. strings are thrust 
tnrough tbe mesentel'ium, close to thc attachment of the intestine. 
By means of these strings pieees of the intestine will be 8hort1y 
aHerwaros dctached. Thc chyle vessels of the central piece of the 
intestine b a.re carefully bound together. Those of tbe ailJoining 
parts a and c are not. The whole loop is then weU rinBed with a 
tepid solution of Na Cl-soJution of 0.9 OIo. 'J.lhe strings are then 
tlghtened aDd the Joop divided ioto thl'ee (qual parts. Jnto ench of 
the thl'ee parts is injected 25 C.c. of a Iipanine ~oap-emulsion, con
sisting of 200 cc. sapo medicatus of 5 % + 50 cc. lipanine. When 
from thc side of a and c two pieces a' and c' had aftel' rinsing 
been untied, evel'ything was agaill restored to 1ho ventrlll cavity, 
wbioh was th en closed. 

Five hOUl'S later the intestine wus removed fl'Om the animal, 
which was still in 11 state of llarcosiJ:l ulld was now killed. 

The detel'minntion' of thc percentage of thc fat of tlw voutezlts 
of thc loop indusive of the mucosae showecl that in 0, where thc 
chylcvessf'ls wero bounil togother, still 0.419 gr. was resorbcil; 
\\"hercas in a and c, that is to say JU chylc-vesseJs not bound 
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iogether, 0.714 gr. and 0.1397 gr. respectively of fat Were absorbeJ. 
Three more experiments yieldcd the same result. 

Thore eau be no doubt, then, that the blood cltpillaries possess 
in a la.rge mea~urc the power of resorbing fat. 

This rcsult agrees with that of MUNK'S aud ROSENSTIUN'S ~xpe· 

riments, which showed that only about 60 tlfo of the fat rcsorbed 
flows out through the chyle vessels. 

With resp€'ct, now, to the experiments of other investigators who 
deny that the blood vessels have a direct share in the l'eRorption, 
it seems to me, that considel'ing the present state of our knowIedge, 
those of ZAWILSKI are no longer eonelusive. Of later years it 
!las been shown that in the blood ferments occur (lipol) tic ferment 
of COHNSTEIN and MlCHAELIS, lipase of HANRlOT) which possesEl 
the power of eonverting fat. When ZA WIL SKI finds that on thc 
effl.uenee of ehyle the blood does not contain more fat than about 
what is found in a state of hunger, this does not exelude the 
absorption of fat thl'ough the blood capillaries ; owing to the slow 
resorption the fat always undergoes, what had passed into tho 
blood-circulation eould be regularly analyzed. 

On the same glOunds1 eomparative determinations in different 
sorts of blood, sueb as were made hy BORNSTEIN cannot be deeisive 
in this question. Moreover in these experiments no notice has been 
tal\On of tbe sigmfieanee of the relativa volume of blood corpuscles 
and plasma in the composition of the total of blood in the two 
cases. 

It may now be further asked whether the fatglobules as sueh 
are absorbe(l in the blood capillaria, or not until they have first 
perhaps, been converted into a soluble combination. 

OLAUDE BERNARD'S experiments suggests, indeed, thc first hypo
thesis, but it does not exclude the second. 

On this question I hope soon to make some eommunÎcations. 
It lIas already been shown that the blood capilla1'ia take a diJ el t 

part in the 1'esorption of fat in the smu II intesiine; and mal! also 
most probably do so in tlle large intestine. 

" Summary. 

1. It mny now be considered as proved that thc largo iniostino 
of tho dog has thc power of resorbing fat. 

2. Contrary to the opinion hithorto held, this power is cOllsiller
able, aud is not infcrior even to tho.t of tho sDutll iutcstlUc. 
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3. In order to bring auout a l'C'sorption 130 éönsiderable, it is 
necessary to take an emulsion that can stay a long time in 
the intestine. 

Tbe usual Na2 COs is not weU adapted fol' the prepal'ation 
of sueh an emulsion aDd the Na Cl still less so, because 
both are rapidly resorbed and with them the emulsion neu
tralized. A solution of sapo medicatus, however, seems to 
answer tho requirement. 

4. .As to t;he soap solution itself, it; appears that this is resorbed, 
though mucb more slowly than the Nnz COs, and during the 
resorption is, at least for a part, converted into fat al ready 
in tbe roucosa. 

This conversion continues in thc intestine that has been 
cut out; nay it is eftccted even when thc mucosa has been 
mineed fine. Hcating to 80'\ however, neutralizes tbe said 
property. 

5 As to tbe path taken by tbe fat in its resorption in tbc 
large intestine, it is hjghly probable thu.t a part of it is 
transported through tbe blooel cRpillaria. Tbe i'xperiments 
described abovc have at least \)hown with eertainty that this 
is the case in th() small intestine. 

Physics. - "8ome ObseJ'vatioJ2s cOllcernin.q aft A.'Iymmetrieal,Change 
of tlle Spectral Linea of iron, J"{/diating in a Magnetic Fieldll

• 

13y Dr. P. ZEEMAN. 

1. In observing spectral lines resolved inta triplets by tbc action 
of tbc magnetic field, one is ~ertainly struck by the symmetrical 
position and tbe equa.l intensity of the outer components of these 
triplets. Tbere ltre esp~oial1y in tbe ca~e of iron not a few of the 
stronger Hnes, whieh seem to represent ideal cases of tl'iplets, as 
origiUi\.lly predictcd by LORlmTZ'S tbeory. Tt is only af ter more 
attenth'o jnspection that scveral faint triplets arc seen in which ono 
of the outer components is apparently more intense than tbe othcr. 
On a former occaeion I} I poiuted out that there were reasons for 
expecting triplets with a more intense lateral component toward tbc 

~: 

1) Proc('eding~ R!l)'nl Acndemy of Sciences Amsterdam, June 1898. Astropbysicnl 
JournnI, Vol. 9. Jan. 1899, 
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red. In st1'ong tielde I noticed a few. I could show however that 
roost of these asymmetrical triplets were due to superpositions and 
J eoncluded that we had no evidenec of a directing infiuence of the 
magnetic field on the orbits of the light-ions. No more was done 
upon this subject. 

2. Some time ago Prof. VOlGT of Göttingen kindly communicated 
to me tbat he had dedueed from theory that normal triplets must 
show in weak magnetic fields a remarkable asymmetry viz. the outer 
component toward thc fed has the greater intensity, the outer com
ponent toward the violet has the gteater distance from the original 
line. In low fields these asymmetries will preponderate, disappeal'ing 
however in strong nelds 1). 

It has given me much pleasure to undertake at Prof. VOIGT'S 

request a testing of tbis result of his theory. 
I made these observations the more wiHingly now I was in 

possession of a beautiful concave grating, which Prof. ROWLAND 

with kind courtesy has examined and sdected for me. The grating 
is, like the one lent from the Leyden laboratory, ruled with 14438 
Iincs to the inch and bas a radius of about 3 M. The resolving 
power of the present grating is however superior to that of the ona 
formerly used, Negatives 110W were taken generaIIy in the second 
order. 

3. I tricd to study by eye observation, using thc spectrum of 
the first order, the inequality of the outer components. Iron tel·mi· 
nals (all fol1owing' facts relate to this substance) were used. A 
NICOL'S prism was placed before the slit with its plane of vibration 
vertical, in order that the outer components of the triplet only 
were visible. 

But notwithstanding the lateral eomponents wel'e but slightly 
separated and therefore the circumstances, and as to intensity of the 
field and as to facility of comparison, very favourable, I could not 
conclude to an indubitable inequality of thc outer components. It 
may be that the flickering of the spark interferes rather infavoul'
able with these obsel'vations. 

4. I had more success with the photogl'aphs taken. I studied 
the spectrum of the second and third orders; between 34:00 alld 

I) VOlGT'S puper wi~l be published short\y in Wiedemunn Ann. under title; "Dis
symmetrie der ZEEMA.N'schen Triplets". 
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3900 tenth metres in the second and a somewlmt smaller part in 
thc third oruer. 

I did not introduce a NICOL between the sp ark and the slit. The 
strength of the field may be roughly characterized by tho state
ment that about two thirds of the more intonse lines were rcsolverl 
into tripIrts or quadruplets (showing with the field used for tllC grcatcr 
part as doublcts). It was now possible to look for inequality of 
intensities and at thc same for ac:;ymmetry of the distanees. Exc1uding 
the Iines where the before mentionnd perturbations interfered 1), I 
have found several lines, which showcd thc asymmctrics predicted 
by VOlGT; it is true, in a very small degrec. Some lines showed thc 
asymmetry of the intensities only or of the distances only, but other 
!ines the two asymmetries at the s~\me lime. The phenomenon is 
ho wever extremely small. 

The difference of the distances bet ween the components toward 
red ancl toward violet and the original liue never rxceeds a few 
percent. 

For the moment I will not communicate the amount of the asym
metries of different lines. Either both or one of the asymmetries 
are shown by the following lines: 

3498.00, 3687.60, 3709.40, 3735.01, 3763.91, 3878.71 2). 

5. As the outer components of quadruplets behave in a ,normal 
mannel' I bave looked for an inequality of intensity between these 
components. The field used was somewhat stronger tban the one 
mentiolled in § 4. There was a difference in the expected sense in 
the case of the lines: 

3466.01, 3475.61, 3705.73, 37~2.73, 3872.65 . 

. Moreover 3466.01 and 3705.73 showed a displacement towal'd 
the violet of the mean of the outer components relatively to the 
mean of the inner ones. This l'rsult is confirmed, at least for 
3466.01, by an observation of REESE: "but the most careful 
measurements that I could make indicated a possibility that in the 
case of 3466.0 thc mean of the inner pair is a trifle further 
toward the red than that of the outer pair 3)." VOIGT'S developments 

1) Proceedings l~oyal Academy Amsterdum, JUlle 1898. Astrophys. Journal. Vul. 9. 
JUli. 1899. 

~) The wuve-Iengths of the spare-spectrum uccording to EXNER nnd HASCIIEK. 

J) Notes on the ZEEMAN-Eflect. Jolms HopkillS Uno Circulnr . .rune 1899, N0. HO. 
Pllil. Mag. Sept. 1899. 
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only refer to triplets, but, I think, we may consider a1so these 
ousel'vations cOllcerning qUltdruplets a8 illdications in favour of the 
theory. 

6. The lino 3733.46 is so modificd as to be ft triplet, the com
ponent toward the violet being at a smaller distance from the 
original line than the componl.'nt toward the red. There seem cd to 
be no inequality of intensity of the outer componel1ts. Of the triplet 
3824.58 the component toward the violet is apparently more intense 
than the component towal'd the red. Tt does not seem to me vory 
probable that in the last mentioned case there is some perturbation 
hy the prRsence of the air-line 3824.4 (NEOVIUS), becî\.use thc 
component is tal' fl'om hazy and the air-line very faint. It is invisible 
upon a nE'gative taken with a ve1'y low field but with a time of 
oxposition equal to that used in taking the negative with Lhe more 
intense component toward the violet. 

It must remain for ful'ther inquiry to decide wh ether these obsel'
vtttions must be explained hy an extension of theory or by some 
pertu.rhating cause not yet t.aken into account. 

7. From thc mentioned observations we may draw, I tbink, the 
cOllclusion that the observed asymmetries are very probably real. 
The extreme minutencss of the asymmetry makes it desirabIe ho wever 
to establish further its rcalit),. I hope to do this in a futura papor. 

Finally it is to be ohserved, as was remarked to the author by 
Prof. VOIGT, that my obsel'vation doE's not dooide between his theory 
and that of LORENTZ, but confirms the common basis ofboth theoriesI). 

lAddition of Jan. 15. I have lately found that in the CtlSe of 
the triplet and quadruplet of cadmium 4678 and 4800, and the 
triplet and quadruplet of zlnc 4680 and 4722, the outer eomponents 
towal'd red are decidedly more intense than thc componcnts toward 
violet. Measurements of thc distances were not yet made. 

The lino 3733 mentioned in § 6 happens to be one of the lines 
showing "reversed polarisation." Pl'obably this deviation from the 
normal polal'isation will account a]so fol' tbe reversed asymmetl'y of 
the distances. 

I doubt however at the possibility of the suggested explanation 
in thc case of a few othel' !in es, latoly examined, and which appal'
ontIy c,Xhibit the behavioul' mentiolled in the beginning of § 6.] 

1) The relutioll between tJ\ese tl\eories is exposed hy JJOU1~N'rz. Physik. ZeitschrÎft 
d. Riecke u. Simon. S. 39. 1899. 
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Mathematics. - "BOHEL'~ tOl'lnulae fol' divergent M:l les". By 
Prof. J. C. KLUYVER. 

In his memoir on dlvCJgent series (Ann. sc. de l'Écolc norm., 
t. 16, p. 77, foot-note) BOREI suggested that in his "adjoint 
ülteger ftlllction" 

oo~ Uil all 

E(ah) = 2- --
o n! 

peIlwps the fotctor all: nl 1l11ght be advantageoubly repl,wNI by 
Il 

a
P : r (~ + 1), where p is a positive integer. 

p 
In the present communication thc truth of this temal Ic wiJl be 

bhown. It wiII appear that this slight aIteration in E (az) leads to 
a. u1egion of summability " identical to those fOlmd by BOREL him~ 
self, and also by SERVANT (A.nn. de Toulouse, 2u série, t. 1, p. 152), 
when they considered other modifications of the adjoint integer 
function. 

Starting wjth the functioll f (z) and its cxpansion 

ca ca 

f co) - ">' I -ll - Y Il 
... -- 1l"" -- Il' 

o 0 

wlllch cxpallbion we assnme to have a fillIte J,tdiUb of cOllvcrgcnce, 
we cOl1sidcr the anjoint llltcgel' function 

2: 
00 c -n n P 

n"" '!.fl 11) (af:) = ::E----

°r(;+l) 

The integer p is arbitrary; if p be ta.ken cqual to unity, the 
functioll El (alz) becomes the function E (az) of BOREL. 

In the first p]ace it will be nccessary to express Ep (a/z) by 
means of a definite integra1. .A. suitable path of integration W is 
obtained in the following mannor. In the complex x-plane we draw 
a curve nearly in the shape of a cardioid, the cusp at te = 0 
pointing in the direction of .e = - 00, alld the curve itself enclosing 
the origin. We suppose th at the path W begins at :c = 0 and that, 
along the cardioid, it goes in a positive directioll round the origin, 
ending again at JJ = O. 
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With this assumption about W we have immediately 

1 
-- 1 '11" i 

1 1 Je x ---

r (; + 1) = 2". w-x-(J,P e P)n d.e , 

n a 
- -- 1 

C zn aP 1 J e x - _::::3. 
n = -2 • -- Cn (a/ z e IJ)'I a.v , 

r(; + 1) nz W X 

and finaJly,' provided I iI' I remains small enougb, 

or 
a 

1 --:;; 1 ... i 

Ep (a/z) = -2 -. f..!...- f (0/, P z e-P ) tl,v • 
n~ . ai 

W 

The latter equation ho wever conveys no definitc meaning, unIe ss 
1 ... i 

during the intcgration tbe value of j(3/ ze p) caD be fixed without 
ambiguity. This requil'es that the region bounded by TV cont,tÏns 

L 'Ir i 

none of the singular points t of f (al z e 1
1
). 

Wc will assume that iJl the z- plane fez) enn becolltinuedaclobb 
al 

the eÎl'cle of convergencc of the series ::E CII zn and that it has outsidc 
o 

this circle a set of singular points a = A eU3 • Then, takmg z = ~ e!~ , 
1 '11", 

thc function f (.tIl zeI' ) hus in tbc J,'-plane lt similal' set of singular 

points t, gi ven hy 

1 ~p () f.l • (lP • '0 R) _ = ___ C08 P ( -/') - ~ - stn 'P ~ -/.1 • 
t AF Av 

In order to exclude the points t from the region delimited hy 
the cardioid, we confiDe tbe point z in tJle z-plane to an area, con-

22 
]'roceclhngs Rayal Ac.td. Amslerdam. Vol. 1I. 
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structed as follows. Each of the points a=Ae1/l determines a curve 
whose equation ",ritten in polar coordinates is 

,Ap 

C!p = C08 P (O-lJ) , 

and thc totality of these curves divic1es the z-plane into a system of 
curvilineal' polygons. In one of these polygons, which we shall 
dcsignate by Gp , thc origin alld thc cncle of convergence of the 

'" series :E ell Zll arc containeil. We sllppose now that thc point z nevel' 
o 

leaves the lntClior of this polygon Gp • 

In that case we const,lntly ha ve 

QP 1 
AP C08 P (O-ti ) < 1 + E ' 

and comcqucntly 

real part of (! + 1 ~ E -) > 0 . 

In other words, we may affirm that the points t in the <,v-plane 
are situated outside the circle with diameter 1 + E and centre 
a' = - t (1 + f). Moreover, since neeessarily we must suppose J z J 
to remain finito, there Ió a non-evaneseent minimum valuo of I ti, 
so that it must be pos'3ible to draw the loop W in slleh a manner, 
that all the points t remain outside, tho loop thereby enclosing 
at the same time the circle wlth diameter 1 and centre al = - !. 

rrha latter cOlldition is imposed on the path W in order that 
during the intogration we shc.tll constantly have 

reaI part of (~+ I) > 0 • 
al .I 

With the thus eonstructed loop W as path of integr,ltion the 
equatioll 

a 

1 J e--;: .!.. _::1. 
~) (a/z) = --. -f(gJP ze p) de 

2n-z gJ 
W 

retains Hs signification, even when the point z p.lsses beyond tbe 
circlc of con vorgence, if only it l'emains within Gp • 
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The lbst property of the function Ep (a!;;;) is now pl'oved at Ollce. 
Multiplying by e-a we have 

1 <r'1 

1 r 1 - --- . -a (.!:. + 1) 
Lim ra Ep (a/z) = --, - f (al ze p) L~m e ~ d.c 

a=+GO 2 n~. lIJ a=+oo 
W 

and hen ce, as 

_a(l+l} 
Lim e x = 0, 

a=+OO -
~ 

GO l'n Iln a
P 

Lim e- a Ep (aM = Lim e-a:z = 0 • 
a=+oo a=+oo 0 r(; + 1) 

• • (1) 

Secondly we fiud 

1 ... i 

= __ - f (J;p Z e P ) • 1 r dJ.' ---

2 n i.. x + 1 -
W 

In the latter integral thf' on1y infinity of {he subject of integration 
within the loop W being x = - 1 = e""t I the loop can be contracted 
into [l. small eit'ele round this point aud there results 

en .f ra Ep (a(z) da = f (z). • . . . • • (1I) 

o 

This equation may serve to evaluate fez) for any given point z 
wItbin th~ r~gion Gp , thel'efore we must l'egard Gp as the region 
of summability associated with the function Ep (alz). 

Meanwhile BOREL inàicated E>till a different way to eal('ulate 
fez). Supposing p = 1, and z lying within the polygon Gl , he pl'oved 
that we have 

Lim 
a= +" 

GO 811 I],n 
e-a.I - =f(z) , 

o nl 
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where 
h=n h=n 

B" = :2 ch zh = :2 Uh. 
h=O h=O 

The question remains whether the function 

• 
00 Sn a P 

'Pp (aJz) = ::E ----
o ~ (; + 1) 

may be similarly used for any point z within the region Gp • That 
tllÏs is indeed the case we prove as folIowli. 

It is easy to see tbat we can write 

n 
--1 

drf'p 00 (Sn - sn-p) a p 
-- - Cf'p = :2 ---~--
da 0 r(;) 

if we only agree to take Uh = 0 and Sh = 0 as soon as h < O. 
Replacing Bn - Pn-p by 

we get 

and 

00 

Un + Un-l + Un-2 + k=p-l 
• Un - p + 1 = ::E ten-k, . . . . 

drpp 
--- -({'p= 

da 

k=O 

.!!. 
k=p-l 1 d n=oo Un_kzk a P 

~ -- -- :2 -------
k=O zk da 11 =0 r (; + 1 ) 

e-a __ P - rpp da = ra 'Pp (aJz) = r (dep ) [ ] a=oo 

• da a=O 
o n 

k=p-l 1 [ n=oo ttn-k zk aP ] a=oo = :2 - e-a I + 
k=O zk n=O r(~ + 1) a=O 

n 
00 

k=p-l 1 r n=oo Un-k zk a P 
+ $ -- e-a $ da. 

k=O z\ n=or(; +1) 
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Now, always supposing z to ]je jnsiae tbe region Gp , it is evident 
thllt ~,(lI/z) is related to f(z) in the same manner as 

n 

is related to 
n=oo 

zk fez) = ~ Ull-k zk ; 
11=0 

hence we may apply equations I ana II and conclude that 

Of 

Lim e-a E(k) (a/z) = 0 , 
a=+'" P 

00 J e-a E~7.,) (ajz) da = ~k fez) • 

o 

80 it apfears that we have 

n 

00 8 a l' 
Lim e-a;;S 11 =pf(z) , •••• (lIl) 

a=+oo 0 r (; + 1) 
an rquation wholly equivalent to the origÏIHtl formula of BOREL. 

Oases may oeeur in whieh tbe formulae I, Il and III establisbed 
in thc foregoing have Borne importance. For, in asking for the 
value of fez) in a given point z, it may happen that this point 
lies outside BOREL'S region of summability GI and that we are able 
hy a proper selection of tbe integer p to find a region Gp, wherein 
z is contailled. In that case we can rcplacc BOREL'S E'quations by 
the formulae n and lIl, the applieation of whieh plescnts scarcely 
more difficulties than that of tbc formulae for tbe region GI • 

Finally we may l'emark that equatious land II still hold if p 
is an arbitrarily nssigned positive number. For rational non~integer 
values of p howevel', the cxtent of tile region of summability Gp i8 
considerably reduce<l, nnd for irrational values orp the rE'gion Gp u1ti
mately coincides with tbo eil'cle of convergence, so thát tbe summation
fOl'mula II is no longer of any use. 
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Physics. - «Tlle Elltr0l'Y of Radiation". By J. D. VAN DER 

WAALS Jn. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DEn ·WAALS.) 

The entropy principle may be formulated in diffdrent wajs. 
Strictly speaking, nothing follows from the examination of thc 
cyclic pl'OCCSS of CARNOT buL: 

1 st. Jd~ is a total differentiaJ, if the process is l'eversible. 

2nd• If we pass from state A to state B in a not reversible way, 

Jd~ is I'lmaIIer than when the process is reversible. 

The sccond formulation is: The entropy tends to a maximum, 
i. e. the entropy always increases; and if the other conditions to 
which the syiltcm is subjectdd, allow different processes, that one 
in which thc incl'ease of the entropy is greatel'lt, will take place. 
As we ruay conl5ider every slight change as "tbe process", wc may 
also Ray, that tbc fluction of the entrovy is always a maximum. 

Ta derive the second fOl'muJation from the firsi, we must gene
ralize the idea entropy. We must tllen a1so attrJbute entropy to 
substances which are not in eqUIlibrium. It being however imp oss
i bIe, that in a revel'sible way a substance is brought to a state 

which is not a state of equilibrium, the definition: entropy is fd1
Q 

for a reversible prucess, cannot be applied hf>re. It bas really been 
aHempted to find a conception of entropy which also applies to 
substances ",hich are not in a state of equilibrium. 

In order that the second lorffiulation of the principle be correct, 
the original conceptiun must be extended still in another way. An 
entropy of radiation must be introduced. W hcther a deviation from 
thc law of CARNOT might be obtaincd by l'adiation, has repeatedly 
been made the subject of an investigation. BARTOLI1) imagined a 
cycle in which apparently a deviation occurred. Prof. BOLTZMANN 2) 
proved however, that this contradiction may be avoided hy takiog 
into account thc pressure exercised by luminous rays on a body by 
wbich thfly are u.bl'lorbed or reHected. 

In this they tried to solve only this quesiion: Oan we outain 
by means of radiation a process, in whicb the substances yielJ 
quantities of heat, which have another ratio than would follow from 

1) BARiOLI, Sopra i movimenti prodoUi dnlia luce 0 dnl cnlore, FIBENZE, 

LE MONNIER 1876. 
~) Wied, Ann. XXII 1 Anno lSSt No. 5. Page 31. 
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the luw of CAItl\OT? WIEN has first introduced an "entl'opy of 
radiatian" 1). He thinks it a matter af course, that radiation which 
can be in equilibrium with radiating bodies, and which possesses 
energy, must also possess entropy. Ho derives lIis arguments excJusively 
fl'om 1he examination of revel'sible processes. He defines as "tem
perature of l'adiation" the temperature of a perfectly black body, 
whieh is in equilibrium with this radiation. In reversible processes, 
however, the quantity of heat yiclded by tIle walls is Uw same as 
that eommunicated to the ether. As further accOlding ta the/defini
tiOD the temperatures of thc '\ValIs and of the radiation are thc 
same, it co mes to the same thing whcthel' the law of CAItNOT be 
applied to the ethr, as WIEN did, or to the walIs, als BOLTZM.A.NN 

did: Lr dl? is irlentical in uoth cases. 1'he necessity of the con~ 
caption "enlropy of radiation" can tbol'cfore never be concluded from 
reversible processes. 

E. WIEDKMANN had a1ready pointed out the necessity of that 
conception for Ilhosphorescence- and fluorescence pbenomena 2). 

Yet it is c1f2ar that jf the ontl'opy principle is explessed in the 
second fOl'mulation, e-very irreversible radiation phenomenon is in 
contradiction with the entropy principle, if wc do not attflbute en
tropy to radiation. Every body which radiates heat into a vacuum, 
which heat is not at the same time absorbed by atlOther body, 
would 108e entropy without tbat at the same time at least aD equal 
amount of entropy was \ gained e1sewhere. Therefore the entropy 
principle requires, that the ether pluticipating in the mo\'ement of 
radialion, is assumed to have at least as great an amount of entropy, 
as the radiating body has lost. Whether it is pos:\ible to find such 
an entropy functlon for radiation, eannot in my opinion, be doubted. 
rfh:s extension of tbe entropy pl inciplE' is Lss hazardous than th at 
in which the second formulation is deri",ed from the first. Yet 
nobody wi\l doubt whetber the second formulation is correct, pro
vided tllat we follow BOLTZMA~N in cODsidering tbe cntl'opy prin
ciple not as au exact law but as a principle of probabiIity. 

W fEN deri 'les, inter aHa, from his considerations, the theorl:'tical 
reliability of the law of STEPHAN and thc relative intensity of the 
different wavc-lengths in thc light emitted by black bodies. 

Another advantagc of his introduction of the idea of "entropy of 

1) Wied. Ann. 52,1, Anno 1894. No, 5, P. 132 aequo 
2) Wied. Ann. 38,3. Anno \889. No. 1\. P. 48ö. 
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radiation" js, that we ran asûribe a continuous existence to tho 
enlropy: when a body loses entropy by means of radiation and 
ancther gains entropy, we need not say, that in one place at least 
as mueh is created, as is lost in another place, but that the entropy has 
moved continuously through space from one place to another. Thc 
question about the locaJization of the entropy is, however, not of so 
mueh importance, as that about thc localization of tbe energy. The 
constaney of this second quantity induees us to think of an identical 
coniilluancc of existence, so that we postulate a perfectly continuous 
way of moving. This is not thc Qase with the entropy and as tbc 
entropy of a point depends on the condition of the points round it, 
thc entropy of a molecule may he modified hy modifying its sur
roundings, thera being no question of a continuous pl'opagation. 

For if we assllme the formula of BOLTZMANN: 

H = J FloB (F) d6J 

the amount whieh every molecule eontributes to the enti'opy is 
-log(F), as - H represents the entropy. This quantity is changed 
momentaueousJy for every molecule of the group F, when one or 
more molecules are ndded to that group, there being no question of 
propagation. It is remarkable that if the entropy in a volume element 
increases in consequence of shocks, the amount with wbich tlul 
entropy incl'eases must be ascribed exclusivE'ly to the molecules 
whieh have eollided. For in the qunntity 11 both F and log(E) change. 

The change may be represented by: 

r~ F log CF) d6J + JF ~ log (F) d6J. 

The first term is the increase' of thc entropy of the molecules 
whieh hare collided, the second term that of the other molecules. 
The second term, however, appears to be 0, for: 

.f Fd log (F) dw = JF ~ d'l?d6J = PFd6J. 

This represcnts the change in the total number of molecules. This 
number is howerer, not chnnged by collisions, and the second term 
is 01). lf however, the entropy of the volume elementa as a wholc 

1) See BOLTZMANN, Vorlesungen über Gastheorie, late Theil p. 35. 
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is considered, and not that of every one of the molecules separately, 
we may say in consequenee of the entropy of radiation, introdueed 
by WICN: the entropy is never lost, and it propagates eontinuously 
through space. In what follows I hope to prove: Entropy origiuatcs 
on]y, when collisions (or their analogue in radiation) oecur, and the 
Dew entropy is then to be found at that place where the colHsion 
has taken place. 

Though much might be learned from considerations like those of 
WIEN, I prefer to make an attempt to obtain an insight into the 
nature of the eutropy of radiation by considerations analogous to 
thof:e of BOLTZMANN for the entropy of substances. 

H. 
l 

When writing the preceding chapter, thc treatises of Prof. PLANCK 
entitled: "Ueber irreversible Stralungsvo~'gänge" and his debate with 
Prof. BOL'IZMANN in "Die Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissen
sohaften zu Berlin, 1897, 1898 and 1899", wcre unknown to me. 
My attention was afterwards drawn to them. I found that several 
of the observations which I have made already oecur in Prof. 
PLANCK'S trcatises. However, as my opinion differs in many respects 
from that of Prof. PL.I\.MK, I think that I ought to publish the 
following paper, though I can oppose against the elaborate system 
of Prof. PLANCK only a beginning of a system according to my 
views. fj'o make dear tbe course of my thoughts, I have 1eft the 
preceding ehapter unchanged. In the first place I shall have to 
vindicate, why J do not follow the method of treatment of PI'of. 
PLA.NeK, but follow the oonsiderations of Prof. BOLTZMANN on the 
molecular thermal movement also for the ethereal movement of ra
diation. For this purpose I 811a11 put the views of the entropy 
principle of Prof. BOLTZMANN and Prof. PIIANCK in shttrp contrast; 
or at least what seems to me to be the view of Prof. PLANCK~ for 
he does not expressively state his opinion. 

Prof. PLANCK'S meaning seems to me to be the following: 
The basis of his considerations is that the entropy principle is 

oorrect, that is to say that the entropy can on1y increase. 
Now many proeesses which oeeur in nature, are not elementary 

e. g. all thermal phenomena can only be treated adequately by 
applying strict mechanic laws to the separate molecules. In order 
to find an exact law of nature, it will be necessary to consider an 
elementary process which is ruled by strict mechanic laws. Now 
the entropy can change in one direction on]y, the cause of which 
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must be found in au elementary plocess, whieh can take plarc ÎI1 
one direction only. 

In thÎl:l way quite n different idea of reversibility is introiluced 
as that whieh was originally dedueed from the eyele of CARNOT. 
The reversibility aceording to CARNOT means, if we eonsider more 
closely the mechanism of the movement of heat, that aU states, 
through whieh the system bas passed, are states of equilibrium. 
These statcs of equilibrium now, are nothing but a pal'tie111ar kind 
of stationary fdates, namely sueh as ran exist, without eontinual 
change taking plaee neeessarily anywhere outside the system. 80 
e. g. a gas between two plates, one kept at 1000 by means of 
steam and the other at 0° by means of melting iee, is in a perfeetly 
stationary state, which however is no state of equilibrium, as on 
one plate steam is continually condensing nni} on the other iee 
meIting. 

It is easy to see that this idea has little in common with the 
idea of irreversibiJity of Prof. PLANCK. Many processcs are irreversible 
according to CARNOT, l'eversiblc aecording to Prof. PLANCK, e. g. 
thermal processes whieh arc brought about by t11e movement of 
the molecules. In these proeesses Prof. PLANCK grants the rever
sibiJity aecording to his definition. As these processes howcver, 
inerease the entropy, it seems to me, that Prof. PLANCK ought not 
to have tried to find a process, 'whieh is irrevorsible according to 
Ms df'finitions but an explanation, why processps, whiel! are irro
versible aceording to CARNOT ean only cause increase of entropy. 
This observation of mine would seem fallacious only to him who 
wanted to explain all thermal pl'ocesses not by molecular motion and 
collisions, but either by radiation or hy an elementary strictly irre
versible pl'ocess of which we have as yet Dot the least idea. Now 
we sha11 iuvestigate the questiou whether there is really an elemen
tary strictly irreversible process. 

Prof. BOLTZMANN denies this positively. 
As weU in the ordinary me<,hanies (provided heat and other 

internal movement be introdueed as kinetic energy) as in all ether 
pheuomeua no process occurs that could not take place in an opposite 
direction. If a movement fuIfi1s the equations of LAORANGE and 
those of MAxwET,L, the same applies to a moveffient which afises 
from the former by revel sing all veloeities and all mag'notie forces. 

This observation seems to me to be quite deeisive. Yet the con
sideration of all processes is not equally justified. The movement of 
a HERTZ'S vibrator, which is damped beeause of the emission of 
radiation, may be thought to take place in opposite direction, so 
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that a 'wave convcrges from tbc infinitc space whcl'c it has every
where the same phasis, exactly iuto the same point. Yet we are 
not jnstified in assuming, th at this second movement occurs in 
nature. On this Prof. PLA.NCK'S e01l8iderations are hased. He thinks 
thai he has fonnd his perfeetly irreversible process in radiation 
",hieh falls on a reSOJlUtor. He makes this process really irreversible 
by exeluding a certain number of movements as not occurring. In 
reality Prof. PLA.l'WK'S ideas differ less from those of Prof. BOLTz
MANN than he thinks. For tbe latter caBs a gl'eat roany movements 
possible, but very improbable, and assumE'S justly, toat sneh improb
able movements may oecur both in phenomena of molecular move
ment and in phenomena of radiation. 

Prof. BOLTZMANN'S considerations seem to be chiefly as foIiows. 
As basis of his considerations he takes the reversibility of all 
proeeRses, as weIl mechanical as eleetriral and magnetical ones. 
From this follo\Ys that a pl'ocess, in whi<,b the entropy increases, 
might 0.180 take place in the opposite direction, so tho.t the entr·opy 
decreased. Apparently this i~ jn contradiction with tbe E'xperiment 
whil:h teaches us, that only those processes occnr, in which tbe 
entiopy increases. To explain this apparent contl'adiction7 Prof. 
BOLTZMANN argues as follows: 

If we know exactly the initial conditions of a system with 
n degrees of freedom, i.e. the Il generalised coordinates and tbeir 
fluctions at a given moment, and if we know the laws of all tbe 
forces, acting on the system, we can calculate the state of the 
system at any moment. If however we knowat a given moment 
on1y n - 1 of the coordinates and their fiuctions, we can in general 
calculate nothing for a later moment. The want of knowledge of 
one of the 2 n necessary data, makes not only that olie coordinate 
indetermined for tbe future, but all tbe coordillates. If we consider a 
gas as a syslem with many degrees of freedom, the condition would 

. be exactly determined ooly then, if at a given moment we know 
eX"ct1y the coordinates and their fluctions fol' evel'y molecule sepa
rately. As we ho wever nevel' know tbem, we can never say how 
tbe condition in the next moment will beo Perfectly general Jaws 
for movement of heat can therefore not be drawn np. 

By 'Val'ying the coorJinates of the separate molecules, we can 
however obtain a great number of systcr.:s, all of which fulfil the 
conditions, wbich are required to eaU the system in question a gas 
or a Bolid Bubstance with a cel'tain teroperature and under a certain 
prcssure and which differ only in the coordinates of the separate 
molecules. 1'hc number of these systems is infinite. Now Prof. 
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BOLTZ}UNN has pro"ed that for tbc yast rnajority of those systcms, 
the state after a given time is of course not perfect1y ileterrnined, 
but yet fulBls eertain conditions, that llamely tbe mean densityand 
the mean kinetic energy in every volume element will be stleh 
that we may speak again of a solid or R. gas of a eertain tempera
ture and under a certain pressure. Of course this is not proved for 
the great majority of aU systems occurl'illg itl nature, but for all 
imaginable systems which answer to our idea "substance of a cer~'tin 
temperature and under a <,ertain prcssure". If we suppoae all these 
i1ifferent systems to be equally p-robable, we may say that it is 
highly improhahle that we meet with a phenomenon, in which thc 
entropy increascs with a measurable amount. The supposition of 
Prof. BOL'IZMANN th8,t these systems are equally probabIe, is not 
ncw. Every one who has written on kinetic gas theory could not 
but make this supposition though in a somewhat different formula
tioll, in order to calculate tbe mean llumber of collisions and such 
Jike quantities. l'he fact that observatiolls show that thc entropy 
always incrcases, justifies the assumption that this supposition agrees 
with reaJity. Convinced of the correctness of thesc consirlerations of 
Prof. BOLTZMANN, I wanted to treat the entropy of radiation in a 
similar way. The H theorem of Prof. BOLTZMANN is elosely connected 
with the distribution of vclocities according to MAXWELL. Thereforo I 
thought that I had in the first place to fiod the analogue of it for 
the distribution of the electric forces in a space, in wbich a great 
number of radiating molecules arc to be found. This distribution 
will he treated in tbe followiDg chapter. 

First some observations on an, in my opinion, essentiel conse· 
quence of the considerations of Prof. BOLTZ1JANN, viz that the ontropy 
increases only in consequence of collisions. 

To sbow this we take tbe following process into conside
ration : 

The walIs inclosing a quantity of gas are suddenIy removed at 
the moment t, so that tbe gas spreads in an infinite vacuum. Wo 
leave the molecular attraction out of account. lf we take the gas at 
a high degree of rarefaetion and if the volume in which it was 
enclosed is supposed to be not too large, many molecules will move 
away without any c01lision. In order that we may apply BOLTZ

MANN'S H theorem, we must have a large quantity ot molecules. 
The assumption that af ter the moment t not a single molecule col· 
Hdes, may be in opposition to this requirement. Yet we may examine 
what might be the consequence of the assumptioll tbat all molecu .. 
les moved away with the velocity which they had at the moment 
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t, wHhout cbanging it by collisions. It is casy to show, that the 
enh'opy would then l'emain constant. 

Let us first think the gas énclosed in a small cube with a centre 
0, tbc axes being taken parallel to the sides. We get 

R = ffffrf F log (F) dJJ dg dz dg dYJ d' 
~ YJ ç reprcsenting the componcnts of tbe veloeities of the mole
cules. Tbe first three integr'l.ls for x y and z must be taken between 
the limits - i a and + i a, where arepresents the edge of the cube, 
and the othCl' three for g fJ and ; between - 00 and + 00. If tbc 
volume of the cube was 0, the velocity of the molecules which had 
reached af ter one second the point P (tl '!I' z') at a distanCle r from 
o would also be " and their density aS F (:c' y' Z'). 

By assuming this density as being tbe realone, we shall make 
a slight error. For the velocity we must however take into account 
that the velocity of molecules, wbicb reach Paf ter one second) 
starting from different points of tbc cube, is different. 

Tbe probability that the components of tbe velocity of a molecule 
which has l'eacbed point P, are enclosed between tbc limits: 

x' + w = g' and 3/ + te + dx = g' + dg' 

y' + y = rl' and y' + !J + cly = rl' + dYJ' 

z' + z = " and z' + z + dz = " + d" 

ai, '!/ nDd z repl'osenting thc cOOl'dinates of tbe point of the cube, 
from which the molecule bas started, is: 

da: dy dz 
a.S -

we find for Haf ter one second: 

H' = fffff.fs F a~ IOf/(a3 F' a~)dJJ' dg' dz' ds' dij' a;' 

= JJJJJ! F' log (F') da;' dg' dz' d~' drl d" 

P' is obtained, as we have seen, by substituting rin F for the velo. 
rity i 1'1' rüp,'esonts thc distance f!'om an arbitl'ary point to thc origin. 
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The integrals "ith respect to !II, y and z must here be taken 
between - cr.. en + 00, tho~e with respect to ~, 'fJ and ç between 
- ~ a and + i a. Thel'efol'e H' is equal to H, the only difference 
is that the coordinates have been interchanged with the velociti('s. 
The unity of time being arbitral'y H will remain also com,tant 
aftel' an arhitrary time. EI changes only if the molecules which 
are moving away, callDot re ach infinity, but come in colhsion with 
a ncw wal! and are al'ranging thems('!vcs into a state of stationary 
movement in the new volume. 

The great importance which I think ought to be atta.ched to the 
collisions, made me look for its analogue in radiation. Fot' this 
purpose I have had to make a sllpposition on the nature of radia
ting n:olec111es. I have namely illlag-ined them as HERTZ'S vibrators 
all of the same period. In this case the emitted radiation also has 
everywhere the same period. r ts amplitude varies from point to 
point and changes with the time. As collision of a special kind I 
consider the action of an aIternating electric force of a determinate 
direction, intensity~ and phasis on a molecule, which is in a vibra
tioIl, the direction, amplitude and phasis of which are a]so deter
minate. According to this, every molecule is al ways in C'ollision. 

This view agrees with an observation of Prof. PLANCK, who 811)S 

more generally 1) : 
"Durch die Strahlungsvorgänge im freien Felde kc:l.nn also koine 

Entropieänderung dcs Systems hervol' gerufen werl]cn. Dagegen 
bewirkt jeder Resonator im al1gemeinen eine Entropieänderung der 
ihm treffend en Strahlcnbündel." 

UI. 

Daw of tJee dist1'ibution of Elech'ical foroes. 

Concerning the nature of radiating molecules there are principally 
two conceptions. Thc Brst is that a souree of light has a periodiC'al 
movement, whirh gives rise to more or leas regular vibrations in 
the ether. The other conception is that the molecules bring about 
perfectly irregular disturbances of the ether, which get a seeming 
periodicity from the apparatus by me,ITIS of which we observe. 
Possibly both these suppositions are partly true and in some sourees 

') Berliner Sit.mngsberichte XXV 18 Mlli 1890 pag. 467. 
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of light thc regular, III others the irregular ways of movement are 
more prominent. As my considerations will be Rimplest for a gas, 
and we are there most inclined to think of vibrations in the mole
cules, I have chosen the first conception ; and that in very simplified 
suppositions, hoping that these may be extended for processes such 
as really occur in nature. I imagine name]y a great number of 
molecules spread in &pace ",hich I suppose as vibrating, all with 
exactly the same period. I leave out of account the change of tbe 
period caused by the DOPPLER effect. I suppose that for thol:le mole
cules vibrations in tbc direction of the .'11, y and z·axis are on an 
average cqually represented, while also all phaf:es equally probable. 

These suppo8itions are sufficient for finding something about the 
di'itribution of tbe forces, without our having to determine whether 
or no all molecules have the same amplitude; and if not, how the 
distl'ibution of tbe amplitudes will beo 

Let us now consider a volume element dt'. Tbe action of it at a 
certain distance will be only detcl'mined by its electrical moment 
and tbe way in wbich that changes, and not hy the way in which 
that moment il:! spread over the element. 

1f the moments of the molecules now had the most probable dibtri
butio\l, i. e. if all directions and phases were exactly equally rep re
sented, thc moment of thc element would be always 0 and no radiation 
would take place. The most probable distribution, ho wever, is itsélf 
highly improbable, aDd generally a àeviatioll will be found. This 
doviat1oIl is ,the cause of radiation. Let us assume that the unityof 
volume eontains n molecules. Let us represent the components of 
the;r vibration by: 

21lt 21lt 
ax = Q,d cos. T + ax2 sin. T 

2nt 21lt 
ay = a!JI cos. T + a!J2 Bin. T 

2nt 21tt 
Oz = azl C08. T + a%2 sin. T 

and let us eall thc number of the molecules per unity of volume, 
the amplitudes of which are contained between the Hmits: 

0xl + dO.rh 0",2, daa2, Oyl + dOyI! Oy2 + dC(y2' azl + daz1 and az2 + da::2, 
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The group, the amplitudes of which have the same vallles, but 
all the opposite sign, will he ahout as numerous. These iwo groups 
together contain ± 2Fdm molecules. If the most probable distribution 
prevailed, these two groups would have exactly thc same number 
of molecules and would furnish together a moment o. 

If we have an event, which may take place in two directions, 
thc probability for one direction being pand that for the other q 
(where p + q = 1) and if this event occurs a very great numbel' (n) 
of times, the calculus of probabilities teaches that the chance, that 
of these n events thc Jlumber which occurs in one direction is 
bctween np + v and np + V + dil, is represented by: 

1 11' 

CV~ rCJ dil. 

In this C is equal to V 2np'l and is called modulus. 
lf we apply this to the 2Fdm d7: molecules, then p = q = t. 
The probability that the deviation, which one of the groups shows 

from tbe most probable value, lies between v and 11 + dv, is: 

where ft = V F d6J dT, 

Of the 211dm molecules one group has a deviation of + J', so 
that it amounts to Fdm + v, the other group has a deviation of 
- 11 and amounts to Fdw - 11. The difference between the two 
groups is then 2 11 aDd the amount they contribute to the moment 
of the volume element is [2 va~l]. 

lf we put: 

in which the braokets indicate that also a corresponding expression 

for the '!/ and z components aDd for the coefficients of 8in 2;t 
is meant, then we may represent the probability that the two groups 
in consideration contribute to the moment of tbe volume element 
an amount, the amplitudes of which )ie between 

by 
i 

1 m,f} 

~e -rzdm:rl 
rVn-

, 
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where 
r= 2a:r;l~. 

Now we are going to seek the probability tlJat tbe total moment 
],{ of tbe volume element i. e., tlH' sum of tbe arnounts cOlltributed 
by the separately considercd groups of molecules, has amplitudes 
whieh lip, between : 

[Mzl] and [1lf:tl + dJl.?:l]. 

According to the calculus of probflbilities the probability for such 
a sum is again represenh'd by a function of the same form as tIle 
r:.eparate terms, while the modulus is the root of' the sum of the 
squareR of the moduli of the separate terms. 80: 

If we take tbe integrals bet ween tbe limit!) - 00 and + 00, tbe 
factor ! must not be omitted, because we llave to take only balf 
of all the groups: for if we take a gronp with definite amplitudes, 
that one with equal amplitudes, but of' oppositc Rign has been taken 
into account at the same time. 

For the otller quantities Jfa2 , Myl. MY2' Mzi and Mz2 of course the 
same formula holds good. Now we have still to prove that the 
chances for these quantities are independent of one anotber. r.ro 
this purpose we draw vectors from point 0, which have tho 
quantities ~11:rl' My1 and MzI as components. Along the axes the 
density of the flnal points of' thcse vectors is thc same as in the 
diRtrJl.JUtion of velol'itics of MAX.WBLL. Ir a. large My1 was probably 
accompaniC'd by a large MTl , tho distribution in space would 1IOt be 
that of MAXWELL. 'l'he choice of tbe axis is howev(lr pcrfccUy 
ul'bitrary, and thc distribution along every line passing through 0, 
must be the same as along the x-axis. From this follows that the 
distribution is really the same, as that which MAXWELL found fOf 
the veloeities, i.e. th at the chances of the quantities M:th Myl and 
Mzl are independent of eaoh other. In a cOl'l'esponding way we may 
prove this for Mz1 en .11.7'2. My1 and My2, M;,l and M z2. 

If we represent the mean of the squares of all quantities ad 

by a!lI we get: 

8= V~n. Va!l 
and 

}'roceediug. Royal Acad. Am.lerdam. Vol 11. 
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M
2 _ -51 
.. 1 - na .. , 

The electric and the magnetic forces of the ether vibrations, 
emitted by the element are proportionate Jo [Mz1 .]. Tbe emitted 
energy is therefore proportionate to [.M;l]' This enel'gy proves to be 
on an average the sum of tbc quantities of the energy, whieh every 
molecule would emit, if it were alone in spa ce. 

Let us now examine what would be the distribution of the electric 
and the magnetic forces, tbe components of which we represent hy: 

2nt . 2nt 
[J = [Jl cos. T + [J2 SUl. T 

2nt 2nt 
L = L 1 cos T + L 2 sin. T 

I 

2nt 2nt 
N = Ni cos. r + N2 sin T 

For this we apply the following formula 1): 

wh ere M represents the moment of a volume-element at the moment 
'1' 

t - V' so that: 

I) LOREN'l'Z Aroh. Neerl. XXV 5. 1892 pag. 429. 
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1 fl ( 21l( r) 21t( r)1 Xit = -W -; i!Jfltl cos T t-v + M:r.2 sin, T t - V ~dT 

o~ 1 \ 2 1t( r ) 2 1t( r ) l + o:roy -;/Myl (OS'T t --V + M!J2 sin. T t -V j + 

a9 1 \ 2 1t( r) 2 'lf( r ) ~ + --) Hzl C08. ~ t - - + Mz2 Bin. - t - -.. (-oxa.a rIT V TV] 

1 a2 
1 ~ 2 n( r ) 2 n ( r ) I] - --~ MZ1 cos. - t-- +Mz2 sin.-- t-- \ dT 

V2 at~ r l' V T V 

In this the influence of absorption has been neglected. In a 
complete theory we should have to calculate it by examining to 
what influence the vibration of every molecule is subjected hy the 
radiation of every other molecule. Then it would he necessary to 
take into acuount the influence of the damping, which the vibrating 
molecules experience, and the quite unknown influence of the colli· 
sions. Here I shall con fine myself to assurne that the distur
bances, when they have propagated over the unity of length, are 
reduced to e-" of their original amount. Then we have to multiply 
with e-/l.r every term under the intcgral sign in the expression 
for J. 

Fo]' points fol' which r is great cornpared with the wave length, 
we may write by approximation: 

1 (2 1t)2r-/l.r [~ 2 n( r) 21t( r) p2 f -- -- -- /iJl:r.l COB.- t-- +M:t2 si1/.- t-- \-+ 
4n TV: r T V T V r2 

( 2 "'( r) . 2 n( r) I J:!1 + ,MljlCOS' T t- V + My'}.sln T t- V \-;2 + 

80 the modulus for the probability, that [tI] lies between tht> 
limits [fl ] alld [fl + dlIJ, become8: 

23* 
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In tbe same w~y we find for' L: 
~ 

L=~f.e-~rra!2dt ~~MtlCQB2;(t ... ;) +Mz28in2pn'(t~;) ~ 

-a:~, : IMpl C08 21~ (t - ;,) + My2 8in 2; (t ~;) ~] dT 

or hy ~ppro?Limation: 

z ~. 2:'t ( .,. ) 211' ( ., ) ~] - - Myl C08 - t - - + My2 sin - t - _ ( dr 
,. p v.' ,T V /" " 

and for the modulus of the corresponding chance: 

The reasoning, accol'ding to" which these formulae have been 
dcrived, is correct only when we may c~oose volume elements, which 
contnin many molecules and which are yet small comparef) with a 

wllve-'length and with r. It does not hold for tbe immediate SUl'· 

roulldings of a point. Yet thc not approximated formulae for [f}] 
and [L1 ] hold, also for tbe immediate surroundings, prmrided we 
neglect tbc volume of the molecules. If we imagine an element 
t/;r. dy dz or dr: at thc distance '1' from the point P, then thè pl'oha
hility fhat we shoulrl find a molecule in -it, is n dr .. Tbc 'chance, 
thnt we shon](l' fiod a molëcuJe in it with azt lying between (7.1'1 and 
axl + dClzl, is Fl (0.1'1) daxl n dr. 

1f we imagine Ij\~ region À:r. t.y ÀZ, ~hiah conta.ins· mauy (p) ele
ments el7: and whieh is yet small compared with thc wave-length 
aml r, then the <:'hancc, that this region hdS a moment [lrfxl J is 
the Bum of the chances of tbc different ways, in which. that moment 
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may be brought about. The chan('e, that the volume element dr 
contains na molecule is the chanèe, that all the n molecules of the 
unitv of volume lie outside the element. -For one molecule this change 
is ï - ar, so for the n molecules (l-d-r)n. Now the moment MI/:1 

may be brOl,Ight about hy the fact that in q elements dl; we have no 
molecule, in p.-? - 1 we have a molecule, every one of 'which 
has an arhitrary amplitude a,t'l and in the last element wi,th the 
amplitude p0ll:l = Md - ~ 01/:1. The chance of being brought about 
in this way, iH: 

We Rnd the total change for an amplitude hetween Mz1 and 
MZ1 + dMzl by first integrating with respect to 10z1 , 2011:1 •• .'p-q-l 0á'l 

between tbe limits - 00 and + 00, and by adding the results 
for all values of q. 

As we have to do this for the case in which p = 00, we execute 
this addition hy multiplying with dq and hy then integrating with 
respect to q betweel1 the limits 0 and 00. These formulae hold 
-always, independent of· the si ze of À I/: À Y À z, and as we have found 
-for it. for a region with many molecules' 

~ 

Mzl 

8~'1$ e --y! ~here 8 = Vi n 1::. x. À y. ~z. 

this formuIa wil1 also hold if À(JJ 'ÀY D.Z is so small that the chance 
that 'it contains a molecule, is slight. . 

In this we have assumed,' that the fact,' that at a certain point 
P a definite moment [.Ll1:rl] prevails, has no' ir.fluencc on the chanc e 
for the moment of the immediately surrounding points: This would 
be true only if the molecules themselves had no extension. If how
ever point P lies in a molecule, which has extension, the surrounding 
points will' a180 have moments of thp, same direction and ·the same 
phasis as P. If this circumstance howeyer, caUSC8 a deviation from 
the here derived Iaw of probability, it will probably be very small 
for gas es. 

Qur result shows that in the unity of volume the total region 
in which Ir is contained between ',the 1imits tI and IJ + dfI. is: 
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and that the changes for 111 19, [h, fJ21 1tl and 119, are independent 
of one another. 

This does not completely determine the condHion: it ts left uno 
settled. how the total region is spread over the unity of volume; 
whether jt probably consists of comparatively few regions which are 
not so very smaIl, or of a great many very small regions. In order 
to find something about this, we should have to caiculate the pro-

bable value of [~~l] . In the same way we might also try to find 

the prohable value of [a~J. Whereas [~ ] may be deduced from 

the supposition3 which we have all'eady made, new suppositions 

would be necessal'y, in order to find [a~l]. It would be namely 

necessary, to make suppositions about the causes of change of 
[axl]. The significance of these quantities will appear from the 
following chapter. 

At first 1 had thought that th e name "entropy of the ether" 
would be prefcrabie to that of "entropy of radiation." The name 
introduced by WJEN "entropy of radiation," seems ho wever, prefer
abIe to me. At the absolute zeropoint matter bas an entropy - 00. 

Now both the forrnulae, that of WIEN and that of PLANCK, give for 
space without radiation 0 as thc quantity of entropy; and this result 
seems correct to me. In order to maintain the analogy bet ween the 

--two kinds of entropy, it seems best to me, to ascribe the entropy 
not to the ether bllt to the radiation. A. space, where no radiation 
takes place, caD consequently not contain entropy of radiation. 

If we speak of entropy of the ether, it would probably have a 
r)rffi like the following: 

f F([fl]) log F[dh]· 

Probably however the entropy will be represented 1>y a form like 
the following: 

fp ( [Jl]) F ( [JI]) lOfJ (cp P). [d~l] 
in which (p represents the density, i.e. it has the same function as 
n in the formula of BOLTZMANN: 

/ 
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J n 
H= Flog (F)dw where: F= aVn e "" 

Possibly this q; is nothing but the energy per nnity of volume, 
whieh quantity wc are most inelined to eaU udensity of radiation." 

For the distribution of the magnetic forces the entropy will con sist 
of another term fOflred in. a similar way. Possibly ho wever we 
shall have to find the entropy not from the electric and thc magnetic 
forces separately, but from the vectors of POYNTING. 

We Hnd therefore the analogue of matter at the absolute O-point 
not in a space without radiation, but in absolutely regular movement, 
e.g. in a plain wave of monochromatie light, everywhere with thc 
same amplitude. Let us represent this wave by: 

2% ( Y) f = fo C08. T t - V I 

g= 0, Tt = o. 

Here we must take into consideration, that in this case /J and f2 

are not independent of each other, !:l0 that we eannot simply add 
thc entropy for these two terms. Probably we have to diminish the 
amplitude everywhere with: 

and we have to take for F tbe chance that the remaining amplitude 
lies between certain limits, i.e. 

f' 2 1 __ 1_ 211:y 
F= -6 02 where c= 0 and f'1 ='f1 - Jo C08. ~ • 

CV% '" 

This is analogous to the way, in which we prove for a gas of 
0°, which moves as a whoie, that the quantity B of BOLTZMANN 

becomes 00. 

Ir we put for cp the mean energy, we Bnd: 

So the entropy is - 00. 
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Mathematics. - Prof. W. KAPTEYN presents a supplement to 
his communication of the Meeting of November 25, 1899: 
"On some special cases of MONGE'S diffe1'ential el)uatio1'l". 

In my last communication was mentioned sub I that the equation 
'1' - À 8 = 0 possesses two intermediate integrals, if}" is given lIy 
the relation 

). = tp (p) , 
q-cp(yp) 

in whieh supposition these intel'mediate intograls were dedu{>ed. 
Howevel' a closel' cxamination shows that this result repl'esents only 

a pal'ticulal' case. In tha most general one fl = ~ presents itself 

in the form 

au au au -U'fU(Cl2U oUoU I 
'fl = '];1) - - q - +.v - - e ) e - + - -) (du + W(p,y), 

dzt op oy I op d!J op oy J 

where U = U (u p y) ani! W (p, y) denote arhitrary functions of u, P,!J 
and p, y respcctively, whih:lt u stands for z - p or. 

Tbe corresponuing intermediate integrals are 

(.UdU r, 
qe u+ Je dy du+ J W(p.y) dp =f(y) 

By putting 

the first mentioned case reappeal's, as is easily demonstrated. 

~I 
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Anthropology. - "A new gmphic system of C1'aniology" by Dr. 
P. H. EYKMAN, at Scheveningen. (Communicatcd by Prof. 
C. WINKLER.) 

Fol' a l'ough comparison of skulls, we of ten use th ree measure
ments, viz.: length, breadth ani! height. 

Because the review of these thl'el:' is still too difficult, SCHMID1', 
at Leipsic, pl'oposed using the l'E'lative instead of the absolute meas-

urea, which he obtained by multiplying thc last with L + 3~O+ R' 

The sum of thc relative becomes thus constant; that is: 300; and 
he then really only works with two instead of three respectively 
independent proportions, bccause the third is alwaya equal to 300 
minus tbe other two relative measurements. If two are known, then 
the third IS al60 definite and in an ordinary diagram, you conld, 
by one point, find out thc relative proportions of the skull. 

For practICe this method ia insufficient, because tbe third meas
urement, although it can be calculated, is not shown in the diagram 
and so escapes our notlCe. 

I have discovered a method, giving a graphic representation in a 
plane, showing th ree measurements that suffice, to denote th at their 
sum is constant, and at the same time indicated by one point. 

We start from a trihedral angle (fig. 1), of which the ribs PQ, 
PR and PS represent a triple ordinate-system. 

By a single point d in space, we ean in this manner show threc 
absolute measurements at the same time. 

Suppose now we drawaplane, that crosses the three ribs at the 
same length, going through such a graphic point d, it would be 
easy to prove, that the sum of the three absolute measurements IS 

equal to the length of one rib; viz.: 

Pe +Pg +Pb= FR= PQ=PS. 

If we suppose the rib to be 300, then this secant plano, that has 
the form of an equilateral triangle, will be the geometrical place of 
all graphic points, of which the sum of the three ordinates = 300; 
viz.: all points of the formula of SCHMIDT are in this triangle. 

Supposing there were plan es parallel to the three 6ides of the tri
hedral; angle, you could eaU them plane6 of measulement, and then 
these planes would show on the equilateral triangle, systems of 
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smaller equilatcral triangles, th at in their turn could serve for deter~ 
mining the measurement, so that we could do without the trihe~ 
dral angle itself. 

Fig. 2 represents the equilateral triangle with omission of the 
trihedral angle. 

As soon as you eliminate one of the thl'ee measurements (Length, 
Breadth and Height), the stereometrical ordinate-system will of course 
alter into a diagram in apIaDE'. 

Insfead of the th ree ordinates: 

Pb (= hd), Pe (= cd) and p'q (= ad), 

i.e. the th ree perpcndiculars, let down from the graphic point d to 
the sides of the trihedral angle, now come the pel'pendicular lines 
dj, dl and dk, Iet down from the same point to the sides of thc 
equilateral triangle QRS. -

This will present no difficulty j for the sum of these perpendicu
Iars is constant (or = the height of the triangle) and in future we 
will reckon this as 300, instead of the rib of tbe trihedral aDgJe. 

'l'his triangular diagram has this advantage over the rectangular, 
that all the three relativc mcasuremcnts are repl'esented on itj by 
means of which the eye can compal'e them better, as all thrce come 
out equaI1y right. 

HELMHOLTZ in his Physiologische Optik, just refers to the trian· 
gular diagram, in connection with LAMBERT's Farbenpyramide : 

"Jeder Schnittpunkt einer diesel' Linièn mit der Ebene deR 
Dreiecks, würde den Ort der ent8prechcnden Farben in diesen 
anzeigen, nnd zwar würde die Verthcilnng der einzelnen Farben 
darin genau der durch Schwerpunktsconstructionen herstcllbaren 
Ordnung entsprechen. In jeder solche Ebene würden ab er nul' Farben 
gewisser Helligkeit angeordnet sein, welcbe durch die Summe der 
Werthe (:I' + '!/ + z) gegeben ist." 

Let the perpendicular dj, drawn on the basis QS, signify the 
relative beight; the perpendicular àk tbe relative breadth, and dt the 
relative length; tben we shall be more conversant with the subject 
by the following: 

all points, drawn in a line parallel to tbe basi8, have the same 
relative height; 

all points, in a line parallel to QR (1·C'Sp. US.) have equal relative 
breadth (resp. rel. length) ; 

" 
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if thoro ho a point in the perpendicular R, drawn on tbo basis 
QS, the length and breadth are equal to each other. Mutatis mutan
dis tho same also concerns the perpendiculars, drawn from Q and S 
on the opposite sides. 

if therc were a point in the intersection of the three perpendicu
lars, all three of the measurements would be mntually equal. For a 
skull this would sig'nify a rnathematical roundhead, but this does 
not oeeur in reality. 

if we draw lines, th at we will caU radii, from R to the basis, we 
sha!l soe in each radius the points, of which the proportion of the 
Rreadth and Length is constant; 

e. g. by Rp is B: L = 9 : 11 

l> Eq ~ B: L = 2: 3. 

Sknlls, that, stlen ft'om above, are conformabIe, lie in the saIDe 
radius of Ri 

a radius, drawn from S to QR, combines the points, of which 
the proportion of the height to thc length is constant; 

e. g. by Ss is H: L = 9 : 11 

J S1' :. B: L = 2: 3. 

Skulls, that, seen ft'om tke side, are comformabIe, lie in the same 
radius of S; 

by a radius, drawn from Q to RS, the proportion of the beight 
to the breadth is constant j 

e. g. by Qt is H: B = 9 : 11 

I> Qu ~ H: B = 2: 3. 

Skul1s, that, seen from tlte back, are conformabIe, lie in the same 
radius of Q. 

To draw a graphic point in the diagram, is very simpIe. For a 
skull rel. L = 120; rel. B = 90 and rel. H = 90, we find the point 
by taking the intersection of the lines 120 Land 90 D, which is 
then naturally the intersection for 90 H. 

Ir we draw in the figure the five skulls, which TOPINARD de~ 
scribes as dift'ering most in form: 
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A Parisian 
A Savoyard 
Amelander 
N. Caledonian 
Soudanese N egro 

( 330 ') 

rel. L. 
116.1 
1pA 
123.2 
122.5 
126.6 

rel. B. 
93.6 

101.3 
96.6 
82.9 
81.8 

rel. n. 
90.3 
87.3 
80.2 
94.6 
91.6 

we sec (fig. 2), as was to be expected, that they are all rather near 
to eRch other, and th at the greater part of the figure remains 
unused. The place that the skulls occupy, is shown in the figure 
by a broad outline i the rest of the triangle we omit, aml draw the 
place itself with larger measurements; this was the case in fig. 3. 

Here we see in an equilateral triangle at regular spaces from 
eaeh other, 38 lines parallel to the basis. 

'fhe basis is marked with 75 H; each of the linea with a higher 
number and the top with 115 Bi these are the measuring lines 
for the height. 

We draw lines parallel to QR for the relative breadth, marked 
80 B -to 120 B; in a similar way we draw lines for the relative 
length parallel to RS, marked 105 L to 145 L. 

To facilitate this matter, the s~me radii given in fig. 2 are also 
given in fig. 3. The lines of this figure can serve for a great num
bel' of skulls. 

On a rather large scale I applied this method for the first time on: 
"Eine anthropologisch-ltistorische Studie über siebenhundert Schädel 

aus den elsässiscken Ossuariën von Dr. Med. EDMUND BLIND." 

Of the 701 skulls, that this list contains, 164 were deducted, 
because by all these, the th ree measurements were not shown. Of 
the remaining 537 the relative measuremeqts were calculated, accu
rately to a decimal and the points were indicated, as is shown in 
fig. 4; these are printed -on transpar-ent paper and agreo with the 
lines, shown in fig. 3. 

The points are 'drawh in their exact place, but BO, that, wbere 
two points come partly or wholly together, tlJis is avoided, by thc 
points being urawn neit to one another,. 

On consideration, we soon notice, that there is a certain centre 
of accumulation perceptible, limited by 84 H - 89 11 and 
96 B - 99 B, round which the points, slightly' running 'out in all 
directions, are grouped. -

It is also my intention to draw diagrams of other large groups 
of skulls and to subject them to a similar comparison. ' 

Scheveningen, Dec. '99. 
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P. R. MAN; A new graphic System of Cranio1ügy. 
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Botanics. - Prof. J. W. MOLJJ presenFs a communication of Miss 

T. TAJlfMES at Groningen, entitled ; "Pomu8 in Pomo". 

Ey ProfesRor C. A. J. A. OUDEMANS a monstrous apple was given 
to tbe Botanical Laboratory of tbe TJniversity of Groningen. This 
apple is originary from Dr. A. C. OUDE1lfANS, who got it acciden
tally in 1894. Within the apple is a second, quite 100se from the 
extern al. In an arlded writing of MAXWELL T. MASTERS he tells 
us, that he hus aften seen similar appIes, but always tbe inner 
one joined to the extcrna1. 

In the literature of teratology wc meet now and then with 
cIescriptions of cases where witbin a fruit a smaller one is found. 
The greater number of these cases relates to the genus Citrus; but 
the abnormality occurs ,,:,ith otber pIan~s also. 

80 mentiou is made of some Oruciferae 1), where the pud contains 
internally a smaller one; furtber, of so called fructus in fructu of 
Géntiana \ lutea 2), Oarica Papaya 3), Passifiora alata 3), Passifiord 
AIpiuia 8) flud Pipar nigrum 4,). Usually tbe communication iE! 
limited to one or mostly two cases; with the Oitrus-species &) 
on tbe contral'y, the phenomenon is by no means rar-e. It 8eems 
to occur so of ten in tbis genus that double oranges are known in 
the Oanaries by the name of "Narangas pregnadas" 6); whilst also 
at Nizza such fruits ean be bought as "oranges doubles" 7). 

The descriptions of the internal fruit are not always in accordanco 
with one another. In some cases the interllal fruit has seeds, in 
others not. Tt is al80 described with and without a fruit-wa1l; 
the phcllomcnon seems not always to be (luitc thc same and of 
its explication l'clati \'cly very little is knowIl. 

The described applc is ia alkohol and i8 hore figu I'Od , in naturdl 

1) 'l'he Gard. Uhron. 1882. Part r. p. 10 ana p. 601. 

2) Bun. l:loc. 'Botnn., de "Frnnce. 1818. p. 252. 
d) Flora Jnhrg. 73, 1890. p. 332. 

i) B. TOUR, B. C., vol. IS. New-York, 1891. p. 15 I. 
ó) JaGER, Ueber die Missbilduugen der Gewnchse 1814. p.222, nnd Verh. Natur. 

Mst. Ver. Rheinlnnde, 1860, p. 376. 
6) Hnnnusek, Z Oest. Apoth. 1888, No. lij. 

i) Levende NlItUUl' 189V -1900. No. 2. 
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size, in longitudinal 
section. The app]e 
is composed of au 

enve]ope, which, 
probably at the 

cutting, has fallen 
into three parts, and 
an inner apple, cut 
longitudinally and 
of which the halves 
are quite 100se from 
thc envelope. 

The thickness of 
the la yer of the outer 
apple differs from a 
few m.m. to about 
1 c.m. The inner-
side of it cannot be 
distinguished by the 
naked eyefrom the 

common fruit-flesh. On, the top are in the nsual way fragmeuts 
of the calyx i but at the base no peduncle is to be found. When 
fitting the parts together an opening remains at that spot. The 
internal apple is flat globnlal', the section from base to apex is 
± 41/ 2 c.m. long, the vertieal section ± 6 e.m. This apple has 
no separate peel. The fruit-fle8h seems to differ from that of 
t~e extf'rnal one j for in the alkohol-material it is softer and of 
lighter colour. This portion, also, wears on its summit a drieà, 
hard, dark-coloured part, which in everything resem bles the apex 
of a normal apple. The whole apple being cut through longitudinally 
the core is visible. This core is of normal structure. At the 
base it passes in the usual way into the peduncle a which here, 
as is the case with many apples and pears, is continued in thc 
interÎor of the apple till near the eOl'e, rather markedly scparatod 
from the fruit-flesh. '1'he pedunele does not stick out of the 
fruit-flesh of the inner apple, yet,. it must have been somewhat 
longer, as through the envelope, it must have been uriited with 
the branch. 

Microscopically the external apple presente at the outside an 
epidermis with thiok cutiole, under whioh some layers of cells with 
rather thick walls. Thc parenchyma, which follows inwardly is a 
vet'y lool:ic tissue with great iutel'cclIular spaces. The oe11s are morc 
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or Jess isodiametricaJ, whilst the walls are thin and, in accordance 
with the jodine-sulphuric-acid reaction, consist of cellulose. The 
inside of this envelope shows no separate differentiation; the paren
chymtl extend8 unchanged until this inside. 

The structurc of the inner apple accords in so far with that of 
the envclope, that it is also composed of a loose parenchyma of 
about isodiametrical celIs, whose thin walls show cellulose reaction. 
The whole tissue is however filled up with a mycelium, the hyphae 
of which are in same places so numerous that in the glycerine
preparation the parenchyma ceUs can only be found with much 
troublc. The cellulose reaction, in which the byphae are coloured 
yellow by jodine-kaliumjodine whilst the parenchyma celIs grow 
dark blue, renders the latter distinctly visible. The mycelium is not 
e"erywhere equally compact. At the outside the hyphae are much more 
numerous than more inwardIy; they form by their conglomeration at 
the surface a kind of Jayer whicb, on nearer view, is even visible to 
the naked eye. In all portions of the core, even in the seeds, tbe 
hyphae are to be, found. In the interior of th~ endocarp the myce
lium is also very compact and there the hyphae are of astrongel' 
structure than in the surrounding fruit-flesh. 

As follows from the above description this apple not only deviates 
from thc normal one by itEt monstrous structure, it moreover presents 
another curiosity: the pres en ce of a fungus in the inner part, and 
the absence of it in tbe envelope. To my opinion this fact explains 
the monstrosity. I think that the fungus has grown at first in the 
interior of the quite normal apple, and using same constituents of 
it as Îood, has more and more extended itself. The poriion sucked 
out by the fungus has had a disposition for shrivel1ing and tbe 
tension betwcen thc healthy nnd the sick part of the fruit-flesh 
has finally become sa strong that ou the limit of both a spJitting 
has ol'iginated, sa that the appl<' was divided into two parts; an 
outer normal part and all inner one fuU of hyphae. The greatex: 
ItCcumulation of hyphao at the surfac13 of the inner portion of the 
uppIe luts then probably takcn placc aftcr thc division, as the fungus 
will by preference develop there, wherc, in consequence of the splitt
ing-, a space filled with air was present. With this explanation tbe 
following facts perfectly agree. The remains of the calyx and other 
flowel'-parts at the top of the inner apple fit precisely in the opening 
which exists between thc dry fragments of the outer portion w hen 
these fragments are joinec1 togetber. These remains have evidcntly 
fOl'med one whoIe, RO that thera cau be here na question of a flower 
within allothcr. Thc IOlJgitudinal soction of a llormal apple shows 
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clearly that it is quite weIl possiblc that the dried part at the apex 
might divide itself into two concentric portions ; the inner member 
of which, wearing cbiefly the stamem, would belong to the central 
body of the apple and tbe circular exterior to the envelope. On a 
nearer inspection of the different portions of the described apple it 
is evident tbat sucb has undoubtcclly been the case 11 ere, and it is, 
moreover, to be observerl in tbe figure. At the top ofthe envelope 
there al c on1y fragment!:! which remind of the calyx, whilst, tbe 
top of the inner appJe wears, besides a few remnants of the calyx, 
the whole circlc of dried stamens. 

Bow the fungus has entered the apple; from whence the growth 
of tho mycelium has begun; when the severing of the two parts 
has taken place, - these are questions not to be answered with 
the help of this one object. But the case appeared to me remark
able enough to describe it in short, whilst it will be of importance 
henceforth in the appearance of similar monstrosities, to pay atten
tion to the prescnco of fungi. 

Chemistry. - "On the Theol'y of the Tl'ansition Gelt of the tlzit'd 

kind". By Dr. ERNST COHEN. (First part.) (Communicated 

by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEllOOM.)\ 

1. Thc theory of the transition reIl of the third kind, to which 
VAN 'r HOFF 1) first drew attention, has not yet been considered. 

In a former paper 2) I have pointed out that it lIlay be verificd 
by means of JAEGER'S 3) measurements, bnt that a number of expe
rimt:ntal oata noodod for the complete caicuiatioll aro still lacking. 

In what follows I propose to dcvelop in the first place the thermo
dynamic theory of these elcrr.ents, thcn to describe tho experiments 
which 11ave been made for tbe determination of the quantities re· 
quired in the calculations, whilst, finaIly, the resu1ts of theory alld 
experiment will be r.ompal'(lcl }vith ono anothcr. 

') VAN 'T Hon" Vorlesun?;en üher dia 13ildnng und Spaltutlg von Doppelsalzeu, 
Leipzig (1897), S. 29. Also: Vorlesnllgen iiber theoretische und physiknlische Chemie, 
Erstes Heft. 5. 179. - ERNST COREN, Geher !'ine neue (vierte) Art Umwllndlungs· 
elemente, Zeitschr. für phys. Chemie, 25 (1898) 300. 

2) Zeitschrift für phys. Chemie .25 (1898), 300. - ~faanclblad voor Natuurweten
schappen, 22 (1898) 17. 

3) WIEDEMANN's Annalen, Bd. 63 (Juhelbuud) (1897) 354. 
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Tho elements considered çonsist of two colls, eoupled in 0J.lposition, 
and constructed as follows: 

Electrode, reversible with 

respect to the anion. 
\ 

and 

Electrode, reversible with 

respect to tIle anion. 

Saturnted solntion of a salt 
Electrode, revel'sible with 

S in contact witll the ataóle 

solid phase of the salt. 
respect to the kathion. 

Satnrated solution of the salt 
JtJlectrode, revel'sihle witlt 

S in contact with tbc 'lJzeta-

stable solid plwse of the aalt. 
respect to the kathion. 

2. The temperature coefficient of the transition element will first 
be calculated at the transition temperature itself, on the supposition 
th at the salt in the element ,is zinc sulphate tZn 804 • 7 H20 anel 
Zn 804 • 6 H20). 

We will sot out from tho eq uation 1) 

P-T 
E= q--::--~ p • . (1) 

Where E is the E. M. F. of the element in calories, q the heat 
evolved oy thc change which gives ris~ to thc currcllt, P the abso
lute tl'ansition ~emperature of thc change which occurs in the ele
ment anel T the temperature of the element. 

Differentiating (1) with respect to T we find: 

. • (2) 

At the transition tcmperature, thc change wl1ich takes ,plttce in 
the element dUl'ing' the passage of 96540 coulombs may be l'cprc
sented by the cquation: 

! I!_a- ZnS04' 6820 + a ZnS04' a 1120 = 
a-6 (u-ti) (a-7) 

a I } = --;-, Zn S04 . 7 8 20, . . • . . (3) 
a-, ] 

In this equation (~ is the number of molecules of water associated 

---
1) VAN 'T HOFF-UOllEN, Studien zur chemischen Dyn!lmik (1896), S. 247 n. 260. 

2·1: 
l?roceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Yol. Il. 
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with one molecule of ZnS04 in the saturated solution of ZnS04 .• 6 HO 
at thc temperature PI). The value of q in equation (2) is therefore 
to be taken as the heat of transformation of Zn S04 . 7' H20. , 

3. To determine a the Fiolubility of Zn SO~. 6 B20 (or Zo S04. 7 HzO) 
at the trausition temperature must be known. We shaH also find 
tbat the solubilities of the two salts at other temperatures (below 
the transition temperature) are required in order to calculate the 
E.'M. F. of the transition-element at these temperatl1res. I therefore 
give at once the resnIts of the _ determinations, which will be used 
in subsequent caleulations. 

The zinc sulphate employed was obtained from MERCK; it was 
quite neutral to congo-red paper. lts purity was attested hy tho 
fact that CLARIe-eells set up wilh it gave exactly the same E.M.F~ 
as the standards of thc Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt at the 
same tem perature , 

Determinations of the solubility of Zn S04 . 7 H2 ° (the stahle 
system below 39°) and of Zn S04 .6 H;JO (the metastable system) 
were made in tho usual way by means of the shaking apparatus 
of NOYES 2). By taking special pl'ocautións which I have described 
elsowhere 3) it was possible to determine the solubility of the meta
stable system down to - 5°. 

In the following table (l) the resuIts obtained al'e gi ven, along
with the figures found by CAfJLENDAH anI! BARN ES 4) fOl' tne solu
bility of the salt with seven molecules of water of cl'ystallistltion 
which agree very weU with my own. 

That the determinations of POGGULE, MULDER, ROSCOE and 
SCHORLEMMER, ETARD anel other a~thors are fauIty is thus confirmed 5). 

The satu!'ated solutions we re evaporaterl in shallow platinum 
dislJes on the water-bath. Zn 804, 1 HzO is formeel, its compositiûn 
rcmaining unchanged even ~tfter prolongod heuting. 

CALLENlJAR ano BARNES have alsu adoptcd this method. Sinco 
howcyer they say in thoir paper: "They wel'e then ovapomted to 
dryness at 100° C., aud lhe pCl'centage of ,Zn S040 in oach case was 

1) At the transition tempernture the sntnrnted solutions ofthe two salts Zn 804, ij H~O 
anel ZnS04' 711~O have the sume concentrution! 

2) Zeitscltrift für pltys. Chemie, 9 (lS!!2) G06. 

3) Zeitschrift fiir phys. Chemie, 3l (189\)). Jubelbaud 8. l6!!. 

4) Proceedings Royal Society, 62, 147. 
6) See COMEY, A dictionnnry of chemical solubilities (LS96, Lonelon, Macmillan 

and Co.), p. 458. 
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calcu]atcd, aS8uming tbe residue to be the monohydrate" , witbont 
proving th at this was rea]ly' tbe case by separate expcriments I 
first mado snre of this point. 

a. Of a- solution containing 57.20 gl'ams of Zn 804 to 100 gl'ams 
of water, 5 9390 grams were evaporated. 

The weight of the resiaue aftel' 24 hours 'was 2.3986 grams. 
Assuming that the composition of the residue was Zn 80{<.1 B20 

the original B,olution must have contained 57.20 grams Zn 804 to 
100 grams of water. 

Aftel' remaining seven days and nigbts on' the water bath the 
Zn 804 .'1 H20 lost 3,8 mgrms., or 117 pOt. of its weight. 

b. Of a soluiion containing 65.84 grams of Zn 804 to 100 grams 
of water, 6.9124 grams, were cvaporated. 

After 16 honfs tbe rpsidue wcighed 3.0506 grams. 
From this 65.84 grams Zn 804 to 100 grams water is calculated'. 
Af ter remainJng for eight days and pights on the water-bath tbe 

residue had lost 4 mgrms. or 1/7 pCt. of its weight. 
The method adopted is therefore quite trustworthy. 
All the measuremerits were made with the 'temperatures l'lsmg, 

that is to say the salt and water were ma.intained for a long time 
at alowel' temperature than that at which tbe solubility was to be 
dctermi)led. This was necessary since I had observed that the very 
viscid solutions readily remain in a supersaturated condition. 

, 

TABLE 1. 

Solubility of Zn 8°4 .7 Hp. 

) st Dtlter- 2nd Deter-
'l'emp. 

mination. millation. 

39,33 

0°.1 41. 94 

0°.1 47.11 

15°.0 50,83 

25°.0 57.94 

35°.0 G6.5D 

39°.0 I 70.00 

39.27 39,30 

41. 92 41. 93 41. 85 

47.C7 47.09 46.96 

50.94 50,88 50.74 

57.87 57. \JO • 57.95 

61.92 

66.63 66,61 66.61 

70 09 70,05 70.05 

11 

lst Deter- 2nd Deter-

mination. minatioll. 

47.0R 

49.53 

57.09 

63.74 

65.80 

67.99 

49.44 

54.20 

57.20 

65.84 

7°·08 

47.08 -

49.48 -

54.201 -

57.15 -

63.74 63.74* 

65.82 65.65* 

67.99 67.94* 

70.08 70.02* 

_1\11 the figures are grams of Zn 804 in 100 gràma of water. 
24* 
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Between - 5° and the iransition point tlle solubility of Zn' 804' 
7 H2 0 is wen represented by the equation: 

Ll = 41.80 + 0.522 t + 0.00496 t2 

whilst the equation which I have deduced from the determinations 
of CALLEND.A.R and B.A.RNES between 39°.9 and 50°.2, vii.: 

L2 = 59.34 + 0.0054 t + 0.00695 til _ 

holds good, according to my -determinations, to 25°. The figures, 
marked in the table with asterisks are calculatcd 'from this 
expression. , 

From the above interpolation~ fOl'mulae the following table (IJ), 
which will be used subscquently, is obtained. 

Iu it A is the number of molecules of water to one molecule 
of Zn 804 in the saturated solution of the system Zn 804, . 7 H2 0, 
whilst a is tho same quantity for the system Zn 804 • 6 H20. 

TABLE II. 

Tempel'ature A - a 

39°.0 12.79 12.79 

35°.0 13.54 13.113 

30°.0 14.47 13.65 

25°.0 15.46 14.16 

15°.0 17.65 15.67 

9°.1 19.08 \ 16.53 

0°.1 21.43 18.11 

dE 
4, The calculation of dT (equation 2~ and also of E l'equires a 

knowledge of thc value of q. 
At the transition tcmpcl'atu\'e, q is thc heat of fusion of Zn 804, 

7 H2 O. This quantity may be dctermilled in two waysJ 

a. By extrapolation from TUOMSEN'S figures. 
b. Experimentally. 
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a. Determination of q by extmpolation. 

The change ,undergone by Zn 804' ,7 H2 ° at 39° may bo repre
sented by equation (3) on' p. 335. 

According to the so]ubility determinations in table II, thc va]ue 
to a at 39° is 12.79. 

Equation (3) therefore becomes: 

1.1 Zn 804' 792 0=0.941 Zn 804' 6Il2 0+0.162 Zn S04.12. 79Il2 0. 

According to TROMBEN 1) : 

The heat of solution Zn S04' 7 H20 - Zn S04' 400 H20 = - 4260 cal. 

1'he llent of solution Zn S04' 6 H~,O - Zn 804' 400 H20 = - 843 cal. 

Heat of diJution Z11 804' 20 H20 - Zp: 804' 200 H'},O = + 390 cal. 
(TROMBEN 1. C. p. 37). 

Heat of dilution Zn 804' 20 H20 - Zn 804' 5O.H20 = + 318 cal. 

From the last figures we find by extrapolation: 

Heat of dilution Zn 804, 12.79 IJ2 0 - Zn 8°4.20 H20 = 
318 

= -- (20 - 12.79) = + 'j6.3 cal. 
. 30 

Therefore heat of dilution 

Zn 804' 12.79 H20 - Zn 80.J,' 200 H2 0= 390 + 76.3 = + 466.3 cal. 

8ince further, thc heat of dilution 

Zn S04' 200 H20 - Zn 8°4.400 H20 = + 10 cal. 

(TROMBEN, 1. C. p.91). 
we find: 

Heat of dilution Zn 804' 12.79 H20 - Zn SOi' 400 H20 = + 476 cal. 

The heat evolved by the cllange reprcsented hy equation (3) is 
therefore: ' , 

- 1,.1 X 4260 + 0.941 X 843 - 0.162 X 476 = - 3970 cal. 

1) Th~rmoc1temische Untérsuchungen, nr, 138., 
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~he heat evolVed by the fusion of one molecule of Zn 804 .7 H20, 
'1. IS 

3970 
'1 = - --- = - 3009 calories. 

1.1 

b. Expel'imental determinatiore of q. 

To determine '1, the heat of solution of Zn 804 • 7 H20 in 393 
mol. H20 (final cODcentration therefore Zn 804 • 400 H20) wns first 
determine(l just below 30°, and then the heat of solution of the 
system whiel! is fOrIJled from -Zn 804 • 7 H20 above 39° in tlie same 
quantity of water. The difference between these quantities of heat 
is the value of q required. 

1 norder to kepp the water in the calorimeter at 39° it was SUf

rounded with a metallic mantIe with double I walls whieh in its turn 
was wrapped in felt. Water at about 60° was poured into this mantle. 

The Zn 804 • 7 H20 was wéghed out in thin walled flasks which 
were then sealed up and kept for somo days in a thermostat at 
39°.0. From this they were transferred immediately to thc calori
meter. When the heat of solution of the system 

WflS to be determined the ftasks, filled with 'Zn 804 , 7 H20, were 
pJaced in a thermostat at 42° fol' 14 days and nights aftel' which 
they were kept in a thel'mostat at 39°.1 for some days. As a control 
other Hasks were treated in the same way for a shorter time; botl] 
cvolved the Imme amount of beat when dissolveIl, a pl'Oof that thc 
desired condition had been attained. 

a. Determination of tbe heat of solution of Zo 804 • 7 H20 -
Zn S04' 400 H20 at 3 go, 

I 
Zn 804 • 7 H20 used = 20.333 gr. 
Water value of calorimeter etc. = 530 gr. 

ti = 13.699 

t2 = 13.120 bt = - 0.579. 

287.44 
Heat oholutiOll = X 530 X - 0.579 ),/ 0,970 = - 4219 cal. 

~O.33iS 

Tho Rpecific heat of thc final ilolution \was 0970. 
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Tbe second determÎnation gave - 4212 cal. 
As the mean of the two experiments we will take 

- 4215 cal. (at 39°) 
whilst TROMSEN gives - 4260 cal. (at 18°) 

p. Determination of the heat of solution of the Aystem formed 
from Zn 804 • 7 H20 - Zn 804 • 400 H 20 (at 39°). 

Zn 804 .7 H20 used = 20.366 gr. 
Water vaIlle of calol'Ïmeter etc. 530 gr. 

tI = 16.301 

t2 = 16.232 b. t = - 0.069 

287.44 
Heat of solution = X 530 X - 0.069 X 0.970 = - 500 cal. 

~O.ö66 , 

A second determination gave - 516 cal. 
As mean we wiII take - 508 cal. 

From tbc determinations described unàer a and fi that heat of 
fusion of Zn 804 .7 H20 is therefore - 3752 cal. (39°), whilst from 
THO~ISEN'S figures we obtained, hy extrapolation, - 3609 cal. (18°). 

The agrpement is satisfactory when it is considered that similar 
Imd even greater differeI)ces exist between the direct detel'minations 
of the heat of solution of simplc substances made by BERTHELOT 
aml TROM SEN , the cause of which it is not easy to conceive 1). 

As the mean value of q we will take - 3680 cal. 

5. Introducing the values found into the equation 

dE=_!L 
dT P 

and expressing them in electrical units, we find; 

- = - - = - 0.51 Millivolts. (dE) 3680 1 
dT 890 2a.09 312 

I) As one of tlle mnny exnmples whiclt might be adv:mcec1 in sllppod of this, r 
take here tlle heat of solution of Pb (NO:l)~ which is, Ilccording to DEJl.'I'IIEW'I', 

- 4.l K" nccorc1ing to 'l'[[Ó'MSE~, - !3.S K. 
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The following table of the E. M. F.'6 of CLARK-cells containing 
solid Zo S04 . 7 HzO or Zll 804 .6 HzO is given by JAEGER. 1) in 
his memoir. In the last column I have added the E. M. F.'s of our 
transition element. 

TABLE rrL 

E.M.F. EM.F. E.M.F. 
rrell1perature iu llull1volts. in millivolts Trallsitiou eeU 

ZnS04 • 7H2O Zl1S0 4' (j H20 in millivolts 

0° H4<9 1434 15 

10° 1439 1427 12 

20° 1427 1418 !) 

30° 1414 1409 5 

39° 1400 1400 0 

From theso figurCJs the tem pOl'ature coofficient is 

(dE) _ _ 5
9 

= _ 0,55 millivolt, 
dl' 89°-

whilst the thermodynamic calculation gave - 0,51 millivolt; the 
agreement is, thus, Vûl'y satisfactoJ'Y. 

In a subscquent paper I shall show that thc E. M. E. of our 
transition eelI at other tempcratures may !Je cnlculated by thermo
(]ynamics. 

AmsteJdam, University Ohemica1 Laboratory. 
December 1899. 

Chemistry. - " On the nitration of dimetllylaniline d1'ssolved in 
concentrated sulphul'ic acid", By Dr. P. V' AN ROMUURGIl. 

(Communicated by Prof. A.. p, N. FRANCHIMONT.) 

Some years ago 2) I had the honour of communieating to the 
Acndomy the results of an investigation of two new dinitro-deriva· 
ti vos of dimethylaniline obtaincd by dissolving this base (1 mol.) in 

1) WIEDEMANN'S Annalen 63 (1897), p. 356. 

2) Zittin~sv€'r91ng 23 Februari 1895. 
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twenty times its weight of coneentrated sulphurie acid, and allowing 
2 mols. of nitric acid, also dissolved in sulphuric acid, to act on 
the solution so obtained at a ]ow temperature and pouring the 
mixture onto iee. Different observations made during the of ten re-

I peated nitratjons led me to doubt whether tbe dinitration really took 
place in the concentrated sulphul'ic acid solution, or whether, more 
probably, the reaction leading to the formn.tion of the two nitropro
ducts took place in the mixture of acids when. àilutecl with ice 
water. Further investigation of the course of the reaction actually 
brought to light that the nitration in cOllcentm.ted sulphuric acid 
solution, even in presence of excess of nitric acid, does not go 
further than the formation of the mononitro-eompound. 

If a eooleel mixture of 104 gr. nitrie acid of 50 pCt., or 60 gr. of 
86 pCt., and 300 gr. sulphurie acid be added m small quantities to a 
solution of 60 gr. dimethylaniline in 1 kg'. of concentrated sulphuric 
acid, eoolecl to 0°, the temperatul'e of the mixture rises at first 
with each addition. When half of the nitric acid has been addeel, 
however, no further rise of temperature is observed on adding the 
remaining half. Wben all tbe nitric acid nas been added it is clear 
from the smeU of the mixture th,!.t it contn.ins free nitric acid. If, 
aftel' half an hour, the half of the liquid is poured into 11/4 kg. of 
ice water (a mixture of equal pal ts of water and ice) the tcmpera
tura at the end of the experiment is 30° 0., a yellow crystaUine 
product (the dinitro-eompound melting at 176°) is obtained aud aftcr 
aeldition of soda to the filtered acid liquid the red isomeric C'ompound 
(melting point 112°). If a cooled solution of 25 gTa.ms of dimethyl
aniline in 1/2 kg. of sulphuric acid is added to the othet' h !tlf 
of the nitration liquid the rise of temperature is again clearly obser
vabie. On pouring the mass, af ter S1me time, into 21/ 2 litres of 
ice water a mixture of para-and metauitrodimethylaniline with a 
little of Mr. MERTENS' 1. 2.4. dinitrodimethylaniline is obtained, suC'h as 
is also produced according to GROLt. 1) when dimethylaniline elissolved 
in c()ncentrated sulphuric acid is nitrated with one molecule of 
nitric acid.' 

When the nitration mixture containing one molecule of dimothyl
aniline and two molecules of nitric acid is poured into a mixture 
of ice and Roda, dinitro-compounds are formed only in very small 
quantity or not at all. 

From these cxperiments it may he concluded that, in thc SOlll-

1) Derl. Bel'. 19. 193. 
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tion in concentrated sulphuric acid the nitration does not go flIrther 
than the metamononitrocompound, so that the entry of the second 
nitro group must oceur aftel' the admixture of water. -

I pointed out previously (loc. cit) that the two dinitrocompounds 
mayalso be prepared by dissolving the metanitrocompound in an 
excess of very dilute nitric acid. 

l now found that by dissolving 1 gram of metanitrodimethyl
aniline in a mixture of 26 grams of sulphuric acid aud 50 grams 
of water, cooled to 30°, and ad ding 0.85 grams nitric acid of 
50 pCt, a paste of the yellow}initro-compound melting at 176° is 
obtained whilst, by means of sodium carbonate, the red isomeric is 
scparated from the filtrate. These rplative quantities are exactly thosc 
found in the liquid obtained hy pouring the ni tra ti on mixture iuto 
the quantity of water pl'escribed. 

The small quantity of the dinitrodimèthylaniline of MERTF.NS which 
is produced shows that in nitrating dimethylaniline by the method 
of GROLL the meta-compound is' formed almost cxclusivcly in the con
ecntratod slllphuric acid soIution _and that the para-compound is most 
probably formed in the liquid aftel' dilution with water by the action 
of unused nitric acid on dimethylaniline which has cscapcd nitratioll. 

When para-nitrodimethylauilinP,\ (l mol.) is dissolved in concan
tratcd sulphuric acid flnd 1 mol. of nitric acid is added to the solution. 
the dinitro-componnd of MERTmNs is found alono aftel' pouring the 
mixture into water; no nitro-gl'oup has taken up the meta pOflition 
with regard to the l1mino-group. 

Chemistry - "On the format ion of InrZigo (J'om Iwligo(eras a nel 
(rom Mal'sdenia tinctoria". By Dr. P. V.A.N RO~mURG IJ. 

(Communicated by Prof. A. P. N. FRANCRIMONT). 

The interesting commnnication which Prof. BreYERINCK ma.do to 
the meeting of Sept. 30th last, from which it appears that the indigo 
yielding plants belong to two, physiologically quite distinct groups 
induce me to invite attention to some observations which l made 
some years ago during an in vestigation of incligo-yielding Illdigoferas 
and of Marsdenia tinctoria which was published in the "-Verslagen 
van 's Lands Plantentuin". 1 would add one remark. Owing to my 
otber affairs l was unable to devote as much time to these resear
ches as I could have wished and thoy are thel'efore of a more or 
less pl'oliminltl'y nature. When I found, on the occa'3ion of a mO(lting 
with Mr. HAZI~WINKEL, Dircctor of tho Iu(ligo Exporim ontal Station 
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at Klaten, that our researches were tending in many ways in tbe 
same direction, I terminated mine for tbe time being and I am post
poning the publication of various results until Mr. HAZEWINKEL 

shaH have ended his researches, which are in many respects of impor
tance, and publisbed the results of them. 

In the "Verslag" fol' 1891/2 it is stated that preliminary investi
glItions into the preparation of indigo showed that the extraction 
of tbe Ieaves witb water at the temperature prevailing here is not 
accolllPitl).icd by evolution of gas during tbe time which in Java is 
considered needful to extract the constituents which yield thc colour
ing matter from the plant viz: 6-7 hours. Later, for example in 
a day, this does oceur. The gas evolved consists of carbon dioxyde 
lmd a gas whieh bums with a eolourless Hame, very probably hydrogen. 

What compound exists in thc aqueous extract of the indigoleaves 
is not yet made out with certainty. It had a distinctly acid reaction 1) 
and shows the so cal1ed indicanreactio,n very beautiful1y when it is 
shaken with hydrochloric acid, chloroform and air. 

The filtrate obtained af ter treating tbe extract with excess oflead 
acetate gives a yenow precipitate 2) with ammonia, stated by SCHUNCK 

to be characteristic of indican. 
Since indigowhite is said to be insoluble in acid liquids! it is not 

vel'y probable thitt this substance is present in the aqueous extract 
of the indigoleaveso Á dilute solution of indigowhite in lime water 
bchaves also in many respects quite differently from t!J.e extract. 

Ir tbc indigoleaves are extracted with dUute acetic acid (1 pOt.) 
instead of with water, the extract yields indigoblue abundantly when 
shaken with air, especially if ammonia is added." 

According to Mr. v. LOOKEREN CA~IPAGNE 3) the liquid produced 
by the 80 called fermentation is alkaline and contains indigowhite 
in solution. In the "Jaarverslag van 's Lands Plantentuin" for 1893, 
the following is to be found: 

"The solution obtained by extracting indigolcaves with water for 
7 hours bas again been tbe subject of an investigation, a- few of thc 
results of which will be indicated here. The liquid contained free 

1) That the extract of tlle indigo-leaves in acid is very easily sllOwn by running it 
into 11 solution of potush coloured reel by phenolphtlHlleïn. 'file renction is alsa.. suc
cessful with n solution of blue litmus. (Note of 1892). 

2) I have found, subsequently. thut un eJCtrnct of the lenves of Indigofmoa gale!loïdeB, 
wMcl! contnins n sabstances resembling amygdalin, also givf's IL yellow coloure(l pre
cipitnte in whicll, however, the glncoside l1US no part. 

a) Verslng omtrent onderzot'kinge~ over lndig~. 1893, 16. 
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or very 1008e1y combined carbon dioxide 1) in very large quantity, 
which may be driven out not only by warming but also by a current 
of gas free from oxygen 2). 

The substance which yields indigohlue on oxidation mny be extracted 
from the solution by means of chloroform either with or without 
addition of acetic acid. When the chloroform solutioll, which has a 
light greenish yellow colour, is evaporated by blowing a current of 
air into it, a g'l'eenish coloured residue is obtained which is partially 
soluble in water. rI'h<> aqueous solution, which posse8ses a splendid 
fluorescence, gives indigoblue at~ once wh en shaken with air and 
ammonia i indigoblue is also formed by E'xposul'e to the air, and very 
rapidly when warmed. I 

An extrart of the leaves of Mar8de~ia fincforia, which is also VE'l'y 
distinctly acid to litmus, behaves in a similal' way. It has not yot 
been possib:e to obtain the substance which yields the indigoblue in 
a state fit for analysis, nor to prepare crystallized derivatives of it." 

The faot that the indigo-yielding substance is formed from the 
leaves by dilute organic acids was confirmed by Messrs. VAN LOOKEREN 

CAMPAGNE and VAN ,DER VEEN in 1895 3); notwithstanding the inso
lubility in aoids it is still taken for indigowhite. The solubility of 
the indigowhite in the oxtract is explained, by these in vestigators, 
by the formation of an unstable compound with substances which 
yield indigored and indigorubin ou oxidation. The ready oxydation 
of the substance whioh is extracted by chlorof,wm, in preseuce of 
mineral acids or of alkaline carbonates, shows, according to the same 
authors, that we are not dealing with indoxyl. 

In 1897 I again took up my researches, aud in the "Verslag" 
for that year thc following is to be found : 

"If Indigoleaves (Guatemala or Natal) or leaves of Marsdenia 
tinctotia are placed in an atmosphere of chloroform or carbondioxide 
they retain tht'ir green colour. If, aftel' some time, they are brought 
in contact with the air, they quickly become bluish, proving that the 
indican in the dead leaves, which had probahly escaped from the 
cells in the form of a solution, had been decomposed. 

1) If carbon dioxide is passed into a 901ution of indigowhite in lime water anti! 
the lime is cOllverted into bicarbonate, the w;lOle of the indigo is precipitnted and 
no indigoblue can be obtained from the filtrate by means of air and ammonia. 
(No te of 1893.). 

~) If the current of gas is passeel through the liquid for 11 long time, it is weIl to 
mix it with chloroform vnpour in order to render living orgunisnis, which might give 
rise to carbon dioxide during the experiment, inactive. 

3) Landwirtsch. Versuchsstationen. XLVI, 249. 
I 
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The presencc of a soluble enzyme, capable of decomposing tbe 
glucoside, has not so far been proved with certainty 1). 

The many attempts which have been made to separate sllch a 
soluble compound have sa far giv€n na Il'esult. On the other hand 
it was possible to show that the leaves contain, either a substance 
of this kind which is so firmly retained that it may be regarded as 
practically insoluble, or else they carry an insoluble substance which 
has the power of decomposing a solutionlof indican so that the sub
stance which on oxidation yields indigo, is set free. 

n indigoleaves are steepe<l in water for 7 hours and the sherry. 
coloured liquid, which contains the decompositionproduct which 
yields indigo on oxydation, is then dit:placed by distilled water con
taining chloroform, it is found that af ter several repetüions of tllis 
treatment, the displaced liquid yields no more indigo. The dried 
leaves are again washed several times with water contailling chloro
form and then placed in contact with a solution of indican 2) to 
which chloroform is added; af ter two hours this gives, when shaken 
with air, an abundant separation of indigo. If the leaves are now 
again thoroughly washed, they are still able to decompose a sterili
zeu solution of indican. This may be repeated several times with 
the same leaves, even when thcy llave been in contact with chloro
form water for more than a month. 

The washod leaves may be dried over sulphuric acid without 
losing this property. 

The property of decomposing a solution of indican in an hour is 
retained af ter extracting the frcsh lcaves with ether, alcohol, acctonc 
or chloroform. 

By treating the leaves, dried in this way, with dilute acids or 
bases or with glycerine, it has not sofa.r been possible to obtain 

1) VAN I.OOKEREN CAMPAGNE, Vels]ng omtrent onderwekingen over Indigo, p. 13. 
contented himsplf with a reductio ad ausurdum, ti kind of proof which is somevrlld.t 
unnsual in resemclles of this nature. 

2) Snel! a solntion of inclicnn is prepnl'ecl, according to ALVAREZ (C. R. 1\ 5, 287) 
hy placing indigoleaves in small quantities at a time in boiling water. Qunntitntive 
determinations show thnt t11e decompositioll of inclicall is very smnll wllen the time 
of contact is short. Mr. LOUMA.Nlol, assistent for the e"{nmÎuatiou of ten, found tbnt 
sucl! a solution of indicnll yields indigo in contact wlt11 emulsin and air; this agrees 
with older, vngue statements tllat indican is decomposed by enzymes. The specimens 
of emulsin in Ule lnboratory were iusolullle in water. Iu tbe menn timll it appeared 
from a publication of the Indigo-experimentnl-stntion at Klaten tlJat Mr. HAZEWINKllL 

Wn~ e\perimentiug with soluble enzymes in the prepllrntioll of indigo, tbis observation 
Wns therefore not followed furt11er. (Note of 1897). 
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a solution of tbc substanco which docomposes tne indican. The dried 
leaves of Indigofel'a galegoïdes, as also some other kinds of leavcs 
with which experiments were made, were incapable of producing the 
decomposition, so that it appears to be a speoific property of some 
indigo yielding plants. These researches, which proceed slowly, will 
be continueel, as also those on the substance which on oxidation 
gives rise to indigo; tbis substance mayalso be extracted by carbou 
tetrachloride." 

Finally in tbc recent "Verslag" for 1898: 
"Investigations Oll the comp0.§lition and properties of a red com

pound, w hich is obtained by evaporation of tbe chloroform solution of 
tbe Iiquid decompositionproduct of indican from Indigoferas which 
yields indigo, progress but little owing- to lack of time. M AROHLEWSKI 
and RADCL1FFE (Chem. Centralbl. 1898, 1I, 204), consider indican 
to be tbe glucoside of indoxyl. The propel·ties of the deromposition 
product which yields indigo on oxidation, and which has already 
been shown here not to be identical with indigowhite, flgroe, ta same 
extent, weIl witb those of indoxyl. Since Mr. HAZEWINKEL, l>irector 
of the Experimental Station at Klitten is occupied with this matter, 
I bave not followed it furtber." 

Physics. - Dr. E. VAN EVERDINGEN JR.: "The HAIJL-elfect and 
the inC1'ease of 1'esistance of bism~dh in tlle ma[lnetic field at veJ'y 
low temperatlwes" I (continued). (Communication N°. 53 (cant.) 
from the Pbysical Laboratory at :Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMER
LINGH ONNES.) 

5. In tbe Proceedings of October 28, 1899, p. 221, I expressed tbe 
hope that the measurement of thc HALL-effect at the boiling-point 
of liquid oxygen would yield a more decisive answer to the question 
as to whether Ol' na this phenomenon has a maximum at low tem
peratures. This measurement has now been made, though as yet 
only for one strength of field, and the answer is certainly a decided 
negative, as will appeal' from § 7. 

6. The liquid oxygen bath. For pouring out the liquid oxygen 
we used the vessel without a vacuum-wall, described and drawn in 
§ 2 of this communication, but somewhat altered for this purpose 
aftel' tbe manner of Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES' cryostat 1). Besides 

1) See Communiclltion N°. 51, Proc. 30 Sellt. '99. p. 12,6. Comm. Phys. Lab, 
Leiden N°, 51, p, 8. 
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lengtbcning tbe wooden rcceptacle a and tbc glass tube d, a doubh.l 
jacket was added to lead off the cold vapours, which in this manner 
largely screen the liquid from hcat. Moreover observing·glasses wp,rc 
used to watch the liquid streaming out. 

The whole apparatus is drawn in fig. 2, whilst fig. 1 may serve 
to further elucidate it. The lengtheneel woorlen receptacle a, the 
paper vcssel b the caoutchouc-ring c, the glass·tube d, the T-piece d, 

the caoutchouc· tube ! anel the plate carrier l were mentioned in 
§ 2 of this paper. The steel capillary tube k is now introduced into 
the T -piece through the obliq ue si de tube w, from which it is wholly 
insulated by means of wood and caoutchoue, the horizontal side
tube now leading towards a safety· tube immelsed in mercury. 
The supply of liquid oxygen from the oxygon-spiral in the ethylenc 
boiling ftusk J) can be shut o:/f by the cock 2) =, by means of a long 
wooden stE'rn j before entering tbE' capillary tube thr. liquid pa,sses 
thl'ough ft small filter. The tube ,,; ends in front of the observing
tubes 3) 0, which are fastenod by means of a copper casc and sealing
wax to the tubp d; thc jet of liquiel meets a jet-catcher 4) p suspended 
by means of fidclle strings to d, anel spreads out in a fan over this 
tube. In order to indicate thE' level of liquid in a, a float q with ft 

stem was used, which latter ends at the level of the observing-glasses. 
Thc cold vapours IE'ave a through the holes T, six in number, 

aud strcam downwards in the annular spaoe between Ct and b on 
one side and the jacket 81-8S on the other side. 81 is a cil'cular 
cylinder of compressed paper, fasteued to the bordcr of a, 82 a wooden 
bottom with an oval hole, lnto which au oval eylindel' of paper 8S 

has been glued; the minor axis of this is only a little wider than b, 
but sufficicnt space is 1eft along the major axis for the vapour 
to cscape 5). The latter then rises in the space limited by tbe 
jacket tI .•• t~. tI is a copper l'im, joincd to the case of thc ob
serving-tubcs and fitting on tbe glass-cylillder t2, to which it is 
f,tstcned by mcans of a caoutchouc-tube and brass tightening bands. 
ts is a wooden cylinder with holes provided with flanges to admit 
the pole-pieces; a tight fit is obtainerl here by means of a Ieather 
washer, screwed on by the wooden nuts t.j,. t5 is again a glass
cylinder and to a cork stopper. In order to prevent the cold vapours 

1) Proe 29 Dec. '94, p. 172. Comm. NQ. 14, p. 17. 
2) See Communication N°. 51. Proc. 30 Sept. '!J9, p. 129, Comm. N°. 51, p. 9. 
3) ib. p. 130. Comm. N°. 51, p. 10. 
4) ib. p. 127, glnss O. Comm. Nl. 51, p. 5. 
5) See transverse section, drawn in the figure on the fight hand side of e. 
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from flowing immediately to the hottom and to diminish the con
duction of heat from below, another little vessel u of compressed 
paper with a wooden bottom has been placed under and around 
83' The space left beneath the pole pieces has been filled up with 
wool. In the I'im tI six holes have been made, connected with the 
copper tubes v, four of which lead oft' the gaseous oxygen, whilst 
two have heen shut with a stoppf'r and serve as a safety arrangement. 

In order to obtain the room wanted for these jackets between 
thc coils of the electromagnet, it was necessary to considerably 
lengthen the pole-piecrs. For weak CUl'rents this did not much 
diminish the streng th of the field; for strong currents the loss was 
considerable. 

DUl'ing the experiment all parts of the apparatu8 except the 
observing-glasses were wrapped in wool. The receptacle a was com
pletely filled with liquid oxygen, and as an additional precaution 
liquid was even allowed to flow out until a considerable quantity 
had passed through the holes 'I' and had collected in u. The apparatus 
stood this wen; especially the compressed paper, which appears to 
be a very suitable material for this work. 

7. Tlze HALL - effect at the boiZing point of liquid oxy.qen. 

For the HALL coefficient R in a magnetic field of 4400 C. G. S. 
units thc value 41,4 was found. Bence the product BlIJ is 182000. 
Before, at a temperature of 10° C., R was found to be 11,0. This 
does not wholly agree with the value 10,15, which may be obtained 
by intel'polation from the table given in § 3 of this paper for the 
field 4400 and the temperature 10° C. Recently PERROT 1) has 
noticed, that the thermo-electric constants of crystalline bismuth 
showed irregular variations with time, which he at first was inclined 
to ascribe to the influence of repeated heating and cooling; this 
ho wever appeared latbr 2) not to be the case. In order to see whether 
perhaps something of that kind really happened in consequence 
of the strong cooling in roy experiments, I repeated the deter
mination of the HALL-coefficient R at 10° C. shortly aftel' the experi
ment in liquid oxygen, and found 11,1. 'rhe difference from the 
value of R 11,0, determined immediately before the experiment is 
too small to be worth attention. As formerly I have also not noticed 
continuous variations with time in electrolytic bismuth, I think wo 

1) Arel!. d. Se. pbys. et nat. (4) 6 p. 105 and 229, 1898. 
2) (/ (/ 11 11 (/ (/ (4) 7 p. 149, 1899. 
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must rather describe the difference bet ween the values found now 
and formerly to an uncertainty in the knowledge of the resistance 
in the circuit of the HALL-currer.t 3), which is required for the 
calculation of R. For, as the variations of this resistance appeared 
only aftel' same time, the resistance was not measured during the 
experiments of the first determinations in § 3. With the determina
tions now published the resistance was measured twice during the 
experiment aDd was found to be constant. Therefore we retain the 
value 11,0 for 10° O. 

The value at - 90° C. for a magnetic field of 4400 is found by 
interpalation to be ] 7,1 and is for the same reaSOll not quite certain. 

Tabs .B G G'r T 

283 11,0 11,0 11,0 

183 17,1 17,0 12,7 

91 41,4 34,2 22,2 

.to 
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Fig. 3. 

25 
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This however interferes little with the value of the following: in 
whieh for the sake of eomparison besides the absolute temperatures 

Tand the corresponding values of R the values ~ are also given, 

where C has been eh os en so as to make the value at 10° O. equal 
to 11,0. Further in the values C'r, where '1' represents the resistance 
of eleetrolytie bismuth in a field of 4400 a.G.s. units, taken from 
observations by FLE~IING and DEWAR 1), C' is likewise chosen to 
make the value 11,0 at 100 C. 

Fig. 3 gives a graphical representation of these numbers. It is 
evident that the HALL-eoeffieient inoreases much more rapidly than 

the resistanee and a little more rapidly than ~. B enee no evidence 

of an approach towards a maximum eau be found. 
In order to give a elearer view of the meaning of a HALL

eoeffieient 41,4 we will ealeulate the tangent of the angle through whieh 
the equipotential lines were turned in this experiment. For this it 
is neeessary to know the resistanee of the bismuth at - 1820 C. in 
the magnetie field. As this resistance has not yet been measnred 
for the plate, we take as a preliminary value 2,46.105, taken from 
FLE~nNG and DEWAR. We then find for the tangent the value 
0,740. 

For the sake of comparison a list is appended of tbe values of 
this tangent for some of the metals with the largest HALL-coeffieients, 
all of them for a magnetic field of 4400. 

Bismuth - 0,740 

Nickel - 0,083 

Antimony + 0,021 

Tellurium + 0,017~ 
Iron + 0,004 

As it may safely be assumed, that the HALL phenomenon has 
never been observed in a field of greater intensity, higher than 
20.000 C. G. S. units, it appears that the value 0,740 is the Iargest 
ever obtained. 

1) Proc. Roy. Soc. 60 p. 73, 1896. 

(January 24, 1900.) 
\ 
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(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zl\t~rdag 27 Januari 1900 Dl. VIII). 

CONTENTS' "The dctermination of the Apex of tbe Solar motion". By Prof. J. O. KAl'TEYN, 
p. 353. - "On twisted quintics of genus uuity". By Prof. JAN DE VRIES, p. 374. -
"Tbe cooling of a CUl'lent of gas by sudden rhange of plessul·e". By Prof. J. D. VAN 
DER W AAloS, p. 379. - "The direct deduction of the capillary constant cr as a surface 
tension". By H. HUloSHOF (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAAJ,S), p. 389.
"Determinntion of thc latitude of Ambriz and of San Salvador (Portuguese West
Aft·iea)". By C. SANDERS (Communicated by DI'. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAK
HUYZEN), p. 398. - "Methods and Appal'lLtus uspd in the Oryogenie Laboratory. 
Il. Mereury pump for eompressing pure and c08tly gases under high pi essUlc". 
By Prof. H. KAMERUNGH ONNl!S, p. 406. - "Lipolytic ferment in human llScitie 
f1uid". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURG&R, p. 406. - "The action of stJOng nitdc ncid upon 
the three isomeric chloro-benzoic acids and some of theil' del'Ïvatives. By Dl'. P. J. 
MONTAGNE (Oommunicated by Prof. A. P. N. FRANClIIMONl'), p. 407. - ''The nlleged 
identity of red and yellow mercure oxide" (II). By Dl'. ERNST OOHEN (Oommunicated 
by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOU\ p. 4U7. - "Determination of tbe decrease of 
tbe vapour tension of solutions by determining the dse of tbe boiling point". By Dr. 
A. S~!ITS (Communicnted by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOU), p. 407. - Erratum, p.408. 

The following paperl:l were read: 

Astronomy. - "The determination of the Apex of the Bola1' 
motion." By Prof. J. C. KAPTEYN. 

1. Fundamental hypothesis. 
It is usually taken for granted that the best known determinations 

of tbe direction of the solar motion in space are based on the 
following hypothesis : 

Hypotkesis H. Thc peculiar proper motioDs of the fixerl stars 
have DO preferenee fol' any particulal' directioD. 

In l'eality howover this is not quite correct; at a close1' investi-
26 

Ploceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. IJ. 
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gation we find that neither the method of AIRY, nor that of ARGE
LANDER is entirely based on this hypothesis, and yet these two 
were al most without exception used in all modern detet'minatiollS 
of the position of the Apex, 

Finding the distribution of the proper motions in regard to the 
great circles drawn through the position of the Apex as determined by 
these methods unsatisfactory, KOBOLD eoncludes that we must drop 
the hypothesis H, as not agreeing sufficiently with the facts. Sueh 
aconclusion however cannot be accepted until at least ODe eompu
tation has been made, which is co_mpletely founded on this hypothesis. 

This has given rise to the following investigation, in which I 
have tried to develop a method satisfying this condition. Aftel' having 
eXplained thp method I shall give a short critieism of those of 
AIRY, ARGELANDER and KOBOLD, which criticism ho wever Jays no 
claim whatever to being complete. 

2. Meaning of the letters and simple relations. 

lJ'ig. 1. 

o the Apex; 
P the Pole of the Equator; 
S an arbitrary Star; 
A and D the coordinates of the Apex 0; 
a and (} the eoordinates of the Star S; 
'). = os = the angulCtr distance of the Star to thc Apex; 
ft = S ft the ohserv€'d motion of S; 
S Q the direction towards the Antapex = direction of the paral

lactie vroper motioll j 
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l/J = pS ft = angle made by the total proper motion ft with the 
declination circle; 

;C =-:: PS Q = angle made hy parallactic proper motion with th c 
deélmation circle; 

v = component of tatal proper motion in direction SQ; 
7: = component at right angles to the former (sign same as thai; 

of sin (X-lfJ) ) ; 
(1) P = X-lfJ = II S Q = angle made by fl with the parallactie 

proper motioD; 
l~ = linear motion of the solar system in space; 
(j = distance of the star to the solar system. 

We have: 

(2) ~ 3in À = parallactie proper motion of star S; 
!! 

MOl'eover let: 

11 (fig. 2) = peculiar proper motiou of S; 
a' the angle made by this peculiar proper motion with the 

parallactie. 

We then have the following relations : 

(3) v = fl cos (;C-IJl) = ft cos p 

(4) 7:::;:; II sin (X-lfJ) = flsin p 

(5) 

(6) 

av 
aD = 

ax 
-T-

aD 

aT ax 
(jA = v dA 

a~ dX 
aD = 11 dD 

3. 8tm's in a ve/'y limited part of the sky. First we consider 
onIy a group of start) Iying 80 close together that we can practically 
lISsume that they are all at the same point of the sky. 

26* 
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We bave to express that these stars satisfy the hypothesis B. 
The very first condition, the one which I sball here usa exclusively, 

resulting from tb is hypothesis is this, that the sum of the projections 
of tbe peculiar proper motions on any direction is equal to zero. 

This can also be expressed as follows: the resultant of the pecu
!iar proper motions must be equal to Zet·o. 

lf we project the proper motion 'V (fig. 2) on 

c 

Fig. 2. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 :x: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

G 

the direction S G to the Antapex and at right angles to it, this 
condition is expressed by the equations: 

(7) ~ 'J/ cos a' = 0 ~ 'V sin a' = 0 • 

Now along with tbc peculiar proper motion each star has a paral
Tt 

lactic motion - sin ï., in the directioll of S G to the .A.ntapex. Con
q 

sequently the entire proper motion ft of each star has for components 

, lt. 1 
V='J/cosa +-szn" 

(! 
7: = 'J/ sin a' 

BO that if we take thc sum for aU the stars of the group we obtain, 
according to the conditio us (7). 

/, 
(8) ~ v = Bin ï. ~ -

(! 
~7: = o. 

The resultant of all the total proper motions ft is directed along 
SG, from which we conclude at once that the sum of the projections 
of the motione ft on this direction is greater than on auy other. lf 
therefore the direction in which the .A.ntapex is situated as scen 
from the group of stars under cousirleratioll is unknown, it caD be 
deri ved from the observed proper motioDe by tbe faet that for this direction 
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(9) ~ v must be maximum. 

It is easy to see that for a group of stars as that here consi
rlered, this conditioll is equivalent to the second condition of (8) 

(10) :I T = 0 

This latter however is not so easily extended to all paris oBhe sky. 
4. Infiuence of fhe different distances of the /:Jta1·S. For a group 

of stars at one point of the sky it is easy to derive from condition 
(9) or (10) the direction to the Antapex. We can arrive at a 
resuIt ho wever, ,at least theoretical1y more accurate, by modifying 
that condition (without throwing up the principle). 

It is easy to see at once that if we have stars of greatly differing 
distances to the sun, the stars whose distance is very large (and 
whose proper motion is therefore as a rule very small) wi1l influence 
tlle result mueh less than stars at a smaller distance (and with 
as a rule greater prOt er motion). I 

If we SLart from the principle that one and the same irregularity 
in tbe distribution of the linear, peculiar proper motigns must 
have the same effect on the accuraey of the direction to the Ant
apex for stars at a greater distance and for those at a smaller 
distance, it is easy to show that not the eondition (9) but 

(11) Z (! v maximum. 

must be satisfied. 
This one would certainly be preferabIe to (9), if the distances 

of the stars ware known. This being however the case for so very 
few objects we are forced to adhere to the theoretically less valuable 
condition (9). 

Fortunately ho wever the objection, arising from the pl'edominating 
influence of the stars nearest to the sun, may be met to a great extent. 

5. Grouping accot'ding to amount of proper motion. 
1'hi,s may be done by grouping the stars into classes included 

between pretty narrow, determined limits of the proper motion. Thc 
separ~te results for, these groups will finally be combined into a 
single one, taking due account of their probable errors. We will 
first have to show however that for sueh groups of stars the condi
tion (9) is still satisfied, for from considerations as were given in 
Astr. Nachr. N0. 3487 'Page 100 etc. (and which for the sake of 
brevity we must omit here) follows, th at, for groups as are meant 
here, the distribution of the peculiar proper motions will cel'tainly 
no longer satisfy Hypothesis H. 
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This is easily done. For 1t is seen at once that, whereas the fOl'mer 
of tbe conditions (7) ceascs in general to be satisfied by such gl'OUpS, 
the conditioll 

::z y sin a' = 0 

will still hold. We immediately cOllc1ude to this from reasons of 
syrnmetry. Now as y sin a' = T, we sha11 also still have::Z 'Z" = 0 and 
the coudition (9) will be satisfied which is equivalent to it. 

Oonsequently there can be no objection to the grouping in classes 
of determined proper motions. With this the only advantage which 
condition (11) might have over (9) dis,tppears in a great measure. 
In what follows we shall therefore entirely neglect the conditiolls (11). 

6. Stars scattered about the wkole sky 01' any consideJ'able 
part of it, 

So every region of the sky gives a condition of the form (9). 
'l'hese might all be combined to 012e condition 

(12) ~ v maximum 

where the sum is to be extended to the stars available in all parts 
of the sky. In that way ho wever not the most accurate determination 
of the position of the Apex will be obtained' 

To arrive at a more advantageous combillation the following 
problem is to be solved: 

Given that for the various parts of the sky the accidental devia
ttons from Hypothesis 11 are equa), to combine the conditions (12), 
which hold for the separate zones of constant A, in sueh a way that 
the effect of those deviations on the coordinates of the .Apex which 
have to be determined, be a minimum. 

The solution of this problem which gives rise to no particular 
difficulties, shows that the ~ v of each regioll must be multiplied 
by its corresponding value of sin)..o before they are combined into 
a single sumo 

Uonsequently fol' the whole sky we shaH not have to satisfy the 
condition (12}, but 

(I) 2 v sin)..o maximum. 

Second form of the metl/od. 
As has already been remarked the objection, that by using (I) 

the large proper motions exercÏse a very predominant influence, may 
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be avoided by a grouping into classes of different proper motion. 
This can be done in still another way. 

By' substituting the value (3) for v in Cl) it becomes 

:E f-l cos p sin "0 maximum. 

A.s this hoids also for stars whose proper motion is i11cluded 
between determined Jimits, it also holds for stars with absolutely 
the same proper motion I-t = .UI. For such a group the condition 
becomes 

(II) :2 cos p sin "0 maXImum 

and as each value of the proper motion leads to such a condition, 
it must also be satisfied by all the stars together. 

The equations for thc coordinates of the Apex, obtained in t11is 
way contain ooly the directiolls and are eotirely independent of the 
amount of the proper motion. 

It seems to me however that the condition (I), at least if it is 
applied to stars whose proper motions are ineluded between pretty 
narrow limits, is preferabIe to (Ir) especially for this reason, that 
the former is a more direct consequenee of hypothesis H on whieh 
the investigation is based. 

8. Derivation of the Apex f'rom the condition (I). 
To determine the coordinates of the Apex in sueh a way that 

condition (I) is satisfied, the differential quotients in regard to A and 
D of :2 v sin)..o must disappeal'. OOllsequently we have with the 
aid of (5) 

(13) ~ 7: ~~ sin )..0 = 0 

which for stars at Olle point of the sky is reduced to the single equation 
~ 7: = 0, as of course was to be expected. "-

Let Aa and Do be approximate values of A and D and dA, dD 
the required oorreetio11s of these. All the quantities computed with 
the aid of these appl'oximate values will be distinguisbed by meane 
of an appended o' 

80 Vo and 7:0 wilI represent the projections of the proper motion 
ft on the great eircle through the star and the approximate position 
of tbe Apex and at right angles to it. 

Wei thns have in the equation (13) 
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Evidently these equations hold only as long as we do not approach 
the Apex or the Antapex witbin distances of tbe order of dA and 
dD where the termE! of a higher order may not be neglected. It 
wiJl be best therefore to exclude entirely the stars close to the 
approximate position of the Apex: This cannot cause auy considerable 
loss of weight. I find e. g. that of the stars of BRADLEY only a 
fourteenth part have sin À < 0.40 and less than one eighth part have 
sin À < 0.50. 

The first of the eql1ations (13) now becomes 

The quantities "Ç must be in all parts of the sky as of ten positive 
as negative. According to what we have discussen this is an 
immediate cOllsequence of the hypothesis H (compare form. (10)). 

So I~ (~~-)oWill already disappear for limited parts of thesky. 

The same holds d fortiori for the sum extended over tbe whole sky. 
~ ) \ I 'fo ( ~ differs from the preceding sum only in the quanti-
dAN 0 

ties 'f being computed with an approximate Apex, the coordinates 
of which need still the corrections dA and dD. This quantity will 
thus be of the order of dLl aud dD and may be neglected in the 
coefficient of dA. The same holds fol' all quantities containing '1'0 in 
the coefficients of dA and dD. SOJhe above equàtion is reduced to the 
former of tbe two following ones, in wbich tbc sums are indicated 
with the notatio/l used in the theory of least squares: 

[vosinÀo(~~):] dA+ [v08inloG~) o(~) 0] dD=- ['fosin~0(~1) J 
(14) 
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The second' of these equationf:! is derived in quite the same way 
as the firsto 

9. Derivation of the Apex (rom conclition tII). 
The maximum conditions are: 

~. .' 0% 0 
~ 8W P sm Ao ~ = 

uil 

in which we put: 

"5" • ~ ClX 0 
- SUl P sm "0 0 D = , 

8in P = 8in Po + C08 Po (~~)o dA + cos Po (~~)o dD 

ox = (~) + (~) dA + ( Cl2 % _) dD • 
oA' oA 0 oA2 0 0.40D 

The first of the equations thus becomes: 

~ (0%)2 (02%) I . 
dA:E jco8PosinÀo oA 0 +~inposinÀo aA~ of + 

+ dD:E ~ C08 p08inÀo(~~)/;~)0+ 8inpo 8in ÀO(0;2:v\l 
= - :E 8in Po 8in Ào (~~) 0 • 

Here again, for quite siffiilar reasons as in the equations of the 
pl'eceding artiele, the terms with sin Po in the coefficient of dA and 
dD may be, neglected, they being of the order of dA and dD. The 
equation is thus reduced to the former of the two following ones 
(the second is found in the same way as the first):' 

10. ÀIRY'S method. 
In his derivation of the position of Uie A.pex and the amount of 

the linear proper motioll of the sun, A.IRY starts from the idea, that, 
the peculiar proper motions having no preferenee for any partimtlar 
directions, may be treated entirely as errors of observation. 
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.. Hence eaeh star gj v,es two cquations of condition between lt, A 
a.nd D, expressing tbat the observed prop'er motions projected on two 
mutually perpendieular directions are equal to thc projections on 
those same directions of the parallactie proper motions. AIRY ehooAes 
.for, the two directions tbe parallel and tbe declination ei rele. 

To get. a eleat' insight into -the character of AIRY's solution it 
is preferabie however to ehoose for these directions the direction of 
tbe star towaras the Antapex and the great eireIe. through the star 
at 1'ight angles to tbe former. 

Doing this his equations of condltion get the form 

(16) T:=O 
and 

(17) 
h . 

'l.I= -'sin}.. • 
Q 
, 

80 we· can say tbat by Anw's l,uethod A, D and 11 are deter-
mined in sueh a way that all tbe equations (16) :ánd -(17), are. 
satisfied. in the _ best way possible. Now aS,AIRY and every ODe' 

who bas applied his' metliod,' have solved these :equations by least 
squares, ihis detarmination comes in reality to tbe eböosing of .A, 
D and lt in sueb a way that both . 

(18)' j; ,&2 minimum " 

(19) :Ê (l::-. sin }..-v r minimum. 
Q . 

The former of these does not eontain the unknown quantity lt 
and, only leaqli to ft determination of A and D. The seeond gives 
the three. u:Qknown quantities, so that we arrive at twg: independent 
deterniinations of A a'nd D aud' one of lt. I will here discuss the 
two con di ti ons Ó 8) and (19) separately~ , 

11. The condition :z 'f2 mim·mum. 
Tbe minimum conditions are (with tbe aid· of (6»: 

ax 
(20) :z or v .aA = 0, 

ex 
(21) :z 'f v aD , O. 

-1J10r stars' all situated at the sllmepointoftbesky, they are redueed, 
tQthis Qne 

(22) :z 'f v = 0 
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differing {rom the condition 

which . we have found as a necessary consequellce of hypothesis H. 
This . proves sufficiently that in reality AIRY'S method (at least if 
his equations of condition are treated with least squares) does not 
agree with hypothesis H. 

A few. examples will show thisstill more clearly and will at the 
same time prove th at the applicatioll of conditions (9) and (18) may 
lead to very considembly different solutions.· 

pt example (see fig.' 3). In each of the two pOints of tlie celestial 

~::':'----"'JA' 

Fig. 3. 

sphere S and S' we find two stars. The proper motions SA . andSB
of the two: stars' in S are· equal and' we will begin' hy assumirig 
that their directions form ,an obtuse angle. The same holds' for the 

I' . 
stars 'in S', 
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We see at onee that the direetion w hieh eauses the :2 -,; 1) of the 
proper motions of the stars in S to disappear is the biseetrix SO 
of the angle ASB. Likewise the line whieh in S' makes :2 7: = 0 
will be the biseetrix S'O of A'S'B'. 

From the given proper motion we eonelude therefore, aecording 
to the method proposed by me, to a position 0 of the Apex. I 

On the other hand the direction whieh makes minimum the:2-,;2 
of the proper motions of the stars in S is evidently the line SO' at 
right angles to the biseetrix; likwise in S' the line satisfying this 
eondition is the line S'O' at rightangles to 8'0. 

Aeeording to the condition :2 7:2 min. of Amy we eonelude there
fore to a posihon for the Apex (or .Antapex) in 0'. 

U we leaye the angle ASB unehanged, but reduee B'S'A' in 
sueh a way, that the bisectrjx does not change place, then in the 
moment tbat tbat angle pasEtes through 90° the Apex (Antapex) 
aecording to AIRY'S determination, will suddenly leap over from 0' 
to 0", whel'e it remains when the angle B'S'A' is still more reduced. 
If the angle B'S'A' had retained its original value (> 90°) Ilnd 
angle ASB had been reduced in the above stated wáy, tbe Apex 
would have leaped from 0' to 01/'. If then agc:\.in we had reduced 
A'S'B', at the moment of this angle passing through 90°, tbe Apex 
(Antapex) would have leaped from 0'" to O. 

In the nature of the problem there seems to be no reason whatever 
for sueh leaping 2) and in our determinatlOn the Apex remains 
where it is notwithstanding the changes introdueed. 

Moreover it seems very little plausihle indeed to assume for the 
A f th 't' 0' 01/ 0'" pex one 0 e pOSI lOns , , . 

Tbe plaee determined aeeording to both methods coinrides evidently 
only when both angles are acute. 

2nd example (see fig. 4). For stars in the l'egion Slet the line 

K 

Ape$ 

,., .... 
..................... 

.......... ,. 
s Antapex 

Fig. ~. 

1) According to the statement in § 8 the condition for stars at one point of the 
sky is equivalent to ~ 'ZO = O. 

2) There are still ronny other cases in which the condition (18) leads to discontinuous 
changes in the Apex for continuous changes of the data of the problero. 
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to the Apex be dctermined by a number of proper motions (not 
bhown in tbe figure) which, to avoid complication, we shall suppose 
to be all direct. If now one more star be added, whose proper 
motion SK makes an acute angle with tbe line towards the Apex 
(wbich therefore is retrograde) we easily see that according to tbe 
condition :2 -z-2 min. (ArRY) the line SR towards the Apex will have 
to be turned somewhat more into the direction RV, whilst the con
dition (10) demands a movement in the direction RW 1). 

T l d· . 5' (ft ., )2 .. 12. rte con ttzon - Q sm,.. - v mtnumem. 

The equations of condition are of the form 

lt • , 
(23) - s~n ,.. = v 

I.! 

They contain the distances which are as a rule unknown. This 
is certainly the chief objection to the use of these equations. They 
seem thelefore much more suitable to give information about mean 
parallaxes of definite groups of stars whcn once the Apex is known, 
than to assist in determining the position of the Apex itself. 

For the calculations according to AIRY'S metbod different ways 
have been followed to escape the difficulty arising from the unknown 
distances. Olle of tbe commonest practices (8 rmlPE, PORTER, etc.) 
is to divide the stars into groups included between narrower or 
wider limits of prJper motion and then to aseume the distance of 
tbe stals of each group to the sun to be the same. 

If tbis be true in the mean of great numberG of stars for diffe
rent parts of the sky, it might seem for a moment th at we might 
really derive trustworty valuet:! of dA, dD and the mean value of 
ft 
- from a tl'eatment of tbe equations (23). Meanwhile we must 
f.! 
bear in mind that at all events a new hypothesis has been introduced, 
viz., that the mean parallax of stars with equal proper motion in 
different parts of the aky, is the same. If this is not the case the 
position obtained for the Apex too will be in general erroneous. 

However there is another and decisive objection to the use of 
equations (23) if we ha\'e gl'ouped the stars according to their proper 

1) A. practical advantuge of our method ovpr AIRY's may still be msntioned here: 
In AlIty's method the lnrge proper mohons hnve n much more predonlilll\nt inlluence 
on the results even thnn in oU! s. Hns JS ensy to see flOIJl the normnl eCludtiolls to 
he glVen JU art. 15. • 
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motions, viz: that these equations for groups of stars ineluded bE'tween 
determined, arbitrary l;mits of the proper motion, howsoever nume
rous the stars may be, are certainly in general not true 1). 

rfhis is evident from the argument given in Astron. Nachr. N°. 3487, 
pages 100-102, to which we must refer here. The error eommittcd 
will certainly be different in general for regions with different À even 
in tbe case that thc propel' motions are equal. 

80 not onIy do derivations sueh as those of S'ruMPE (Astron. Nachr. 
N°. 3000) and many others, give entirely ilJusory determinations for 
the sceular parallax of tbc stf!!s (as lalready triod to show in 
Astr. Nachr. N°. 3487) but ncither can the determination of the 
position of the Apex be defended. It may even be antieipated with 
great probabiIity that thc error must change systernatically with the 
amount of the proper motion, so that tbe regular change found by 
STUMPE in the deelination of the Apex for his various groups has 
nothing particularly surprising. 

Other writers as i. a. L. STRUVE attribute determined parallaxes 
to stars of determined magnitude. The last deeisive objection dis
appears here, but not the first. lt runs as follows: we assume th at 
at least the mean parallax of the stars of determined magnitude is 
everywhere in thc sky the same. For the gaIaxy and outside it I 
have already tried to show, same years ago, (Verslag Kon. Akad. 
Jan. 1893) that this is probably not the case 

rro sum up, according to the preceding, AIRY's method comes ta 
thc determination of the coordinates of the Apex and the linear 
motion of thc sun in sueh a way th at the conditions (18) and (19) 
are satisfied. 

The first condition does not contain the distances but does not 
in general satisfy the conditions ~ 7: = 0 for stars in oue and the 
same part of the sky, which must be considered as the principal 
condition derivable from the hypothesis H. The second conditian 
contains the dist,\llces which arc in general unknown. rrhis causes 
the introduC'tion of hypotheses whieh are more or les8 probabIe, 
and which may easily exercise an injurious influence on the deter
mination of A and D. Particularly the grouping according to proper 
motion must be absolut&ly objelJted to in the application of AIRY's 
method, because implicit suppositions are introduced which are certainly 
not realized. 

1) It is even not petmisso.ble to exclude stms with veiy smull proper motion. 
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13. Ne/hod of ARGELANDER. 
In this method eaoh star gives an equation of oondition ofthe form 

(2J) p = 0 (weight sin2 Ào) 

They are treated with least squares. So in reality A and D are 
determined by the condition 

giving the minimum oonditions 

(26) 2psin2Ào ~~ = 0 

For a single region of the sky the two are redllCed to this one 

(27) 2p= 0, 

so th at here neither the oonditioD furnished by hypothesis H is 
satisfied. 

rrhe objection to the method of ARGELANDER cODsists chiefly in 
this that the retrograde proper motions have too great an influence. 

Let for insiance the proper motions ftl 1-'2 1-'3 fl4 (belonging to 
stars in the same region of the sky) make with an assumed direC'tion 
towards the Antapex angles of +20°, +10°, _10°, _20°. As long 
as we know only these proper motions the assumed direction 
to\\ards the Antappx, both according to my method and to that of 
ARGELANDER, will be the most probable. If however a proper 
motion !'5 is added, making with the assumed dirf-ction towards 
the Antapex an angle of 170°, this direction, according to A.RGE
LANDER'S method will have to be corrected by 34°, whereas 
according to our method that correction will be only 2°.1 in the 
same direction. Since long it has been remarked moreover that in 
ARGELANmm's method too, discontinuous changes in the place of 
the Apex may be caused by continuous changes of the proper motioas. 

The followirg example will prove this clearly. 
In a definite region of the sky there are n stars whose proper 

motion is in perfectly the same direction. This common direction 
is assumed as tbe approximate direction towards the A.lltapex. 
We now add one star, making with that direction the angle 

Po = 180 - (!J 
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where lr} is a vel'y smaH quantity. If tbis is neglected, it follows 
from (27) that tbe dil'eetion towards the AntapE'x bas to be corrected by 

1800 

---
n+l 

If ho wever fol' the added star we had 

Po = J80 + (r) = - (180 - (()) 

thcn wo should have found for that eorreetion 

80 there 

180 
+ n+ l' 

3600 

IS a leap of --
n + 1 . 

There is again no foundation for sueh a leap in tbe nature of 
the problem, and it does not appeal' in our solution. 

14. Method of KOBOLD (Bessel). 
I need but say a few words of this metbod, as KOBOLD himself 

elear)y states that his method is liot based on hypothesis B. 
He determines the Apex of the motion of the sun in su eh a way 

that the great cirele of whieh the Apex is the pole, approaches as 
closely as possible to the pole of the proper motions of all tbe stars. 

To satisfy this eonditiou he makes 

:s cos2 Q minimum, 

where Q repl'eseuls thc dhltance hom tbc A pex of the pole of a 
proper motion. Expressed in the quantities used by us, the eondition is 

(28) I sin2 }, sin2 p minimum. 

This is satisfied if we write down fllr cach star an equation of 
condition 

(29) sin').. sinp = 0 

and then solve the whole of these equations with least squares. 
This method cannot be tested by thc condition (10). It is namely a 

peculiarity ofthis method, that whercas, aecording to the otber methode, 
from stars of one part of tbe sky, only a. direction ean be derived, 
in whic'h the Apex must be situo.ted, we find by KOBOLD'S metbod 
a complete determination of the position of that point. 
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lts position is no other than that of the group of siars itself. In 
the ehoice of the position of the Apex each region votes as it were 
for itself. Every line passing through this region thus passes through 
the Apex too, sa that at the same time the condition (10) is satis
fied and i t is not. 

This pecuJiarity of the method together with this second (which 
exists for stars of one part as well as for stars of all parts of the 
sky) that for the d;rection of the rnotion of an arbitrary number 
of stars we may substitute a diametrically opposite motion without 
the slightest effect on the cOOldinates of the Apex, appears to me 
sufficient to decIare the method unsuitable for tlze determination of 
the dil'ection ot the motion of the Bun. 

15. Abridged calculation. 
It is a very common practice in the derivation of the coordinates 

of the Apex, to abridge the work of computation by taking the 
mean of the proper motions of a greater or smal1l:'r numbel' of stars 
situated close together. I wish tu point out that in this way the 
result, derived by means of the various methods, will approach in 
general to those which will be found by the method proposed here. 
So, far from having been more or lebs impaired by this abridged 
calculation, the results must have gained considerably in aecuracy. 

It must be borne in mind however that in this way, in all 
methods except in that proposerl by me, the principle ls sacrificed, 
at least in part. 

rrhe proof of what has been advanced here will be best given by 
writiug out in full and in a similal' form for the vari >us methous, 
the equations of condition and the normal equations enauing' from 
these. I begin by giving them. 

a. J.l1.elhod of AlRY (as modified). 
I leave out of cOllsideration condition (19), this being the only 

Olle dependent on the distances. 
As 

re = T O + (~~\ dA +(~~\ dD = '&0 + voG~)o dA + voG~\dD 

the equations (16) become 

(30) V o (~!) 0 dA + tJo G~\ dD = - T O 

-
which, treated with le,lst squares, give the normal equations: 

27 
j'roceedings Royal Aca.d. Amsterda.m. Vol. Ir. 
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[«~1)o1 dA + [V:(~~)O(~~)J dD = - [170 VOG~)J 

[«~~)O(~~)J dA + [V:(~~):] dD = - [To\vo(~;)J 
They are of course identical with the equations (20) and (21) if in the 

reduction of these we treat the quantities 170 as quantities of the 
V o 

order of dA and dD. 

b. Meihod of ARGELANDER. 

If we l'educe to unity of weight, the equations of condition (24) 
may be writen 

(32) P sin Ào = 0 

or by writing 

(33) sin Ào G~) 0 dA + sin}.o G~\ dD = - Po sin Ào , 

which lead to the normal equatiol?s: 

whieh again will be identical with (26), if we treat the quantities 
po as of the order of dA and dD. 

c. Method of KOBOLD. 

By introducing 

sin À = sin Ào + cos Ào (~~) 0 dA + cos Ào (~) 0 ~D 

sinp = sin Po + cospo (~~\ dA + cosPo (~)o aD 

the equations of conilitioll (29) _ become 
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which give the normal equations: 

U C08I.o8inpo(~:) 0 +8inAoco8PO(~~) j 2J dA+ 

+ U COsl.oSinpo(~~)tsin~ocospo(~~) 0 ( l C08Ào8inpoG~) tSilll.oCOSPo(~;) 0 U dD 

= - [I cosl.osinpo (~~) tSilll.ocosPo G ~) 0 ! sinl.o sin Po] 

[i C09I.o8inpoG~) tsilll.ocospoG1) 0 ~ j CosAosinpoG~) tSinÀocosPo(~;) 0 (] dA + 

+ [jcosÁo8inpoG~)t8inÀoco8PO(~~) o! 2J aD 

=-U C08À08inpoG~)t8inI.OC08PO(~;) 0 !sinÀosinpo] 

Let us now assullle, as was supposed above, that we take the 
rr:ean of the proper motions of the stars situated closely togethE'r 
alld continue working with these as if they were real proper motion~. 
The effect of th us talcing rneans of a consi!lerable number of motions 
wil/ of course be, th at the peculiar motion, which takes place in 
val'ious directiaus, is elimiuated fol' the greater part, so th at the 
mean proper motion found will, with sorne approxirnation, represent 
tbe mean parallactie motion for the regioll under consideration. 

If we dÎt:!tinguisb the values obtained by taking means by dashes 
over the letters, then we wiJl evidently have fol' the various regions, 
with greater or smaller approximation (cf. (8»): 

and consequently 

_ lt 
v=-sinÀ 

(! 

'C 
tg p = -=- = 0 

v 

If first we take only zones of constant Ào and if farthermore 

We assume that the mean secular parallax .!!.- is, with some approxi
(! 

27* 
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mation, the E>ame for stars in various parts of the sky, we sball see 
at once that the effect of taking the mean for various parts of the 
sky in such a zone of constant À,o, is this, that the different 'V's will 
become equal with some approximation, whilst moreover for sueh a 
zone, as indef'd for the whole sky, Tand p become smalt quantities. 

If therefore we introduce into the equations (31) of AIRY: 

À, = constant 

(37) V g = v = constant 

they will become 

- [(aX)2] - [(ax )(aX)] - [-dX] v
2 

(lA. dA + v2 
aA aD dD = - v 7: aA. 

] -[-ax] dD=-v 7: aD 

These equations are identically tbe same as those into which our 
equations (14) are transformed, if in these too we introduce the 
values (37). 

80 zones of the same À, will furnish approximately the same 
results if treated according to bath methods. Henee the combination 
of aH these partial solutions will eertainly not lead to strongly 
deviating results. 

A still closer correspondence may be expected between the reflult'3 
of ARGELANDER'S methad and the resuIts of the second form of that 
proposed by us, when by tdking means, all the angles are first 
made smaH. 

For if we neglect quttntities of the order. 

we may write in the second member of the equations (34) Po = sin Po, 
so that those equationa become, if here again we take a zone of 
constant Ao, 
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whieh equations are identical with (15) if we introducB in them the 
same suppositiollS. 

So, here again we flnd, tbat zones of identical À(l will IlaJ to 
approximately the same reóults in the two methods. What holds 
for each of the zones separately, must also hold \\ith some approx
imation for the final results. 

For KOBOLD'S metbod fbe approximation will be somewhat less 
satisfactory. For bere we must negleet terms of the order 

p dA, P dD, p2 

to gain our end. 
If we do this, the equations (36) will beeome 

whieb are again identieal with our equations (15) if we introduee 
in thern the same supposition'). Zones of identieal}. treated aceording 
to both methods giving approximately identical resu]ts, this must 
lead here also to pretty nearly the same final results. 

The calculations of KOBOLD (Astr. Nachr. N°. 3592) cOllfirm this 
conclusion. The solution which he makes with mean proper motions 
is the only one whieh is in a somewhat tolerabie agreement with 
what others have found, calculating with other methods but also 
with me~n values of the proper motions. 

KOBOLD finds A = 262°.8 

L. STRUVE finds A = 273°.3 

D = + 16°.5 

D= + 27°.3 

Af ter all tbat bas been said tbe conclusion is pretty Obv~OUil 
that what, perbaps more than anythmg else, must hinder us In 

accepting the methods used until now for the denvation of the 
direction of the solae motion is this: that quantities are treated as 
small ones, w hieh in reality are not smaIlI). 

1) ]!'tom au utternnce of Prof. NEWCOMB I conclude thnt he too nscribes the deYlnting 
result of KOBOLD to the renson here stnted. 
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16. Values of tlte di Fferential quotients used in the p1'eceding 
m·ticles. 

The following forrn111ac may serve for the various differcntial 
quotients used in the preceding equations. 

(For the meaning of the letters see fig. 1). 

3x C08 D C08 0 
3A - sin}.. 

3x cos (J sin X 
aD - -cos D sin ).. 

é)). 
aA = - cos (J sin Je 

a;. 
aD = - C08 0 

where X, ), and O-are to be computed by 
\ 

sin), sin 'X. = sin (a - A) C08 D 

sin À cos X = cos (a - A) cos D s2'n (J - sin D cos (J 

sin;' sin 0 = sin (a - ..4) COB (J 

sin À cos 0:.-:= - cos (a - A) cos (J sin D + sin (J cos D. 

A few observations of Prof. JAN DE VRIES and Prof. J. A. C. 
OUDEMANS were answered by the lecturer. • 

Mathematics. - "On twisted quintics of genus unity." By Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES. 

1. By central projection a twisted curve of order flve and genus 
unity can be transformed into a plane curve of order five with five 
nades. Consequently in each point of space meet five chords or 
bisecants of the twisted curve Rs. 

If the centre of projection is taken on Rs a curve of order four 
with two nodes is obtained. From this ensues that through eacl! 
point of R5 two trisecants may pass. 

2. The bisecants that meet a given right line l form a surface 
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A, on which l is a fivefold line. Ten chords lying in evcry plane 
through l the seroll A is of order fifteen. 

Besides the fourfold curve Rs the scroIl A contains a double 
curve of which we shall determine the order. 

If tlJe points Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) lie in a plano with l then 
the fifteen points B == (Ai Ak, Al Am) belang to the above mentioned 
curve. 

In order to find how many ppints Bare lying on l we assign 
the point common to land Ai Ale to tbe points common to l anel 
the right lines AIAm, AmAn and AlIAl; hereby we create a corre
spondenee (15,15) between the points of l. Two corresponding points 
only then coincide when a point B lies on l. In the correspondence 
there are still thirteen other points which differ from B agreeing 
with sueh a point; sa I:J represents tUlO coincidences. Henee t con· 
tains fifteen points Band the above mentionecl tlonble curve is of 
order thirty. 

3. If l has a point S in common with Rs then Al5 breaks up 
into the quartie cone, with centre S, standing on Ró and into a surface 
All, on which Rs is a threefold curve, l remaining a fi vefold line. 
Moreover by a very simple deduction it is shown that now the 
double curve is of order eight. -

4. Jf l becomes a bisecant b thc surfaee Al5 contains two quartic 
cones. The remaining serail A7 has' the fOUl'foId line band the 
double curve R6' 'fhe double curve (B) disappears here. 

By assigning each of the three points of R6 lying with lJ in the 
same plane to' the cbord connecting the other two, the chords of 
tbe sOl'oll A7 are brought into projeetive relation with the points 
of R6' 

SO any plane section of ~17 is, just as Rs, of genus unity and 
must have fourteen 'nodes or an equivalent set of singularities. This 
curve lias five double points on R6 and a fourfold point on b. 
Evidently the missing three double points cau only be represented 
by a threefold point derived from a threefold generator of A7, I.e. 
from the trisecant of the twisted curve. 

80 a bisecant wilt be cut only by one trisecant. 

5. As b meets in each of its points of intersection with the 
curve two tl'isecants, the trisecards of /1,6 farm a scrolt T6 of order five 
of which R5 is a double curve. Eviclently Ta can have no otber 
double curve, so this surface is also of genus unity. 
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Two bisecants meet a trisecant t in eaeh of its points whilst 
eaeh plane througb t eontains a chord. All these biseeanhl form a 
eubie seraIl As with double direetor t. The single director u is evidently 
a unisecant of R5' On the scroIl All determined by u of course t 

is a part of the ahove mentioned double curve. 
Eaeh of the double points of the involution deiermined on u, by 

the generators of As procures coinciding chords; consequently u is 
the section of two double tangent planes. 

6. A conic Q2 having five points in common with Ra is not 
inierseeted by a trisecant in a- point not lying on R5' for in its 
points of intersection ~ith Ra it hs ten points in cornmon with T5• 

Tho surfaee F formed by the conics Q2, the planes of which pass 
through tbe line c, is intersected byeach trisecant in three points; 
so F is a eubie surface. 

Tbe right line c meets five trisecanfs lying on Tg, hence also five 
hisecants belonging io thls surface. As c is interseeted by the 
conic Q2 of F3 in an involution. there are two conics Q2 touebing 
it. When c boeomes a unióeeant then its point S on R5 IÏs a double 
point of Fg. Besides c stIll fiye right lines of Tg pass thruug'h S, 
two of whiehr are trisecJnts; tbe remaining three must be biseeants 
completed to degenerated eonies Q2 by the other tI iseeants l'esting on c. 

If c beeomes a ehord, Tg has two double points, eaeh of which 
support s two biseeants belonging io TB and two trisecants als 0 

lying 011 the surface. If finally c is a tl'isecant, T s beeomes the 
above mentioned surface A3' 

So: All conics Q2 intersecting two times a given l'igltt Zine farm 
a cubic surface. 

7. The comes Q2 passing tlwough any given point P form a 
cuMc surtace lIs with double point P. . 

For only one eonie Q9, passes through Pand the poin t S on R5, 
as PS is a single line on the cubie surfaee I's determined hy PS. 
From this ensues that Ra is a single eurve of the surface 113, so 
that this is interseeted by a trisE'eant in three points. And as a 
right line throllgh P has in gene! al with only one conie Q2 two 
points in comman, one of whirh is lying in P, P is a double 
point of 11s. 

On this surface !te the Bve bisecants meeting in P, moreover ihe 
five ttÏsecants by whieh they are completed to conies. The quadratic 
cone determined by these five chOl'ds intersects lIs in a right 1ine 
P, on whieh the mentioned trisecants rest; sa p has no point in 
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cornrnon with R5' :NIoreover any given right line through P deter
mining only one cOllie Q2 of ns I the planes of the conics Q2 on 
173 must forrn a peneil; the planes of the ahove mentioned degen
oJ'uted eonie Q2 pass through p, !l0 P is the axis of the pencil. 
The rernaining ten right lines of ns are evidently unisee~lllts of EG. 

8. The axis p determined hy P cannot belong to a seeond sur
face lIs, for the five trisecants l'esting on p determine together 
with p tbe bisecants intersecting each other in P. 

If P lies on R5' P is quite undeterrnina'te. 
Tbe point P being taken on a triseeant t, tbrough that point two 

bisecants pass forming with t conics Q2; the axis p eoincides with 
t, which follows as a matter of course from tbis, that 113 beeomes 
the surface As belonging to t. 

9. If p describes the right line al, the locus of the axis p is 
a cubic scrolt .63, of which al is tbe linear dil'ector. For if P' 
and pil are the\ points common to al and Q2' then this conie lies 
on the surface n3' and fls" belonging to P' and P"; 80 its plane 
contains the corresponding axes p' and p". 

To .6s evidently belong the five trisecants resting on al; in the 
points common to R5 and these trisecants R5 is cut by .63• They 
moreover meet the double director a2 of .6.3 ' 

These trisecants lie at the same time on the seroIl .6s' having a2 

as linear director; on this surface al is the double dil'ector. 
The 1'~qht lines al and a2 con'espond 1nutually to one anothel'. 

If al is itself au axis, each plane through this right line eontains 
only one axis p differing from al. In that case the surface .6.3 he
cornes a scrolt of CAYLEY and al! coincides with al. 

In the c01'1'espondence (al, a2) each axis is cvn8equently assigned 
to itself. This also relates to all trisecants, as eaeh of these must 
be regarded as an axis of each of its points. 

10. The five trisecants cut hy al and hy al! also lie on the 
surface ra determined hy al; So this contains the right line a2 as weU. 

Therefore bath axes p' and p" lying with al in a pI anc (iJ cut 
eaeh other in the point 0 common to a2 and the conic Q2 deter
rnined hy (iJ. 

From the mutual correspoudenee between al and a2 we conclude 
that ra also eontains all the conics Ql!' the planes of which pass 
through a2' Five bisecants belonging to ra rest on a2' 

If according to a weU known annotation we eaU the five tri-
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secants consecutively b3• b41 b5• bG and C12, then the five bisec,lnt'l 
resting on al are indicated by CIS. C14. C15' C)6 and hl2, and a2 meets 
the bisecants C2S' C24. C2S' C2G alld bl • 

Tt is casy to see that the remaining ten right lines of rs viz. 
as, a4' as. aal CS4' CSS' CSO. C4S' C40' C50 have each om point in ('ommon 
with Rs. 

11. Let P be any point of the conic Q2 meeting al in P' aud 
Pil. Now the axes pand p' must interseet each other on Q2; so 
p wiII pass thlOugh the point 0 ~common to p' ann pil, 

Consequently the axes p lying in a plane 6) pass througk a point 
o of conic Q2 dete1'mined by 6) • 

.As 0 has been found to describe the line a2 if (û revolves about 
al, 0 and 6) are focus and foeaJ pielDe in reJation to a linear com
plex of rays of which al and a2 are conjllgate lines, the axes p 
and the trisecallts t being rays. 

12. The conics Q2 which cut Rs in Pand P' forming a cubie 
sUl'face, a right line l having a points in common with Rs meets 
the C3-a) conics Q2 through Pand P'. 

SA Rs IS ft, (3-a)-fold curve of the surface rP, containing thc 
conies Q2 w hieh pass through Pand rest on l. .As a triseeant ean 
meet none of those conics in a point not on Rs, fjJ is a surface of 
order 3 (3-a). 

Of the 3 (3-a) points ('ommon to cp and the f1-secant m 
ti (3 - a) lie on Rs. The lemailling (3 - a) (3 - fJ) points of inter
sechon determine as roany conies Q2 resting on land on mand 
passing through P as weU. 

From this we conelude again th at all the conics Q2 cut by l 
and rn will form a surface lJI, on which R5 is a (S-a) (3-f~)-fold 
curve, Then however qt must he a surf ace of ol'der 3 (3-a) (3-(1). 

If we now notice that a r-secant n is cut hy lJI in (3-a) (3-(1)r 
points lying on R5, thus in (3-a) (cl-f3) (3-r)-points not lying 
on this curve, it is evident that three right lines having 'respectively 
a, f3 and r points eommon witk Rs deteJ'mit}e (3-a) (3-fJ) (3-/,) 
eo nies Q2 1'esting on these lines. 

So any three bisecants meet one conie Q2 only. 

13. Let G2 be a conic having no point in common with Rij. 
Tbe surface lls, with its duuble point P on G2, cuts this curve 

still in four points P' j consequently G2 is a fourfold curve of the 
locus :E of the conies Q2) each ha ving two points in eommon with G!J. 
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The conic Q2 Iying in the plane cp of 0" belongs six times to 
the section of :2 and CP. 

Moreover as each bisecant of Rs lying in cp dptermines a conic 
Q2 of 2, tbis surface is of order 4 X 2 + 6 X 2 + 10 = 30. 

Through tbe point Sk of R5 Iying in cp ten conies Q2 of 2 g0, 

pass, viz. the four conics determined by the chords Sk Sz and the 
conic Q2 to be counted six times containing all the points Sk • 80 
R5 is a tenfold curve. 

lf O2 breaks up into two l'ight Hnes land 111 intersecting each 
other in r the locus consists of the cubic burface 1]g belonging 
to Pand tbe surface 1F27 formed by the conics Q2 resting on land 
m. And now accordmg to 12. the curve E5 is a ninefold curve of 'P 27 
and according to 7. a single curve on n g ; so in aceordance with 
what was mentioned above it is a tenfold curve of 2so = 1[127 + ns· 

As O2 alld Es have a points in common, we find in a similar 
way that tbe conics Q2 which meet O2 in two points not situated 
on EG form a surface of order % (4-a) (5-a), where E5 is a curve 
of multiplicity ]/2 (4-1l) (5-a), O2 being a (4-a)-fold line. 

14. We shall still determine tbe number of conics Q2 resting 
on the a-conie O2, tbe fi-conic D2 and the r-eonic E').. 

The surface ra of the conics Q21 cutting E5 in Pand PI, and C2 
have (6-a) points in common. 80 R5 is a (6-a)-fold curve of the 
locus of the conie Qll, passing through Pand meeting O').; so this 
surface is of order 3 (6-a). 

Of its seetions with D2 a number of (6 -«) (0-/1) are not situated 
on R5' which proves that E5 is a (6-a) (6-P')-fold curve of the 
surface of the conics Q2 resting on O2 and D 2 ; so this latter surface 
1S of order 3 C6-a) (6-P'). 

Oonsequently thel'e are (6-a) (6-fi) (6-r) conics Q2, having a 
point in common with each of the conics 021 D21 E2' 

1u particular any three conic!? Q2 are cut by one conic Q'}. only. 

Physics. - 11 The cooling of a current of gas by sudden change 
of pressu1'e." By Prof. J. D. VA.N DER W.A.A.LS. 

If a gas stream under a constant high pres&ure is condueted 
through a tube, so wide that we may negleet the internal friction, 
and this stream is suddenly brought under a smaller pressure, either 
hy mcans of a tap with a fine aperture, or, as in the experiments 
of Lord KELVIN and JOULE by means of a porous plug, the 
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temperature of tbe gas falls. For a sm all difference in preSSUI'e of 
tbe gas before tbe tap and tbe gas behind tbe tap tbe amount lIas 
been determined by the experiments of KELVIN and JOULE. Thoy 
represent the cooling Tl-lh for air in the empirie' formula: 

By means of the equation of state we calculate för tbis cooling 1), 
again on the supposition that PI and P2 are small: 

In this formu1a PI and P2 are expressed in atmospberes, m is the 
molecular weight, Cp the specific heat at a constant pressure for the 
gas in a rarefied state. 

If in tbe equation of state a is a function of tbe tempera tu re, 
273 

and is to be l'epresented by aT' we sbould find, if Tl and T2 

do not differ much, and Pl and P2 are smalI: 

It is still doubtflll, which of /those two formulae better represents 
tbe observations of KELVIN and JOULE. It is remarkable how dif
ferent a value we find for this cooling, as for everything wbich 
relates to quantities of beat, if a is a function of the temperature. 
The accurate knowledge of this process bas of late proved to be 
more necessary tban before, as LINDE bas applied tbis process for 
obtaining very Iow temperatures and as in LINDE'S apparatus tbis 
way of expansion is made use of to obtain liquid air. 

Let us represent tbe energy per unity of weigbt of tbe gas under 
tbe pressure PI by El' Let the speci/ic volume be VI and the tem
perature Tl' Forrthe gas under the pressure p'J. we represent these 
quantities by E2' V2' T2 • 'rhen tbe process is represented by the 
formula: 

• • • • • • (1) 
or 

I) Die Continuität etc., IIte Auflage Seite 128. 
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- EZ + pz vz 

With tbe symbol % = l! + Pi) cbosen by GIBBS, we may represent 
the process shortly by 

%1 = Xz • 

The VIS viva of the progressive motion may be neglected, if 
the velocity of tbe motion is smalI. Moreover the section of the 
tube before- and af ter tbe tap may be chosen in sucb a way, tbat 
thc v~locity may be considered as Înval'Îable. We may therefore 
represent by IJ the tbermodynamic energy of a gas, being in 
equilibrium. 

From the equation : (~:) T '1' ( ~~ ) v - p we find, if we assume 

ET af(T) 
as equation of state: p = -- - ----- : 

v-b v2 

E = cp ('1') - : [f('1') - '1' f' (T)J 

Tbe moamng of cp ('1') we find from Cv = (aO;)v' from whicb 

follows: 

Cv = cp' ('1') + ~ '1' f" ('1') • 
v 

'l'hc meaning of 'I!' ('1') is ther~fore the vulue of the 1:lpecific heat 
at v = 00, which we 1:lhall l'epresent by c"=,,,' If we think the 

substance in a very l'arefied state to consist of molecules, wbich 
do not cbange with tbe temperature, we may put C='" = cp' ('1') = 
constant and su cp ('1') =--= '1' IJ • The quan tity E is: 

='" 

If we write: 

pv =R1'+ R1'~ - ::'f(1') , 
v-b v 

the value of X becomes as follows: 
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;c = (cv=co + R)'1'-::' [2 j('1') - 1'j' ('1')] + Rl' ___ b 
• v IJ-b 

or 

x = c '1' - -~[2 f (1) - '1'/' (1')J + Rl'_
b

_ • 
p=O v v-b 

Making usc of this vaIue of ;(, we deduce from .,(1 = X2 the 
folJowing formula: 

If we want to keep a and b at tbe value whieh they have in 
the equation of state, in whieh the pressure of One atmosphel'e is 
ehosen as the ullity of pressure alld the volume whieh the unity 
of weight of the gas oceupies under that pressure alld at 00 as 
unity of V'olume, this last formuJa assumes the following form: 

.. a R'1'2 b 
Let us think V2 so gl'eat that tbc quunhhes - alld ----- or 

V2 V2 - b 
(1 + a) (1 - b) (1 + atz) b 

- may be negleeted, thell the eooling is 

determined by thc value whieh .!: [2j(Tl )-Td'(1'lJ _ R1'l b possess-
VI vl-b 

es. If at given Tl we make tbe value of VI pass thl'ough all the 
valne8 from v] = 00 to v] = b, and if we think Tl eh08en in 
sneh a way that: 

a [2f(T]) - Tlf' (1]) ] > (1 + a) (1 - b) (1 + at]) b, 

the value of the expression : 
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wiJl begin with zero; then this expression will obtain a positive 
value, which riscs to a maximum; aftel' which it will diminish 
again and aftel' having passed through zero, it may even become 
negative. 

It appears from this rcmark, that at a given value of Tl we 
may give to vI, and so also to PI such a value that thc cooling 
has its maximum value; or in other words there is a most ad van ta
geous value for PI in LINDE'S apparatus. The existenee of sueh a 
most advantageoUil value follows of course by na means from the 
approximated empirie formuIa of Lord KELVIN and JOULE, which 
is generally used to explain the LINDE-proccss. Yet the existenee of 
a most advantageous way of working has been obsel'ved, but it is 
ascribed to a quito different cause. Sa we read in »La liquéfaction 
des gaz. J. CAURO, pag. 33" about this what fo11ows: "Comme 
"la production frigorifique de l'appareiI dépend de Ia différence de 
"pression PI - P2 avant et après J'écoulement et que, d'un autre 
,jcOté, Ie travail de comprcssion pst fonction du quotient de ces 

"mêmes pressions (!.!), il est clair, que ravantage est d'avoir unc 
P2 

"grande différence de pression, mai" en même temps un rapport 
"aussi faihIe que possibIe entre ces mêmes pressions." 

In this phrase very grcat importance is attached to the quantity 
of heat, which is deveIoped when the gas, returning under the 
pressure P2, is again compressed to its original pressure PI - and 
this heat is in fact, considerable, and the more considerabIe the 
sinaller P2 is at given Pl. It is even gr<.'atcr than the heat which 
is !tuuihilated whcJl thc preöl:lUl'e iö Ioworerl to 1'2' But in the appa
ratus of LINDE the arl'Hngement is óuch, th at the devcloped heat is 
given out in quite a different part of the apparatus, from th at where 
the eoId is produced; and the gas heated by compression loses this 
Jleat before it reachcs the cooliug-spiral, sa for Înstance by passing 
through the cooling mixture, which serves to dry the gas. And 
if this we re not sufficient for taking away the heat which is pro
dueed by compression, it would not be difficult to find more effica
cious means. 

But in the quoted phrasc the usu al mis take lws been made, 
against which I will warn here, viz. to put the cooling proportional 
to (PI-P2) - or to expect at any rate that the cooling will always 
increase with the increase of PI - P2' 

In order to find the condition which must be fuIfiIled that the 
cooling be maximum, we may couBider Al as fUllction of 11. and PI 
and A2 as fuuetioll ot '1'2 allU P2. rrhe value uf Tl we thillk as 
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being gi ven; also the val ue of P2. We ~ get. f!'Om: . 

Xl =X2 

( OXl)' OX2) . 
-- dPl = (-7 d12' 
OPI TI 072 p~ 

If T2 is to be a, minimu~n apd therefor~ the cóoling a maximum, 

I ( OXl) d' . (OXl) t len "î- an therefore also "î-:- must be O. 
. UPI TI. UVl Tl 

Therefore: 

or 

-;J2j(ll )- 7I j'(Tl ) I =. RTl . I 

VI 1 '. '. f (VI -b)2 

If a is thought to be constant, this equation becomés': 

. 2 a(! +' a)(! - bH 1 + at l ) 
vlo. = '. (VI _,b)2 .. _._~ .. _' 

273 . . 
If, howcver, a is taken asa --, as OLAUSIUS does for 002 we 

']) . . 

find: 
3 a ,(1 + a) (1 - b) (l+atl)~ 
V12~ = (vl - b)2 

In oI:del' to ~tVoid needlesB eaIcuIatiollS, I 8ball ju what follows 
ouIy examine tbe ~onsèquoucos if a i8 put constant. 

Then we find: . . 

( 

VI ) 2 '. 2(1 . . . 2'7' 7'y" 

VI b = 0+ a)(! ~ b) ((+ atl) ="4 Tl" 

If· we lüu1 sought thè value of v, for whieh t.he Vi\]110 of lJV I is ft 

minimum, we hadohtairled: .' 

From this appeal's that the valuevl, for which a maximum value 
is ohtained, is the, same liS that fo!' whieh pv has a. minimum value 
at a temperature equal to half '1'1. 
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If we had calculated the, value of VI for which the co\,ling is 0, 
a b 

always on, the, suppositicin th at - and "-- may be lleglected, 
V2 'V2 - b 

we should have found: , 

wliile we obtain for thevalue v], for which PVI has again the 
limiting value 11.'11: 

v', a '27 TI(. 

--;;;"- b = (1 +-;)(1 - bfb(1 + atl ) -"4 Tl .' 

Here again' we, arrive 'at the result, that the valuo of VIl for, 
which the COOlillg === 0, is, the same as that for which pv has agaill ' 

the limitingvalue at a temper~ture of ~l. ' , 

1'hrough this remark we are able to ,conclude also to the circum
, stances of the discussed cooling, if we know the course of pv. 

Thus we find' both the minimum product of pv and the value of 

pIJ = BT at' v = ~ if T -: 28
7 

TI(. - and we fiild the maximum cool

ing and the cooling = 0 also if v '00 ,at a temperature whioh has 
twice tbis value. > This 1l1eans for the product pv th at it is found 
greater than B.T for, every finite value of v -' imd for the COOlillg 

, . ' ,', ',,'. 27 > 

that it is negative for every value of v. At T> - TI(. the' conse· 
, I 4, 

quence, of the process, in which Xl >, X2, wil! bethat the gas is heated 
, > \ ' > 

when it flows out. 'As for hydrogen we may put T=40°, tbc gas 
will be heated at T> 270°, so this, must have been the case in the 
experiment of Lord KELVIN and JOULE 1). As the experiment was 
made at t = 17° or T = 290°, onIy a slight 'increase ,of temperatul'e 
may have been observed, if, we have determined the,Iimits of the 
temperature correctly. If, a is corisidered as a functiol1 ut' the tem
perature,these limits are rendered by other ratios. But the existence 
of such a limit of the temperatul'e is beyond doubt. 

When T is lowered, the 'value of v becomes smal1ei', as weIl for 
the maximum cooling, as for tbe limit between. cooling and heating. 

1) See a190 'KAMEltLINoH ONNES, VersIng Kon. Akad. }j'ebr. 1895. 

28 
l?roceedings R~yal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 11. 
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If wc put e. g. T = 2 T", !fhich is the caeo for air tbat iR cooJed 
somewhat below 0° centigrade, we find for the value of v for the 
maximum cooling 2,2 ó, and fol' the value of v for a cooling = 0 

27 
an amount = ï9 b. For T = Tse these values h~tve decreal:led to' 

27 
5/3 U and 23 b. 

By elimination of T we find for the locus of the points of maxi
mum cooling in tbe P, v diagram: 

a 2v-3b 
p= b - v2 

If we put ~ = (! (density), we find the parabola : 
v 

2 1 
which yields p = 0 for l! = 0 alld for (J = "3 b' The maximum 

1. a 
value of p, which is found for Q = IT' ,IS equa1 to 3 l/J. or to 

9 Pse. For air (whieb we treat here for simplicity's sake as a 
single substance) this minimum pressure amounts to 9 X 39 = 351 
atmospheres. 

To the f'xistenee of slleh a paraho]a for the points, where pIJ has 
a minimum vaIue, has been concl!Jded by BELTRAlfI from the obser
vations concerning pv of AMAOAT. 

or 

For the points, fvr whieh tl/e cooling = 0, we find: 

a 
p=

b 

2 v-u 
~-

a 
p = b (2 (!-b (;'2). 

So lllso a pal'abola in tbe p, (! diagram. 
By elimination of Vl we gei a l'elation bet ween PI and 1'1, wbieh 

lIas the following form : 

PI = 27 pse [1 - V 2
4
7 ~J [3 V:7 ~~ - 1] . 
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'V-le fiud thc maximum value of Pl at '1'= 3 Tl" nlld ai:> lIas uopn 
mentioned l)efore, it is equal to 9 Pt'. SA for air 9 X 39 = 35l. 

For T = 2 TI< we find PI = 304 atmospheres, and for 
1 = T't. P1 =100 " 

The constant value which bas been chasèll in the apparatus of 
LINDE, may' be considered as an arithmetical m('an of the most; ad~ 
vantageous pl'cssure at tho beginniug and that at thc end of the praeess. 

But -at the same time we may eonclude from the cireumstance 
that PI is a function of 1"i., that an apparatus, which would wOl'k 
theoretically perfectly 7 should be able to reglIlate the pressure PI 
according to the f.emperature which reigns in thc inner spiral. 

The numerie vaIues of the pressure, and the limits of the tem~ 
perature which have been faund, will be different according to the 
equation of stnte which is used. But though we cannot warrant the 
absolute aeeuracy of the numerie \Talues in consequence of thc in
aecuracies of tbe equation of st.'tte, yet we may prove, that from 
eveJ'y equation of state, whieh properJy accounts for the course of 
the product pv, as f-aund experimentally, tbe e~istence of a pressure, 
fol' which the cooling is equal to 0, foJlows} and sa a]so the existence, 
of a pressure, for which the cooling has a maximum value. For as 
long as PI V1 < P2 V2, the resulting ex tern al work will promote 
cooling. This lnfluence is greatest for a pressul'a, at which Plvl lIas 
a minimum vnlue. If PI '1.'1 is again equal to P2 V2, tbc cooling has 
the same valuc as it has in case of perfectly free expansion. But 
if the pressure is still higher, PI Vl rises above P2 V27 and approaches 
infinilely to a limiting value which is 00, sa that every cooling 
which would be the immediate l'esult of free expansion, may be 
neutralized by that of PI VI - P2 112' Only if we should assume alsa 
an infinite value for the oaoling oatlsed hy free expansion, the above 
J'easoning would not be convincing-. But then, nobody will aSSUllle ihis. 

We may repl'escnt the maximum cooling in the following simple 
form: 

or-

or 

28* 
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From this we Hnd at Tl = 2 Tse the value 55°. 
Propcrly speaking we ought to subtract á certain amount from 

this 55°, because the opposed P2 may not be neglected. Let us put 
jt at 0,265 X 20. Then we may at Tl = 2 Tse put the cooling at 
50°, if the opposed pressure amounts to 20 atm. and Pl has the most 
ailvantageous value. According to the approximating formula we should 
Hnd somewhat more than 75°. 

For decreasing values of Tl the maximum value increases, as 

\ 1 /' 4 Tl /2 
tI - V 27 TJ(, ~ increases with _ Tl • 

If we write: 

Tl '1\-T2 it appealS thnt if - - he,s the same value, --, - has also the same 
T se lse 

vu.lue fol' all g'\lses for whi('h m cp has the same value, and this is 
tbe case for all those whose molecules contain two atoms. 

If we write: 

T 
We conclllde, that at the same value of ;se the heat annihilated by 

the expansion is for all substanoes an equal fraction of TI( of Tl, 

and sa of the vis viva of the progressive motion. 
It need scarcely bE> observed th at if the expansion could have 

taken phtce in an adiabatic way, the cooling would have been much 
more considerahle. 

From the equation of state: 

(p + :2) (V-b) = Rl' , 

follows fol' the course of the isentropic line: 

in whieh ~ represents thé value of (;:) at infinite rarefactiou. 

By elimination of P we find T(v - b)I(-1 = Cl. 
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If we take Tl = 2 Tk and for V1 tbe value for the greatest cooling 
according to the process Xl = X2, so Vl = 2,2 b, and for V2 a value~ 
which corresponds to P2 = 20 atm., th en even by tbis one expansion 
the air would have been cooled alrendy far below tbe critical point. 
Lord RAYLEIGH has already pointed out, that tbe process of LINDE 

might be improved by causing the expanding gas to pcrform more 
work. It remainl:! tberefore desirabie to find all arrangement, by 
which the expansion approaches more lIearly an isentropic process 
than is the case in the apparatns of LINDF.. 

Physics. - Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS p"esents for the proceed
ings a communication of Mr. H. HULSHOF at Delft, on: 
"The direot deduotion of the oapillal'y oonstant (] as a surfaoe
iension." 

The amount of tbe capillary ten sion and the capillary energy, as 
found by Prof. VAN DER WAALS in his Théorie Thermodynamique 
de la capillarité, mayalso be determined directly. The existence of 
capillary tension is undoubtedly the consequence of molecular attrac
tion. Therefol'e we shall have to exami ne the influence of molecnlal' 
attraction in the capillary layer, i. e. we shall have to determin 3 

the valne of the molecular pressure for an arbitrary point of the 
capillary layer. 'fhe eqnation of .state gives a(l for the value of 
tbe molecular pressure ; tbe equation of state, howevcr, compriser; 
only those cases, in which the distribution of matter is homogeneous. 
As the molecular pressure is tbe direct consequence of the attraction, 
wbich the particles exercise on one another and is therefore deter
mined in a point by the condition of the smroundings, it may be 
expected that for not homogeneous distribution of matter the molecular 
pl'essure in different directions will have different values. l'he 
existence of capillary tension is to be ascribed to the fact, that in the 
capillary layer the molec\llal' pressure in the direction of tbe surface 
of the liquid is different from that in the direction normal to the 
surface. 

When the matter is bomogeneously distributed the molecular 
pressure per surface element do is equal to the force with which 
all the matter on one sid€' of the plane in wbich do is Rituated, 
attracts in the direction towards this plane the material cylinder wi th do 
as base, sitnated on tho other side of the plane. In thc capillary 
layer we can also (h'fine tho molecular pressul'e-Ïn the same way. 
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Therefol'e wo shall ootermine the molecular prossUl'e in a point A 
of the capillary layel': 

({ in tbe direction normal to the surface of the liquid i 

b, in the direction parallel to the surface. 

a. 1'hrough A we lay ft plane parallel to the surfaee of the 
liqllid. rrhe force with whioh the lay(lr of a thiekness d u, parallel 
to the separating layer, at a distance 11 below the plane laid through 
.11, attrncts the nnity of mass f, !tI cM above this plane, is: 

on tho sllpposition that tho examined layel' has thc unity of density. 

, 
!~ , , 

Fig. I 

The density in a 
Jayer parallel tn the 
surface of the liquid 
is tho same every
where. We g'ive there
fore, the density as a 
function of tho dis
tance from the plano 
laid through A. If 

wo ('all tho normal lt anrI tnke as positive ilircction that one turned 
townrds tho VnpOlll' phaRis, so thai lt = 0 is sitllated in the homo
gonoons li<]lliil phasiR, tho donsit.r of thc layor with a thickncss 
dit will ho: 

d(j u2 d2(j 
() -w- + -- - ('tc. 
" dit 1.2 dlt2 

wh ere (j. 
d(j d2(j . 
-, d'e} havo tho va.lucs which these quantities have In 
dit II~ 

point A. For all layers 1I<.'10w thc plane through it, thc atLraction is: 

U=O 

Let us imagillo in f not tho unity of mass, but let us considel' 
there ft v01nme-eloment with a thickness of dll l and for th€' sake of 
Rimp!icity with i1. lmsc of 1 em.2 insteacl of do. 1'110 r]cl1sity of this 
volume·element bcing: 
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the attraction which is to be calculated may be represented by: 

u=oo f - (! d lfJ (u + ltl) = Q lIJ (ltl) 

u=o 

ffhe integrated term is zero fol' the two limits. 

The integrated term is here nh;o zero fol' tlle two limits. 
The intcgral bccomes thel'cfol'e: 

00 .f (! dItI!! lfJ (hl) = (!'), .r lfJ (lIJ) dltl = all2 
• • • • (1) (1 ') 

o - 0 
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ct:> 11=00 

+ (! d(> [dlt l f d 11: (u + ltl ) • J (1) (2') 
dIt.. , 

o 11=0 

We put l/-'(1~)du=-d11:(u) alld suppose, as is usually done that 
11: ( 00) is equal to zero. The latter expl'ession may be transformed 
into: 

o o o 

The integrated term is zero for thc two limits. 

d2(J J~ [ J"=oo d2Q j'f 1=00 
= - (! dlt2 dlt l II 11: (u + ltl) + (! dll

L 

dltIJ 11: (u + ItI) du • .. (1)(3') 

o !l=0 0 !l=0 

Here too the integrated term is zero for the two limits. 
Wo put n (11') d:v= - d X (al) and suppose as usua] th at X (00 ) = o. 

']'ho latter expression may bo transformed into: 

']'ho integmtec1 torm iR 7.01'0 for the two lirnits; so tho exprCARioJl 
hecomcs: 
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'fhe integl'ateu form is ugain zero for thc two limits. 

~l dl! (! lp (!tl) dltl = (! df! J~l lfJ (ltl) dltl' • • (2) (1') J" dIt dIt 
'0 0 

J
rfJ 

/tI d(! dlt} d(! r:~U+ltl) du = _ (df!)2 ~l dltl r;;~U+lt}) du = 
dIt dltJ ~ dIt .J 11 .J ~ 

o u=O 0 u=O 
Ol u=co Ol u=co 

= (~~) ~ftl dlt\]d . n (u+ltl) = (~~) l' tI rlltl [n (lt+ltl)J = 
o u=O 0 u=o 

The integrated form is zero for the two limits. 

\~ 

This expressioll has the dimcnsion Jltl:ll/1 (!tl) dit} and will bo 
o 

neglectod by us as weIl as (3) (2') :md (3) (3'). 
For the Illolecular pl'C'SSlIl'e in the direction nOl'mal to tho RUl'faco 

of tho liqllid we find thoreforo: 

or 
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aJ aJ 

We put j iZI l/1 (hl) dIt] = Cl and .ptl2 lil (ltl) dh] = C2, the1'efo1'e the ex.-
o 0 

pression for the molecular pressure is t1'ansfoJ'mcd into: 

If we add to this molecular pressure the extern al pressure PI' 
we may equate th is sum to p+a(J2, if p rt'presents the pressure, 
whi('h belongc:; to a homogeneous phasis with thc density (I. 

d2(1 C2 (d(l)2 
p] - P = - C2 (! -- - - -

dh2 2 dl! 

This 1'elation is tho f'lfllno aR hno; beon dcdu('('cl hy Prof. VAN 

DER WAALS. 

b. We sho.11 now calculate the molecular pressure in thc direction 
of the surface of tho liquid. For this purpose we suppose a plane 
laid tluough A, normal to Uw rapilla1'Y laye1', and in A a cylinder 

p with a thickness do normal to 
that plane. Thc matter in the 

u-_~e,,--___ 'b cy linde1' has everywhere the 

=~S~~==lA 
l~ 

call thc direction ab the direction z. 

same density. The unity of 
mass in IJ acts on the unity of 
mass in S with a force cp (1'), 
if l' rep1'esents the distance Sc. 
The component of this force 
in thc direction normal to PQ 

is cp (1') cos Sca or cp (1') dr if we 
- dz 

Tho material cylinder ab.L PQ, with a thickness do' and with lJ. 
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unity of oensity acts thereforo on tho unity of mass in S with a 
force, of which the component in the direction J.. PQ is: 

r=<» (XI 

do'fep (1') ~: dz = do' .[ep (1') dr = do' ç (rl)' 

7 =r, r, 

wher~ we assume that d. ç (1') = - ep (1') dr and ç ( ex) = O. 
Lot us now lmagine in the plane PQ a Systt>lll of polar coordi

natos with A as origin and the hne .i to the paper as fixed axis. 
Wo take as surface element !J dy dep. Let the density in A be (I, 

then in an arbitrary point of the plane PQ the density is: 

d(! 1 d2(j 
(! + - y sin ep + - -J y2 sin2 ep + 

dlt 2 dIt 

It is easy to see th at if the terms (! + d: y,çin ep alone existed, 
dit 

the attraction which the substance I'ight of PQ would exel'cise on 
thc nnity of mass in the direction J.. PQ, would be tho samo as 
in raBO of a homog'C'noolls density (I and therefore: 

(! 1/1 (u). 

"\VC' luwe stiJl to ndd to tbis attraction : 

2.,.. 

.f' sin2 (p drp = 11: 

o 

ana sa the expression becomes: 

ror ,,2 = u2 + y2 and so I' dr = y dy • 

For this lattor expr('')sion wo may [llsa write: 
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r=u 

r=r;p r=r;p 

= [-: ~:~ (r2_u2
) I/' (r)] + ~ ~;~ J lIJ (1') r dr . 

r=u 1'=U 

This integrated term is zero for the two limits. 
80 we find for the component of the attraction .L P L Q : 

and therefore rOl' the attraction of the cylinder: 

and for the moleculal' pressure in the direction of the capillary layer: 

r;p 

f(!dU [(JlJ!(2t) + ~ 
z r;p 

~l~ f 1/'(1') rdr] . 
o u 

This expl'ession becomes: 

Thc latter term may be transfol'mcd into: 

- ..:. (! d'Jf!J:lt [n n (7l)] rij + 2. (J d2~ r;" r: (r) d,· = 
2 dlt2 2 dIt .J' . 

o Il 0 11 
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The integratcd term i::l zero for thc two lirnit::l allel so wc keep: 

Also this integrated term is zero fol' thc two Iimits. 
We find thercfore for the molecular pressure in the direction of 

the capillary Iayer: 

or 

Thc pl'Cb::lUre in eOll::lequence of the attractioll has thcl'eforc HU

orher value in the dil'ection of the capillary Iayer thlln in Uw dil'ee
tion normal to this Iayer. In the direction of the capillary layer a 
surplus of molecular pressure will exist in consequence of the 
attraction. This surplus will amount to: 

or 

This surplus of pl'essure taken over a surface ..1. to the bordering 
la,yel' whose length in the direction of the capillal'y layer is 1 cm. 
and ",hose breadth is equal to the thickness of the capillary layer, 
furnishes the value of the capillary tension : 

which integral IS to be taken over the whole thickness of the 
capillary layer. 

We may make aIso another representation to ourselves of the 
capillary tensioD. Let us bear in mind that the thermal pressure 

{):::: R T in any point has the same value in all directions. If DOW 
V-b I 

in consequence of the moleculal' attraction the molecular pressure 
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lws difl'ercnt vallIcs iu dift'el'ent dicections, the condition, which is 
thereby brought about, ma)' be compared with a condition where 
the pressUI'e bas a nifferent value in different directions, If we eaU 
the quantity which is to be considered as the pressure in thc direc
tion .L to the capillary layer, PI aDd that in the direction of thc 
capillal'y layer, the t'ollowing formula would hold: 

or 

This difference in pressure taken over a surface normal to the 
bOl'dering Jayer, with a length of 1 cm. and a breadth equal to 
thc thickness of the ca.pillary Jayer, fm'nÎl:ihes thc value of the 
capillary tension : 

Thc work which is to be performed for cnlarging the sUl'faGC 
with 1 em.2, the temperature remaining cunstant, so thc eapillary 
energy is: 

Wlth the aid of this lat ter consirlercttion we ean oasily show that 
tbe capiIlary energy is equal to thc amount with which tho thermo
dynamic poteutial of' the bordeI'ing layer, taken over a cylinder 
who se section is 1 cm.2 and whose height is equal to the thickness 
of' thc eapillary layer, exceeds thc thermodynamic potentialof' thc 
same mass in the homogeneous vapour- Ol' liq-uid-phasis. 

Astronomy. - "Dete1'111ination of the latitude of Ambl'iz and of 
Ban Balvadol' (Portuguese fVest-Afl'ica)." By O. SANDERS 

(Communicated by Dr. E. F. YAN DE SANDB BAKHUYZEN), 

During a several yoars' residence on the West coast of Africa I 
spent as much as I could of my leisure in rnaking observations 
for dcterrninillg geogra phical positions. Till BOW, besides a rather 
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inaccurato theotJ üli te, whieh diu not allow to reau uoyowl rull 
llIinutes, I had at my Ilisposa.l only a sextant. Recently howevol', 
nftC'l' consuIting with Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUlJZEN who 
fllr a long time all'e,tdy has rendered me val ua bIe assistanee in my 
endpavours to obtain uscful l'esults, I have bought a portable uni
versal instrument, by mOftllS of which I h-ope that my future ob8er
vations will attain a higher degrpe of accuraey. 

Yet, among the earIie)' obse.rvations there arc already some, of 
whieh the pnblieation may prove desirabie, with a view to thc great 
ullcertainty whieh still exists about the exact position of several 
places on the South·West eoast of Africa. 

I wiIl here eommunicate my observations for the determination 
of the latitude of Ambriz alld of 8:tn S,tlvauol', both in Portuguese 
Wes t-Afd ca. 

1. Dete/'lllillation of tlte l~titude of Ambl'iz. 

'l'he obscl'vations were made with a sextant of W.EGEN~a{ with 
verniel' on whieh eau be read 10", and an artificial horizon; besides 
I used a mean time chronometer. Observations referred to the sea
horizon, together with some made by mtmus of thc small theodolite, 
mentioned above, are not eommunicated, because they are far less 
accurate. 

The errors of gmduation of thc sextant were determineu by 
Dr. KAlSER at Leidoll as follows: 

lIt 0° 0"0 at 700 + 32"5 

10 + 5.5 80 I 23.5 T 

20 + !l.5 00 + 24.0 

30 + J::'O lUO + 2,./,.5 

40 + lILO llO + 21.5 

50 + 18.7 120 + 24.5 

60 + 21.0 

Before ('uch set of obscl'vations I tcsted the adjustment of the minors 
alld thc telcscope. If smal! deviations were found 1 they were imme
diately corl'ected. The index error was always determined befare the 
obsorvations by 4 till 6 pointings Oll the direct images; in the case 
of so)ar obsel'vations they were equally distributed over both limbs. 
This determination was of ten repeated in the same llIanner aftel' 
the observatioll3. 

I assumed for thc eastül'1l longitude 130 8' or expl'esscd in time 
52 rn. 32 soc. 'l'his value was deducotl fl'om determinations of 
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tbe time (measuremonts of 8 till 10 altitudes near the prime vCl'tical) 
and a comparison of the so found local time with that of Greenwich , 
as given by the chronometers on board several ships that touched 
at this port. The English Admiralty-chart (corrected up to 1897) 
gives als 0 13° 8' for tht' Eastern longitude of Ambriz. 

As provisional value of the latitude I assumed 7° 50' south. 
The observations were made befare the old factory of tIle "Nieuwe 

Afrikaa.nsche Handelsvennootschap" and consist of the three fol
lowing series: 

1. Oirczmzmeridian altitudes of the Bun on l.Jay 10, 1893, 

Fa!' the reduction of the observations I used tho following formula: 

~ cos rp C()~ () 2 sin2~t cos2 lP cos2 () ~ 2sin1!t 
(p=u-z+ - - cotg(u-(p)----

sin((j - cp)' sin 1" sin2(o~cp) bin}" 

z l'epresollts the nOl'thern zenith distance, whm'cas sauthel'lllatitllJe 
is regal'ded negative. The term depending on 2 sin6 ! t could bc 
nog'leoted, as its influence, even in tho case of the greatest hom' 
angles, was toa small. 

The following corrections anu claily ratcs of the chronometer 
wero found: 

March L8 1893 + '16m 56' 50 
- Ob24 

Aplil 12 , + 16 50,10 
- 0,23 

May 3 , + 46 45.48 
- 0.39 

June 3 H + 46 33.26 

That I might use a constant value for the declination of thc SUil, 

the houl'-angles were reckoned from tbe instant of thc maximum 
altitude, computed from the formula: 

d(} , 
to = 0.255 de (tangcp - tau,go) 

m whirh to' the hour-angle of the maximum a1titude, is expresscd 

m seconds ot time and do stands for the variation of the sun's 
dt 

declinatioll in one hour, expressed in seconds of arc. 
The observed altitudes were corrected for refraction, parallax and 

semidiameter. The places of the sun etc. wo re taken from the Con
naissance des Temps. 
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For the time of the observatiolls and thc us cd part of t1l0 sextant 
we fiud: 

Corr. chronomel er to mean loc. time 

Indexcorrection sextant 

Corr. for error of graduatión 

Temperature 

Barometer 

Mean loc. time of transit of sun, P 

Hour-angle of maximum altitude, 10 

Ueclination of tbe sun for P + 10 

+ 46m43s4 

- l' 55" 

+ 25" 
270 C. 

760 m.M. 

11h56m138 

- 485 

+ 17° 44' 43"5 

The separate observations and their results are glven In the 
following tabie, which needs no further comment. 

Limb Chrono time. Hour-augle. Reading Sext. Latitude. 

1 10h53m40s _ 15m45s1 1270 45'40" - 7° 50' 3116 

u 54 55 14 30.1 128 54 50 49 53.2 

1 56 14 13 11.1 127 66 20 49 59.1 

u 57 1 5 12 5&3.6 129 2 30 50 4.4 

1 5, 37.5 11 47.6 128 I ]0 50 2.'3 

lt 58 20 11 5.1 129 7 30 49 45.4 

I 59 2 10 23.1 128 5 30 50 5.5 

u 59 40 9 45.1 129 11 20 49 48.8 

I 11 0 17.5 9 7.6 128 8 50 50 10.3 , 
u 1 1j.5 8 18.6 129 15 5 49 47.7 

Hence: 
Latitudo from lower lilllb 

, Hupper Iimb 49 51.9 

Mean vaine - 7° 49' 58"0 

Dift'erence upper limb-Iower limb + 12"3 

Examining these results and also those of tbe 2nd series given below, 
it appears clearly that there is a perceptible constant personal error 
in esteeming the contact of the two images of the sun, and its mean value 
as deduced from the two series is 5".3 If we correct tne separate 
resuJts for this amount, we obtain as mean error of a single pointing 

29 
Proceedillgs Royal Acad. Amsferdom. Vol. H. 
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± 5".8 and as mean error of the flnal result ± 1".8. Wc must 
also take into account however the error made in determining the 
index correction, which influences all the observations equal1y. Ir 
we assume that for this determination 5 pointings were made 
(compare aboye) and accordingly take the mean value of its error 
to be ± 5".8 X V 1/5 :::::: ± 2".6, the total mean error of the result 
becomes ± 3".2. 

Moreover, as the observatiOlls are not arranged symmetrically 
with respect to the meridian, an error in the correction of the chlono
meter aIso influences the final result. Probably tbis error is not 
large, as the rate of the chronometer was pretty regular in the 
period considcred. Also the resnlts from the first and the last pair 
of observations, viz. 58".3 and 58".6, agree weIl inter se. An error 
üt thc chronometer correction of 29 would result in a variation of 
3".5 in the latitude. 

2. Circummeridian altitudes of the Bun on May 14, 1894. 

The observations were reduced in the same way as those of 
May 10, 1893. The sun'f) pI aces etc. we re now taken from the 
Nautical Almanac; they are based on the same elements and values 
as those of the Oonn. d. T. The following corrections and daily 
rates of the chronometer were found: 

Jan.12 1894 

April 26 , 

May 22 , 

July 13 /I 

+ 43m44s76 
- 0880 + 42 21 30 
- 0.99 + 41 55 60 
- 2.01 + 40 11 20 

For the time of the obsel'vatioua and thc used part of the sextant 
we find: 

Corr. of the chronometer + 42m 886 

Index correction sextant - l' 50" 

Correction for error of graduation + 25" 

Temperature 27° 

Barometer 760 mMo 

Mean loc. time of transit of sun, l' llh 56m !ls4 

Hour IIngle of maximum 1I1titude, to - 4~ 4, 

Declinatiou of the slm for .1'+/0 + 18° 41'10"1 
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The separate observations and their l'esults follow here! 
, I1 i 

11 
Limb. Cltron. time flour angle. Reading Sext. Latitude. 

:1/1 
11, 

1111 201 41s - 1101 20-4 126° 10' 20" - 7° 50' 5"3 
111 

u 3 30 10 31.4 127 16 20 50 1 2 
\1 111 

4, 17 9 44. 4 126 14 50 50 8 8 /1
1
' 

1 I!' 
u 5 18 8 43.4 127 21 10 49 58.7 

I) t 
6 9 7 52.4 126 1!l 50 4!l 54 1 

1
11,1 

\l 6 54 7 7 ,.I, 127 25 10 4!l 43.0 1111i~ 7 42 6 19 4 126 22 20 50 !l 7 

"'I 
u 8 24 5 37 4 127 27 40 49 46.8 

111:' 
9 5 4 56.4 126 24 40 50 3.9 lilt 

IJ. 9 42 4 19 4 127 29 0 50 0.0 IIÎlII 

+ 7 
II1 

21 3 1.6 1~6 21 10 50 6.0 
1111'1 

IJ. 21 42 7 40 6 127 23 10 50 9.3 
I/II 

22 16 8 14.6 123 18 5 50 22.1 

I' 11 22 50 8 48.6 127 20 30 50 12.4 Ij) I: 
23 29 9 27.6 126 15 30 50 11.0 

11111I 
ti i 

IJ. 24 45 10 43.6 127 15 40 50 3.5 ril 
25 33 11 31 6 126 9 20 50 17 8 111

I ,I 
u 26 9 12 7.6 127 11 25 49 59.7 III!II I 111 

26 46 12 44.6 126 5 50 50 1.8 
11,11 

u 27 26 13 24.6 127 7 0 49 57.9 ('( I I 
ijl 

Rence: I'1 
11I1 

1(1l! 
Latitude from lower limb - 7° 50' 8"05 JIII!ll' 

1

' t' 49 59.25 ')1 upper /I 

\~ Meau result - 7° 50' 3"6 

DiJference upper limb-lower limb + 8"8 ~ 
Thc value now found for thc personal contact errot' agl'ecs fairly i'lll 

Ir 11 WeU with that faund from the first series. 
1111/ Ir again we correct the separate results fol' the mean value of II( 

this error, viz. 5".3, we now get as mean orrol' of oue pointing' ± 8".3 Ih l 
1
11

\ I 
I11 

Ir \Ij 

- -~ ~- - I~II\ ) 
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and for the mean of all ± 1".9. If we add to this as mean error 
of the index cOl'l'ection ± 8".3 X V I j5 = ::I: 3".7, the total mean 
error becomes ± 4".1. The uncertainty in the - correction of the 
chronometer may be perhaps a Iittle larger than for May 10, 1893, 
although the acceleration founc1 aftel' M'ty 22 has probably not begun 
before that date, about which time the colder season began. But 
at any rate, through the symmetrical arrangement of the observations, 
an error of this kind will influence on]y very slightly the final result, 

In reality the observations for index error wiJl as a rule be 
preeiser than thc altitude determinations with the lIIercurial horizon 
aud, if on the other band we~ take into considel'ation the possible 
uncertainty of the chronometer correction, then I don't think the 
precisioll of my ollservations is ovemüed, if we assnme :I- 5" as mean 
error both of the result of May 10 1893 and of that of May 14,1894. 

3. lJrJeridimt attitudes of the sun and of ce C1'ucis. 

In the thiril place 1 measured several times tbc grcatcst ahitnr1c 
of the SUll and once that of ce Cnwis.' 

Tl1C observations on the sun were ulways made on the lower 
limb, as in this way the maximum altitude fl'om the mercurial ]lorizon 
is easÎest and most accurately measured; the images of the lower 
limb namely are sepàra.ting befol'e the culmination. 

Here follow the observations and their resuJts. The column 
"Corr." gives the sum of the index correction anel the correction 
for errors of grarluatioll. '1'he declinations and the semidiametel' and 
parallax of the sun were taken fol' 1893 from the Connaissance des 
Tem ps: for 1894 from tbe Nautieal Almanac. 

Date. Object. I Reading. Corr. I 'l'emp. I Barom./ Latitude. 
, -

M ay 7 lSlJ3 Sun L. L. 1290 56'50" -1'30" 29° 759.5 _ 7° 50' 6"7 
, 

11 8 /t , 
* 129 24 20 1 30 29 758 50 4.4 

11 9 " H • 128 52 20 1 30 28 759 50 4.2 

/I 10 /I /I " 128 21 0 1 30 27 760 50 1.5 

IUJle 2 /I , 
~ 119 20 15 1 31 27 761 50 1 1 

M ay 10 13!)4 Cl Cl'ueis. 70 42 0 1 13 25.5 760.4 60 9.6 

/I 14 " Sun L. L. 126 2820 1 30 27 760 49 57.0 

'Ihe l'('&ults from tbc a 11 itudcs of the sun still I'cnHlin to be col'-
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rected for the personal error; applying for this the value found 
previously, we obtain as final results : 

May 7 1893 - 7° 50' 1"4 

1/ 8 11 49 59.1 

11 9 11 49 58.9 

11 10 11 49 56.2 

June 2 /I 49 55.8 

May 10 1894 50 9.6 

11 14 11 49 51. 7 

Mean - 7° 49' 59"0 

As it is difficult to form an opinion about the relative precision 
of tbe observation of Ct Crucis and those of the sun, the same weight 
is given to all of them. The mean error of an observation is then 
,faund to be ± 5".6, that of the mean + 2".1: 

The results from the 3 series u-ow must be cornbined, Although for 
the last series a smaller mean error was found, it did not seem advis
able to assign to it a greater weight than to the others. Far it is 
passible that fol' this kind of solar observations the persollal error 
differs perceptibly from that in the determination of rÎrcum
meridiall altitudeFi. 

So wc have: 
So"ies I 

U 

M III 

63.6 

59.0 

Mcan - 7° 50' 0"2 

Thc thrce sorios agreo fairly weU inter se, anel as final rosult 
fOl' the latitude of the pI ace of obseryation wc may take: 

" 
_ 7° 50' 0,0 

I 

which value will probably be exact within a few seoonds. 
'fhe red uotion of the latitude to that of the harbour light amounts, 

ac('ording to the map of ItPort .A.mhriz" on tbe English .A.ilmiralty 
chart: "Cape-Lopez-bay to St. Paul de Loanda", to + 12" ± 2" (the 
map is not graduatod), aod so thc latitude of the harbour light is 
faund to be: 

- 7° 49' 48'~ 

Thc value given on tho Admiralty chnrt. is: - 7° 52' 9" and 
accordingly 2' 21" t.oo l1luoh ~outh. 
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Il. Deterl1lination of the latitude of .9. Salvador do Oongo. 

A. few obscl vations have been obtained about the latitude of San 
8alvador, the old capital of the former klIlgdom of Congo. They were 
made before the factory of the "N. Afrik. Handelsvenn.", situated 
about 1 K.M. north of the centre of the bill on which the town is 
built (562 m. above the sea-level). 

Only the following meridian altitudes were observed. 

= 
Date. I Object. I Reading. Corr. I Temp. I Bar. Latitude. 

May 81895 Sun L. L. I 1320 49' 10" - 1'1011 5
/ 

27° 714 
I 
- 6° 15'18"2 

f( 10 H 

" 
131 45 20 110 27.5 714 15.3 

/I 11 11 " Crucis. 67 31 50 1 13 22 713.5 26.1 

If to the results from tbe observations of tbe sun we apply tbe cor
rection + 5".3, the mean result for the latitude becomes: 

_6" 15' 16" 

with an uncertainty of perhaps 10" or still more. 
Dr. CHA 'V ANNE (Map of J USTUS PERTHES 1886) found for tbe 

latitude of San Salvador (the hiJl extends over a few kilometers only) 

- 6° 20' 10" 

and fol' tbe longitude 14° 47' 18" East of Greenwich. Very pl'obably 
there is also an error in the longitude of more than 20', tbe true 
eastern longitude being smaller. 

Physics. - "Methods and Appamtus used in the Cryogenic Labo-
1·atory. IJ. Mercul'y pump fot' compressing pure and costly 
gases under high p1·essure". By Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting'). 

Physiology. - IL Lipolytic férment in human ascitic [luid". By 
Dr. H. J. HA!lfBURGER. 

(wm be publishcd in thc Proccedings of the next meeting.) 
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Chemistry. - Prof. A. P. N. FRANCHIMONT presented to the 
library the dissertation of Dr. P. J. MONTAGNE, entitled: 
"The action of strong nit1'ic aeid upon the three isomerie 
chloro-benzoic aeides arld .'lome of thei1' derivates", 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "The alleged identity of 1'ed aud yellow merCul'e 
oxide" (II). By Dr. ERNST COHEN (Communicated hy Prof. 
H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOl\1), 

(Will be publisbecl in tbe Proceedings of tbc next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - "Determination of tfte decrease of the vapour tellsion 
of 8olutions by dete1'1nining tlte 1'i~e of tfte boi ling point". 
By Dr, A. 81\1ITS (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS 
ROOZEBOOM). 

(Will he publisbed ll1 the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

(Febl'Uary 21, 1900.) 
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. E RnA. T U M. 

Pllge ·103 fOl'mula 2, 3. l'ead aR follow: 

. P-P' p-p' », - - .. ----=--:-""- J-- ,. 

p] - PI Pl-PI 

(273)2(· T 
1 + (p + p') T Ct - b -) , .. ,273 

.Pago 104 Tabie I read asfollow: 

I 
I . ,i 

Ir. B .~ (iSI (1-;r)+~2il'l :' .r.' 

0 1.5328 

I 
1..5258 

, 0.2082 1.3057 1.3019 f .3075 0.213~ 

0.30001) 1.2052 I 1.2024 1.2112 0.3084 

0.4192 1.0826. 1.0809 1.0862 0.4243 

0.5077 0.9884 0.9877 0.9934 . 0.5131 

0.6498 0.8399 0.8398 0.8444 0.6541 . 

0.7085 0.7799 0.7802 0.7828 0.711(1 

1 0.4765 .0.4771 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN 1VEtENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROOEEDINGS OF THE ME,ETING' 

. of Saturday February 24, 1900. 

------~·ooc~.-------

(Translated froin: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige· 

. Afdeeling van Zaterdag 24 Fe~ruari 190d Dl. VIII). 

CONTENTS: "A simple and rapid method for preparing neutral Pikl·o-carmine". By Prof. J; W. 
VAN WIJHE, p. 409. ~ "The Entropy óf Radiation" (IJ). By J. D. VAN DER WAALS JR. 
fCommunicated by .PI'of. H~· G. VAN DE SANDE BAK~UYZEN), p. 413. '- "On ratiollal 
twisted Curves". By Prof. P.· H. SCHOUTE, p .. 421. - "Lipolytic ferment in Asdtes-Iiquid 

. of man". Hy Dl'. ·H. J. HAMBURGER, p. 428. - "Metbods and Apparatus usedill the 
Cryogenic Laboratory. JI: Mercury pump fol' éompressing pure aDd costly gases' under 
high' prEssure". By PI'Of. H. KAMERLINGH ONNI!S (with 7 plates), p 437.-:-"Thealleged 
identity of red nnd yellow mcrcUlic oxide" (Part II). By DI'. ERNST COHEN (Commu
riicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM\ p. 458. - Pl'of. A. P. N. FRANCIIIMONT 
present~ DI'. P. J. MONTAGNE'S dissel'tation: "The "action of hydrogen Ditrnte upon the 

. three isometic ehloro-benzoie aeids and some of their del'ivatives", p. 461. - "The 
Enantiotropy of Tin" (IV). By Dl'. Dl;. ERNST COllEN rCommunicated by Prof, H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), p.464 (with one .. pInte). - ."On Phenomena. ón the stln con
~idel'ed in connection with nnomnlous dispersion of light". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS, 
p. 467. - "On the fOl'mntion of trisubstituents of benzol form disubstituents". Dy 
Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN (Communicnted by Prof. C. A.Lo'BRY DE BRUYN), p. 468. -
"l<lnquil'ies into the system Tl NOs + Ag NOs". By Dl'. C. VAN EYK (Communicated 
by ·Pl'Of. !I. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), p. 468. ' 

Th~ following papers were reàd : 

Anatomy .. ~ Prof. J. W. VAN WIJHÉ describes: ,"A simple and 
,1'apid method fo1' p1'eparing 1leutml Pikl'o-carmine". . 

By many it wiII' no doubt be deemed umiecessary trouble to a.dd 
another. to "the manifold presèriptions for the preparation' of pikro- . 
carmine. i Most investigators who use it, will be content with one 
of the well-known methods of preparation which they have been 
in the habit of following, as was also the case with me, until, 
about a year ago, the stain disappointed me. . 

This happened during the study of young embryonic tissue, which 
had .' been blackened by osmic acid and had afterwards been bleached. 

. 30 
ProceedingsRoyalAc~d. Amsterdnm. Vol. H. 
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The ordinary means to tinge nuclei: haematoxylin, alum-carmine 
and difforent anilille-stains produced a diffuse colouring', whereas 
onIy aftel' having been for about fOUl'teen days in pikro-carmino the 
nuclei beca,me visible. 

Then however the protoplasm of the eens had disappeared; it 
could not be otherwise than dissolved in the alkaline pikro-cllrmine, 
and it seemed only natural ra,'ther to take a neutr~l solution of this 
tincture. I tried different prescriptions, but I was not successful in 
finding a neutral so]ution: a moist red litmuspaper hung in the 
bottle above the liquid, was tingcd blue aftel' a few hours. 

PAUL MAYER in his aJticle: "Ueber Pikrocarmin" 1) says not to 
believe that: "Carmin in einer ganz neutralen Flüssigkeit, die noch 
dazu eine relativ grosse Menge pikrinsauren Salzes enthält, gelöst 
bleiben kann" l1. c., p. 19). He examined pikro-carmine' from the 
anatomical laboratory at Munich and trom the Col1ège de France, 
Jlloreover liquid and solid samples of GRÜBLER and different solid 
samples of MERCK. 

The pikro-carmine is a sO]utiOll of two solids: picrate of ammo
nium and ammoniumcal'mine - the discovercr RANVIER believed 
it to be a chemica} combination, but this is an assertio gratuita -
and now it is (leaving the alkaline reaction out of the question), a 
deficiency of most prescriptions that they cannot specify the relative 
proportion of these elements and leave it to the incollstancy of chance. 

This is the caso with all prescriptiolls in which bacteria from the 
air are called ta aid, according to the method followed in the Collège 
de FraDce 2), moreover the preparation thl'n I!tsts sevcral months, 
and, as experience has taught me, there is considerable danger of 
obtaining a totally useless produd. 

Because of the difficulties just mentioned and others bcsides, PAUL 
MAYER says at the end of his article (1. C., p. 28): "Das Facit wäl'e 
also: das Pikro-carmin gehört zu den Färbmitteln, die eine bewegte 
Vergangenheit hintpr sich haven, und von denen man möglichst 
wenig Aufhebens mehr machen sollte." 

Pikro-carmine can ho wever not yet be considered out of date 
as a stain in microscopical technics, and I have been successful 
in preparing in a simple way a liquid, which may practically be 
called neutral, at the same time containing fully known quantities 
of picrate of ammonium alld ammolliumcl1rmine. Thc method can 

I) P.A.UL MAYER, "Ueher Pikrocnrmin", Zeitschrift fûr wissenschnftliche Mikroskopie 
und mikroskopische Technik. Bd. 14, 1897. 

') See A. BOLLES LEE, The Microtomist's Vademecum, fourth Ed. 1896, p. 153. 
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part1y be considered as a modification and simplification of HOYER'S 

prescription 1) running thus: 
Take 25 cc. 2) of an aId strong 3) solution of cal'mine in ammonia 

and pour it carefully in 100 cc. of strong alcohol (of circa 96 pCt.), 
a voJuminous precipitate of ammoniumcarmipc now forms itself. 
Filter af ter half an hour or longer, rinse the preeipitate on the filtrum 
with 100 cc. strong alcohol and dry it for 24 bours in a thermo
state of 40-45° C.4). 

If the solutiOll was aId eno}lgh a dark red, ne-arly black erumbled 
mass is obtained, whieh is easi1y rubbed down to a powder tho
roughly and clearly soluble in distilled water or in picrate of ammonium 
of whatever strength. If pierie acid is added to tbe solution, a 
pl'ecipitate is immediately formeel; tbe pierate of ammonium may 
therefore not contain free picrie acid which was the case with a 
certain quantity whicb I received from MERCK 5). 

The relativa proportion of ammoniumcarmine and picrate of am
monium, which, as a rule, seemed to me most favourable for staining 
was as 1 : 2. In order to obtain a liquid~ which would at tbe 
same time fix the tissues to some e:1ttent (as pikrocarmine is ex .. 
pected to bring ab out) , I took a 1 pCt. solution of picrate of am
monium, - i.e. a nearly concentrated sollltion 6) and added thereto 
1/2 pCt. ammoniumcarmine. 

I) HOtER, Beittage ZUl' histologischen Technik, Biologisches Oentralblatt, Bd. 2, 
1882. l!'ollowing the somewhat lengthy prescriptiou of HOYER, I was not successful 
in obtaining a powder quite soluble in water. 13esides a good cleal of carmine is lost. 

The "l'ikrocarmin nach HOYER" of GRunr.ER must, according to tbe List ofPrices, 
be dissolved with ammonia, and cOllld therefore not be usad for roy purpose. 

2) These !Iud other quantities are of course token ad libitum, the statement is for 
the convenience of those who may want to follow the prescriptiou. 

3) At first I dissolved 30 gr. carmine in 100 cc. not diluted ammonia of circa 
10 pCt. Afterwards I found' out that tlle carmine dissohes better in ammonia diluted 
with t11e double qunntity of distilled water. 

4) The filtered liquid is tbrown Ulvay. Aftel' eVllporation a tough red substance is 
o btainecl, wltich, when tllorougllly dried forms a coherent, hard mass, soluble in 
alcohol as weU as in water. With alcohol the watery solution gives no preeipi.tate. 

In the same mnnner it nppears that tlle solution of ca1'minic acid in ammonia con
sists (lf two kinds of ammoniumcnrmine, one of which ean be preClpilnted hy strong 
alcohol, but tl1e otber cannot. 

~) A sample, wltieh I received from GnUlJLTIR was excellent 011 tne contrary. 
Picrnte of ammonium can ensily be prepared. ltor instnnce 9 gr. pierie-neid are 
dissolvecl in 100 cc. alcohol of circa 96 pCt. adding 15 cc. ammonia and evapo· 
rating on the thermoltate at about 60°. 

6) In winter crystals lire formed in tbe 1 pCt. solution of picrnte of ammonium. 
To prevent tbe stain from crystallising in winter, it can be diluted with half the 

qu.nntity . of distilled wáter. 
30* 
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The . s.oluti.on was not neutral h.owever, alth.ough both ingredients 
were . perfectly dry. Alth.ough they werè dried f.or' a wh.ole week 
in ft te~perature .of 45°, I am.oist red litmuspaperhung in the b.ottle 
above the liqp.id, turned blue aftel' some time .. Pr.obably free. am
m.onia clung t.o the dry p.owders. T.oget rid .of it a s.olution was 
b.oiled. in a glass. receiver f.or s.ome time, until a red litmuspaper 
did not turn blue. in the vap.our.· This was the case after,boiling 
fr.om a quarter t.o half an h.our. .Aftel' c.o.oling d.own, thé liquid 
l.o.oked slightly unclear, .which· was easily amended by filtering. The 
l.oss .of v.olume was rest.ored with )iistilled water. 

The tincture, was . n.ow reany; t.o keep: it free .of mould, it was 
needful to add an antiseptic; 1 pCt. chl.oral,. recommended by 
HOYER,pr.oved efficient. . .' 

ThiA pikrocarmine 1) . is practically neutral, for a moist red litmus
paper hung in the d.osed bottIe ab.ove the sur,face of the liquid, 
was n.ot yet tinged blue, aftel' f.our months. 

rfhe t~ncture 2) c.ontains 1/2 pCt. amm.oniumcarminé' and .] pCt. 
picrate .of ammonium, f.or the l.oss: .of weight in c.onsequence .of the 
unclearness ,after:boiling, is S.o insignificant, that it cann.ot be taken 
into c.onsiderati.on. The preparati.oil' is finished in hv.o days; should 
time be sh.ort it., could .even. be . done in one day; inwhich case. thc 
drying' is left undone, and aftAr a, pr~liminary expedment,' tbe 

. quantity eau be' calculated which must be taken fr.om the m.oist 
precipitate. The insignificant quantity of alc.ohol, which it c.ontains, 
is .of n.o c.onsequence, and is m.ore.over dispers~d, by boiling: . 
, .A. difficulty with this meth.od is that an old carmine s.o]uti.on in 
ammonia must be nsed. Mine was tw.o yenrs .old. Fresh s.oluti.ons, 
and such. as welLwhich were half a year .old, produced, instead .of 
a black, a more .or less clear red amTI?.oniumcarrriine p.owder, which 
was .only partIy and unclearly soluble in water.! . . . . 

The carmine-s.oluti.on must therefore "ripen" , h.ow l.ong, l I have 
n.ot been able' t.o ascertain; but tw.o years is not to.o much. The 

. questi.on n.ow is whereinthis ripening c.onsists aDd if it. cannottake 
place . at .once. It· is ,vell~kn.own . that a ripe s.oluti.on (fr.om which 

, the superflu.ous'amm.onia has. been all.owed to evap.orate as much as 
p.ossible), stains the tissues hetter than a fresh .one, andthis isvery 

. generally -' amongst .others hy GIERKE 3) - ascribedtothe 'f.ot-
'.' ",' / 

'1) To be obtaiued at the address of Dr. G. GRÜBLER, ,'Leipzig. 
2) Qne drop of t11e tincture on the filtering-pnper giv~s, af ter· being dried, n brown- . 

yellow stnin ,,,Uh red edge. This edge is much bronder; with the boiled, than with 
Uie unboiled liquid. . . .. . . .. . ' . 

3) H. GIERKE,. Färberei zu mikroskopischen Zwecken, 1885, p. 14 and 15. 
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mation of ammo:ilium-carbonate, the carbonic' acid being resorbed 
from the air. There, is no' douht that this resorption takes place j 
and expecting that thesalt mentionedmight. cause the ripening, I 
added . 10 pCt. carbollate of ammonium to the solution. ' However 
without the d'esired' result ,even af ter the, solution was several 
months aId. 

I then took, into consideration whether the carmine might perhaps 
resorb oxygen from the air, and would need to be oxygenated j and 
this provedto b~ case. 

When putting together: 

10 gr. earmine' powder, 

10 cc. ammonia, 

20 cc. hydrogenperoxyd,' 
, . 

the mixture boiled for a short time in' a glass receiver, then cooled 
down (for instance by .letting the receiver float inwater in a half
fiUed cylinderglass), a. ripe carmine soJution is obtained in a few 
minutes, which,. tteated in the above·mentioned way, produc!3sfnlly 
9 gr. 1) of an almostblack am~oniuincarmine, which is entirely, 
sometimes a littlè uncleafly, soluble in water. 

Instead 'of boiling. with hydrogep.-peroxYd aIl eq ual quantity of 
a 1 pCt. solution of kaliumpermang'anate can be taken as weIl, 
althoUgh in this case thc oxygenation' is 'easily carried too faro 

Physics. "Tlte ent1·opy of 1'adiation" (II). By J. D. VAN DER 

WAALS JR. (Communicatetl by Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE 
, ' 

BAKHUYZFlN). 

IV. 

Distribution of the. vibraUons ofthe molecules. 

In . thc second part of his "Vorlesungen über Gastheorie" Prof. 
BQ.LTZMANN d}scusses the way in 'which the intramoleculal' energy 
is distributed over, the different molecules. He fin.ds that the chance 

" . 

1) If. dl'!} èarmine has' been used. But' onrmine as it is sold, frequently Ilontains 
10 -pCt. or more water" though H may seem to be dry • 

.. - ... _ .. _-_ .. _------'-------
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that a molecule belongs to a certain gl'OUp, may be represented by: 

In this Al and Tt are constants, El the I3nergy of the intramole
cular motion, 2)1 ••• PIL the coordmates, which determine that motion 
and ql • • . q", the momenta corresponding to those coordinates. 

From tbis would follow, that the chance that tbe amplitude aXl 

of the vibration of a molecule is ûontaioed within certain limits) 
is represen ted by: 

II 
ad 

1 -T 
;:;--- e dax!. 
(JVn 

However we eannot accept this result without further proof. The 
motion, which we are considering) and which is the cause of radi
ation, is necessarily damped, sa that between two collisions a mo
lecule has lost part of its intramolecular energYi moreover the 
molecule has absorbed energy from the field. For slleh a motion the 
proof of Prof. BOLTZMANN does na longer hold. 

In order to find the (listribution of the amplitudes we 8ha11 have 
to take into consideration two rauses of chang'e: tbe collisions and 
the electric forces. 

Flrst I shall pxamine the influence of the electric forces, and then 
inquire whether the c01lisio08 of the molecules will modify the 
distribution brought about hy the electric forcE's. I shall make the 
same assumptions about the construction of a molecule as Prof. 
LORENTZ did 1), i. e. : 

a. I assume every molecule to contain an ion charged with 
electrici ty. 

b. rrhat ion has a position of equilibrium in the molecule, from 
which it can move in all directions, and to which it is driven back 
with a force, proportional to the deviation. 

c. The mass of the ion is sa smaH compared to that of the rest 
of thc molecule, that when the molecule is vibrating, the ion alone 
may be cOllsidered to move. 

d. The remaining part of the molecule is charged opposite to 
the charg'e of the ion and th at in such a way that, wben the ion 
is in its position of equilibrium, the electrie forces, exercised by 

1) Arcb. Neerl. XXV, 5, 1892. 
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the ion, are entirely destroyed by the remaining part of the male· 
cule. From these assumptions we find for the eqllation of motion 
of an ion 1): 

(
dy dZ) + e -N- -."Y. . 
dt dt 

Bere m represents the mass of the ion, f a constant factor, IV the 
coordinate of the ion, IVl that of the position of equilibrium of the 
ion, e the electric charge. 

Tbe term - f (IV - ,vI) is due to the fact that an ion has a po
sition of equilibrium, towards which it is driven back. The second 
and third term of the riglJt hand side indicate the inflllence of the 
electric farces exercised by the molecule itself. The second term may 
be transferred with the negative sign to the left hand side; it is 
evident that it gives then an apparent change of the mass of tIle 
ion. If we represent by m the mass of the ion, modified in such a 
way, we may leave this term further out of account. The third term 
has always the sign opposite to that of the velocity and explains the 
damping, which a vibrating particle experiences in consequence of 
the fa ct that part of the energy is radiated into space. The three 
last terms express the farces I exercised by the surrounding molecules 
on the ion. Prof. LORENTZ has pointed out that tbe fourth term is 
great comparen to the fifth and sixth. For f we 8ha11 take tbe 
electric force, as it is in the position of equilibrium of the ion. 
The force 4 n V2 e f, which we take then into consideration, acts on 
the ion and on the rest of the molecule with the same amount but 
in an opposite direction, and has therefore only influence on thc 
vibration of the molecule. On the other hand, the farces which 
we neglect: 

dj (dY dZ) 41' V2 e -(.2'-.2'11 + e - N - - M 
dJ] dt dt 

would also give a progessive motion to the centre of g'l'avity of the 
molecule. Afterwards I hope to discuss the influence of these forces. 

For the external force f we ahaH write: 

1) LORENTZ, loc. cito equation T § 90 in conllection with equations 111 and 112. 
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2 nt , 2 nt 
flcOS T+ 12sm T 

and we shall take constants fol' 11 and 12' As a molecule is actually 
subjected to an alternating electric force, the amplitude and the 
phasis of which vary with tbe time, we get in this way a solution 
which will hold with approximation for a short time only j but which 
will yet be sufficient to cOIlcludo from tbe condition at a given 
moment to tbat of a short time At aftel', The eq,uation wbich we 
have to solve, is therefore reduced to: 

d2
[)J e2 d3

(C (2 nt 2 nt) 
rn -2 = - f (.x-trI) + - -3' + 4 n V2 e 11 cos -T + /2 sin -

dt V dt T 

The solution of this is: 

( 
, 2 ut , ,2 nt) 2 nt , 2 nt 

(Jx = a.1l cos T + a~2 sm T e-lct + bxl cos T + b:;;~ szn T . 

B b ' t' 'h 'jO d
2
ax h' I f d y su stItu mg In t e equatIOn lor m dtf!, t IS va ue 0 0$ an 

by equating the coeffiClents of 

2 ut 
e-lct cos- , 

T 
k 

' 2 ut 
e;- t SZrt -, 

T 

2 ut , 2 nt 
cos Tand szn T 

sepal'ately to zero, we find the following four equations: 

(
4 n 2

) ~2 ( 4 n
g

) 2n 
axl m T2 - k2 - faXl + V axl - kB + 3k p2 + 2 a:t2 m k T + 
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4 'lJ2 e2 (2 'IJ)3 
bX2 m T2 - f bzS + bXI V T + 4 'IJ V2 et}, 12 = 0 • 

From the first and the second equations follows: 

from which Tand la may be calcuIatcd. 
a'xl and a'x2 are constants which may be arbitrarily chosen. The 

quantities bxl and bx2 are not arbitrary, but are determined from the 
third and the fourth equations as follows: 

We shall represent this by: 

The quantity b depends therefore only on the accidental value of 
tbe amplitude of the electl'ic force on the point where it happens 
to be, alld not on the accidental value of the amplitude of the 
vibration of the molecule. 

The amplitude of bx is therefore V p~ + q2 times or 4 '1f V2 e2 times 
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the amplitude of f. Moreover the phasis of b# is I. As however 
all phases occur equally frequently the distribution of the quantities 
[bal] will be the same as that of the quantities [/1], so that the 
chance that b:rl is contained within certain limits may be repres
ented hy: 

In order to find the distribution of the vibrations we may reason 
as follows. Starting from a cerfain initial condition the molecules 
will entirely lose their original vibrations by radiation. The vibrations 
in the direction 'of the X-axis, which they abs orb from the field, 
are dependent on the I-component of the vibl'ations of the ether, 
and not on the g- and lt-component. As the 1-, g- and h-compo
nents are independent of each other, also alt, ay and az, caused hy 
them, must bo independent of each other, alld as all directions occur 
with the same freqnency, the distribution of tbe a's must al80 be 
that of MAXWELL. The chance that the quantity a:rl is contained 
within given limits, may therefore be represented by: 

In order to arrlve at tbis result the solution of the differential 
equation for alt is not necessary. In this way however the condition 
is not yet perfectly determined. From the value found for ale appears 
that if a molecule were exposed to nn electric wave of constant 
intensity, it would have assumed the amplitude b af ter an infinite 
time. If a molecule is placed in a regivll where the amplitude of 
the olectric force has a definite vaIue, it wiJl have been for Rome, 
though it be a short, time in a region, where the amplitude of the 
electric force did not difler much from that definite value. 80 it 
will have already assumod part of the amplitude b. The probabil~ty 
of the action of a force I on a molecule with a vibration ax cannot 
be simply reprel:!ented by: 

1 
(391' e 

I) Proc. Roy. Acad.) Dec. 1899. Pag. 322. 
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us would be the case if electric force and vibration were indepen
dent of each ether; but these quantities are dependent on one 
another. If the above expression held true for tbe probability of 
the action, the way of motion would satisfy conditionl:l, exactly cor
responding to those which Prof. BOLTZl\lANN aSSUDles for the case 
of molecular thermal motion, in order thl1t the motion may be called 
"molecular-irregulated." 1) In reality however, the way of motioJl is 
here moJecular-regulated or as I would caU it partially regulated. 
Totally regulated the condition would be, if the a.xl was entirely 
determined by f; if e.g. aorl had everywhere assumed the value borl • 

The way of motion will be regulated in a higher degree as the 
quantity 

[
df l = ofl + of1 d:c + ofl dy + ofl dZ] 
dt ot ow dt oy dt oz dt 

is smaller. Here ~ represents the fluction of f1 in a point which 

doel:! not n:ove from its pI ace, t}j1 the total fluction of the quantity 
dt 

IJ for a molecule which moves with a velocity, the components of 
. d.c dJ! dz 

wblCh are - , - and-, 
dt dt dt 

I have bowever not yet succeeded in finding the law aecording 
to which the motion is l'egulated. 

At first sight it may seem stl'ange that the condition of maximum
entropy 8hould possess a certain order, whereas for tbe case of the 
molecular tbermal motion of a gas we consider the tota] irregularity 
af! condition for the maximum-entropy. In order to solve this 
seeming contradiction we must take notice of the fact that we are 
here concerned with the action of forces. Now we know that the 
action of external forces which varies 80 810wly from point to point 
that they may be thought constant throughout regions which though 
smalI, are still measurable and cOlltain many molecules (e.g. gravity), 
causes the density to be not everywbere the same in the condition 
of maximum-entropy, 80 that we have nmolar regulation." But then 
it h:! not to be wondered at that the electric forces of radiation, 
which cannot be thought constant throughout regions of measurable 
dimensions, should ca.use a "molecular-regulation". 

Even though we had succeeded in determining the regulation in con-

1) IIMolekular-ungeordnet." BOLTZMANN, Gastheorie I. Pag. 21. 
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sequence of the electric forces, we ahould not have found the true con
dition. The influence of the collisions may probably not be neglected. 
If the mutual collisions of the molecules took place in a perfectly 
il'regular way, they would undoubtedly lessen the degree of reguia. 
tion, and render the condition nearer irregular. The way of motioll 
is however not only partially regulated with regard to the action 
of the electric forces on the molecules, but also with regard to the 
mutual collisions of the molecules. In order to explain this we 
consider two molecules which have come very near to each other. 
The forces exercised by the s!:J.rrounding molecules will be about 
the same for both, and will tend to bring their iniernal motion more 
and more into syntony. Moreover each of the molecules absorbs part 
of tbe energy emitted by tue other. On account of these two causes 
a partial regulation is brought about in the collisions of the mole
cules, of which it seems impossible to me to determine the influence 
without special hypotheses on the mechanism and even the form of 
tbe molecules, for wbieh as yet all data are wanting. 

There is bowever another difficulty whieh makes me doubt whether 
the considerations of Prof. BOLTZMANN on the internal motion are 
applicable to the motion whicb causes radiation. 

For according to Prof. BOLTZ1l1ANN the internal energy would 
increase in proportion to that of the progressive motion of the mo
lecules, i. e. with the tcmperature. According to the law of STEFAN 

the emitted energy is proportional to the fourth power of the tem
perature. These two resuIts can only be brought intó harmony by 
assuming that the absorption decreases strongly with the rise ofthe 
ternperature. 

Properly speaking the law of STEFAN holds good for the total 
quantity of emitted light and may perhaps only be applied for cases 
where a continuous spectrum is emitted. The wavelength, which 
has the greatest intensity depends however for a continuous spectrum 
on thc temperature, so that for the light of a fixed wave-Iength 
the law of STEFAN does not hold good. The displacement of the 
predominating wave-length is however not sa great, that the law 
of STEF.A.N could not be applied with' approximation. 

Let us assume that actually the internal energy increases propor
tional with the temperature, and so the quantity ~ 1) with the root of 
the temperature. Let us represent two temperatures by Tl and T"" 
the intensities of light emitted at that temperature by Il and I", and 

') Proc. Royal Acad. of SciencE's, Dec. 1899. Pag. B19. 
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the corresponding quantities iJ and 8 1) hy iJl and ~2 and hy 81 

f2, then we have, neglecting tbe molecules which surround a point 
immediately: 

or 

Prof. LORENTZ 2) has deduced, that ,u (his quantity a) is inver
sively proportional to the root of the temperature. And though both 
the way in which I have arrived at the, conclusion that the ab
sorption is illversely proportional to the thit'd power of the tempe
rature, and that in which Prof. LORENTZ found that it is inversely 
proportional to the root of the temperature, are but rough approxi
mations yet these results differ too much, to attribute this only to 
the neglections. 

Therefore an incorrect 8ssumption must have been made some
where. And if so I should doubt in thr. first pJace the correctness 
of the assurnption, that for all intern al motions the increase of the 
energy must be proportional to the energy of the progressive moHon. 
I should therefore suppose that in collisions there are influences 
felt which cause the energy of the internal motions, which bring 
about radiation, to increase more at a rise of the temperature than 
the energ'y of the progressive motioll of the molecules. 

Mathematics. - "On rational twisted curves ". By Prof. 
P. H. SCHOUTE. 

1. Let PI' P2, PS' 14, ... be SUCCE'ssi \'0 points of a gi vnn twisted 
Curve R j then we may consider the centre of oll'cle PI P2 Ps lying in 
plane PI P 2 Ps as weIl aR tlmt of sphere PI P2 Ps P4• When thc 

I) Proc. ltoyal Acad. of Sciences, Dec. 1899. Pug. 322. 
2) Versl. Kon. Akutl. v. Wet. April 1898, Dl. VI, blz. 5ö9. 
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points taken on tbe curve coincidc in a same point P, the limit of 
tbe first point is tbe cent re Cp of the circle of curvature, tbat of 
tbe second point tbe centre Sp of tbe spbere of curvature, i. e. the 
centre of spherical curvature of R in P. If P describes thc given 
curve R, then Cp 'and Sp describe twisted curves related to R, of 
which the latter is also the cuspidal edge of tbe developable enve
loped by the normal planes of R; this locus of centres Sp of spherical 
curvature may be indicated by the symbol Rs • 

From the wellknown tbeorem according to which the line of inter
section c of two planes a, fi, perpendicular to the intersecting lines 
a and b, is a normal to the plarié r of these lines a and b, ensues 
that reversely the osculating plan es of Rare also perpendicular to 
the corresponding tangents of Rs. These osculating planes of R 
ho wever, not passing at thc same time through the points of COD
tact of the corresponding tangents of Rs, are not nOl'mal planes 
of Rs and so the relation between the curves Rand Rs is generally 
not reciproca1. A wellknown striking examplc derived from trans
cendent twisted curves, where this reciprocity really exists, is the 
helix or curve formed by the thread of a screw; moreover for this 
curve tbe two loci of thc points Cp and Sp coincide. 

Let us go a step' farther and suppose that PIl P2' ps. P4,P5, •• 

are successive points of a given curve R, wbicb is contained in a 
four-dimensional space, but not in a three-dimensional one, wbich 
curve we therefore call a "wrung curve"; then besides the een tres 
of the cil'ele and sphere of curvature the centre' Hp of tbe hyper
sphere of curvature appears, wbich is the limit of tbe hypersphere 
P l Pz Ps P4 P5, wh en the five determining points coincide in point P 
of the given curve. A third locus has th en to be dealt with, and 
80 we can extend these cODsiderations to a space with any given 
number of dimensions. 

In the following pages we wish to deduce the characteristics of 
the locus Rh of thc centre of byperspberical curvature of tbe bighest 

rank in relation with the general rational wrung. curve R: of 
degree n, which is contained in aapace witb 8 dimensions but not 
in a space witb 8-1 dimenaions. 

2. "The row of characteristic numbers from class to degree of 
"the locus Rh of tbe centres of hypersphel'ioal curve of the highest 

"rank belonging to the general rational wrung curve in R: is 

"3n-2, 2(3n-3), 3(3n-4), ... 8(3n~8-1)." 
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To prove tbis we represent R~ by the equations 

a' • I 
Irl =-, 

')I 
(i = 1, 2, . . • 8) • • • • • (1) 

on rectangular axes, where tbe symbols lXII «21 ••• as alld 11 in
dicate polynomia of degree n -in a parameter t. 

If tbe equations 

ai fJi -=Oi+-, 
11 11 

(i = 1, 2, ... 8) 

represent the resuJt of the division of the 8 polynomia ai hy 11, where 
the 8 quantities ai are independent of tand the 8 Dew polynomia 
(1i contidn t in tbc degl'ee n-1 at most, then it js clear that tbe 
tranaformation of the system of coordinatcf:l to parallel axes corres
ponding to tbe formulae 

(i = 1, 2, ... 8) 

simplifies the ol'iginal representation (1) of R~ into 

(i = 1, 2, ... 8) • • • • • (2) 

We repeat th at this simplificatioD consists in the fact tlmt the 8 

polynomia fJ i ascend only to the degree n-1 in t. 
If moreover /Jlj and v' represent the differential-coefficiellts of (ii 

and 11 according to t, th en 

S 8 

11 I ((-Jli 11 - f1i v') gi = I «(i'j 11 - (ii 11') (Ji • • • (3) 
i=l i_l 

represents the normal space with 8-1 dimensions of R~ in the point 
(2) with tbe value t of the parameter. 

'fhis equation is of degree 3 n-2 in t, which proves what was 
aSil3rted. Fo!' the envelope of a space of 8-1 dimensions, thc equation 
of which contaiml a parameter to the degree k, has fOl' clIaracter
is tic numbers: 

, 
k, 2 (k - 1), 3 (k - 2), . .. 8 (k - 8 + 1). 
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By means of the general theorem now proved we find from n = 2 
to n = 10 the following tabla for the general rational twisted curve 
of minimum order: 

8= n = 2 . •• 4, 6, 

s = n = 3 • •• 7, 12, 15, 

a = n = 4 • • • 10, 18, 24, 28, 

a = n = 5 •.. 13, 24, 33, 40, 45, 

a = n = 6 ••• 16, 30, 42, 52, 60, 66, 

8 = n = 7 •.. 19, 36, 51, 64; 75, 84, 91, 

8 = n = 8 •.. 22, 42, 60, 76, 90, 102, 112, 120, 

I=n= 9 •.• 25, 48, 69, 88, 105, 120, 133, 144, 153, 

8 = n 10 ••. 28, 54, 78, 100, 120, 138, 154, 168, 180, 190. 

The first line of this table says that the evolute of a general 
conic is ft curve of class four and order six, the second that the 

locus Rs of the general skew cubic R~ is a twisted curve of class 
seven, rank twelve and order fifteeu, etc. 

If as USUIÜ we cODsider the coefficients UH Ul/,I liS •••• Us of the 
equation :E ~'i Si ==. 0, (i = 1, 2, ••• a) as the tangential coordinates 
of the space with a-l dimensions represented by that equation, we 
find from (3) for the normal space 

Ui=-
'V ((3/ 'V - (kJ/') ----, (i = 1, 2, ••• 8) I • (4) 
8 

~ flz (fli' 'V - {Ij v') 
i=l 

which representation of R" in spa ce of 8 dimensions is dualistically 

opposite to that given for R: . We write it in the abridged form: 

~j 
Ui=-, (i=1,2, .•• a) •••••• (5) 

~o 

3. The degree of the equation (3) or that of the forms ~ of (5), 
all in t, can lower itself in particu)ar circumstances. These, appa~ 
rently of five kinds, can be reduced to the following two cases: 

a). The equation 'V:= 0 has equa.l roots. 

b). The equatioI\s {li = 0, (i = 1,2, . ~ . a) have commûn equal 
roots. 
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We sha11 llOW consicler tbe illfluence of each of tbose supPl'sitions 
on tbo class of the locus Ril. 

3a, If t = tI is Et k-fold root of 11 = 0, this value is at the same 
time .t 1~-1-fold root of 'P' = 0 and eacb of the forms 7: of (5), and 
sa (3) toa, is divisible by (t-tl)k-l. ~ebe curve R" is then of class 
3n-k-1. 

, 1 
By the substltuhon of t - tI ::::;:= 7" the case of the k-fold root tI of 

11 = 0 assumes an apparently different form. It transfol'ms the 
equations (2) into 

ri gl = - - 1 (i = 1,2, , .. 8), • • • • • (6) 
ft 

where the 8 fOlms rt l'epresent polynomia of degree 11 in t' without 
constant term, wbilst fl contains t' to the degree n-k only; sa 
it leads to the case that f.l = 0, considered as au equation of 
degree n, posseRses a lc- fold root t' = 00 • Then tbe 8 forllls 
Ti, (i = 1, 2, ... 8) of (5) become polynomia of degree 3 n - 2 k -1 
in t', whilst 7:0 ascends to degl·po. 3 n - k - 1 in t'. Then the oor
responding equation (3) is also of degree 3 n - k - 1 in t' and so 
Ril remains of class 3 n - k -1 as it &hould do. 

In passing we draw att<.'ntion to the fact that tbc degree of f.l being' 
Jowel' than n it wiU he impossible to lower at the same time the 
degree of all the 8 polynomia rl by Et transformation of coordinates 
to parallel axes, as this would include at tbe same time the possi-

bility to lower the order of R~. 
The parti<,ular case tt'eated here refers to tbe position of the 

points of R: at infinity. If 'jI is divisible by (t-tl)k the point at 
infinity of tbe curve helonging to t} will count k times among the 
n points of intel'section of the curve with the space at infinity with 
,~-1 dimensions containing all points at infinity of the space witb 
8 dimensions. 

80 we find for 8 = n = 3 : 
"The chss of the locus Rs of a. skcw ellipse or a skew 

hypel'lJOla is se ven, whilst this number passes iuto six with the 
parabolic hyperbola and into five with tbe skew parabola." 

What we fiud here agrees with the wellknowu resuHs for 
8 =: n == 2. Although thl'ough any point P of the plane of all ellipse 
or hyperbola four normals of this CUt·vo pass, we eau t'aU from this 

3l 
Proceedings Royal Aoad. Amsterdam. Vol. H. 
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point tbree 1l0rmals only on the parabola, as the liDe connecting 
P with tbe point PO') at infinity of the para bola must be consi. 
dered as aD improper nOl'mal. Any point P of space is situated in 
se ven normo.l I11anes of a skew e1lipse or skew hyperbola, but only 
in six norroa} planes of a parabolic hyperbola and in five normal 
plalles of á skew para bola, at! the plane thl'ough the connectillg line 
P PO') of P with the point of contact PO') at infinity with the plane 
Voo at infinity, perpendicular to the tangellt Poo of tbe curve in Poo ' 

represents one improper normal plane for the last but one, and the 
coincidence of two impl'oper normaI plan es for the Jast. 

Of ('ourse tbc particularity tfeated here can appear more than 
on ce. If 11 = 0 contains thc roots tI, t~, ••••• tp respectively 
kl J k2 , ••• J."p times, whcre each of the p quantities k exceeds unity, 

. p 
the class of Rh. IS represented by 3 n + p - 2 - :s kJ' 

1=1 

3b• If t::::: tI is a common k-fold root of the s ('quatiolls (11 = 0, then 
this value is at thc same time a common k-1·fold root of the 8 

cquations /J', =:;: 0 and the s forms of TI (5) are divisible hy 
(t-t1)k-l, wbilst 1:0 contaIns the factor (t-t1)2k-l; then again (3) 
is divisible hy (t-tl)L~l and the curve Rh is of class 3 n - k -1. 

i 
By the substitution of t-t1 = , the case treated here presents 

t 

itself in an apparentJy different form. It leads to the equatioDS (6', 
wheIe now thc 8 forms rl repl'esent polynomia of degree n - k + 1 
in t' without constant term and ft ib a geneml form of degree n 
in t'. Regardcd as equations of degl'ce n in t', the s cqua.tions rl = 0 
contain tht' conmlOn k-l-fold root t' = 00 and the common simple 
root t' = O. 1'he 8 terms Th (i = 1, 2, ... 8) becomc polynomia of 
degrce 3 n - k - 1 in t', whilst 10 ascend::; only to degree 3n-2 k-i 
in t'. Thc corresponding equation (3) is then as above of degree 
3n-k-1. 

Apparently bcsides the ('ases tlCated up till now whel'e the 
equation (3) lowers its degree, another entirely new case can be 
pointed out, namely that where the 8 + 1 equations (~l' = 0, 1/' = 0 
have a common k·fold root t = tI' It is eaay to see however 
that this apparent new case forms but a special case of what 
was trcatcd above. If we start fl'om the equations (1), becJ.use after 
all we shall direetly have to tl'llrllsfol'm thc èoordinates to parallel 
axes, then we have 
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\\ hon tbe s symbols rpl(lI-l.-l) alHl (po(n-'o-I) repl CSOlÜ po!ynomia of 
dogree n--k-1 in t. l?rom this cnsues by illtegratioll 

iu whicll the quantities Ui and Uo denote consta,nts. 80 LIw trans
f'ormation of coordinates to parallel axes characteri.:::ed by thc formulae 

finally gives 

by which wc ali,ght on the caso that thc 8 equations ai = 0 be
longing to (1) hclve a ('ommon k + I-fold root ti, whilst v moreover 
aftel' being dimilllshed by a constant quantity bo is divisible by 
(t - tl)k+l. 

The particularity treated here appears only in tbe case when 

the curve R: has singlllar points of a definite charàcter. 80 
the simplest case of a common double root ti of the $ eq.uations 
(l\=O implies that the origin of each of' the spares of coordinates 

§I=O replesents two of the n puints of intersection with R~ , which 
with a view to the equality of tIw values of the parameter belonging 

to those points only then takes place when R~ shows a cusp in 
tbis point. We see at the same time that we have not genelally 
enough enunciated the case sub 3b). Fo!' from this appeal's that the 

particuI,U'ity wi1l come in as soon as B~ has a cusp anywhel'e. 80 
the case sub 3b) ought to lun: "The equations al = 0, (i = 1,2, ... 8) 
have common equal root'l or a transforrnation of coordinates to 
parallel axes ean eaU fOl'th th is pal tieularity." 

Of eomse the case may pIesent itself that tI IS a cammon equal 
root of tbe 8 equntions til = 0, but that the degree of multiplicity 
in relation to thosf.l equations cldfers. If tI is a lCrfold root of (11 = 0, 
a "2 fold rûot of /'12 = 0, etc, then fol' k we must take tbe smallest 
number kl' 

If it happens p times that a transfol'mation of coord~llates to 
parallel axes implies thc pal'Licul,llity indicated hel e, alld If' 
kl! ;(.2' ••• kp are the smallest numbers k fol' each of the COl'l'espond-

31* 
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p 

ing values tI' t2\. • tJI of t, then 3 n + p-2 - Z Ir; will indicatc 
1=1 

the class of Rh. 

4. In the precediDg Dumber we have dealt with tlle class of 
R'l on1y, without taking the other chal'ltctel'istic numbers into 
eonsideration. We 110W immediately ndd that the rule aecording to 
whieh the enve]ope of a space with 8-1 dimensions, thc equation 
of w hich contains a parameter to degree k, is charactcrized hy the 
llumbers 

le, 2 (k-i), .J (k -- 2)", . . . . . • ~ (k - 8 + 1) 

in general needs some modifications as soon as one of the above~ 
mentioned particu]ar cases appcars. In the very simplest case of the 
parabo]a we /ind e. g. for the chamcteristie numbers, class aDd ordei', 
of the evolute 3 and 3, but not 3 and 4 as might be expected fol' 
k = 3. 80 in general in eaeh of the particular cases treated here the 
ntImbers le, 2 (k --1), 3 (k - 2), etc. must be treated as upper limits. 

In fI following paper we sball revert to tbis last point. 

Physiology. - 11 Lipolytio t'el'ment in ascites-7iquid ot' man". 
(Remar kB on the resorptioll of fat and on thc lipo] ytic fUllction 
of the blood}. By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER. 

(Heud .Tnnunr.y 27, 1900.) 

In an essay puhlibhed in the year 1880 CASH 1) has contradicted 
the opinion that the emu)sion of fat all'eady takes placc in the intestinal 
lumen. For he was never successful in separating an emulsion 
from thc contents of tbe intestincs hy centrifugal forcc. Ana he 
did not murh wonder at this: fol' the small intestine has nn acid 
reaction, and with acid reaction no fat-emulsion can be produced. 

'l'his opinion of CASH does not seem quite COl'l'ect to me. Givillg 
to animals a meal containing much fat, HEIDI!:NHAIN has faund 2h 

and so have I myself many a time, that a creamy surface caD 
be taken oft' the mucosa of the small inLestine, which, examined 
microscopically, eontains small fat-globules. Nevertheless this layCl' 

1) Archiv f. Physiol. 1880, S. 323, 
2) PF1.UGlm'S Arcldv. 1888, supplement, S. 93. 
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has an- acid reaction. That acid reaction can be coexistent with 
exquisite emulsions, has heen proved hy J. MUNK, who obtained 
emulsions by mixing pure fatty acid with a little Na2003-solution. 
A Dother question is however whether the emulsion is already 
found so finely dividcd in the intestinal lumen as later on in the 
cbyle-vessels. This now is certainly not the case. Even in the 
epithelium·eelIs and in the adenoid tissue of thc villi relative)y 
large globules of fat are founel, and it is on1y in the ohy1e that 
it ltppE'Urs in its peouliar dust-shape. 

It can seal r:ely be doubted that in tbe lymph of tbe villi a 
eause must exist which brings about the transition of fat to the 
form of dust. 

In order to test this sUP}Josition it would be well to gather 
chyle, undo it by means of a CHAIIU:lERLANIJ'S candle of particles 
of fat and afterwards shake the clear liquid with fat. It is however 
scarrely possible to obtain the neeessal'y quantities of chyle for the 
purpose. 

I happened to learn that in the Hospitalof the Utrecht UnivOl'sity 
a patient was trented, whose abdomen cOlltained a large quantity 
of ascites-liquid, which had the appearance of chyle. Professor TALMA 

kindly put it at my disposal. 
Upon close mirroscopical investigation ho wever the liquid showed 

not a single particle of fat and it soon appeared that the observed 
opalescence proceeded from a mucoid substance which was first 
described by HAIlIMARS'l'1~N 1) and the existence of which was later 
on confirmed by different medical men 2). 

As regards its composition, the liquid contained 1.939 pCt. solids, 
consequently less than normal lymph; in which, as is well known, 
circa 4: pCt. solids arc present. It contained 1. 715 pCt. albumen, 
0.0808 pCt fat, and 0.0564 pCt. soap. 

The extraordinal'y insignificant quantity of fat proved th at this 
was not a case of rea I chylous ascites, as one could have believed 
at first sight. 

-------

1) O. HA'lMARS'l.BN. Ueuer aas Vorkommen vun Mueoldsubslanzen in AseitE'sfiussig
keiten. A utoretelat in Mnly's .Tuhresuer f. Thiereltemie, uber das J,lln 18UO. S. 417. 

2) S. nnd A. L. PAYKur.. ]~eitrage zur Kenntniss der Chemie del serosen E,sll
date. Ret. Jahresber. f Thierehemie, uher das J,lltr 1892. S. :/58. 

G. LION. Communiention <1'nn ens (l'nscite lnitense 0\1 ehylellse. Areh. de mé(l. 
p'<pélimellt. 1894, p. 826. 

UFOON!, Uebet einen Fall milollig getrubten nicht fetthultigE'1l Aseites. ItaliaanseJ! 
11\ Uitorllm mediehE', 18\17, no 51. Ref. Muly's Juhl'esbel. f. 'l'I116LChenlle, ubel' das 
Jnhr 1897. S. UlO. 

, 
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ft was pro vod hy lapfLmtorny that the pfttient was suffel'Îng from 
oirrhosis hopatis allel slight ohronic peritonitis. 

Although the }iquid was not C'hylous 1 we have neverthelcss 
oxamined it in fhe proposed dircction, borause lymph from other 
pfll'ts of 1he body ~ecms likewise to have the property to rlivide fat 
into fIle smallest grains. Think of GI1IIBERT'S 1) experiments; he 
repeatedly injected into the JlUman body, not only without hurm, 
but with favouralJle influence on tIJe genrral condition 25-30 gr. 
olive - oil with 1: 15 creosote. The expel'iments of LEUB\<l should. 
also be remembered 2). He was eneotll'aged by the experienco made 
with re&peet the htlman body, that subcutalleous injections of cam
phorated oil applied even in largo f)uantitie':l, ean be borne without 
disad vantage, and consequently tried sUbcut,lneOUl'l injcctiollS of fat 
on clogs nnd thus outained ft considerabIe deposit of fat in different 
parts of the body. 

Finally I quote the experiments of J L. PRÉyosrr 3) according 
to whieh the oil injected into the Iymphbag of frogs, appears as 
tiny globules in the circulation. 

It must be taken for granted that the fat ean undergo a minute 
di vis ion in the tissue spaces ; otherwise mortal emboli, for instanee 
ijl the lung-eapillal'ies, \rould uudoubtedly have followed these 
experiments. With l'egard to this it is interesting on the othel' hand 
that DARE:lIIBERG 4,) by subeutaneous injections on rabbits and Guinen 
pigs, causod death. 

Furthermore 50 cc. of the ascites-liquid with 5 cc. of lipanine 
were shaken together. In this manne,· an emulsion was formed, whiclJ, 
by standing motionless and a180 by centrifugalizing separated itself 
into two layers. '}'he upper layer examined microscopieally, Hhowed 
large fatglobules; thc lowo1' one, partieles as tiny as dust, similar 
to thoso that are found in chyle and also in milk, thc crcam 
having been taken olf by centrifugalizing. Aftel' that the 10wer 
layer wa3 removed and onee more centrifugalized. It remained 
however equally untransparenL. 

Why llad the emulsion separatcd itsclf into two layers? 
Is it uecl1use tbc oil containcd two diffel'ent kinds of fat, of 

which the ono gives an emulsion as fine as ,dust, but not the other 

I) Compt. rend. (le In Soa. (le Bial. T. 40, 1889, IJ. 733. 
~) Sit,mngsher. der physik. med. GeselIseh. zu WUl'lIbUlg, 1895. S. 1 no. 5. 
J) 'l'ravl\m. un lnbomtaire de tllérnp. e'{pél·Îm. de l'Univers. de Genève, Il. 1896, I). H. 
4) COlllpt. rend. de In Soc. de Biol. '1'.40, 1889, IJ. 702. 
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one? Ol' were the conrlitions not f'avóurable for a thorough dust
emulsion of tbe wJtole mass of fat? 

In oroer ta decide this q uestion the uppf'rmost Iayer (large drops 
of fat) was taken oft' by meallS of ft pipette ao(t shaken anew with 
fresh ascites-liquid. Centrifugal force was again applied and once 
more a sepal'ation Ïnto two Jayel's was visible. Both layers cantained 
fat; now tbe undermost Iayel' even cantained more fat than at the 
beginnillg of the experiment and the microscope only showed the 
dustshape. From this it was evident, th at the part of the fat, which, 
with the first experiment was separated in the shape of globules 
ioto an uppermost layer, bad been transfol'med into fat in the shape 
of dust by shaking with fresh ascites-liquid. 

'rhat which had not passed ioto dust was shaken again with 
fresh ascites-liquid, and now at Iength all the fat had been turned 
into the shape of !lust. 

'l'hat with the first shaking-experiment the fat only partIy passf'd 
into dustform, does Dot find its cause in an eventual difference in 
tbe relative condition of the different kinds of fat in thc oil, but 
ean be explained fl'om the conditions of the experiment. It ha~ in
deed been proved that a perfect dust·shaped emulsion ean be obtained 
at once, if only the shaking is continued for a long time and with 
a relatively large quantity of ascites1iquid. 

I have further considered whether a peculiar quality of the ascitcs
liquid must account for this. Therefore the experiment was repeated 
with another albuminolls liquid, viz. with bloodserum, 30 cc. horse
serum were mixed with 5 cc. lipanine and the mixture stl'ongly 
shaken fol' one hour. The emulsion was next centl'ifugalized, and 
thereby diviiled itself into two layers, a lower one with fat in dust
shape, an upper one with tiny fatglobules. 

The latter was l'emoved, vigorously shaken with 30 cc. of the 
fresh serum and aftel' that centrifugalized again; onee more two 
layel's were obtained; the lowel' one however now contained much 
more fat thal;l with the first shaking. Aftel' having been shaken 
third time with 30 cc. I serum, all the fat was brQught into thc 
farm of dust. Shaking 150 cc. serum with 5 cc. lipaninc fol' fout' 
hours7 brought about the perfect dust·shaped emulsion. This emuisioll 
eould now no more be di vided iota two layers hy centrifugalizing. 
We thus did not find auy specifil.' quality in our ascites-liquid with 
regard to the dispersion of the fat, fol' the same oenurred with the 
blood-serum. 

Trausfel'1'ing these facts to normal life - which does not seem 
too hazal'dous in this calle - it can be imagined, that the lymph 
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of the villi in its 'I1lotion, causes tbe UttIe fatglobules, already in a 
state of thorough division, to pass into tbe sha.pe of dust. Surely th is 
lymph-cul'rent works slowly, but it should be considel'ed, thnt thc 
time a.t its disposal is not short; 30 hours af ter ft rioh meal has 
been takeli the chyle still calTies away fat. 

As is weIl lmown COHNSTEIN and MIOllAi~LIS have pointed out 
in two interesting publications 1), that, when blood has been mixed 
with ehyle-fat and air is then earried thl'ough the mixture, the fat 
disappears, and a combination dissoluble in water takes its place. We 
were intcrested to know, when hlood is mixed with om' al'tificial chylc 
(dust·shaped emulsion of lipanine in ascites-liquid) anu a CUlTent of 
air was made to pass through, whether a disappearancA offat would 
likewise be observed. 

To this purpose 240 cc. of the ascites-liquid with 15 cc. lipanine 
were shaken for 11,2 hour. Af ter centrifugalizing, the undermost of 
the two layers is removed, whieh contains the fat exclusively in 
dust-form. 

Of the artifieial ehyle attained in this mannel' : 

(I) 75 cc. was mixed with 25 cc. horse-blood rich in erythrocytes ~). ]!'or 
23 homs a current of air is allowed to pass through nnder a teml)erature 
of ± 160 C. 

(2) 75 cc. of the artifical cllyle are mixed with 25 cc. blood. No current of 
air is allowed to pass through. 

The liquids (2) ale mixed just before drying takes place. 

At the same time exactly tbe same experiments are performed 
with dust-shaped lipanine-serum-emulsion, eonseq uelltly: 

(3) 75 cc. of a dust-shaped lipanine-sernm.emulsion are mixed with 25 cc. 
horse-blood, and tllrough this mixture air is allowed to pass through fol' 23 
hours (Lhe same current of' -air. as nnder (1). 

(4) 75 cc. of the dust-shaped lipanine-sernm-emulsion are mixed with 25 cc. 
of blood. ~Vo current of air passes through. 

The liquids (4) are mixed just before drying takes place. 
(1), (2), (3) and (4) are placed into two small receptacles, mh.ed with 20 gr. 

of lJUre sand and being stirred, dried in a teml)emture of 80°. Af ter havillg been 
llUlveriged, extraction with ether, free of waler, in a Soxhlet apllnratus for 48 
houI's. 

li'rom (l) •••••... U,244 gr. etller residu 
11 (2)........ 0,475 gr. 11 11 

were be obtained. 

') Sit:.lullgsbE'l". del' Prellssischell Akademie (lel' Wissensch. 1896. S. 171 ; more eh" 
cumstalltially in PFLtÏGElt's Archiv. B. 65, 1897 S. 76; U. 69, 18!l7, S. ,173. 

2) SI\el· bloml is ohtainetl by leaving defibl'inatell horse-bloot! to itself <lIId hy 
pipettillg oJl" tbe serum af ter tho red blood-corpnscles have settled dowh. 
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By this we have proved, that by IcttiDg the air stream through tbe 
mixture of blood aDd lipanine-ascites-emu1sion a considerab1e trans
formation of fat takes place. 

From (3) 0.371 gr. Ether residu is obtuined 

" (4) 0283 gr." "" " 

From these two numbers it is eVld~nt that by letting a cm'rent 
of air pass thl'ough a mixture of blood and dust-shaped lipanine
serum-emulsioD, no traDsformatioD of fat takes pla('e. 

These Dumbers even rather tend in the opposite direction. 
Aftel' all these experiments it must be taken for granted, that 

tlie lipolytic ferment was not present in the blood, nor in the serum, but 
existed in the ascites-liquid. 

The question could now be examined, whether the presence of blood is 
reany requircd for the transformation of fat and whether it is not suf
fic;ent to pass air through the lipanine-ascites-emulsion. 

1'0 reply to this question, 80 cc. of a lipanine-ascites-emulsion 
(75 cc. ascites-1iquid + 5 cc. lipanine) were shaken for 3 hours 
and subrnitted to a current of air for 20 houl's. Aftel' that the fat
contents were determined, which took place at the same time with 
a portion of the same emu1sion, not having been treated with a 
current of air. 

80 cc, lipanine aseites-emulsion trented with air contnined 4.300 gr. of fat 

80 cc. " " " ?IO~ '/ I/!I " 4. ~52 " " " 

The passing tkrough of air only, kas consequently not given cause 
to tmnsfol'mation of fat. 

This result ag rees with that of COHNSTEIN and MICHAËLIS. These 
investigators also found in their experiments with true chyle, that 
without tbe presence of red b1ood-corpusdes, the passing through 
of a current of air was not able to cause a transformation of fat. 

Repetition of tlw experiment. 

This experiment was performed in the same mannet: as the fore
going j the only difference being that instead of 24 hours, the CUl'rent 
of ail' was on1y allo wed to pas~ for 12lj2 hours, under room-tem
perature, and instead of horse-blood, ox-blood was used. 

(1) 75 cc. of ullst-sllnpp.d lipnnille nscites-emulsion + 25 cc. ox-blood. CUl'\'ent 
of uil' for 121/~ lt9nrs; aHel' tlmL the liquid is mixed with slInd, dried nn eAtrncted 
wHh ether. Etber-extract 0,064 gr. 
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(2) 75 cc.. ot the dust-slmped lipanine-ascites emulsion are mixed with 25 Cc. 
me-blood, although not before a current of air has been led through the mu.
ture (1) during 121/~ hours. Af ter intermixing, the liquid is treated at the same 
time anel in t11e same way as in (1). Only here, tlS l\1ls been menlioned, no air 
is allowed to pass through. Ether-e,,<trnct 0 186 gr. 

(3) 75 cc. of the elust-sbuIJed lipanine-nscites-emulsion produce an ether-extract 
of 0.219 gr. 

(4) 75 ce. of dust-shaped lipanine-se1'll1lt-emulsion are mixed with 25 cc. 01-

blood. CIJn'ent of air for 121/~ houl's. Dried with sand, extrncted wUh ether. 
l~tller-extract 0.359 gr. 

(5) 'rhe same as experiment (4), however without the curl'ent of air. Ether
extract 0.364 gr. 

(6) 75 cc. of tbe dust-shaped lipanine-serllm-emuIsion. Ether-extruct 0.369 gr. 

It appears from (1) and (2), that in passing air through the mixture 
of blood and dust-shaFed lipanine-f-Iscites-emulsion (artifical chyle), 
fat disapp-9ars. 

On comparing (2) with (3) it appeal's that also when a current 
of air is not passed tbrougb, a little fat is analysed. As the 
cxperiments ~f COHNSTEIN and MWHA:il:LIS have pointed out, and we 
have been able to confirm, this transformation takes place in con se
quence of the dl'ying of the emulsion in presence of blood and air. 

It appears from (4) and (5), that tbe passage of air through tbe 
mixture of dust-shaped lipanine-sel'um-emulsion alld blood, causes 
?l0 transformation of fat, which is confirmed hy the result of (6). 

Two 'repetitions of the experiment. 

Ox-blood was now again taken j duration of tbe passage of air 
28 and 18 hours. Room-temperature. 

(1) 75 cc. dust-shaped lipnnine-nscites-emulsion + 25 cc ox-blood. Passage 
of a cun-ent of air through the mixture for 18 hours. After that dried with SflDd 
nnd extracled with etJler. Ether-extract in the two experiments 0.215 Gr. nnd'O.114 Gr. 

(2) 75 cc. of tbe dust-shaped lil>anine·ascites-cmulsion are mixed witb 25 cc. 
ox-blood, af ter air Ims been conducted through the former mixture for 18 hours; 
aftel' mixture the whole mnss is treated inshmtnneously, consequently at the same 
time with (1), for the determinution of fat. This (l'{periment is therefore similar 
to (1); with the exception thnt no air is conducted throllgh. Ether·extract 0.498 
nnd 0.288 Gr. 

(8) 75 cc. of the dust-shaped Iipanine-ascites-emulsion give from 0.562 nnd 
0.315 Gr. 

(4) 75 cc. of the dust-shaped lipanine-serum.emulsion are mixed with 25 cc. 
oxen-blood. Pnssage of air for IS hours. Drying with sand, extrnction by means 
of ether, free of water. Ether-extract 0.401 und 0.312 Gr. 

(5) Same experiment (4), but without pnssnge of air. Ether-extract 0.894 nUlI 
0.321 Gr. 

(6) Passage of air througb 75 cc. of the dust-slmlJed lipanine-ascites-emulsion. 
Ether-extract 0.567 Gr. 
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On comparing (1) and (2) it nppears again, that hy passing air 
through the mixturp of blood and dust·shaped Iipanine-ascites
emulsiol1, disappearanee of fat takes place. 

On comparing (2) and (3) jt appears that by non-eonduction of 
air, some fat is transformed as weIl. This transformation oecurs 
whilst the dJ'ying is going on, as long as the temperature still 
remains below tbe transformation-temperatllre of the ferment. 

(4) :lDd (5) show, that conduction of air tllfough the mixture of 
blood alld rlust-slHlped lipanillc-sel'um-emulsioD, causes 120 transfor
mation of fat, which is confiJ'med by the reslllrs drawn from (6). 

Fillally the comparison of (6) and (3) proves, that without the 
aid of blood, the paqsing through of air is not effi.cieut to make tbe 
fe,t disappear. Oonsidering the results of the different expflriments, 
there is no donbt, that in the examined ascites-liquid a substance 
exists which appears able to transform fat, ana which, with the aid 
of bloodcorpllscles and with acccss of OXygCll, performs the change. 

OOHNBTEIN and MICHA-ÈLIS are of opinion that this substance, 
wüh wlJich they obtained sucl! a transformation of the chyle-fat, is 
contained in the blood which was useu by them. 

Olosely eonsidering their experiments it strikes us that they have 
no right to maintllin this conclusion. FoZ' when they observe that 
after mixing blood with chyle, fat disappears from the latter, it is 
notwithstanding possible, tbat the fern'lent is not present in the 
blood, but in the chyJe. It must seem strange that thè authors have 
not considered this possibility, becauae 110 fat disappeared from 
tbe mixtures of mille and blood and from codlivel'-oil·emulsions with 
blood. The authors haye tried to cxplain this Jatter fact by taking 
for grantet}, that the fat would be present in the chyle in a more 
finely divided condition. Mpanwhile this expJanation does not seem 
satisfactory to the investigators themselves, and it cannot be correct~ 
for as was mentiollE'd aboye, fat also appears in milk in dust-shape. 
The fat of the so·called undermilk (the undermost of the two layers 
in which the mille is separatcd when contrifugalized), consistl:l ex
clusively of dust-partieles; it amounts to about 1/'},0 of the total 
quantity of fat. 

Also from emulsions of codhver-oil with Na'}, 003 , a portion can 
always: hy centrifugalizing, ue separatcd as emulsion in dust shape. 

It would perhaps ue possiule - aI80 in connection with what we 
found in our ascites-llquid - fo fir:d the explanation of theil' 
negative result with mille and codlivcr-oiI, in the fact, that neitllel' 
in milk and COd~\'OI'-oil, nol' in blood a lipolytic ferment was present, 
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but that it was present in the chy1e; hence the transformation of 
fat in a mixture of blood and ohyle. 

To my l'egret I was obliged to cut short my investigation on 
this subject .A.lthough I am fully aware that these results are in
complete in many ways, it seemed expedient to me to publish them 
at present, as fol' some time I shaH not bave the opportunity to 
pursue thif. subject, and I wishE'd to stil' up olher inquirers to the 
use of asoites-lIquid for the study of the hpolytio ferment. The 
mucoid ascites-liquid can be had in sueh abundance (repeatedly more 
than 8 Liter of liquid were removed from the abdominal cavity 
of the patiellt), that it wil! afford a better and more extensive oppor
tunity for the study of the nature and the effects of the lipolytic 
ferment, than most other animal ferments. 

The above mentioned researches have give1 the foVowing results : 

1. It is possible to make from lipanine (acid olive oil) a perfect 
dllst-shaped emulsion. This bas not only been E:.uccessfully perfOrIlled 
with the aid of the examined mucoïd ascites-liquid, hut aiso with 
ordinary horse-blood-serum. 

2. This fact 80ems to indioate, that during life, the transition 
into dust-shape of the smaJl fat globules, whioh still exist in the 
adenoid tissue of the villi, is oaused hy the continuous motion of 
the lymph of the villi. 

3. '1'he opa1escent, non-fatcontaining, mucoid ascites-liquid e:xa
milled by us, contains a lipolytic ferment, whieh possesses the power 
to transform dust-shaped fat. For this transformation the preseIlce 
of bloodc:orpuscles and a1so access of air is necessary. 

4. Tho contention ?f COHNSTEIN and MWHA:i!:LIS, that the 
lipolytic fer.ment discovered by them, originates from the blood, haB 
not been pl'oved. Their and my experiments rather show, that the 
ferment is a constituent of the chy1e. 
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Physics - CommunicatioJl N°. 54 from the Physical Labol',ltol'Y 
at Leiden hy Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES: "Methods and 
Apparatus used in the rryogenic Laborat01'y IJ: Me1'cury 
pltmp for compl'essing pure and coslly .qases tender high 
pressure" . 

(Rend JaJllwry 27. 1900.) 

§ 1. At the meeting of Janumy 25, 1 &96 I lead thf' descriptioll 
of a compressor which hits been lepeatedly used for researches in 
the Physical La boratory. As the reproduetion of the drawings be~ 
longing to this description was very expensive I had to delay their 
publication. To thf' description of tbe cryogenic laboratory by Prof. 
M A.'l'IUAS 1) a diagram was added which could serve as a preliminary 
iIlusiration to § 3 of Uomm. 14 (Dec. '94). Of late only I hd ths 
opportunity to prepare the complete set of drawings for zincogra
phieal l'eproduction. These enable me to now del:!cribe more fully the 
way in which I h,lve avalled myself of CAILLETET'S happy idea of 
a mercury pump in order to obtain a compresbor of great use in 
reóearches with compressed gas. 

'fhe compression with mercury has two advantages. If a liquid 
is brought into the pump cylinder of a compressor, we may 
thereby eliminaie the cleal ancespace, if the gas does not dissol ve 
perceptibly in this Huid under high pressure. For in this case, the 
gas which is formed during exhaustion from the residualliquid in the 
pump-cylinder will partly fill the latter and its clisturbing inHuence 
will be greater or lC:'ss, as the diffel'ence between the exhaustion 
and forcing pressures is greater or less, Thcreforc with most liquids 
only smaIl diffel'ences of pressure between the sucking and com~ 
pression sides will be permiasible, and if a higher degrec of pressure 
is required we sha11 have to apply compressions in Succf'ssive pump
cylinders as in the BRO'l'EHHOOD compressor (Comp. Comm. N°. 51 § 3). 

lf howcver mercury is used, there is no objection to raising the 
gas at onee from its normal or even its exhauótf'd conllition to 
more than 100 atmospheres, if desired 2). 

1) E. lVLATIIIAS, Le lllborlltoÏLe Clyogène de Leyde. }{ev. Gen. de SClences. 1896, 
pdg. 381. 

") 'lh!.' stulden cOlllplesslOn cnuses u !\lelll, gf'neruhon ot heat (as lil the case of 
the hle pump) notwlthstandlllg the con81deruble coolmg by the wa lis and the mercUly, 
A mÏ\.tUle which IS easlly ell.ploded should not be comple8sed by the pump. as 
lt lllJght be 19mted oy the helltlllg. This occuued ollce. when methnne and oll.ygen 
becnlue mixed by aCCIdent. 'fhe manometer WilS smushed nud flung nWlly, a flash of 
hre burst trom Olle of the ontlets, and on opening the pump. sevet,tl pnl ts we re foune! 
to he blU ned. 'l'he e:l..plOSlOIl fortnnatcly occnrred without uny pelsonnl nccident. 
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In tlle second place the gas enelosed bet ween puro mercury anel 
steel cannot become contaminated by volatile substu.nces which it 
might othenvise absorb from the liquid in the pump-cylinder or from 
the lubricant used for this cylinder. 

These advantages are of especial lmportance if we must compress 
moderately large quantities of pmo or costly gases, and for th is pur
pose an apparatus of the same dimensions as that of CAILLE'l'E'l' is 
indispensable in a laboratol'Y. 

That the compressor (to be described balow') answers its purpose 
in all respects, may be proved by the fact that it has been fl'equently 
used during the last eight yéars, without having undergone the 
slightest change, or giving the least trouble. The improvements 
made upon the original CAILLE'l'E'r pump in former years (especially 
in '88) were rendered necessary by repeated disappoilltments, which 
so often dlf;agreeably interrupted the progress of my wOlk that I 
almost despnired of flyer obtaining a mercury pump easily handled 
and perfectly trustworthy, 

In consirlering the apparatus we must bear in mind that it has 
gl'own by gradual improvement from the CAILLE'l'ET-pUmp, and 
also that tra ces of less successful modifications have remained. It 
would be possible to design now a priori a compressor that from 
the point of view of mechanical design would be of better shape 
and cOllstruction 0" ing 10 the greater h,umony of itf:l dimensions. 
I hope that a mechanical engineer wiU feel himself drawn to the 
solution of this problem. J was satisfied in having' an apparatus 
which worked weIl from a physicist's point of view, and, in the same 
man ne\' and aftel' this design every other CAILLETE'l'-pUmp can be 
succebsfully modified, 

§ 2. Fig. 1 PI. I. shows OAILLETE1"S o\'iginal eompl'E'ssor so that 
we rnay compare the two compressors together. Fig. 1 is a section, 
figs. 2 and 3 show the mallIlel' in which the gas to be compressed 
is admitted thl'ough the sucking-cock À into the pump-cylinder. 

PI. rn is a diagramatic representation of the llew compressor 
with the accessories belonging to it. The purpose of this plate is 
to explain the way in which tbe different parts work. Thesé are 
fol' the gl'eater part drawn on the sl1me scale in a simplified but 
yet recognizable manner, while the connections are entirely diagl'a
maticaI. Thc real form (lf the:,c parts, so far as they are not suf
ficic.mtly represented in this plitte, may be seen on PIs. IV, V and 
VI figs. 1 and 2, whilc figs. 1, 3 and 2 of PI. II show the actual 
all'angemcnt of thc different parts of the fOl'emost and the hind-
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most hetJves in front elevation, and of the whole in side elevatioll 1). 
We now come to a more complete explanation of the desirability 

of the most important changes 2). A survey of these has been given 
in ~ 3 Comm. No. 14 (Dec. '94), to which a reference should be 
made in the first place. 

m 1. It was necessary to ~tlTange that air can not get into the 
pump tube through thc packing (comp. 0, Pl. I fig. 1). 

m 2. The piston can not ue damaged through insufficient lubri
cation and hence cause the packing to fall to give adequate closure. 

~I 3. The mcrcury can not be soiled by the lubricant. 
Whon the lattel' occurs tbc SCUUl which gathers near the forcing

vulve, keeps back the high pressure g'as below this auu ellables 
mercury and then gas to leak back from the reservoir under high 
pressure. Therefore it is of the greatest impo1'tance that the mercury 
remains quite clean. My principal desire III most of the changes 
was to enable me to accomplish tbis. 

It was posE.ibJe to attain all these requirements by transferring 
tbc plunger l which lIy Uloving upwards in CAILLETET'S compressor 
causes tho compression of the gas (comp. ~ fig. 1, PI. I) to a separate 
compresslOn tube C' PI. lIL From this through a wide connecting 
tube d, as showll in thf' diagram, it moves the mercury in the pump
cylinder e up and down. 'rhe lubrirant used was g'lycerine, which 
gives a sufficient lubl'ieatioll anel yet as is the case wlth vaseline 
and more especially oils, does not unite with mercury by agitatiou 
to a butterlike su blltanee (see especially ~I 3 J. 

Cont,lCt of the mercury with the packing is wholly avoided by 
introducing a layer of glycerine above the mercul'y, which can be 
done now that the packillg i:> auove and not under the mercury. 

The stuffillg' box b is entirely immersed in glyceline, so that the 
pump ean only suck in glycerine, if the pacl.ing' does not fit 
tightly; should however air enter it might c,wse tho pump to stop 
working but coulJ not mix with tbe experirnental gas. 'l'bis could 
only take plaee if the meI eul'y and the glycerine \\ ere entirely forced 

I) 1 he lesemblullce of the forms llllkes lt ellsy to filld our \VJ.y 011 the dlfllVlllgS, 
mOJ('oveJ th(' lettels have been chosen so that the lette 1 ltself inchcntes n chstinct 
part of the llllpnr,ltus, the .I~ne\.ed nmnerul n ceJ tuin detml of Hwt purt, and followmg 
numeruis det,nls ot that det.nl. 

~) Some ot the newly atlded pleces \Vele cOllsb ucted witlt much c,lle hy Mr. 
J, W. GWl'\.Y (tolmelly KJPP &, SONS) j to MessIs. Kouw !lnd UUllVlJRS, mechanics 
at the labol!ltory I owe my best thunks tor the e\.tleme cme wnll which tlH'y lulYl' 
USslste(L lUI lil these ,üteroholl~. 
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over to the &ucldng·side but against this tbe neccssal'y precautions 
have been taken. 

m. l. If tbe packing of the plunger is to produce no, difficulties 
it is necessary that it should give a good closure with little frict
ion, fol' which reason I have replaced CAILLE1'ET'S packing by a 
collar parking. 

m. 2. It is also necessary that the pllJnger should remain per
fectly smooth (cornp. m. 2), which can only be obtained in the long 
run wben a perfectly rcctilinear motian independent of the packing 
is secured. This is facilitated hy the use of guides and rods and 
by modifying the beam accordingly. 

m. 3. rrhe moving of the mcrcury should be slow only, (from 20 to 60 
up alld down movements per minute); to obtain this and also to allow 
the pump to be regularly worked by band, the crank is connected to tbe 
shaft which makes 60 revolutions per minutes (with all electromotor 
up to 90) by means of chaill' gearing. 

<L During compresRion, the pump-cylinder must al ways be enti
rely filled with mercury, so that the bigh pressure gas remaining 
behind in the clearance space, shall not make exhaustion impossihle 
when the n!ercury recedes. 

Each time that the mercury presses tbe gas through the forcing 
valve il1to tbe resel'voir of compressed gas, the gas takes same 
mercury with it. In CAILLETE'l"S pump to make up for this 108s, 
some morcury is admittcd into the sucking cbamber from the resel'
vuir above 'J/ (PI. 1 fig. 2). But aftér some time there is an uncer
tainty about the quantity of mercury in the high·pressllre reservoir 
of the pump, more especially in consequenc"e of the leakage of 
mercury from the app:.ratus, which is unavoidable with the con
struction of this pump. 

If ttlO mueh mercury is admitted into this reservoir, it would 
ovedl.ow into the appuratus in which thc compressed gas is 'forced. 

In the newly constructed pump the quantity of mereury to be 
nsed ia measured precisely onre for all and is not liable to diminisb. 
Moreover a capillary conncction has been contrived between the 
reservoir of compressed gas and the pump-cylinder, tbrough which a 
quantity of mercury which ('an be exactly regulated, can flow back 
from the farmer ioto the pump body, sa that during evel'y com
pression therc is a smllll excess of mercllry in the latter. 

1). 1. A pcrfectly rectilineal' up and down motion is desirabIe in 
order to ensure a stltisfactory fit of the fOl'cing valve, wbich separates 
the pump reservoir from the pump cylinder. 

~. 2. In finishing the upper end of the pump chamber we must 
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bear in mind tbat compressed gas must not remain behind in 
8cratches, holes or other irregularities of tbe walls, as this could 
have the same inHuence as any air-bubbles which migbt be kept 
back by_ dirt gatbered near the pressing valve, if we had not taken 
the necessary precautions to prevent this as described in 21. 3. For 
it is not unusual fol' all the gas from tbc pump cylinder to be 
compressed to less than 1 e.c. when forced through the pressing
valve. In addition all the parts mUflt remain free from rust, and 
hence only perfectly dry gas can be admitted into the pump. By 
means of tbe precautions taken (comp. also m 1 and 21 1) it is 
possible to obtain a vactium, which in the pump cylinder is a 
primary necessity if the cxhaust is to be satisfactory. 

iD. 3. Into this vacuum again the gas must be so admitted 
during tbe exhaust, that no air can possibly enter, th at the mercury 
cannot be contaminated, and that the inHow of the gas is not 
hindered, while even under the highest pressure nothing must leak 
back from the pump-cylinder towards the exhaust:side. 

In OAILLETET'S original pump this is nttailled by a cock, whieh 
is opened and shut at the rigbt moments by means of levers moved 
by blocks (comp. PI. I) fat:itened to a disk on tbe shaft of the pump. 
Sueh a cock cannot work witbout being lubricated and a little of 
the lubricant might come on to the surfnee of the mercury, and 
the pump could then no longer be used (comp. 21 3). We cannot 
be certain that the cock will remain properly lubricated af ter some 
time, and in lubricating air migbt come in which could contaminatie 
tbe gas. Besines it is difficult to keep the cock cbannel free from 
the lubricant and therefore large enough. 

And yet CAILLETET had good raason for using this cock. For an 
ordinary val ve will generally give either an insufficiellt closure with 
tbe various pressures, at wbich a good closure is required, or it 
will stick at the highest pressure, so that it does Dot admit gas 
into the pump-cylinder during the next exhaust. 

In order therefore to replace that cock by a valve, which would 
avoid this lubrication, we bad to contrive (as remarked in Comm. 
N0. 14) a special construction wbieh would satisfy the above men
tioned requirements without being liable to the difficulties offered 
hy ordinary valves. Tbe valve described in § 3 enables us at 
least as far as it is concorned, to work with the pump uninterrupt
edly, for as long as is required. - It is only rarely tbat tbe 
exhaustion fails, and then it suffices to let thc pump rest a few 
moments in tbe exhaust position in order tbat tbe valve mayagain 
hecome loosened. 

32 
Prooeedings Royal Aoad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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<!:. 1. We must always expect the possibility of the mercury 
returning, or what sometimes could be worse, of the alrea!1y com
pressed gas returning into the apparatus, from which it is taken, 
in ronsequellce of Ieakage along forcing and suction valves, espe
cially when the worlüng of the pump is interruptcd for some time 
fol' olie l'eason or other. ']'hi'3 returning of the mercury might cause 
great disturbanccs and even aecidents. In CAILLETE'l"S original 
pump a feeding val ve (ft Pl. I fig. 1) has sometimes been used but 
aftenvards this has been again removed. When this small ebonite 
val ve came into use, and was closed liy a pressUl'e of for instanee 100 
atmospheres, it tbereby stuck ánd the pump was stopped wOl'king. 
It eould not then be started again without very complieated opera
tions, if we did not wish to lose gas or to have it eontaminated 
with air. Moreover this vulve was an obstruction to the easy entrance 
of the gas into the cylinder. 

In the newly constructed compressor a safety-feeding-valve (comp. 
glO PI. lIf) has been constl'ucted which in ordinary circumstances 
lies 1008e1y under its support but is raiscd and pressed against ihis 
by the mercury, as soon as this forces its way towards the exhaust 
side, while the val ve can be loosened from the su pport from the 
outside, aftel' having been pressed against it by high pressure, with
out opening the pump. 

<!: 2. At the same time we can avail oursehes of this valve 
for closing the pump at the exhaust-side, and this is always done as 
soon as we stop the working of the pump. 

When startcd again aftel' an interruption or stoppage with the 
valyc closed, the pump begins to exhaust the sucking-chamber as 
far as the valvo, and then by opening this we ean again make the 
connection with the exhaust-tube. 

€. 3. As with the least contamination of thc mercury (and 
espccially when small splinters of iron or othor particles of hard 
matel'ial are in the pump) tho valves coase to be perfectly cloAed, 
part of thc mercury may flow over to the exhaust-side. In order 
to prevent this from getting into thc apparatus, from which the 
gas is taken, an antechamber gG (Pl. lIl) is made, which if ne ces
Bary ean contaizl the whole quantity of mcrcury which is above 
the pxbaust-valve in the pump cylinder. 

~. The compressed gas must be entirely freed from mereury. 
The spreading of the gas jet in the dome shaped reservoir, in which 
(in OAILLETET'S pump) it is compressed before it is admitted into 
the outflow pipc is partly usoful to this end. 
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~. 1. It appearfld however an advantage to add a spray catcher 
alld separating pJate. 

~. 2. Further separation is promoted by passage through a small 
cylinder kn (PI. UI) in which the current of gas is once more 
forced to change its direction, while 
~ 3. the last traces of rnercury are removed by a mercury-filter 

ka (PI. IJl) in whieh the mercul'y is brought into contact with 
copper and gold-leaf. 

@;. In order to be warned when the mercury passes over into 
either the chamber [Ja or into the ovel'fiowvessel ks, and to observe 
the position of the mercllry in the compression tube C', insulated 
contacts are taken through the steel walls, of which those in go and 
ks are permanently connected with an electric bell, while that in C 
only makes contact through a control switch . 

• l? Tbe above indicates what is necessary for sucking in the 
pure gas at the exhaust-side and for forcing it out at the pressure
side under high pressure and free from mercury. 

In order to be able to work regularly with the pump we must 
still contrive some additional apparatus. Among these are: 

{>. 1. A number of cocks, several of which are united together 
on a cock-board, which a1so gives 

.l? 2. an opportunity for measuring not onIy the tension in the 
reservoir of the pump (as in CAILLETET'S pump), but aIso th at in 
the apparatus in which the gas is being compressed. 

{>. 3. A safety-valve, which bursts whenever the pl'essure be
co mes high enough to endanger one of the pieces of apparatus wbich 
are under pressure and joined on to the pump . 

.\? 4. a safety-tube on the exhaust-side, for protecting the appa
ratus to be connected with it, 

.l? 5. a connection with the air-pump so th at the compressor and 
all the accessories can he exhausted hefore pure gas is admitted 
into them. 

The operations which are made with the pump, may be arranged 
under three different heads, whieh we ean find for oursl:'lYes from 
the diagram if we connect I, U and IU with the exhaust-tube (}f 
the pump. But bl:'fore treating of these thl'ee opel'ations we will 
fil'st describe th~ pump itself more in detail. 

§ 3. a. Packing of tlze cornpl'ession-tube (see PI. IV). The 
piston-rod or plullger A's moves in a Iignum vitae coating bs fitting 
in a eavity turned in the compression-tube C'o. Before working the 

32* 
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wood it is thoroughly soaked in glycerine 1). On this coating rests 
a leathcr collar b41 , which has been made by pressing H, when 
moist, into a mouJd made ~pecially for it. When the pressure 
below the leather collar increases, the inner part of this is pressed 
against the steel rod, and hence the hig'her the pressure the better 
the c]osure. If ho wever thfl plllnger moves upwards and the vacuum 
occurs in the compression-tube, which Vttcuum with closed suction
"alve can amount to 10 cm. of mercllry (comp. PI. UT), the closul'o 
would be prevented 'owing to tho pressure from without; thereforo 
the lenthcr ring must be pressed artificially against tbe piston-rod 
(comp. § 2 2t 1). For this purpose we have placed in the l€!ather 
collar an india-rubber ring b42 , which presses thc eollar against the 
plunger, when the packing-ring is tightened. 

Th€! packing-compressor /121 with the Jining b22 is pressed down 
by the lIut bI, sCfl~wed 011 to the forcing-cylinder. In this nut also 
a wooden lining bSl is screwed, through which the plunger runs. 

In order to keep the packing entiroly under the glycerine (comp. 
§ 2 ~I 1) a small cup bu is placed on the nut bl whieh is entirely 
fil1ed with glycerinc anel which communicates by two tubes bl3 antI 
and ba and grooves b32 in the nut with the space between the nut 
and the cylinder b15 and also with the space between the packing
compressor and the plunger. The air in this space can escape 
through the longel' tube whila the space is being filled by the 
glycerine through the other tube. 

The screw-threads bIG between the cylinder-wall Cl and the nut bI 

are filled with wax in order to prevent the glycerine from leaking 
away along them. 

If :the apparatus is out of use for some time, the glycerine is 
removed to prevent it from attracting water and hence causing rust, 
while the wooden linings are kept in glycerine. 

In screwing oft' the nut the glycerine which fIows out is caugbt 
in thc cup V12, fitting on the support VlO' The glycerine is removcd 
from the compression cylinder by means of a pipette and blotting 
paper. The mercul'y (7 KG.) is left in the pump. 

For the preparation of the apparatus exactly measured quantities 
of glycerine are poured into the forcing cylinder (70 c.c.) .and into 
tbe cup b12• 

To introduce tbe glycerine into the closed pump the packing is 

1) It is lit-st immersed in glycerine und turned nearly to its proper dimensions, it 
is ngain 50nked for somE' time iu glycerine and then turned to Ha correct size. 
:Reserve pieces are kept in stock. 
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loosened under decreased pl'essure, while to remove the glycerine 
one of the contacts is loof:lened a little under pressure. If the exact 
quantity of glycerine is present, and if during the exhaust the switch 
belonging to the contact C'a is pressed down (§ 2 0), the bell i'3 
not heard, if the same is done with the switch belonging to G'G the 
beU must always be beard, but with the switch belonging to G'4 the 
beU is on1y heard for a moment. Pl. V fig. 2 shows a high-pressure
pro of contact with platinum-point. 

/J. Up and down motion of the plungel'. The plunger A's together 
with the cross-arm A'2 (comp. also Pl. II fig. 3) and the rod A 
which is directed upwarns are forged of one piece of steel. The 
rod moves through a guide block V20 (comp. § 2 m. 2) whieh con
sists of two parts V21 and V22 screwed up on each other and is 
connected to the frame Vi, through the arm V20• 

Tbe lubrieating oil whieb flows from the guide-block is caught 
in tbe cup A'4 whicb fits loosely on the cross-piece, and sa cannot 
soi! the glycerine (camp. § 2 m. 3). 

Tbe side arms of the cross piece A'2 are moved up and down by 
drawing rods 8'H' These are coupled to a ring 8s sliding rounrl the 
smooth cylinder C'o (comp. § 2 m. 2); the levers 81 in moving up 
and down can turn on tbe bolts 834 wUh whicb they are fastened 
to the ring 8s. 

'fhe beam consists of two symmetrical curved levers being wider 
towards the si de of the compression-tllbe, and enclosiug it (<,omp. 
Fig. 3 PI. II and PI. IV to the left, upper view of the ring), 
while the two parts where they are coupled to the connecting rod or 
with thc hinge 82 , fit immediutely agninst the smooth sides of the 
rods 841, , 

The piece Ss, consisting of the hal ves SSI and S32 screwed against 
each other (comp. uppf'r view PI. IY) leaves room wben moving up 
and down for the contjlct-screws G's C'4 C'5' For greator security it 
is covered wilh a smnll plate 830 in which is a small lubrication· 
hole leading to the lubrication-canals 831 and 832, 

r. Transfel'l'in,q of the motion, gem'ing. J n this connection 
fig. 1, 2 and 3, of PI. II must be consulted, on which na letters 
are placed for the sake of clearness. 

The connecting rod t, PI. IV is moved by the crank UIl U1fl U13 

on ",hich is a. ratchet wheel with ratchet and ratchetsupport to render 
a backwal'd movement impossible. 

This improvement is especially useful when the pressure-vah-e 
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leaks, but a]so when wc stop thc pump and put the plunger in 
the lowest position in order to reducl' the possibility of leakage as 
mueh as possible. 

The fiy-wheel is connected on one side of the crank with a pin, 
on tlJe other side a toothec1 wheel is fastened which receives the 
motion by a ehain f!'Om a second toothed wheel on the shaft proper. 
This shaft runs in a supporting pieee fixed tightly by means of 
strong screws to the frame and strengthened by a separate oblique 
stay. 

The wheel is drawn in tbc figures of PI. n on the shaft over 
wbieh the leather belt runs tó an additional shaft worked by a 
steam engine. In the Leiden ]abOl'atory this latter shaft is Oll the 
wall opposite the pump. Instead of the steam engina we can also 
employ an electromotor of 1 H. P. (75 K.G.M. per sec.) hy me:l.ns 
of a large and lightly built wheel of 1 meter diameter and the same 
additional shaft. Finally there is an arrangement for placing a 
bancHe on the shaft of the pump, so that one or two men can turn 
this at the proper speed (§ 2 Q) 3). 

~. CompressÎon tube and the communicatio11 of the mercul'y of 
tlle compl'essÎon tube and tlze pump cylindel·. The thick·walled for
cing cylinder C'O rests with its Lase C'ao on the fmme V, serewed 
on to it tightly with four bolts C'7 the exact position being determined 
by four pins G'n-

A direct connection witJt the pumpcylinder was made impossiLlc 
owing to thc frame and the crank. 

Therefore, a little above 'tbe hottom of the cylinder a bored tap 
with screw-thread C's is forged on, on which the thick-walled bent 
eonnection-tubc do d2 (sec PI. nf, VI fig'. 1 and PI. lI) is fastened 
hy thè nut dl' The T~picce d2 farms a junc60n between the elbow 
do and the double bent tube d3, which is fastened with the nut d.j, 
on the pump proper eao (PI. V) this being itself provided with IJ, 

screw-thread. ' 
Thc nut dl rcsts on the tube by means of a collar d03 forged on 

to duo and a closure is obtained hy the washer dij. Tbe fastening 
of the nuL do), was a little more complicated. On the tube dso is 
screwed ft ring dSl auoyc which is placrd an india-rubber ring do 
and a plate d3s, which can be pushed over the scrow-thread of d30 , 

this Leing slightly roundod off towarrJs the uppel' end by the additiou 
of a rounded ring dSi' The india-rubber ring is thus completely en~ 
closed and in tightening the nut d4 this india-rubber gives a 
pel fect closure. 
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The T-piece d20 (PI. VI fig. 1) is scrowed on the two tuhes do 

and ds, so that the bend of the farmer becomes of the required 
farm, the proper thickness is then given to the leather packings 
d71 :md dSI the cIos ure being obtained by securing' nuts dOl and d9~~ 

The passage for thc mercury, is intcrrupted in the T-piece by 
two bends d~OI and d202 , opening into a space d203 • which space is 
closed hy a tap provided with paclring d23 and also with au opening 
with its screw d24 and accompanying packing. 

It is nsed during the cloaning of the pump to run off mercury, 
for which purpose thc T-piece is held downwards; moreover drops 
of glycerine if they are carried along by the mercul'y can gather 
in d203 and be dra wn off through d24• It is seldom necessary to 
dismount the double bent tube, A great eOJlvenience of the above 
mentioned arrangements is th at the mercury ean al ways rcmain 
in the pump aud hen ce the introduction of dust or splinters is not 
to be feared, 

E. T/ze pump body e with its water circuIation eg (PI. IH and V) 
is in the main the same as CAILLETET'R. Here also the he.ad e4 is 
hermetically fitted on the pump body by means of a leather ring 
while a Iayer of mercury renders the closure of this packing perfect 1). 
The iron basin el is arranged tu prevent tbe mercury being spilt ~). 

ç. Connection of pump-cylinder and pressltl'e-1·esel'voi1'. The steel 
capillary i is fixed at bath euds in the coeks Îl and, i2 • The latter 
is adjusted at the height of the suction-valve. At first the commu~ 
niration was made, for cOllvenience along d24, but it is evident that 
the Ieaking of gas ioto the pump-cylindeJ', whenevpr the coek is 
not shut in time, may eau se great inconvenience. 

The cocks i l i 2 are cOllstructed aecol'ding to tho Leirlen model of 
high preSSIll'e cocks. In order th at they should work satisfaetol'ily it 
is most important that everythiog' should be ver,}' aeeurately pl'epared 
on the lathe, sa th9t the point of the pin i 230 , whieh is hardened, 
fits quite centrally into the conieal hole i 21 • Vlhen the pivot is 
loosened, the gas mURt be able to move freely along i 231 , and there~ 
fore the spa ce 10ft should not be too small. The scre\y-thread i232 

must not cut th(' packing when thC:' coek is entir{']y open, and hence 
the pivot i233 must have the full thicklless out of which the screw is 

1) 'l'lte packing is tightened by menns of n key with n very long hnndle. 
f) Tlte Hoor in the neighbourhooll of tlle pump is nrrtluged 80 thnt nuy mercurl 

"llilt can be ensily coUected. 
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cut and fit prerisely in tIJe small ring 125' A little below the washer 
rase tlH' screw-thread must end in ft rylindrical boring corresponding 
with thc part of i233 projccting outside the packing. The packing 
i.tse1f is pressed into a coniral space and care must be taken that 
new laycrs of leathcr (or cOl'k) are always added in time, before 
the pacldng-cûmpressor ilO is screwed too far down by the nut i~7' On 
placing the rock in the appilratus, care must be taken that the 
point is directed towards that side, where the removal of the paek
ing, wbieh these cocks espeeially permit, could offer difficulties. 
To show that the position of the coek may not be altel'ed the handle 
is taken away from the head or the pin. 

As usual the capillary io is fastened into the overpipes with 
screw-threads and marine-glue. 

When the cock ii!, is open the boring i21 communieatcs with the 
coek i l . In the boring ilolof this coele is a filter consisting of 
cIosely packed platinu:qI-wires i104 enclosed in a small case with 
sieve-shaped bottom t'103 and with a rim and washer ilo2 resting 
on the cock itself. The satisfactory worldng of the filter depends 
on thc pump being thoroughly deaned, an opm'ation which is rarely 
necessary with my cOllstruction, and whieh therefore can be done 
with the utmost care. 

With one of the cocks i we regnlate, with the other we shut 
entirely, a thing wbich sbouJd not be fOl'gotten if the work is 
'stopped for a moment. Moreover these two cocks are required for 
removing the capillary from the pump when necessary without inter
rupting tbe work. If cverything goes weIl we can see the capillary 
moving regularly between two positions (Iike a Bourdon spring) 
under the inBuence of the alternuting pressul'c. 

Tbe boring in communirates with the boring iIJ2 in the pump 
body. To adjust the coele i l to this so that the packing can be 
tightcned while the cock remains pel'fectly stationary (which the 
space at our disposal renders necessary in view of tbe capil
lary connected with it) a cylinder shapcd lengtheoing piece i12 with 
Bange is forged on i]O. It is fal:ltened in the bOl iog eo2 hy means 
of' a bored conieal joint with ft thread i J7 , which is in two pieces, 
held together by pegs. 

In the boring eC2 all ebonite cap es with packing is fal:ltened, 80 

ihat, when as much mercury us possible has run through i, a 
Iayor remains to assist the closure of e4, in eoo • 

'Y/. I/ofcing-valve Wit/I accesso1'les. The steel pressure-valve (Pl. V 
fig. 1) l'('sts on the support e2 wlrirh is screwcd in the npper-ond 
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of the boring in the pump-body. This upper-end is provided with a 
very finely finished screw·thread in which the thread ou thc valve 
SllppOJ t fits very tightJy (romp. § 2 1) 2). The lower end -of the 
boring in this steel support is/ turned out smooth and trumpet shaped, 
Ba that during compression bubbles of gas cannot remain behind 
(cornp. § 2 1) 2). The support fits on the pump body with the help 
of the enelosed washers ellil. 

The conical part of the valve-pin eS1 is ground with the utmost care 
on the support e.23, when it is moved it is guided (cornp. § 2 1) 1) 
by a cylinder e311 sliding up and down in the cylindrieal opening e.24' 

in which cylinder pieces are cut away along the lines of movement. 
Tbe spring e7S and the pin e7.J. prevent the lengthening piece ess 
from moving too mueh upwards. 

Moreover a sIigbtly bent asbestos plate e34 may be serewed in 
the valve between eS1 and ess, which in some cases seeures a bettel' 
e10sure, but tbis means is not always applied. 

Tbe upper part of the spray-catcher e70 is supported by tho 
cylinder e751 serewed on to ell. The superabundant mercury pressed 
tbrough tbe forcing-valve rises in this cylinder. The gas escapes 
through the openings e75'J and is directed downwards by the second 
cylinder e7G (comp. § 2 ~ 1). 

The plate en pre vents tbe penetration of mercury into the upper 
part of the (Jome (comp. § 2 ~. 1). After applying the Elecond jacket 
no mereury drops were ever found on the plate. The out1et tubes 
eó and eo for the gas from the lwad are, as in the case of CAILLETET'S 

appáratuR, provided at their upper extremities with flat ends in order to 
serew them on the washers in the bottom. Tbe cock e41 through 
whicp we can allow the gas to flow out, without using the tubcs e5 

and eG, is not now used because of the troublesome mel'cury-mist, 
whieh is produC'ed on ,opening o.t high pl'essUl'c. 

o. Exhaust-valve. (For thc differcnt sections anu details of the 
valve-boi and accessories see PI. V fig. 1.) The steel valvc
box f is fixed against tbe flat side of the pump body (comp. 
PI. lIl), in whieh the boring coincides with the boring fi in tbe 
vah'e-box. They are fastened togetber by bolts, running through 
thc holes /2 and serewed in tbe holes eol in the pump body. Be
tween the flat sides of the exhaust valve-box nnd of the pump-body 
india-rubber sheetillg (45 mg. per em ll.) is luid over thc grooves f').1 
whieh are useful in making a good elo~ure. The support of the 
suetion-valve fs is screwed in the piece f7 while the closure takes 
place at the packing f4. l'ho vulve support is provided with nu-
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fine holes tG' The vulvo pin f5 which is carefully ground 
valve-suppol t, is guided in it by means of the cylindrical 
while the conieal part f5l closes the openings in the 

pport. The vahe-pin is constantly pressed against the valve· 
uy the sm all spring f57 and the small pin T~(J. The valve
eCln be screwed out by means of the doubly interrupted 
which is turnerl out of it. An india-rubber plate f5S is fas-

n the val ve-pin by moans of the screw f52; a four-armed 
ring t54 presses the odges of the india-rubber plate lightly 
thc val ve support. It requires then some excE'SS of 
on the forcing-side to -prE'ss the steel val ve tightl y on 

val ve support. Should this happen at high pressure the 
)ber sheet rests simplyon a flat surface formed by the upper 
tbe valve-cone and the upper-side of the valve-support. 'fhe 
topper or valve-box-lid f7 with the packing fa allow us to 
3ther the valve works weIl and to remove the valve·support 

valve from the valye-box. 

~etyfeedin9-valve. The valve-box and the exhaust·box fOI adja
lt are formed of one piece of forged steel; the boring f9 forms 
IIDunication between the exhausted space fl and fn, the 
lft between the ring fSI alld the valve-box-wall, and tbe 
:hamber f91 in which the gas enters from the sucking-tube 
:le valve 92 is not closed (cornp. § 2 Q: 2) . 
. all cylinder 922 provided with two llotches is connected to 
re by a ro I 93' 1 and peg 9310' on which rod is cut tt screw
with which it can be screwed up and down through the 
9S3 by a thread in the screwhead 932' Thi8 screwhead is 

on lts innerside with a thread. lf the small peg 9312 is 
en tbe small rod must, by the rotatiug motion ot 9s2, slide 
down without turning as is necessal'y in Oldor to loosen it 
: ~ <!: 1). rfhe screwhead is turned by means of the <lisc 

'S2' 
iowerside of the tube g10 againsL which \ the safety-valve 
is rounded towards the inner side (comp. Y1Ol) to ensure a 
lObure of the valve. The coating g21 of india-rubber mixed 
ueh zinc white is tightly forced into the conieal cup 
d rcquircs only little pressure to assure the cl03ure. As a 
i vulve lies on three ddges 941, made on a supporting ring 

Îonal vlllves lire turned on tbe laUle to tbe correct siza IInd kept in stock. 
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g42 (which encloses also the packing of fll), so that the gas C'au 
always stream freely from fl10 to 191, for which purpose also grooves 
have been cut in the tube UI. The stem flsn is usuaJly also screwed 
back a few turns and the valvc may still, without being hindered 
by the peg, be raised so far by the mercury rising' suddenly that it 
closes the opening g101. 

It will be remarked that the connection betwe~n the several parts 
of ,q aud f is a little more complicated than is required; this wilt 
also appear to be the case fur gitself, which is explained by the 
remark at the end of § 1 ; the detailed drawing may be useful for 
those who wish to change a CAILLETET-pump iuto a compressor of 
the Leiden pattern. 

The nut fl1 (PI. VI fig. 2) presses .qlo closely against [/51. In 
thc same way as CAILLETET we usa the pointcu screw g54l to let 
mercury flow out into the tube glo from the mercury reservoir gb7 

through the hole gós and the opening g50, from there it is received 
in the exhaust-chamber and from there again in the pump cylinder, 
provided these spaces are unde!' na pressure_ This screw-cock is 
only opened at the commencement or in the case of leakage. Gene
rally the pump sucks gas through U5S from the cavity 952 and the 
chamber go (see PI. lIl). 

The latter (camp. § 2 lt. 3) is made from a gun barrel, provided 
with the necessary steel mountings (see PI. VI fig. 2). The 
gas is admitted into it uy the tLlbe [In- On the joint {/7G connected 
with H, several conducting tubes (r, H, and IU) with nuts and 
paclüng can be screwed. 

At the Iower end this chamber IS provided with a cock g()5 to 
let out any mereury th at might have run over. The upward 
.bent tuhe gw which can be screwed off, must give a tig-bt joint 
by a mel'C'U! y Inyel'. Even if a small quantity of mercury begins 
to overflow into the tubc by insllfficient closlll'e of the valves tbe 
contact g03 g;ves warning immedjat~ly (cornp. § 2 (5), while the 
coutact UOo4 indicates that more mercury has run over than was 
contailled in the pump C'ylinder above the suction-valve (see Pl. 
Hl), and hen ce that something is wrong with the compression. 
tube C'O' 

r.. The fransfe1 ence of the compl·essed gas. The compreseed gas can 
escape (see PI. lIl) from the rcservoir through the conducting tubes 
k and l. If this is done slowly, very little mel'cury usually will be 
cal'ried along. Therefore the cocks are always opened very carefully 
and except in urgent cases the gas is let out as slowly as it is 
admitted by the rpg'ullll" working of the pump. 
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The f!ange kil (sec PI. III and PI. V fig. 3) is fastened to 
the bent tube h'lo of tbe main conduit by mnrine-glue, it is closed 
by menns of the packing k12, whieh is screwed on to thc overflow 
vessel k4 by means of the nut kIS. The contact kJG which inmedia
tely gives warning when mercury passes over inta this vessel, is 
constJ'uctcd like C'3 (see PI. V fig. 2)- The joint kI5 Oll which the 
outlet tube k20 fits with a nut and packing, is forged on to the side 
of the steel vessel kIS which is fastened to the frame (see PI. II 
fig. 2 en 1). 

The steel high-pressure point-coek k21 (sec Pl. lIl) which closes 
the forcing side of the pump is constructed in the manner eXplained 
in detail for i l and i2 , Iike kl it is fastelled to the frame. The bent 
tube 120 which is more especially intended to en ab Ie the pressure in 
the head to be read on the manometer is provided with a (smaller) 
overflow veRsel ll; its bot tom can be screwed off, but as we need 
hardly fear any mercury on this siJe, no connections 10 an electric 
bell were made. From ihis vessel (not shown on PI. II as it is not 
fastened to the pump itself) tbe pressure is bl'ought to the br,onze 
high-pressure point-cock l2 on the cock-board and can be transferred 
to the manometer 1\'23 along Is. 

The steel filter-box ks PI. IIf, whither tbe gas passes from the 
overflow-veesel, consists (Pl. V fig. 4) of a hollow cylinder kso, on 
thc joints of which the overpipes of the inlets and outlets kSl can 
be connected Ly nuts. The overpipes are bored trumpctshape on 
the side turned townrdil the filter box. This contains, enclosed by 
rirgs and perforated supporting plates k3s , thicker brass-wires packed 
closely together hu, secondly thinner brass·wircs in kaw and finally 
between two plates with fine sieve-holes, gold-leaf k343 is placed in 
order to remove the last traces of the mercury (comp. § 2 ~. 3). 
This filter-box is fastened to tbe frame of the pump (see PI. lI, 
fig. 2 and 1). The cocks, tubes_ or apparatus in which the gas is 
admitted af ter having traversed this filter need not be made exclus
i\'cly of steel or other material, unattackE'd by mercury, nor need 
all soldel'ing work be avoiderl, fiS was tbe case '\rith the preceding. 
But then they must be placed at such a distance from the pump 
itself, that no contact with rnercury is to be feared, which woulfl 
be tbe case if they were in the immediate neighbourhood. Thc tubes 
connecting the pump to the cock-board, for instance, are made of 
iron or steel. 1). 

1) rhe bell wires are eitller made or iron coatecl uv india· rubber 01' are protected 
1>1 iron tubes. 
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1... The safety-cap (k4 PI. lIl) eonsists of a small ebamber k40 , 

on the rim of whieh a carefully rolled thin plate of hard brass is 
screwed by means of a nnt k42 and a washer. Thickness and mani
pulation are so arl'anged that explosion wiIl oecur at a given 
pressure, while Ieakage which easily occurs with the usual safety
valves is excluded. 

ft. The cockboard. The tube k5 (PI. lIl) conducts the compres3cd 
gas to the main tube 110 of the cock-board, co,rrying the arms l1U, 

1121 and l1S1, so that the gas can be drawn oif by four ways. 
Generally the co ck 11)2 admits the gas into the apparatus in which 

it is to be kept or used for researches, while a reservoir p is con
nectE'd to the tube 1114 which reservoir in many cases serves to 
maintain the pressure, when the apparatus is fastened on to the 
cock nIS. 

The cock 1141 serves to conduct the compressed gas to another 
apparatus or to be sampled for analysis. 

The cock 1122 allows the tension of the compressed gas to bie 
measured on the manometer. With coeks k21 and 12 cIosp.d we can 
also measure on tbe manometer the tension of the apparatus connected 
to 7/14 or 11)3, and aIso with coek 1122 closed and co ck l2 opened the 
tension of the gas in the dome of the pump. As an example: we 
may wish to test if the pump is working regularly (especially with 
the operations II and lIl). 

By means of the cocle 1132 the pump with accessories is conneoted 
with the sucking-apparatus (comp. § 4 v) -consisting, among other 
things of a tube lending to an airpump and to an open bottIe with 
a safety-tube immersed in mereury. Moreover 1132 is used to permit 
gas brought under pressure, to flow back to the exhaust-side of tbe 
pump (e.g. a gas-holder) (comp. § 4 v). 

§, 4. The accessories described above may be considered as im
mediately belonging to the pump, now we have still to consider 
wbat is further required for the operations mentioned in § 2 and 
indicated on PI. III by I, lI, lIL 

1. To suck gas from a space under ordinary 
or less than atmospheric pressure. 

An instanee of this is thc frequent1y occuring sucking from a 
gas-holder. To th is end the sncking-tube g71 of the pump is con
nected to tbe: 
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v. Exhaust apparatus fOI' o1'dinary p1'essul'e. (Comp. I PI. IIL) 
Thi13 consists entirely of glnss pieces of apparatus, to wbich tbe 
iron sucking-tube is connectcd by means of india-rubber. The gas 
from the gasbolder is filtered through cotton wool and drawn through 
tbe tube 06 PI. lIl; if the cock 0 5 is in the position ShOWll here 
tbe gas flows imrnediately to tbe pump along 020 and througb tb~ 
glasswool, pbosphoric anhydride and fused sodiumbydrate in the 
tube 021' If we turn tbe cock 05 through 180

0 into its usual position, 
the gas passes tbrough the washbottles Os, usually filled with pure 
sulphuric acid (comp. § 2 1:>. 2). In both cases the wide safety-tube 
07 is connected, in whicb tbe rnercury rises to barometric height during 
evacuation. The double washbottles are made so 1) that they work 
in tbe same way with either direction of tbe gas-current. Tbe 
bubbling of the gas througb thc sulphuric acid, which must remain 
perfectly clear, allows us, like the rising of the mercury in 07 to 
test very accurately wbether tbe suction-valve works weIl and also 
if the pump-cylinder is properly exbausted. The pump-cylinder is fiUed 
with gas of less pressure than that in the apparatus from which it 
flows' we can reckon to take in from 100 to 125 liters of normal 

) 

gas in an bour. 
Any spray from tbe sulphuric acid is received in tbe bulbs 0ln 

and °32 ; moreover the tubes are al'ranged so that the liquid flows 
back to the botties ; very fine drops that might be carrier! along, 
are retained in 021 , 

lf the compression is stopped, the gas still left in the dome 84 

is oaused to flow back through the cock n23 along 020 and 05 to 06, 

The mercury-pllmp and accessories are exhausted through 04' The 
three-way stopcock must then be so turned that the drying tubes 
communicate on both sides with the air-pump. For the exhaustion 
of the tUDing of the apparatus (e.g. gas-holder) up to 05 we can use 07, 

Il. To force compressed gas from a space of lower 
int 0 0 n e 0 f h i g her pre s s n r e . 

.As an instanee of this we rnay consider the transference of gas 
from one cylinder to anothel' (e. g. from an almost empty one into 
one not quite fuIl, a case which of ten occurs when we wish to raise 
the pressure in the latter or to have the former at our disposal). With 
a view to this operation the chamber g6 is made so that it can 
l'esist if necessary the full pressure of the pump. Fig. III (PI. lIl) 

1) Compal'e E. O. D.E VRIES. Thesis for the Doctorate. Leiden 1893. 
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indicates the cOllnection through a high pressure cock q2 with 
a reservoir qs, in whieh the pressure iR r('ac1 on the manometer q43 

to be closcd by the cocle '142' In this reservoir thc gas from the 
cylinder qa which is to be fOl'ccd through the regulating-coek q5 is 
generally admitted so that the tension in ga does not rise above 10 
atmospheres. With hig'her pl'eSSUl'es at the beginning or at the end 
the pump might begin to WOl Ic too heavily and the pump-cylinder 
become warm. Gencrally uefore commellcing to force over the gas, 
the pump and the reservoir are exhausted through N32 and 04 , If 
the apparatus on the exhaust-side is strong enough, a safety-valve 
may be applicd, which eonducts gas when the pressUl'e is too 
high on the forcing-side back to the exhaust-side (comp. § 5 eso). 
Because thr. working of the mercury-pump requirps constant attention, 
we may however trust to being wal'ued in time by the manometer 
whilst the safety-cap giVelil fina.l security. 

UI. To work in ,conjunctioJ1 with a pump which 
d e 1i ver s gas u n der pre s s ure. 

With regard to the mercury-pump itself, the conditions are the same 
as if compressed gas were admitted from a cylinder through qI, and 
it is obvious that we may often avaiJ ourselves of the usefulneEs 
of my compressor fol' this purpose. As an example of this I will 
consider here only the case when the auxiliary compressor is espe
cially construcbd to work together with the mercury-pump, i. e. 
when it transmits exactly so mueh gas a~ the highest preSSlue 
(admitted on the exhaust side of the mercury-pump), as the latter 
can take up If in such a compl'essor the gas were also forced by 
means of mercury we would actually have obtained !t mercury com
pressor with two degrees of pressure and tenfold power. With a 
mercury-pump aftel' tbe present pattern buth on a somewhat larger 
seale and with a pl'oportionate auxiliary compressor at my disposal, 
I should be able to bring about the long wished for circulation of 
liquid hydrogen in the cryogenic laboratory. In the mean time many 
researches do nut involve the great requirements of this last problem, 
nor do they admit the use of a BRoTHlmHooD compressor, arranged 
for the compression of large quantities of pure gas as described 
Oomm, N°. § 3. For a commencement I found it sufficient to build 
an auxiliáry compressor, which iu contradÎl:itinction to thc BO'l'HERHOOD 

is meant to be exhausled and in whieh the gas is compressed by 
a minimum of glycerine. 1'hereby in contrast with the mercury-pump 
the auxiliary comprcsbor, destined to work with it could be made 
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to run fast (at 150 revolutions per minute), alld could hence be of 
smaH dimensions and inexpensive. 

With pressures up to 10 atmospheres the disadvantages of the 
lubricant used, in connection with a drying appftrtl.tus presently to be 
described (in (!) are so unimrortant that I hope before long to obtain 
by means of this appa.ratus liquid hydrogen. The vacuum pump 
which I considered necessary for) this in Comm. No. 23 § 5 wjJI 
soon be in regular work. 

The connection, whenever thc mercury pump alld the auxiliary 
compressor work together, is shown hy II (PI. lIl). The mercury 
pump and auxiIial'y compressor are regularly used for the oxygen
circuJation of the cryogenic Jaboratory (comp. comm. N°. 14) 1), in 
the mannel' described. 

The gas from the auxilial'y compressor passes first through the 

Q. dl'ying towel' for gas under high p~·cssu1'e. This is a steel 
bottle T (see PI. III and Pl. VI, fig. 3. A front view of 1 was 
already given in Comm. N°. 51, PI. lI, as Dl) closed at the upper 
end lIy means of a nut with flat sidas and an overpipc with packing 
11, The tube is made very wide so as to secure a slow motion of 
the gas. It is deRigned to stand a higher possible pressure (150 
atm.) than that allowable in the drying tubes described in Comm. 
N°. 51 (§ 3 and fig. 6 PI. lIl.) 

'fhe drying agent (phosphorous pentoxide, or sometimes sodium 
hydroxide) is not immediately illtroduced into this heavy tube, but 
is in a thill-walled brass tube I4' which is so fastened in the dryillg 
tower that the gas is obliged to flow through tbe drying agent. It 
is exhausted by the pump itself, the cocks N 23 and 04 being 
uEled. When the tube 14 is filled with the substance tbrough which 
the gas must pass mixed with glasswool or dried asbestos, and closcd 
at the upper and the Jower ends with the sieves 141 and 142 (fastened 
to it by screw.threads) we may allow the rim 143 to rest on the 
wall of the drying tower itself and then SCl'ew up tbe bottom 142 

by means of tbe bar 145 , which causes tbe packing to expand and 
press against the wall of 1. 

The bent tube 131 serves to let out the drops of glycerine that 
might be carried along from the auxiliary compressor, the co ck 132 

is used to remove them, to exbaust the -apparatus, and to introduce 
or draw off gas. \ 

1) UOntl" Mathius 1. c, PI. 1. 
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§ 5. The auxilim'y compressor !tself remains to be described : 
according to the diagram on PI. III and the detailed drawin~ on 
PI. VII, whirh also (fig. 1) gives a simplified view of the whole 
compressor. It was cont:ltructed for me by the Société Génevoise. 
To save room it is suspended on the wall below the driving·shaft 
(§ 2, r at the end) with which also the mercury pump is coupled. 

The plunger 1/ is hollow and surrounds a copper tube, through 
which water fol' cooling the plunger and compressed gas is con
ducted, (see FI and 1/2 on PI. III). For admitting and drawing 
oft' the water india-rubber tubes are used which move together with 
the plunger and are connected to the water supply. 

The packing El consists of two collars E l2 and El3 as in the 
forcing-cylinder of the mercury-pump (comp. § 3, a). rrhey are 
placed in opposite directions one to shut during exhaustion, the 
othel' during compression, and are enclosed by the nut E3 screwed 
against the pump-body D, in which it fits exactly, and which it ho1d8 
by means of a rim E2• The plunger is protected by wooden ring's 
(comp. § 3, a) and a leather ring El5 fitting on a bronze ring EIG' 

The outer rim E2 is filled with glycerine. In the nut is a lubricating 
chamber E41 (PI. VII fig. 3) in which glycerine is brought under 
pressure. The pressure is applied in the storage-bottle through the 
cock Co (see. fig. 2 and 5 PI. VII) and the tube Go (fig. 2). GSI 

is used to test whether the apparatus has been complete1y filled 
with liquida The glycerine is hindered from flowing out of this 
chamber by a second collar packing E52' screwed on by means 
of the nut - E'},4 and the enclosing piece E53' The problem of 
obtaining only a small clearance gasspace and of allowing as 
little of the lubricant as possib1e to be in contact with the gas, 
has been solved by turning the plunger so exactly that it fits 
almost hermetically in the pump-cylinder, and further by making 
the bottom of the pump cylinder spherical, and cutting it oft' so 
that it is wedge shaped with two flat surfaces (those of the valves). 
Tbe wbole bottom-piece G of tbe pump cylinder can- be l'emoved, 
which facilitates the cleaning and dismounting of the valves. 

The gas sucked-in is admitted into the pump cylinder through the 
suction-valve 021, the pressure of this gas can be read on a vacuum
meter B (connected with Cl), used because the auxiliary compressor a1so 
serves especially as an air pump, as for instanee in the circulation of 
liquid oxygen evaporating' under low pressure. The snction·valve is 
kept back by a spring and an adjusting-pin C23 and can be taken 
out of the pump by screwing oft' C24. The gas is then forced through 
the compression-valve (the drawings of compression-valve and suction-

33 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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val ve require no further expld.nation) to the tube Ho, in which 
the pres8ure is indicaterl by 1bl' manometer, and furthcr along Hl 
to J. When the sdfety-valve CJU rises the canals C40 and C41 make 
a communication betwern tbe exhal1st chamber behind C21 (fig. 4) 
and tbe forcing cham ber bel1ll1d C5 This safety-val va is pressed 
by a long spring C33 with adjusting block C34 and adjusting piu 
C35 • The adjustin!S pin passes through the packingbox C3G , ends 
in a square head 1)18' and is adjnsted for a given pressure by meana 
of a wrench. If thlS is done we ean allow tbe auxiliary compressor 
to work whether the mercury pump takes up the eompressed gas 
or not. 

Chemistry. - "The alleged identity of red and yellorJ) mel'cul'ic 
oxide". Part Il. By Dr. ERNST COREN (Communicated by 
Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOl\I). 

(ltead January 27, 1900.) 

1. It has been stated in my first communiration 1) that there 
exists bet ween red and yellow mercurie oxide a difference in free 
energy 0.685 millivolts at 25.°0. 

I now wish to comrnunicate borne details as to the determination 
of the tl'mperature eoeffieient of the previously described mercurie 
oxide ceU and discuss the therm ic determinations made by V ARET 
in 1895 2). 

2. The E. M. F. of the mercurie oxide eeU may be represented 
by the equation : 

Eo d1& 
1&=-+T-

nfo dT 

in which 1& is the E. M. F. of the eeU at the temperature T, Er thc 
chemical energy of the process taking place on the passage of EO 

Coulombs, whilst n represents the valency of the mercury. 

If 1& and Tand also the temperature coefficient d1&_ are 
d'l 

known we can calculate Eo with the aid of the said equation. 

1) Proc. Royal Acud. Nov. 25, 1899, pg 273. 
2) loc. cito pg. 278, note 1. 
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3. In order to determine experiment~lly ;;, the same element 

which had been used for the measnrements at 25°,0 1) was immel'sed 
in a thel'ffiostat kept at 35°,0. The arrangement was quite the 
same as the one previously descnbed. The standard ceUs tWESTON 
and CL ARK) remained in the thermostat which I had nsed pre
viously at 25°:0. 

From time to time the E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell was 
measured in the manner previom,ly described ; af ter it had become 
constant, the measurements were continued for a number of hours. 

In this way was found: 

E. M. F. of the meJcm'ic oxide cell I at 35°.0. 
Hours af ter placing in the thermostclt. E. M. F. (millivolts). 

501/ 2 0.774 

69 0774 

By wa-y of con trol, the whole investigation was repeated . .A. new 
element (II) was fitted up; the same chemicals were used whose 
preparation and purification have been fully described in the first 
communication. 

This element was afterwards heated to 35°.0. 

E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide ceIl II at 35°,0. 
Hours af ter the composition. E. M. F. (in mIllivolts). 

220 0.772 

244 0.772 

4. Finally the USE'd- WE&ToN-cell was again compared with the 
two CLARK-cells A and B in the same manner as before, 

E.M.F. CLARK .Á2/io E.M.F. CLARK B 25 
-=-:~-: =---- = 1.3942 = 1.3940 , 
E.M.]I. WFSTON250 E.M.P. WESTON250 

whilst in former experiments the relations 1.3946 and 1.3945 were 
found. 

We now find for the tE'mperature-coefficient of the mereurie 
oxide eeU 

0.773-0.685 
10 = 0,0088 millivolts. 

1) Proc. Royal Acnd. Nov. 25, 1899, pg. 280. 
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H, now, we introduce into the equation 

or 

Ee = 11 Eo (%-T~i) 

the found values (T= 298; '!z; = 0.685; ~; = 0,0088) and express 

everything in caloric measure we find 

Ee = - 2 X 23,09 X i,9374 = - 89.4 calories 1) 

6. 'YARET bas àetermined in 1895 the heat of reaction of red 
mercul'ic oxide witb hydrocyanic acid. He finds this to be 31550 
calories, whilst BERTHELOT found 31600 for the yellow oxide. 
VARET then observed: "On voit que Ia transformation de l'oxyde 
"jaune de mercure en oxyde lOuge ne donne lieu à aueun effet 
"thermique appréciable." 

'1he difference of - 50 calories eertainly does not signify much 
considering it is a difl'erence between two large figures and the 
ordinary caloricmetric determinations are subject to rather great errors. 
Still I cannot help pointing out that the ealeulated results of - 89 
calories and the experimental result obtained by VARET are of the 
same order, whilst our electrical measurements decidedly prove that 
there must exist a dlfferencc in chemical energy between the two 
varieties of mel curic oxide. 

n is moreover somewhat illogical on the part of V ARET ~) 
to state that no appreciable thermic effect takes place when the 
yellow oxide changes into the red modification, when in his paper 
on the different modifitJations of mercury sulphide, real importanee 
is attached to the calorie value of -60 calories obtained as a differenee 
between 240 and 300 ealories. 

Amste1'dam, Chern. Lab. of the University. 
January 1900. 

1) Strictly tnken we nught to pny attention to the difference of heat of solution of 
HgO in the solutlOns of KOR. 

2) Ann. de c~imle et physique [VIt] T. 8 p. 102. (189b). 
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Chemistry. - Professor A. P. N. FRANcHulON'r presents to the 
library of the Academy Dr. P. J. MONTAGNE'S dissertation, 
entitJed "The action or ltyd1'ogen niM'ate upon fIle tJl1'ee 
?'somel'ic chloro-benzoic acids and some ot theÏl' del'ivatives". 

(Reml Jnnuary 27, 1900,) 

The contents of which he explains as follows: 
MONTAGNE'S work originated in experiments made by VAN 

ROMBURGH in 1885 and by TAVERNE in 1897 and 1898. VAN 
ROMBURGH had treated benzamide and its two methyl derivatives 
with nitric acid at the ordinary temperature aod had found th at, 
to some exteot, their behaviour differed from that of the aliphatic 
alnides aod methyl-amides under the same circumstances; this 
together with other facts was at first ascribed to the more pronounced 
negative properties of the aromatic atomic group. As, ho wever, in 
the nitration of aromatic substances, this a180 takes place in the 
nucleus, the question n.rst arose whether the change of the carboxyl 
group into the amide or methyl-amide group had any effect on the 
position taken up by the nitro-group. Experience regarding the 
nitration of aromatic suhstances tea<:hes that the N0 2 group of ten 
takes up more than one position, the greater part into one and a 
smaller part into another, and that this depends, among othet' 
things, on the temperature at wich the reaction takes place; 
when the temperature is lowered the formation of the bye-produet 
sometimes diminishes or ceases. TAVERNE showed that the tempe
rature and the duration of the action of the nitric acid influenced 
the result. If, therefol'e, we want to follow the effect of an alteration 
in the side chain it is desirabie to make the experiments at the 
same, preferably low, temperatUl'e. The negative propeIties of the 
benzene nucleus are however changed by the entrance of a nitro
group to a degree which varies wlth the position taken up by the 
nitro-group. Since the gl'eater or smaller negativeness of this nucleus 
may infl.uence the action of the acid on the side chaill, it was of 
impOl'tance to investigate the effect of altering the negativeness of 
the benzene group in some other way. MON'rAGNE chose the 
increase of the negativeness by the introduction of chlorine and 
therefore investigated the action of nitric acid at zero on the th ree 
isomerIc ehloro-benzoic acids anu also on their methyl cstel's, amidt's, 
methyl- and dlmethylamides. Then TAVI!]R~E had found na difference 
in the nitration at zero of benzoic aCid and of its methyl ester, 
but a difference existed in the case of the amide. HOLLEMA.N has 
only recently demonstrated hy means of more accura.te f:'xp:}l'imellts 
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that the nitration of the methyl ester differs somewhat from that 
of the acid. Whilst the negati\1eneSS of the benzene nucleus is 
increased by the chlorine, that of the side chain is diminished by 
the introduction of methyl. 

Tt is a1so known in the chemistry of arolllatic substances thaI; 
the groups in the ortho-position exercise a gl'eater influence on each 
other than others and it has been shown that this influence depends 
not so much on their nature as on their position, so th at the same 
phenomenon, surh as the counteracting or preventing of areaction 
of one of the groups by the other, may be caused both by a 
negative and a pORitive one; phenomena of this kind, so-called 
sterical obstacles, might occur here and ShOllld not be lost sight of. 

A score of unknown compounds wanted for, or produced d~rjng' 
the research and which also had to be made in different ways for 
the purpose of identification are described in the dissertation. 

Looking at the resuIts obtained, it is first of all shown that the 
nitrating process (with hydrogen nitrate at zero) gave with the free 
chloro·benzoic acids results not greatly differing from those obtainetl 
by other methods. The chief produets were at alJ events the same 
but it bas not been ascertained whether their rclative amount was 
tbe same. Ortho-chlorobenzoic acid gave a second mono-nitroderi
vative which has not been further investigated, but not a di-nitro
(lprivative such as obtained by HUBNER on gently warming with 
fuming nitric acid. 

The methyl esters yielded as chief product the esters of the same 
nitro-acids which were obtained from the free acids; the bye-products 
and their proportions have not been further investigated and n() 
mention is made of tbe influence of temperature on the nitration. 
The results obtained in the nitration of amides and methyhlmides 
at zero ag ree with those obtained by TAVERNE with benzamide, 
phenylacetamide, pheny1propionamide and their methylderivatives in 
sa far as the position occupied by the nitro-group is the same as 
in the rhief product of nitration of the free acids. But TAVJmNE 
obtained from benzamide only the m-nitroderivative, whi1st benzoic 
acid yielded both the m- and o-derivatives; from phenylacetamide 
and phenylpropionamide only thc p derivative was obtained whilst 
the acids gave both the p- aml o-cornpounds just as the methyl and 
dimethy1amides. 

Tbe time required for complete nitration seems to differ greatly. 
It seerns as if the arnides and methyl-amides are nitrated leBs rapid1y 
than the corresponding acids and that there exists even a difference 
between the derivatives of the three isomerie chloro-benzoic acids. 

I 
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It also appears that the stability of the amides alld methy lamid es 
of'the different chloro-nitrobenzoic acids when in contact with nitl'ic 
acid at zero is not the same. The most unstable are the derivatives 
of 4 chlorine- 3 nitrobenzoic acid whirh according to BETH?lIANN is 
the weakest of the three chlcro-nitrobenzoic acids. Tt is remarkable 
that this acid is the only one of the three where none of the groups 
is in ortho-position with the side chain, and the slowaction of nitric 
acid on tbe amides of the two others may perhaps be to some extent 
ascribed to the ortho-position of chlorine- or nitro-group, or in 
other \Yords to "sterical obstacle". From the metbylamides of 3 
chlorine- 6 nitro- and of 4 chlorine· 3 nitro-benzoic acid, a methyl
nitramide was ohtained, but none was got from 2 chlorine- 5 nitro
benzoic acid the only compound in wbich the chlorine is in the 
öl'tho position. 

Tbe result of tbc action of lJilrjc acid at the ordinal'y temperature 
on the amides and ibeir methyl deri"atives was that the amides 
yieldrd, as usuaJ, nitrous I!xide and nitro-acid whilst the metbyl
amides yielded nitrous oxide, methyl nitrate and nitro-acid j the 
dimethyl amides yielded nitro-acid and dimethylnitrarnine. Tbe nitro
acids of the 0- and m-derivatives appeaIed to contain a small q~an
tity of an isomerie body. This result differs from that obtained by 
TAVERNE with the derivatives of phenylacetic and phenylpropionio 
acid wbich yielded a dinitro acid. The difference in stability towards 
nitric acid was here also apparent; and as regards the dimetbyla
mi des: a UWe secondary action took place, presumably oxidation 
of one of the methylgrlJu}Js and formation of a methyl nitramide. 

The dissertation also cOlltains a tahle of ll).-elting points of the 
compounds described. 1t will be noticed that, as is genemlly the 
case, the melting points of tbe chlorides and methyl esters are Jower 
than those of the acids and th06e of the amides eithel' higher or 
lower j but those of the mono-methylamides are lower than t.hose 
of the amides and those of the dimethylamides are lower still. 

MELTING POINTS. 

ortho ·comp. meta-comp. para-comp. 

chloro· benzoic acid 140° 158° 236°.5 

chloride _ 4° liquid 16° 
methyl ester liquid 21° 43° 
amide 141° 134°.5 179° 

mOl1o-metbylamide 121°.5 75° 161° 
dimethylamide 13°.5 61° 59° 
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2015 Nû2• 3C16N02• 4013 N02• 

compol1nd compound compound 

chloro-nitl'o, benzoic acid 165° 138° 181°.5 

chloride solid 51° 

methyl ester 75° 48°.5 83° " 

amide 1780 154° 1560 

mono-methylamide 174° 134° 136°.5 

dime~hylamide 124°.5 104°.5 113°.5 

Chem;stry. - "Tlte Enanfiatropy af Tin" (IV). By Dl'. ERNST 
COllEN (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). 

1. At the 65th meeting- of "Deutsche Naturforscher und Aerzte" 
held at Nürnberg in 1893 1), it was stated by H. STOCKMEIER that 
the roof of the post-office at Rothenburg a. T., which is made of 
cast tin plates was fouud to be corroded (suffering from "tin-plague"; 
compare proceedings 1899, p. 152). 

Af ter consulting the older literature on this subject, he attributed 
the phenomenon to the ]ow temperature which had prevailed at 
Hothenburg. 

STOCKMEIES, ho wever, also communicated, that the roof of the 
town·hall tower adjoining the post-office which is made of flattened 
tin plates lu,!:d remained perfectly sound although exposed to the same 
low temperature. To explain the phenomenon, STOCKMEIER mentions 
a research hy LEWALD 2) who attributes the disaggregation of tin at 
a low temperature, as noticed oy FRITZSCEIE in St. Petersburg, to 
its shape (blockform) and mode of manufacturing nnd not, as he 
emphatically states, to the physical propertîes of the "matter". 

LEWALD says: "es ist Dun nicht richtig zn sagen: Zinn hat die 
Eigenscbafc bei circa - 35° C. seine Struktur zu änàern und zu 
zerfallen, sondern bloss Zinn, welches in B laclcformen gegassen, 
zeigt dieses Verhalten." 

He believes, that the tincrystals formed on cooling thc cast lYlass 
get ioto a state of teIlsion. "Es muss daher eineo Temperaturgrad 
geben, bei dem die Spallnung der Kt'istalle einen solchen Grad 
erreicht, dass sie zum Zerfalleo der Blöcke führt." 

1) Verhandlungen der Gesellschaft deutscher Natu~fotscber nnd Aer6te. 65e Ver
sammlung zu Nürnberg (11-15 Sept. 1893), S. 97-

') Das Ausland 1870, S. 71 Dingiers polytechn. Journnl 196 (\870) SU\}. 
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Tn order to prove that only cast, but not flattened tin shows the 
pbenomenon of disaggregation, he says: "wer sich hiervon überzeugen 
will, der giesse sich eine Zinnstange von circa 1 Quadratzoll Quer
schnitt, lasse dieselbe einmal durch ein Vorkaliber eines Rundeisen
walzwerkes gehen, schneide sich ein beliebiges Stück ab, setze das
selbe einer Kälte von - 40° C. und darüber aus, nnd das Zinn 
wird nicht zerfallen." 

2. My previous experiments 1) had taught me that not only block 
tin but also powtiered metal may change ioto the grey modificaticn. 

When dealing with tin-filings, it is no longer possible to adndt 
the existence of tensions (vagueI)') believed in by LEW.A.LD. MOl e
over, tbe filings aftel' passing I into the grey Ulodification produce 
sueh a finely divided dust that under these circumstances the existence 
of tensions becomes still more problematical. 

The fact that grey tin, af ter reversion into the white modification, 
may again and again be changed into its original form is moreover 
quite opposed to LEWALD'S idea and proves that the corrosion of 
the tin is a Iproperty of the "matter" and not, as LEW.A.LD believes, 
a consequence of the mode of manufacturing (cflsting,' flattening). 

3. The explanation given by STOCKMEIER of tbe different beha
viour of the tin roofs of the two Rothenburg buildings is, therefore, 
not valid when viewed in the light of my researches, and it was 
to be expected that the roof of the tower of the town-ball which 
was lined with flattened tin sheets would in course of time show 
corrosion. Tbat this idea was right is proved by the following 
communication which I recei.ved a few days ago from Dr. STOCKMEIER 
of Nürnberg: ... "Ieh Belbst habe ja gelegentlich der Naturforscher
versammlung in Nürnberg, bei welcher ieh über die eigentümlichen 
Erscheinungen der Veränderung der Zinnbedachung des Postturmes 
in Rothenburg vortrug, gefühlt, dass die Thatsache, wonach die 
Zinnbedachung des Postturmes zerstört war, die des benachbarten 
Rathausturmes ab er intakt blieb, durcb die damals eben noch als 
richtig anerkannten LEW.A.LD'Schen Beobachtungen sehr gesucht erk1ärt 
werden musste. AUein eine andere Erklärungsweise stand damals 
nicht zur Verfügung. 

NacMem sick nunmekr gezeigt kat, dass auck an der Bedacku1ag 

1) See Proc. Royal Aoad. of Soieno. 1899, 7·, 149, 281. Zeitsohrift für phys. Ohemie, 
Bd. 30. 600, (1899). 
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des Rathaus!u1'mes in Rothenbu1'g an einel' Stelle die Bildung der 
grauen Modifikation des Zinns auftritt, ohne dass unte1'dessen eine 
so tiefe Tempetatu1' wie im Jahre 1893 gehe1'rscht hättfJ, kann man 
woh1 der Annahme huldigen dass durch Ven-ehen kleiner Teilchen 
des grauen Zinne') ,om benachbarten Postturm auf die Bedachung 
des Rathausturmes, die Erscheinung vor sich ging." 

EvidE'ntly there has taken place "infection" . 

4. I have also investigated the influence of vihrations on the 
change of white tlD into the grey modification. I begin to state that 
my experiments in that direction gave me a negative result. The 
fow communications "hich I wish to make as regards the method 
of working are intended to induce others who may be ab Ie to work 
under more favourable conditions than myself, to repeat the expe
riments. 

ERDMANN 1) and HJELT 2) have noticed the "tin-plague" in organ
pipes. EHDMANN explains this by the vibrations to which they are 
subjected. Altbough we know now that vibrations alone cannot 
cause the phenomenoll (above 20° this is surely impossible) it yet 
seemed to me worth while to try whether mechanical influences are 
likely to accelerate the inversion. Then it is known that a concussion 
or a blow can abrogate a meta-stable equilibrium. One has only 
to think of the crystalhsation of supersaturated solutions and super
fused substances 3); also the spontaneous evolution of gas from 
supersaturated gaseous solutions under those circumstances 4). 

The researches of ABEL, NOBEL, CHAMPION, PELLET, BERl'HELOT, 
'rHOMSEN, SPRINGMUHL and others in the field of explosives have 
disclosed facts of this kind. 

Wave motions and other periodical vibrations may give rise to 
explosions even when their intensity is comparatively smalI. Nitrogen 
iodide does not explode on a plate or string of low tune, hut a 
high tune will cause an explosioll to take place. 

On the subject of explosions caused hy the explosion of other 
substances, LOTHAR MEYER says: "Wahrscheinlich hángen diese 
Unterschiede von dem Rytbmus der durch die ExplosiollE'n erzeugten 

1) Journal fur pract. Chemie. 52, 428 (1851). 
2) Ofverslgt af Finska Vetensk. Soc. forhandlin. 82. 
3) Compare O. LEHMANN, Molecularphysik. I (1888) 189. .According to OSTW.ALD 

salol IS not solidified by violent motion; nlso compme LOTUAR_MEYER, Dynamlk 
der Atome (1883) 897. 

4) LEHMANN, Molecularphysik 2 (1888) 117; (Zeitschrift fur phys. Chemie, 22 
(1897) 289; BERTJIELOT, Les matières explosives 1 (188S) 130. 
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Erschütterungen in der Art ab, dass nur durch Schwingungen von 
bestimmter Wellenlänge dio Atome in Mitschwingungen versetzt, 
dadurch aus ihren labilen Gleichgewichtslagen weiter als gewöhnlich 
hinansgeführt werden und dann in stabile Lagen übergehen." 

AIthough this view appears somewhat vague, I as aiready stated, 
decided to subject ordinary tin to vibrations below the transition
ternperature. 

As I did not know whether organ pipes of a definite tune had 
shown a stronger cOrI'osion than others, I chose as a SOurCfl of 
vibration a CHLA.DNI plate which gave an intense rattling sound. 

The accompanying reproduction of a photograph represents the 
apparatus: 

To the right stands the iron plate kept in strong vibration by 
two copper hammers. These are attached to an excentric which 
is rapidly whirled by means of a cord, by a HEINRICI hot-air motor. 

The whole apparatus which was placed in a cellar was exposed 
during tbe experiment to a temperature varying from +5° to +12°, 
therefore below the transition point. The plate was kept vibrating 
day and night for three months. The sheet of tin was attached to 
the plate by means of copper wire. 

As alreaily stated, no inversion of the tin had taken place. 
If a pI ace were at disposal where the temperature could be kept 

fol' a long time below zero, it would be an easy matter to make 
a r.ornparati,e experiment by attacbing to the plate a dilatometer 
filled with tin and comparing it to a second one, which had not 
been subjected to vibration. 

5. Statements found in older Ii terature and communications 
made to r me by different colleagues induce me to study the be
haviour of antimony, aluminium, manganese, silver, copper and 
lead from the same stand point as tin. 

Amsterdam, February 1900. 
Chemical Laboratol'Y of the Universit!!. 

Physics. - "On Plt:momena on the Sun con8idered in cOl11lection with 

Anomalous Dispersion of Light". Ey Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Will be published in tbe Procccdings of thc nC)Çt meeting.) 
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Chemistry. - «On the formaiion of trisubstituents of benzql fl'om 
disubsfituerds". By Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN (Cornmunicated 
by Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE B.aUYN). 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Chemistry. - «Enquiries into tlte system Tl NOs + Ag NOs". 
By Dr. C. VAN EYK (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS 
ROOZEBOO"M). 

(Will be publislled in the Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

(March 28, 1900.) 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPI~N 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEErrING 
I. 

of Saturday March 31, 1900. 
--__ OClC_---

(Translllted from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zaterdag 31 Maart 1900 Dl. VIII). 

CONTENTB: "Determinntion of thc decl'ense in the vapour tension of solutions by means of tne 
determination of the illcwase in the boiling point". By Dr . .A. SMITS (Oommunicated 
hy :rrof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM) (Witll one plate), p. 469. - "The formation 
of trisubstitutcd derivatives from disubstituted dPlivatives of Benzenc". By Prof • 
.A. l!'. HOLLEMAN (Communicated by Prof. C . .A. LOBRY DE BRUYN), p. 478. - "For
TtIatioll nnd tlnn.formation of thc doublc salt of Sllvclnitrate and ThaUiumnitrate". 
By Dl'. C. VAN EYK (Communicatcd by PlOf. H W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), 
p. 480. - "On Ol'thogonnl Comitants". BI' PlOf. JAN DE VRIES, p.483. - "On In
digo-felmentation". By PlOf. M. W. BEIJERINCK, P 495. - "Indican - its hydrolysis 
and thc enzymc causing tbc same". By J. J. HAZEWINKIlL (Communicated by 
PlOf. S. HOOGEWERFF), p. 512. - "Contribution to tbe knowledge of Jndic:m". 
By Prof. S. HOOOEWERFF and H. TER MEULEN, p. 520. - ".A special case of the 
differential equation of MONOE". By Prof. W. KAl'l'EYN, p. 525. - "On the locus of 
thc centre of hypersphelico.l curvatllre for the nOlmal curvc of n-dimensional spaeen. 
By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE, 527. - "Equations in which functions oeeur for different 
vallles of thc independent rariabIe". By J. D. VAN DER WAALS JR. (Communicated by 
PlOf. J. D. VAN DER WAAr,a), p. 534. - "Thc /4-monthly period of the motion of tbc 
Pole of tbe Ealth fiom determinatioua of the azimutb of the meridian marks of tbe 
Leiden Observatory fiom 1882-1896". By J. WEED ER (Communicated by Prof. 
H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN), p. 546. - "ConsidClations on Gravitation". By 
PlOf. H . .A. LORltNTl!, p. 559. - "On tbe power of lesistllnce of the led blood cor
puscles". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER, p. 574. - "On thc critical isotherm and the 
densities of saturated vapour and liqmd in the case ofisopentnne nnd carbonic acid". By 
Dr. J. E. VERSCJIAFFELT (Communicated by Plof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNIIS, p. 574. 

The following papen! were read: 

Chemistry. - Prof. H. W. BAKHUI8 ROOZEHOOM presents an artiele 
by Dr. A. SMITS entitled : "Determillalion of the deel'ease in tke 
vapour tension of solutions by means of the detm'mination ot 
the increase in the boiling point." 

(Read January 27, 1900.) 

I ntl'oduction. 

The peculiar l'esult obtained with the micro manometer 1) illduced 
me to try and uetermine the decrease in vapour tension hy another 

I) Verslag Kon. Academie Jan. 2, 1897, Nov. 27 1897, Sept. 30 1899 nnd Pro
ceedinga Sept. 30, 1899. 

34 
Proceeuings Royal Acad. Amsterdnm. Vol. Il. 
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method. It seem cd to me there wouJd be no particular difficulty in 
comparing the vapour tensions of pure water and solutions at a 
temperature different from 0°. I tried to gain my object by deter
mining the difference in pressure required to equalise the boiling 
points of pure water and saline solutiollS. 

In an article entitled : "A.n apparatus to keep the vapour tension 
of a boiling liquid constant," 1) the apparatus is described which I 
will briefly call "manostat". This manostat enables me to reduce 
the pressure in a certain space to a!1y desired extent, within definite 
limits, and then to keep it constant within 0.5 m. m. of water. By 
regulating the pressure of this apparatus it is therefore possible to 
make all solutions show the same boiIing point. To pe able to accu
rately read off the diminution in pressure, pure water is boiled m:der 
tbe ~same condition as the solution and from its docrease in temper
ature may be calculated the decrease in pressure corresponding with 
the decrease in vapour tension of the solution. 

Preliminary Experiments. 

I experienced great difficulties in my preliminary work when 
using the apparatus of BECKMA.NN 2). Firstly, because the indication 
of th~ thermometer was dependent on the degree of heating; this 
is chiefly due to the wrong manner in which the condensed solvent 
runs back into the boiling mass. 

Secondly, because the actual boiling vessel was not sufficiently 
screelled to prevellt radiation, wbir.h was shown by the fact, that 
mild air-currents had a perceptible influence on the indication of 
the thermometer. 

A third drawback experienced in my preliminary trials, but which 
was not caused byany defect in BECKIUNN'S apparatus was as follows: 

The indication of the thermometer appeared to be dependent on 
the place occupied by the mercnry reservoir in the column of liquid. 
As far as I am aware, nobody has, as yet, called attention to this 
Hwt but as will be shown presently, it is a factor which under 
special circumstances is to be l'eckoncd with. On account of ihis, a 
number of published results are undonbtedly faulty. 

It is plain that this phenomenon may be accouuted for by the 
difference in pressure between the different layers of Iiquid, but 
that it should be noticed so decicledly in boiling water or in boiling 

1) Verslag Kon. Acad. Nov. 27 1897. 
=) Zeitschr. f. physik. Ohem. 1891. 
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solutions astonished me somewhat as during the boiling a certain 
amount of mixing takes plaC'c by the rising of the vapour bubbles. 
The difference in temperature between two aqucous layers of a boil
jng watercolumn at a distance of 1 c. m. of each other ought, 
theorctically, to amount to + 0.036°. My actual experiments gave 
valups laying between 0.015 and 0.030° . .A.. change in the position 
of the thermometer had a smaller inf!.uence, when the instrument was 
deeply immersed in thc liquid than when it was nearer the surface. 
This is only natural if we remember, that the vapour bubbles ase en
ding from the bottom layers are larger in size than those of the 
top layers so that the mixing process in the former is less imperfect. 

In any case it was shown that the "mixing" during the boiling 
was by no means sufficient to quite neutralize the difference in tem
perature between the different layers of liquid. As however the . 
difference in tempm'ature is partly neutralized, we are dealing here 
with a state of labile equilibrium. 

Aftel' having tried BECKMANN'S process, I applied the method 
proposed by S. SAKURAl 1), because the results, obtained by W. 
LANDSBERGER 2), who used this procéss in a slightly simpliJied farm 
for the determination of molecular weights, inspired me with confi
dence. On further investigation however, it appeared to me that no 
very accurate results are obtainable by this method. As was to be 
expected, the boiling point of the water or of the solution depended 
on the tempm'ature of the steam which was blown iuto it. Unless 
the evaporation keeps perfectly equal pace wjth the condensation, 
the pressure in the steam-gf'nerating flask is liable to constant varia
tion alld as this affects the temperature of the steam we cannot be 
certain of a constant boiling point. Fo!' this re as on J abandoned the 
method. 

All this induced me to have ft new boiling apparatus constructed 
with the object of avoidlng the first two sourees of error al'itling from 
tbe use of BECKl\[ANN'S apparatus, although convineed that the third 
objection would still remain. -

As we know by experjence that a liquid boils more readily in a 
metallic vessel with a rough intorior surface thall in a glass one, in 
other words that, even without special precautions, the danger of 
overheating is smaller when using a metallic vessel instead of a glass 
one, a metallic vessel seomed to me preferabIe to one made of glass 
and I, therefore, decided to determine the boiling points in vessels 

I 1) Journ. of the chemicnl Society 63. 495. 
2) ZeÏtschr. f. Anol'g. Chern. 17. 423. 

34* 
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made of silver, wbich had also the advantage that thoy could be 
readily made in any desÏl'ed shape. Tbe constructioll of the apparatus, 
presently to be fuIly described, was entrusted on the l'ecommendation 
of Prof. H. C. DIBBITS, to Mr. BEGEER of Utrecht, who has perfor. 
med his task with great skill and ability. 

Description of the .A ppm·atus. 

The aC'tual boiling vcssels consist of cylindrical silver vessels closed 
at one end. They have a height of 20 cm. and a diameter of 6 cm. The 

B 

11 

l 

a 
i S7 

~ bottom and sides walls 
(f" consist of one pif'ce. As 

7, will be seen from the 
/~ accompanying drawing 

(Fig. I) thc top of the 
silvor cylinder is closcd 
with a lid through 
which pasE> the gIuE.s 
condensing tub~ A and 
the thermometer C. 
This tube, sbown in 
tbe drawing on a re· 
dnced scale, has a dia· 
meter of 1 cm. and 
reaches inside tbe 
cylinder to a distance 
of 2 cm. from the bot
tom. The tube is sealed 
at the bottom, but ai 
its side turned away 
from tbe thermometer it 
i'3 provlded with threc 
opcnings of 1 cm. diam. 
J ust underneath the lid, 
tbc tube has another 
oval opening 2 5 cm. 
long and turned towards 

L" 1 the thermometer . ./! tg. . 
The holes below serve to allow the condenscd vapollI' to mix with 

the boilil1g liquid, whilst the oval hole at the top serves to carry oft 
the watervapour. The thermometer which is provided with an india
rubber ling' may be connected airtight with the lid by Dloans of a 
E>crew. The bOllond bmall bilver condensor B is 1,5 cm. wide and 
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mayalso be closed at the top by means of a screw. Through this 
tube, salts are introdueed into the apparatus. Two of these instru
ments arc placed Ül a copper waterbath with two cylindrical openings 
from the bottom to the lid. The edges of the lids of the silvercylin
ders rest on the lid of the eopper waterbath whieh is 22 cm. in 
height. The bottom of the silver cylinders, therefore, do not fall 
within the plane of the bottom of tbe copper waterbath. The 
waterbath has a diameter of 24 cm. and has besides the two 
cylindrical opellings already melltioned, two other holes in the lid; 
through one of these passes a thermometer and through the other 
the tube of a large condenser. The arrangement is shown in Fig. Il. 

Bath the cOndt\llSing tubes A ana A' are connected by means of 
the india-rubber tubts a and a' WJth the Tpiece T, whilst tbe latter 
may be connected with the manostat by menns of the tube m. The 
heating of the waterbath takes place by means of two smaH lumi
nous Hames of two Bunsen burners, whilst underneath each silver 
cylinder a Bunsen-burner was placed, the Hame of which was so 
regulated that it just touched the bottom of the cylinder. 

As regards the mrangement of the manostat I still have to men
tion that 1 have replaced the aspirator by a water-suction air pump. 
To be able to regulate the diminution in pressure in the suction
pipeR, I connected it with the following arrangement consisting of a 
glass cylinder ('losed by a doubly perforated cork. Through the one 
hole passes one of fhe tubes of a Tpiece which stops just under
neath thc corl\:. Through tbe other hole is introduced a long glass 
tube which may be moved up and down with a litHe friction. The 
glass cylinder is almost filled with water. If now, the Tpiece is 
linked to the suctionpipe of the pump, the suction may be easily 
regulated by pushing the long tube more or less down into the 
water. This arrangf'ment works very rcgularly and easily and for 
iny purpose it is preferabIe to an aspirator. 

The second boiling vessel fillcu with water serves to keep the 
operator weIl informed about the action of the manostat. A change 
of pressure in thc apparatus of 1 mmo of water causes a change in 
the boiling point of + 0.003°. 

Prelimillary observations witk the new Appal'atus. 

It was first of all necessary to ascertain what kind of nucleus 
ought to be put into the silver cylinders to present overheating. 

My first trials were made with "shot" but the result was not 
satisfactory as overheating could not be entirely prevented in this 
mannel' and it seemed to me desirabie to choose a substance of a 
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lower specific gravity. The choice feU on enamel grains with sOlliè 
silver (tetrahaedra) and experiments made with these gave very 
satisfactory resuHs. With a constant pressure, the boiling point of 
water remained constant to 0.002°; introduction of more enamel 
grains had no infiuence on the boiling point. Secondly, it had to 
be ascertained in how far the indication of the thermometer depended 
on the height of the column of liquid ab,ove the bulb. Experiments 
showed that a displacement of the thermometer of 1 cm. eaus es a 
difference of 0.010;-0.030° in its indications. On adding water in 
such quantity as to increase the depth above the bulb by 1 cm. a 
change of temperature was noticed which was always largel' than 
that caused by a 1 cm. displacement of the thermometer, but tho 
change of temperature was always smaller than 0.0:30°. This pheno
menon may be eXplained by the faet that in the latter experiment 
the mercury bulb remains in the same liquid layer, whiJst in the 
first experiment jt was transferred to a layer of a different "nïixing". 

It is not a matter of astonishment that, even, wh en, using these 
boiling vessels j a change in the position of the thermometer causes 
a change in its indication and about to the same extent as I noticed 
with glass vessels, if we con si der that the vessels have a diameter 
of 6 cm. At a very small distance from the side, the influence 

READINGS OF THE THERMOMETERS. 

Left Thermometer. Right Thermometer. 

UiIO 2.100 

1.598 1 e.m. higher 2.100 

1.610 11 11 lower 2.099 

1.598 " 11 higher 2.100 

1.578 2 " 
, 2.100 

1.553 3 v 11 2.099 

1.550 4, 11 , 2.100 

1.550 5 /f /I 2.100 

1.550 4, 11 ) , 2.0\)9 

1.552 3 " 11 2.009 

1 576 2 11 # 2.099 

1.598 1 , , 2.099 

1.610 0 , H 2.099 
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Fig. II. 

Proceedings Royal-Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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of the conductivity of the silver may be perceptible, but it is flOt 
astonishing that this influence is no longer noticeable at a distance of 3em. 

In using these vessels, I again noticed that the lower down the 
thermometers are plared in the liquid,' tbe smaller becomes the differ· 
enee in temperature between the different liquid layers. In the fol-
10wing tabie, the thermometer on the left ifl displaeed each time 
1 em. whiJst the positian of the one on the right wasleft unchanged. 

It wiIl be noticed fram this table that, when the the)'mometer was 
raised by 3 e. m., the mercury reservoir ,!as surroundelby vapaur. 
It is plain, that, if we want to get different concentrations by ad ding 
salt to the water or ta the solution, we must determine beforehand 
what will be the influence at that position of the thermometer, 
of a definite increase of the depth af liquid above its mercury 
reservoir, so as to be able ta make a correction if necessary. If 
still Il!0re eoncentrated solutians are to be examined, it is desirabie 
to avoid the corl'ection by suecessively introducing inta the appa
ratus equal quantities of solutian and taking care not to alter the 
pasition of the thermometer. I next made the following experiment 
ta compare the two BECKIIIANN thermometers. 

Distilled water was introduced into both boiling vesscls and the 
bailing point rrad oif, the pressure being kept constant by means 
of the mallostat. The pressure was then ehanged to such an extent, 
that the thermometers feIl abaut 0.5°. Af ter some time the thermo
meters were again carefully rcad off. This experiment was repeated 
at different tellsions. 

I herewith communicate some of the results. 

Thermometer I Thermometer 11 DitJerence in tbe 
.Readings. 

l.457 1.195 0.262 

I 0.884 0.622 0.262 

2.658 2.G76 0.1182 

U 2.058 1.474 0.584 

2.090 1.508 0.582 

lH 1.614 \ 1.030 0.584 

1.610 2.100 0.490 

IV UIS 5 1.775 0.490 

eto. 
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'rhe result was very satisfactory as the readings of the boilJng 
points only showed a difference of at most 0.003° when the tempe
rature was lowered to the extent of ± 0.5°. Finally it was aBcer
tained what influence was exercised on the boiling point by the 
metbod of beating. An experiment showed that tbe turning of the 
flames either up or down, did not affect the boiling point as long as, 
tbe liquid was kept actively boi1ing. 

Way of Expel'ipzenting. 

The experiment may now be made as follows: - First of all 
distilled water is introdnced into both boiling vessels, and also 
grains of enamel and silver tetrahaedl'a, whilst the quantity of watér, 
intended for tbe nssel in which salt is afterwards to be dissolved, 
is being weigbed. The four burners are next lit, water being allowed to 
:flow tbrough the large condensers A and A'. When the water hoils 
both in the copper waterbath and the sil ver cylinders, the flames 
unde!' the waterbath are turned low and those under tbe silver ves
seIs are regulated. By means ofthe rubber tube m. the silver cylinders are 
connected with the manostat and the latter is set in action. To 
know the pressure wbicb exists in tbe apparatus during this first 
experiment, the barometer and the watermanometer of the manostat 
are read oft'. 

Aftel' a quarter of an bour, both the thermometers are read oft' 
by means of a magnifying glass and tbe correction with the mano· 
stat is interrupted. Tbe burner underneath tbe vessel intended for 
the salt is removed and water is passed through the small condensor. 
The stopper of the smaH condenser may then be removed without 
fear of any loss of watervapour. A weighed qualltity of salt is now 
introduced and the stopper reinserted. The burner is now rep]aced 
underneath the boiling vessel, while the water is allowed to pass 
for SOUle time through the smaH condenser to rinse down smaH 
partieles of solid matter adhering to the inside of the condenser by 
means of tbe condensed steam. Aftel' a while, the boiling vessels are 
again connected with tbe manostat and the latter is so arranged tbat 
the boiIing point of the salt solution is the same as that of the water; 
the thermometers are read of! at intervals. rrhe fall observed in the 
thermometer which is placed in the boiling water, corrosponds with 
the decrease in vapour tension of the solution at the temperature 
Qf the salt solutions, which is ihe same for every concentration. 

The results of my investigation will be communicated aftel' the close 
of another investigation, which I have started with Mr. PH. KOHNSTAMM 
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as to the question whether generally speaking the temperature of 
the vapour of any boiling liquid or of a solution is the same as that 
of the liquid. 

I may mention here that H. B. RITE 1) and H. C. JONES 2) have 
succeeded in constructing an apparatus, which gives very satisfactory 
results with certain solvents. Both have remembered, that in the 
first place care must be taken that the condenûng liquid shall not 
come in direct contact with the thermometer. The method of JONl<:S 

is much preferabIe to HITE'S me~hod on account of its simplicity 
and also becanse it gives better results when using solvents of a 
high boiling point. When however I tried the process, using water 
as solvent, I found that the results were thell not very accurate. 
Although in JONES' method, a displacement of the thermometer 
exercises little influence on the boiling point as the mercury reser
voir is entirely surroullded by metal, the boiling point is sensibly 
influenced by the method of heating. I further found that the method 
of S. L. BWELOW 3) (heating by electricity) may give very good 
results in the case of non-electrolytes, if the platinum wire is not 
twisted into a spiral but left straight. If the wire is then passed 
through a small Utube the vapour bubbles do not come into contact 
with the mercury reservoir of the thermometer, but they ascend at 
both sides of the thermometer. Operating in this manner the boiling 
point is constant when using the same number of ampères. This 
method is not at all applicable in the case of electrolytes on account 
of electrolysis setting in. An attempt which I made, to get a constant 
boiling point by heating with a boiling liquid instead of a Hame, 
ended in failure. I used liquids of different boiling points varying 
from 1050 to 1830 but did not obtain a constant boiling point in 
this manner. 

The r~sult of my investigation is, therefore, as follows : 
The apparatus used till now for the determination of the increase 

in boiling point of aqueous solutions give very satisfactory results 
in the cletermination of molecularweights but thcy are not suffi.
ciently delicate to study the decrease of vapour tensions. For this 
purpose metallic boiling vessels seem to be clesirable, also an arra.n
gem ent which enables us to regulate with great accuracy the pressure 
above the boiling solutions and to keep the same constant. 

Amsterdam, Jan. 1900. Univ. Ohem. Labor. 

1) Amer. Ohem. J. 17.502. 
~) Zeit. Phys. Uhem. 21 114. 
3) A mer. Ohem. J. 22 280. 
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Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBBY DE BRUYNpl'eSentfl a communÎra_tion 
from Prof. A.. F. HOLLEMAN : "The formation of fristtosti
tu!ed del'ivatives (rom di·suOstiluted derivatives of Benzene." 

(R.ead February 24, 1900.) 

As stated last year (iu the Recueil) 1) benzoic acid wben nitrated at 
0° yields the three possible isomers in the proportion of: 

18.5 ortho : 80.2 rng.ta : 1.~ para. 

Jointly with Mr.' B. R. DE BRUYN, I have now founll that 
on nitrating nitro-benzene at 0°, the three isomerB are fornled in the 
proportion of: 

6.4 ortho : 93.5 meta : 0.1 para 

at all events the ~mount of the para-compouncl was less than 0.2. 
If ODe now examines, as far as is possihle _ at the pl'esen~ time 

w bat relati ve proportions of the isomeric dinitl'oacids ha ve been obtfij
ned by nitrating the rnono-nitrobenzoic acids it appears that the 
compounds obtained in 1,argest quantity are those for which the products 
of the above relative nurnbers ure greatest. 

In the nitration of o-nitrobenzoic acid tbe products for the still 
unoccupied places in tbe benzene nucleus are given in the formula below: 

2 N Ol 'rhe highest figure is, therefore, in 6 j acid in 
fact, the acid 1: 2 : 6 is the chief product. 

8 504 

100 

In the nitration of m-nitrobenzoic acid the 
produets for the still unoccupied places are: 

I) Proceedings 1899. 

4-
8 

2118 

8 N Oq 
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Looking at the great vaIue of the product in 5, it is to be expected 
that the acid 1: 3 : 5 will be the chief product, while tbe otl1ers 
will only be obtained in minute quantity. In fact the 1. 3. 5. acid 
is the only dinitro-acid as yet obtained. 

In the nitration of p-nitrobenzoic acid the said products are: 

CO2 H 
/i" 

/ 
G 2 1730 

HÜJ3NER and STROMEYER first obtained the 
1. 2. 4 acid by ihis pl'ocess and later on 
CLAUS and HALBERSTADT worldng on a lal'gel' 
quantity of material isolated the 1, 3, 4 acid 
which is no doubt formed to a smaller extellt. 

In the nitration of chlol'o-benzene at 0° a semi-solid crystalline 
maas is obtained; if care is taken to collect together all the pl'oducts 
fornled in the reaction th is mass aft er being f!lsed solidifies at 58°.9. 
It is known th at ort ho- and para-chloro-nitrobenzene are fOl'med in this 
nitration; whethel' the meta compound is also formed in small quan
titils, remains to be seen; at aU events its pl'esence in the nitrated 
mass is I not stated in thc literature. Since p- chloronitrobenzene melts 
at 82° and the ortho compound at 32°, it is evident from 'the soli-
difying point that the para cornpou~d strongly predominates, so that 
the relation will be: ortho little, met,a traces, para very much. This, 
and the relation in which the three nitl'obenzoic acids are formed, 
pl'oves that in the nitration of ortho-chloro-benzoic acid, the acid 1 : 2 : 5 
(COIl H = 1) ought to be formed in large predominating qualltity toge· 
ther with small quantities of the acid 1: 2 : 3 ; in the llitration of 
m-chlorobenzoic acid the acid 1: 3 : 6 should be chiefly formed, 
the acid 1: 3 : 2 occurring only in smaH and the other isomel's in 
very triflmg quantities; in the nitration of p- ehlorobenzoic acid the 
acid 1: 4 : 3 should be almost exclusively formed. This quite confirms 
the recent research of MONTAGNE 1). 

In the literature, nothing much is said about the relative quan
tities of the ,isomers formed in the nitration of benzene derivatives ; 
as a rule the writers confine tb.emselves io Buoh statements as "chief 
product", or "much" of th is "Httle" of the other iso mer. With the 
aid of such statements it is possible to ascertain wheiher the abovo 
rule is of general applioation. This seems indeed to be tho case. 

1) Disserlution; Leiden 1899. 

-~--- - --------
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This does not only apply to nitrations, but also in cases of the intro
duction ef bromine and chloriDe. I have met with many instances in 
which it was p08sible to predict which of the possible isomers would 
be the chief product. 

The question now arises w hether the relati ve quantities in which 
the isomerie trisubstituted derivatives are generated corresponds to 
the relation shown by the above mentioned pronucts, or in other 
words wh ether the phenomena observed in the formation of trisub
stituted del'Ïvatives may be explained quantitatively in this manner. 
Researches in this direction are in prógress in my laboratory. 

I 

Chemistry. - Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM presents in the name 
of Dr. C. VAN EYK, of Breda, the following paper: "Forma
tion and t1·an.'Iformation of the double salt of Silvel'nitrate 
and Thalliumnitrate." 

(Read February 24, 1900.) 

1. Silvernitrate and thalliumnitrate arc rhombic at the ordinary 
temperature; at 1590 and 142° respectively, they undergo a struc
tural change and become rhombohedric. No records exist as to the 
formation of mixed crystals. RETGERS (Zeit. phys. Chem. 5, 451) 
mentions the existence of a double salt without meutioning however 
whether he has obtained th is from the aqueous solution or from the 
fused mixture. The object of thü, invef'tigation was to see what 
kind of crystals are deposited from fused mixtures of various con
centrations (varying from 100 per I cent of sil vernitrate to 100 per 
cent of thalliumnitrate) and to study thc passible changes which 
these crystals underga at lowel' temperatures. 

2. Determination of the meltingpoint lino. 
The solidifying points of mixtures or Tl NOs and Ag NOs (varying 

from 0 to 100 percent) were observed and the course of the 
solidification was watched. 

Tt was found that the meltingpoint 1ine, starting from either 
Tl NOs or Ag' NOs, took a descending course with a short double 
salt 1ine situated bet ween the two branches. 

\ Mol. pOt. Ag NOs Oommencement of Solidification. 

100 
94 . . . . . 

208°.5 
196° 
188°.5 90 

87 • • • • • • 183° 
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86 • 
78.5. 
7.05. 
68 
62 
54 • 
53 
52 
50 
48 
47 
41.5. 
40.5. 
37.5. 
30.7. 
22.5. 
14 
o . 
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Commencemellt of Solidificatioll. 

181 ° 
16 t °.5 

. . . 140° 
1330 

1160 

910 

85° 
81°.6 
82°.8 
8\ 0.2 

85° 
100°.6 
105° 
112" 
1290 

149° 
173°.5 
2060 

The graphic illustration (see figure) giv(-)s a clearer view. 
'1'he points of intel'section 0 and D of the doublesalt line with 

the two descending branches of the meItingpoint line cannot be 
readily determined, as both the lines A 0 and .B D continue far 
beyond those points. For instanee, the mixture with 47 mol. per 
cent of Ag N03 commences to solidify at 85°, crystals being deposited 
which are heavier thall the melt. On lowering the temperature to 
below 80°, the crystals continue to form uniil all at once a large 
quantity of double salt separates and the temperature rises to 82°.8. 
The temperatul'e at which this surlden separation takes place is not 
the Sil.me in every experiment; sometimes this only commences at 
68°. The same takes place with mixtures containing more than 50 
mol. per cent of Ag NOs. From the mixture with 53 mol. per cent 
of Ag NOa, cl'ystals begin to farm at 83°.5; these are lighter than 
the melt. Sometimes the formation of them may continue down to 
75° or lowel' until all at Ollce a large quantity of doublesalt crystals 
is deposited and the temperature goes up to 82°.8. 

The mixture with 50 mol. per cent of Ag NOs deposits, from the 
commencement, erystals different from thc two first. The crystals 
are of about the same den&ity t'S thc mclt. In this mixture the fitst 
erystllJs separate at 82°8, Ol' ]f bupel'cooliug takc& place thc tempe
l',tture goed up to 82°8, wbich is the meltillg point of the double 
balt, ab 1:;0011 at;; el'ybtalb ure dCpObitotl. 
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The meltingpoint E and tbe two eutectic points for doublesalt 
+ Ag NOs and double salt + Tl NOs do not perceptibly differ. 
The short line a E D of the doublesalt ie, therefore, almost 
horizontal. As a consequence of tbe fact th at tbe points 0 and 
D lie so close to 50 percent, the solidification trajectory that is 
the series of temperatures at which solidification takes placfl, is very 
prolonged for fuserl mixtures containing much Ag NOs or TI N03 • 

Even in thc case of these mixtures, the lines A C and B D may 
pass tbe points G and D owing- to superfusion of the doublesalt. 
Soliclification was incomplete even at 80° in the case of mixtures 
containing 90 percent Ag N03 or 90 percent Tl NOs· 

lf the doublesalt did not farm of its own accord, tbe eutectic 
point F where the melt solidifies to a cong-lomerate of Ag N03 

+ Tl NOs would be noticed at about 75°. 
3. The course of the meltingpoint line ad mits of two possibilities 

as regards tbc nature of thc crystals which separate from the melt 
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containing from 0 to 48 mol. percent of Ag NOs or from 52 to 
100 mol. percent of Ag NOs: either the pure salts are deposited 
or else their mixed cl'ystals. 

Tbe fact that mixtures with a high percentage of either Ag NOs 
or TINOs are not quite solidifieu until close up on 80° proves tbat 
there can be on1y a very slight mixing in tbe soUd phases. 

It is however, impossible to separate the crystals from the melt 
sufficiently completely to make it possible to decide, by means of 
an analysis of the srparated crystals, wh ether a small intermixture 
occurs or not. 

This may be more accurately found out by determining, the 
transition points of the separated crystals. 
" At the AgNOa - side, the rhombohedric crystals (whether 
consisting of pure Ag NOs or mixed crysta1s) wbich are deposited 
from the melt at a high temperature, will change into tbe rhombic 
form when they are left in contact with the melt at a lower 
temperature; this change is accompanied by a retardation in the 
fall of the temperature. When the melt deposits pure A.g NOs th 
change takes p1ace at 159°, but in the case of mixed orysta1s the 
temperaturo must be cither higher or lower than 159°. 

The same is true of tbc crysta1s which deposite on the 'l'l NOs 
- side. On observing tbe course of the solidification the retardation 
nlways occurred at 152° in the case of mixtures at the AgNOs 
side, which s01idified about 160° and consequently contained from 
100 to about 80 percent at AgNOa • 

At the TINOs side it always oocurred at 142Q
• 

;From this it follows that mixed crystals are not depositeu on 
either side, or, at most, mixed crystals containing a very small 
admixture. 

4. The solidified mixtures of different concentrations are, therefore, 
conglomerates of the doublesalt with Ag NOs or TINOs. 

rrheRe, on a further decrease in temperature, undergo another 
change. When the mixtures are allo wed to solidify on a glass slide 
and then exposed to a Iow temperature they gradually become 
opaque as may be noticed with the naked eye. '!'he temperature at 
whieh thc trallsformation takes place cannot be determined byopticul 
or thermometrie methode as the change proceeds too slowly, and 
therefore, the diJatometric process was applied. 

E'Îrst of .all, a comparative experiment was made to demoDstrate 
that the changa in the cong'lomcrates is a change in the double 
salt and not of A.g NOs or Tl NOs a10ne. 1 _ 
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36°.6 
33°.7 
31° 
28°.6 
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Dllatometer 
TINOa 

24.1 
31.9 
35.9 
40.8 

Dilatometcr 
AgNOa 

22.5 
28.3 
31.4 
35 

Dilatomcter 
51 mol. pCt. Ag NOa 

57.8 
52.3 
49.5 
46.1 

These dilatometers were now cooled down to about 10°, left at 
that temperature for about 20 hours and then again heated to the 
original temperatures to see whether ally change in volume had 
taken place. ~ 

In this way the following numbers were obtained: 

35.9 31.4 34.4 

rrlNOs alld Ag NOs have, therefore, undergone no alteration whHst 
the volume of the mixture has greatly diminished. 

The transition temperaturo of different mixtures was detormined next. 

mse of level with mIxtures of 
l'cmpClatule l'lme 40 pCt 50 pCt. 60 pCt 70 peL 

iu Ilours. AgNOs AgNOd AgNOd AgN0 1 

34° 4 4 + 6.4 + 6.9 + 7.2 + 7.2 
3Qo Ü 4: + 1.4 + 1.9 + 1.3 + 1.5 
27"0 6 + 0.5 + 0.8 + 0.4 + 0.5 
26° 6 0.35 0.4 - 0.2 0.3 
24° 3 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.5 
19° 1 14 2.0 - 18 1.6 

With mixtures of 20 percent and of 80 percent of .Ag NOs 
it was possible to determine that the iransition temperature lies 
bet ween 24° anel 29°. 

It, therefore, appears that all the mixtures luwe the transition 
temperature at 26°-27°. It will have to be proved 1>y solubility 
experiments whether at this temperature, the double salt changes 
into another modification or breaks up into thc components. 

The following groups of phascs exist in the different regions in
dicated in the figure ~ 

J. Tl NOs a + Melt. Il. Ag NOs a + Melt. 
lIl. Tl NOs {j + Melt. IV. Ag NOs (3 + Melt. 
V. Tl NOg fI + Double s~lt. VI. Ag NOs (3 + Double ealt. 

Region VII will contain tho group Tl NOs (3 + Ag NOs (i, or 
will have to be divided into two pafts l'epresentiug the conditions 
of existence of each of these salts with the new modifioation of the 
double salt. 
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Mathematics. "On Or·thogonal Comitants". By Prof. JAN 

DE VRIES. 

If we regard $1 and a'2 as tbe coordinates of any point P with 
respect to the rectangular axes OX1 antl OX2, the binary form 

is repl'etlented by n lines through 0, containing the points for which 
the form a; disappears. 

If ~l and ~2 are the coordinafes of P with respect to the rectan
gular axes OZI and OZ2, between the quantities $11 a'i and ~ll g2 

exist relations of the form 

Xl = Àn ~1 + À12 ~2 I 

3:2 = À21 ~l + À22 ~2 I 

If by these substitutions the form a: is transformed into an , we 
~ 

have 

so 

This proves that the symbolical coefficients all a2 and all a2 

are transformed into each other by the same substitution as the 
variables Xl I X2 and ~ll ~2' 

2. In order to obtain comitants, i. e. functions of al I a21 3:1' 3:Jl 

that are invariant with respect to the indlCated orthogonal transfor
mations, we can start from the covariants 

representing the square respectively of OP and of the mutual dis
tance of two points Pand Q, being therefore absolute comitants. 

The second covariant can be replaced by 
35 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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whilst from the relation 

or 
(.cy)2 = 3.'31 '!Jy - Xy y31 

ensues that the covariant (xy) is related to the covariants X31 and lJ.'y:: '!J:z. 
Now from these three absolute comitants follows immediately the 

invariant character of the symbols 

and (ab) • 

According to the above these absolute invariant symbols are con
riected hy the relation 

80 for tbe construction of orthogonal comitants we can dispose of 
the symbols 

\ 

aa, ab, (ab), ax, (ax) , Xx, :l'y' (x'!J). 

Evidently lineat invariants can be generated only by the symbol 
oa and present themselves only in the study of forms of even degree. 

Consequeutly the form a;n possesses the linear absolute invariant 1) 

3. The quadratic form 

furnishes the invariants 

a2 = a2 -'- 2 a2 + a2 
b - 20 -. 11, 02 I 

1) The existence of this invariant was proved_ by Mr. W. MANTEL by menns of nn 
infinitesimal transformntion (Wiskundige Opgaven, Dl. VII, p. 148). 
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united by the relation found above. 
Whilst (ab)2 = 0 points to the coinciding of tbe two lines indi

cated by a; = 0, aa disappears wben those lines are at rigltt angles. 

If c is the tangent of tbe angle formeu by tbe two lines, tbeir 
angular coefficients satisfy the relation 

or 

Ol' 

2 (ab)2 + c2 aa bb = 0 , 
or at last 

(e2 + 2) (ab)2 + c2o~ = 0 • 

80 tbe invariant ab disappears wben c2 = - 2. 

4. By tbe interpretation of the snbstitution f)Jy = 0 or 

follows immediatelv th at the covariant • 

(af)J)2 

disappears for two lines wbich are at right angles to the lines 
representing a!. 

The covariant 
(a.v) az 

changes only its sign by the substitution f)J." = o. 
80 (aoV) az = 0 r('presents two orthogonaJ lines. 
lndeed tbe sum of the coefficients of x~ and f)J~ is equal to zero. 

lf all = 0, so that the lines of a; lie symmetrically with respect 

to the axes of coordina tes, we have 

This proves that the covariant (a.r) Oil: furnishes the bisectors of 
the angles of the lines a; = O. 
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This result is confirmed by the following consideration: 
By the equations 

and Xy = 0 

the pairs of lines are indicated lying respectively harmonically 
with the lines a2 = 0 and with the isotropical lines :1'z = O. 

:r: 

And now these two involutions have the pair of rays in common 
of which the equation is obtained by eliminating 'lJ bctween 

and .Tl Yl + :1'2 Y2 = 0 • 

80 the equation 

(ax) az = 0 

represents the orthogonal lines separating a; = 0 harmonical1y. 

5. If we put 

then with a view to the equivalence of the symbols a and bI we have 

and 
[/ie ÛJa;) = ab az (bol') • 

But from the identical relation 

aa bie - ba az = (ab) (a.x) 
follows 

(ga") Uz = aa (boX) bie - (ab) (aJ') (boC) • 

The second term of the right member disappearing identically and 
(boX) bz = 0 representing the bi sectors of thc angles of the lines 
b~ = 0, the co variant 

furnishes two lines having in common with the lines of a2 the axes 
:r: 

of symml3try. 
At the same time it is evident that the form ab az (boC) does not 

give a new co variant. 
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It is clear that ab (a.L) (U.I) repl'esents the lines at right angleb to 
ab a:e bx = 0. 

6. To two quadratic forms a; and J; belong tbe simultaneoue 

iuvariants 

(af)2, a 2 =f2 
ja' 

As is known tbe first disappears when the two pairs of lines 
separate each other harmonically. 

Under the condition (af) af = ° the lines determined by (af) a,t: !:e=0 
are perpendicular to one another. 

These right lines being the double rays of the involution 
a2 + },f2 = 0, the equation (af) af = ° indicates that the pair of 

x IJ: 

lines a2 = ° and f2 = ° have common axes of symmetry. 
IJ: IE 

This is confirmed by the following consideration. We have 

If tn = 0, the invariant disappears when at the same time a11=O 
Ol' f20 = f02, i. e. wh en the two pairs of rays have common bisectors 
or when one pair of rays consists of the isotropical lines. 

From thc expres sion found above for the tangent of the angles 
of a pair of lines follows readily that the invariant 

disappears, wh en these pairs of lines can be brought to coincidence 
by the rotation of one of them. 

7. When the equations 

a; = a20 x~ + 2 an Xl ir2 + a02 :l'~ = ° , 
I 

have a root Xl : X2 in common, one of the lines a; = ° is at right angles 

to lal line of f; =_0. 80 the resultant of these equations must furnish 

a simultaneous invariant. 
36 

Prooeed inga Royal Aoad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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By elimination of 3'1: ,t'2 we find 

By _ a simple computation this expression is l'cuuced tû the sym
bolic form 

lf in the pl'eceding equations we put a20 = 0, then we have 
1'02= 0 or a52 t 02 + 4 a02 all tn + 4 a~l f20 = O. In the former-case 

a line of a2 is at right angles to a line of J2 . In the latter case the -
:IJ $ 

substitution a02 = 2 i all furnishcs the condition 

- f02 + 2 i Ju + f20 = 0 , 

from which €Dsues that one of the two isotropicai lines uelongs to 
eaeh of the pairs; then again a line of a! is at right angles to a 

line of J 2. 
:IJ 

The consideration of the orthogonal pair of l'ays of the involution 

leads to a simultaneous co variant. 
This pair is indicated by 

I (ai+)./n+(a~+),lp=O, 

or by 
aa+}.,ff= 0, 

so by 
f a2 - a f2 = o. 
j 11 a $ 

8. It is a matter of course, that to the cubie form 

belong only invariants with an even number of symbols, i. e. of 
even degree in the coefficients. 
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Setting aside the forms (ab) a~ and (ab)S which disappear identi

cally, we have the invariants 

so 

(ab)2 ab :::: 2 (aso a12 - a:l - ai2 -+ a03 a21) , 

a~ :::: a~o + 3 a~l + 3 a~2 + a~3 • 
From the identity (ab)2 + ai = aa bh evidently follows 

For aao = 0 and a03 =: 0 we have 

Reciprocally the disappearing of this invariant indicates that two 
lines of a3 :::; 0 are at right angles to each other. For, ifby a rotation 

IJ: 

of the axes of cool'dinates a3 is transformed into 
I 

which implies that ODe of the lines is represeDted by ~2 = 0, tben tbe 
angular coefficients of tbe remaining lines are connected hy tbe 
relation m2 ms ;::; S «21' Tbe above named invariant being transformed 
into 3 «21 + 1, its disappearing produces the relation m2 ma + 1 = 0, 
by which two perpendicular lines are indicated. 

9. The comitant 

determines the polar of a3 with respect to the line '111: '1/2 = ~l : $21 
I 

or, what comes to the same thillg, the d(\uble lines of the cubic 
involution of whieh (x y) = 0 is a threefold ray and a3 = 0 forms 

II 
I 

a group. 
For the double rays of the involutio~ 

36* 
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r (.v y)Z !Jz 

1- (.c y)2 Yl 
I 

[ 

1=0, 
I 

In connection with this consideration the covariant of RESBE 

furnishes two lines forming the threefold elements of a cubic invo-
lution of which a; = 0 is a group. '\ 

Thc lines of HES SE are orthogonaJ, when the invariant Ca b)2 ab 

is equal to zero. 
The lines ag a~ = 0 are orthogonal when the covariant aa ag dis-

appears, i. e. when we have 

By substitution into bg b; = 0 we find that the pair of rays 

in question is indicated by 

(a b) aa b2 = O. 
111 

The lines of HESSE are the double e]cments of the involutioll 

(a b)2 alll bg = O. 

If Yl: '!J2 is l'eplaced by C2 cc: - Cl Cc, it is evident th at the co variant 

(a b)2 (b c) Cc at' 

determines thc ray conjugate in this involutioD to the rayaa ag = O. 
Evidently the orthogonal pair of rays of this involutioll is 

indicated by 
(a b)2 all! (6 3:) = O. 

• 
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80 this mugt correspond with (a b) aa b; = 0, whieh indicates 

ac('ording to the above thc same pair of rays. By applying the identity 
{ab)(a./.)=aab;r-baa;r, we find(ab)2b;r(a:t')=(ab)aab~- (ab)bao;rb;r, 

whel'e the third covariant disappeal's identical1y. 

10. The biquadratic form 

has, beside the above mentioned invariant 

and the weU known invariants 

the quadratic invariants 

m = a4 == a2 + 4 a2 + 6 a2 + 4 a2 + a2 
, Ó 40 :n 22 18 ()4 

In consequence of tbe identity (a b)2 + a~ = aa bb we have 

(a b)4 +'2 (a b)2 a2 + a4 = (J,2 b2 
b b a b' 

so that we have also 
i + 2 l + m = 'L2

• 

If we put a40 = ° and a04 = 0, thcn 

80 
3 lL3 = 6 i " + 8 j • 
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Consequently the invariant 

8 (ab)2 (ac)2 (bc)2 -l- 6 (ab)4 c2 - 3 a2 b2 c2 
. cab ~ 

disappears when tbe four lines a! = 0 contain two pairs at rigbt 

angles. 

11. Ternary forms can be represented by cones the top ofwhich 
is situated in the origin of three axes of coordinates perpendicular 
to one another. 

He~e too it is evident that by" a rotation of the axes of coordi
nates the symbolical coefficients ak of the form 

undergo the same substitution as the cool'dinates. 
80 the comitants 

11'3 

Yl 

furnish the invariant symbols 

(al b2)2 + (a2 bS)2 + (as bdJ. 
and 

(abc) • 

For quadratic cones we immediately find thc orthogonal invariants 
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t3acterio1ogy. - "On lndigo-fermentation". By Prof. 'M. W. 
BEIJERINCK 1). 

At a former occasion it was demonstl'ated 2) that the indigo-plants 
may be brought to two physioJogically ilifferent groups, viz. indoxyl
pInnts, to which the woad (lsatis tincto1'ia) belongs anct indican
plants. Of the latter, which seem the most numerously represented, 
were examined Indigofera leptostachya, Polygonum tinctorium and 
Phajus grandifio1'us 3). Thc result was that they contain specific 
ellzymes differing from one anothcr, whiCh split the indican into 
indoxyl and glncose, while in woad there is no such enzyme. 
Indican ~ can moreover be decomposed by kataboIism 4), i. e. hy the 
direct action of the living pIotoplasm, wbich has been observed in 
sorne indicanplants, beside enzyrne-aetion. Various microbes, too, ean 
decompose indican and here the decomposition is generally effected 
by katabolism ouly; some species, however, contain specific indigo
enzymes. Hence the word "indigo-fermentation" means two quite 
different processes: a katabolie and an enzymatic process, and the 
enzymes are of twofold origin, products of higher pIants and pro
duct~ of microbes. It is elear that in the formation of indigo from 
woad, in wbich no glucosiile but free indoxyl occurs, therc ean be 
no question of "illdigo-fermentation". 

1. Pl'epal'ation of the Indican as used for the Expm'iments 5). 

For tbc preparation of indican-solutions from indican-plants, a 
methotl was described (1. c. p. 122) thc principle of which is so 
quiekly to desiroy tbe enzyrne that the glueoside ean bc dissolved 
without deeomposition 0). 1'his is best done for Indigofera aml Po
lY[Jonum by immersion in boiling water, by whieh an extract is 
obtained of 0.5 to 1 pCt. indiean, whieh as sneh, or aftel' mIxmg 

I) I om indebted to Mr. J. F. B. VAN HASSELT nnu Mr. A. VAN DELDEN for as
sist:mce in the following stndy. 

2) "On Indigo·formation from the Wonu (lsatis tinct01'ia)". Proc. Royol Acnd. ot 
Sciences. Amsterdom, Sept. 30, 1899, p. 120. 

a) Received under tbis nome from n horticultnrol institlltion. 

4) For tbis eXllression see: Centralbl. f. :Bacteriologie 2e Aht. Bd. 6. p. 5, 1\)00. 

6) FnrUler informations nuout the lndicon ond the enzyme of Indigo/era ore founa 
in tlle recently pllblished interesiing poper of Mr. J J. HAZEWINKEI., Moondelijksoh 
Bulletin von het l'roefstotion voor Indigo, Kluten (Java). Aflevering I, .Tonllori 1900, 
Samarnng. 

6) For tbe prodllction of mnny otller glncosiues the same method cnn be applied. 
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with gelcl.tine or agar is fit for bacteriologic or enzyme experiments. 
The leaves of Phajus grandifio1"uS decompose tbe indican at high 

temperatures with so much energy, that the extract ion by boiJing 
does not produce indican but indoxyl, so that I first took Phajus 
for an illdoxyl-plant. lil this case, in order to perform the experi
ment at low temperature without indican deromposition, tbe prepar
ation should be effected in presence of an enzyme poison which 
does not act on indican. To this effect the leaves are rnbbed down 
in caustic lime or baryta, then !iltered and carbonic acid passed 
through; af ter filtering again a very pure indican-solution is ob
tained 1). The lcaves can also be boiled in diluted ammoniac and the 
superfluous ammoniac be removed by evaporation. Another methad 
is to crush the leaves underl alcohol by which the enzyme, thóugh 
not destroyed, precipitates in thc ceBs, while tbe indican dissolves 
in the alcohol and af ter evaporation of the latter can be taken up 
in water. 

By evaporating the so]utions to dryness, the impure indiean 
results as a brown mass, resembling sealing-wax, which can be 
powdered and, in dry eondition, be kept unchanged an unlimited 
length of time. The erude, neutralized or feebly alkaline-solutions, 
when sterilized and preser'ved from the 3ecess of microbes, also remain 
unchanged for many months 2). 

A. purified indican-preparation is obtained from the decoctions by 
evaporating them to dryness with caustic limp or barytn, dissolving 
in little water, filtering, passing tbrough carbonic acid or preci
pitating the baryta with aluminium sulphate, then again filtering and 
evaporating to dryness. The tllUs formed preparation contains fewer 
pigments and fewer proteids than the crnde solutions. 

Tbe impure or thus purified indican is fit for mixing with asolid 
medium destined for microbe-cultures. On snch "indican agar" 
or "inuican gelatine" poul'ed out to plates, colonies or streaks of 
microbes produce or do not produce indigo, according to tbe species. 
Of this later more. 

For our experiments we used the decoction or the crude indican 
prppared from it, eitber or not purified with lime, of Polygomtm 
tinctm'ium and IndigofBl'a leptosfacltya, cultivated partly in the 
garden of the Bacteriologieal Laboratory at Delft, partly at Wage-

1) The extrnction with Ilo.usttc lime has oho been o.pplied by lIfr. HAZEWJNKEL for 
IndifJofe-l'a. 

2) But nfter n very long time tbe Olllollnt of inilicall diminisltes when uir finus 
access. When Dir was excludeu I cotild note no cbnnS'e in the solutions. 
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ningen, and kind]}' procured by Mr. VAN LOOl{EREN ÛAMPAGNÉ. 1 
also received from Mr. HAZEWINKEL of Klaten, Java, perfectly weIl 
preserveà extracts of lndigofera in tins, together witb crude enzyme 
prepared from this plant. 

2. Prepal'ation of the Enzymes. 

For this preparation I followed the method pointcd out hefore 
(L c. pag. 124). The plants are rubhed fine in amortal' uuder 
alcohol and during the rubbing the alcohol is a few times rencwed. 
In the beginning alcohol of 96 pCt. is taken, which is sufficiently 
diluted by thc juice of the plant, but afterwards some water is added 
as otherwise the chlorophyll-pigment cannot be completely extracted 
from the granules. I suppose this must be explained by the strong 
water-attracting power of the alcohol, which produces from the 
protoplasm a proteid, impervious to the ehlorophyll pigment and 
possibly to the alcohol iteelf, hut whieh, by water, beeomes again 
parmeabIe. In this opera ti on tbe indigo-enzyme is preeipitated 
in the eens and this oeeurs so quickly that the indiean, whieh is 
soluble in alcohol has disappE'ared before its decomposition can set 
in. As by this method the ehlorophyll is completely extracted by 
alcohol, a eolourless product is obtained, which, af ter drying, first 
at 37° C. and then at 55° C., is a snow-white powder, directly, or 
af ter further pulverising, fit for enzyme experiments. In stoppered 
bottles I have kept such preparations for months without observing 
any decrease of activity 1). 

As, in the preparation of theindigo-enzyme from Poly,qonum tinctorium 
decomposition of the indican occurs much more easHy than with 
lndigofera, it is necessary, in order to get colourlcss preparations 
from this plant, to proceed with greater precaution and to km the 
protoplasm more quicldy. This is done by taking only a small 
quantity of leaf substance at a time for the rubbing in the mortar 
sa that the alcohol can penetrate in a few seconds. With lndigo
fem much larger quantities of leaves muy be taken, without fear of 
obtainillg preparations colourec1 by indigo. 

As I could not point out by the ammoniac-experiment, the presence 
of free indoxyl in Polygonum leaves, I thought at first that the 

1) The loss of nctivity in enzyme prepnrntions mny be compnred to tbe 10ss of 
germinnting power in plant seeus. If they nfe kept in complete nbsence ot water, 
both, the nctivity of enzymes IIUll the germillntillg powel' of seeds, will lnst an 
unlimite(l length of time. 
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c1ifference was to be explained hy admitting that the enzymc of 
Polygonurn is more solublc in water tban that of Indigofel'á and 
so, during thc extraction could perhaps in higher cOD('entration act 
on the indican. But the experiment showed that this is not the 
case. Neither can the acid reaction of thc juice of Polygonum, 
caused by kalium bioxalate, account for this difference, as _ thc 
addition of tbis salt, kalium biphosphate, or of a littJe acid, to thc 
materials used for the preparing of the enzyme from lndigofem, 
produces no change in the course of~ thc phenomena. The addition 
of aöparagine is likewise without effect. Nor is the explanation to 
be found in the relation of both enzymes to the temperature. I have 
so come to the conclusion th at in Polygonum part of the indican 
is decomposed by the direct action of the living protoplasm itself. 
This part is bowcver small, and by qnickly immersing in bo:Iing _ 
water the protoplasm is killed before it caUlles decomposition. 

In the preparation of indigo-enzyme from Phajus grandiflo1'uS 
nothing particular is obsCI veel. But we saw before that the decoction 
method produces no indican but inrloxyl from tbis plant. 

As the figure below shows that thc enzyme of Phajus becomes 
inactivc already at a lower temperature (670 C.) than that of Indigo
fera (750 C.), I mnst admit that al80 in the lf'aves of Phajus kata
bölism exists together with enzyme action alld that, at the immer
sion in boiling water, simu1t::meously with the dying of thc proto
plasm, this katabolism causes a vigorous indican decomposition 1). 

Hence Polygonum and Phajus agree in so far as in both indigo
fcrmentation is caused by katabolism and by enzymes; but they 
differ in the fact th at in Phaju8 the katabolism is quickened by high, 
in Polygol1um hy low temperature. ] n lndigofel'a lmtabolism seems 
not ta occnr at all and the decomposition of indican appears exclu
sively eft'ected by the enzyme. 

From the preparations ohtained in the way described, the enzyme 
itself can but be imperfectly extracted. In water it proves al most 
quite insoluble, somewhat better in glycerine and best of all in 
alO pCt. soJution of common salt, as was already indicated hy 
Mr. HAzewINKEL, and in a 10 pCt. solution of calcium chloride. 
In these solutions only ft small quantity of enzyme is soluhle, for 
the rcmaining substance is nearly as strongly acti ve as before the 
extraction. In the solutions themselves alcohol produces hardly any 
preciritate, so that more active preparations cannot be procured in 

1) In § 3 p. 513, will be demollstrutell tllnt nll tlle imlica\1 is lOl'alised in tlle 
rotoplnsm. 
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this way. Accordingly the best results in the cnzyme experÎmenfg 
are obtained by cru de enzyme finely powdered. 

3. On the Dist1'ibution of Indican and the Indigo
enzymes 1'n the Plants. 

Ey the examination of the àift'erent parts of indigo- and other 
plants in the two ways described, tbe distribution of the indican and 
the indigo-enzym es W::lS estabJished. It was thus made evident that 
bath commonly occur or lack together. 

They are accumulated in the leafy organs, especially in the 
green leaves; in flowers and flower-buds they are in smaller 
quantity. In the seeds and germs they fail entirely. The roots and 
sterns of Polygomem tinctol'ium and of Indigofem leptostachya arc 
also quite or nearly quite devoid of indican and indig·o-enzyme. Duly 
in transverse sections of branches of the latter, kept for some 
days in strongly diluted indican solution, I could detect traees of 
indigo-blue particularly in the medulla and the medullary rays and 
in the bark, which shows that these parts contain some, but very 
little indigo-enzyme. The absence of enzyme and indican in the stem 
and roots of Polygonum tinctol'iu,m can be easily shown as the stems 
of this plant have a great disposition to form radiculae which are, 
as the stems, by thoir herbaceous nature and broad-ceUed structure, 
quite fit for such experiments. If the roots are allowed to die oft' 
in a chloroform·atmosphere they remain colourless; this is likewise 
the case wh en the dying is occasioned by immersion in mercury 
foIlowed by treatment with ammoniac vapour. But from this follûws 
on1y that indican and enzyme do not occur together; if but either 
of them is pIesent it is not detected by this experiment 1), but may 
be demonstrated as follows. 

If indigo·enzyme is added to a decoction made from the sterns 
or roots of Polygonum tinctol'ium, or if this decoction is boiled with 
hydrochloric acid and a little ferrichlorid to decompose the indican and 
oxidise the indoxyl, then no indigo appears j so, indican is absent. 

Tbat in the said parts indigo-enzyme, too, is wanting follows from 
thc fact that parts of sterns and roots finely crushed in alcohol, af ter 
filtering olf and drying, produce a powder quite inactive on indican
solution. Even the growing point and the regiou of growth of the 

/1 
1) This should be kept in view with l'egnnl to the '~1I1coh()1.experiment" of 

Mr. MOLISCH. 
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toots contaÎn DO enzyme 1), as thin slices killed in alcohol, remalu 
quite coloUl'less in indican~solution at 45°. The same is the case 
with entire roots whicb, af ter killing in alcohol, are put in indican
solution. 

From these fa cts seems to follow that the growth and development 
of indican-plants is not in inseparable relation to the presence 
of indican and enzyme. 

To this result we are also led concerning the relation between 
the development and the presence oCindoxyI in the woad, though its 
distribution in this plant is somewhat different from that of the 
indican. In w(lad the indoxyl occms, hesides in the young leaves, 
and buds, also in the young rootperidermis, in the root-buds and in 
the growing root-ends 2). The distribution of the indican agrees 
with that of the indoxyl in the fa ct that they are both completely 
wanting within the thicker sterns and aH tbe thicker roots. 80 there 
is in woad no indoxyl in the inner part of the stem organs of the 
leaf-rosettes in spring, when they are ready to elongate and push out 
the in:lIorescence which is thell in the very period ot the most intens
ive cell-partition and cell-elongation. Likewise, there is no indoxyl 
in the cambium and the secondary tissues of the woad-roots. Even 
the flower~buds are in an early period, and when still growing 
vigorously, free from indoxyl; likewise the em bryos, seeds and fruits. 
First at the germination indoxyl can be pointed out in the seeds 
and other parts of the germinating plant. 80 it is very probable 
that neither indican nor indoxyl are necessarily related to the gl'owth 
or deyelopment of the indigo-plants. But the possibility remains that 
in certain cases these substances originate as quickly as they dis
appeur. 80, in the young leaves of lndigofera leptostacltya, when 
kept some days in the dark, a little indoxyl may be detected by 
means of the ammoniac-experiment, while the normal plant is in 
all its parts ,quite free fl'om indoxyl, whence it seem'! possible, th.at in 
norrnal conditions, there is a continuaI splitting of indican, which is 
not obse;rvable only because the freed indoxyl directly forms indican 
again with freshly supplied sugar. For the rest, the woad, of wbich 
all full-grown parts are devoid of indoxyl, proves that this substance 
can relatively quickly disappear. 

The appearance of indican, particularly in the peripheric parts of 
the aerial organs, and tbo bitter taste it gives them, might suggest 

1) While in the stem tllese pnrts nre extremely rich ns weIl in inllicnn nS enzyme. 
1) Whicb shows thnt the formntiol1 nnd nccllmnlntion of imlm.yl is possible ju tlle 

dllrk as wen oe in the light. 
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the idea that, like tannin, it serves as a defensive against insects and 
snails. But this supposition would explain only the function of the 
indiean but not that of the splitting produets and the indigo-enzyme. 
If a benefieient influenee on the growth in general eould be ascribed 
to indoxyl, then a useful action of this substance on the curing of 
hurt parts would beeome probabIe. And this would also spread more 
light on the funetion of the indican and the enzyme, for th en it 
would be clear that the enzyme-aetion, whieh operates at the very 
dying oft' of the hnrt eells, would promote the curing, not only by 
the fOrIIlation of indoxyl but also by the production of glucose. 

As to the loealisation in the eell, I found the leaves of Phajus 
g1'andifiorus by their broad-eelled structure fit for demonstrating 
microehemieally indiean as weU as indigo-enzyme. 

The indiean can be preeipitated as indigo-blue or indigo-red, and 
both ways point out that it is present in the protoplasm and wanting 
in the eeU-walls, eeU-nuclei, and ceU-sap. To demonstrate this a not 
too thin microscopie transverse section of a leaf is put in living 
condition in a boiling mixture of strong hydroehloric acid ahd ferri
chloride. The indiean is Buddenly deeomposed and the freed indoxyl 
as quickly oxidized into indigo-blue, whieh is easily detected under 
the microscope as a precipitate in the shape of small blue granules 
in the colourless protoplasm of the green parenchyma and the 
epidermis. I could not traee it with certainty in the chlorophyll
granules. 

Îf the sections, in living eondition, are put in a boiling mixture 
of hydrochloric acid and isatine, the indican passes jnto indigo-red, 
which sets oft' in the protoplasm as very characteristic red crystal 
needles 1). 

The enzyme, on the contrary, is exclusively accumulated in the 
chlorophyll-granules as is proved by the foUowing. 

If living microscopie sections of leaves of Ph(ljUS are put in 
an indican-solution (e. g. in a decoct of lndigofera or PoZygonum) 
they beeome blackish blue in a short time, whieh colour is 
exclusively caused by indigo-blue precipitated in the chlorophyll
granules. In the epidermis mueh indigo is preeipitated only in 

1) l'he presense of indoxyl in urine may be shown with much more certointy nnd 
exoctI\ess in the form of indig;o-red than of indigo-blue. To this end tbe urine is 
boiled with hydrochloric acid and isatine by which the colour g;rolVs red. At cooling 
the indigo red cry~tallises in charucteristic microscopic needies. 'I'hese nre ensily 
filtered nnd dissolve bl'outIfnlly red in alcohol (best is to boU out tb~ whole filter 
with alcohol). -
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the cells of the stomata, elsewhere none at all. If the microscopie 
sections are beforehand kilIed and extracted wi th alcohol, the enzyme 
spreads in the celI but remains confined within the cell-walls, 
so that, by putting them :into an indican solution they become 
of a uniform intense blue, in w,hich only the bast bundies -remain 
colourless. ~ 

The accumulation of enzyme in the chlorophyll-granules is perhaps 
connected with the formation of starch from the glucose of the indican. 

As to the localisatiou of indoxyl in the leaves of woad I have 
acquired no certainty, but I suppose that, like indican, it occurs 
only in the protoplasm. 

The hypothesis of Mr. MOLISCH 1), accol'ding to which indQxyl 
and indican should be in close relation to the decomposition of 
carbonic acid in the chlorophyll, appears contrary to the great 
accumulation of indox)' 1 in the root-peridermis, which is ~ompletely 
free from chlorophyll, and in the colourless róot-buds of the waad, 
which seems unnoticed by Mr. MOLISCH. Nor -do I think his argu
ments and figures convincing for the occurrence of iudoxyl and 
indican in the chlorophyll-granules j moreover was Mr. Mor.IscH 

unacquainted with the existence of indigo·enzymes and their local
isation. 

Elsewhere than in the indigo-plants indigo·enzymes seem but seldam 
to accur. Like Dr. v A.N RO!lIBURGH 2) I observed that emulsine of 
almonds decomposes indican, and in § 6 the intensity of this action 
is graphically represented in connection with temperature. 

The Raid fact may serve ta demonstrate in a simple way the 
localisatian of emulsine in almonds. If thin sections of the seed-: 
lobes are put in an indican-solution at 50° C., the vascular bun dIes 
will first take a de ep blue colour, which shows that there the emuls
ine is the most accumulated. Then the parencl1yma araund them 
grows blue, and finally the more peripheric parenchyma. This 
points out that the emulsine is nowhere wholly absent but is accum
ulated ab out the confines of the central-cylinder, which hecomes 
distinctly visible by this experiment 3). 

A rather great number of other plants examined for indigo-enzymes 
have all given negative results 4). 

1) Beriohte der deutsohen Bot. Gesellsohnft, Ba. 17. p. 230, 1899. 
'2) Communionted by Mr. HAZEWINKEL, Masndelijksoh Bulletin NO. I, pag. S. 
3) Nenrly the Same has been found by JOHA.NNSEN, who exnmined the decomposi

non of amygdaline with separate pacts of the seedlobes. (Ann. Sci. Nat. Botan. Série 
7, T. 6, p. 118, 1887). 

') So I could not find indigo.enzy~es in; Indigo/era d08ua, Pol!/flOItUll~ peraica1'ia, 
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Neither is indican decomposed by sectiolls of branches or leaves 
of apricots, pears, appIes, peaches, wbile in the kernels of tbe fmits 
of these species a feebly decomposing emuisine iR found. 

Malt, malt-diastase, pancreas, papayotine, pepsine and saliva are 
inaetive; likewise mustard-seed and myrosine pl'epared from Tropae
olum ma jus. 

Glucase, from maize does not decompose indican, which is the 
more noteworthy as amygdaline is decomposed by it. 

4. Decomposition of Indican by Microbes in geneml. 

Mr. MOLISCH has drawn attention to tbe fact, that various species 
of microbes giye risa to indigo-formation from indican and that 
others do not, which may be rendered useÎul for differential diagnosis. 
He experimented with the decoct of Polygonum tinctol'ium or Indigo
fem mixed with agar or gelatine, pouring it out io plates and 
using these as asolid nutrient. Aerobics and temporary anaerobics 
from the soil or from canal water sown out on it will develop, 
and in and around tbe colonies which split tbe indican, indigo-blue 
will separate out in microscopie Iumps or globuies wbicb aften show 
crystal structure. The »indican microbes" are in this way elegantly 
distinguished as pigment-microbes among the non-decomposers. 1) 

The indican, as a powder, may be added in a percentage of 0.5 
to 1 pCt. to solid or liquid nutl'ients, adapted fol' the examination 
of specific mikrobe groups. 

P. avtcllla1"e, P. fagoP1/1'lt1n, P. bistorta, P. sacckalineuse, Trifolium 1'(JjJl11ts, T. jJ1"ateu8/J, 
MedicOflo sativa. Lotus comiculata, Pi81t1l~ sativ!tm, 17icia falia, llouillia jJseurloacaci(l, 
Baptisia aU8traZis, Melilottt8 cael"1~leU8, Spimea Jtlipendula, S. telll!al'ia, Rlt~ia tinctoriu1Jt, 
Aspel'ula orlo1"ata, Solaml1n tubel'08Um, AllMonia salicifolia, Asclepias c07l!uti, Sco1"zonel'a 
kispanica, Lina1'ia vulgari,v, Stellrt1'ia kolostca, Uocklearia al'lItoracia, B1'assicca oZfJ1'acea, 
Isatis tillctol'ia, Iris gel'manica. 
_ 1) Sitz.ber. der Akad. d. Wiss. zu Wien. Math. Naturw.Clusse, Bd. 107, p. 758, 
1898. Mr. MOLISCH ennmerates the following species as decomposiug iudicau: 
Bacillus antlt1'aCi8, B. 211'odigioSllS, Stl'eptothl'Îiv odorifera, S. dickotoma, Sarcinc lu tea, 
PeniciUiull~ 8jJ. aud MUCOI' mllcerlo; as non-decomposing: Stl'eptOCOCGlts JllJogelles, Stapu1/'o
COCC1lS P1/0gr!1!e8 alt1'e1ts, Bacillu8 suutilis, B. coli c01l111tullis, B. flu01'esceJls Uquefaciens, 
B.1Jtegatkeriwll and pressed yeost. Mr. VAN HA.SSELT and I saw no decomposition with 
Acetoóacter aceti, A. 1"altscetts, Bacil/1ls cyane1ts, B. cya1lO!leJms, B. 1'1/oc1/a1lelI8, B. 
diastaticlts, B. pl'odigioSlls, B. jJscudotuoe1"culosis. !fUlly spore-formillg bacterw, such 
as B. 8ubtilis, B. 1Itcgatlterill1ll, B. pulcner, B. mesentel'icus lIud others sometimes 
decomlJuse aud sometimes do not. l!'ul'ther there is no indicau Splittillg by beer
yellst (Saccnur01ltl/ces ccreviaiae), wine-yellst (S. elliplioirleus), prrssed-yellst (S, panis), 
S. 1Jtycodel~I!a, S. jJas8I1ZCI1'lt1I1, S. IlVa1ltlll, Sakizosacckaromyes octosporu8, S. pombe and 
by the followiug moulds; .Aspel'fJillll8 Itigel', A, ol'l/zae, /lm1/loJll1/ces1'01lxii, MIlCOl' ol'!Jzae, 
Oidill11l lactis, Emlolltyces mag1tllsii. 
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I found thai some species deeompose indican with extraordinal'y 
facility. Especially the common ferment·bacteria of plant infusions, 
which of late I united in the genus Aërobacter 1), decompose with BO 

much intensity, that they may with some reason claim the name of 
"indigobacteria" i they will later be discussed in particular. For the 
species which split with more difficulty this power depends on cireum
stances not yet quite clear to me. It may occur that in pure 
cultures colonies of one and the same origin, and separated from the 
common stock by a few generations~only, be have quite differently, so 
that speéies, wbich for a long time I considered as nOll~decomposing, 
later proved vigorous indigo-producers. This I observed for instanee 
in the photogenic bacteria of the Northsea. I suppose this faet to 
be connected with the influenee of the sugar freed at the splitting 
of the indican, as other experiences prove that this infiuence is not 
constantly the same for all individuals of a species. That especially 
glucose acts vigorously on the life of some bacteria, and, even in 
smaIl quantities, e.g. 0.05 pCt. to 0.1 pOt. may be a violent poison 
for some photogenic bacteria, I proved before, and this is notewortby 
as still smaller quantities are favourable to the same species. 

That the different conditions of the bacteria may be of influence 
on their power for decomposition) follows for instance from the faet 
that Bacillus radicicola, from thc tubercles of Pisum sativum ana 
Ttifolium, decomp08es the indican) while this is not done by the 
bacteroids of the tubercles of these plants. Closely allied species may 
a180 behave differently; thU8, Bacillus ornithopodis: from the root
tubereles of 01'nithopus sativUo'~, does not decompose at all and, among 
lactie·acid ferments, I observed vigorous decomposition by the rod
shaped ferments used in the yeast·industry (Lactobacter lon!Jus), nnd 
no decomposition by the diplococci and streptococci (L. lactis) of the 
dairy industry. The ea<;e with which this renction is effected and 
its clear result recommend it for further research. 

The splitting of the indican by microbes is operated in tbe same 
way as in indigo-plants, either by katabolism, i. e. by direct ferment
action of the living protoplasm on the indican, or by specilic indigo
enzymes. Oonsequently the forms belonging to the forPler group 
decompose tbe indican in living condition only 2), those of the latter 
both living and dead. The experiment, demonstrating this, may be 
performed as follows. 

') Centralbl. f. Bacteriologie, 2e Abth. 13d. 6, NO. 7, pag. 193, 1900. 
2) The optimum temperature of the decompositon by katubolism agrees, for the 

~xamined species, with that of the growth. 
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Of a culture, grown on asolid nutrient substl'atum with copious 
access of air, some material is put on a glass-slide and killed in 
sueh a way that eventually present enzyme remains unhurt. rrhis 
may be done by immersing the material in stl'ong alcohol, in 
whieh it should remain at least 24 hours to be quite sure that the 
microbes are killed, or by exposition to ether-, alcohol- or chloroform
vapoul' 1), In the latter case the microbe-material is placed in a 
glass-box beside a vessel with chloroform, where ferments moulds, 
and most bacteria die aftel' 1/2 to 1 hour al ready, while the enzymes 
in the ceUs remain unhurt. 

If a small lump of killed microbes is put in an indlCau-solution, 
poured out to a thiu layer iu a white porcelain vessel floating ou 
water of circa 45° C., then only those microbes will become blue, 
which contain indigo-ellzyme, while those, acting by katabolism, dou't 
cause decompositiou. If in the latter case not aU but only most of 
the microbes have been killed, there will at first be uo manifest 
dccomposition, but it will set in as soon as the living individuals 
have sufficiently multiplied, which is at the same time a good control 
of the experiment. 

The microbes containing enzymes eau be dried and powdered 
aftel' killing and snch "erude enzymes" , wh en kept dry, preserve 
their activity very long. By the little dissolubility of the indigo-enzymes 
in water, glycerine and saIt-solutions, it was Dot possible by extracting 
the crllde enzymes and precipitating with alcohol, to obtain more 
active preparat;ons from them. 

It has been proved that all examined bacteria, blastomycetes 2) 
and mOlllds, which decompose indican, do not effect this by enzymes 

\ 

but hy katabolism, "hile among alcohol-ferments both cases occur. 
80 indieau is decomposed katabolically by Saccharomyces ludwigi 
and Monilia candida, while Sa('charomyces sphaericus 3), S. apicu
lat us, B. 11luciparus 4), S. tYl'ocola 5) eontain indigo-enzymes. One of 

I) In alcohol vapour many microbes die sooner than in strong alcohol. this lluving 
\ a watt'r ahsorhing power and thus acting protectingly. 

2) BllIstomycetes have the shape of yeast-eells but produce no alcollo1. '1'0 these 
belong e. g. the red "yeasts" Bla&t01llyces glutinis, B. 1'OS01l8, B. !l1"anuloslIs (of which 
tlle last co10uls de ep blue with Jodine), and which all decompose indican vigorously. 

3) Under ihis Mme, gil'en by NAGEJ.J, I united the various forms of aethyl-acetate 
yeast. (Verhandelingen 5e ~atuur- en Geneeskundig Congres te Amsterdam, 1895, p. 801). 

4) This name I give to a saccharose-yeast. very commoll in pressed yens\ and which 
does not ferment mllltose. 

6) S. t!/l'ocola is n -lactose-yenst, not rare in Edam cheese. Tts cultm-es on wort
gelatine are eometimes rose·coloured. 

37 
l)l'occcdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 11. 
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these enzym es, that of 8. sphaerictls, which acts the most strongly of 
all, wilI be trea ted in § 6 . 

Here I wish to remark that indigo-enzymes originate in the 
yeast-cells only then, when cultured on a solid medium e. g. on 
wort-gelatine, with abundant access of air. When cultured in nutr~ent 
1iquids, even with a current of air passing thl'ough, they produce no 
or only very 1ittle enzyme. 

The in digo-blue, fOl'med by most moulds and yeasL-species in 
the decomposition of indican, is for-the greater part confined within 
the protoplasm, as was al ready described and figured by Mr. MOL1SCH 

(1. c.); but in those cases when decomposition is very strong, as 
with many bacteria, the indoxy1 streams out ano. a1so precipitates 
outBide of the ceU in granules of indigo-blue. 

5. Indigo-fermentation by Aërobacter. 

When a decoction of Indigofm'a or Polygonum is infected with 
garden-soil, cana1-water or mud, and placed at 280 C., there origin
ates, during a copious formation of indigo, a rich bacteria·fl.ora in 
which the common gas-producing ferments, which I recently united 1) 
in the genus Aël'obacfel', perform the chief part. The first who drew 
attention to this fact was ALVA.REZ, but he went too far by admitting 
the existence of sp(lcific bacttria for indigo-fermentation 2). By bring
ing a drop of the first crude fermentation into a second quantity 
of a decoction and so on, an accumulation, sometimes a pure culture 
of Aërobacte1' is obtained 3). 

By sowing out an Aê'I'obacter-fermelltatioll on indican-gelatine, not 
only the ...{êl'obacter-colollies, but a180 those uf val'ious other bactel'ia 
colour deeply blue by indigo. Commonly, however, the Aërobactel'-species 
are recognised by their number. But the chief characteristic of Aëro
bader is its fermenting power and its temporary anaerobiosis, by which 
the splitting of indican goes on even at temporal'y exclusion of air, 
which is not the case with the aerobics. On this characteristic is 
based the supplanting of the aerobics by Aël'obacter in liquid cultures 
and the prevailing part which these bacteria have in the splitting 

I 

1) Centrnlblatt fur Bacteriologie. 2e Abt. Bd. 6 N°. 7, 1900. 
2) Comptes lendus, T. 105, pag. 287, 1887. 
3) In several other plnnt.infusions, not from indigo'plants, quite the same is ob-

sel ved. The slrongest Aerooacter-fermentntions are obtained by mixing rye-fiour with 
wnter to n thick pnp nnd placing lt at 28 0 C After a few hours the developmcnt 
sets in of carbonic acid and hydlOgen, caused by the Aërobacter-species, never _ 
wnntÎJlg iu fiour, which in the beginnillg SUPl)lL\llt uIl othel' bdcteria. 
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of the indiean in the spontaneous indigo-fermentations. In pure 
cultures this sp1itting can of course be as weIl efFected by various 
common aerobics, albeit more slowly. 

The decomposition of indican by Aël'obacter is operated katabol
icany, as in all other examined bacteria also, so that killed 
bacteria are inactive and indigo-enzyme cannot be separated out. 
The optimum tempel'ature for the decomposition agrees with that 
of the growth and is, for instance, 28° C. for a variety of A. 
aël'ogones isolated from milko 

rrhe number of Aël'obacter-forms obtained by sowing out from 
the decoctions is very great but may be reduced to three chief 
species, described by me elscwhere (1.c pag. 200). They are Aëro
bactel' aërogenes, A. coli and A. liquefaciens, all represented by many 
varieties and anied by intermediate forms. Not all varieties are 
equally active. So, among- the forms of A. coN, which for the greater 
part decompose most vigorously, the variety A. coli var. commune, 
isolated from the intestines or from faeces, is but feebly active or 
not active at all and recognisable by this feature. 

Tbe produets of the decomposition of indican by Aè'robactm' (and 
by bacteria in general) are the same as by enzyme action, i. e. indoxyl 
and glucose. If a nutrient liquid containing indican, e. g. decoct 
of indigo-plants, broth, or yeast-water, is passed into a fermentation tube 
and infected with Aël'obacter, indigo-blue is formed in the open 
end, while in the cloaed one carbonic acid and hydrogen originate 
from the glueose of the indican 1), and indoxyl which remains a 
long time unehanged. 

In proportion as the oxidation of the indoxyl proceeds more slowly, 
more indigo-red is produced, similarly to the splitting of indiean by 
enzyml's and aeids. Now the splitting of the indiean, and consequently 
the oxidation of tbe indoxyl can proceed with much rapidity by 
the action of enzymes and still more rapidly by aeids in presence of 
ferrichloride, while it is impossible to make the process go on as 
quiekly by baeteria. So it is inevitable th at tbe formation of indigo
red is very great in the rase of the bacterial fermentation of the 
indiean, while it is possible to reduce its amount practically to zero 
in the case of chemical decompositioll. As ît is besides hardly 
poseible to separate the indigo-blue from the substanee ofthe baeteria, 

------
!) That the development of gas is due to the sugar of tlle indiean, and not to the 

free sugar aheady present in tlle deeoetiolls or the indiean IJreparatlOlls, is proved by 
the faet tbaL the glls-developmellt is tbe same when beforehand all free suO'ar has 

• 0 
been removed 1rom the liqU1([ hy IDedllS of pllle beel-ye,lst, whieh ncts Ilot on illdican. 

37* 
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only an impure indigo can be obtained by means of their aetion. 
In consequence of the growth of Aê·robacter the reaction of plant 

extraetions, particularly of the indigo-plants, first becomes feebly acid, 
later feebly alkaline by the formation of free alkali. Tllis is al80 
prejudicial to the production of indigo, as in acid 80lutions tbe 
indoxyl oxidises very slowly, by wbich' again mucb indigo-red is 
formed, while at the same time part of the indoxyl gets lost in 
another way. 

Worthy of note is the influence of varions sugars on the indican 
decomposition by Aërobacter. Mr. VAN HASSELT found th at already 
% pOt. glucose, as weIl in liquid cultures as in gelatine experiments, 
prevents decomposition, while much larger quantitie~, even to 10 pCt. 
of cane-sugar, maltose and lactose have no effect at all and levu10se 
but very Iittle. Evidmtly the very sugar produced by the splitting 
counteracts this sp1itting, while other sugars havfl not this effect, 
or in less degree. To th is rule mannose makes an exception, as 
indican uecomposition is in the same way counteracted by it as hy 
glucose. This opposing influence gives consequently only partly and 
not completely tho answer to the ql1estion af ter the nature of the 
sugar separated out of the glucoside by bacteria 1). 
_ There are however forms of Aërobacter which, in ferment·experi
ments, produce unequal quantities of carbonic acid und hydrogen 
from glucose and mannose, and by their help it is proved that tbe 
sugar formed from indican eau on1y be glucose. 

Nitrates, also, have a remarkably opposing influence on the 
production of indigo by Aërobacter. Common saltpetre is active 
already at 1/20 pOt., which is in perfect accoruance with the anti
fermenting action of this salt in general, on which repases its use 
in the dairy industry, to preïent one of the most important defects 
of cheese, in Holland called "rijzers". 

6. Indican-decomposition by the Indigo-enzymes. 

/ 

The indigo-enzymE's prepared from Indigofera leptostachya, Poly-
gomtm tinctorium, Pltajus grandiflorus, aethyl-acetate-yeast (Saccha
rornyces spltaericus) and emulsine of sweet almonds, have been 

!) Mr. VAN HASSELT prepured the osnzon from the illdicun-sugar aod fOllUd, after 
Jecrystnllisation fr III1 alcohol, the melting point to be ut 1950 to 1990 C., that is nearly 
the same as timt of glucosuzoll, which is 2040 to 2050 C. But the melting point of 
mannosnzon is nbout as high. 
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compared as to their intensity of action on indican at ditterent 
ternperatures, for which notabie differences have been found. No 
other group of enzymes is known to lead with equal ease and 
certainty to the determination of these reJations as this group of 
the indigo-enzymes. 

The experiments we re conducted as follows. Of solutions of about 
0.5 pCt. indican 1) 10 cc. we re passed into equal test-tubes selected 
for the purpose. Aftel' heating them to the required temperature in 
a large beakerglass, arranged as waterbatb, witb tbermoregulator and 
thermometer, tbe enzyme was added and the temperature kept 
constant. 

Af ter a few hours the tubes were taken out, alcalised and the 
indoxyl oxidised by strong shaking, then acidified, by wbich a very 
fine, equally divided, purely blue precipitate of indigo-blue is obtained, 
which allows colorimetrically to establish the intensity of action 
with sufficient exactness. 

It proved wbolly indifferent whetber in tbese experiments use 
was made of the indican of lndigofera or of Pol!/gonum. Evidently 
it is the same in both plants. 

Great attention should however be paid to the degree of acidity 
of thc indican solutions. The most favourable enzyme action was 
observed at the rate of about 0.5 cc. normal acid per 100 cc. liquid. 
An increase of the acid to 2 cc. s]ackells tbe reaction nota bly ; 
likewise the additioll of alkali to feebly alkaline. Acid salts, as 
kaliumbioxalate and kaliumbiphosphate, act in the same way as 
free acids. 

The quantities of the enzymes employed for tbe experiments 
amounted to 2 - 60 milligrams of finely powdered crude enzyme per 
10 cc. of tbe 1/2 pCt. indican·solution. 

First of all was now establisbed tbe maximum temperature at 
which the action of the enzymes ceases entirely, that is, where the 
enzymet! are neady snddenly destroyed. For Indigofera this maximum 
is at 75° C., but when using a great deal more enzyme a feebie 
action could still be observed at 78° C. which however quite ceased 
at 80° C. For Polygonum the maximum temperature i~ at 55° C., 
and in large quantities a feebie action was still observabie at 60° C. 
For this deterrnination the tubes were placed, for lndigofera, at 
72°.5, 75°, 78° and 80° C.; for Polygonum, at 52°.5, 55°, 58° and 
60° C. For both enzymes the action at the rising of the temperature 
diminishes very quickly near tbe maximum. In a similar way were 

I) Stronger sollltions give no more exact results. 
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faund as maximum temperatures for Sacchal'omyces spJwel'icus abaut 
600 C., far PhaJus gmndifiorus 67°, and for emulsine 70° C. 

Af ter this the optimum temperatures far the enzyme actian were 
fixed, far lndigofem by searching between 55° and 65° the maximum 
intensity af indiga-formation, testing all temperatures from 55°, 57°, 
59° C. and sa on. The strangest inversion was found at 61;' C. 
both for powdered crude enzyme and for enzymB-salution in 10 pCt. 
cammon salt and 10 pCt. calcium chloride. Changes in the degree 
of alkaIinity or acidity within the narraw confillos between which 
enzyme actian is at all possible, deplace the optimum temperature but 
littIe 1). A difference in temperature of I O C. was anly to be observed 
between 61° and 62°; at 62° C. tbe decampasition was cel'tainly a 
little fee bIer, but between 60° and 610 O. there existed some doubt. 
At Jawel' temperatures distinct differences in the intensity of the 
deeampasition could only be noted at intervals of 2° C. 

The enzyme of Polygonum, examined in the same way between 
35° and 45° C., gives the most copiaus production of indiga at 
42° 0., with a rapid decrease in actian abave, a slow ane below 
that point. 

1. Ind~gofera. 

2. Pkaju8. 

3. Polygonum. 

4. Sacckaromyces 
sphaericus. 

5. Emulsine. 

/.. 
~ 
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') Mr. VAN DELDEN found upon addition of ncid both for Indi!/ofera Rml Pol!/!/onuJJt 
a rlsmg of 1° in optimum, whieh however disappeared wllen the employed solutions 
of erude indiean were dlluted with an equnl volume of water and dIen, befors tlle 
mldition of enzyme, were brought to the same aoidity. 
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For aethyl-acetate-yeast the optimum lies at 44°, for Plzajus ai 
53° 0., and for emulsine at 55° O. 1). 

Particularly for f'mulsine the intensity of action is feebIe, and the 
feebier it is, the more troublesome exactly to fix the temperature
optimum, as is deady shown by the course of the curved line in 
the graphic representation. 

For the exact determination of the sbape of tbe curved line 
which indicates the general relat~on between decomposition and tem
perature, tempelatures above and below tbe optimum were sought, 
at wbich tbe quantities of indigo, formed aftel' an hour's uction, 
were quite the same. In a system of coordinates witb tbe 
temperatures as abseisses and the intensity of decomposition as 
ordinates, these points have then equal ordinates and by determining 
Sflme such couples the wholc course of the curve beeomes known. 
When looking at the curves found in this way we see that 
the decrease of act ion above the optimum is much more rapid than 
the rising below and that the last rising is not proportioneel to tbe 
temperature. 

At tbe same temperature tbe indican-decomposition hy tbe varions 
enzymes is operated witb very unequal intensity. Proportionate cipbers 
between them were fixed as follows. In the experiments described 
before, so much of tbe enzymes to be eompared was added to 10 cc. 
of indican-solution that at tbe optimum temperatures efl:'ects of equal 
intensity were observcd. Tbis proved to be tbe case when use was 
madr of tbe following quantities of cru<1e enzyme in milligrams: 
Indigofera 5, Polygonum 20, Saccharomyces sphaericuiS 40, emulsine 
100, which numbers stand to one another as 1 : 4 : 8 : 20. Wben all 
tbese quantities were doubled or reduced to thc half, the prop 01'

tions underwent no change. Oonsequently from these numbers fo11ows 
that the intensity of dccomposition for the different enzymes is ex
pressed thus: Indigofera 20, Polygonum 5, aethyl-acetate-yeast 2.5, 
emulsine 1. In tbe graphic figure the leng tb of the ordinates is 
taken proportionately with these numbers. 

So we find that tbe curve of the Polygonum-enzyme is about 
uniform with that of the much stl'onger enzyme of Ind~gofel'a, but 
at 0° O. they cross each other, so tbat at a still lower temperature 
the action becomes an in verse one. 

rrhe great diffcrellce in intensity of action is also proved hy the 
fact, that, fol' the manifest appearance of indigo in 10 cc. of the 

1) As is se en, the dlfference between tbe optimum nnd maximum tempE'rature IS 

for all enzymes ab out 14° C. 
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indican-solution, there is at least required of the different crude 
enzymes 2 milligrams of Indigofera, 20 of Polygomtm and Saccltaro
myces sphaericus, and 60 of emulsine. 

CON C LUS ION S. 

The splitting of the indican by the cell can occur in two ways: 
by ferment-action of the living protoplasm itself (kata.bolism), and 
by enzymes. __ 

All examined bacteria, which act on indican, split by katabolism 
and hence are in dead condition inaetive. The most important among 
them are the rommon ferment-bacteria (Aêrobacter) of sugar.containing 
plant infusions. 

All indican-plants and some species of alcohol-ferments contain 
indigo-enzymes anel consequently can decompose the indican in dead 
conditIOn too. Indigo-enzymos originate only at abundant access of 
air. Five of these euzymes proved specifically different, with tem
pE:'l'ature optima of 61 0 (lndigofera), 55° (emulsine), 53° (Phajus), 
44° (Sacohal'omyoes sphaericus) and 42° (Polygonum). For all of them 
the artion is favoured by fl ee acid to an amount of 0 5 cc. normal 
per 100 cc. of the employed indican-solution; more acid, hke alkali, 
opposes thc action. 

IndigofeJ'a decomposes the indican only hy enzyme-actioJl; in the 
case of Polygonum tinctotium a_nd Phajus g1'andiflotuS the mdican 
is decomposed partly hy katabolism, partly hy enzyme-action. 

In the leaves of Phajtts g1'andifloru,s indlCan is localized in the 
colourless protoplasm of rr.esophyll and epidermis, the indlgo-enzyme 
excluóively in the chiorophyll-granules. 

Chemistry. - "indican - its hydtolysis and the enzyme cau,sing 
the same." By J. J. HA.ZEWINKEL, Director of the exporimental 
station for Indigo at Klaten (Java). (Communicated by Prof. 
S. HOOGEWERFF). 

The following investigations were done hy me in November 1898. 
Aftel' the investigation was closed, 1 received hy themail the trea
tise of MARCHLEWSKI and I then went to Buitenzorg to consult 
Dr. VAN ROMBURGH about these researches. 

I first thought it would be hetter, in the interest of the Javanese 
indigo growers to keep the results of my work a secret, hut h.lving -
been informed by Prof. BEIJERINCK that he also had taken up the 
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study of indican and had in many respects come to the same coIl~ 
clusions as myself, I decided to publish my rcsults, as it wouW be 
impossible to ke<,p the matter a secret. 

It so happened that YAN ROMBURGH had also occupied himself 
with researches on indican and, without bemg acquainteà with my 
work, had obtained results confirming my own. His results will, 
of course, be communicated in this paper. 

If the juice from the leaves of Indigofera leptostachya is coUected 
in such a manner that there cannot be any question of enzyme
actions, for instance by treatment with boiling water or by using 
enzyme poisons (lime-water, solution of mercuric chloride), a liquid 
is obtaincd which, if not too acid, is perfectly stabIe, and contains 
a substance which is capable of yielding indigo. 

This may be demonstrated in four ways. 

1. Ey acidifying and carefully adding ferric chloride or any other 
suitable oxidizing agents. 

2. By tbe action of an enzyme contained in the indigo plant. 

3. By the action of enzymes not derived from the indigo plant. 

4. By the action of different bacteries. 
Enzyme 2 was prepared by repeatedly rubbing fl'esh indigo leaves 

with strong alcohol and removing the alcohol by sq ueezing the mas') 
with the hands. 'rhe resldue was then pressed between blotting 
paper in a copying press and allowed to dry in the sun. The dry 
product was then finely po" dered and passed tbrough a sieve. By 
keeping this powder under alcohol for a long time, it may be 
obtained perfectly white. 

The active principle is somewhat soluble in wa,ter, but much more 
so in a 10 per cent solution of common salt 1). 

When I now allowed the powder or the solution prepared from 
it, to act on the liquid obtained by treating indIgo leaves with boiling 
water, or on the solutlOn obtained by crushing the leaves with milk 
of lime or lime wat<,r and neutra.lising the filtrate, I noticed the 
following effect: 

1. Aftel' a few minutes the hquid discoloured and yielded a 
little indigo. 

I) Dr. VAN RO}!HVRGH pllid me II ViSlt at my laboratory whell I was engaged IVI th these 
expenments and then mfOlmed me thnt he hnd nIso prepnreu nctive Ieaf powtler 
In a shghtly dlnerent mnnner. '1111s when 111 contact wLth steniJ.:ed lUfuSlOll of mdlgo 
leaves c.\used the same eJlect ns the usunl fermenttltlOn pUllclples. 'rVe, theret'ore, 
have come to the same result mdependently of ench otller. I 
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2. The fOl'mation of indigo was much stronger when a current 
of air was passed through the liquid in the presence of an alkali. 

3. The copper·reducing power of the liquid obtained by the action 
of the air and subsequent filtration was much larger than that of 
the original liquid which had not been treated with the extracted 
leaf-powder. 

4. Af ter a short action the liquid began to show fluorescence· 
This phenomenon was observed more readily if a current of carbon 
dioxide was passed through the liquid; no indigo is then deposited. 

5. The indigo-yielding substance could be removed by agitating 
the liquid with ether and chloroform. 1) 

6. This substance was iden~ical with the one present in the 
liquor aftel' the so-called technical fermentation had ceased. 

7. The action was destroyed by a -number of enzyme poisons. 
8. Addition of alcohol up to a certain concelltration stopped 

all action, but on diluting with water actioll recommenced. 
9. Heating above a certain temperature definitely destroyed the 

action. 

10. Oooling below a defillite temperature retarded the action as 
long as that temperature was maintained. 

The observatiolls recorded in 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 together with 
the solubility of the active principle in brine aDd glycerol put it 
beyond doubt that we are dealing here with an enzyme. 

In agreement with this 1 found that emulsin acts on the liquid 
in precisely the sa.me mannel'. This experiment was made on the 
advice of Dr. VAN ROMBURGH. 

As the enzyme may differ from emulsin I will, provisionally, caU 
it "indimulsin". This indimulsin does not act below 5°. In a dry 

I 

condition it gradually becO/nes inactive at higher temperatllres, but 
its power is completely destroyed af ter being hE'ated for half an 
hour to 125°. lts solution in brine becomes totally inactive at 
88-92°. 

No great change of action is observed in liquids containing 10 
per cent of alcohol by volume, but in the presence of 25 per cent 
all action ceases. Several other enzyme poisons such as mercurie 
chloride, copper sulphate, lead acetate, alkalis, acids, sulpher dioxide 
temporarily or definitely retard the complete or partial action of the 
enzyme according to their nature and quantity. 

1) Dr. VAN ROMBURGH WilS the first to prove that the indigo-yielding substance con
tained in the so·called fermentation liquor could be edracted with chloroform or ether. 
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'rhe solution of the enzyme in salt was prepared by shaking 1 
part of thc prepared leaf-powder with 20 parts of a 10 per cent 
solution of sal t, for 20 minutes. 

Thera remains, therefore, no doubt that the aetion described is 
duo to all cnzyme and sueh a one whose action is analogous or 
identical with that of emulsin. 

The substance which is decomposed under the iufluence of the 
enzyme must, therefore, be a glucoside. Then: 

1. Tt is decomposed (hydrolysed) by enzym os. 
2. One of those enzymes is emulsin whicb, as is perfectly wen 

known, is an enzyme capable of clecomposing glucosides. 

3. This hydrolysis is accompanied by a large increase in copper
rcducing power. 

4. Dy the action of aeids, dextrose is formed. 1) 
Although the said glucoside possesses properties which differ from 

tbose usually aseribed in the literature to indiean, I think it is as 
wen to retain that llame for the glucoside. 

A1though I had 110 time to attempt the isolation of indican, some 
of its properties may be described here. 

1. Acid oxidating agents convert it into indigo which, in turn, 
is oxidized by an excess of tbe, reagent. 

2. It is soluble in alcohol but not in ether and cannot be l'emoved 
by means of ether from neutral or acid solutions. 

3. It may be preserved for an indefinite period if kept sterilized. 
4. It is stabIe at the boiling heat. 
5. It is very stabIe in the presenee of strong alkaline solutions 

at not too high a temperaturE'. 
6. With concentrated acids it forms red produets, particularly 

on warming, if exeess of acid be avoided. A knowledge of these 
produets will be of the greatest importanee for the stuJy of the so
called indigo-red which occurs in samples of natural indigo. 

7. An excess of ferric chloride gradually decomposes indiean 
completely, without formation of indigo. 

8. Indican re duces an ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate in 
the cold with separation of metallic silver. 

The first property suggests many means of determining' the yield 
of indigo from a given solution of indican. 

My first decisive experiment was made by oxidizing eljual parts 
of indican solution with different quantities of an oxidizer (5 KBr + 

') VAN LOOKEREN CAMPAGND, Laudwirtschnftliche Versuchstatiouen, Bud. 45 pg. 195 n.n. 
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KBr Os); a graphic representation was then made to show the results. 
Thcse showed that the leaf (foliagc without sterns) may yiclcl about 
0.60 pcr ccnt of indigo-blue which amounts to about 0.30 pCl' ccnt 
in a plant containing 50 per cent of leaves. 

I must, provisionally, keep secret some othcr analyticnl proc('sses 
of a more simple description. -

A closer study of the product whieh is torn/ed d~t1"in.q tlte fermen
tation on the large seale and also by the action of the enzyme on a 
solution of indiean an1 whieh on oxidation yields indigo, tau,qltt me 
that this product eonsists of indoxyl. 1) 

r 
Thcn I found that the substancc which on oxidation yields indigo, 

whether during the technical fermentation or by the action ot the 
I 

enzyme: 
1. is soluble in acids. 
2. is soluble in water, chloroform and ether. 
3. has astrong fluorescence. 
4. slowly forms indigo when exposed to thé air in acid solutions, 

but rapidly in solutions having an alkaline reaction. 
5. changes into a red substance and emits a pungent odour when 

boiled with an acid. 
6. yields indigo more readily wh en to the faintly acid solution a 

small quantity of ferric chloride is added. 
7. may get lost or modified to such a degree as to be incapable 

of yielding indigo, by the action of other constituents of the plant. 
This requires some further explanatioll. 

I prepared all alcohol ic solution which one might caU solution of 
crude chlorophyll in the following manner: 

Indigo leaves we re crushed or rubbed with (20 pCt.) alcohol. By 
working quicldy there was scarcely any dangel' of enzyme-action 
taking place. The turbid juice was fiJtered, the residue on the 
filter was taken up with water, again filtered and now extracted 
with alcohol. 

This alcoholic solution had the power to stop the formation of 
indigo in the fermentation liquid. This may be elegantly demon
strated in the following mannel' : 

1) It is nn interesting fnct thnt BAUM.\NN and TJEMANN hnve suspected this to some 
extent. They wl'ote alrendy in 1879 Ber. d. D. Chem. Gesell. 12 1108: IIBezilglich 
des Pflanzenindicnns wird es nicht uninteressnnt sein zu ermittelll ob in demselbell 
als Paarling Indoxyl oder Indigweiss, welche beide leicht in Indigo übergehen, Yor
kommt und ob des im rohen Indigo enthaltene Indigroth in naher Beziehung zu dem 
Indoxylcondensationsproducte steht oder gar dnmit identisch ist." 
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If 5 e.c. of fermentation liquid, or 5 c.e. of a liquid obtaincd by thc 
action of indimulsill on solution of indican are placed in a stoppered 
cylinder mixed with 50 e.c. of the crude chlorophylll) and a little am
monia and tbCll weIl shaken, it wiJl be found that not a trace of 
indigo-blue is formeel. By agitating with ether the chlorophyll may 
be separeted from the aqueous layer, both portions may then bo 
filtered anel the filter examined for indigo. If, however, the experi· 
ment is made by first ad ding the ammonia and thoroughly shaking 
to promote oxidation, the addition of the chlorophyll solution will 
not prevent the formation of indigo-blue. 

8. I al'3o found that both in acid and alkaline solutions the sub
stance yiE.'lds red resinous produets unless the air is excluded. 

All these reactions are typical indoxyl-reactions. To make more 
sure, I prepared indoxyl according to the easy and elegant process 
of HEUMANN and BAOHOFEN. 2) 

Tt was then shown that Ihe solution of this indoxyl gave all the 
reactions mentioned in 1-8 particularly the chlorophyll test. A 
fairly pure aqueous solution of indoxyl may, of course, be made by 
agitating the acid solution with ether, evaporating tbe same in a 
current of cold air and dissolving the residue in water. 

What Fltruck me during the preparation is the difficulty of obtai
ning a solution of indoxyl which does not yield indigo when exposed 
to the air unless it had an alkaline reaction. Even when starting 
from indigo purified by sublimation this seemed impossible. I conld 
not ascertain for certain whether indoxyl has the property of gra
dually forming indigo in acid solutions, or whetber this formation 
iA due to uny impurities. But even if it should not be a propeJ'ty 
of indoxyl itself, thc formation of indigo in the fermentation fiuid 
need not cause any surprise, as tbis is a very impure solution of 
indoxyl anti, as will be seen, its reaction is much altered during 
the oxidation. 3) 

From the foregoing it may be concluded with certainty that in 

') When uSlllg this expression, I uo not, of course, meàn to say that chlorophyll 
Hselt' exercises the slliu nctioll. 

2) Bel'. u. D. Chem. Gesell. 26. p. 225. 

J) 'rhe following interestillg phenomellon mny be mentioned Lo show the illllllence 
of the dissolved suhstances. ]f sulphuric llCiu is nddetl to 11 soilltion of indoxyl 
un(i1 the liquid tlllns reu, sClIl'cely IIny indigo will be formed on slmking. Ifhowevel', 
an sxcess of Nn~HPO, is aduet[ inuigo wil! he fOl'llled. Still, tbe IImOllnt of Nn2HP0

4 
nmy lte ensily regulateu so as to leave the liquiu uciu. lt is a1so intel'esting to know 
tlla~ the liqlliu containing NoJHP04 does not immediately give the isatinsodn reaction. 
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the fermentation liquid and in the liquid prepared with enzyme and 
indican solution, the indigo is formed fl'om indoxyl. This is con
firmed by me, being successful in obtaining from those liquids three 
typical reactioll-products of indoxyl, namely the indigonides of isatin, 
bellzaldehyde and pyro·uvic acid. 

I applied theso reactiolls in the followillg mannel' : rro 25 "e.c. of 
illdican solutioll was added 1 gram of the leaf powder (rrhis is pro
fcrable to using the solution, as du1'ing the action of the enzyme 
red resillous produets are fo1'med~which are not retained by paper 
filters. These products, howeve1', ad here to the leaves, otherwise 
they might cause wrong conclusions to be drawn from the reactions 
particularly as we will see later on that illdoxyl under some circum· 
stances does not yield indirubin). Aftel' sufficient action 20 c.C. of 
or saturated solution of isatin in 50 pCt. alcohol and 50 e.c. of a satu
rated solution of sodium carbonate we re added, or a little benzal
dehyde or pyro-uvic acid and then for every 100 parts of liquid 40 
parts of hydrochloric acid of 1.13 sp. gr. - _ 

The substallces which were formed aU hael the qualitative pro
perties which are ascribed in the literature to the three indigonides. 

As one of the components is known and the other exhibits all 
the properties of indoxyl and na otlzer ones, whilst the formed pro
ducts agree, qualitatively, completely with the substances which the 
said reagonts form from indoxyl, it is proved that indoxyl is the 
other component. 

I havo not made any ultimato analyses of the substances as it 
wa::; extremely difficult to purify them. Moreover, I think that 
their identity has been sufficiently establisheel. 

The fact that the fermentation produet is indoxyl, explains the 
formation of large quantities of indigo red in some processes of 
indigo manufacture. 

I may caU attention to the fact that during the so calleel fermen
tation no indican ever passes into the surroulleling liquid. This was, 
of rourso, easily provod by rendol'ing tho liquid so strongly alkalinr 
that no enzymo-actioll could take place, then passing a cu1'rent of 
air to oxidize my indoxyl anel tosting the filtrate af tor ncutralisatioll 
with enzyme powder or solution of thc ::;ame. 

I noticed some phenomena which must not be lost sight of whell 
testing for indoxyl. 

If to a solution of indican is added a little phenol-phtaloin, then 
so much lime·water that the solution has a decided alkaline reaction 
and then some enzyme powder, the red colour gradually vanishes. 
This may bo ca,ui:led by thc presence of f:lomc acid eOl1tained in the 
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eaves which has not been completely extracted by alcohol. 1) If 
now lime-water is addea' cautiously so 'as not to interfere with ths 
action of the enzyme, but just sufficient tQ keep the reaction alkaline, 
a filtrate is obtained which does not give the isatill-soda reaction 
unless the liquid is previously acidified. As already stated, this 
reaction also fails when an excess of Naz lIP 04 is added to tho 
aeid indoxyl solution. 

Whether on adding i&R,tin to an acid solution of illdoxyl a con
densation product may be formed (on account of the acidity) which 
yields indirubin in the presence of alkalis, of whether isatin acts 
on a possibly existing lime-indoxyl compound in a dIfferent mannel' 
is still an open question. 

If we like to make oU1'sel yes independent of this phenomenon in 
a simplc and practical manner, this may be do ne by adding a 
decent quantity of ferrous sulphate, which causes tbe end reaction 
to be acid without affecting the action of the enzyme. On filtering 
and extracting the residue with alcohol, the indican is obtained in 
solution. The FE' 804 should be allowed to act upon the indican 
for 20 minutes. If in this experiment the leaf powder is used and 
if the same has not been extracted too much with alcohol, the liquid 
yields afterwards a filtrate which is quito f~ee fruIn iron provided a 
sufficiency of the powder has been used; this is capable of absorbing 
10-20 per cent of its weight of Fe 804, That the Fe 804 has 
not caused ally reuuction may be seen from the fact that on shaking 
with milk of lime, filtering anel neutralizing, a solution af indiean 
is obtuinecl which is perfeetly idelltieal with thc uno tu which 
Fe 804 ha1'3 nut been added. 

The val'iatioll1'3 in the l'ea.etiullb uf the feL'ment<ttion liquid before 
<tllel aftel' oxidation are also very interesting. VAN RmlBURGH pre
tenc1eel it to be acid, VAN LOOKEREN anel VAN DER V EEN pretented 
it to be alkaline. But as the first named tested the liquid immediately 
aftel' the fermentation and the others did so aftel' the oxidatioD, 
tlH' clifff'l'onre in opinion is ('aRily ('xplainod. 

I (\}1'30 founcl thn.t in thc fil'st case thc liquid was acid. rrhis 
liquitl is now, however, treated with air and in cOl1sequence ODe 
of thc dissolvC'd substancel:l (indoxyl) is oxi(htted to indigo, a subf:lhuwe 
whioh is quite indifferf'nt to litmus. Now, a good deal depends 
on the question: how do E'S a solution of pure indoxyl hehave towards 
bases and aC'ids. 

')//20 grams of the enzyme powclu hentecl at the Oldinary temperature with 2000 cc 
of wat~ and a little chloroform yielded a liquicl requiring 20 cc, ol lime-water fol' 
lleutrnluatioll. 
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It is known that indoxyl posscsses both week acid and b-asic 
properties. This has been recol'ded by A. V. BAYER who noticed 
the week acid and basic properties of indoxyl prepared from indoxy lic 
acid, therefore, preflumably a vel'y pum product. If now the indoxyl 
should be partIy combined with lime, the oxidation must cause a 
loss of acidity. 

The acidity is also bound to become less by the gradual disappear
ance of the free CO2 which is always formed during the technical 
fermentation and in the laboratory~ experiment. This fully explains 
the reason why the liquid gradllally changes from the acid to an 
alkaline condition. Finally, I wish to caU attention to the following 
point: If a solution of indican is prepared by crushing the lcaves 
with lime-wl1tcr and filtering the nelltralized liquid', and wh en to 
this is added a perfectIy neutral soluLion of enzyme, a solution of 
indican is finally obtained which yields no indirubin with isatin anel 
sodium hydroxide. If the solution is oxidated in a CUl'l'ent of air fl'ee 
from CO2, the filtrate is distinctly alkaline. - It is, therefore, plain 
that indican forms a neutral saline compound, which is decomposed 
Iike free indican by indiIlfulsin (somewhat analogous to myronic 
acid and its potassium salt). 

Klaten (Java), Jan. HlOO. 

Chemistry. - Prof. S. HOOGEWERFF presents a communication, 
also on behalf of Mr. H. TER MEITLEN, entitled: "Oontri
bution to the knowledge of indican". 

Observations made lately by BEIJEIUNCK 1) and HAZEWI"NKEL 2) on 
indican have shown that this substance is not so rea~i1y decomposed 
as was formerly believed S). Tt is not decomposed by evaporating its 
aqueous solution, but on the contrary, if free acids and enzymes 
are absent, it possesses a fair degree of stability and asolid ma ss 
of "crude indican" may be obtained by evaporating the decoctions 
of Indigofera leptostachya and Polygonum tinctorium 4). 

It was only natural that these important observations sho1l1d lrad 
to an effort to obtain the inàican on a pure condition and to dcter 
mine its composition. The formula C2û H3l N017 proposed by 
SCHUNCK 3) as the result of illves'tigations which are in many respects 

1) Proc. Royal Acad. of Sc. Amstel'clam, Sept. 1899 p. 91. 
I) See pl'eceding al'ticle. 
3) SCHUNCK Phi!. Mag. [4J X p. 73 !Iud [4J XV p. 29, 117, 183. 
4) BEYERINCK 1. c. p. 95. 
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very meritorious, is llOt based on the analysis of free indiaan, but 
on the analysil:l of lead compounds obtained from extract of woad 
and bas been accepted with a certain amou'nt of reservation 1). Moreover, 
the important observations of BEYERINCK communicated at the September 
meeting on the chromogen of the woad have shaken the foundation 
of the formula. SCHUNCK'S coadjutor MARCHLEWSKI 2) had, however, 
already proposed anothel' formula for indican in 1898, starting the 
hypothesis that it should be looked upou as ind~xyl-glucoside; he 
even gave a structural formula illustrating the connection between 
the glucose residu and the indoxyl-group. M.A.RCHLEWSKI has appar
ently not, had material at his disposal to prove experimentally 
the correctness of his hypothetical indican formula 014 H17 NOG, 
although in the meantime indican has been proved to be a raai 
indoxyl-glllcoside 3). 

The following: circumstances enabled us to carry on the investigation. 
Prof. BEIJERINCK had the kindness to present us with 17 kilos of 
his own grown Polygonum tinctorium for the extraction of the 
indican and also with an extract prepared by himself from the 
leaves of Indigofera leptostachYa. From Mr. HAZEWINKEL we re
cei ved tins containing somewbat purifie4 solutions of indican pre
pared by himself from indigo-Ieaves at Klateu. We beg to offer 
tbem OUl' best thanks for this co-operatiou. 

The leaves we re immersed by us in boiling water, boiled for a 
few minutes and further systematically exhausted; 2.5 liters of water 
were used for 1 kilo of the leaves. Without any sensible decompo
sition the decoctions could be evaporated in vacuo if care was taken 
to keep the reaction alkaline. The dry residue was extracted with
methyl alcobol and to the solution was added ether as long as 
a precipitate was formed>; these precipitates were rich in ash 
but very poor in nitrogen and were practically free from indican. 
From the solution, the alcohol and ether we re distilled oif, the 
l'esidue was completely dried in vacuo and then dissolved in water. 
The filtered and concentl'ated Bolution deposited on cooling weU 
defined crystals of indican almost colorless and ash free. A. large 
proportion of the impurities may be removed by heating the decoction 
of the leaves before concentration with baryta-water, filtering and 
removing the excess of barium by a current of carbon dioxide; the 
filtrate is then treated as described. If the treatment with baryta 

1) Compare BEILSTEIN Org. chem. 8 Aufl. Bd. In p. 595. 
2) MAUOHLEWSKI and RADOLU'FE Journal Soc. chem. Industry 1898 p. 430. 
3) Compare HAZEWINKEL ond llEYERINCK l.c. 

38 
Proceeilings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. TI. 
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is omitted the leaves of Indigofera leptostaC'hya yield a gelatinous 
body which greatly impedes the purification of the indican. 17 kilos 
of the leavE's of Polygonum tinctoria yielded 5 grams of pure indican. 

Indican crystallized from aqueous solutions consists of spear-shaped 
crystals which Prof. SCHROEDER VAN DER KOLK, as the l'esult of a 
preliminary llominatlOn, declares to belong to the rhombic system. 
The crystals contain 3 mols. of water of crygtallisatioll, melt ctt 510 

and losing some of the watt'r are transformed into a gummy-like 
mass which is gradually decomposed on heating above 100°. Dried 
in vacuo over sulphuric acid indican loses its water of crystalisation, 
but when the anhydrous mass IS exposed to the air, it reabsorLs 
moistul'e alld Pl'(lctlcally regains its original weight. Dried indican 
melts at 100°-102°, is tolerably soluble in water, methyl- or ethyl
alcohol alld acetone, but only slightly soluble 111 benzene, carbon- -
disulphide and ether. 

Heated on a platinum foil or III a test-tube purple-coloured fumes 
are given off which condense on the si des of the tube: this does 
not take place in a cUirent of carbon dioxide. When all aqueous 
solution of indican is decomposet1 by ths galvanic current, indigot}ll 
is formed at the anode. . 

Indiran has a bitter taste. It is optically active, a 2 per cent 
solution gives a polarization of - 2° when E'xamined in a 20 c.m. 
tube at 15°. Af ter acting on the solution with hydrochloric acid 
and oxidizing the resulting indoxyl the 1iquid shows a right-handed 
polarisatJOll 1). As soon as we shall have again at our disposal 
larger quantities of indican, we wil make further experimflnts wIth 
a view to determine its specific rotary power and we will also try 
to isolate thE' sugar formed in the hydrolysis of the indican. 

As will be seen from the subjoinpd analyses and the determination 
of the molecular weight, thc molecular formula of the vacuurn- dried 
indican is C14 II17 NOB this confirming MARCHLEWSKI'S hypothesis. 
rrhe crysta.llized compound contains 3 mols. of water of crystallization; 
it may be observed here that amygdalme also cOlltains 3 mols. of 
water of crystallization and also polarises to the 1eft 2). 

By passing a current of air through a hot solution of indican in 
dtlute hydrochloric acid, containillg a httle ferric chloride as oxygen 
carrier, 91 per cent of indican was con\'erted into illdigotin accor
ding to the equation: 

1) Uompare C. J. VAN LOOKEltE"< CUlPAGNE. Lalldw. Ver~uch. XLV, 195. 
2) Indicnn IS, thelefOle isomede with Fl~CIlJ]Il'S nmygdoll1tril. Bel. D. Chem. Ges. 

XXVIII, 1508. 
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2014 Hl7 NOc, + O2 = CIG HlO N,z O2 + 2 Co H12 0 6 

or rather : 

C14 H 17 NOG + Hz 0 = Co H12 0 0 + Cs H7 NO 

2 Cs H7 NO + Oz = 2 H2 0 + 016 Hw Nz O2 

but the experiment will have to be repeated on a largel' scale so 
as to be able to judge of the purity of thc indigo.blue and ascerlain 
its percentage of indigo-red which also 8eems to be formed. 

We also wish to state that during tb is investigation not the least 
difference was noticed between the indican prepared fIom Indigofel'a 
leptostachya and that obtained from Polygonum tinctoriulll and we, 
therefore illcline to the belief that both plants clJntain the same 
indican. .As soon as largel' quantities of indican are again at our 
disposal, we hope to continue and extend the investigation of this 
important compound. 

The following results were obtained when subjecting indican to 
ultimate analysis. The sample was dried in vacua over sulphuric acid. 

1. 0.2416 gram of indican (Indigofera) yielded on combustion 
with copperoxide in a current of oxygen 0.4960 gram of carbon 
dioxide and 0.1257 gram of water. 

Il. 0.2397 gram yielded 0.4928 gram of carbon dioxide and 
0.1244 gram of water. 

nl. 0.1539 gram of the indican trea,ted by the KJELD.AHL

GUNNING process ~ielded 5.12 cc. of N/l0 ammonia. 
IV. 0.6310 gram similarly treated yielded 20.60 cc. of N/lo 

ammoma. 
On comparing the percentages of carbon-hydrogen and nitrogen 

with those calculated from MARCHLEWSKI'S formula: 

Calculatcd fOl C14 H17 NO'. 

I, Il. lIl. IV. 

0 :>6.0 pCt. 56.1 pCt. 56.95 pCt. 

H 5.8 pCt. 5.8 pCt. 5.76 pCt. 

N 4.7 pOt. 4.7 pOt. 4.75 pCt. 

it is apparent that while the figureb for thc hydrogell alld nitrogen 
prlctically ag ree, those of the carbon me somewhat to~ low. We, 
thel'efore, repeated the determination of carbon by means of the 

38* 
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MESSINGER-FRITSCH1) moist combustion process sa as to makE' more 
sure about the true percentage of carbon. We first tested the accuracy 
of the process by some blank experiments and some combustions 
of salicylamide. 

V. 0.1371 gram of indican (Indigofera) heated wlth sulphuric 
acid and potasinm dichromate Ylelded 0.2341 gram of carbon dioxide 
= 56 5 percent of carbon. 

VI. 0.2169 gram of indican (Polygonum) yielded 0.4517 gram of 
carbon dioxide = 56.8 percent of carbon. 

If we now take take the mean of these two determinations the 
composition of indican is: 

56.7 pCt. C 
5.8 pCt. H 

4.7 pCt. N 

which satisfacioIily agrees with that calcuI.tted from MARCHLl~WSKI'S 
formula. 

For the detel'mination of the moleeular weight the cryoscopie 
method was uRed, as indican is too little soluble in the liquids 
generally used in the process based on the increase of the boiling 
point. 

Two determinations we re made: 
I. 0.1935 gram of indlCan (Polygonum) dissolved in 24.89 gram 

of water lowered the ft'eezing point to the extC'nt of 0.058°. 
Il. 0.8301 gram of indican dissolved in 24.89 gram of watel' 

lowered the freezing point to the extent of 0.208°. 
Fl'om these determinations the following figures-are calculated fol' 

the molecular weight: 

I 248 en II 297 

which shows that it IS not a multiple of 295. Cll Hl7 NO" !DUbt be 
accepted as the molecular formula of mdican. 

The determinations of the water of crystallization we re done with 
indlCan from Polygonum. 

1. 0.4149 gram of indican lost on dl'ying' in vacua 0.0594 gram 
of water. 

IJ. 3.2262 gram lost 0.4943 gram. 
lIL 0.2291 gram of the dried indican when expobed to the air 

untiJ the weight was constant, absorbed 0.0393 gram of watE'r 2). 

1) Lieb. Ann. 2\14. p. 79. 
2) The alllount of wnter wInch is reabsorbed depends on the st,lte of humidity of 

the ,nr. 
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Tbe percentage of water contained in crystallized indican IS, 

therefore: 

I 14.3 pCt. 

II 15.4 pCt. 

IU 17.2 pCt. 

the formula C14 H17 NOG + 3 H20 requires 15.5 pCt. 

Ghemical Labo1atOl'y of the Polytecltnicrtl School. 

Mathematics. -- «A special case of the differential equation of 

MONGE." by Prof. W. KAPTEYN. 

To the communications inserted in the Proceedings of Nov. 25th 
and Dec. 30th 1899 we bere add tbe results of our iuvestigation 
of a case wbere the equation of MONGE consists of th1'oe terme:;. 

If the equation of MONGE bas the form 

tbis equatiou will admit of two intermediate integrals, ouly wh<,u 

1 
f.t = - H (p Q + v), 

(! 

where (! represcnts any function of a-, 1/, s, q, and the function ti 

satisfies the differential cquation 

and H denotes tbe operation OOy + q a: 
Then one of thc intermediate integrals is 

p (J + v =f(x), 

whero f denotes an arbitral'y funotion, the socond being' founa hy 
connocting the two integrals of the complete systcm 
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H (Q) d v _ dQ 0 v _ ( (J + q del) a v = (I, 

dq OqdY \ oq az 
oV ovov oV ouov 

Il(v)Oq -oqoy -Qä; -lJ oqoz =0. 

Special cases: 

1 
Here ft =- H (p Q + v) = 0 ; thereforc 

(! 

IJ (Q) = 0 and II (v) = 0, 

whilst the differential equation for v reduces to 

Let (j be any function of x, q, u = z - q y. We then find here 

The differential equation 8 + ), t = 0 now possesses the two inter
rnediate integrals 

where f repl'esents an arbitral'y function. 
These results are more general than those formerly communica

ted sub IV; we find these back by putting 

Q = e--/~(q)dq , v = - Je-1tP (q)dq lfJ (x, 9ydg. 

11. 8 + fl = O. 

1 Cl 
Here Î. = - ~ (p Q + v) = 0; therefore 

(! IJ q 

O(J _ 0 d av 0 
og - an og = , 
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whilst the diffel'ential equation for v reduces to 

Let (J be an arbitrary function of tr, '!J, z. We shaH now fina 

Tbe differential equation 8 + ft = 0, for whicb may be writtell 

d2(j 

--=0, 
dil dy 

possesses as interrnediate integrals 

dfJ afJ dfJ 

d-=a- + q -a =f(Y), 
Y!J Z 

where f denotes an arbitrary function. 
These results differ in fnrm only from those formp,rly cornmuni

cated sub V. 

Mathematics. - "On the locus of the cent1"e of hyperspherical 
cw'vatu1'e for the normal curve of n-dimensional space" . By 
Prof. p, H, SCHOUTE. 

At the close of the preceding paper we have pointed out that the 
characteristic ~umbers of the locus of the centre of hyperspberical 
curvature al'e lowered if sorne of the points of the given rational 
curve lying at infinity coincide. At present we wish to trace for a 
special case the arnount of those lowel' numbers, viz. for the case where 

the gi ven curve is the'« normal curve" N~ of the n-dimensional space 
SII, in which it is situated. It is known th at this curve is represented 
on rectangular coordinates by the equations 

// 

Xi=ti , (i=l, 2, . I • n) , I • I •• (1) 
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where t is again tbe parametenTalue of the "point til of the curve. 
The quintic 11 of the preceding paper being unity here, '11 = 0 

considered as an equation of degree n has here n infinite roots; from 
which ensues that the 'Tl points at infinity c,f the curve coincide in a 
single point, the point at infinity of the J'n-axis. As an introduction 
to tbe general case of an arbitrary n, let us first however consider 
thc case n = 3 of the skew parabola. 

1. If to avoid indices we write for thc rectangular coordinates 
of a point of Ss as is custornary x, y, z instead of a'l' 1/'2' a's, the 
skew parabola is represented by 

• • • (2) 

The equation of the normal plane in the point t is 

tc-t + 2 t (g_t2) + 3 t2 (z-t3) = 0, 

or classified according to t 

3 t5 + 2 tS - 3 z t'l + (1-2 y) t - :JJ = 0 . . (3) 

This equation being of degree 5 in t, five normal planes of the 
skew para bola pass through any given point and so the locus Rs is 
of order five, as was formerly found. 

The equation of the developable enveloped by the series of normal 
planes is found by eliminating t out of (3) and its differential coeffi.
cicnt accOlding to t. This is immediately l'educed to the elimination 
of t between the two cubic equations 

4tS -9zt2 +4(1-2y)t - 5x=0 I 
185zts+12(10y-7)t2 +8(25x-8)t+4(1-2y)=0 ~ , 

hy which is found by means of the wellknowll method of elimination 

4 , - 9z 4 - 8y , -5x 0 0 

0 4 - 9z 4-8y , -5x 0 

0 0 4 -9z 4 - 8y , -5x 
=0. 

185z, 120y - 84, 75x - 24, 4- 8y , 0 0 

0 185z , 120y - 84, 75x - 24, 4 - 8y , 0 

0 , 0 185z , 120y - 84, 75x - 24, 4 - 8y 
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Sa the developable refel'red to is of degl'ee six; sa six is the 
rank of Rs . 

By solving m, y, ti: ont of (3) antI its first and second differential 
coefficicnts according to t we find 

x = 2 tS ( 9 t2 + 1) 

1 - 2 y = 3 t2 (15 t2 + 2) 

z = 2 t ( 5 t2 + 1) 

• • • • • (4) 

from which ensues tbat tbe curve Rs is of degrce five. SOl Ïnstead 
of 5, 2 (5-1), 3 (5-2) or 5, 8, 9, the charactel'istic numbers of Rs are 
5, 6, 5 .. 

In passing we can ramark here, that the normal plane 

of the curve Rs in the point t is parallel, as it shouId be, to the 
pIane of curvature 

of the skew parabola in tbe point t. Tbe equation (5) being of degree 
seven in t, the locus R's, belonging to Rs as original curve, is of 
class seven. Tbis agrees with the genera.l result obtained in the pre
ceding paper. ]'or tbe number 3 n-2, here 13, must be diminished 
by four on account of the particularity sub a) and by two on account 
of the particularity sub b). For, ']I bcing a constant, the quintic 
equation ']I = 0 has five aqual infinite roots; moreover the tbree 
equations a'l = 0, a'2 = 0, a's = 0 have the factor 15 t 2 + 1 in 
common, in connection witb which tbe curve R's proves to contain 
two conjug-ate complex cusps. 

2. The method followed here for n = 3 not being sa easy to 
apply to the space Sn, we shaH try to fiud another way, where that 
drawback does not present itself. Ta do so we must recall in 
mind the proof of the theorem formerly used, according to which 
the envelope of a space with n-1 dimensions, of which the equa
tion, linear in thc coordinates a'i (i = 1, 2, ... n), contains a para
meter t to degree k, bas tbe characteristic numbers 

k, 2 (k-l) , 3 (k-2), ...... (n-1) (k-n + 2) , 

where it is taken for gl'anted that k >n-2, as otherwise the last 
\ 
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envelope contains either a morefold infinite number of points ind 
is then not a curve, or - in case it really consists of a singly in
finite number of points - it is situated in a space S"-l. Here 
k is always 2 n - 1. 

The indicated proof can be given by means of the two following 
considerations: 

a). The system of 8 + 1 equations consisting of the equation of 
degree k 

and its first, second .... sth differential coefficients according to t may 
be replaced by a system of s + 1 equations of degree k-8 in t, all ad
mitting coefficients that are linear forms of the coefficients off(t) = o. -

b). The degree of the locus represented by 8 + 1 equations of degree 
k-s in t, of which the coefficients are linear forms in the coordina
tes :ti (i = 1, 2, ... n), is obtained by addiiig to the system n-s 
entirely arbitrary equations linear in the coordinates and by eliini
nating the 71 coordinates between the so formed system of n + 1 equa
tions of which 71-8 do not contain t. The degree of the resulting 
equation in t is the order of the locus we were in search of. 

The proof of these two lemmae is very simpie. The first is but 
an extension of a wellknown theorem of EULER. If we transform 

the equation f (t) = 0 by the substitution t = ~ into the hömog~neous 
v 

form cp (ze, v) = 0; the s + 1 indicated equations are 

dStp 
---=::.0 •.. 
dus- 1 dV 

And by following the method pointed out in the second lemmá 
we find the number of points common to the locus of n-8 dimen
sions, determined by the 8+1 equations of degree k-s and the space 
Ss, being the intersection of any system of n-8 spaces SII-l. 

If the condition is written down, that the eliminant of the system 
of n+ 1 equations, linear in the 71 coordinates, disappears, ,we obtain 
all equation of degree (s+l)(k-s) in t, which proves the theorem. 

3. It goes without saying that the Iowering, which the charac
teristic numbers of the locus Rs belonging to the skew parabola 
undergo, is c10sely connected with the particular structure of. the 
equation. First, this equation is not complet':!, for t 4 is Iacking; 
secondly, not aU existing terms contain the three coordinates x, '!I, ~ 
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in their coefficients. We shall first point out, that the latter pecu
'liarity explains the lowering appearing here even then, if we neglect 
to avail ourselves of the simpHfication indicated in the lemma a); we 
shall thcn show that the fil'st particularity has no effect here. 

By i'mbstituting in the eliminant of the system for each element 
the number indicating its dcgree in t aud by representing the places 
made vacant by differentiation by the symbol t, then in the three 
cases 8 = 0, 1, 2, appearing in the skew parabola, we have - inde
pendent of thc lacking of t 4 in (3) - to deal with the three symbolic 
equations 

0 1 2 5 0 1 2 5 0 1 2 5 

0 0 0 0 "i" 0 1 4 "i" 0 1 4 
=0, =0, =0, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -;- -;- 0 8 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

which really show that the corresponding equations in t are respec-
tively of degree 5, 6, 5. 

By substituting furthermore in the eliminant for each element the 
term of the highest degree lD t, wo then find omitting the first 
case, clear enough in itl::elf, 

1 t2 tG 1 t t2 tG 

"t 1 2t 5t4 -;- 1 2t 5t4 

=0, =0 
al ag a3 a 4 "I" "i" 2 20t8 

bI b~ ba b4 al a2 aa a4 

and now, taking the arbitrariness of the coefficients a, b of tbe equa
tions of the planes 82 into consideration, it is clear that the tel'ms 
of the highest degree \ 

t2 tG 
al a2 t2 tG 

= 8 (al b2) tG, - a'l 1 2t 5t4 = -12 al tG 
bI bl 2t 5t4 

"/" 2 20tS 

II 1 and t le constant -terms 

(as b4)1 2a4 
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of these equations cannot he expelled hy applying the method of 
- the first lemma or hy making use of the lacking' of t4 in (3), 

hy wlIich equations f(t) = 0 etc. of still lower degree are obtained. 
For, these opera ti ons correspond with the diminishing of the elements _ 
of a row of the determinant indicated above by the' corresponding 
elements of another now multiplied by a form in t, and by- this 
method of transformation, much in use with determinants, the degree 
of the determinant in t cannot be lowered. 80 it is only appa~ 
rently that by applying the first lemma the degree of the general 
eliminant is lowered from 

k + (k _ 1) + ... + (k _ 8) = (2 k - 8) Cs + 1) to (2 k - 28) (s + 1) 
I 2 2 

in reality the eliminant of the equations 

af asf 
f (t) = 0, -at = 0, • •. - = 0 a tB 

is already of degree (s + 1) (k - s), although judging by the form it 
seems to be of a higher degree. On tbe other hand in the case of the 
skew parabola 

0 1 2 5 

I~ 
1 2 3 0 1 2 3 

t 0 1 4 0 1 4 1 2 3 2 
= 0 passes into =0 and / = 0,_ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

if in succession we make use of the method of the first lemma or 
of the two cubic equations used in the direct solution; BO the deter~ 
minant remain'8 of degree six in t. ' 

4. We are now able to treat the general case completely, where 
n and 8 < nare arbitrary and k is equal to 2n -1. If as is custo~ 
mary we represent the analytical faculty 

hy pq!l' tlle equation under il1vestigation appears in the form 
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1 . . . . tn- s- 1 tn- 8 • . . . t"-1 

i' 1 2t . (n-s-1)t"-s- 2 (n-s) t"-s- l (n-1) t"-2 (2n-1) tlln- 2 

aJ,n-s+l • al,,, 

al/,n-stl • a2,n 

, . . . . 
an-s,l all-s,lI an-s,3 an-s, n-s+l an-sJn 

By multiplying tbe second row by t, tbe tbird by t2 etc. and tbe 
8+1st by tS, tbe first 8+1 elements of eacb column assume the same 
power of t. From tbis ensues that 

(n - 8) + (n - 8 + 1) + ... + (n -1) + 2 n - 1 

dimiuished by 

Ol: 2 n -1 + 8 (n - 8 -1) indicates tbe degree of the equation, if tbe 
terms of the' highest degree and the constant term do not disappear. 
l'he constant term is thc product of the numbers 1, 2, 6, 24, .. ,and 
a determinani of coefficients au,; so tbis does not disappear. And 
taken together the terms of the highest degree 2 n -1 + 8 (n - 8 - 1) 

have as coefficient the product of a determinant of quantities ai,k and 

1 1 1 1 
I 

n-s n - 8+1 . n-l 2n-l 

. . . 
(n - s)'1 

which is reducible to 

=0. 
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, -
1 1 1 1 

12-8 12-8+1 12-1 212-1 

(12 - 8)2 (12 - 8+1)2 (n -1)2 (212 - 1)2 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
(12 - 8)s (12 - 8+1)S (n -l)S (212 -1)8 I 

I 

~ 

and this differs fIOm zero, it being thc product of all possiblc di±:· 
ferences of the 8+1 numbms n-8, n-s+1, . ... n-1, 2n-t 
and 110 equal ones appearing among them. , 

According to the final result obtained in this way the character
istic numbers of the locus of the centre of hyperspherical CUl'va-

ture Rit for thc normal curve N~ are respectively 

2n-1, 3n-3, 4n-7, fin-t3, 6n-2t, .... 2n-l, 

fl'om which ensnes that they do not change if taken in reversed order. 
In pal'ticular we fiud for 

12= 2. , .. 3, 3 
12 = 3 . , .. 5, 6, 5 
12 = 4 , , .. 7, 9, 9, 7 
12 = 5 . , " 9, 12, 13, 12, 9 
12 = 6 .... 11, 15, 17, 17, 15, 11 
12 = 7 ... , 13, 18, 21, 22, 21, 18, 13 
12 = 8 .... 15, 21, 25, 27, 27, 25, 21, 15 
12 = 9 .... 17, 24, 29, 32, 33, 32, 29, 24, 17 
12 = 10 .... 19, 27, 33, 37, 39, 39, 37, 33, 27, 19. 

With this the table inserted in the preceding paper referring to 
the general rational skew curve of minimum degree can be compared. 

Physics. - "Equations in which (unctions occur (or different values 
of the independent vaI'iable", By J. D. VAN DER WAALS JR. 

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS.) 

§ 1. Let us imagine au electric vibrator at a distance 'I' from a 
reflecting planc. If we wish to construe the equation of motion of that 
vibrator at the moment t we shall have to take into consideration 
that forces act on the vibrator, which it has given out itself and which 
have then been reflected by the plane .• These forces are determineà 
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by the COlldition of the vibrator at the moment t' at which the 
vibrations were given out, i. e. at the moment which precedes with 

l' 
an interval of 2 V the moment, at which we want to know the 

way of motion. The equation of motion, which determines the motioll 
of the vibrator, win therefore besides the electric moment of the 
vibrator and its fluctions at the moment t, contain the same quantities 

l' 
at the moment t' = t - 2 V . 

Similar problems of a more intrieate kiuu may oceur in great 
llumbers. First we may want to examine the influcnile which diffe
rent vibrators exercise on eaeh other, in whieh case a set of simul
taneous differential equations is to be solvcd which show the pecu
liarity which we are discussing. 

Further the different bodies in question may move, whieh makes 
'I' and therefol'c the diff'erenee of time betweeD tand t' variabIe. If 
we have e.g. a vibrator, which moves normally towards a reflecting 
plane, it will have been at tbe moment t' at a distance from the 
wall which we caU 'l", so that: 

, 'l' + 1" 

t=t-v-' 

Now it may be tbat we want to examine tbe ponderomotoric 
actions, sa that the quantity 'l', which oecurs in t' is at the same 
time th€' quantity, which is not given as function of t, but whieh 
we want to determiD~ as fUDC'tion of t by means of the differential 
equation. 

Similar problems are of ('ourse also found in the theory of sound, 
Though these problems are possibly not of so much importanee, 

that it is worth whila drawing up a complete theory of the equations 
in consideration, I will point out some particulars of thc solutions, 
as they have never been discussed as far as I know. 

~ 2. In the physical problems there occur always diffel'ential 
equations. I will ho wever begin with the simpIer case in whioh 
thc equation to be solved does not contain any diffcrential quotients. 
In general slleh an equation may be represented by: 

F(V" V, x', .T) = O. 

Here v' represents the value of V which IS obtaÎncd by substi-
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tuting' ,'IJ by x' in y = f (J.'). N ow we must also know in what con
nection x' is with the other quantities. In general this is done by 
giving: 

PI (g', y, tJl', tJl) = O. 

The pJ'oblem is thereforc reduced to the solution of: 

P (y', y, x', x) = 0 and PI ('!J', y, :lI', .r) = 0 

where we must take into account,- that the dependence of y' on x' 
and that of y on 3.' is expressed hy the same function. 

From these two ey'uations we may Lhink y' aud:ll' as being solved: 

x' = Xl (:lI, y) y' = X2 (x, y). 

Let us now assume an arbitrary value 3.' = Xl and a perfectly 
arbitrary fuuction y = 1/11 (:r). Let us now ca1culate Yl = l/l1 (Xl) and 
tJl2 = 41 (.rl Yl). Then we can represent the quantlty y between tho 
limits 3.'J and 3.'2 by the perfect1y arbitrary function. lf we substitute 
in Xl (a; y) and X2 (:r y) the value l/ll (.r) for y, we get :lI' and 1/ both 
expl'essed in tJl: 

x' = X'l (x) '!I' = X'2 (:r). 

By eliminating x from these two equations we get y' = 1/12 (x'). 
If we then determille: 

and 

we may repreRent the value y by 1/12 (x), whell ol' ranges between thc limits 
X2 and :rs, In exactly the same way we may determine functions 
I/Js (.I'), l/l4 (x) etc" which will respectively bo a solution for ~ be
tween .vs and a'4, 3.'4 and ,cö etc. With the aid of the integrals of 
FOUl~lER wo may write the solution as follows: I 

:r2 00 

y = J J sin (uJ:) sin (vu) 1/11 (v) dv du + 
:r. 0 

:r3 00 

+ J J sin (ux) sin (vu) l/l2 (v) dv clu + etc. _ 

1/12 0 
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~ 
I 
I 
I 

~!l2 
I 
I 

In this way however we 
do not get a continuous 
curve as solution. In general 
the function will have two 
values at a'l' a'2 , a's etc., and 
it will then con sist of two 

__ ...I-_____ -:::!-: _____ branebes, wbicb have no 
x2 connection with each other. 

vr e have viz. not taken care, that tbe value Y2 = IJll (a'2) with which 
tne porti on of the curve between .:cl and .1'2 ends, is the same as 
y'2 = 1/12 (.1'2) with '\Ybich tbe portion bet ween a'2 and a's begins. It 
is this last value for Y2 which we have to substitute for y' in 
F(y', y, .:c' • .1')= 0 and Fl (y', y, al, a') = 0, if we want to find out whether 
the data are fulfiUed' by taking the points (m], Yl) and (.:c2' Y2) as 
points (IC, y) and (a.", y'). 

By putting: 
\ 

in which 0l' C2' • CII-1 represent constants, which are still at 
our disposal, we find for l/l2' l/l3 etc. also functions, which contain 
these same constants. 

If we put 
112 = y'2, Y3 = y's • • . YII = y'n 

we may solve tbe c's by means of these n - 1 equatiolls. By 
substituting the va]ues of these c's obLained in this way in 
y = IJll (:r, Cl ••• Cn-I) we get between .l'l and ,ril +1 a curve as solu
tion, whose coordinates do no longer show any discontinuity. In 

gener al however the quantity : will vary discontinuously at the 

points a'2 • • • ,ril • 

We must state here, that it is not necessary that 

ICl <.:1)2 < Il's < 1l'4 etc. 

If this inoquality is not satisfied, Y will sbow several values at 
a given value of :c, even if 1/11 is a one-valued function. Compli
cations which may present themselves, e.g. tbat J)' become8 imaginary 
for certain values of ,'IJ, or that x' = a; or similar cases, are left out 
of account here. 

S 3. Besides these general solutions, others are also possible, in 
39 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II f 
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whieh y may be l'epl'esented by a continuous funetion of ill. I shall 
eun sueh solutions funetion-solutione:. 

I sha11 demonstrate the existenee of sueh a function-solution by 
means of a very simple example. 

Let us take us being given: 

and 

If we represent the funetion-solution of y by 'Il (x), we have: 

This equation must be fulfilled identically. It is clear that we 
may do so by putting: 

'Il (:u) = a x • 
Then: 

or 

§ 4. We shaH now pass to the discusElion of differential equationb.' 
As example we shall take a single differential equation (and not 

a set of simultaneous diffel'ential equations) of the first order i while 
no differential eoefficients oecur in the equation, whieh indicates in 
wh at way the value of x' is found. 

The eq uation ta be sol ved is then: 
/ 

F (
dy' dy, ,) / a,;" d;c I Y I Y, :c, x = 0 , 

whi1e: 
x' = cp (y', Y, x) • 

is a1so given. 
Ir we take an arbitrary value a'l and put as a solution which 

only holds for a part: 

Y = 1/'1 (x) , 

we may calculate again: 
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'1/1 = lPl (Xl) 

and with the aid of this equation: 

.t2 = cp ['1'1 (3)2)' Y l' .vd 

from whieh X2 may be solved. Here 11'1 and 3)2 are again the limits 
between whieh y may be represented by IfJl (X). 

From the two equations : 

al' = cp 0/, y, 3) and y = I/Jl (x) 

we may eliminate y and then solve X as funetion of y' and x'. 
Let us represent this by: 

and 
- (' ') x_ Xl X, Y then y = lP1 Ln (w', y')] 

dy d lPl L~l (.v', y')] -dx d Xl (x', y') 

By substituting these values of x, y and dy in the given equation : 
dm 

F(
dY' dy, ,) 
dx" dx ' !J, y, x, x = 0 

we get a differential equation: 

(d!!' I ,) 

Fl dJJ',y,:r =0 

in whiel! only d
y
:, y' alld ol' oeeur. If the solution of this equation is: 

dx 

y' = lP2 (m', c), 

wc mll.y represent y by 1/-'2 (m) between thc limits .1:2 and x3, whielt 
a'3 may be again calculated from .1'2 by means of the formulae: 

and 

lP2 contains a constant c, of whieh we may still dispose. We 
deterrnine it in sugh a way th at : 

!h = 1/'1 (.1'2) = y'2 = 1fJ2 (ol'2 I c) • 
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By treating 1/12 in the same way as ~/l' we may deduce auother 
differential equation: 

lts solution: 

y = 1f13 (.c, 0) 

will represent the required function between the limits 11"3 and 314,' 

In this way we may represent y again as tbe sum of integrals 
of FOURIER, provided we can solve the different.ial equations FJ _ 0, 
F2 = 0 etc. The ordinates of the curve construed in this way will 

show no discontinuities, but the differe~tial coefficient dy will be in 
d3J 

generál discontinuous in the points 8:2 • • • 31n • By taking in 1/11 
again an arbitrary number of constants, we shall be able to make the 

dy continuous in an arbitrary number of these points. 
d3J 

If we had eolved a differential equation of the second order, l/12 
would contain two constants, of which we may dispose in such a 

way, tbat both the '/12 and tbe : are cOlltinuous in 3J2, without our 

being obliged to introduce artificially constants in 1/11' As in m~cbau
ical problems always differential equations of at least tbe second order 
occur, it follows that this soilltion fulfils the condition, that both 
the coordinates and their fluctions change continuously. The change
of the second fluctions ca'n be discontinuous in some points, but this 
is not in contrauiction with the requirements of mechanics. 

Indeed' in some problems the case may present itself that secohd 
fluctions, which were 0, get suddenly a finite vaIue, even without 
our havillg to assume infinite forces, e. g. when the fibre, on which 
the apparatus is suspended, breaks or when a circuit is closed. Let 
us for instance imagine a condenser with a difference of potential 
V and a charge Q. The condenser is nearly closed by means of 

a wue. Berore the circuit is closed the current i = dQ and also the 
dt 

di = ~2Q2 will be zero. If we then close the circuit, i will remain 
dt d t 

zero at the first moment; but di wiJl suddenly assume the value V. 
dt 

These diffel'ential equations too have function-sollltions. 
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§ 5. As an example of an application of this kind of differential 
equations I shall take the problem which G.A.LITZIN 1) has solved, 
without takÏJlg into account the difference between tand t'. In order 
to get a simpIer representation, I shall modify bis suppositions 
slightly, without changing the E'ssential properties of the problem. 

I take, namely, two HERTZ'S vibrators! which are at rest in the 
points PI and P2• Both vibrate in the same direction, normal to the 
line which joins them. I shall take the line passing through the 
vibrators as axis of 31, and the direction in which they vibrate as 
axis of z. If we call the distance between them .~o = a'l - 1l'2, then 
we have 

I 11'0 
t=t-V' 

Let us represent the momcnts of the vibrators by al and a2 and 
their distances from an arbitrary point Q by r1 and '1'2, and let us put: 

Tbe electric force emitted by the vibrator in Pi has a component 
in the direction of the z-axis, which in an al'bitrary point Q 
amounts to: 

z = V 2 [~2 Xl + 02 
Xl] . 

Ox2 oy2 J 

In the point P2, where y = 0, this component has the value of: 

z- V2 ~_1_ d2al _1_ dal _l_a_~ 
- / 11' V 2 dt2 + 3'2 V dt + af3 1 • 

o 0 0 

Let us further assume that the vibration in each vibrator sepa
rately is determined by a force proportional to the deviation, and 

that moreover adamping exists proportional to dSa , then the problem 
dts 

is reduced to tbe solution of two cquations of the following form: 

1) Wied. Ann • .B. 56, H. 1. 1895. P. 89-94. 
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where ( )' means that we have to take the quantity between brackets 
aJ 

as it was at the JllOIDent t - ;. The function-solution of these 

equations may be represented by 

If we substitute these expressions in the equations (1) and (2) 
and if we divide by est, we get: 

from wbich we deduce: 

Cl s2A4+8A5+A6 e-s~=_s3Bl+s2B2+B3 /~ 
C2 = - 83 Al -+- 82 .A2 +.A 3 82 A4 + 8 A5 + Aa 

As an exponential function is periodic, an infinite number of 
values of 8 will satisfy this equation, and the system will be able 
to vibrate with an infinite number of periods. 

Tbe equations of motion, which G.A.LITZIN used, instead of our 
equations (1) and (2) were: 

d2i d2i' 
i+CL-+CM-=O 

dt2 dt2 

From these he deduces instead of our equation (3) an equation 
of the following form: 1) 

I) Equation 7 P. 93, Loc. cito The quantity t, which occurs there, is the clunntity 
8 of this formula. 
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To show the eonncetion which existR between this equation anel 
our equation ~3) we make the following assumptions: 

a. We neg]eet the damping. Then the terms with Al and BI 
do not occur. 

b. We do not take HERTZ'S vibrators, but condensers, the plates 
of whieh are so near eaeh other, that al = a2 = 0, even if finite 
quantities of eleetricity have passed through the wire. Instead of 

~a we write then ~ as 't = l Q, where Q represents the charge 
dt l ' 
aDd l the distance of the plates of the condenser. The wire is to 
be eonsidered as a nearly closed circuit and as long eompared with 
Z. Assuming thlS, the terms with AG are suppressed. 

c. As the induetive action of a euyrent does not depend on tbe 
di 

intensity i, but only on its fiuction -, we assnme, that the terms 
dt 

with .A5 do not occur. 
d. Finally we only try to find a solution for the case, that the 

systems are so near eaeh other, that 11'0 may be considered as vcry 
small. Even if 8 is eomplcx (in whieh caEle we repreElent it by 

8~ 
ce + (3 i) e V is approximately aqual to unity, if ce or (3 are not so 

great th at ex ~ or (3; noticeably differs from O. If we put e 8 ~ = 1 

our equation beeomes identical with that of GALITZIN. 

The solution whieh GALITZIN has found is therefore indeed an 
approximated solution of the problem. But it is an incomplete 
solution. For however small ao may be, we may always take sueh 

high values fol' ce and jj, that ce ;. or (3; notieeably dift'ers from 

zero, and then we get solutions, whieh eould not be found by the 
method of GALITZIN. Without making a fuller investigation of the 
interpretation of equation (3), we ean say, that only three sets of 
roots may exist, namely. 

1. The roots found by GALITZIN. 

2. Roots for whieh the supposition that ct ~ IS BmaH ii:! not 

satislied. Then (3 may still have an al'bitrary value. The phy&ioal 
meaning of these l'OOts is not olear to me. 
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3. Roots, for which (i ; is not smaH and Cl: may still havé an' 

arbitrary value. 
V 

(i has thell at least a value of the order - and the period is of the 
Iro _ 

order ;. A priori we might have foreseen that such solutions 

must exist. If we imagine two plane reflecting plates instead of 
the vibrators, a vibration might exist between them with a time of 

2 Zo 
oscillation V. As the vibrators have another sbape and as they 

emit vibrations in all directions, and not only towards each other, 
we shall have to apply a correction to this time of oscillation, 
just as is the case with the open ends of an organ tube. This 
correction is perhaps very considerable. But a vibration with 

a time of oscillation of the order ~ must exist. Moreover we 

shall find a series of overtones, as equation (3) has an infinite 
number of roots. 

Thus far we have occupied ourselves only with the function
solution. It is ho wever easy to filld also the general solutlOn. 

, Ir 

lf we represent between the moments tI anel tI + ; the electric 

moment al by epI (t) and all by 1/'1 (t), the equations (1) and (2) take 
the following forms: 

+ ..46 1/'1 (t- ~ ) = 0 

These equations can certainly be solved. 
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Let us represent the solution by: 

and a2 = l{12 Ct) 

th en CfJ2 and q/2 are the solution of the problem between the moments 

.ro 
tI +-V 

and 

§ 6. From a mathematical point of view perhaps the function
solutions only may be considered as genuine solutions ofthe problem. 
We seek namely a quantity y as function of 3', which is in a cer
tain relatioD to a quantity y', which represents thc same function 
of 3', but for a different value of:l'. If in the general solution y is 
equated to 1/'1 (.lI), y' is represented by another function of 31, namely 
l{12 (oe). 1t is not essential that we take l/'l on]y bet ween the limits 
.l!1 and iC2 , l{12 bei ween the Iimits 312 and 3's: we might also have 
taken as a solution: 

Y = 'PI (x) + lf'2 (31) + I/Is (IC) + etc. 
I 

We must take care, however, that if for a given value of 31 we 
take y on ~ branch belonging to the c~rve y = l/In (IC), we take y' on 
a branch of the curve § = IJIn+I (x). 

From a physical point of view, ho wever, the general solution 
with FouRIEa'S integrals is in fact the genuine eolution. For let 
us imagine that we hava only one system with n degrees of freedom 

I 

wh~ch is made to move af ter a certain method, and which af ter 
the moment t is suffered to move freely. The motion af ter the 
moment t will then be determined only by the n generalized co or
dinates and their 11 fluctions. On the other hand, if we have two 
systems wbich act on each other with forces whicb propagate with 
finite velocitYr through a medium, and if we suffer tbese af ter the 
moment t to move freely, the motion af ter the moment t will depend 
not only on the n coordinates and their fluctions, but aleo on the con
dition of the medium. The condition of the medium at the moment 
t gi yes an accurate image of w bat bas bappened with the aystems 
during some time preceding- the moment t, that is to say it gives 
an accurate idea of the way in which the syetems are made to move. 

Let us for instance take the problem of GALI'rZIN, änd let us 
imagine th at the molecules are set vibratillg' by the collisions, and 

, $0 
that a collision lasts a very short time f), so that () < fT' Let 
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us now imagine that at the moment tI tbe molecule I collides with 

the molecule lIL Between tI and tI + 0 the value d
2 

~~ will then 
dt'" 

be very' great, Afterwards that quantity will be reduced to an aver-

age value; but at the moment t + ;. the wave emitted by mole-

cule I will arrive at molecule II and will cause d
2 :2 to have an 
dt'" 

- a; :r 
abnormally great value between ti + ~ and tI + _0 + 0, Between 

V V 
Xo alo d

2 
al '11 the moments tI + 2 - and tI + 2 - + 0 the value of --0- WI 

V V dt'" ~ 

be again abnormally great and so on. This solution is certainly not 
contamed in the functi on-so) ution. 

Tberefore befOl'e we assume the theory of GALlTZIN of the broad
ening of tbe lines of the spectrum as proved, we should have to 
make a separate examination, in order to investigate in bow far 
we may assume tbat the motion of tbe molecules may be represented 
approximately by the function-solution, and in how far the roots 
whieh GALITZIN has not found, have inftuence on the phenomenon. 
In this investigation we should have to start from the hypothesis 
about tbe way in wbich the molecules are made to vibrate. 

I sbaH however, not occupy myself fUl'thE'r with tbis problem, 
but I shall try to sol ve the more intricate problem of vibrators 
whieh are in motion, in order to investigate, if a connection may 
be found between the ponderomotoric forces of radiation and the 
molecular forces. The solulion of tbis problem I have had in view 
from the very beginning. 

Astronomy. - "The 14-monthly perlod of the motion' of the pole 
of tke eartk from determinations of the azimutk of the meri
dian mm'lcs of the l;eiden observatory from 1882 -1896". 
By J. WEEDER (Communicated by Prof. H. G. VAN DE 

SANDE BAKHUYZEN). 

1. From the motion of the poles of the earth over the earth's 
surface l'esults not only a variation of the geographical latitude of 
each place, but also a variation of the direction of the meridian; 
hence tbe azimuth of each direction varies accordingly. 

If in seconds' of arc al and y e:x.press the deviations of the north pole 
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from its mcan place in tho direction of the meridian of Greenwich (x) 
and in the direction of 90° West of Greenwieh (y), then we can repre
sent the azimuthal deviation D. of a meridian with regard to its m€'an 
direction for a place at geographical longitude À (West of Greenwieh) 
and latitude /3, in seconds of time by the formula: 

sec /3 + (x sin À - y cos À)15 = D. 

This formula represents also the variabIe part of each azimuth 
when these azimuths are taken so as to increase from North to West. 

2. Prof. TH. ALBRECHT 1) has deduced from the variations of latitude 
of seveml places a continuous series of values for the co-ordinates 
,'11 and y, beginning with-1890.0; these show that the path of the pole of 
the earth is geometricaUy ratherintricat~. In 1891 Dr. S. C. CHANDLER 
found a 14-monthly as weU as a yearly period in the motioll of the 
pole, but thought that two periodical terms of the periods mentioned 
would be insufficient to express the co-ordinates of tbis motion. 
Dr. E. F. Y. D. SANDE BAKHUYZEN on the contrary has contented 
himbelf with using these two periodical terms 2). Accol'ding to his 
computation the l'esults derived with regard to the motion ofthe pole 
from observations aftel' 1858 can be brought to agree fairly wen with the 
supposition that each of the co-ordinates x and '!I consists of 2 singly
periodical terms one having a period of about 14 months, the other 
of €'xactly a year. It appears then that the terms of the 14-monthly 
period mayalso be the components of a circular motion of the pole. 

The most probable elements of this circular motion are accorcling 
to Dl'. E. F. Y. D. SANDE BAKHUYZEN: 

Period 430.66 days 
Amplitude 0."159 

Epoch of the greatest latitude i Julian date 2408568 
for Greenwich ~ or 1882 May 2 

and tbe components for the Julian date t corresponding to this: 

_ + 0 "159 2 t - 24.08568 
x - . COB. 'l1: 430.66 

1) TR. A.LBRECRT, Berichte uber den Stand dar Erforschung der Breitellvariation, 
in December 181J7, 98, und 99. 

J) E. F. VAN DE SAl-'DE BAKHUYZEN, Sur Ie mouvement du pole terrestre, d'après 
les observations des années 1890-97, et les résultuts des observlltions antérieures. 
Arckw. Néel·Z. Sél'ie 2. 1'. Il. 
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" . t - 2408568 
Y = - O. 159 8zn.2 1f 430.66 

From the terms of the yearly period follows a motion of the pole 
in an ellipse whose axes are 0."121 and 0."057; on September 28 
the pole is in the major axis, in the mèridian 19° East of Greenwich. 

3. The following investigation intends to deduce the 14 monthly 
part of the motion of the pole from the results for the azimuth of 
the meridian marks of the Leiden observatory. The pier of the 
north mark was renewed in 1880, rhe pier of the south mark in 1882 ; 
the determinations of azimuth used for this research, were begun 
for the north mark only not until Juli 1882, for the mean azimuth 
of both marks in Januarv 1884, and so in each case more than a 
year af ter the construction" of the pier) when the mas'onry was for the 
greater part solidified. 

The period of the observations used here ends July 1896, and so 
includes 14 years or 12 14-monthly periods so -that the variation~ 
of azimuth of the latter period could be deduced independently of 
the year]y period. The material consists of transits of a Ursae minoris 
in both culminations and without using the artificial horizon. The 
ob servers were E. F. Y. D. SANDE B~KHUYZEN and J. H. WILTERDINK. 

The following tables land II show, for both observers and cul
minations separately, the number of the observations made and their 
distribution over the years and the months. 

TABLE 1. 

July 1882 83 84185186 87188189 90 91 192 93 94 95 
July 1883 84 85186187 881 89 190 91 92

1
93 94 95 96 

Observer: E. F. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN. 

gJ~.130 128126123122113118 113116125 '/21 /121 (61 3 

J~l:: 131 /32139127121 1 91 24 110 /12 125 j 221 14 1 21 5 
Ob server: J. H. WILTERDINK. 

~)~. I 37 1 23 I 23 I 28 I 17 1 11 1 37 1 19 I 15 I 23 I 20 I 11 1 8 1 2 

LOW'132 Culm. 30 35 29 I 26 18 25 17117119. 15 9 8 6 
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TAB L E Il. 

I "on~·1 J I'· I M. H M·I J·I J. H S·I 0·1 N·I n·1 ToW. 

Ob ser ver: E. 1'. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN. 

Upp. 
Culm. 115128127130 1171171 5116130 /28/241191 256 

Low. I 31 20 / 37 150 128143125/25/17/11 /n 1 a/ 273 Culm. 

Observer: J. H. WILTERDINK. 

U8p• Cum. 1

1

] 6/36132142133110 / 9113129/27120 114/ 274 

J~:: 1 91 91
20 /28129140 134 131 

1
41 

1
14

1
25 6 286 

4. The following remarks may help to form an opinion about the 
value of tbis material for the investigation of tbe motion ofthe pole: 

pt. The mean value of the accidental error in the azimutb" de
duced from one transit-observation, is two or three times greater thall 
tbc amplitude of the 14-monthly motioll. 

2ud• The directions of the marks in the horizontal plano are by 
110 means absolutely stabIe, on the contrary tbeir accidental varia
tions throughout the -whole peciod have been greater than the variation 
of the directioll of the meridiall resulting from tbe motion of tbe pole. 

31d• In spite of the remarks 1 and 2, the number of the obser
vations and their distribution over a long period may lead us to 
expect a satisfactory determillation of the periodical influences on the 
:tûmutll. 

Yet for an independent determination of the length of the period, 
t.hc time during which the observations were made was toa short. 
Theref~re I had to coutent myself with a determination ofthe ampli-
tude and the epoch. I 

Bef:lidef:l the accidentul vaL'Ïations thc two direutiom; of the lllttl'kf:l 

are liable to systematic yearly-pe~iodi('al motions in azimuth, as 
is clearly pl'oved by the differences in azimuth of the two directions, 
which are of course independent of the motion of the pole. The graphi
cal l:epresentation of this periodical variation (Fig. 1) has been deduced 
from ths readings of the marks from 1883 .Aug. 10-1898 Aug. 10. 
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One part of this periodical annual variation is caused by a motion 
of the direction of the north mark, another part by a similar motioll 
in the direction of the south mark, and probably the mean azi
muth of the two directions is also infiuenced by the same motion . 
As communicated in § 3 the determinations of azimuth from 
1882 J uly to the end of 1883 concerned the north mark only; 
in order to be 3 bIc to unite the azimuth of this period with thosC' 
of the following years to a system as homogeneous as possibll', 
the azimuths of the north mark before 1894 are diminished by half 
the difference in azimuth between the two directions from fig. 1; 
af ter having applied this correctioll, the l'emaining influellce of the 
periodic motion on the azimuth of the north mark, is equal to that 
on the mêan azimuth of both marks. 

In the azimuths this influence is combined with that of the 
periodic motion of the meridian direction, resulting from the yearly
periodical part of the motion of the pole; as we cannot compute 
the two influences sepal'd.telY7 we callnot compare the&e determimt-
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tions of azimuth with the elements of the yearly lllotion of the polo. 
As with regal'd to the 14-monthly motion of the pole there is 

no reason to expect changes of the same period in the directions 
of the marks, I have attributed the variation of azimuth to the me
ridian direotion, and therefore to the motion of the pole only, and 
from the latter I have calculated, assuming a period of 4302/ 3 days, 
the amplitude and epocb of the above-mentioned part of the motion 
of the pole. 

5. About the reduction of the observations I wiII communicate 
as much as is required to understand the deduction of the numbers 
to be given below, and also their meaning with respect to the 
14-monthly motion of the pole. The observed time oftransitreduced 
to the middle thread, has been corrected for the inclination of the 
axis of rotation, the collimation constant, the clock-correction, and 
also partIy for the azimuth of the telescope and tbe personal equa
tion of tbe observer. 

The azimuth constant of the transit instrument used for this reduct
ion is deduced from approximate values of the azimuth of the 
north mark up to 1884, further for the mean azimuth of both marks, 
which approximate values are derived from the results ofpreliminary 
calculations and are taken so as to vary with the time as reguIarly 
as possiblc. A few eorrections have been applied to these values: 

1°. In agreemcnt with thc idea mentioned abovc, half the differ
ellce in flzimuth of the 1I0rth alld south rnarkb has been added to 
the azimuth of the north mark hefore 1884. 

20. periodical corrections have been applieu to tbe azimuths o\er 
the wbole period, which eorrections reslllt from a 14-monthly 
motion of thc pole according to Dr. E. F. v. D. SANDE BAKHUYZEN, 

anu arc cxpressed by tbe formula: 

+ 0.159 sec (1 . ( t-2408568 ,) 
b. = 8zn 21(; + " 15 430.66 

(i and À being the latitude and longitude (West of Greenwich) 
of the Leiden observatory. (Proc, Vo1. I, p. 202). 

By applying the correction 2 for the periodic rnotioll of the pole 
to the approximate values of the azimuth constant, the corrections 
of thAt constant deduced from the discussion of thc whole sf'ries 
of obsel'vations are freed from the greater part of the influence of 
the 14-montbly periodic motion as proved hy tbe results. By 
mean~ of the azimuth·diffel'clIces between the telescope and the 
1101'th mark (ucfol'e 1884) ot· the mmm of the two mal'ks (aftel' 1884) 
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as deduced from the micrometer readings on the marks, we have deduced 
the approximate vaIues of the azimuth of the transit circle from 
those of the azimuths of the marks. 

The personal equations of the ob servers which have been applied 
here are the differences of the Right Ascension of Polaris according 
to their observations and the Right Ascension of this star according 
to the "Fundamental Oatalog der Astronomische Gesellschaft." These 
approximate values are deduced from former observations of Polaris, 
in the supposition that the personal_equation for both culminations 
and under all circumstances is the same. 

6. Aftel' the reduction mentioned in § 5 each time of transit 0 

should represent, if the elements of reduction we re exact, the 
apparent Right Ascension of Po]aris c as deduced for the moment 
of observation from the meau place of the Fundamental Catalog. 
The apparent Right Ascensions are borrowed from the "Berliner 
Jahrbuch"; on]y in the years 1882-85 the mean Right Ascension 
of the "J ahrbuch" differs from that of the "Katolog" and then the 
apparent Right Ascension of the Jahrbuch have been reduced to 
the later system. The di:fff~rences o-c of the observed and com
puted Right Ascensions further have served to determine the cor
l'ections of the personal equation and the instrumental errors and 
principally those of the assnmed azimuths of the marks. 

7. For the discussion of the quantities 0-0 the following course has 
been taken. First the mean ofthe values o-c for thl'ee successive months 
have been fOl'med for each observer and for each culmination separately in 
order to determine that part of the values 0-0 whirh, independently 
of the influence of the accidental and systematical errors of the 
instrument, is the same for the two cu]minations. For the deter
mination of this part the observations of the two observers at first 
have been treated separately. In so far as the two cllIminations were 
both observed during the same periods of three months half the 
sums of their mean results are taken; as it appearcd thnt these va]ues 
showed periodical annual variarious, the periodic part has first been 
deduced and afterwards the annnal means of the residuals are com
puted. It then appeared that the resuIts for the two observers 
agreed fairly weIl, both with regard to the annual means and to 
the co-efficient~ of the periodic part. Therefore J have combined 
the corl'esponding results of the two observers in one system; and 
have represented graphically the annual means obtained in this way 
by a smooth curve. The sum of the ordinates of this curve and of 
the deviations resulting from the periodical annua] variation form 
the part of the quantities o-c, common to both the culminations; 
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this part has been subtra('tcd from them. Finally a conbtaut cor
rertion for persona] equation, different for each observer has been 
applied to the o-c, in order to reduce the mean value of the cor
rected 0-0 for each ob server to O. 

8. The quantities 0-0 corrected as E'xplained in 7 consist of the 
accidental errors of observation and the influences of systematical 
errors in the adopted values for the inclination of the axis, the 
constant of collimation and the azimuth. rl1he azimuth-corrections 
might have been determined with grpater precision if the obsel.'vations 
had been or eould be made free from the influenee of the first men
tioned systematical e1"rors. The observations at my disposal do not 
contain any data from which to drtermine the systematieal cor
rections of the inclinations adopted; some refleetion-observations of 
POLARlc:J from 1882 -84, made for this purpose, have not been 
considered as their number was too smaH for the determination 
of a satisfactory c01"rection of tho inclination. Somewhat different 
from this is the opportunity for correcting the constants of collima
tion from the observations themselvcs as they have been made in 
tbe two positions of the instrument. During the period of the obser
vations the transit circle hae:; heen reversed 24 times whieh di vide 
the wholo interval int~ 12 periods in which tne clamp was east and 
11 during which it was west. 

Thc longest of these periods lasted 28 montbs, the shortest nearly 
2 months. 

The influence of an error in the ae:;sumed amount of the constant 
of collimation on the azimuth-correction, calculated from the value 
of 0-0, changes in sign by the reversal of the instrument; it ean 
therefore be found when we compare the azimuth-corrections from 
observations of Polaris, immediately before and aftel' the reversal , 
or, if that error proves to be constant during a longer time, when 
we compare the mean azimuth-corrections deduced irom observations 
during a longel' period before and after the revet'sal. 

It now appeared that the observations of Polaris immediately before 
and af ter the reversals we re not numerous and that moreover one 
single observation is not accurate enough to betray a small syste
matic error. The graphical represE'ntation of the mean azimuth-cor
rections during' long periods, on the contrary sbowed clearly the 
influence of a RmaU error in the assumed constant of collimation. 
These meun values during the same position of the instrument sbowed 
generally a rf'gular variation; if however we would combine the means 
of all the periods in a regular chrollological order; then the curve 

40 
.Proceewngs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol Il. 
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obtained disagreed for the greater part of the time with the- idéa 
of a regular variation of the azimuths of thc marks. 

9. That a small correction of the assumed constant of collimation 
for Polaris, which might give a regular variation of the azimuth 
during the whole perind, is not impossible may be se en from 
what follows. This constant consists of two parts: the constant 
of collimation determined in - the nadir by the reflectian of -the 
vertical thread on the horizontal mercury-surface, and the small 
correction far the flexure of the rotation axis expressed by the for
mula b (1 + cos z). The first part, the constant of collimation in the 
nadir, is probably very exact (only in the period 1884-1885 the 
degree of precision m:'ly be a little less, the level being less relial~e), 
but the value of the fiexure found by determining from time to time 
tbe constant of collimation in the horizontal position of the telescope 
by painting at tlie marks before and aftel' a reversal is less trust
wOl'thy, especially as it appeared that it varies distinctly, when thc 
position of the cell of the object glass was altcred. 

Therefore, I thought myself justified in deducing from the Polaris
observations and the readings of the mel'idian marks smal! corrections 
to the constant of collimation, which rendered the variati(ln of thc 
azimuth-correction more regular, and which, with a few exceptions 
were constant in the periods during which the cell of the object 
glass was in the same position. 

In order to be able to judge in how far thc motion of the pole 
in the, 14-monthly period deduced from the observations is depelldent 
on this correction, I have computcd this motion supposing: l st th at 
the constant of collimation is left unchanged, 2nd that Ihe small 
correction mentioncd has been applied to it. 

10. The values of o-c, during 14 years (1882 July to 1896 
J uIy) corrected according to 7, for each observer separately, are 
divided according to the time of the observations into 12 groups, 
each enclosing 430 days (the assumed value of the period of tile 
pole-motion) and eaeh of these periods is subdivided into 43 periods 
of 10 days 1). The mean values of 0 - c, during these 10 days fol' each 
culmination separately, were now' formed and to each mean was 
given the weight 1, independent of the number of values. So we 
obtained a series of numbers (at a maximum of 24), representing 
the values of o-c in both culrninations belonging to one and the same 

') In this computation the period is actually redllCed to 4302/ ~u days, by c!lllsing 
a period of 430 days to succeed two periods of 43l days. In the periods of 431 
days one of the subdivisions consists of 11 days instead of 10 days. 
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phase of the pole-motion; aftel' this the nwans of these values belonging 
to a same ph ase we re taken, aner changing the sign of o-c at lower 
culmination, because the inflllence of a variation of azimuth on 0-0 

in both culminations has a different sign. Final1y for each ob server 
the deviatioDs of these 43 numbers from their mean has been formeà, 
which deviations after the rcduction from differences in time of 
transit to differences in azimuth, represent the still remaining inflllence 
of a periodical change of tbc pole on the azimuth of the markR. 

A great part of that influence has been removed hy applying to 
the azimuth, assumed in the reduction, the periodic corrections men
tioned in § 5 sub 20, computed af ter the formula deduced fur the 
14-monthly motion of tbo polo hy Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN. 

In order to obtain th~ Vi hoIo influence of thi~ periodic motion, 
this correction of the azimuth has again been added to those 43 
values for each observer. 

-

Of these values [J Band Uw fol' the two ob servers 1he mean has 
been taken jndependently of the number of the observations and 
these numbers are given in TabIe HL 

TAB L E Hl. 
..: 
." Bcfore the correctioll ot:> 
d Af ter the correction of the ;:; 
:::l of the 

'" constant of coJlimation. d 
con&taut of collimati0J1. :;; ... 

0 

u '
1
/ 2(UB+UW) Il/2(Un-Uw) , 1/2(C!B +llw) !1f2(llB-lIw) I Obs.-Comp. 

1 + 0.017 I + 0.013 + 0.010 I + 12 + 0.003 

2 + 26 + Ol + 19 05 + 10 

3 + 17 + 07 + 17 + 06 + 01 

4 + 12 + Ol + 14. 08 + 02 

Ö 00 + 04: + 0:1 + 04: 10 

6 12 + 10 07 + 07 21 

7 02 02 + 06 00 08 

8 + 18 03 + 22 03 + 07/ 

9 + 13 04: + 16 00 + Ol 

10 + 25 + 11 + 29 + 06 + 15 

11 + 29 03 + 32 + Ol + 18 
/1 

12 05 + 08 + 07 + 06 I 06 

13 + 16 + 04 + 11 + 10 Ol 

40* 
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" ~ 8 Beforc tbe corrcotion of thc A fter the cOl'rection of tho g - constant of collimation. const.an t of collimation. '" ::I 
;a .. 
0 

n Il/2(UB + Uw) /1/2(UlJ -UW) I ~2(UlJ + Uw) \ 1/2(UlJ-UW) I Obs-Comp, 

14 + 02 03 06 Ol 1(1 

15 + 19 07 + ~1l 07 + 02 

16 IS + 16 23 + 15 30 

17 + 21 + 06 + 20 + 07 + 15 

18 + 24 + 05 + 11 + 06 + OS -

19 + 20 14 -- OS 09 + 07 

20 + 14 05 + DIJ 07 + 10 

21 04 + Ol 02 + Ol + 02 

22 + Ol Ol + 03 00 + DIJ 

23 25 24 15 Hl 07 

24 08 + OS 07 + 14 + 02 

25 24 + 07 20 + 05 DIJ 

I 26 20 + 03 20 + 05 08 
I 

27 11 Ol 07 02 + 06 

28 19 + 02 17 + Ol 03 

2IJ 24 + 21 30 + 19 15 

30 21 07 22' 06 07 

31 11 04 14 09 + Ol 

32 20 12 20 12 DG 

33 05 08 + 03 09 + 16 

34 10 + 05 07 + 07 + 05 

35 08 21 10 19 + Ol 

36 16 21 07 15 + 03 

I 37 ~5 + 07 ~4 + 03 (Ir> 

38 21 + 05 IS + 05 12 

39 + JO 06 + lO 03 + 14 

40 + 13 03 + 04 03 + 06 

4.1 + JO 05 + 11 03 + 10 

42 03 + 04 10 + 02 1" " 

43 00 + 04 05 Ol 10 
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The first column contains the ordinal numbers of each period of 
10 days, the seeond and fourth columns eontain the half sums of 
UB and Uw in the twu suppositions: that the correction of tbe 
constant of eollimation mentioned in §§ 8 and 9 has, or has not been 
applied. The degree of precision of these numbers can be derived 
from the values of half the differences k (UB - Uw) which, if the 
observations are correct, must be equal to O. 

I have formed the means from eaeh set of three successive values 
of 1/2 (UB -\- Uw) and have represented them grapbically in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. 
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If we try to represent the llumbers \'2 (U B -\- Uw) of the 4th column 

by an ordinary sinusoid and, assuming that this formula is exact 
for the middle-epoch, we reckon the time t in days from May 19th 
1888, we obtain the following formula for the infiuence of the motion 
of the pole on the azimuth of the' meridian marks at Leiden: 

U = 08 .0148 Sin ( 360 t -\- 190 .0) 
430,66 

Column 6 of table rH gives the differences of the results aceor
ding to this formula and the observed quantities in column 4. Accor
ding to this formula the infiuenee of the motion of the pole on the 
azimuth is 0 on April 26th 1888; at that moment the latitude of 
Leiden resulting from th at periodie variation attainerl. its maximum. 

The amplitude a of the eircular motion of the po]e, is faund from 
the amplitude ofthe variation of azimuth 08.0148 by means ofthe formula 

, a= 15 X 0.0148 C08 cp = 0."136 

in which cp represents the latitude of Leiden. 
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If from this formula for the variation of latitude for Leyden we 
want to deduce that for the variation of latitude for Greenwich, we 
must only take for the date of the maximum latitude 5 days earlier 
i. e. April 21st 1888, so that the co-ordinates of the Illotion of the 
pole for Gl'eenwich are: 

- t-2410749 
{)J = + 0".136 COB 2 n----

430.66 
-' 

0" 136 . 9. t-2410749 
'Ij = - . 8zn .., n -4-:-3-0-.6=-=6-

in which t represents the J ulian date. 
11. If we compare this epoch for the maximum latitude of 

Greenwich with that deduced by Dr. E. F. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN, 

we sec a difference of 2181 and af ter Rubtracting 5 periods or 2153 
days, it appears that the epoch found by me occurs 28 days later 
than th at according to Dr. E. F. v. D. S. BAKHUYZEN. 

In the Astronomische Nachrichten n° 3207 A. SOKOLOFF has 
given the resuIts of an investigation of the motion of thc pole in a 
period of 430 days by means of the meridian marks of the transit
instrument in the observatory at Pulkowa. In order to compare his 
results with those found by me, I here give the results deduced by 
SOKOLOFF from the observations from 1880-1887 made by WAGNER, 

WITTRAM and HARZER. 

a. From 476 transits of a Ursae-Minol'is 
Amplitude = 0".172 

Epoch for Greenwich = 2410743 
i. e. 22 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B. 

b. From 288 transits of 0 Ursae-Minoris: 
Amplitude = 0".195 

Epoch fo~ Greenwich -,2410771 
i. e. 50 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B. 

c. From 226 transits of 51 H. Cephei: 
Amplitude = 0".156 

Epoch for Greenwich = 2410759 
i. e. 38 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B. 

In SOKOLOFlJ"S computation the time of thc period is assumed to 
be 429.7 days. Thp epoch 'of maximum latitnde of' Greenwich givcn 
abovû, has been rcduced hy me f"om thc year 1884 to the year 
1888 hy using a period of 430.66 days. 
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Physics. - "Oonsiderations on Gt'avitation". By Prof. H.A.LoRENTZ. 

§ 1. Af ter all we have learned in the last twenty or thirty yenrs 
about the meehanism of electric and mag'netie phenomena, it is natural 
to examine in how far it is possible to account for the force of gra
vitation by ascribing it to a certain state of the aether. A theory 
of universal attraction, founded on sueh an assumption, would take 
the simplest form if new hypotheses about the aether could be avoided, 
i. e. if the two states whieh exist in an eleetric and a magnetic field, 
and whose mutual connection is expressed by the weIl known elee
tromagnetic equations were found suffieient for the purpose. 

If further it be taken for granted that ou1y electrically charged 
partieles or ions, are direetly aeted on by the aether, one is led to 
the idea that every particle of ponderabIe matter might consist of 
two ions with equal opposite charges' - or at least might contain 
two sueh ions - and that gravitation might be the result of the 
forces experiencE'd by these ions. Now that so many phenomena 
have been explained by a theory of ions, this idea seems to be more 
admissible than it was ever before. 

As to the eleetromagnetie disturbances in the aether whieh migh 
possibly be the cause of gravitation, they must at aU events be 01 
such a nature, that they are capable of penetrating all ponderabIe 
bodies withont appreciably diminishing in intensity. Now, eleetric 
vibrations of extremely small wave-length possess this propertyj henee 
the question arises what action there would be between two ions 
if the aether were traversed in all directions by trains of elect1'ie 
waves of small wave-Iength. 

The above ideas are not new. Every physieist knows LE SAGE'S 
theory in which innumerable small corpuscula are supposed to move 
with great veloeities, producing gravitation by their impact against 
the coarser particles of ordinary ponderabIe matter. I shall not 
here discuss this theory which is not in harmony with modern phy
sical views. But, when it had been found that a pressure against 
a body may be prodllced as weU by trains of electrie waves, by raya 
of light e. g., as by moving projectiles and when the RÖNTGEN-raya 
with their remarkahle penetrating power had been discovered, it 
was natural to replaee LE SAGE'S corpuscula by vibratory motions. 
Why should there not exist radiations, far more penetrating than 
eveu the X'raya, and which might therefore serve to account for a 
force which as fo,r as we kllOW, is independent of all intervening 
pOllderable matter? 

I have deemed it worth while to put this idea to the test. In 
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what fonows, hefore passing to considerations of a diffE'rent -order 
(§ 5), I sha11 explain the reasons for which this theory of rapid 
vibrations as a cause of gravitation can not be accE'pted. 

§ 2. Let an ion carrying a charge e, and having a ce,!'tain 
mass, be situated at the point P (.T, y, z); it may be subject or not 
to an elastic force, proportional to the displacement and driving it 
back to P, as soon as it has left this position. Next, let the aether 
be traversed by electromagnetic vihrations, the dielectric displacement 
being denoted by b, and the magnetic force by ~, then the ion will 
be aded on by a force 

4 re V2 eb, 

whose direction changes continually, and whose components are 

In these formulae V means the velo city of light. 
By the action of the force (1) the ion will be made to vibrate 

about its original position P, the displacement (x, y, z) being deter
mined by weIl known differential equations. 

For the sake of simplicity we sha11 contine ourselves to simple 
harmonic vibrations with frequency n. All our formulae will then con
tain tbe factor cos nt or ~in nt, and the forced vibrations of the ion 
may hc represented by expressions of the form 

x = a e bx - b e bx , 

y = a e by - b e by , . • . • . • (2) 

z = a e bz - b e bz , 

with certain constant coefficients a and b. The terms with bx , by 
and bz have been introduced in order to indicate that the phase of 
the forced vibratioll differs from that of the force (X, Y, Z); this 
will be thc case as soon as thero is a resistance, proportional to 
the velocity, and thc coefficient b may then be shown to be positive. 
One cause of a resistancl' li('s in the reaction of the aether, calleel 
forth by thc racliation of which the vibrating ion itself becomes the 
eentre, n. reaction which determincs at the same time an apparent 
incrense of the mass of the particle. We ahaH supp')se however that 
we have kept in view this reaction in establishing the equations of 
motion, and in assigning thcir values to the coefficiCllts a anti b. 
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Then, in what follows, we need only considt'r the fOl'ces due to the 
state of the aether, in so far as it not directly produced by the 
ion itself. 

Since the formulae (2) contain e as a factor, the coefficients a 
and b will be independent of the charge; their sign will be the 
same for a negative ion and for a positive one. 

Now, as soon as the ion has shifted from its position of equili
brium, new farces come into play. In the first place, the force 
4 n V2 eb will have changed a little, because, for the new position, 
b will be somewhat different from what it was at the point P. 
We may express this by saying that, in addition to the force (1), 
there will be a new one with the components 

( a bx a bx a bx ) 
4 1r V 2 e x a;- + y ay + z ~ , etc. • • • (3) 

In the second place, in consequence of the velocity of vibration, 
there will ho an electromagnetic force with the components 

e (j.pz - ~ .py) I etc. . • • • • • • (4) 

If, as we shall suppose, the displacement of the ion be very smaH, 
compared with the wave-length, the farces (3) and (4) are much 
smaller than the force (1); since they are periodic - with tho 
freqllency 2 n, - they will give rise to new vibrations ofthe particle. 
We shaH however omit the consideration of these slight vibrations, and 
examine only the mean values of the forees (3) and (4), calcuIated for a 
rather long lapse of time, or, what amoullts to the sáme thing, for a fuU 

'd
2n 

peno -. 
n 

§ 3. Tt is immediateIy cIear that this mean force will be 0 if the 
ion is alone in a field in which the propagation of waves takes 
place equally in all directions. It will be othel'wise, as soon as a 
second ion Q has been pIaced in the neighbourhood of P; then, 
in eonsequence of the vibrations emitted by Q aftel' it has been itself 
put in motion, thel'e may be a force on P, of course in the direction 
of the line Q P. In computing the vaIue of this force, one finds 
a great number of terms, which dep end in different ways on the 
distance r. We shall retain those which are invrrsely proportional 
to rOl' 1'2, but we shaH negleet all terms val'ying inversely as the 
higher powers of r; indeed, the influence of these, compared with 

that of the filst mentioned terms will be of the order ~, if ). is the 
r 
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wave-length, and we shall suppose this to be a very small fractlon. 
We shall also omit all terms containing such factors as 

'I' • 'I' 
cos 2 n k), or s'tn 2 n k1" (k a moderate number). These reverse 

their signs by a very small change in 1'; they will therefore disappear 
from the resultant force, as soon as,- instead of single particles P 
and Q, we co me to consider systems of particles with dimensions 
many times greater than the wave-Iength. 

From what has been said, we may -deduce in the first place that, 
in applying the ahove formulae to the ion P, it is sufficient, to take 
for band -9 the vectors that would t'xist if P were removed from 
the field. In each of these vectors two parts are to be distinguished. 
We sha]] denote by bl and -91 the parts existing independently of 
Q, and by b2 and ,P2 the parts due to the vibrations of this ion. 

Let Q be taken as origin of coordinates, Q P as axis of-x, and 
let us begin with the terms in (2) having the coefficient a. 

To these corresponds a force on P, whose first component is 

( 
obx obx Oh) . . 

4 n V2 e2 a ilx OX + by oy + bz oz + e2 a (by -9z ...::.... bz .py) • • (5) 

Since we have only to deal with the mean values for a fuU 
period, we may write for the last term 

- e2 a (by .6z - bz .~y), 
and if, in this expres sion , J.?y and J.?z be replaced by 

4n V2 (Obz _ Obx) and 4 nV2 (Obx _ ~), ox oz oy o.c 

(5) becomes 

2 n V2 e2 a 0(b
2
), • • • • • • • • (6) 

o.c 

where b is the numerical value of the dielectric displacement. 
Now, b2 will consist of three parts, the first being b1

2, the second 
bl' and the third depending on the combination of bl and b2• 

Evidently, the value of (6), corresponding to the first part, wiJ.l 
be O. 

As to the second part, it is to be reml1rked that the dielectric 
displacement, prorluceu by Q, is a periodic function of the time. At 

distant points the amplitude takes the form ..:., whcre c is indepen-
l' 
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1 c9-
dent of r. The mean value of b2 for a fuIl period is - - and by 

2 1'2 

differentiating this with regard to x or to 1', we should get 1'3 in the 
denominator. 

The terms in (6) which correspond to tne part 

in b2, may likewise be neglected. Indeed, if these terms are to 
l' l' 

contain no factors such as cos 2 11: k;: or sin 2 n k T' there must be 

between bI and b2, either no phase-difference at all, or a difference 
whieh is independent of r. 1'his connition can only be fulfilled, if 
a system of waves, proceeding in the direction of QP, is combined 
with the vibrations excited by Q, in so far as this ion is put in 
motion by that system itself. Then, the two vee tors bI and bz wiIl 
have a common direction perpendicular to QP, sily that of the axis 
of '!I, and they will be of the form 

blY = qeosn (t-; + 81) 

The mean value of bly b2y is 

1 ge 
~ ~ cos n (El - E2) , 

and its differential coefficient with regard to IV has 1'2 in the denom
inator. It ought therefore to be retained, were it not for tbe 
extremely small illtensity of thR systems of waves which give rise 
to such a result. In fact, by the restriction imposed on them as to 
their direction, these waves form no more than a very minute part 
of the whole motion. 

§ 4. So, it is only the terms in (2), with the coefficiont b, 
with which we are concerned. Thc corrcsponding forces are 

I 

and 

(
. aDx . obx Obx) 

- 4 11: Vll ell b il" -a + Dy -a + bz -0" .r y _. • (7) 
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If Q we re removed, these forces together would be 0, as has 
already been remarked. On th!:' other lland, the force (8\, taken by 
itself, wouW then likewise be 0. Indeed, its value is 

n2 e2 b (by .pz - bz .f.>y), • • • • • • • (9) 

n2 e2 b 
or, by POYNTING'S theorem ~ Sx, if Sx be the flow of energy 

in a direction parallel ta the axis Qf a'. Now, it is clear that, in 
the absence of Q, any plane must be traversed in the two directiol1s 
by equal amounts of energy. 

In this way we come to the conclusion that the force (7), in so 
far as it depends on the part (bI), is 0, and from this it follows 
that the total value of (7) will vanish, beeause the part arising from 
the combination of (bI) and (bz), as weil as that which is solely due 
to th" vibrations of Q, are 0. As to the first part, this may be 
shown by a l'easoning similar to that used at the end of the pre
ceding §. For the second part, the proof is as follows. 

The vibrations excited by Q in any point A. of the surrounding 
aether are represented by expressions of the farm 

where {} depends on the direction of the line QA, and 'I' denotes 
the length of this line. H, in differentiating sueh expression'3, we 
wish to avoid in the denominator powers of '1', higher than the 
first - and this is neeessary, in order that (7) may remain free from 

1 
powers higher than the second - - and 19 have to be treated as 

'I' 

constants. Moreover, the factors {} ~re such, that the/ vibrations are 
perpendicular to the line QA. If, now, A eoincides with P, and 
QA with the axis of .1', in the expression for bx we shall have 
{} = 0, and since this factor is not to be differentiated, all terms in 
(7) will vanish. 

Thus, the qu€'stion redllces itself to tB) or (9). If, in this last 
expression, we take for band .p their real values, modified as they 
are by the motion of Q, we may ag'ain write for the force 

n2 e2 b 
VJ Sxi 

this time, however, we have to undel'shmd hy Sx the flow of 
energy as it is in the actual case. 
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Now, it is clear that, by our as&umptions, tlH' flow of energy 
must be symmetrical all around a i hence, if an amount E of energy 
tl'averses, in thc outward direction, a spherical surface described 
around a as centre with radius r, we shaH have 

and thc force on P will be 

It will have the direction of ap prolonged. 
In the space surrounding a the state of the aether will be Rta

tionarYi hence, two spherical surfaces enclosing this padicle must 
be traversed by equal quantities of energy. The quantity E will bo 
independent of r, and the force K inversely proportional to the 
square of thc distance. 

If the vibrations of a were opposed by no other resistance but 
that which results from radiation, the total amount of electro-mag
netic energy enclosed by a surface surrounding a would remain 
constant; E and K would then both be O. If, on the contrary, in 
addition to the just mentioned resistance, there were a resistance of 
a different kind, the vibrations of Q would be accompaniod by a 
continualloss of electro-magnetie energy i Ie ss energy would leave 
thc space within ono of the sphorical surfaces tban would enter 
that space. E would be negative, and, since b is positive, there 
would be attractioll. It would be independent of tbe signs of the 
charges of Pand a. 

The circumstance ho wever, that this attraction could on]y exist, 
if in some way or other electromagnetic energy were contiuually 
disappeal'ing, is so sorious a difficulty, that what has been said canTI ot 
be considered as furnishing an explanation of gravitation. Nor is 
this the only objection th at can be l'aised. If tbc meehanism of 
gravitation consisted in vibrations which r,ross the aether with tbe 
velocity of light, the attraction oug ht to be modified by tbe motion 
of the celestial bodies to a much larger extellt than astl'onomical 
observatiolls make it pos8ible to admit. 

§ 5. Though the states of the aether, the existence and the laws 
of which have been dedueed from electromagnetic phenomena, are 
foum1 insufficient to account for universal attraction, yet one may 
tI y to establish a theol'y w hieh is not wholly different from that of 
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eledl'ieity: but has some featUl'es in common with it. Tn order to 
obtain 11 theory of this kind, I shall start from an idea that has been 
suggested long ago by MOSSOTTI anel has been afterwards acccpted 
by WILHELM WEBER and ZÖLLNlm. 

According to these physieists, every pal'tielo of ponderabIe matter 
cOllsists of two oppositely electr-ified particles. Thus, between two par
ticles of matter, thc1'e will be foUl' electric forees, two attraetions 
bet ween the charges of different, and two repulsions between those 
of equal signs. MOSSOTTI supposes the attractions to be somcwhat 
greater than the rcpulsions, the differenee betwccn the two being 
precisely what we call gravitation. It is easily seen th at such a 
difference might exist in cases where an action of aspecific eleekic 
natUl'e is not exerted. 

N ow, if the form of this theory is to be brought into harmony 
with the present state of eleetrical seienee, we must regm'd the four 
forces of MOSSOTTI as the effect of certain states in the aether which 
are called forth by the positive and negative ions. 

A positive ion,. as weIl as a negative one, is the centre of a 
dielectric displacement, and, in treating of electrical phenomena, these 
two displacements are considered as being of the same nature, so 
that, if in opposite directions and of equal magnitude, they wholly 
destroy each other. 

Ir gravitation is to be included in the theory, this view must be 
modified. Indeed, if the actions exerted by positive and negative 
ions depended on vector-quantities of the same kind, in such a 
way that all phellomena in the neighbourhood of a pair of ions 
with opposite charges were determined by the resulting vector, th en 
electric actions could only be absent, if this resulting vector were 
0, but, if such were the case, no other actions could exist; a gravi
tation, i. e. a force in the absence of an electric field, would be 
impossible. 

I shall therefore suppose that the two disturbances in the aether, 
produced by positive and negative ions, are of a somewhat different 
nature, so that, even if they are represented in a diagram by equal 
and opposite vectors, the state of the aether is not the natural one. 
This corresponds in a sense to MOSSOTTI 's idea that positive and 
negative charges differ from each other to a largel' extent, than may 
be expressed by the signs + and -. 

Aftel' having attributed to each of the two states an independent 
and separate existenee, we may assume that, though both able to 
act on positive and negative ions, the one has more power over the 
positive particles and the othe1' over the llegative ones. This diffe-
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rence will lead us to the same rPi:mlt that MOSSOTTI attained by 
means of the supposed inequality of the attractive and the repulsive 
forces. 

§ 6. I shall suppose that each of the two disturbances of the 
aether is propagated with the velocity of light, and, taken by itsclf, 
obeys the ordinal'y laws of the electromagnetic field. These laws are 
cxpressed in tbe simplest form if, besides the dielectric displacement 
b, we consider the magnetic force .Ij, both together determining, 
as we shall now say, one state of the acther or one field. In accor
dance with this, I shall intro duce two pairs of vectors, tbe one b, J) 
belong'ing to the field tbat is produced by tbe pOf>itivc ions, whcreas 
the other pair b', .~' serve to indicate the state of the aether which 
is ealled into existenee by the negative ions. I shall write down two 
sets of equations, one for b, .~, the other for b', .~', and having the 
form which I have used in former papers 1) for the equations of the 
electromagnetic field, and which is founded on tbe assumption that 
the ions are perfectly permeabie to the aether and that they can be 
di'lplaced without dragging the aether aiong with them. 

I shall immediately take this general case of moving particles. 
Let us furtber suppose the charges to be distl'ibuted with finite 

volume-density, and let tbe units in which these are expressed be 
chosen in sueh a way that, in a body which exerts DO electrical 
actions, the total amount of the positive charges has the same nume
rical value as that of the negative charges. 

Let (I be the density of the positive, and (1' that of thc negative 
charges, the fir8t number being positive and the 8econd negative. 

Let I) (or U') be the velocity of an ion. 
Then thc equations for the state (b, J») are 2) 

Div b = Q 

Div J) = 0 

Rot J.? = 4 n Q I) + 4 n b 

4 n V2 Rot b = - {i ; 

• • • . . (I) 

1) LOUENTZ. :ba théOlie éleetlomagnétique da l'vIAÁWELL et son applieation IIUX 

corps mouvunts, Arel!. N Jell. XXV, p. 363 j Versuel! einer Theorie der eleetriscl!en 
und optisehen Erseheinungen in bewegten Korperll. 

J) D' ,,_ élbx + élby + Clbz 
tV 1,1 - Cl Cl • 

[JJ Cly z 
Clbz Clby Rot b is 11 vector, whose components are - - --, ete. 
Cly Clz 
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and those for tho state (b', {>') 

Div b' = (/ 

Div {>' = 0 

Rot .p' = 4 n (/u' + 4 n b' 

4 n V 2 Rot b' = - .~'. 

• • . • (H) 

In the ordinary theory of electromagnetism, the force acting on a 
particIe, moving with velocity u, is 

4 n V2 b + [u . {>], 

por unit charge 1). 
In the modified th('ory: we sha11 suppose that a po~itively electri

fied particle with charge e oxpcriencos a forre 

(10) 

on account of the field (b, {», and a force 

on account of the field (b' .p'), the positive coefficients a and (3 
ha.ving slightly different va lues. 

Far the forces, eXE'rted on a negatively charged partiele I sha11 
write 

ks = (3! 4 n V 2 ~ + [ 1)'. S)]} e' • • • • • (12) 
and 

k4 = a! 4 n V2 b' + [u' . {>'] Ie', • • • . (13) 

expressing by these formulae that e is acted on by (b, .P) i~ the 
same way as e' by (b', .p'), and vice versa. 

§ 7. Let us nax t cansid"r the aetians exerted by a pai1' of 
oppositely ehargcd ions, placed close to eaeh other, and remaining 
80 during their motion. For convenience of mathematical treatment, 
we may even reason as if the two charges penetrated each other, 80 

that, if they are equal, r/ = - (J. 

1) [u. {>] is the vector-product of 1> anel {>. 
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On the otlwr hand 1>' = I> j hence, by (1) and (Il), 

b' = - band {>' = - ,I). 

Now let us put in the field, prodm'cd oy the pair of ions, a 
similar pair with charges e and e' = - e, and moving with the 
common velocity 1,). Then, by (10)-(13), 

1'he total force on the positive partiele will be 

and that on the negative ion 

These forces being equal and having the same direction, there is 
no force ten ding to separate the two ions, as would be the case in 
an electric field. Nevertbeless, the pair is acted on by a resultant 

force 

If now (j be somewhat largel' than a, the factor 2 (1- ~ )will 
have a certain negative value - 8, anel our result may be expressed 
as follows: 

If we wish to determinc the action between two ponderabie bo-
dies, we may first consider the forces existing bet ween the positive 
ions in the one and the positive ions in the other. We then have 
to l'e,,"crse tbe direction of these forces, and to multiply them by the 
factor 8. Of course, we are led in tbis way to NEWTON'S law of 

gravitation. 
The assumption that all pondel'able matter is composed of posi-

tive and negative ions is no essential part of tbe above theory. We 
might baye confined ourselves to tbe supposition that the state of 
the aetber whicb is the cause of gl'Rvitation is propagated in a 
similar way as tb at wbich exists in the electromagnetic field. 

41 
Proceedillgs Royul Acud. A.msterdam. Vol. Il. 
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Tnstead of introoucing- two pairs of vectors (bi .p) ano (b', - .p'), 
bath of which co me into play in the electromag-netic actions, as 
weIl as in the phenomenon of gravitation, we might have assumed 
one pair for the electromagnetic field and one for universal attraction. 

Fol' these latter vectors, say b, .p, we should then have eslablished 
the equations (I), (! being the density of ponderabIe matter, aud 
for the force acting on unit mass, we should have put 

where 'YJ is a certain positive cO(lfficient. 

§ 8. Every theory of gravitatlOn has to deal with the pl'oblem 
of the infl.uence, exerted on this force by tho motion of the heavenly 
bodies. The solution is easily deduced from our equations; it takes 
the same form as the corresponding solution for the electromagnetic 
actions between charged partieles 1). 

I shall only treat the case of a body A, revolving around a cen
tral body M, this latter having a given constant velocity p. Let 
7' be the line MA, taken in the direction from M towards A, x, V, z 
the relative coordinates of A with respect to :A-f, ~o the velocity of 
A's motion relatively to M, ,9 thE' angle between w aud p, finally 
PI' the component of p in the direction of 7'. 

Then, besides the attraction 

k 
• • • • . • • • . (14) 

wbich would exist if tbe bodies were both at rest, A will be sub
ject to the following actions. 

lst. A force 

p2 1 
k • - • ••••••.• (15) 

2 V 2 1'2 ' 

In the direction of 7'. 

2nd• A force whose components are 

') See the second of the IIbove cited pnpers. 
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parallel to the velocity p. 
4th• A force 

in the direction of ~ .. 
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Of these, (15) and (16) depend only on the cornmon velocity p, 
(17) and (18) all the contrary, on pand w conjointly. 

Tt is further to be remarked that the additional forces (15)-(18) 
are all of the second order with respect to the small quantities 

p w 
- and -
V V 

In sa far, the law expressed by thc above formulae pl'esents a 
certain ana10gy with the laws p1'oposed by WEBER, RIEMANN and 
CLAUSlUS for the electromagnetic actions, and applied by same astro
nomers to the motiolls of the planets. Like the formulae of CLAusruS, 
our equations contaÏIl the absolute veloeities, i. e. the veloeities, 1'e1a' 
tively to the aether. 

There is no doubt but that, in the present state of science, if we 
wish to try for gravitation a similar law as for electromagnetic forces, 
the law contctined in (15)-(18) is to be preferred to the three other 
just mentioned laws. 

§ 9. The forces (15)-(18) will give rise to small inequalities in the 
elements of a planetary orbit; in computing these, we have to take 
for p the velocity of the Sun's motion through space. I have calcu
lated the seculal' variations, using the formulae communicatec1 by 
TrssERAND in his Mécaniquc céleste. 

Let a be the mean distance to the sun, 

e the eccentriei tY1 
rp the inclination to the ec1iptic, 

o thc longitude of the ascending node, 

6) tho longitude of perihelion, 

x' the mean anoma1y at tim(' t = 0, in this Rense that, if 11 

11 , 
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be the mean motion, as detorminod by a, the mean anomaly ani me 
t is given by 

\ 
t 

,,' + Jndt. 
o 

Further, let Ä, ft and v be the directio:1-cosines of th() velocity 
p with respect to: pt. the radius vector of the perihelion, 2nd• a 
direction which is got by giving to that radius vector a rotation of 
900

, in the dircctioll of thc p1a.nct's rcvolution, Brd. thc normal to the 
plane, of thc orbit, drawn towarc1s the side whence the planet is 
seon to revolvc in the same tlircction as the hands of a watdl. -

_ p ~ na ~. . 
Put CiJ = CiJ - 0 , - = u anel - = u' (n a Ul the velocIty in Il, 

V V 
cirenlar orbit of m(lins a). 

Thrll I finc1 for the variations dlt1'ing one 1'el~ol1ftion 

b. e = 211: V (l-e2)!;' ft 02 (2-/)2) -e32 V(l-e
2

) _ À 00' 1 - ~~l-e~~ 

b.rp=----" 1,)[-i.(~2CoslV+O(eO'-ft(~)sillliJ] Q +fl(~2SillCiJ 
2JX ( 1-V ( 1-e!!) ( 

I-/(I-e--) I , e~ 

I 

211: (. , I l-V' (I-eZ) 
b. 0 = - . l' ) I À (~z ,m) (,1 + (~( e (~ - ft (~) cos CiJ] ------+ 

v(l-e2)smrp i" e2 

+ fl 02 
COS () ~ 

I (1" n) ~Q (2 + 1)2) V(l-e2
) - 2 b. % = 1T I,i" - ft'" u~ ---'------

é 

§ 10. I have wOJ'ked out the case of the planot Mercury, taking 
27ûo anel + B4° for the right ascension anrI doclination of the apox 
of the Sun's motion. I havo got the fl)llowing rosults: \ 
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!:::. e = 0,018 {j2 + 1,38 (Y (Y' 

!:::.cP = 0,95 {j2 + 0,28 {j {j' 

!:::. 0 = 7,60 {j2 - 4,26 {j {j' 

!:::.w = - 0,09 {j2 + 1,95 {j {j' 

!:::.x' = - 6,82 {j2 - 1,93 {j (Y' 

Now, {j' = 1,6 X 10-4 and, if we put {j = 5,3 X 10-5 , wo get 

!:::. e = 117 X 10-10 , !:::.cP = 51 X 10-10, 

!:::.o = - 137 X 10-10, !:::. W = ,162 X 10-10, !:::.x' = - 355 X 10-10• 

, 
The changes that take pla.ce in a centluy are found from these 

numbers, if we multiply them by 415, and, if the variations of lP, 0, 
ijJ and x' are to be exprcssed in seconds, we have to introduce the 
factor 2,06 X 105• The result is, that the changes in CP, 0, wand x' 
amount to a few seconds, and that in e to 0,000005. 

Hence we conclurle that our modification of NEWTON'S law can
not account fol' the observed illequality in the longitude of the 
perihelion -- as WEBER'S law can to some exteIl;t do - but that, 
if we do not pretend to explain this inequality by an alteration of 
the law of attraction, there is nothing against the proposed formulae. 
Of course it will be necessary to apply them to other hèavenly , 

, bodies, though it seems scarcely probable that there wiJl be found 
any cnse in which the additional terms have an appreciable influence. 

The special form of these terms may pel'haps be modified. Yet, 
what has been said is sufficient to show that gravitation may be 
attributed to actions which are propagated with no g~eater ve]ocity 
than that of light. 

As is weU known, LAPLACE has been the first to discuss th is' 
question of the velocity of propagation of universal attractioll, and 
later astronomers have of ten treated the same problem. Let a body 
B be attracted by a body A, moving with the volocity p. Then, if 
the action is propagated with a finite velocity V, the influence 
which reaches B at time t, will have been emitted by A at an anterior 
moment, say t - 7:., Let Al be the position of the acting body at 
this moment, Az that at t.ime t. It is an ('asy matter to calculate 
the distance bet ween these positions. N ow, if the action at time 
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t is calculated, as if A had continued to occupy the position A l' 
one is led to an inHuence on the astronomical motions of the order 

~ ; if V were equal to tl1e velocity of light, this inHuence would be 

much greater than observations permit us to suppose. If, on the contrary, 

the terms with ; are to have admissible values, V ought to be many 

millions of times as great as the velocity of light. 
From the considerations in this paper, it appears that this con· 

clusion can be avoided. Changes of state in the aether, satisfying 
equations of the form (I), are propagated with the velocity V; yet, 

no quantities of ihe first order ; or ;. (§ 8), but ollly tcrms c~n-
2 

taining ~~ and ~ appeal' in the results. This is brought about 

by the peculiar way - detcrmined by the equations - in which 
moving matter changes the state of the aether j in the above mentioned 
case the condition of tbe aether will not be what it would have been, 
if the actillg body were at rest in the position Al, 

Physiology. - "On the power of resistance of the red blood COf
puscles". By Dr. H. J. HAMBURGER. 

(WiJl be published in ihe Proceedings of the next meeting.) 

Physics. - "On fhe critical isotherm and the densitie8 of satumted 
vapour and liquid in the Cl/se of isopentane and carbonic 
acid". By Dr. J. E. VERSCHAFFELT (Communicatcd by 
Prof. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

(Will be publishcd in tho Prococdings of tho next m(loting). 

(April 25, 1900.) 
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KONINKLIJKE AKA.DEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN 

TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEErrING 

of Saturday April 21, 1900. 

(Translated from: VersIlig van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 
AfdeeJing van Zaterdag 21 April 1900 Dl. VIII) 

CONTEliTS: "Solar Phenomena, considered in connectlon witl!. Anomalous Dlspersion of Light." 
By Prof. W. H. JULIUS, p. 575. - "On thc critical IsotbclmaJ Line and tbe denslties 
of Satulated vapoUl and Li(lUid in Isopentane and Carbon dioxide." By Dl'. J. E. VEa
SCHAFFELT (Communicated by PlOf H. KA~rEll.LINGlI ONNES), p. 588 (Wltb one plate). 
- "Tbc theorem of JOAC.!IIMSTHAL of the Norm al curves." By PlOf. P. H. SCHoû:rE, 
p. 593. - "ApplOl1.imatlOn formulae conceluiug the prIme numbers not el1.Ceedmg a 
glvcn hmlt." By Prof J. C. KLUYVER, P 599. - .,ThmmodynamlCs of Standard Cells 
(lst Palt) " By Dl'. ERNST COHEN (Communicated by PlOf. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZICBOOM), 
p. 610. - "Studles on Inversion (lst Pmt)". By Dr. ERNST COllEN (Commumcated by 
Prof. H W. BAKHUIS HOO.!lEBOOM), p. 618 - "DetelmmatlOns of the dlmmutlOD of 
VapoUl,plessUlc and of the clevation of thc Bollmg-pomt of dtlute Solutions." By 
Dr. A. SlUTS (Comruumcatcd by PlOf. H. W B.\.K.ums ROOZEBOOl\l). p. 635. - "Same 
leflexcs on thc RespÏlation in connection with LABORDE'S method to lest0l6, by thyth
mical tractiOll of tbc Tongue, the respird.tion supplcsscd in Nalcosis." By M. A. VAN 
MELLE (Communicated by Pmf. C. WINKLER). (With onC plute), p. 640. - "Echinopsine, 
a new crystalline vegetable base." By Dr. M GRESlIOFI! (Commuoicatcd Dy PlOf. A. 
P. N. FRANCHJMONT). P 645 - "Thc constitution of thc vapoulphllse in thc system: 
Water-Pheool. wlth one Ol' two liquidpbases." By Dl. lt. A. H. SCllREINEMAKERS 
(CommuUlcated by PlOf. J. M. VAN BEMMELEN), p. 645. 

The following papers were read: 

Physics. - "Solar Phenometza, com;idered in connection with Ano
malous JJispersion of Light". By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

(Read Februury'24, 1900.) 

The rule that the propagation of light is, in a1l directions, recti
linear, holds only for quite homogene(tus media. lf various eonsid
erations lead us to assume that the solar raya on their course 
penetrate media of unequal density, or of different composition, the 
rays must be eurved) and the supposition that the observed light is 
emitted by objects situated in the direction of vision becomes untenable. 

Now, though IlO one doubts the unequal distribution of matter 
42 
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in and near the sun, yet in theories concerning this celestial body 
hardly any attention has been paid to refraction. The study of 
atmospheric refraction bad, long since, made us acquainted with tbe 
laws of curved rays 1), but the first important attempt to investigate 
the infiuence wbich refraction in the sun itself must have had on 
the course of the rays, which reach our eye, and consequentlyon 
the optical image we get of it, was made by Dr . .A. SCHMID'r. Ris 
paper "Die Strahlenbrechung auf der Sonne; ei'1 geometrischer Bei
trag ZUl' Sonnellphysik" 2) leads to very remnrkable results, and at 
any rate urges the necessity of submitting the existini5 theories of 
the sun to a severe criticism from tbis point of view. 

If it is taken for granted that refracLion in the solar atmosphere 
must be taken into account, we must also pay attention to those 
special cases in which extraordinary values - great or small -
of the refracti ve index occur; in other words, the phenomenon of 
anomalous dispersion must be l'eckoned with. 

It is my pUl'pose to show that many peculiarities, which have 
been observed at the border of the sun and in the spots, may easily 
be considered as caused by anomaloufl dispersion. 

It is not difficult to obtain the expel'Ïmental evidence th at the 
index of refraction of sodium vapour for light differing but slightly 
in wavelength from that for the D-lines, is very different from the 
index for the other rays of the spectrum. 

H. BECQUEREL (C. R. 127, p. 399; and 128, p. 145) used for 
the study of the phenomenon KUNDT'S metbod of crossed prisms, in 
a slightly modified manner. The image of the crater of an arc-light 
was projected on a horizontal slit, placed in the focus of a colli
mator-lens. The parallel beam next passed through a sodium Rame, 
which BECQUEREL bad succeeded in giving the form of a prism 
with horizontal refracting edge, and was then, through a telescope 
lens, focussed into au image of the horizoutal &lit, falling exactly 
on the vertical slit of a spectro&cope of rather great dispersion. As 
long as the sodium fiame was absent, a continuous spectrum was 
seen in the spectroscope, the height of whic1) naturally depended 
on the width of the horizontal slit. When the fiame was introuuced 
in its proper place, and gaod care was taken to limit the parallel 
beam by means of an easily adjusted diaphragm, in such a manner 
that only such light could penetrate into the telescope lens as had 
passed a propel'ly prismatical part of the fiame, the spectrum cIeady 

1) The litternture ou this subject is to be found i. a. in n dissertntion by O. WIENER, 
Wied. Ann. 49, p. 105-149, 18!13. 

J) ötuttgad, Verlag von J. B. METZIJER 1891. 
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exhibited the anomalous dispersion. On either side of the two dark 
Rodium lines the originally horizontal spectrum-band was boldly 
curved, so that for rays with wave-Iengtbs, slightly larger than 
ÀD, or ÀDJ the sodium vapour appeared to possess an index of 
refraction rapidly increasing in the neighbourhood of an absorption
line; whereas for rays of wave-lE'ngths, slighily smaller than ÀD, or 
ÀDJ, the index of refraction rapidly decreased when approaching the 
absorption-lines. The amount of tbe anomalous dispersion near Ds 
exceeded that near Dl' 

In repeating this experiment I obtained materially the same results. 
Moreover, I noticed a peculiarity in the phenomenon, not nH'ntioned 
by BECQUF.REL, and not exhibited in the diagrams accompanying 
his paper. BECQUEREL states, that when he introduced a fiame, 

lflg. 1 .md 2. 

rich in sodium, tbe lines Dl and D2 appeared 
as broad, dark bands, and that on either 
side of both bands the speetrum was curved . 
.According to his diagrams these displace
ments on]y refer to light, outside the bands; 
the rays inside th is region, in tbe more 
immediate neighboul'hood of the D-lines, are 
totally wanting. Fig. 1 refers to a pris
matic part of the fIame, edge upwards; 
fig. l:l, to a prismatic part, edge downwards. 

Both cases represent the image as seen in a telescope, so, reversed. 

I myself, however, have observed thc phenomenon in the form of 
fig. 3. The dottcd lines 
indicate the pI aces of Dl 
and Ds. When the electric 
light is intercepted by 
means of a screen intro
duced between the fiame 

I I 
I I 
I I 

iJ ~ 
.'1 "r2 
I I 
I I 

l!'ig. 3. 

and the horizontal slit, 
the D-lines appear in those 
places as two faintly lumi
nous, sharply defined slit
images. The light is faint 
beeause the fiame is placed 
at a distance of more than 
70 ems. from the vertieal 
slit, and its radiation is 
all bu t intereeptcd by the 

42* 
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adjustable diaphragm, whieh allowl:! only a baarn of a "eross-seetion 
of about 0.2 cm2• to enter the telescope lens . 

. When next the arc light is allowed to cross the flame, the, spee
trumof fig. 3 appears with such intensity, th at th6 bright sodium 
lines are undistinguishable in the centre of the <lark· bands. 'In the 
upper and lower 'parts of the field of vision however, they can" yet 

, be seen as eontilluations of the four bright arrows of light. which 
are; as it were, flashed forth from the' hOl'izontal spectrum inta the dàrk. 

By repeatedly intereepting and re-admitting the light of the main 
sou ree, I have actually èonvinced myself that the intense arrow:"lighi, 
with the dispersion used, gl'adually passes into the faint light of the 
emisflion-lines, bothwith respect to intÉmsity and place in the sp.ee
trum. A flàt· RowLANDgrating with 47000 lines was used i~ the 
spectroscope; one spectrum of the first order beingextremely brilliant. 
The crosswires of a micrometer eye-piece (65 dlvisons\ of''Ybichcor
responding ta the distance of the D-lines in the first diffraètion spec
trum) were. repf'atedly adjusted as close· as possible to the extreme 

. part that was yet distinctly visible of snch' an arrow, the so~ 
diuIn Enes of the Hame being all but invisible. I next removed the 
diapbragm near the Hame" intercepted the' main light, 80 that the 
sodium lines now became clearly visible,. and took a number of. the . 
readings of the emission line. The mean readings of two series of 
observations did not mutuall( differ by on,e _ di vision ; the arrow, 
therefore, approàched tbe D;-line to. within 0.01 !.ti-l • 

. From. the data furnished by BECQUEREL (C. R. 128. p. 146) it 
can be inferred, that the distance between the .D-lines and the most .. 
deHected parts of the arrows upon' which, in his experiments, the . 
cross-wires could still be adjusted, was on an average greater thim 
0.1 p.p.. 

I am not qnite sure how this differe'nce in the resuIts must be 
accounted for; perhaps BECQUEREL'S Hameeontained more sodium 
than mine; anyhow so much ,sodium is not wanted to pràduce strong 
anomalous dispersion. 

The following experiment convinced 'me how narrow was in reality 
the absorption-regionof each of the sódium-lines.· An additionallens 
of 20 cm foeal distance was placed between the telescope lens and 
the vertical sIit, in su eh a manner that .on this sIit was thrown· 
the image of tbe prismatic part of the sodium flame, and not. tbat' 
of the horizon tal slit, as before. In this image, therefore, aU rays 
that had passed the flame. and had been refracted in. different direc
tions, must be found re-united. The absorption-lines were now actually 
ery narro w, the cmission-lines in some pI aces all but covering them. 
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The . additional lens being rèmoved, the light.arrows forthwith 
re-appeared above and below the rather broad dark bands in the 
curved spectrum. . 
'. It appears therefore, from our observations that .in spite of tb.e 
considerable width of the dark bands in the main spectrum, the 
c_orresponding light is but very' slightly absorbed by the sodium lines. 
The flame has allowed every kind of light to pass, even that of which 
the wa velength differed ever so little from that of the D-lines; but 
it has caused these rays to be deflected from the straight line much 
more forcibly than the other parts of the spectrum lying fUlther 
removed from the absorption lines. . 

Here, then, we have. a case wh ere the absorption spectrum of a 
vapour exhibitsbroadbands not deserving the name of absorption 
bands. The special mann'erin which the experiment was made, enabled 
uS"to see what had become of the ligh.t that haddisappeared around 
the sodium lines; but very lik~ly the broad bands would have been. 
attributed entirely .to absorption if somehow this abnormally refracted 
light had fallen outside the field of vision 'of. the spectroscope: 
'In studying the absorption spectra of gasës and vapours, we should 
be careful to see - which is not always done - that the absorb
ing layer shall have equal density in aU its parts and shall not' 
act anywhere as a prism. It would be worth while investigating 
in how far the anomalous dispersion can háve influenced cases in 
which broadening or reversal· of absorption-lines have been observed . 
. ~n my arrangement the absorption-lines were narrow, if the main 

light had passed through a, pretty· much homogeneous and non-
prismatic part of the Hame.,' . 

The experiment, as deseribe~ above, offers no opportunity for ob
taining rèliable values of the refractive indices. .A bet ter method 
to arrive at more reliable results is' now being investigated; for the 
present all we can say is that the deviation of rays whose wave
length is very near Î.D , or ÀD

2 
is at least six or eight t.imes greater 

than that which the remoter parts of the spectrum were Etubject, t~. 
BECQUEREL says that the index for' waves greater than ÀD, and À,D:" 

may attain 1.0009; for waves on the other side of the absorption 
line the index faUs considerably below unity. The line D2' produces 
in a much, higher degree than Dl refractive indices smaller than 

. unity 1); the very high indices are represented in pretty much the 
same degree near Dl and D2• 

" . .' 

1) In the, woodcut Fig. 3, pag.' 577 the upper arrow near ])~ is spoiled aud 
rather sllort compllred with that near])l' 
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:From all this we infer: 
1. Where light emitted by a source that yields a continuolls 

spectrum, travers es a space in whieh sodiuID vapour is unequally 
distributed, the rays in tbe neighbourhood of the D~lilles will be 
mueh further detlected from their course than any otbers. Of all 
things this holds good of those rays whose wavelength differs so 
little from )])1 and À])J that they can hardly be distinguished from 
sodium light. A pretty strong light, therefore, misleadingly resem
bling sodium light, but in rea]jty~ owing its existence to other 
sourees, may seem to proceed from a faintly luminous sodium vapour, 
in a direction deviating from that of the incident light. 

2. A spectroscopie examin~Ltion of the light that has traversed, 
in a faidy reetrlinear direetion , the space filled with sodium vapour, 
shows, in the places where the D-lines are to be found, hroad daJ'k 
bands owing to the fact th at the light of these pI aces in tbe spec
trum has deviated sideways from its course, and has not reaehed 
ihe slit of the spectroscope. 

The former of these inferences we will now apply to certain 
pbenomena in the neigh bourhood of tbe elise of tbe sun; the latter 
to some peculiarities of the sun-spots. 

Let the arc ZZI repl'eSellt a part of the disc of the sun, the obser
ver being stationed far off in thc direetion of O. This ZZI may be 
taken to be either tbe limit of the photosphere, or the eritical 
sphere which in A. SCHMlDT'S theory of tbe sun plays sueh an 
important part. In either case, a ray emitted from any point A on 
the surface at an angle of nearly 900 will reach the point 0 along 
a path the eurvature of which diminishes regularly, if we assume 
that the density of the sun's atmosphere in a direction norm al to 
the surface decreases eontinuously. 

0' 

--- ... -
-----~Q 

z z 
Flg.4, 

A ray emitted from Bunder the same circumstances will proceed 
a]ong BO' and does not, therefore, reach 0; the observer in 0 will 
see A lying just within the margiu of the disc of the sun; light 
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ptoceeding from B is invisible to his eye. Slight irregularities of 
density in the atmosphere on tbe path AO will indeed defiect tbe 
course of the rays, but only blightly if the gabes have a normal 
index of refraction. Thc irregularities show themsel ves as shallow 
elevations and depressions in thC:' edge of the sun's disco In the same 
manner, rays like BO' do not materially deyiate from the course 
which they wou 1d have to follow in a perfectly ealm atmosphere of 
continuously decreasing density. 

Let us now suppose unequally distributed sodium vapour to be 
present near A above the limit ZZ' (the photosphere). We suppose 
this vapour to be hardly luminous, if at all. The greater part of the 
shaft of white light BO' is only slightly irregularly refracted in H, 
just as in the other gases to be found there; but those ruys whose 
wavelength differs but slightly from À.D, or À.Dz are much more 
deHected, and they may even follow the course indicated by the 
dotted line Bit O. Then trom 0 at a srnall distance AlL abo'fe A, light 
may be seen proceeding from B - a saurce of light with a contin
uous spectrum - closely l'esembling sodium light. A spectroscopie 
examination of this light, however, will show that it differs more or 
less from that of the D-lines. 

It, might be thought that only rays with an abnormally high 
refraetive index, i. e. with wavelengths rather greater than À.D, or 
ÀD~ can reueh the ob server along the path Bh O. Such, ho wever, is 
not the case; for jf above A, there were a layer eomparable to a 
prism with the refractlllg edge perpendicular on the plane of the 
wood cut and with bae.e turned upwards, rays with an index smaller 
than unity must be able to traverse the path BIt O. 

Aeeordingly in the spectrum of the light th at appears outside the 
sun's di8e we ean expect to find rays which are situated 011 either 
side of the D·lines; perhaps the probability is a little greater for 
the light on the red side of the absorption-lincs, because from .A to 
IL the density is more likely to deerease than otherwisc. 

It is further clear that very near the limb there is the greatest 
probability of also seeing light, th!!t differs relatively mueh in 
wavelength from the sodimn light; for there a less degree of abnor· 
mality of index suffices to deHect rays in the direction of O. On 
the other hand, far above A, we cau, as a rule, diseern only sueh 
light as is hardly to be distinguished from D-light. 

These actually prove to be the prmcipal characteristics of the 
ehromosphere-lines. Mostly they have a braad base and are arrow
headed. Compul'e the description and the diagrams to be fouud iu 
LOCKYER)S Chemistry of the Sun pp. 109 and 111. 
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Their typical form appears very strikingly in the hydrogen -lines 
of the chromoflphere. 

There is no reason &0 assume that the above considerations, with 
rE'gard to sodium vapour, do not holrl good as weU for other gases 
:md vapours. With some of these the anomalous dispersion has 
been proved already 1); with others we have been less successful; 
but the dispersion theories point to its existence in a more or less 
degree in all suhstances. 

The characteristic form of the chromosphere lines might, of course, 
also be accounted for, as is generally done, by the strongly radiating 
luminous gases and metallie vapours which are thought to be 
present in the cllromosphere and of which the density near Jhe 
photosphere must then be taken to be vel'y considerable and to be 
rapi<lIy decreasing at greater distances. 'l'he observed light would 
then be emiUed by those glowing vapours. 

Onr view of the origin of the chromosphere light does not by 
any rneam preclude the possibility of this light owing its existence, 
partly at least, to self-radiation of incandescent gas; what we have 
shown is, that it mayalso be refracted photosphere light. Further 
investigation of the various phenomena of the sun must decide 
which explanation goes farthest in considel'ing the whole subject. 

Sometirnes the chromosphere lines appeal' under very singular 
forms, with broadenings, ramifications, pl,umes, detached parts etc. 
(cf. LOCKYER, 1. c. p. 120). Thus far this has been accounted for 
only on the principle of Doppr,ER, viz. by assuming that the radi
atillg gases move towards, or away from, us with tremendous 
velority - even as much as 200 kilometers per second and more. 
Astronomers are aU agreed that this explanation is open to many 
objections of which we need not remind the reader here. 

Beside DOPPLER'S principle, however, we find in the anomalous 
dispersion another, according to which a gas has the power to 
originate, under certain circumstances, light differing in wavelength 
from the characteristic rays of that substance. 

Let us suppose, for exarnpIe, tbat at some distance ahove the 
sun's limb there is a quantity of hydrogen, with great varieties of 
density in some of its parts. It will eruit not only its own charac
teristic light, but will, here and there, also deHect earthwards the 
photosphere light of adjacent wavelengths. This wiJl, of course, 
manifest itself in excrescences or ramifications of the hydrogen lines 
or as isolated light patches in their neighbourhood. 

1) WINKELMANN, Wied. Ann., 32, p. 439. 
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Tbis phenomenon may be expected especially, when the slit is 
adjusted for the examination of pl'ominences, where violent distur
bances take pI ace and where, consequently, considerabie differences 
of density oecur. 

Though tbe present explauation of these irregularities in the spec
trum is based, like the other oue, Oll the hypothesis tbat violent 
disturbances in the solar atmospbere go hand in hand with them, yet 
the tremendotls velocities, required when applying DOPPLER'S principle, 
do by no meaus follow from it. 

A porti on , therefore, of all tbe light that reacbes us from cb1'o
mosphere and prominences may be due to self luminoRity of the 
gases to be faund there; but another, and to all likelihood a very 
considerabIe, portion is refracted photosphere light, reacbing us in a 
manner that reminds us of TÖPLER's well-known "Schlierenmethode". 
But tbere's this difference, tbat in the uSchlierenmetbode" every 
kind of rays emitted hy the souree belps to briug out tbe same 
irregularlties of the medium by ordinary refraction; as a rule na 
colour-phenomena are to be seen, the dispersion of most media being 
smaH compared with tbe average deviation of rays. The chromo
sphel'e gases, on tbe other hand, are to be seen in chal'acteristic 
colours, because they have an exceptionally high or low refraction 
index for particular sorts of light. In this case the dispersion is 
great in comparison with the average deviation of the rays. 

Momentarily disregarding the self-radiation of tbe gases in tbe 
sorar atmosphere we shall - if the slit is radially adjusted - find 
those chromosphere-lines to be longest and brightest which show 
tbe greatest anomalous dispersion. Webave seen tbat tbe two 
sodium-lines show considerabie difference in tbeir respective powers 
to eaU forth this phenomenon. Let us make the pretty safe suppo
si ti on that also tbe different hydrogen-lines and the other chromo
sp bere lin~s show analogous individual differences, and we have tbe 
explanation wby in the chromosphere spectrum some lines of an 
element are long and others short; and why the relative intensity 
of the lines of aD element is sa different in this spectrum from that 
in tbe emission spectrum or in the FRAUNHOFER absorption spectrum. 
A carefuJ examination of the anomalous dispersion of a great number 
'Of substances will, of course, have to be made hefore it can be made 
out in how far our view will account for the facts al ready known 
or yet to be revéaled in the chromosphere spectrum. Amongst 
otber things it must then appear whether those elements whose linea 
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are maat conspicuous in the chromosphere light, do actually cause 
uncommonly great anomalous dispersion - a wide field for ex peri
mental resealch which to exp]ore the first stepf) have scarcely been 
taken as yet. 

On the other hand, as regards the self-luminosity of gases, LOCKYER'S 

;ngenious experimental method of long and short lines affords us 
an invaluable help to investigate what is the influence of the tempe
rature (and the densi~v?) of thE' radiating substance on the emission 
spectrum. Sa it seems pos&ible to make out by experiment whether it 
-is radintion or refraction to which the dlfferent chromosphere lines 
are most pl'obably due. 

This de:cision ought, of course, to be founded on a most accurate 
knowledge of the eharaeter "\\- hieh each of the spectral lines of the 
solar atmosphere exhibits in different C/fcumstances. The coming total 
solar eclipses offer a good Oppfll tunity to observe the chromosphere 
spectrum minutely, httle disturbed by the dazzling light of the photo
sphere. Especially it is to be hoped that some good spectrograms 
will be obtained with hJgh dispersion apparatus. 

Let us now consider from the point of view of anomalous disper
sion the well-known "reversing-layer", which in total eclipses causes 
the so~called "flash". We have seen before that the theory of dis
persion aSSJgns anomalous dispersion to all waves whose periods lie 
near each characteri'ltic vJbration·pel'iod of a substanee ; but the 
amount of the anomalous dispersion may be slight. In such a case 
the arrows, in an experiment similar so that described for sodium
light, would be short and narrow, but, for aU that, of grE'at intensity. 
If, therefore, sueh substallces exist in the solar atmospbere even 
at great distances from tbe photosphere, with irregularities in density 
similar to those assumed for sodium, hydrogen etc., the anomalous 
refraction will betray the presence of those Bubstances merely in the 
immediate vicinity of the edge of tbe sun's disc, and only during a 
few seconds at the beginning and the end of the totality of an eclipse. 

This view of the subject makes it a matter of course that the lines 
of the flash should be very bright j for properly spealdng, it is not 
chiefly the radiation, emitted by t11e vapours, that we observe, but 
photosphere light of pretty much the same wavelength. Nor is it 
necessary that the gases in those places should be of extraordinary 
great densiiy, or that their presence should be restricted to a thin 
reversing layer - one of the most mysterious things the solar theory 
has led up to and which they have tried to escape in various ways. 

The light of the chromosphere- and of the flash-lines may be sym-
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metrically distrÎbutcd on either side of the corresponding FR.A.UNHOl!'ER
lines; if so. they seem to coincide with the latter ; but in certain places 
of the lim b the case must arise that the bright lines would appear 
to have shifted their position with regard to the absorption-lines. 
For iu proportion to the distribution of the density of the vapours, 
it will be, in tmns, especially the rays with very great refrartive index 
(on the red side of the absorption lines) and tbose with very small 
refractive index (on the violet slde of them) that are curved towards us. 

As, u pon the whoie, the density of the gases of the solar atmosphcre 
will decrease rather than otherwise in proportion as they art' farther 
from the centre, it may he expected (according to what we observed 
with regard to Fig. 4) that the bright lines wIll of ten er shift thelr 
position with respect to the FRA.UNHOFBR lines in the direction of 
greater wavelengths than in that of smaller. 

These details will probably become clearly .isl bIe in the eclipse
photograms obtained with sht-spectrographs with gl'eat dispersion. 
It is not impossible that in many of the chromosphere.lines a dark 
core may be seen. 

Summarising what we have said, we maintain the following position 
witb respect to that part of the solar atmosphere situated outside 
what is called the photosphere. 

The various elements whose presence in th at atmosphere has been 
inferred from spectral observations, are much mOle largely diffused 
in it than has generally been assumcd from the shape of the light 
phenomena; they may be present everywhere, up to great distances 
outside the photosphere, and yet be visl bIe in few places only; their 
self-radiation contributes l'elatively ltttle to their visibility (wlth the 
possible exceptions of helium nnd coronium); the distances, at which 
the characteristic light of those substances is thought to be seen 
beyond the sun's limb, are mainlJ determined by their local differ
ences of density and their power to can forth anomalous dispel'sion. 

In conclusion I wish to say a few words concerning phenomena 
pl'esented by the sun-spots. In the spectrum of these spot~ many of 
the FRAUNHOFER-lines appeal' conslderably broadened (see e g. the 
dIagram in LOCKYER, Chemistry of the Sun p. lOO). The cause for 
this has been sought Ül the pres en ce of very den se absorbing gases, 
and the broad bands have been attributed exclusively to absurptlOn. 
The question is whether the second conclusion that we have drawn 
frqm the phenomena of refraction in a sodium-flame (p. 580) is not 
applicable here. 

We proceed from the opinion that ~n a sunspot are found great 
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differences of density dependent on stl'ong vertica} currents or. áccord
ing to FAYE, on vortex movements in the atmosphere. The pheno
menon ü; commonly localized in the level of the fotosphere, at all 
events, not far above or below it. N ow if tbe total body situated 
within the photosphere, actually forms a sharp contrast with the~outer 
atmosphere and if its surface radiates to every side an almost equally 
intense light with a continuous spectrum, the brondening of the 
FRAUNHOFER lines and tbe darkness of the spots cannot be acconnted 
for by merely attributing the SpOtS to differences of density. The 
phenomenon must then be set down to differE'nces of temperature, 
smaller radiating power, condensation, stronger absorption, etc. 

Matters are different, ho wever, if A. SCHMIDT'S view is taken to 
be the correct one, according to which the sun's limb is an optical 
illusion caused by regular refIaction in a gradually dispersing, 
nowhere sharply bounded mass of gas. In this theory the apparent 
surf ace of the phlJtosphere is merely a critical sphere, characterized 
by its radius being equal to the radius of curvature of rays of light 
traveIling along its surf ace horizontally; there is not the least 
questioll of any discontinuity in the distribution of matter on eitber 
si de of this spherical surface ; inside as well as outside the critical 
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seen, have travel'sed in 

sphere the average density of 
matter and its radiating power 
increase gradually towards the 
centre and it is only at great 

Z depths that the condition of matter 
need be sueh as to emit a con
tinuous spectrum. 

Let the circle ZZ' in the dia
gram be the section of the critical 
sphere with the ecliptic, and let 
the earth be in the direction MA.. 
Suppose a spot visible in the centre 
of the sun's disc; it is seen projected 
on the critical sphere in P. N ow let 
us suppose that thedensity increases 
all around from the centre P of 
the spot, locally producing there 
cylilldrical, rather coaxial layers 
with the line of vision for basis. • 
Rays pA and qA suffering 'l).or-
mal refraction, may, as is easily 

the sun the paths 1'P,' sq and may, there-, 
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fore, originate not, it is true, from the most luminous centre, but 
yet from pretty intensely radiating parts of the sun. They yield the 
white light of the umbra and of the penumbra, which though stan
ding out dftrk against the other parts of the sun, yet are relatively 
bright enough. 

Slight irregularities in the distribution of density around P render 
it possible that parallel to PAthere emerge rays that have followed 
other paths which, nevertheless, will essentially bE' included in the 
solid augle 1· Ps. 

But rays which have undergone anomalous dispersion and yet 
reach our eye in a direction parallel to PA: must have proceeded 
from a much greater diversity of directions and need not, therefore, 
have been emitted in sueh numbers by the intensely luminous 
central part of the SUIL 

We mayalso put the matter thus: Of all the light, coming from 
the intensely radiating nucleus of the sun (to which may be reckoned 
all that lies within the sphere N) and emerging from the vicinity 
of P, those rays, "hose refractive index is abnormally high or low, 
will be more effectually dispersed in all directions, owing to tho 
local differences of density, than rays with a normal index. 

The consequence is that the ob server looking in a given direction 
towards P, will see less of those abnormally refracted rays than of 
the other light. Those rays will, therefore, seem absent in the 
spectrum of the spot: the FRAUNHo.FER line is seen broadened. 

Whereas our considerations concerning the chromosphere light 
were made independent of any theory of the nature of the photo
sphere, the present broadly outlined explanation of the phenomenon 
of the sun-spots is to a certain extent based on the theory of 
SCHMIDT - with which, in fact, it stands or faIls. 

H subsequent investigations should prove the lines that mostly 
appear broadened in the spectra of the spots, and those which eaU 
forth strong anomalous dispersion, to be identical, this would support 
SCHllUDT'S solar theory. 

For the rest it is easy to see that henceforth the principle of 
anomalous refraction will have to be considered siderby side with 
that of DOPPLER in every in&tance when an explanation is required 
of the many ifregulal'ities that have been observed in certain 
FRAUNHOFER lines both near the sun's lirnb and in faculae and 
spots; cf. the illustrations in LOCKYER'S Chemistry of the Sun 

1I 
pp. 122 and 123. YOUNG, The Sun, pp. 157 and 210. SCHlUNER 
"Die Spectralanalyse der Gestirne", p. 349. 
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Sueh phenomena may be caused by refraction: whereas hitherto 
tbe on]y possible explanation was sought in tba assumption ot 
tremendous velocities in the line of vision. 

The foregoing conQiderations may suffice to show that anomalous 
dispersion naturally accounts for a great number of solar phenomena. 
At any rate no futura theory of the sun can ignore the laws of 
refraction. 

Physics. - "On the critical isothé"rmal line and the densitielJ of 
satur'aied vapour and liquid in isopentane and carbon dioxide." 
By Dr. J. E. VERSCHAFFELT (Communication N°. 55 from 
the Physical Laboraty at Leiden by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH 
ONNES). 

(Read Mmch 31, 1900). 

To be able to deduce from my researches on the capillary ascen
sions near the critical tempel'uture 1) the surface tension I laid down 
the empiric formula: 

(jl- (Iv = 0,243 (1 - m )0,367 

which fairly well represents the densities of liql1id (ll and vapour (Jv 

of carbon dioxide at the absolute temperature Tand the reduced 

temperature m =!:.... given by AMAGAT. This is not the case for 
Tk 

the temperatures T = 0°,1, T = 0°,35, 7: = 0°,85, (supposing 7: = Tk- T) 
in wbich 

b:. log «>l-(>v) = 0,521 between T = 00 ,1 and 0°,35 
A log 7: 

(see Comm. N°. 28 p. 12). In order to represent the interpola
ti on-curve given by AMAGAT by my formula, it would in this region 
be necessary to raise the exponent of (1 - m) in this formula' from 
0.367 to for instance 05, tbe value occurring in the formula 
(11 - (Iv = At! (l-m), which has been deducedl theoretically by VAN 
DER WAALS, and given empirically by C.AILLETET and MATHIAS. 

This deviation might as remarked in Communication N°. 28, be 
caused by the fact that AMAGAT, without giving a s!ttisfactory 
experimental proof for it, has rounded off his interpolation.curve 

1) Comm. from the Phys L,lb. ut Lelden N°. 28, Dr. J. E. Vl!lRSOUAFFl!lLT. Measu
remellts on the cdpilldry ascensioll ofliquefied carbon dIOxide nedf the critical temperature. 
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towards the critical state with a parabola of the second degree. In 
the very accurate detcrminations of density by SYDNEY YOUNG, to 
which no corrections by interpolation have been applied and for 
which 1 have computed a formula of the same form as the one 
mentioned above viz. 

(11- (Iv = 0,11058 -zo0,3434 

the agreement between observation and calculation appears to exist 
even at the highest temperatul'es ("~. = 0°,4). 

-zo = 10 ,8 and 00 ,8 still 0,344 
between . 

7: = 0°,8 and 0°,4 stIll 0,337 

while, according to the law of the corresponding states, we might 
predict aJready at 7: = 1°,5 a distinct increase from the above-men
tioned deviation in the case of the interpolation·curve of carbon 
dioxide. 

'l'herefore for the time being no experimental proofs can be given for 
tbe supposition, tbat up to tbe immediate neighbourhood of the 
critical state Ql - Qv = A (1 - m)03434 would not hold instead of 
the theoretical formula Ql- Qv = A (1 - m)t 

The table given here shows that my formula gives precisely the 
dlfference in density till about 7: = 60°. With lower temperatures 
the agreement diminishes. 

TABLE I. 

7: (Ql-Qv) observ. (fll-Qv) calculat. 
0,4 0,0810 0,0807 
0,8 0,1023 0,1024 
1,8 0,1351 0,1353 
2,8 0,1567 0,1575 
4,8 0,1889 0,1895 
7,8 0,2240 0,2239 

11,8 0,2591 0,2581 
17,8 0,2982 0.2972 
27,8 0,3477 0,3464 
37,8 0,3862 0,3849 
47,8 0,4169 0,4173 
57,8 0,4443 0,4454 
67,8 0,4080 0,4705 

2. Thc relation deduced uy VAN DER WAALS betwecll the sUl'face
teIlsion (j aud the reduceu temperatul'e m , 
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(J = 0(1 - mYls 

is intimately connected with the form of the isothermals near the 
critical point, by meana of which also the formula for the densities 
of liquid and vapour (with the aid of the MAXWELL-OLAUSruS 

theorem) must be determined. 
It now appears that in the plaC'e of the exponent 1/2 in the 

difference of liquid and vupour density a less simple fraction must 
be substituted. Hence as according to VAN DER WAALS' simple 
supposition the isothermal is a curve of the third degree, I have 
investigated whether the critical isothermal could not be expressed 
in an analogous way by meana of a fractional exponent. The result 
I arrived at, was that the observations of S. YOUNG on the form 
of the critical isothermalof isopentane are weIl expressed by the 
formulae: 

( Vc - by 
p = pc - pc 1 - v _ 6 ' for v> Vc 

and 

Cc- b r fOl" v < 1'~ j IJ = pc + pc -- - 1 , v-i> 

in which p~=32,92 atm., t,~=4,266 c.c. (specific volume), b=0,518 c.c., 
and n = 4,259. The followmg tabla shows that these formulae are In 

good harmony with the obsarvations: 

TABLE H. 

v p (observ.) p (calcul.) 
19,41 19,99 20,06 
16,91 21,95 21,99 
14,40 24,13 24,27 
11,91 26,84 26,86 

9,440 29,69 29,65 
4,505 32,92 32,92 

3,160 33,70 33,73 
3,050 34,39 34,35 

2,939 35,49 35,56 

2,829 37,49 37,32 

2,718 40,51 40,37 

2,608 45,49 45,27 

2\497 53,51 53,58 

2,431 60,59 60,42 

2,394 65,24 65,60 

2,361 70,63 70,87 
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From the fOl'mula givE'n for v> Va it follows that for very great 
volumes pv = 1)25,5, ft'om which R = 1,140, in gooel hal'mony with 
the value 1,138 found by applying AVOGRADO'S law as holding 
for the limH 1). 

In order to know whether my formulae give also a sufficient 
approximatlOn fol' very high pressures, I have cà.lculated the critic~l 
isotherm al from A'MA.GAT'S system of isothermals fol' carbon dioxide. 
As critical temperature I found 3l °,4 C., hence pc = 73,6 atm.; 
for Vc I took the value 0.00424 (the norm al volume being chosen 
as unit), computed from the critical density 0.464. ThE' following 
t,tble showb th at if n = 4 and b = 0,00045, my formulae weU represent 
the obsel vations up to pressures of about 800 atm. 'rhe thil'd column 
gi"es the pressures I h~ve compnted fl'om the volumes observed, and 
the fourth column gives the volumes computed from the pressure 
observed. 

TABLE lIl. 

p v p (calcul) v (calcul.) 

1000 0,001752 1055 0,001764 
950 1767 989 1776 
900 1782 927 1789 
850 1799 864 1803 
800 1815 808 1817 
750 1832 752 18:35 
700 1847 'i09 1850 
650 1864 659 1868 
600 1887 603 1888 
550 1909 552 1910 
500 \ 1934 504 1936 
450 1965 448,5 1964 
400 1998~ 397,3 1996 
350 2037 346,7 2034 
300 2087 294,3 2081 
275 2115 268,5 2108 
250 2148 242,9 2139 
225 2182 220,3 2175 
200 2220 198,6 2217 

1) U s1I1g the LheoreLlc,Ll llol'm,Ll denslty for hydrogen 
I 0,00008955 X 1 000139 = O,1l000S!J6l 

J.nd the 1ll01ecIllm welghL of C:; LlIJ = 71 S2 (Camp C01l1m hom the L~hleJll,lbOl,ltOly 
Nn, 47 p,lge 12) 

Proceedlngs Royal ACdd Am .. tmdam. Vol. Il. 
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p v p (calcul) v (calcul.) 

175 0,002263 177,6 0,002269 

150 2333 151,0 2336 

125 2432 124.6 2430 

100 2600 98,7 2587 

76,30 3090 76,25 3086 

74,50 3283 74,57 3295 
73,75 3573 73,76 3576 
73,26 547 73,34 558 

72,37 630 72,46 637 

71,42 682 71,62 693 
69,50 771 69,76 782 

67,57 850 67,83 861 

64,63 968 64,72 972 
59,71 0,01156 59,74 0,01157 

54,77 1356 54,83 1359 
49,81 1584 49,88 1588 
44,84 1856 44,85 1856 

39,86 2187 39,86 2186 

3. The formulae I have found for the critical isothermals are purely 
empirica!. I was led to using formulae of the form given above by the 
remark that it was possible to find su eh a value of b that the 
critical isothermal, dra wn in a diagram with p as axis of ordinates and 

_1_ as axis of abscissae showed a centre of symmetry in the critical 
v-b 
point. In the annexed figure, repl'es€'nting thc critica! isothermals of 
isopentane, this symmetry is very conspicuous. 

The marks represent the observations, the }jne dmwn represents 
roy formula. 

It may be seen that on1y in a very foreed way a division of the 
pressunt into a thermodynamical and a cohesion pres'3ure can be 
deduced from my formulft, which diyision is the basis of VAN DER WAALS' 

theory. If therefore my fOl'mulae have a theoretical meaning, tbis 8eems 
to be based on a principle somewbat different from VAN DER WAALS' 

equation of state; I did however nOL succeed in deducing such a 
principle. 
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Mathematics. - "Tke theorem of J OACHIMSTH.A.L for the normal 
curves", by Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE. 

Th" circle through the feet of the three normals, which we can 
let fall from any point of the plane of a parabola on this curve, 
passes through the vertex of the curve. In othor words: 

"The circles of JO.A.CHIMSTHAL presenting themselves for a para
"bola form a net with one basepoint, the vertex of the parabola" . 

And the relation between the point P through which the three 
normals pass, !lnd the ~entre M of the corresponding circle of 
JOACHIMSTHAL can be expressed as follows: 

"If P describes the point-field of wbich the plane of the parabola 
"is the bearer, M generates in the same plane a point-field affinely 
"related to this." 

We shall now investigate how far these theorems can be extended 
\ 

to the normal curve N~ of tbc space Sn with n dimensions, and we 
shall commence this investigation with thc simple case n = 3 of the 

\ 

skew parabola. 

1. The liplzeres of' JOACHIMSTH.A.L fOi" tlte skew parabola. If the 
skew parabola is represented by the equations 

then 
x = t, Y = t2, Z = t3, 

3 tG + 2 t3 - 3 Z t2 + (1- 2 y) t - x = 0 . . . . • . (1) 

is thc equation of the n~rmal plane in point t. rl'his equatioll 
in t being of degree five, through any point P five normal planes 
'pass; the feet of these normal planes we shall call "conormal points" 
of the curve. These conormal points form on the curve an involution 
of degree five with three dimensions, fol', if three points of such 
a qu;ntuple are taken arbitrarily, the point P in space through 
which the five normal plan es must pass, and in this way likewise 
tbe supplementary pair of feet, is unequivocally determined. So 
there must exist two relations between the parametel'values t of five 
conormal points. If in general ~m represents the sum of the produets 

le, I 

l by l of k quantities m, we deduce immediately from (1) 

~ t=o, 
5,1 

3 ~ t = 2 • • • • 
5,2 

• • (2) 

On the other hand the six points of intersection of the given 
curve with thc sphere 

43* 
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(X_p)2 + (y_q)2 + (z-r)2 - 82 = 0 

are determined by the equation 

(t_p)2 + (t2_g)2 + (tS-r)2 - 82 = 0 I 
or 

t6 + t4 - 2 rta + (1-2 q) t2 _ 2 pt + p2 + q2 + 1'2 - 82 = O. (3) 

These "conspherical points" form on the skew parabola an invo
lution of degree six with four dimensions; for, if four of the six 
points of intersection be cho"len, the sphere is determined alld together 
with it the suppleml::ntary pair of points of intersection. From (:3) 
follows immediately that six conspherical points are connected by 
the two relatiolls 

:2 t=O, 
6,1 

between their parametervalues. 

~ t = 1. . . . . . . (4) 
6,2 

We now prove the following theorems: 
"Tl1e spheres determined by the quadruples of points of the skew 

"parabola, conormal with a given point tI, intersect this curve still 
"in two fixed points, determined by the equation 

3t2 -3t1 t+l=O; 

so they form a net of which these two points are the basepoints. 
And tho point tI dcscribing the curve, theE.E' basepoints generate on 
it aquadratic involution of Olle dimension, of which the two points 

+ ~ V 3 are the double points. 
3 

If Tl' 'Z'"2' 'Z'"SI 'Z'"4 are four points cOllormal with tI, then according 
to (2) we have the relationr, 

:2 'Z'"+tl=O, 
4,1 

2 
:2 T + tI :2 'r = -. . . . (5) 
4,2 4,1 3 

If 'rIl 'Z'"21 'Z'"a, 'Z'"4 are four points conspherical with t21 ta, then 
according to (4) we have 

80 from (5) and (6) follows immediately: 

1 
t2 ta = '3 I • • • • • (7) 

with which is proved what was asserted. For the spheres belonging 
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in the indicated way to the point tJ, which we name the spheres 
of JOACHIMSTHAL of tbis point, pass through two fixed points tg, ts 
and tbeir number is twofold infinite, it being possible to assume 
arbitmrily besides tI still two of the other four points T. 

2. The affinelY'1'elatfd point-fields (P) and (M). If tl1e point 
P, through which the five llormal planes pass, describes thc normal 
plane of point tI, and tI, as was assumed above, is alwaY8 one of 
tbc five conorrnal points, tbe centre ~lf of the sphere of .TOACHIMSTHAL 

passÏ1Jg through the four otber points moves in tbe plane tbat 
, bisects orthogonally the distance of tbe points tg. ts belonging to tI' 

Indicating the first plane by n and the second plane by ft, we 
have the tbporem: 

"Tbe point.fields (p) and (M) in tbe plan es re and fi corresponding 
"witb eaeh other are affinely related." 

From (3) ensues 

2xm=:E t, 
6,5 

1-2y.,=:E t, 
6,4 

2Zm=:E t, 
6,3 

where tbe sums refer to six conspherical points. 
If tg, tg appear among these and if we eaU the others again Tl! 

Tg, TS' T4, we finà 

1-2 '!JTII = tg ts :E T + (tg + ts):2 7: + :E 'C . • • (8) 
4,2 4,3 4,4 

Moreover, if tI is conormal with Tl' 'Tg. TS' ~4, we obtain accord" 
ing to (1) 

tI +:2T =0 
4,1 

1 
=-lI'p 

3 

• • • • • (9) 
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80 in connection with (7) we find by elimination of the quantities 
:2 'f the relations 

18 Ym = 6 YP + 3 ti + 4 

6 Zm= 3 zp - t) 

proving what was asserted. 

, • • • • (10) 

However the two point-fields (P) and (M) are not in perspective. 
For on the 1ine of intersectlOn of the plan es 'Ir and ft not a sipgle 
pomt com'sponds to itself. For the condJtions fl'p = :I:m. YP = Ym, 
Zp = Zm involve 

and this point is not situated in ~he normal plane of tI. 80 the 
connecting lines PM of the corresponaing points Pand Jf of 'Ir 

and ft form a system of rays (3, 1). 

3. Relatioll between tlle spacz'al systems CP) and (M). To a point 
P taken arbitrarily fiye points M correspond. For, if P is given, 
the five conormal points, the normal planes of which interseet in P, 
are given and any point of tbis quilltuple may be regarded as the 
above given point tI' 

To investigate how many points P correspond to any point M, 
we deduce tue equation of the plane ft belonging to tbe normal 
plane n of the point tI' '1'he plane !l bisecting the distance of the 
points tIJ, ts orthogonally, it is represented by the e<{uation 

which reduces itself in conu('ction with (7) to 

As tI present::; itself to degree five in this equation, any given 
point ilf IS centre of five spheres of JOACHIMSTHAL and so a quintuple 
of points P corresponds to this point M. 80 we find : 

"The relation of the spacial systems (P) and (M) is a corl'es
pondellce (5,5)". 
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Although it would not be difficult to trace by means of the 
equations (10) the complex of the connecting line .. P M, we shall 
avoid this for brevity's sake. 

4. CyclograpMc represen!afion of the spheres of JOA.CHIMSTHAL. 

If we wish to extend FlEDLER'S cyclographic representation of circles 
lying in a plane to spheres in space, we must suppose that the 
three-dimensional space containing the spheres forms part of a space 
S4 with four dimensions. We rep re sent in 84 a sphere lymg in Ss 
and having 1r1 as centre and (! as radius by the two points Mll Mg of 
the normal in M on 8s at a distance M MI = M Mg = (J from Jl. 

We sha11 now first investigate what is the representation of the 
liet of the spheres of J OACHfMSTHAL passing through the points t 21 ts 
of the skew parabola. If the ordinate in the direction perpendicular 
on Ss is indicated by w, the equations 

(.c - tZ)2 + (y - ti)2 + (z - t~)2 = w21 
• • • (12) 

(x - tS)2 + (y - t~) + (z - t~)2 = w2 

will indicate the two quadratic hypercones forming successively the 
representation of all the spheres through t2 and all the spheres 
through ts. Ey subtracting these equations from each ot~r we find 
that the section of the t~ 0 hypercones lies in a three-dimensional 
space perpendicular to Ss along the plane (11). So the locus 
of pairs of points MI' M2 corresponding to this net of spheres 
of JOACHHIISTHAL is, as the section of a hypercone of revolution 
with a three-dimensional space parallel to the axis of the hypercone, 
a hyperboloid of revolution with two sheets, and tUe orthogonalone. 

Passing on to the investigation of the curved space contallling 
the pairs of images of all the spheres of JOACHIMSTHAJJ, we have to 
deal with a simple infinite number of orthogonal hyperboloids of revo
lution with two sheets. 1.'0 find the degl'ee of that curved space we 
have but to observe that the point common to all the normals on S8 does 
not belong to the locus and that the number of points of that curved 
space situated on a definite one of those normals is double the 
number of planes (11) passing through the point (M) where that 
normal meets S3' This numLer being five, the curved space must 
be of order ten. Jt is not difficult to deduce the equation of the 
loc?s j we have but to eliminate t2 and ts between the iwo equations 

1 
(12) and t2 ts = S' To this end we give the equations (12) the form 
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T2 = t~ + t~ - 2 a' t~ + (1 - 2 y) t; - 2 z t2 + v2 = Ol, -

T.3 = t6 + t4 - 2 a' t3 + (1 - 2 y) t2 - 2 z t3 + v2 = 0 -3 3 3 3 I 

where v2 stands for a2 + y2 + z2 - w2• Reducing i S3 T2 - t2
3 1's = 0 

Illld ta 2 1'2 - t2
2 T3 = 0 by means of the relation 3 t2 t 3= 1, we finel 

in tI as variable 

3 (1 - 27 V
2
) t~ + 04z tI + 27 v

2 + 18 y - 7 = Ol, 

3 t~ + (1 - 27 v2) t} + 6 (3 z - ,v) = 0 

and so af ter eliminatitln of tI we obtain the equation 

3(1-27'02), 54z , 27v~18y-7, o o 
o 
o 

3 

o 

, 3(1-27 '02), 

o 
o 
3 

Mz ,27v2+18y-:::7, 0 

3(1-27'02), 54z, 27v2+18y-7 -'::0, 

1 - 27 '02 , 6 (3 z - x) , 0 

o 1-27'02 , 6 (3 z - x) 

which is rcnlly of degree ten. For by dcveloping we find 

Of this curved space the sphere, acrording to which the hyper
cone V2 = tl'2 + '/12 + Z2 - W2 = 0 intersects the space at infinity, is 
a fivefold surface, etc. 

In passing we remark that the plane (11) envelops the developable 
of which the rational skew curve of degree five represented by the 
equations 

6 x = t (18 tg, + 9 t
2 

- 1)\ 

2 (1 - 34) = 3 t2 (15 t2 .- 1) 

2 z = t (10 t2 - 1) 

is the cuspidal edge i as follows from the cornmon factor 30 t2-1 
of tbe deri vati ves ot' x, y,;; according to t this curve has two real 
cusps, etc. 

5. TAe normal curve N: of Sn. If we represent the curve by 
tbe equations 
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Xi = ti, (i = 1,2, . . . . . n), 

tbe following theorems are proved in an entirely similar way: 
"The byperspheres Bn-l with n-l dimensions determined by 

"groups of n+1 points of the curve N~ conormal with n-2 given 
"points t ll t2, •••• tn-2 of thnt curve, intersect tbe curve still in 
"n-1 fixed points 811 82' ••• 8n -1 and form therefore a net, of 
"which the hypersphel'e IJn - 3 determined by those n-1 points s is 
"the base. And if tbe system of the n-2 given points describes 

"thc curve N~, the groups of n-l points s determine on N~ an invo
"lution of degree n-1 with n-2 dimensions." 

"lf the point P describes the plane 11: commOll to the normal 
"spaces of n-2 given points tI, t2, •••• tn-2, thc centre M of the 
"correspondmg hypersphere of JOACHIMSTHAL describes the plane ft, 
"which is thc locus of thc points at equal distance from the 
"n-l points s depending in the indicated way on the n-2 given 
"points t; then Pand M describe in the planes 11: and ft affinely 
"related point-fields (P) and (M)." 

"Between the spacial systems (P) and (11) with n dimensions 
"exists a correspondence (2n-l, 2n-l)." 

"The cyclographic l'epresentation of all the hyperspheres of 
"JOACHIMSTHAL demands the given space Sn to be supposed to be 
"part of a Sn.J.1; it leads to a curved space of order 2 (2n-l) with 
"n dimensions in th is Sn+1 as locus of thc pairs of images, etc." 

We believe we can suffice with these general indications; we 
only wish stIll to observe that the coefficiellts of the equation deter
mining the n-l fixed points are connected in a simple way with the 
symmetrical functions :2 t of the n-2 points t taken arbitrarily. 

11- 2, Tc 

Mathematics. - (IApp1'oximation f01'mulae conceming the prime 
numbers not exceed~'ng a given limit". By Prof. J. C. KLUYVER. 

RIEMANN'S method for determining thc tatal number of the prime 
numbers p less than a given number c is equally serviceable, when 
it is required to evaluate otber arithmetic expressions involving these 
prime numbers, for example the sum :2 p-s of their (_s)th powers, 

p<c 
or the least common multiple M(e) of all integcrs less than (J. Thc 
different results, thus deduced, constantly contain a set of terms 
dep~nding on the complex zeros ft of the RlE~lA.NN ~-function. The 
most important of these terms is always one and the same disconti~ 
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nuous functions of C; the remaining ones are continuous and of less 
conseguenee . 

.A. direct evaluatioll of the discontinuous term is not to be thought 
of; if ho wever we suppose given beforehand the llumber ofthe prime 
llumbers less than c, we can eliminate the discontinuous term and 
we are enabled, as wiIl be ShOWll su1sequently, to arrive at "l'ather 
close approximations of other more or less symmetrie functions of 
these prime numbers. 

Jn order to obtaill the formulae-we have in view, we must apply 
RIEMANN'S method to the discontinuous integral 

a+IOO 

Gs(c) = -1-.f 
~'ln 

c,Z 

- log b (~ + 8) dz , 
z 

a-IOO 

the path of integration being a straight line parallel to the imaginary 
axis and on the positive side of it. 

By EULER'S elluation we have, supposing z + 8 > 1, 

n=co 1 
log b (z+ 8) = 2 - 2 p-z-s 

n=l n 

and by inserting this value in the integral we find 

n=oo 1 
Gs (c) = ~ - 2 p-ns. 

n=l n p"<c 

On the othel' hand we may express b (z + 8) as an infinite 
product, that is we may write 

z + 8 
log b (z + 8) = - log 2 - log (z + 8 - 1) +-"-- (C + log n) + 

2 

( 
Z + 8) n=oo! ( Z + 8) Z + s~ +~log 1--- + 2 log 1+-- --.- , 

f" ,u n=l 2 n l:l n 

or by subtracting at both sides lO.9 b (s), 

log b (z + s) = log b (s) - log (1 - 1 Z J + : (C + log n) + 

( Z) n=oo ~ ( Z) Z ~ +2log 1--- + ~ log 1+ 2 + --2 ' 
f" p.--s n=l n s n 

where in the series 
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2109 (1 __ z_) 
I'- fl-s 

the terms should be arranged according to the ascending moduli of 
the ft'S. Using this expansion of log S (z + s) in the integral Gs (c) 
and adhering strictly to the rp3soning adopted by H.IElfANN for the 
integral Go (c), we obtain 

It is desirabIe to give a somewhat different form to the series of 
integrallogarithms arising here. Let us assump the zeros ft to be of 
the form t ± i (1, then, by pairing off conjugate cOlDplexes, we have 

~-s + i{3 ~-8-i{3 

_Ct>_dl 

i-8 ~-s 

[ J cICxdx J cxd.c J 
= 2 f COB «(1 log c) x2 + (32 + (1 sin «(1 log c) a:2 + (12 = 

-Ct> -Ct> 

i-s ~-s 

~ [Sin «(3 log C)f cos (fJ {Dg C)J = 2.. cICd.r+ cZJ)dx-
{3 (i (12 

_ 00 _co 

~-s 

- ~2 f :;2a;~~:p' sin (fJ log c + sin-
l 

V a:~ ~ /12)] = 
-Ct> 

= 2C~-S[2sin(I'310gc) (l_S-_~) ~cos«(3logc) "5' ~J 
log c {3 (1 + 2 log C {3 Ijl. + (! -; /13 ' 

(j denoting a quantity the absolute value of which is Ie ss than 

I (1 - s)2 - -~ Cl - s) + _2 - !. 
log C (log c}~ 

Dealing similarly with the intE'gral 
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it appears that we may replace it by' 

(2 + s) (c2~l)l+is lot! c ' 

where 0 is positive and 'less than unity. 

Hence the preceding equationfor, -Gs (e) can be written 

f!. 
Gs (c) = log 1 b (s)1 +Li(c-S+1 ) + .-- -

(2+s) (e2-1) l+1;. s lofJc: 

2 c1;.-s [~Sin «(1lofJ e) .( l' . 1)' cos «(1 lOf! e) . 1 ] 
. - log e (3 , (:1 + 2" - s.- log cf, (32 , + (! ~ (:]3 .:_ 

and in particular we have for s = 0 

. . 6'" 
Go (c) = :- log 2 + Li (e) + -~--

- . \ 2 (e2 - 1) log c 

. 2 d [~8in «(1log,e) ( 1 1) "5' co.~ «(3 log c) .+', , ~ 1 J' 
- log C (3 '1'1 . +"2 -:- log c ,-; , (12 .' ~ (3 f.~3 

In these equations we have got expressed astrigonometrical ~eries 
,the terms, the oc<:urrence of which makes itnearly inipossible to - . 
arrive at a direct and complete determination of either Gs (c) or 
Go (c). All we know about these series, is that 

~. cos (/3 log c) and ~~ 
{3 (:]2 {3 (38 . 

converge unconditionally and that their values are rather sm all, 
because we have 

11. 
~ (12 = ,0.023105, . ~ (i8 <0.002. 

Further, that 
, ~ Bin «(3 log c) 

{3 iJ 

is a 'discontinous function of c suddenly changing 'its value, each 
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time its argument becomes equàl to the fhst, second, third, ... power 
of a prime number. 

This suggests that we eliminate the discontinuous function betweèn 
the two' equations and mere]y retain the relatioIl 

[ Gs (e) - log I ç (s) I - Li (o-s+1 )] ~e-s [Go (e)+ log 2 - Li (c)] = 

2set-S[·~cos(fJlogc).-.A 1-: ,B 
= ";:'--' -+ 2- + . 

log e . {3 (12 {3 (13 J. c2+s log c 

Whatever may ,be here the values of the coefficients A and B, 
from what pre ce des we may infer that they are finite and rather 

.1, . 
small, so that for' s >"2 and for tole!'ably large values of c the 

right-hand' side ,tends rapidly to zero~ 

Regarding jt 'as a vanishing quantity we .are led to cODclude 
that the relátion' ' 

[ Gs (c) - log I ç (s) I -Li (c-sH )] , c- s [Go (e) + log 2 - Ei (e)] 

furnishesapproximatively the value" of Gs (c) as soon as Go (c) be 
given, thati~, ,as soon as we kno-w how many prime numbers and 
powers of' prime numbérs are tobe found among the integers. not, 
exceeding c. , " ", ' 

The "last equation necessarily takes a slightly altered form when. 
8 is. ten ding to unity. , In that case we must make. use of the 
expanSlOns 

log I Ç(s) I =-log(s-I)+(s-I)Pl(S-l), 

Li (c~s+l) =C + log log cs":" l + (s - I)P2 (s --I), 

from which we have ultimately " -. ' 

~:~ [log I ç (s) I + Li (C-~+l)] = C + lo~logc. 

Hence the value ofG1 (e) may bederived approximately from 

/i[ Gl(e) - C - loglo~ c] . c- 1 [Go (c) + log 2 ~ Li (c)]. 
I .. , " 

Moreovel' it is evident that a l'elation similarto that between 
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Gs (c) and Go (c) exists betwoen two integraIs 'Gs (c) and Gt (c), and 
1 . 

that for 8> tand 8>"2 we may wrlte 

[ Gs (c) -log 1 t; (8) I -Li (O-S+l)] = 

= c-s+t [Gt (e) - log I t; (t) J - Li (c- t+1 )] • 

Lastly, we may remark that it is perfectly admissible to differen
tiate with respect to 8 the equation connecting Gs (c) and Go (c}. 

Remembering that 

is equal to the logarithm of the least common multiple M (c) of all 
integers less than c, and that b' (0) : t; (0) = log 2 'TC, we Eind, by 
putting 8 equal to zero aftel' the performance of the differentiation, 

[log M (c) + log 2 n - cJ -log c [Go (c) + log 2 - Li (e)] = 

2 ()! [~ W8 «(3 log c) ;s 1 1 B' 
= - log C,. /J2 + A (3 fi3 + eB log c • 

Now although the second member increases as c incl'cases, it 
remains relatively small with respect to c and log M (c); therefore we 
may expect the relation 

[Zog M (c) + log 2 'TC - c] = tog () [Go (c) + log 2 - Li (c) ] 

to furnish approximately the value of log M (c). 
rrhe following test-cases abundantly show, that already for a c 

of moderate magnitude the approximation is very close. 

I. c = e2 = 7.389, G9, (c) = 0.45277, Gs Cl) = 0.18077. 

[Gs (c) -log {; (3) - Li (e-4)] = 0.00052, 

e-2 [Gs (c) -lo.q ~ (2) - Li (e- S)] = 000054. 

Il. c = eB = 20.086, G1 (c) = 1.691$30, G2 (c) = 0.48456. 

[Gz (c) - log t; (2) - Li (e-3)] = 0.00080, 

e-al Gl (0) - C - log 3] ::::: 0.00088. 
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Hl. IJ = é = 148.413, Go (IJ):-:: 38.50953, GI (c) = 2,18005, 
log M (c) = 141.66097. 

[Gl (0) - C -log 5J = - 0.00661, 

6-5 [GO (c) + log 2 - Li (é)] = - 0.00662. 

[log M (c) + log 2 1& - e5] = - 4.914, 

log e5 [Go (c) + log 2 - Li (e5)] = - 4.913. 

IV. a=e7=1096.633, Go(c) = 191.79563, G1 (a)=2.52401. 

[GI (c) - C -log 7] = 0.00088, 

e-7 [Go (a) + log 2 - Li (e7)] == 0.00090. 

If we have 8> 1, it is fairly evident that for large values of c 
already the expression 

[Gs (a) - log f; (8) - Li (a-s+1 )] 

itt:elf may be considered as \ evanescent, and that by equating it to 
zero we are sure to obtain, quite independent of the value of Go (a), 
aresult for Gs (c) thut involves on1y a very smaH error, 

1 
But if we had 8 = 1, or even "2 < s< 1, this result would became 

unreliable, so that for 8 < 1 a previous knowledge of the value of 
Go (a) remains iudispeusable. 

This is CODDActed with the fact that in the lat ter case Gs (a) 
diverges 3S c becames infinite. 

Indeed we have for 8 = 1 

lI=W 1 
GI (c) = ::E p-l + ::E - ::E p-n I 

p<c n=2npn<c 

and it is the first térm :E p-l that increases beyond all limits for 
p<c 

c = 00 1). 
We will examine more clocely the behaviour of :z p-l. 

I P<C 

As s still surpasses ~, we may write. 

Lim [Gl (c) - C -loy log a] = 0, 
c=oo 

or 
11 

I) 'l'his W.lS llJl'eady stated by EUI.ER ("Inlro(luctio in Alllllysiu infinitorum," I, 
§ 279). 
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n 'ctJ 1 
Lim [2 p-l - loglo!l ~J = C - 2 - :J2 p-n • 
=ctJ p<C 11=2 n 

The numerical constant at thc right hand side is evaluated as 
follows. We suppose 8 > 1 and consider again the relation 

\ 

ctJ 1 
log ç (.I) = 2 - 2 p-ns. 

1 n 

From it we have conversely 

where lt denotes the successive terms of the infinite sequence 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,....., 

formed by wri ting in ascending order the integers not admitting 
multiple factors, and flh stands 'for the number of prime factors of 
lt (this number lL itself, if prime, included). 

Thus making 8 tend to unity we have simultaneously 

Lim 
8=1 

[ ] 

n=ctJ 1 
:2 p-~ -log ç (.I) =- 2 _p-n, 

n=2 n 

Lim [2 p- s - log ç (8)J = 
=1 

lt=ctJ (-l)tLh 
:2 -- log ç (h) = - 0 31572 , 

h=2 lt 

and at once find 

so that finally 

n=ctJ 1 
;S ....... ;S p-n = 0.31572, 

n-2 n 

Lim [2 p-1 - log log c] = C - 0.31572 = 0.26150. 
C=ctJ p<c 

We mentioued this result in order to compare it with a similar 

1) From this fOlmula it is rendlly seen Ist tllRt 'Z.jJ-8 IS an nnnlytic function 
f (8) of 8, we mny affirm to e"{ist m the right hnlf-plnne, 2nd that the blind between 
the 1)l11n11e1s 8 = ~ + tH and 8 = 0 + z~ IS dotted wIth ,1\1 mfimty of 10gnrIthmlc 
discolltlllUltles of f (8), Brd thut these dlscontmuitles grow lllOle Ulul more <lense 115 
we applonch the u\.Îs of imuglll,lltes, so..ts to plevent j' (~) efleclu,Llly from being 
cOlltillued mlo the lelt hull-pl'llle. 
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though wholly empirical formula communicated by LEGENDRE 1). 
According to LEGENDRE we shall have 

:E p-l = log (loge - 0.08366) - 0.22150 , 
p<c 

but LEGENDRE not taking 2 for a prime number, as we did, 0,5 
should be added to his result, so that we must read 

:E p-l = log (log e - 0.08366) + 0.27850, 
p<c 

or ultimately for e = 00 

Lim [ :E p-l - log log e] = 0.27850. 
c=oo p <c 

rrhus it o,ppears that the error in LEGENDRE'S formula for e = 00 

amounts to 0.017, this error diminishing somewhat, when the for
mulo, is used for large though finite values of e. 

In the preceding we have conc:,idered almost exclusively the inte- \ 
gmls Gb (c); we now proceed to show that we may deal similarly 
with the sum :E p-', though by so doing the formulae lose in 

8implicity. 
p<c 

Fiom 
h=rr.; (-1)1'1t 

:E p-(z+s) = :E log S (hz + lts) 
h=l h 

we del'ive 

But sinet' 
Gt (b) = 0 I 

if the limit b be less than 2, the foregoing infinite series actually 
contains only a finite number of terms and the summation letter 
h throughout satisfies the inequality 

log e 
lt< log 2 • 

1) "]'ss,ti sur 1.1 lhéolÎc des llom!Jlcs," 1808, p.3IJ4,. D'llJle loi lem<Hcluuhle ohsel vée 
d,lllb l'éllumér<ltioll des 1l0mhl6S plemiels. 

}>roceedlllgo ltoyal AC,llt. A.lu~tordalU. Vol. 11. 
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Suppose that lt suceessively becomesequal to 

1, 2, 3, ...• l~/, l~", •••• 1~1II, 

where Tt' and, h" denote any pair of consecutive va1ues _of 1~, 'itnd 
consider the expression 

Obviou81y we may write a180 
, '. . -' . 

h=h' (-1 )/Lh [ ,~ " "+ 1 ] , 
Bs (e) = 1==1 h Ghs(e h) - log] ç (8) I, - Li(e-~ :"~) , c: 

ànd, from what has been pl'oved hefore,' we inferthat Bs (c) approxi-
mately obeys' the .relation ' ",-

Ds (c) =e-S Do (c) • 

_ Tt is by means of this equation that we are able to find' 
, ::s p-s as soon as ~ po be given. 
p<c p<c 

The choice of h' and· Tt" is quite arbitrary. If desired we may'take 
l~' = l~I"; in general it wiJl be advisablEl ·to determine l~" bythe con-' 

,·1 
, -11' ' 

dition that eh is just a little les8 than 5, in order to avoid t~e 
1 

applicatioll of the approximation formula for' Ghs (eh) in cases '\yhere ' 
1 

eh. is too smaH a number. ' 
, It will be seen from tbe following exampJes that the formll1a may 

be re1ied on, if a not toa close approximation is, required. 

1. c= é = 148.413, :2 po = 34, ::s p-l = 1.87980. 
p<c p<c, 

l~' = 3, lt'" ....:... 7. 

, , 1 5" 

Bo(e)"':'" 34 - [-log 2 + Li(e5)] + 2" [-log 2 + Li(e"2)] + 
1 ' 5" 1 1 ' 1 ..' , 

+3 [-l092+ Li (/la)] + 6" [1] + 6" [1] +- '7 [1] = - 1.08524. 
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+2 [l09b(3)+Li(e-~)] +~ [-;] ~l:. [1] + 2[ \] = I p-1-1.88701. 
3 5 2, ,6 26 7 2 p < c , 

The ! relation 

gives 
Hl (c) = e-5 Ho (c) 

I p,-l = 1.87970, 
p<c 

6 ::::: 0.00010. 

,IT. c = e7 = 1096.633, I pO = 183, I p-l = 2.21239. 
, p<cp<c ' 

h' = 3, 1/' = 5, hili = 10. ' 

, ' '1 ' , "7 

Ho (c) = 183 - [-log 2 + Li (e7) ] + 2" [-log 2 + Li (e2")] + 
- .' . 

, lh (c)= :2 p"':'l - [e + loq 7] + ~ [fog b (2) + Li (' e. -i)lJ + 
p<c ,2 ' -

1[1] 'lll]"" + ___ ..:......_ =:Ip-l - 2 21162 
,,7 27 10 210 p <c .. 

The 'relatión ' 
Hl (c) = e-c7 Ho (c) 

gives " 
I p-l = 2;21243, ,6-0:00004. 
p<c ' ", 

lIl. c " é = 54.598, :I po = 16, :I p-s = 0.17472. 
, ,p<c p<c 

'I 

1~' = 2, 1~!/ = 3, h"'::::: 5. , ' 

/1 1 '1 ' 
+ "3 [2 ] + 5" [IJ = 0.05949., 

44* 
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1 Hs(c) p ~f-S- [log b (3) + Li (IJ-S)J + ~ [log!; (6) + Li (e-lO)J + 

1[1 IJ 1[IJ +- -+- + - 15 = ~p-s - 0.17472. 
3 29 39 5 2 p<c 

The relation 

glves 
Hs Cc) = e-12 Ho Cc) 

~ p-3 = 0.17472, _ D. = 0.00000. 
p<c 

Chemistry. "Thermodynamics of Stanrlm'd OeUs" (First Part). 
By Dr. ERNST COREN (Communicated hy Prof. H. W. BAKH-gIS 
ROOZEBOOM). 

1. A.s the elegant researches on the CLARK and WESTON eelIs 
performed by KAHLE, JAEGER and WACRSMUTR 1) in the Physika
lisch-Technische Heichsanstalt have now been brought to a ('lose 
and their measurernents have heen verified hy the highly accurate 
detel'rninations of' CALLENDAR and BARN ES 2), it appeare,l to me 
wor th while to check these experimental results hy thermodynamics. 

Not only is the E. M. F. of the CLARK-cell used as the unit of 
E. M. F., but the value of the exact knowledge of that standard is 
much increased since hy the measurements of I CALLENDAR and 
BARN ES 3), the value of the. heat-uuit is based on it. 

During the research whieh I shaH eommunicate in the following 
lines, it has appeared to me that the accepted views regardillg the 
meehanism of the action of thc normal eeHs are incorrect because 
the old mistnke has again been made of ignoring the aetllal phascs 
of the substances whieh take part in the changes within the eell. 
This neglect lIas already given risc to erroneous ealeulations and 
conclusions. 

Thcse erroneous views will first be discussed alld then a complete 
theory of the action of the norrnal cells will be given. We will 

1) KAULE, Zeitschrift fûr Instrumentenkunde, 12, S. 117 (1892); ibid. 13, S. 191 
l:!. 293 (1893). WIDDEM.lt-N'S Annalen 51, ::5.114 und 203 (ISY4), ibid 64:. S. 92 (1898); 
JAEGER und WACHSMUl'lJ, Elektrotechn. Zeitschrift 15. S. 507 (1894); WIEDEMANN'S 

Annalen 59. S. 575 (1896); W. JAEGER. Elcktrotechn. Zeitschrift 18. S. 647 (lS97): 
WIEDEMANN'S .\nn. 63. S. 3.5'~ (18!J7); JAEGER und KAHLE, Zeitschl'ift fûrInstrumen
tenkunde (1898) lIil. 

2) Proc. Roy. Society 62. 117. 
a) Rep. Brit. Association 1899. Section A. Pllysical Review, Vol. X No. 4, p. 

202. April 1900. ' 
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then apply those considerations to the CLARK-cell tor which the 
necessary date are in existence. It will be seen tbat there is a very 
satisfactory agreement between theory and practice. 

2. By the investigations of JAHN 1), the accurary of tbe celebrated 
equation of GIBUS and v. HELMHOL'I'Z, which gives the relation 
between the electrical energy, the chemical energy and the tempe
rature-coefficient of a reversible galvanic cen in qualitative as weIl 
as in a quantative direction, has been confirmed. We will take 
that equation as starting point, 

. . . . . • • • (1) 

in which Erepresents the E. M. F. of tbe reversible ceU at the 
-temperature T, Ee the chemical energy of the chemical, or rather 
chemico-phyRical process which takes place in the ceU (at 1 0

) when 
nEo Coulombs pass through it; n is the valency of the moving ion 

and dE the temperature:coefficient of the E. M. F. at To. 
dT 

3. Both the E. M. F. and the temperature coefficient ofthe CLARlt
and WEsToN-cell have been determined by the above mentiono I 

with such a high degree of accuracy that they provide an excellent 
material from whi~h EG may be calculated by means of equation (1). 
We will give those calculations provisionally fol' the CLARK-cell 
only, as same data for the WEsToN-eell are still wanting and will 
have to Ibe determined experimentally. In order ~hat Ee mayalso 
be calculated from the caloric figures, so as to compare the value 
thus found with that found by the electric method, one must first 
understand what happens in thc eeU when Eo Coulombs pass through 
it. The mechanism of the change bas so far, as for instanee by 
NERNST in his u'rheol'etische Chemie" (2e AuR. 1898), S. 657-658, 
been represented by tbe equation: 

Zn + Hg2 804 ~ 2 Hg + Zn S04 • • . • • (A) 

, ' 
If this representation were correct, then when 2 X 95640 Cou-

lombs have passed tbrough the ceU and consequently 1 gram-atom 
of zinp bas passed into solution, the heat-effect Ee would be repre· 

I) WIED, Ann. 28, S. 21 en 491 (1886) 1 ibid 63, S. 44 (1897). 
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sented by th~ difl'erence of the heats of formation of Zn 804 and 
Rg2 804• 

It must be at onee pointed out that under the ordinary eonditions 
in which the cell is used, namely below 39°, the Zn804 generated 
by the current will take up 7 H20, which action is accompanied 
by evolution of heat. 

One would thus be inclined to replace the equation A by: 

But even this representation of the matter is incomplete and gives 
totally wrong results if a calculation is based on it. I, here,-refel' 
to the article of MAC-INTOSH in thc Journalof Physical Ohemistry,_ 
Vol. 2. p. 185 (1898), in whieh this erroneous vi~w fOl'mS the 
starting point. 

He investigated a eell of the OL ARK-type. in which the Zn and 
Zn 804 • 7 H20 had been replaced by Ou and Ou 804 • 5 H20. -The 
difference of thc heats of formation of Ou 804 • 5 R 2 0 and Rg2 _804 

in accol'dance with. the equation : 

Ou + Hgz 804 + at!.. =: .. 2 8~ + Ou 804' 5 HzO. • • (B) 

is regarded as the heat evol ved by the reaction taking plaee in 
the cello 

From the measured E.M.F., 0,3613 volts, of this ceU at T= 290Q
, 

, dE 
and the temperature-coefficient - = - 0,0006 volts at that tempe

dT 
ráture, he calculates (taking the heat of formation of Ou 804 , 5 R~O 

, as 201000 calories) the heat of formation of Hgz 804 to be 175000 
calories. With the aid of this figure and the heat of formation of 
Zn 804 • 7 HzO (253000 calories) he calculates, starting from the 
equation A' the E.M.F. of the CLARK-cell at 17°,0 to be 1.427 volts, 
whih;t KAHLE has found it to be 1.4304 at 17°,0. 

We will see later on that the difference of 2,6 millivolts is due 
to the wrong' principle on which the calculation is based. 

4. I will now in the first pla6e calculate Ec for the CLARK-cell with 
the aid of the data given hy the electriçal measurements of KAHLE, 
JAEGER, WACHSMUTH, CALLENDAR and BARN ES. The calculations 
will all be worked out for 'l' = 291°, as the calorimetrie determi
nations of THOMSEN, which we shall uso later on are made at that 
temperature. 
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The E. M. F. of the CLARK-cell at to may, according to KAHLE, 
be represented hy: 

Et = E15 - 0,00119 (t-15) - 0,000007 (t"'7"15)2 • • (2) 

CALLENDAR and BARN ES give as' the result of their measurements: 

'Et = E 15 - 0,001200 (t-I5) - 0.00U0062 (t-15)2. • (3) 

From (2) follows: 

dE 
- = - 0,00119 - 0,0000140 (t-15) • • • • (2a) 
de 

From (3): 

dE - = - 0,00120 - 0,0000124 (t-l 5). . . • . (3a) 
dt , 

According to JAEGER and KAHLE, the E.MF. of the CLARK-cell 
at 15,°,0 C. is 1,4328 volt. 

If we now calculate the temperature·coefficient at 18° C. (T: 291) 
we find: 

According to (2a) 

According to (3a) 

(~~) = - 0,001232 Volt. 

T=291. 

(
dE -) = - 0,001237 Volt. 
dt , 

T=291. 

For the E.M.F. of the CLARK-cell at 18°C.(T=291) we find: 

E291 = 1.4291 Volt. 
, 

If these values are introdnced into equation (1) p. 611 and 
everything expressed in caloric measure, 1 volt-coulomb being taken, 
in accordance with the 'measurements of JAHN 1) as being equal 
to 0,2362 cal. we obtain:, 

II 'Ec = 2 X 40745 = 8:1.-100 calories. 

!). WIED. Ann. 25. S. 49 (1885), Zeitschr. ftir phys. Chemie 26.385 (1898). 
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5. If we now cal cu late this heating effect, by meana of the 
incorrect equation A on pag. 611 we flnd: 

Ee = Heat of formation Zn 804 - Heat of formation Hg2 804• 

The heat of formation of Zn 804 lIas been determined by TlIOMSEN 1) 

as 230090 calories, that of Hg2 804 determined by VARET 2) some 
years ago in two totally different ways as 175000 calories. 

By the calorimetric way we therefore find: 

Ee = 230090 - 175000 = 55090 calories, 

a value differing na Ie ss than 26000 calories from that obtained 
by the electrical method. 

If with MAC-INTOSH, we take inio consideration the fact that 
Zn 804 .7 H2 0 is formeel, and allow, according to THO~[SEN, 22G90 
calories for thc heat of hydration of Zu 804 to Zn 804 • 7 H2 0 we 
find: 

Be = 252780 - 175000 = 77780 calories 

a flgure which still differs considcrably from that calculated (81490 ca1.). 

6. Having now demonstrated that the prf.'vailing ideas as to 
the reactions tuking place in the OLARK-ceIllead to great differences, 
we may investigate what reany orcurs in the cell when the current 
is closed. 

8uppose 2 X 96540 Ooulombs have passed; 1 gram-atorn of zinc 
wiIl have dissolved and this will have combined with an equivalent 
quantity of 804 from the Hg2 804 to form Zn 804, 

This Zn 804 will now immediately abstract water from the satur
ated solution of Zn 804 . 7 H20 contained in the ceU in order to 
form Zn 804 • 7 H20. This abstraction of water will take place 
according to the equation: 

I 

Zn 804 + _7 (Zn 804 A B20) = ~ Ztl S04' 7 H20 ••• (0) 
A-7 A-7 

where Arepresents the nurnber of mols. of water which are present 
in the saturated solution alung with 1 mol. of Zn 804 at _ the 
temperature l' of the cello 

1) Thermoohem. Untel'suchungen lIl. S. 275 en II S. 245. 
~). Ann. de chimie et physiquel Vnf (7) (1896). See nlso BIlRTHELOT, Thermochimie 

n p. B60 (97). 
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Tbe Zn 804 • 7 H20 formed will be deposited from the satllrated 
solution eontained in the een anel be added to the erystals al ready 
present. 

The heating effect Ee in the eeIl is now equal to the differenee 
of the heats of formation of Zn 804 and Hg2 804 plus the heat 
effect W of the change represented by equation (C) whwh may be 
calculated from thermochemical data. 

The value of A may be calculated from the solubility determinat
ions made by CALLENDAR and BARN ES 1) and COHEN 2). Their 
l'esults, whiC'h agree perfectly, lead io the equation: 

L = 41.80 + 0.522 t + 0.00496 t2 

where L l'epl'esents the number of grams of Zn 804 which are 
soluble in 100 gl'ams of water at tO. -

I 

From this eqnation it is found that at 180 O. A = 16.81 so that 
at that temperature the equation (C) assumes the followmg farm: 

\ 

Zll 804 + 0.713 (Zn 804 .16.81 H20) = 1.713 Zn SO<j.. 7 H20 ... (Cl) 

The heat effect aceompanying this change may be founel by 
,supposillg the systems on the left and on the right hand side of 
thfl equation to be dissolved in water so that both shaH have the 
fhlal-eoneentration Zn 804 .400 H20. 

We then find: 
Heat of solution Zn 804 -Zn 804 .400 H20 = + 18430 calories 

THOlllSEN, Thermochem. Untersuchungen In, 8. 275. 

The heat of dilution of (Zn 804. 16,81 H20 - Zn 804• 400 H20) 
is ealculated ,lS follows: 

The heat of dilution Zn 804 • 20 H20 - Zn 804 • 50 H20 = 
+ 318 calories TROMSEN 1. c. p. 90. 

therefore, heat of dilution Zn 804 . 16,81 H20 - Zn 804 . 20 H20 

= 33
1
0
8 

(20 -16.81) = + 338 calories. 

8inee now, the heat of dilution Zn 804. 20 H20-Zn 804 .200 H20 
= + 390 calories THOl!SEN 1. C. p. 37 

and the heat of dilution Zn 804 . 200 H20 - Zn 804. 400 H20 = 
, + 10 calories TROMSEN 1. C. p. 91. 

/ I) Proc. Roy. Soc. 62. 117. 
~) }Jroc. l~oy. Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Ir 1900, p. 3R7. 
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tbe heat of rlilution required, Zn 804 , 16,81 HsO - Zn 804 • 

400 HsO = 33.8 + 390 + 10 = 433.8 calories. 
The heat of solution of Zn 804 • 7 H20 - Zn 804 • 400 HsO 

= - 4260 calories TROMSEN, 1. -Co p. 275 
Equation (Ol) now gives: -

W = 18430 + 0.713 X 433.8 + 1.713 X 4260 = + 26037 calol'ies. 

The total heat-effect in the ceU-now becomes: 

F:.c = (230090 + 26037) - 175000 = 8:11~' calories 

while the calculation based on the electrical rneasurements gave us 
814,00 which is a very satisfactory agreement. 

We ean, of course, express this result in a different manner and 
calculate the ternperature-coefficient at 18° O. from the thermochemical 
data and compare it with that found experirrientally. 

The calculation gi yes : 

(
dE) 8006 - = - = - 0,001~0' Volt, 
dt 291 X 22782 

ISO 

whilst O,00:l~3ó Volt. was found experimentaUy. 

7. Thus far we have only considered eeUs such as are used in 
practice, that is to say ceUs which contl1in a large excess of 
undissoLved Zn 804 , 7 H20. 

lf the cell has a higher temperature than 39°, which is the tran
sitioll point of the salt with 7 mols. of water of crystallisation, or 
when it has come down to a Jower temperature aftel' the complete 
change of the solid salt, the cen will contain undissolved Zn804.6H20 1). 

8imilar considerations then lead to the following equation for the 
change which oecurs during the passag'e of the current: 

'6 a 
ZnS04 + - ZnS04 a HsO = -0 ZnS04' 6 H20 .• (D) 

a-6 a-

For this ceH we can also ealculate Ec from JAEGER'S electrical 
measurements and compare it with the value found by the calori
metric method. 

') See CALLBNDAR and BARNES, Proc. Roy. Soc. 62, 117. JAEGER, WIED. Ann. 68, 
354. OOREN, ZeitsCJhrift fûr phys. Chemie 2ó, 300 (1898). EARNES, Journni ofphysicnl 
Chemistry 4, 1 (1900). 
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We will, for instanee, make the calculation for 150 C.; a is 1) 
than 15,67 and the equation (D) becomes: 

Zn 804 -I- 0,620 Zn 804.15.67 HzO = 1,620 Zn804• 6 HzO . (D') 

Calculating as before and using THOMSEN's figures we find: 

W = 18430 + 0,620 X 441 + 1,620 X 843 = + 20069 calories 

and for the total heat evolved in the ceH: 

Ec = (23090 + 200(9) - 175000 = '6169 calories • 

According to JAEGER'S measurements, for a ceH containing un
dissolved Zn 804 , 6 H20: 

Et = 1,400 - 0,00102 (t-39) - 0,000004 (t-39)2 • . (4) 

therefore 
El5 =:: 1,4225 Volts. 

It further follows from (4) that 

(dE) = _ 0,00102 + 48 X 0,000004 = - 0,000828 Volt 
dt 

15° 

therefore 

Ec = 2 ( 1,4225 + 288 X 0,000828) 22782 = '60" calOl'ies 

whilst calorie determinations gave Ee = '6169 calories an almost 
perfect agreement. 

Results of tke 'research. 

1. The accepted views respecting the mechanism of the action 
of standard cells are incorrect, because insufficient attention has 
been paid to the al.ltual phases of the substances which take part 
in the reactions going on in the ceHs. 

2. The representation of the reaction in the CLARK-normal ceU 
by the equation: 

Zn + Hg2S04~ 2 Hg + Zn804 

as given for instance by NERNST, must be replaced by the equations: 

1) Proceedings Hoyal ACRd. Amsterdam. Vol. U, p. 338. 
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liquid solid 
and 

Zn + _6_ (ZnS04' a HzO) + HgZS04 ~ 2 Hg + ~ Zn S 0 4, G Hz 0 
a-6 a-6 

I 

liquid solid 

in which A, or a, represents tbe number of mols. of water which 
accompany one molecule of Zn 804 in the saturated solution at the 
temperature of the eell. I 

3. It has been demonstrated that caleulations based on the old 
view lead to utterly faulty results. 

4. The value of Ee in the equation of GIBBS and v. HELMHOLTZ 
is caleulated by means of the new equation. For the CL ARK-norm aI
eeU in whieh undissolved Zn 804 , 7 HzO is pr~sent the caleulation 
gave: 

at 180 C. Ee = 8:1.:1.2' calories 

whilst experimentally the value Ee = 8:l!leO ealories was found 
or, the ealculation gives as temperature.coeffieient at 18° C. 

- 0,00:1.20' Volt. 
whilst experimentally - 0,00:1.235 » 

was found. 
For the CLARK-cell eontaining undissolved Zn 804 • 6 HzO, the 

caleulation at 15° C. giyes Ee = '5:1.óD calories, ' 
whilst experiment gives Ee = '50" " 

Amsterdam, University Chemical Laboratory, 
April 1900. I ' 

\ 

Chemistry. - "Studies on Inve1'sion" (First Part). By Dr. ERNST 
COHEN (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). 

1. A few years ago (1896) it was stated by RAYMAN and 
SULO in a paper 'on eatalytie hydration by metals 1), that when 
eane·sugar is dissolved in very pure water (conduetivity 0.7 X 10-(1) 
and exposed in platinum vesseIs to temperatures over 80° C. a 
deeided inversion takes plaee which proeeeds with a steadily inereasing 
veloeity. 

1) Zeitschrift für phys. Chemie 21. 481 l1896). 
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From their mther extensive material I have taken the following 
tabIe: 

TABLE 1. 

Temperature 800 • 

Time (in hours). Rotation of the solution. k. 

0 IlO .56 ---
8 11 .49 0.00025 

14 11 .42 0.00029 

26 10 .89 0.00076 

36 9 .23 0.00203 

48 4 .95 0.00523 

58 o .31 0.01032 

I have calculated the velocity-constant k in the third column 
from the equation: 

1 A 
k=-l. 

t A -:v 

in which Arepresents the initial concentration of the invel'ted sugar 
solution and :c the concentration at the time t. 

I have taken it for granted in that calculation that RAYMA.N and 
SULC have polarized their solutions at 25° C. Although they do not 
actually say so, I eonelude sueh to be the case from a remark on 
p. 488 of their paper. 

For the calculation of the end-rotation I have made use of the 
equation of HERZFELD 1) who states that every degree ofright-handed 
polarisation of the original solution gives (0.4266-0.005 t) degrees 
of left handed polarisation at the temperature tO. 

I have now made a further investigation of the peeuliar pheno-

menon described by RA YMAN and SULC, in the laboratory of Prof. 
SVANTE ARRIIENIUS at Stockholm to whom I wish here to express 
my hearty thanks for the great hospitality extended to me during 
my stay in Stockholm. ' 

In the first plaee this article will deal with the method of working 
and the facts thus collected whilst in a future communication this 
material wiU be subjected to a closer calculation. 

1) See E. O. vo~ 11PP?tlANN, die Chemie der Zuckernrten (l8U5) S. 516. 
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2. If it be supposed that both cane-sugar and the products obtained 
by inversion d-glucose and d-fructose aro of an acidic nature, then 

the qualitative action in the experiments of RAYMAN and flute may 
be explained by assuming' that the produced invert-sugar is a strovngcr 
acid than the originally present saccharose. 

It was now my object to experimentally prove in the fil'st place 
the correctness of that assumption. If it is correct then it must be 
assumed that by the action of pure water on saccharose two (stronger) 
acids are formed which as their amountf'l increase will accelerate 
the inversion. 

That cane·sugar behaves Iike an acid is showll by the researches of 
C. KULLGREN in ARRRENIUS' laboratory. He determined the influence 
exercised by different non-electrulytes on the saponification-velocity 
of ethyl acetate by sodium hydroxide at 20°.7 C. 

His results are represented graphically in fig. 1. The abscissae 

"- ~ 
. ......, i'.. I'" r- ..... 

r-.... " i',. r-.... t--.. 

"- ...... ........ r--. ...... lor , 
Ï'... 

...... ..... l! 
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Fig. 1. 

represent the concentrations of the added non·electrolytcs (in per
centage by volume). 

Curve I relates to the expel'iments with acetone. 

"II " "" " "ethyl alcobol. 
"lIl " ,," " "methyl alcobol. 

"IV " "" " "glyoerol. 

" V " " " " 
" saooharose 

the ordinates the saponification·velocities at 20°.7 C. 
FrOlll this representation we see at on ce that glycerol and parti-
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cularly saccharose enormously diminish the saponification velocity. Now, 
these are just the substances which form salts with Na OR according 
to the scheme: 

KULLGREN attributes the influence exercised by glycerol and saccharose 
to a chemical change in the above sense, showing plainly the acidic 
nature of cane-sugar. 

H, on the strength of this view, the influence exercised by the 
addition of saccharose on the electrical conductive power of N./4o NaaR 
solutions is calculated, a satisfactory agreement appears to exist 
between the calculation and the experiment as shown by the 
following table taken from KULLGREN. 

( 

TABLE Ir. 
Relativa 

Percentage by volume Conductivity (at 20°.7 C.) _ A. _ 

saccharose. found. calculated. 

0 4.04 

0.533 3.06 3.32 

1.058 2.79 2.36 

2.11 2.12 2.33 

4.20 1.63 1.78 

7.00 1.26 1.31 

15.87 0.78 0.73 

3. I have now studied the influence which cane-sugar invert-sugal', 
d-glucose, d-fructose and finally mannitol exercise on the saponifi
cation-velocity of N./4o ethylacetate by N./4o NaaR. 25° was chosen 
as the temperature of the experiments. 

Mttlluitol was also investigated in order to show once more that 
substances which do llot yield salts exercise an influence of a quite 
different kind than those who do form such compounds. 

The different solutions were mixed together in the well-known 
manner in 100 cc. Hasks made of Jena-glass which were previously 
steamed. In every case the concentration of the ethyl acetate and 
of the lye wa.c:; N./40• 

Th'e flasks were suspended in a thermostat the temperature of 
which was constant with;n 0,03° (toluene-regulator and powerful 
.stirring by means of REINRICI hot air-motor). From time to time 
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(the chronometer sbowed a fifth of a second) 10 ('c. were pipetted 

a 

A 

B 

from the flasks aDd added to 10 cc. 
of standardised acid; the excess of 
acid was then titrated with N./4o NaOR 

C +-- D using phénolphthalein as indicator. 
The stalldard liquids were kept in 

large bottIes and duly protected from 
the cf.!.rbon dioxide of the air 1). 

c 

w 
A 

The pl'eparation of 1ye free from 
002 is generally done by allowing 
metallic sodium to liquefy under a jar 
in which a basin of water is nlaced. 

~ 

By following this method 2) the prepar-
ation of, say, 1 litre of N. soda takes 
many days. I have, therefore, con
strurted a simple litt1e apparatus whieh 
enables us to dissolve in a few hours 
50 grams of sodium out of contact 
with the air. The apparatus may be 

FIg. 2. put together by means of materials 
whieh are found in every laboratory 3). (Fig. 2). 

B is a jar (bottomless bottIe) closed by a trebly-perforuted eork. 
Through the hole in the centre passes a soda-lime tube G. Through 
both tbe other holes a tbin eopper tube enters (or leaves) tbe jal", 
whieh runs alollgside the walls and is rolled eircularly at the uottom 
(3 windings). Within the circ1e is placed a silver dish filled with 
metallic sodium cut up into small pieees. The jar witb the dish 
is then placed into a crystallizing basin ~ontajning a little water so 
that the 10wer edge of the jar dips a few e.m. into the water. 
From a boi1ing-fl.ask with a safety tube steam is passed through 
the copper tube the other end of which is cOllnected with a water
airpump to remove condensed water. 

Soon the jar gets filled with water vapour, hydrogen escapes 
through the soda-line tube and af ter a few houl's, the sodium is 
completcly liqueficd and dissolved. Tfaces of carbon dioxide whi('h 
m'ly be present in the solution were 1001l0ved by boilil1g the solution 
with a little Ba (OHh· 

I) Compare SPOIIR, Zeitsclllift rür pllYS. Chemie 2, S. 194 (1888). 
2) OS'r\VALD, Hund- und Hulfsbuch ZUl" AusflllllllUg physiko.chemischer Messungen, 

S. 281. 
J) Compme ltosDNl'DLD, Jouru. fUl" pl~(Jt Chemie )/". F . .,J,S (lSIl&) 5()U. 
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A.. Experiments with saccharose. 
4. Pure sugar candy was dissolved in water 1), pl'ecipitated with 

alcohol (96 vol. proc.), wUElhed with ether and thon dl'ied in vaouo 2). 
rrhe ethyl acetate used in these and subsequent experiments was 
thrice redistilled and afterwards a N .ho solution was made of it. 

I investigated the influence of N·/5, N·/lo , N./2D , N /40 and N'/SD 

sugar solutions Oll the saponification-velocity. These were prepared 
by means of N /21/ 2 stock solution which was preserved with camphor 
to prevent fungoid growth. In these as in all subsequent experiments 
the solutionE> were always prepared quite independently of each othel' 
whi1st for each solution the velocity constant was determined 5 
(or more) times. Tho mean of the two series thus obtained will 
be taken as the end figure. 

When ca1culating the constant (k), the concentration at the first 
observation was considered as the initial concentration, so that thfl 
influence of the first errors becomes trifling. The constant folloW's 
from the equativn 3): 

Before giving the results obtained on saponifying solutions to 
which saccharose had been added, I will first give some determinations 
made with purely aqueous solutions. 

In all the following tables, t represents the time required fol' 
saponification in mmutes, Cn the concontration cf the lye (expressed 
in N /40 NaOR); the third column contains the value k Cl. 

T A. B L E lIL 
N'/4D ethyl acetate + N./4~ Na OH 

Fu.t series Second series 

t Cn kC I t Cn kC I 

2 7.29 2 7 20 

4 5.82 0.126 4 5.75 o 126 

6 4. 90 0.122 k=6,86 6 4.81 o 124 

8 4.18 0.124 \I 3.90 o 121 k=6,88 

10 3 63 0.126 12 3.18 o 126 

12 3.23 0.125 15 273 0.123 

avcrage 0.125 average 0.124. 

1) 'I.'he WILter usecl in the e'\ petÏmellts WilS distilled with particlllar cure aDd freed 
fiOlll c,llbon dio'\.ide by p,lssing 1\ cmrellt of air (free from CO~) fol' 6 hours. 

~) See E. O. VON LIl'l'ftlANN, die Chemie del' ZllckClmten (1895), S. 59. 
J) See VAN 'T Horr-COHJ.N, Studien ZllI chemischen Dynllluik (18U(j), 8. I Ö j 

ARRIlLNLU&, Zeitschrift fUl phy~. Ohemie L 112 (1887). 

45 
Proceedings RQyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol 11. 
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Às the average of both series we, therefore, find k = 6,86 at 25°. 
I 

By way of comparison we may put the figures of ARRHENIUS 

and SPOHR side by side: 

ARRHENlUS 1) found at 2,~0. 7 (N'/40 ethyl ncetate + N /40 NaOH) 6.45 and 6.59 aver. 6.52 
SPOHR 2) found at 25°.0 (N'/40 ethyl acetate + ~'/4' NaOH) 6.51 

The found figure 6.86 at 25°.0 agrees very weil with ARRHENIUS' 

9g"ure 6.52 at 24°.7, if we consider- that a difference in temperature 
of 0°.3 already influences the velocity of the reaction to the extent 
of about 6 pCt. 3). 

TABLE IV. 

N./40 ethyl acetate + N/4D Na OH + N ./5 saccharose. 

First serie. Seeond series. 

t Cn kC) t Cn kC) 

10 6.43 10 6.45 

15 5.51 0.0333 15 5.55 0.0324 

20 4.85 326 k=2,03 20 4.90 316 k=1,9D 

25 4.30 330 25 4.38 315 

35 3.58 318 35 3.53 330 
averllge 0.0327 average 0.0321 

TABLE V. 
N'/40 elhyl Reetale + N./4D NaOH + N./IO saccharose: 

l!'irst series. Second series. 

t Cn kCI Cn kC) 

5 6.91 5 6.81 

10 5.45 0.0535 10 5.40 0.0525 

15 4.47 545 k=3,14 15 4.45 530 k=3,lO 

20 3.81 542 20 3.78 534. 

g5 3.30 547 25 3 33 522 

average 0.054.2 average _0.0528 

, 
1) ARRlmNlUS, Zeitschrift fûr phys. Chemie 1. 112 (1887,. 
2) SPOHR, ibid 2. 19.J. (1888). 
a) StudiE'n zur chemisehen llynnmik S. 129. 
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T A. B L E VI. 

N'/40 ethyl aeetale + N./4o Na OH + N'/20 saeeharose. 

First Series. 

t Cn 

3 7.20 

7 5.52 0.J7~ 

9 4.91 

13 4.08 764 k=4,26 

17 3.48 763 

Seeond series. 

t Cn 

6 5.81 

9 4.90 0.0619 

13 4.02 

17 3.43 

635 k=4.32 

630 

average O. Oi66 average 0.0628 

T .A. B LEVII. 

N'/4~ ethyl aeetate + N./4o Na OH + N./4o saeeharose. 

First series. Secolld selÏes. 

Cn t Cn 

3 6.91 3 6.93 

6 5.43 0.0908 6 5.48 0.0882 

9 4.48 903 k=ó.22 9 4.50 900 k=ó.1ó 

12 3.82 901 12 3.85 888 

15 3.33 896 15 3.37 880 

average 0 0902 average 0.0887 

T A. B L E VIII. 

N./4o ethyl aeetate + N./4o Na OH + N./so saceharose. 

}'irst series. 

en 
2 7.40 

4 6.08 0.108 k=ó.84 

6 5.12 106 

9 4.21 108 

12 3.55 108 

ave rage 0.10S 

Seèond ~eries. 

en 
2 7 30 

4 6.00 

I) 5 05 

12 3.52 

108 k=ó,92 

III 

107 

aVCl'age O.lOS 

B. Experiments with invert·suga1". 

A. I N.21/2 solution of invert-sugar was pl'epared by invertillg a 
N.21/2 F>olution of cane-sugal' by means of a little acid at 60° C . 

.A. weighed quantity of saccharose w.as dissolved in a little water 
45* 
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contained in a measuring flask, 20 cc. of N'/2o H NOs were added 
and the whole kept for 24 hours at 60°. The acid was then 
neutralized with lye and the liquid was diluted to the mark. 
I made sure about the completeness of the inversion by a polar
iscopic test. 

Opel'ftting in this manner, the liquid contains but litt1e Na NOs; 
the presence of salts should be avoided as, according to SPOHR'S 

experiments they ex ercise a great _ infiuence on the saponification
velocity of ethyl acetate by Na OH. 

To be more sure, I invel'ted a second solution with a trace of 
oxalic acid: the figures which I obtained afterwarrls on saponification 
were identical with those gi ven by the solution inverted with H N 03, 

Both the solutions were, therefore, usel'l in the further saponification -
experÏInents. I have studied closer an additional phenomenon which 
might have heen of infiuence on the experiments where invert-sugar 
Ol' d-glucose and d-fructose were used. 

LOBRY DE BRUYN and ALBERDA VAN EKENSTEIN I} when studying 
the action or dilute alkalis on carbohydrates have found that d-glu
cose and d-fructose undergo decomposition even by dilute solutions 
of Na OH. A portion of the added Na OH disappears as it gets 
neutralized 1y the organic acids which are formed. The decompo
sition was vel'y plainly observab1e at 63° aftel' a short time, when 
N'/50 Na OH was used. 

Jt, therefore, ,became necessary to ascertain in how far a simiIal' 
secondary reaction may interfere here at 25° C. during the time 
my observations lasted. 

For that purpose, I mixed in a flask: 50 cc. N.2 1/ Z invert-sugar, 
25 cc. of water ::md 25 cc. of N./IO Na OH and kept the mixture 
in a thermostat at 25° C. From time to time, the alkalinity was 
determined by titrating 10 cc. with N ./.10 acid. 

Aftel' 80 minutes 0.2 cc. of N'/4Q Na OH were assumed. 

" 
250 

" 
II 1320 

" 

0.3 cc. " N./4o Na OH 

1.1 cc. " N./4o Na OH 
" 
" 

" 

" 

As in our case the experiments are finished within 150 minutes, 
the secondary action is not likely to infiuence -the general result. 

1) Rec. des Trav. chim. des Pays-Hus. 14, 156, 203 (18!J5). 
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TAB L E IX. 

N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OR + N.l. invert-sugar. 

t On kC I 
30 7.52 

50 6.59 0.00705 

SO 5.51 729 k=0.379 

110 4.79 712 

average 0.00715 

TABLE X. 
N./4o ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./IO invert-sugar. 
, 

First series Second series. 
Cn kC] t On kC I 

7.78 15 7.78 

6.50 0.0131 30 6.50 0.0131 

5.35 129 k = 0.68 50 5.38 127 k = 0.66 

4.35 131 75 4.39 128 

3.59 142 105 355 132 

average 0,0133 average 00139 

T .A. J3 L E XI. 

N./4o ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OR + N./~o invert-sugar. 

First series. Second series. 
On kC I t Cn kC I 

7.44 10 7.40 
6.10 0.0219 20 6.05 0.0223 

5.20 215 k = 1.15 30 5.13 221 k = 1.18 

4.28 2Il 45 4.21 216 

3.40 216 65 3.42 212 

average 0.0215 average 0.0218 

TABLE XII. 
N'/40 ethyl aeetate + N'/40 Na OH + N'/40 invert·sugar. 
First series. Second series. 

Cn kC] t On kOl 
7.51 5 7.50 

6 32 0.0376 15 5.42 0.0383 

5.41 388 k=2.01 20 4.78 379 k=2.04: 

41.80 376 30 3.81 387 

3.90 370 

average 0.0377 average 0.0383 
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TAB L E XIII. 
N'/40 et))yl acetate + N./40 Na OH + N./Bq illvel't-sugar. 

FJl'st series. Secolld series. 
t Cn kC] t Cn kC] 
3 7.60 3 7.52 

6 6.36 0.0650 k=S.S9 6 6.32 0.0633 

9 5 48 644 9 5 42 645 k = 3.36 

12 4.82 641 12 4.80 629 

17 4.01 625 
average 0.0644 average 0.0633 

C. Expel'iments with d-glucose. 
For these experiments I made use of a preparation sold by 

MERCK as "Traubenzucker purisbimum, wasserfrei '. By polarisation 
and a water determination, the article, however, appeared to contain 
about 6 pCt. of water. , 

A second preparation in beautiful crystals was kindly offered 
to me by Prof. RINDELL of Helsingfors. Both specimens gave the 
same figures in the saponification experiments and were used side 
by side. 

TAB LEXIV. 
N.Î40 ethyl acetate + N·/40 Na OH + N'/6 d-glucose 

Flrst series. Second series. 
t Cn kC] t Cn kOl 

15 7.3Z 15 7.32 

30 6.07 0.0137 30 6.02 0.0143 

45 5.13 142 45 5.14 142 

60 4.41 146 k=O.79 60 4.41 146 k=O.79 

80 3.79 148 80 3.72 148 

110 3.05 147 no 3.06 147 
avel'age 0.0144 average 0.0145 

TABLE XV. 
N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./JO d-glucose. 

First series. Secolld series. 

t (n kOl t Cn kOl 
10 7.04 10 7.04 

20 5.68 0.0239 20 5.68 - 0.0239 

30 4.70 248 k=l sa 30 4.70 248 

45 3.83 239 45 3.83 239 k=1.38 

60 3.20 l!40 60 3. ]8 242 

75 2.BO 2&3 75 2.70 !H7 -----
average 0.0240 avel'age U. 0243 
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TABLE XVI. 

N./40 ethyl acetate + N /40 NaOH + N.l20 d-glucose. 

Flrst series. Second series. 

t Cn kC I t Cn kC) 

5 7.39 5 7.32 

10 6.08 0.0430 k =2,31 10 6.03 0.0427 

15 5.18 426 15 511 432 k=2,32 

20 4 50 428 20 4.48 422 ---_. 
25 3 98 419 

30 3.55 424 

avcrage 0.0428 average 0.0425 

TABLE XVII. 

N'/40 ethyl acetate + N./40 Na OH + N /40' d-glucose. 

.First series. Second series . 

t Cn kOl t On kOl 

4 6.96 4 6.89 

7 I) 81 0.0659 7 5.80 0.0626 

10 5.02 644 k::: 3,72 10 4.99 634 k::: 3,66 

13 440 646 13 4.40 628 

17 3.80 639 17 3.78 633 

average 0.0647 average 0,0630 

TABLE XVIII. 

N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./so d-glucose. 

First series. Second series. 

On kCI t en kCI 

7.02 3 6.92 

6 5 60 0.0845 6 5.52 0.0845 

9 4.61 871 k=479 12 3.98 818 k=4.79 

12 4.50 839 15 3.47 828 

15 3.53 824 18 3.10 821 

18 3.13 828 ---
average 0.0841 average 0.0828 
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D. Experiments with d-Fructose. 

Two specimens of this substance were in my possession. A smaJl 
quantity of cl'ystallised d-fructose from MERCK of Darmstadt and a 
larger quantity which Mr. ALBERDA v A.N EKENSTEIN, direntor oJ the 
Goverllment sugar laboratory of Amsterdam, had been kind enough 
to prepare and recrystallize .101' me. I will not neglert to express 
here my particular thanks for the gl'eat kindness with whiilh 
Mr. ALBEHDA has obliged me with -this expensive preparation as this 
alone has rendered it possible for me to do the expcriments with 
d-fructose on a somewhat largel' srale. 

Both preparatiol1s gave the same figures as will be noticed from 
the tables. 

rTABLE XIX. 

N.14o ethyl acetate + N./4o Na OH + N'/IJ d·fructose. 

First series Second series 
(ALBERDA'S prellaration.) (MEIWK'S p,·eparatioll.) 

t Cn kC I t Cn kC I 

30 6.7d 30 ,6.60 

45 5.82 0.0104 45 5.80 0.0092 

60 5 21 097 k=O,59 60 5.10 98 k=O,59 

80 4..52 098 80 4.40 100 

lU 3.73 099 110 3.63 102 

145 3.07 104 145 3.03 102 

average 0.0100 average 0.00988 

TABLE XX. 

N./4D ethyl acctate + N.l40 Na OR + N 110 d-fructosc. 

l!'Ï1'st series. Second series. 

t Cn kC, t Cn kCI ' 

II 7.48 10 7 53 

20 6 38 0.0191 20 6.38 o 0180 

30 5.4.9 190 k=1,03 33 5.M 192 k=I,OI 

4.5 4.51 HJ3 45 4.50 192 / 

(JO a.S5 192 (JO 3.82 194 

80 3.22 191 80 3.15 198 

100 2.7(J 192 ---
average 0.0192 avrl'age 0.01 IJL 
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T A. B L E XXI. 

N /40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OR + N./~o d-fructose. 
First series. Second series. 

t Cn kC I t Cn kCI 

5 7. 68 I 5 7.60 

10 6.50 0.0363 10 6.39 o 0378 

15 5 64 363 k=1.89 15 5.60 357 

20 4.92 373 20 4 90 367 k=1.87 

avcrage 0.0363 1) 30 4.10 341 

40 3.42 34!l 

50 3.00 340 

average 0.0355 

TAB LEXXII. 
N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./4o d-fructose. 

First series. Second series. 

Cn kCI 
t Cn} kCI 

4 7.21 4 7.20 

S 5.90 0.0555 8 5.90 0.0550 

12 5.00 552 12 4.99 553 

!ti 4.38 538 k=3.02 16 4.33 552 k=3.0ó 

20 3.87 539 20 3.82 553 

24- 3.46 541 average 0.0552 

28 3.13 544 

average 0.0545 

IT.'ABLE 
, 

XXIII. 

N./4o ethyl Ilcetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./so d-fructo~e. 
First series. Second series. 

t Cn kCI t Cn kCI 

3 7.12 3 7.12 

9 4.87 0.0770 9 4.87 0.0770 

12 4..22 763 k=4:,29 , 12 4.25 750 k=4:,24 
\ 

15 3.71 766 15 3.71 7GG 

20 3.11 758 20 3.11 758 

25 2.65 766 25 2.7L 739 

average 0.0764 aVOl'age 0.0756 

I 

1) As I find in my notes Ithat the figul'e 4.92 is c1eci<1edly too low I have clisregarded 
the vnl11e 0.0373 when calculnting tJle nvel'nge. 
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E. Experiments with Mannitol. 
r 

The pl'epal'ation obtained fl'om KAHLBAUM was sharply dried 
and then used fol' making the solutions. 

TAB LEXXIV. 

N·/40 ethyl acetate t N./40 Na OH + N'/6 maunitol. 

First series. Second series. 
t Cn kC, t , Cn kCI 

3 7.23 3 7.19 

9 4.68 0.0907 k=ó,13 6 5.61 0.0938 

12 3.92 938 9 4.60 938 k=ó120 

17 3.12 940 12 3.90 937 -
17 3.n 937 

avcrage 0.0928 average 0.0938 

TAB LEXXV. 

N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N./IO maunitol. 

First series. SecOlId series. 
~ Cn kC I t Cn kC I 

2 7.53 2 7.49 

4 6.19 0.109 4 6.17 0.107 

6 5.21 In k=ó,83 6 5.20 110 k=ó,8'i' 

8 4.50 U2 8 4.51l 109 

II 3.80 109 11 3.70 113 
average 0.110 average 0.110 

TABLE XXVI. 

N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/4~ Na OH + N'/2Q mannitol. 

First series. Second series. 
t Cn kCI t On kCI 
2 7.32 2 7.30 

4 6.01 0.109 4 5.97 0.111 

6 5.01 115 k=6,1'i' 6 4.99 115 k=6,19 

8 4.33 115 8 4.31 H5 

10 3.80 115 10 3.81 111 
average O.11a average 0.113 
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TABLE XXVII. 
N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OH + N'/40 mannitol. 

First series. Second series. 
t On kOL t On kOL 
2 7.20 2 7.23 

4 5.84 0.116 4 5.84 0.119 

6 4.98 111 k=6,33 6 4.98 112 k=6,47 

8 4.22 117 8 4.23 118 

10 3.76 114 10 3.71 118 

average 0.114 average 0.117 

TAB LEXXVIII. 
N'/40 ethyl acetate + N'/40 Na OR + N lao mallilitol. 

First series. Secolld series. 
t On kOL t Un kOL 
2 7.20 2 7.12 

4 5.79 0.121 4 5.75 0.119 

6 4.80 124 k= 6.88 6 4.80 120 k=6.74 

8 4.10 126 10 3.60 122 

10 3.62 124 

average 0.124 average 0.120 

Summal'y of results oOtained. 

If we now take the mèan of the figures obtained lil the above 
tables as end-figure we get the following summary: 

TAB LEXXIX. 
Saponificat~on·velocity of N'/40 ethyl acetate + N./40 Na OH at 25°.0 O. 

In: N./. N./Lo N./so N./40 N./ao 
'Water 6.86 
Saccharose 2 Ol 3.12 4.29 5.19 5.88 
Invert·sugar 0.38 0.67 1.17 2.03 3.38 
d-Glucose 0.79 1.37 2.32 3.69 4.79 
d-Fructose 0.59 1.02 1.88 3.04 4.27 
Mannitol 5.17 5.85 6.18 6.40 6.81 

Fig. 3 gives a grap~ic representation of the results; the abscissae 
representent the concentrations and the ordinates, the velocities 1). 

1) It must be observed that in fig. 1 which gives KULLGREN'S results the abscissne 
represent percen{nges by volume, whilst here normlllities have been used for cnlcu
Intion. In KULLGREN'S cnse, this representntion would. have caused difficulties in con
nection ",Hh tlle grent concentrntions of severnl of the non-electrolytes used by him, 
in view of the scnle to be used. 
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Curve I relates to saccharose. 
Curve II " "invert-sugar. 
Curve In » »d-glucose 
Curve IV n »d-fructose. 
Curve V » »mannitol. 

These curves must, of course, intersect in one point (W). 
A glance at the figure shows at once that the saponification

velo city is considerably retarted by saccharose; still more so by invert
sugar. IJlhe result showing that the influence exercised hy d-glucose 
and d·fructose is different, is of illlportance as d-fructose retards the 
saponification to a much larger extent than d·glucose. 

Mannitol, however, exercises but little influence even in the strongest 
solutions and thus behaves like ethyl and methyl alcohol. 

In connection with what has been said at the commencement 
about KULLGRENS researches, we see that saccharose, d-glucose, 
d-fructose and invert-sugar behave like acids. Invert-sugar is stronger 
than cane-sugar, d-fructose stronger than d-glucose. The remarkable 
behaviour of cane sugar solutions observed by RAYlIIAN and SULC 

may be easily explained af ter these results. 
In a following communication the results obtained will be sub· 

jected to calculation. ' 
Stockholm, University physical Laboratory. Aug. 1899. 
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Chemistry. - "Determinations of the diminution of vapourpres
sure and of the elevation of Uw boiling point of diltde 
so lutions " , by Dr. A. SMITS (Oommunicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEDOOM). 

I nt1·oduction. 

In ft former article 1) the apparatus has been de'3cribed, ,~hich has 
enabled me to ascertain the decrease of the vapourpressure and 
the elevation of the boiling point of dilute solutions. 

The method of cxperimenting wh en determining the diminution of 
vapourpressure iE> already described there, so that it is only 11eces
sal'y to say here that in determining the elevation of the boiling 
point, the manostat is always set at the same pressure ; the thermo
meter, which remains continuously in the boiling water, controls 
the action of the manostat, since a small change of pressure in the 
apparatus is immediately betrayed by a change of temperature. 

Regarding the accuracy of the two methods, the preference must 
be given to the determination of the increase in the boiling point. 
If, in the method for detel'mining the diminution of vapoul'pressure, 
the decrease in the vapourpressure of the solution is to be calou
laied from the observcd fall in tho boiling point of pure water, it 
is necessary to use the table constructed by REGNAULT 2) for the 
maximum pl'essure of watervapour, which gives the di.fferences for 
aach 0.1°. Tt is plain tbat errors are committed here; in the nrst 
place berause the table is not quite correct and secondly because 
interpolation must be resol·ted to. The value of i obtained from the 
value of the derrease in the vapourpressure thus calculated can, 
therefore, not be very accurate. In the determination of i from the 
elevation of the boiling point, it is only necessary to divide by a 
constant factor i in this methad the values of i can only be a:tfected 
by a constant error. 

J have, th erefore , applied the two methods to the same solutions 
of Na Cl, but in the case of the other salts, the elevation of the 
boiling points only has been determined. The results, which I have 
obtained with solutions of Na Ol, K Cl and K NOs are included in 
the followmg tables,!... Between each of the different series of obser
vations of the Na Cl-solutions, tbe manostat was set at a different 
pressure. 

1) Proceedillg Hoy,ll Acad. J,1l1. 27, 1900, p. 471. 
2) Mémoires de l'Acad. 'f. XXI, p. 6~.2. 
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Concentration 
in 

gr. mols. prr 1000 grs. of H~O. 

0.01i00 

0.071i0 

0.1001 

0.1i001 

1.0000 

( 636 ) 

Results: 
NaCI. 

Observed decrease~f ~alculated dimi-
the boiJing point of tIJ nutlon of tIJe vapoul' -

pure water. e pressUl'e at 99,424° 
, Jll m m. of 11 g .• 

0.Oi8 1.27 

0.073 1.94 

0.093 2.47 

0.468 12.41 

O.96f:i 21i.37 

Na Cl. 
Boiling point of the pure water = 99.424° t = 5.18 !). 

Concentl'ation in Elevation of tIJo boiJing Molecular elevation 
gr. mols. per ] 000 gl's. of H~O. point of the Soilltion. of the boHing point. 

0.0500 0.050 10.00 

0.071i0 0.071i 9.99 

0.1001 0.096 9.60 

0.5001 0.471 9.42 

1.0000 0.968 9.68 

2.0798 2.120 10.20 

NaGI. 
Boiling point of the pure water = 99.7930 t = 5.19. 

Conoentration in Elevation in tIJe boiling Moleoular -elevation 
gr. mols. per 1000 cc. of H2O. point of the solution. of the boiling point. 

O.01iOO 0.049 9.81 

0.1000 0.095 9.1i0 

0.1i000 0.472 9.44 

C!.7497 0.717 9.M 

1.00()0 0.970 9.70 

1.89 

1.93 

1.84 

1.81i 

1.89 

i 

1.93 

1.93 

1.81i 

1.82 

1.869 

1.969 

i 

1.89 

1.83 

1 82 

1.84 

t.869 

1) t = molecular elevatiou of the boiling point calculated from VAN 'T HOFP'S for-
0,02 T2 

IDnlae t = ---. N.B. Although very f'ew of' the soJutions are weak ellough to 
w 

warrant the calculation of i; this hus been dOlle fol' !lIl concentrutiollS to facilitate 
the compurisoll with previous l'esults. 
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NaOi. 

Boiling point of the pure water = 99.61° t = 5.19°, 

Concentration in Elevatiou of the boiiing Molecular elevation 
gr. mols. per 1000 grs. of H:O. point of the solution. of the boiling point. 

0.0560 

0. 10115 

0.50566 

1.0112 

0.049 

0.096 

9.479 

0.979 

KOL 

9.68 

9.48 

9.47 

9.68 

Boiling point cf tbe pure water = 99.ö95° t = 5.19. 

Concentratioll in I Elevation of the boiling Moleculor elevation 
gr. mols per 1000 grs. of 8 20./ point of the solution. of the boHing point. 

0.0504 0.050 9.93 

0.1008 0.091 9.03 

0.5037 0.455 9.03 

1.0074 0.926 9.19 

KNOs· 
Boiling point of tbe pure water = 99.691° t = 5.19. 

Concentration in Elevation of the boiling Molecular elevation 
gr. mols. per 1000 grs. of H2O. point of the solution. of the boiling point. 

0.0499 0.051 10.21 

0.0998 0.095 9.52 

0.4991 0.450 9.02 

0:74.86 0.648 8.65 
I 

0.9981 0.8ö8 8.57 

1.87 

1.83 

1:82 

1.865 

1.91 

1.74 

1.74 

1.771 

1.97 

1.83 

1.74 

1.67 

1.651 

From these tables it is apparent, that in the case of NaOI i reaches 
a minimum value at about 0.1 gr. mol. pel' 1000 grs. of water 
when the diminution of the vapourpressure is oetermined, and at 
about 0.5 gl'. mol., when the elevation of the boiling point is deter-
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mined. In the case of KCI, i also reaches a mlDlmum between the 
concentrations 0.1 and 0.5 gr. mol. From 0.5 gr. mol. upwards a 
rise of i is ohserved as the concentration increases. Above 0.5 gl'. 
mol. the results are therefore, qualitatively, thc same as wit.h the 
micrornanometer. Below tbis concentration i seems to increase again 
with the dilution. In the case of K N 0 3 i increases proportionally 
with the dilution jusl; as I have observed with the micromanometer. 
Both at lOoo and at 0° a solution of K N 03 seems to behave 
differently to 8olutions of K Cl aia Na Cl. 

As regards the accuracy of the results, I may say that the greatest 
error of each thermometer was 0,002°. If these errors of the two 
thermometers have opposite signs, the error of observation amounts 
to 0,004°. As, however, cach determinatioJl lasted 15 minutes, a 
reading being taken every 5 minu·tes, the average error must have been 
rea11y less than 0,004° which is confirmed by the thorough agreement 
of the results obtained in the three series"of obseJ'vations on the 
Na Cl solutions. 

, Earliel' obsel'vations. 

W. LANDSBERGER 1) has already found in 1898 that more con
ccntrated solutions of Na Cl show a rise in the molecular increasc 
of the boiling point wh en the concentmtion increases. From his 
molecular weight determinations, 1 have calculated the following 
values for the moleculal' increase of thc boiling poin tand for, i. 

Coucentratiou in 
gr. mols per 1000 grs. of H2O. 

0.714,5 

1.0581 

1.0872 

1.t077 

1.2427 

2.0735 

2.0855 

NaCI. 
t = 5.12. 

Elevation of the 
boiling point. 

0.676 

1.026 

1.080 

1.067 

1.235 

2.177 

2.186 

1) Zeitschl'. f. Anol'g'. Vhem. X VU 452. (18U8). 

I Molecular Mol. elevation 
of the i 

/weight fouud. boiling poiût. 

I 3:) 'J 9.46 I 1.82 ... 
-

31.4 ' 9.70 1.87 

30.7 9.93 1.91 

31.6 9.63 1.85 

30.6 9.94 1.91 

29.0 10.50 2.02 

29.0 10.50 2.20 
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Exeepting the value of i for the concentration 1.1077 gr. mol., 
whieh is very probably too small on account of an experimeutal 
error, we also notiee here a perciptible incl'ease of i with increasing 
concentration. 

LANDSBERGER says regarding the results: 
»Die angefühl'ten Zahlen für Natriumchlorid Iehl'en, das die Disso

ziation in wä:5seriger Lösung mit steigender Konzentration fortschreitet." 
Although this conclusion seems to me to be erroneous I have 

quoted it in orr1er to 'show that LANDSBERGER regards the observed 
changes as essential. 

For concentrated solutions of Na Cl and K Cl, LEGRAND 1) has 
already noticed the same phenomenon as I have now done for the 
more diluted ones. 

From the following table this progressive change is plainly visible. 

N umber of grams Number of grams Numher of grarns Increase 
of Na Cl of KCI ofKNOa I in the 

per 100 grs. of E.O'. per 100 grs. of R 2O. per 100 grs. ot H.O. boiJing point. 

7.7 9.0 12.2 1° 

13.4 17.1 26.4 2° 

18.3 24.5 42.2 3° 

23.1 31.4 59.6 4° , 
27.1 37.8 78.3 5° 

We seo fl'om this htblo that with Na Cl auu K Cl thc olevatioll 
of tho boiling' point increases more rapidly than thc concentl'ation, 
whilst with KN03 the re verse is the case. At gre~Lter concentrations 
Lhe mûlecular elevation of the boiling point of solutions of Na Cl 
and K Cl se6ms to increase with thc concentration, whilst for sol u
tion of KNOs it steadily declines. 

SUrlZ11Iary of the results. 

Thc re8ult is, therefore, that the progressive change observed with 
concentmted solutions of KNOs al80 oceurs with dilute soJutions, 
whilst with concelltrated Holutiom; of Na Cl and KCI it ends at a 
concentration of 0.5 gl'., mol. WhC1'6 it takes anothel' dil'ection. 

In my detel'minatiolll; of vapoul'pl'essul'e with t11e micromallo-

1) Ann. de Uhim. et ue Phys. T. I,fl!. Poggeud. Ann. 13d. XXXVII. 

46 
Proceedillgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Il. 
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meter, I did not notice a mInImUm of the molecular diminution 
of vapourpressure; it is possiblc that the cause of this is as 
follows: 

.At about 100°, I observed a minimum at the cOllcentration of 
0.5 gr. mol.; should the position of thi'! minimum alter with the 
temperature w}!Ïrh is quite possible, it may occur that at lower 
tempelatures it is displaced in the direction of still more dilute so
lutions and that at 0° it may fall below the concentrations with 
which I was able to make sufficié'ntly accurate obsel'vations. 

To decide whether there really is a minimum which changes its 
position with the temperature, I propose to make further measure
ments of the diminution of vapourpressul'e of solutions at tempe
ratures between 0° and 100°. 

Amsterdam, Univcrsity Chem. LaboratoJ'Y. 
April 1900. 

Physiology. - "Some 1'efiexes on the 1'espiration ~'n connection 
with LABORDE'S methud to restore, by rhythmical tl'action of 
the tongue, the respimUon suppressed in na1·cosis". By 
M. .A. VAN MELLE (Communicated by Prof. C. WINKLER). 

In the Weekblad van het Nederlandsc" Tijdschrift voor Genees
kunde, March 31, 1900. Dr. Wl~NCKEBACH inserts a note on LABORDE'S 
communirations in the .Académie de Médecine, which are published 
in the Bulletins de l'Académie de Médecine, 1\0. 45 1899 en N°. 2, 
J, 5, 6. 1900 and with slight modifications in the Comptes Rendus 
de la Societé de Biologie: 1899. N°. 39 and N°. 2, 4, 5. 1900. 

In this communicalion LABORDE gives fuller detaIls about a method 
in whieh rhythmical traction of the tongue is used to restorö the 
pardlyzed respiration. .An explanation is to be found for this 
pbenomenon, as it cannot be considered as anything but a re
Hectory action, originating fIOm the sensible nerves of the first air
passages on the so-called centres of respil'ation. LABORDE thinks, 
that according to his experiments the reHectory action depends on 
the Nn. laryngei superiores, the electrical and mechanical excitation 
of which brings about an "arrest" dUl'ing the active re::;piration, 
whereas it restores the respiration when the latter was suppressed. 

In the laboratory of Prof. WINKLER, under wbose guidance im
portant inyestigatiolls on the mechanism of the respiration have been 
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made 1), I have tried to find further dab, about the effect on the 
J'espirat~on of tbe excitation of some periferie ncrves. I have 
to return thanks to Mr. VAN CALCAR and Mr. H. JAGER for 
their valua ble ussistdnce. Smce the impulse to this in vestigation 
whieh MABSHALL HALL'S "Treatisc of thc Nervons System" gave 
in 1840, many experiments have been made on this subject, but 
on the whole the results do not agTee very weIl. The dIfference of 
animals E'xperimcnted on, of the conditions under which the expe- , 
riment was made, of thc nature of thc exeitation used, is so difficult 
to bl'ing under simple points of view, that I thought it desirabie 
to make a new attempt under conditions as much the same as possible. 

For want of time I could make only a beginning with this very 
interesting study of thc automatism of respiration, the knowledge 
of which is of the highest impOl tance both from a phYbiological and 
a clinical point of view. Nevcrtheless it seems to me, speclally with 
a view to LABORDE'S opinion, that I am justified ia communicating 
some of the obtained resnlts. 

The animals experimented on were dogs, almost all of the same 
species. Thc cxperiments were made in narcosis of pure chloroform. 
In the oeginning this gave difficulties as it is a well-known fact, 
that dogs which are not morphinized, react very violentlyon the 
inhalation of chlol'oformvapouJ's and therefore aften succumb of thc 
narcosis. 

On purpose I did not make use of thc mixed morphia-chlol'oform 
nareosis, because Dlorphia introduces a factor, by na means to 
be neglected in the mechanism of respiration (as proved by 
the weil· knowll mOl'phia-sigh) which indicates over-irritability of 
inspiration-centres. 

The chloroform a]so intloduces an unknown factor, but this seemed 
to me a peremptory demand of humanity. Moreover if dogs are not 
narcotized there is a1so an unknown factor acting, because puin 
makes the respiration strongly irregular. When the narcosis with 
pure chloroform has become complete, it gives a fine regular 
respiration, ",hich changes as long as active stimulation lasts, but 
generally returns immediately to the normal condition. 

The explanation of the violent reaction, which takes place in the 
beginning of narcosis, is not found, as we should be inclined to 
assume, in the disagreeable irritating action of the chloroform on 

') Proc. Roy. Acad. Amsterddm Oct. 29, 1898 alld Mnrch 25, 1899. Dr. WURDI 
BECKMAN. Diss. Innug. 1899. Amsterdam. De invloed ,an do schors der voorhoof<ls
hersenen op de ademhaling. 
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tbe olfactol'y mucous membrane, for I found the same reactión with 
one of tbe dogs, narcotized through the trachea 'aftel' tracheotomy. 
This occurred, wh en I wanted to stimulate the fila olfactoria by 
means of elAetricity and thercfore would not paralyze them before
hand by ehloroformvapours. This violent reaction, whf'n found with 
dogs which had been first' tied, may cause the dogs to sucenmb; if 
however, we leave a possibility of free movernent, which is best 
uone by tying thc dogs in a bag leaving only the head and tbe legs 
free, and tbe bag with tbo dog suspended in the air, the asphyxia 
is generally not found, anil the further narcosis remains very 
calm and regular. The chloroform' was administered by means of 
CURSCHMANN'S inhalator. 

The nareosis being deep enough, tracheotomy was performod and 
the chloroform was administered tbrough the tracheal eanula. 

Tbo registration to?k place with tbe pneumograph -of MAREY. 

The sensible nerves were stimulated witb a moderately strong in
duetion eurrent. Generally, differences in the strength of the current 
had little influence, except that a certain minimum had tn be 
exceeded. 

Under these circnmstanees, i w bieh the resuIts show much 
nniformity and constancy, it appeared th at tbe stimulation of those 
periferie nerves, which are exclusively composed of sympathie 
nerve-fibres or contain many of them, brought about an arrest 
of the respiration and generally. as has been found already by 
HARLEY aDd HAMBURGER, in its expiratory position. So do the 
N. splanchnicus and the N. vago-sympathicus. I succeeded sometimes 
by mechanic stimulation of tbe N. spla.nchnicus (by traction of the 
entrails) in arresting the respiration fol' 65 seconds, as long as the 
stimulatioll lasted, while before and aftel' the stimulation the re spi
ration wa~ perfectly regular. - By electrical stimulation of the N. 
splanchnicus the same result was obtained. This proves that no 
centre has been disturbed by shock. The same thing is seen' when 
the N. vago-sympathicus is stimulated (see fig. I--IV). 

The excitation of the N. laryngeus sup~J'Îor gives also au arrest 
in the expiratory position, but has generally, in the same way as 
the sensible branches of the N. tl'igeminus, an after-effeot of long 
duration. Some time passes before the dog breathes again calmly, 
and there is a tendency to get out of the narcosis. If the narcosis 
is very deep the effect is simple retardation (see fig. V). 

That of the N. glossopkaryngeus always gives a -deep inspiratory 
position, as is never reached in simple breathing, but only with deep 
sighs. Strong currents bring about a forced deep inspiration lasting 
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as long as the current Iasts, weak currents at tbe same' time accel
eration (see fig. VII-XI). 

That of tbe N.lingualis N. trigemini always giveR, just as tbe N. 
laryng. sup. an arrest in expimtory position, but with accelerated super
ficial breathings alld long continued afier-effects (see fig, XIII-·XV). 

The stimnlation of the N. hypoglossus, the N. accessorius and 
the N. facialis proved to have no influence on the 1 espiration. 

The stimulation of the fila olfactol'ia appeared to be exceedingly 
dangel'ous as there was a great chance of suilden death, but, gave 
in some cases- a curve analogous to that of the stimulation of the 
N. sympathicus (see fig. VI and fig. XII). 

Under the given circumstances, i.e. chloroformnarcosis and mode
rately strong induction current (we cannot lay too much stress on 
this), all ser.sible nerves of the tractus intestinalis and of the 
airpassages proved to have a retarding infiuence, with the exception 
of N. trlgeminus, w hich may be considered as being in secondary 
connection with the deeper órgans, being primarily a sensible 
nerve of the outward cover of the body. The arrest is a position 
of rest when the N. Splanchuicus, N. Vagus and the N.olfactorius 
are stimulated and the arrest is a forced inspiratory po~ition when 
the N. Glossopharyngeus is stimulated. This l'esult agrees on the 
w hole 'with what others, uuder different circumstances, have 
found. Yet there are important deviations in some points. PHILIP 

KNOLL states in the "Sitzungsbel'ichte der Wiene1' Akademie" Bd. 86. 
p. 483 and Bd. 92. p. 315, that the ram us lingualis N. trigemini 
belongs to the nerves, the excitation of which always gives 
inspiratory effects , whereas experimeuting on five dogs with 
numerous stimulations, I have never found an inspiratory effect, but 
constantly an expiratcry effect with acceleration of respiration. This 
is of importance because the statement of the author that there is 
no real dlffereuce in the working of the sen si bIe stimulation for 
narcotized, not narcotized or brainless animaIs, proves not to be 
exact in all cases. 

But these results are also of irnportance with a view to the 
theoretical consideratiolls of LABORDE and thi,s is in fact what ga ve 
rise to this communication. 

LABORDE passes the N. glossopharyngeus over 'in a few JVords, 
which prove, that he does not pay' sufficient attention to what is 
known about this nerve. He says about it: 

"Grace à un des résllItats nouveaux de mes recherches personnelles 
ce nerf (c. a. s. N. Laryngé supél'ieur) n'est pas Ie seul qui puisse 
intervenir efficacement dans la réalisation fonctionelle dont il s'agit. 
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Le nerf glossopharyngien considéré jusqu'à présent dans sa fonction 
essentielle comme un agent de sensibilité sPtlciale (sensibilité gustative), 
prend aussi une part réelIe et active à titre de nerf sensitif de 
départ réflexe au fonctionnement respiratoire." 

In 1883 KNOLL cOllsidered the N. GlossopharyllgcuR as belonging 
to those nerves which have always an inspiratory reflnx-action on 
the respiration and several physiologists deny the gustative signifi
cation of the N. glossopharyngeus altogether or consider it at kast 
of little importance. ~ 

For the action of the rhythmical tongue-trnctions we have to think 
of three sensible nerves, viz.: 

1. N. laryngeus superior. 

2. N. glossopharyngeus. 

3. Ram. lingualis N. trigemini. 

The first is of little importance to our purpose because on account 
of the distribution of its branches, it has the smallest chance of being 
really stimulatcd in L~BORDE'S method. Moreover it gives regularly 
a suspension of expiration under my experiment-conditions, and the 
results arrived at by means of pure chloroformnarcosis have some 
more value in this case, because the method will find its most 
important application in the chloroform-asphyxia. 

Yet it is not impossible that the N. lar)ng. sup. under certain 
conditions may restore the arrestecl respiration. 

LABORDE brought about suffocation of his animaIs, by closing the 
air passages completely. The l'espiration curve changes its character 
completely, it b(>gins to resem bIe a normal curve, held upside down. 
Instead of expiratory we get inspiratory positions of rest (see curve 
XVII). It is not easy to explain this pheuomenon, as it would be 
more likely that the air·resorption in lungs where the air cannot 
enter, would give mechanically an expiratory positioll. The craving 
for air (comp. the subjoinec1 curve XVI) does not explaiu it satis
factorily either, as a double pneumothorax gives long positions of 
rest in expiration, interrupted by energetical inspirations. The sti
mulation of the N. laryngeus superior gives an arrest, generally in 
a strongly pronounced expiratory position. 

l'he fact is that the electric excitation of the N.laryngeus superior 
has an opposite effect, which favoul's expiratory positions and in 
connection with the forced inspirations may bring about rhythmical 
in-" and expiration. 

Therefore it does Dot seem probable to me, that on account of 
the experiment of LABORDE, about which no sufficient information 
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H. A. VAN MELLE. On some rell.exes on the respiration. 
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is to be had, we may hold the N. laryng. sup. answerable for the 
I usual action of the method, as it wil! most hkely never be applied 
ex cept for experiments on animaIs, when complete closure of the 
air passa~es has brought a bout cessation of respiraton. For it is 
exactly the experimental closure which modifies the usual type of 
respiration greatly, and which introduces unknown factors in the 
mechanism of respiration. 

It is quite a different tbing for the N. glossopharyngeus and tbe 
ram. Jing. N. V. They must neeessarily be stimulated by every 
traction of the tongue. Tbe N. glossopharyngeus appears to have 
an exceedingly fltrong effrct on thc inspiration, an arrest with strong 
stimulations, an accelrration with wcaker stimulations. As wel! according 
to the imestigations of KNOLL of 1883, as to my investigations in 
Prof. WINKLRR'S laboratory, and to LABORDE'S vague allusion, the gth 

nerve of the brain has this strong reflex-action, It is therefore not 
very ratioual, not to look first of ,all to this nerve, in trying to find 
tbe explanation of tbe respiratory mechanism in LABORDE'S method. 

The excitation of the N. trigeminU'l may a1so produce inspiratory 
effe cts under th<;l experimental conditions introduced by KNOLL 
(unknown to me); a pure chloroformnarcosis however, cannot have 
auy or but a very small effect. 

Chemistry. - «Echinopsine, a new crystalline vegetable base". 
By Dr. M. GRESHOFF (Communicated by Prof. A. P. N. 
FRANCHIMONT). 

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting). 

Chemics. - »The constitution of the Vapour-phase in the System 
Water-Phenol, with one 01' two Liquid-phases." By Dr. F. 
A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS (Commuuirated by Prof. J. M. VAN 
B}I]MMELEN. 

(Will bc published in tbe Proccedings of the next meeting.) 

(.June 20, 1900.) 
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